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PRESENT TASKS OF AMEKU AX BIBLICAL SLllULAK-
SHIP*

James A. ^Montgomery

UXIVEKSITY OK PeXXSYLVANIA

Duty always spells the present task, and the tasks crowil natu-

rally so close upon each other's heels that we do not often cnoujjh

raise our heads above the routine and take stock of new probli-ms

and fresh opportunities.

But upon the whole world the Great "War has hi-()u<:lit stupi-ii-

dous duties witii the compulsion of thinking out ^raiid programs

of action never before dreamed of. If in the past four years

many of the nations have been compelled to think hard and fast

and then turn to the gi'inding material duty in order to save

themselves from a shameful despotism, now a breathing space has

come. This mifjiit be given to fatigue anil repose, but ratlier it

is required for collecting our sadly disturbed minds, boldly pros-

pecting the future, and realizing at least the outlines of its duties

and responsibilities.

Yet such a group as this, composed of students of the Bible,

miglit lliird\ itself detacheil from the nnwai-d course of the world.

If we are personally alive to this detachment and feel at all

keenly our place first as citizens of the Innnan polity and not as

professional dilettanti, we must be keenly touched by the app.ir-

ent vanity of nuicli of that in which we have been engaged. As

professionals W(t havi^ been able to contribute nothing to the

salvation of the woi-hl. and sonu* of us liavc; chafed ;it the reins,

that while almost every other profession has been called (»ri to do

its part in the wonderful organization of difTerentiated functions

whereby the war has been won. we. along with similar groups of

academics, have been e.xempted. exempt because we bad nothing

to give. In the S. A. T. ('. courses we have not ])een wanted, and

in the .seminaries Hebrew and Greek ami Latin have not apjxaled

to men wlio as ministers of religion felt the war also to be a cru-

sade in which the things of the spirit might l)e potent a.s well

* Presiflential Adilresa at tho nnniinl miu-tinj: of tho Sooioty of nit»li<-nl

Literature at Columbia UnivorMity, DemiiVx'r l.'»5, MMs.
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as the arms of tlie flesh. With M'hat mind will they come back

to their books? At best we can flatter ourselves that as Bible

students and teachers we have made some contribution, however

impalpable, to the nobler humanity that has fought out this war.

Yet the evidence is very indirect. Have we even purposed that

object?

There may be those among us whose attitude towards the Great

War has been one of impatience over the disturbance to our

scholarly ease. We have not been able to correspond with

foreign scholarship, to publish, or even to study with repose of

mind. Such men may sigh a sigh of relief, and think that now
it is all over, they may return to their accustomed tasks, to find

them the same and to pick up the broken but still identical

thread of their ways. It is such an attitude as this, which in the

after-war enervation may affect the most patriotic scholar, that

threatens grave danger to Biblical and similar sciences. While

indeed their groups have been exempt from the great operations

of the world in the past four years, I can see no greater peril

lying before our studies and our very professions than the vain

imagination that our paradise is to remain unchanged after the

War.

We academics flatter ourselves on what we call our pure

science, and think we are the heirs of an eternal possession

abstracted from the vicissitudes of time. We recall Archimedes

working out his mathematical problem under the dagger of the

assassin or Goethe studying Chinese during the battle of Jena.

But we dare not in this day take comfort in those academic anec-

dotes nor desire to liken ourselves to the monastic scholars who
pursued their studies and meditations in their cells undisturbed

by the wars raging without. The world has been unified, it is

calling upon all to pool their interests and capitals, and those

causes which can show no worth-value, spiritual or material, will

no longer be quoted in the world's market. This is particularly

true of Bible Knowledge. Despite all skepticism and varieties

of religious belief, the world has fostered and propagated Bible

study because of its assumed value to humanity. For the science

of the Bible—an un-English phrase, by the way—it has little

care, as little care as for the mediaeval scholasticism, unless the

technical study keeps the interpretation of the Bible up to

modern needs as well as standards and vivifies it for the ever-
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changing life of society. We might be a polite group of students

of the Koran or the Chinese Classics, and. as far as pure science

goes, contribute more than can be drawn from the trite study of

the Bible, but we may doubt whether our patrons would agree

to such demands of science so-called.

Merely as professional students of the Bible—for the majority

of the active members of this Society are salaried teachers in

colleges and seminaries—we must weigh witii some misgivings

the present economic status of our ca.se. Dr. John P. Peters iuis

sketched in a recent paper^ the remarkable development of Bib-

lical and Semitic studies in this country in the past thirty ycai*s

and exhibited a record of which Americans may well be prou<i.

But the conditions in the latter part of this perioil are rather

ominous. The promise given by Dr. Peters' own l^abylonian

enterprise of American capacity for great things has nut been

sustained by American vigor and finance. And at home the

shifting of the c<'ntre of interest in the semiiuiries from the Bibli-

cal to the sociological studies has severely atl'ected the demand

for Biblical scholarship. Hebrew is passing from the seminaries,

a fdit accumpli in some of the greatest of them; tiie cxciiiption

from Greek is being vigorously discussed, it is chiefly the con-

servatism of the Churches that has kept it from being consigned

to the scrap heap as a requisite of the minister's eduralion. And

this debacle of the philological sciences which lie at the base of

Biblical study is but the toppling of the upper story of the whole

fabric of the ancient classical education. Willi (Jreck and Latin

out of the sciiools, or discounted by popular opinion and arro-

gant pedagogical theory, it becomes increasingly impossible to

raise up a scholarship which is wortliy of tin' Bible. Tlurc is

even the ilanger of developing a pseudo-Sj'initic scholarship

which has not the solid substratum of the old e<lucation in the

humanities, the result of which would be a luirrow onesi«hMlncss

which durst not face the scliolarship of tiu' past generations.

This falling off in the .students fitted in the "Sacred Languages"

is already having its effect upon the tipper clas.ses of scholarship.

' In Thirty Years of Oriental StuJirit, issued in roninicnioration of tlio

thirty years of a<-tivity of tlio Orioiitnl Club of rhila<lolphia. c^litetl by

Dr. K. (J. Kent, University of IViinsylvania, ll'ls. Comparo I'rof. R. W.

Uo^'or.s' aiipenileil " Dist-nssion " with it« iK'ssiniistic outlook on the future

of Hebrew stutlies.
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Chairs are left unfilled, or when they are to be supplied it is

difficult to find the man. I fear that the splendid band of Bibli-

cal scholars which dates back to the era of the new Biblical

scholarship inaugurated by Dr. Harper, and which has made its

mark, despite the limitations circumscribing American scholar-

ship, is not leaving behind an adequate progeny. We have

been going on an elder momentum which seems to have spent

itself, while adverse forces are further disintegrating our cause.

There is a possibility which may check the present trend of

our lower and so higher education. This possibly may come as

a consequence of the Great War. The world has not been saved

by science, so the man in the street is coming to observe. It was

nigh to being ruined by the science of that nation which arro-

gated all science to itself and which by that token cast down the

gage to humanity. At awful cost to the world but more than

worth all the blood shed and money spent, has been the pricking

of this conceit of science. Not only has the German Terror

collapsed, but also—for all modern education has been tarred

with the same stick—some of the bubbles of our own conceit have

been exploded, more quietly but we may hope with equal effect

for good. The world has shaken off its scientistic prepossession

and has denied on the field of battle that luimanity is merely a

scientific specimen, to be studied, experimented upon and

exploited by professors, diplomats, despots and spies. The sup-

posed cadaver has risen from its bed and smitten a deathblow

to its tormentors. And this discovery may lead us back to the

recognition of the discarded humanities, back to the notion the

ancients had, and even uncivilized races still have, that life is

something more than a mechanical unit to be expressed in known

terms. The old humanities lield this view of man, the Bible and

its religions have enforced it. in long periods replacing the classic

humanities, and there may be a reaction to those studies, if the

thinking men in those departments know how to deflect and

guide the tide.

For after all—and I venture to speak of the philosophy of the

Bible before a Biblical Society without offence—the Bible stands

for just those things for which we and our Allies have fought

and triumphed. From the story of the Tower of Babel to the

Christ on the White Horse of the New Testanient there is the

constant challenge to every human thing which would set itself
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in the seat of God, be it force or despot or civilization. It lias

given gniidance and inspiration to the souls groping after Ihe

Kingdom of God, held before them the ideals of right and peace

as indissolubly related, of a natural humanity and a sane democ-

racy, of an idealism always presented in its contrast to the reali-

ties, yet ever seeking realization. Its transcendentalism, long

unsympathetic to the modem world, finds an awakened echo in

the present world of woe. The classicists make similar argu-

ments for their studies, we Biblical students must not fail in

presenting our claims. For our very livelihood's sake we must

inquire how effectually we are commending our wares and

wherein we have erred. For any cause wliose cluimpions canuot

present it as worth while, must perish.

In this connection I mark that our American Biblical scholar-

ship has been in danger of drawing too hard and fast a line

between what we call the scientific and the popular presentation

of the Bible. The latter as the line of greatest demand and also

of profit has deflected some scholarship from possible firslrate

work, wliile tiie former duly has Ix'cn assumed with too much
self-consciousness, and hence the proper appeal has not been

sufficiently made by the best equipped to even the intelligent

public. It cannot be said that we American scholars have

shown up as well as those of Great Britain. France and Germany
in tile production of ripe work, thought out on large lines, biiseil

not merely on a technically correct philology but also on a

thorough etlucation and humane sympathy. Our scholarship

has been too much content to stand apart by itself, leaving what

it calls the graces, which ratliei' are as spii-it an es.sential jiart

of the living organism, too much to the populari/.er and the

preacher. This is a sophomoric attitude which might be cor-

rected if there were in our community a greater mass of well-

educated peopli'. or more centi'cs of positive inlelh'ctual

breeding. But then all the greater reason why in our very

democratic and not broadly educated circles the very best and

most profoundly educated of our scholarship is needed to present

the Bible in a congenial and sympathetie spii-it. If it be oidy

a volume of philology and archaeology. 1 douht if appeal can

be nmde for it, except to small groups. We ai'c in danger of

falling into the same educational fallacy which has injured the

cla.ssical studies, where at the hand of so-cidled scientific stu-
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dents, often just ont of college, the classics have been rednced

to philological themes. Tliej^ uo longer appeal as humanities,

and if we wonder how our forefathers were educated and grew

great on those studies, it was not because they were simple-

minded ; to the contrary, our failure is due to our teaching, to

the shifting of the centre of gravity to new but too often minor

centres of gravity. Philology, criticism, history of religion, are

necessary introductions to the study of the Bible and independ-

ent as its by-products, but can never replace the higher introduc-

tion, that by which the teacher leads his student con amove into

the spirit and charm of the Bible. Mere flippancy of treatment

of the greater issues of the Bible, a sorry kind of stage effect, has

its own reward ; the world takes such a scholar at his quip and

leaves him and his subject severely alone.

In regard to Biblical criticism our American scholarship is

itself to be criticized for remaining too long by the old baggage.

It has often been said that British and American scholarship lags

a generation behind that of Germany, and I believe that the

reproach is true in comparison with Europe in regard to the

advanced steps we need to take beyond the critical elements.

These are not the ne plus ultra. It can hardly be said of us

that we have contributed much to the reconstruction of the

Biblical history and life. On the historical side our scholarship

has been meagre. We have carried on, often parrotwise, our

analyses, but when we come to the reconstruction of the original

picture, where the criticism should go into the footnotes, we have

fallen short. American archaeology has indeed made important

and striking historical contributions, this often without reck of

criticism or even in defiance of it. But we have not been pliable

enough to change the habit of mind from that of analysis to that

of synthesis. "Whether we are too much under the spell of our

schoolboy masters, whether our mind fatigues and runs out

early, whether we are afraid of results which will offend whether

the radical or conservative, I know not. Here again we have

to reckon with our patrons who employ us for their guides and

teachers. They are not interested in the laboratory methods

which so engross us, absolutely essential as these are. But they

do, and rightly, inquire of us the products we have gained. If

you have taken away our old views of the Bible, they ask, and

these were faiths, what fresh organism of flesh and blood can you
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recreate for the history which we fondly imagined once beat

under these fragments ? Tiie workl does not care for the Bible

as a pursuit of the ingenious mind, but it wants to be assured

whether it once fitted into the web and warp of human history

and still has sometliing to say to human life. If we cannot prove

that, the day of the Bible is over, at least its teaching will pass

into other hands and conditions.

To this I venture to add a word on the religious valuation of

the Bible. We have essayed to treat it as philology', as archae-

ology, as history, as litevature. and as many new and fascinating

phases of study have developed. But the Bible remains pri-

marily a religious book, and the student must approach it with

religious sympathy. As it is absurd to think of a student of art

approaching his subject without the aesthetic sense, so it is

ecpially absurd for the student of the Bible to handle it without

some reaction upon his religious sensibilities. There is the

danger of the scientific fetish of mind deadening this sensibility,

as if the student of Greek art should think he has accomplished

his task when he lias minutely and painfully measured an Attic

vase, while in spii-it li<* falls infinitely behind the luitutored soul

that is ravished by its beauty. The mere measurements of the

Bible must not deter us from the appreciation of it as that wliieh

it claims to be, a liook of religion. And none can fully interpret

it who is not possessed by that prepossession. Not the childish

fear of the appearance of faith or eonfessionalism should keep

us from this full approach to the Bible. It is after all, on the

whole, those who have lielieved in it who have been its-greatest

interpreters. And the duty lies upon us Biblical scjiolars to

show the world that we believe in its worth and assert its value

with an enthusiasm that is tinged by emotion as well as mod-

erated by reason.

Sju'h are some of the internal conditions of our Aineiicnn \V\h-

lical scholarship and the criticisin that may be applied to it in

the present circumstances. But tliei'e is also a foreign relation-

ship to whos<; bearings upon our subject we cannot shut our

eyes. (Jermany has been our mistress in Biblical scholarship,

we have goiu' to school to her, her textbooks have been ours.

Now tlio moral ties binding us with her have been broken, an<l

with that has snapped tlu* intellectiud relationship. If it were

otiierwis.', we were pedants, not men, no Ix'tter than mummies.
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We cau no longer go to school to a nation against which we feel

a moral revnlsion. It is not for ns a question of politics,

whereby we might try to distinguish between tlic military class

and the so-called people. But the Intellectuals of Germany,

including the men of our science, sided unanimously and with

brazen effrontery with the despotism, through its scientific rela-

tions with us tried to pull the wool over our eyes, have misinter-

preted facts and history, tlie realm in whieli they were professed

masters. It is not a question of forgiving but of forgetting. It

will take a long time before our natural psychology can again go

to school to Germany. As a prominent member of this Society

wrote me in 1914, when I was in Jerusalem, "we can no longer

accept an ethics made in Germany." And this revulsion must

apply also to philosophy and theology and historical science.

The men who prostituted their science to the Terror, even deceiv-

ing some among us, cannot easily be taken as guides even in pure

science. The past is a closed chapter, to be slowly opened and

continued by the long hand of time.

We have hardly yet realized the results of this catastrophe,

but it has vast implications for us. To begin with, the very

social and educational relations are broken. There is a popular

hatred of Germany which will condemn for long all things bear-

ing its hallmark. The break in the teaching of German in our

schools will have its material effect upon the study of German

theology. For this taboo on a glorious language the possessors

have themselves to blame,

A break in long and cherished political and academic associa-

tions such as we have experienced is a sad disaster. Many of

us feel it deeply, because personally. For compensations there

are the opportunities offered by the closer academic ties now

presenting themselves with Great Britain and France. Negotia-

tions have already been entered into between the American

Oriental Society and the Soeiete Asiatique, looking forward to

mutual cooperation among the learned societies of the Allies.-

We have still much to learn from those countries, which are

racially, politically and intellectually our nearest neighbors,

bound to us now by a brotherhood knit in blood, and a change of

schooling may bring its compensations. But more than these

^ For these negotiations see the current part of the Journal of the Ameri-

can Oriental Society, 1918, p. 310.
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fresh attachments, the opportunity has come for American

scholarsliip to assert its independence and to attempt to work

out its equality witli that of other nations of the eartli. In this

competition we have hitherto been, like the Greek before the

Eg>'ptian priest, a little too modest, if not as to our deserts at

least as to our capabilities. "We have no reason to be ashamed

of what has been done in certain monumental ways, from

Edward Robinson down. "We can claim as particularly our own

the Great Englisli dictionaries of the two Testaments, ours is in

large part the International Commentary, ours the undertaking

of the Polychrome Bible. It is impossible to give even a sum-

mary view of the work done by individual scholars, much of it

of a calibre equal to any done abroad.^

Yet there are many deficiencies in our learned encyclopaedia,

to which we have resigned ourselves, but which the new spirit

of our independence must make us keenly alive to. Before the

War tiie writer felt it was unnecessary for us to attempt to

reduplicate tlie excellent elementary works so cheaply procur-

able in German ; the student should be required to learn the

language. But now I am coming to hold that we should make

ourselves self-sufficient in all essential literature. This ought to

be deemed an integral part of the training of our scholarship

that it be required to produce the necessary apparatus. We
have at present, for instance, to go to Germany for our elemen-

tary textbooks in Bil)lical Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic. We have

no adequate Hebrew grammar or dictionary for .school use. We
have not supplied oui-selvcs with anything like the Short Com-

mentaries of the (}erman scholars. As scholars we ourselves

have not felt the n«'ed, but it is to be expected tliat if the popular

interest is to ho maintained and a native substratum of learning

is to be accumulated, we must develop a Biblical literature of

our own make. Cosmopolitanism in science is a fair ideal for

the npjx'r strata, but it must be l)ased upon deep-rooted national

foundations. There are stinnngs of this sense among us. ])ro-

voked by the War. and we may hail the program of ;in ()|)us of

Semitic Inscriptions which has been planne<l by our colleague

Professor Clay. An<l as an a.sset to our American scholarsliij)

we must mark with great interest tlie establishment of the new

* Soo tlie papor liv IVtorH eito.l abovo and tlie accomiianyiii^; paper l>y

Jastrow in the »anie volume.
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Jewish Learning in our country. America may become the new
home of Rabbinic studies; we shall watch with expectation for

the enrichment that should come from this foundation to all our

Biblical study.

The scholarly lack in our output is conditioned by the mechan-

ical and economical lack of proper printing facilities in this

country. This fact may be focussed by recalling that up to the

time of the Great War our own Journal and that of the Oriental

Society had been printed for a few years in Germany, This

business has come back to our shores, never I hope to return

abroad. But the high rates of American printing have gone up
steadily in the past four years. The Jewish Quarterly Review,

now American, is still printed in England. The printing of

scholarly books on this side of the Atlantic faces 'the tremen-

dously high cost of bookmaking, which is aggravated by the lack

of a sufficient corps of trained typesetters when it comes to the

matter of Oriental types. Again, when such books are published

they do not find the local demand to warrant them as in the

more intensely educated lands of Europe.

Further there is no national support for our kind of literature

and its auxiliaries, and while individual academies and museums
have munificently published scientific series, the means for these

have been generally supplied by private contributions, in many
cases painfully secured through the solicitation of the indefati-

gable scholars concerned. Our School in Jerusalem has suffered

because it has never possessed the means to publish its memoirs,

and so has nothing to show comparable with the learned and

popular publications and journals of the European schools. It

is an eternal credit to President Harper that he demanded that

the Press should be part of his University.

This tremendous drawback must be recognized in the first

place by us scholars, and the duty lies upon us of forming initial

resolutions to abate tlie evil. We might, for instance, following

the trades-union-like rules of certain practical professions, insist

that gifts, endowments, academic extensions, should always pro-

vide for proper publication, and rather refuse them if their

purposes are really to be made useless, if there is to be the pro-

cess of gestation but no bringing to birth. We might collectively

bring pressure to bear upon our schools to induce their patrons

to recognize this need, as also upon the large funds that are
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being given to the cause of education in this country, but which

ignore tlie humanities. The layman fails not in generosity but

in imagination, and this it is our professional duty to stimulate.

It is a pleasure in this connection to refer to a movement under-

taken by our fellow member, President Cyrus Adler, looking

towards an endowed Hebrew Press.

One particular desideratum in our literature may be noticed:

a current Biblical Bibliography and Review. This want has

been supplied to us from Germany, and the necessity of our own
operation in that line has been brought home to us by the famine

of the past four years. Our journals have not the means to

supply this need, at least apparently so, or else they have not

duly weighed the matter, and we have been thrown upon the

mercies of the national weeklies and dailies or ecclesiastical jour-

nals for the learned reviews of learned books. The result is

that in general the art of such reviewing has become a lost art

in this country. The art may not make an appeal to many
minds, but all agree that if it is practised at all it should be of

the same calibre as the objects of criticism. Either such a

Review for Biblical or general Semitic lines (but the latter would
squeeze out the New Ti^stament) should be financed as a separate

venture, or to avoid the expense of a new undertaking, Ihe

present existing journals should be enabled to supply tiie need.

It might be that this task could be simplified by parcelling the

work out among the journals related to our cause, of which we
have a liighly meritorious list: those of our Society and the

Oriental Soeiefy, the Jounial of Semitic Lanfjuagcs and Litera-

tures, the Jewish Quarterbj Review, the Ilarvard Theoloejical

Review. In our present poverty some foi-m of syndiealism may
be necessary.

Our American s<'l)olarship has taken its part in the duty of

Biblical criticism, in s(nne cases notal)ly, Imt if may be askeil

wlietlier this labor has not become too much an ingrowing pro-

cess, tending to deaden .spirit and petrify work. None can pore

too long over the sa?ii«^ iriateriai without losing the long sight and

wide prospect. Wimt we need is fresh raw mateiial. hi this

Europe has the advantage over us.

In the first place I would refer to the absence in tliis country

of the materials of the Lowcrr Criticism, the maiuiscripts. What
American scholai-ship can eflfect in this lin<' is demonstrated l»y
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the admirable work done by our own men, where chance has

brought the original documents to our shores; I think particu-

larly of the publication of the Freer manuscripts, done by a

classicist whom we gladly welcome as also a Biblical scholar.

But in general the absence of the visible, tangible material, at

hand in a nearby museum, has impoverished our scholarship.

We have a secondhand knowledge of the sigilla representing the

Greek manuscripts ; a comprehension of a group of manuscripts

like the nebulous Lucianic family, is in general void. It puts

us in good society to name these things, but our talk is often jar-

gon. Now this stuff is in Europe, we cannot loot it like the

treatment of the Belgian churches and museums. And future

finds will naturally remain in Europe or gravitate thither.

There is, however, one practical thing we can do, which would

enable us almost to see and touch those precious things them-

selves, stimulate our direct knowledge of the sources of text

criticism, and give us materal for original work. I refer to the

procuring of copies by the photostat process of all important

Biblical manuscripts, the so neglected cursives, etc. This is a

work that niight be undertaken through common understanding

and cooperation by our academic and general libraries, with a

distribution of the material through the country. I would sug-

gest that the Library of Congress is the proper institution to lead

in this work, and I believe it would be worth while to present the

matter to the authorities of that Library. In the past years of

war we have been made painfully alive to the destruction which

barbarians can still work in the world's literary treasures, and

it is the duty of booklovers to secure the permanence of the

world's treasures by procuring and distributing their facsimiles.

For the Bible this Society should take the initiative.

But there is another field of raw material, lying still in its

original beds of deposit, for which we can compete with the

Europeans on equal, or even, considering our vigor and financial

ability, on superior terms. I mean the raw stuff of archaeology.

When we look back upon the history of American Biblical

scholarship we see, if none else, Edward Robinson, who gave a

glory to our name which none will ever dispute. As a great

philologist, such as he M'^as, his name would endure only as one

of many in the course of learned bookmaking. No Higher Critic,

but a devoted adherent to the canonical text of the Bible, and
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impatient of all which conflicted with it, he might have soon been

dismissed from memory as antiquated. But lie had tlie inspired

idea of taking scholarsliip back to the home of the Bible, and

opened to the world a new book, even though we liavc been i-emiss

in perusing it through to tiie end.

In the eiglities one of our own number, still hale and active

among us, conceived the expedition to Nippur and put the

undertaking through undaunted. Its results are not strictly

Bil)lical. and yet his tinds, as the quarry of our American Assyri-

ologA' and the school of a bantl of scholars whose names are

known worldwide, have directly enriched the philology' of the

Bible. One other American has followed in the footsteps of

Robinson, Dr. Frederick J. Bliss. The great experiment at Nip-

pur has not been duplicated, although it has had a Avorthy suc-

cessor in the Harvard Expedition to Samaria, the results of

whicii uiifoi-tunately still remain unpublished. It is the labors

of the past alone to which we can point with peculiar pride. If

first we took the leadership, our competitors have outstripped us.

Yet America has the capacity, the means for still greater things.

This or that large-minded institution, this or that beneficent

patron, may be induced to revive such works. But I would

remind you of an institution which, as a child of this Society,

founded by its revered onetime President, Dr. Thayer, has a spe-

cial claim upon us. I refer to the School in Jerusalem. Its

work must primarily appeal to Biblical scholarship, its support

nuist principally be drawn from those who love and eai-e for the

Bible. Its residts have been outwardly small. But its possil)ili-

ties of enrichment to our scholarship have been expei-icnced and

in some cases notaI)ly demonstrated by the scholars who have;

gone to school at Jerusalem. An enlarged field of activity lies

before it now. May I commend it to your corporate as well as

individual interest ? In this day of unrest and stimulated

energy such a field of archaeology may attract men of practical

ability and exploring genius, and so save for us a typ«' of student

whom booklearning cannot satisfy.

Duty implies action on the part of men and human organiza-

tions, its spirit must have a bo<ly. The duties of Aiin'rican

Biblical scholarship nujst be reali/ed by us individuals, or in

the mass by some corporation composed of us. This Society

meets ainuially, a sympathetic group of students, feeling more
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than rewarded by contact with like-minded men. We are known
to the world through our seliolarly Journal. But miglit we not

do more as a corporate body, following the example of some of

our European sisters? Instead of resigning ourselves to our

hard conditions, complaining of the American world's neglect,

might not the organism of this Society be made to work more

efficiently and concretely towards the aims of our quest ? None

can attain these by himself alone, but only through the union in

which is strength. And for what purpose else exists the union?



SOME USES OF XT':\rBEKS

John P. Peters

Xew York City

Every reader of the Bible is couseious to some extent of the

part which numbers play in the division of Biblical Books, or iu

the organization of those books. Most notably is this the case

witli the number five which, originally merely mnemonic., derived

from the body—the two hands with five fingers each were the

reason for the two tables of stone with five laws on each ; equally

the ten fingers were the basis of the decimal system, and for

the duodecimal also for that matter, the latter by counting each

hand in addition to its ten fingers—assumed ultimately wliat we
may call a mystical character, owing to its relation to the "Words

of the two tables, so that finally the Law was arranged in five

books, the Pentateuch. Later the Psalter, which we may call

the prayer and hymn book, or the book of liturgy, in distinction

from the Law, was arranged in five divisions to correspond with

the Law. It is curious to see how mechanically this arrangement

was effected. Three books of psalms had grown up, the third

ending with Psalm 89. The growth contimied, and there came

to be a fourth collection, outside of and beyond the three books.

It seemed good to divide this fourth collection in two, in order

to harmonize the Psalter with the Law. The division was nuule

mechanically, by counting from the beginning of this new collec-

tion, coniniencing with Psalm 90, a number of psalms ecpial to

those in tlie third Ijook, 7.J-89 inclnsivc. As there were seveMi(>on

psalms in that book, therefore the division was made aftei- ilie

seventeenth psalm of the fourth book, tiiat is, after Psalm lOfi.

The result is that the book division falls in Die midst of a lilui'-

gical series, between Psalms 106 and 107. which belong together,

being properly a part of one larger whole. Incidentally, tliis

division of the Psalms at this p(>inf is valuable for critical study

of the growth of the Pwiltrr.

These two books, the Law an<l the l'salt<'r. are the Itest known
examples of tlie fivefold division. There are. liowever. other

fives, as in the liook of Isaiah, but these are not <-arricd out so
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systematically, nor are they so clearly recognizable in the present

arrangement of that Book. Besides the fivefold we have fre-

quently a threefold division. This appears in Isaiah, both in

Isaiah proper and in Deutero-Isaiah. The three-scheme appears

also in the discussions of the book of Job. It appears in the Book

of Revelation, in combination with the number seven, in utmost

elaboration. Seven appears also in the Beatitudes in St. Mat-

thew, and the petitions of the Lord's Prayer.

These numerical schemes are all familiar to the Bible student.

I desire to call attention to some other numerical schemes in the

sectional division and literary organization of books of the Old

and New Testaments which have been more or less overlooked.

Preparing in 1896 a study of Genesis as a piece of literature for

a volume called the "Bible as Literature," I first became con-

scious of the fact that that Book,, as we have it, is a finished and

well-rounded whole, a true artistic creation, entitling its maker

to the name of author, and not merely compiler. The Book is

arranged according to a very definite and simple scheme. In

the first place, it is divided into two volumes, corresponding to

the two parts in the Egj-ptian and Babylonian accounts of the

beginnings of those countries, which have come down to us in a

more or less fragmentary form through the Greek. (Apparently

the Phoenicians also possessed a record of the same general type,

and indeed the division is almost universal.) In each case the

first part of the history deals with a mythical period of the

beginning of the world, in which gods and demi-gods play the

leading role, and where the ages are enormous, reckoned by

thousands and hundreds of thousands. The second part in each

ease is more human, sober and sane. In Egj^ptian lore this part

begins with the first Egyptian dynasty. The first part of these

histories seemed to the ancients themselves to partake of the

nature of mythology. The second part was, supposedly, plain

histoiy. The Hebrew Book of Beginnings is divided in precisely

the same way into two volumes. The first volume, consisting of

the first eleven chapters, deals with the beginnings of the world,

and contains among other things the lists of those mythical, semi-

divine heroes who lived for enormous periods of time. The

second volume contains the supposedly sane history of the race,

commencing with the patriarch Abraham. Here our feet are on

the ground. Each of these volumes is divided into sections or
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chapters according: to a very definite and simple scheme, to each

section being prefixed what we may call a chapter heading, stat-

ing tlie contents of that particular chapter or section. These

chapter or section headings are unmistakable, and they are

practically identical : These are the generations, ^^'^'?'\^) H'^N ,

or in one case. This is the book of generations, mi'?in "^30 H' .

Only the first chapter of each volume has no heading, because

the first page or chapter or section is always clear as sucli to both

eye and ear without anything further. The chapters themselves

are arranged in a thoroughly systematic order.

According to the conception of the author Israel began with

the creation of the universe, because God had Israel in mind

when He began to create, and the history' of the beginnings of

Israel must commence with the history of the beginnings of the

universe. This is the chapter of creation: "In the beginning

God created the heavens and the earth." The second chapter,

which commences at 2 : 4. seems at first sight to overlap the first,

and it does do .so to some extent. It is entitled: "These are the

generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were

created ; in the day that the Lord God made the earth and the

heaven." This chapter is concerned with the preparation of the

earth for the dwelling-place of man. and the formation of a

garden of delight, wherein man is placed. Everything in the

garden is given him to use. except one tree; and out of ids very

flesh and bones a help-meet is formed. But with sex sin comes

into the world ; they eat of the forbidden fruit : man and woman
are driven out of the garden, and there begins for the human
race the hard life of toil and cjiild-bearing and strife and envy

and murder, out of whieli came the knowledge of proper sacri-

fice, city building, metallurgy, musie and mueli more. It is the

chapter of the preparation. The third chapter, 5 : l-() : S. is

"The book of the generations of Adam," i. e. man, but man in an

ante-diluvian, mytiiical state. This contains a list of names of

long-lived patriarchs, corresponding largely with the Babylonian

prehistoric ancestors who reigned for aeons, intermingling with

the gods. The fourth chapt<'r. (j-9 : 29, is "The (ieiierations of

Noah." when' the sheep and the goats, as it were, are separated
;

all nunikind is destroyed but Noah and his fninily. and tliat man-

kind from wliicji practical, present-day men are descended begins,

with Inishandry and the vintage and control and use of tin- beasts
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of the earth. The fifth chapter, 10-11 : 9, is
'

' The Generations of

tlie Sons of Noah," the repeopling of the earth, and the divi-

sion of the nations. The author is concerned, however, with only

part of the peoples of the world, that race to which the Israelites

belonged; so the sixth chapter, 6:10-11:26, is "The Genera-

tions of Shem," a typical race genealogy. Among the Semites

he is concerned only with the Aramaean race, that particular

group of Semites from which Israel is descended. Accordingly

the seventh chapter, 11:27-32, is "The Generations of Terah,"

similar in character to the preceding. It will be observed that

the mystical number seven, peculiarly emphasized in the very

first section of this book in connection with the creation of the

world, is the number selected for the chapters or sections of this

volume.

The second volume, like the first, has no heading, because the

heading is not needed, the object of a heading being to set section

off from section. This volume begins with the story of Abraham,

the father of the Hebrews. At this point, "^b ll^ ntJ^"l5, there

is a marked break ; the manner of the writer changes altogether.

He has more to relate. There is less genealogy, more detail,

more story. The first chapter in this volume, the story of Abra-

ham, 12 : 1-25 : 12, is without heading. At the beginning of the

second chapter, 25 : 12-18, we find the same form of heading as

in the preceding volume :

'

' These are the generations of Ish-

mael." But this chapter leads us into a cul de sac, a no

thorough-fare, so far as the development of the story of Israel

is concerned. It is brief and genealogical, intended to show the

connection of Abraham with Ishmael, and that the line of Ish-

mael goes no whither. Accordingly the third Book, chapter

25 : 19-35 : 29, carries us back and starts afresh, as it were. The

true line of Israel's descent was through the younger son. This

chapter is headed: "The Generations of Isaac." The fourth

chapter, like the second, is a no thorough-fare, and almost exclu-

sively genealogical, 36 : 1-37, 1, giving us
'

' The Generations of

Esau,"^ the elder son. Again the elder son is rejected, and we

must turn back. AVith the fifth chapter, 37 : 2-50, we come

finally to the line of the God-chosen descent, the true descent of

^ This chapter is confusingly composite, and incidentally m"l'7ir> n^X

occurs twice. ^6: 1 and 36: 9, but these "generations" are manifestly

variant dujilicates.
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Israel. This chapter is entitled, "The Generations of Jacob."

althoii*rh in point of fact it tells relatively little of Jacob, but

principally the stories of his ciiildren, and, above all, of Joseph.

Indeed one is inclined to ask, Why not a chapter of the genera-

tions of the Sons of Jacob, or of the grenerations of Joseph?

We have in the second volume of tlie Book of the Beginnings

five sections or divisions, arranged very systematically. The

reason why we do not have a special division to cover Joseph or

the sons of Jacob is because of the number five. Another divi-

sion would exceed the mystical numbei- and spoil the selieme.

The last volume ends with the twelve tribes of Israel, and the

purpose of the author was to end his selieme in twelve, to corre-

spond with the ti-il>al division. He had divided his first volume

into seven parts, liecause the foundation of that volume was the

creation of the world, which took jjlace in seven days. It was

necessary to confine the second volume to five sections, that the

five added to the seven of the first vohune might give us the

number of the twelve tribes of Israel.

I am not going to discu.ss here the question of the dale of this

arrangement. As to the plan of the book, qua book, it is so

ab.solutely clear, and the .scheme so complete, that for the fact

of its existence there is no need of argument. This is the most

elaborate use of a schematic system of mystical numliers which

I have observed in the Bible, outside, perhaps, of the Book of

Revelation, and is quite sui generis.

This year l)y pure accifh'nt my attention has been called to two

other curious numerical systems in the books r)f the Bible, where

the books are divided into sections of fives and .sevens, as in the

Book of Genesis, by a catch word or rather phra.se, marking the

division ])etweeii sections, while the .sections themselves are care-

fully organized according to a literary plan. One of these, as

far as I can a.scertain. has never been observeil before.

It was at a meeting of the New York Oriental Clul) one night

last winter, when the Book of Ecclesia.stes was under di.scussion.

that my attention was attracted for the first time to seven repe-

titions of tiu' phrase : "All is vanity, and a striving after wind."

These o<-<'ur at 1:14. 2:11. 2:17. 2:20. 4:4. 4:10. and (5:!).

This phrase doi's not appear elsewhere in the l)ook. Kxamiiui-

tion of the pa.ssages thus divided will show that, while they are

.somewhat unecjual in length, each is complete in it.self. Kacli
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deals with one part of a proposed scheme. The first section,

1 : 3-14, is introductory and general. It tells the reader what

the object of the book is, the search after the permanent good

:

"What profit hath man of all his labor wherein he laboreth

under the sun ? " It closes with the statement : "I have seen all

the works that have been done under tlie sun, and behold all is

vanity and a striving after wind." Section two, 1:15-2:11,

after stating the intention of investigating wisdom and madness

and folly takes up first the latter of these two alternatives, mirth

or pleasure, which some count as the permanent good, conclud-

ing, with regard to that alternative, that: "All is vanity and a

striving after wind, and there is no profit under the sun.
"

' The

third section, 2 : 12-17. deals with the other alternative. Avisdom,

and, after a similar treatment and search, reaches the same con-

clusion with regard to it as the permanent good, that: "All is

vanity and a striving after wind.
'

' The fourth section. 2 : 18-26,

discusses labor for the acquisition of wealth in the same way,

concluding that here also: "All is vanity and a striving after

wind."" The fifth section, 3-4:8. considers the possibility of

virtue or righteousness as the permanent good, ending with the

conclusion that : "This also is vanity and a striving after wind."

The sixth section, 4: 5-16, treats of friendship or love, but beau-

tiful as human affection is in the end it fails, and even "this

is vanity and a striving after wind." The concluding section,

5 : 1-6 : 9. seems to advocate, as the best philosophy of life, to

take things as they come, to be moderate, not to worry, and to

avoid responsibilty ; but while this seems clearly the philosophy

of the author, which he is recommending to his readers, and to

which he devotes the greatest space, nevertheless, so far as a solu-

tion of the quest for the permanent or ideal good is concerned,

even this "also is vanity and a striving after wind."

So far we have a well-organized book, divided into seven sec-

tions, carefully marked off, each section dealing with one topi«.-

The rest of the book, however, constituting almost one half of

the whole, is an unorganized series of expatiations on the insolu-

ble puzzle of a life which ends nowhere but in sheol, and neither

produces nor results in anything lasting, so that even its tempo-

rary rewards are capricious and uncertain. It presents no new
theme, but comes back often to one or other of the themes dis-

cussed in the first half. In general it supports with new
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examples and more material the philosophy of life set forth in

section seven. Both of these divisions, however, as we have

them, are parts of one book, the organized antl the unorganized

having been framed together in one frame. That frame consists

of the theorem :
" 'Vanity of vanities,' saith the preacher ; 'vanity

of vanities, all is vanity." " with which the book opens and

closes, a cycle or circle, in which the beginning and ending are

the same, 1 : 2 and 1.2 : 8. the one succeeded and the other pre-

ceded by a very beautiful and poetically elaborated passage.

What precedes, 1:1, is a caption or title: "The words of the

Preacher, the son of David, King in Jerusalem,'' and not a pai't

of the book itself. What succeeds, 12 : 9-12 : 14, is universally

recognized as a later addition, attached probably to make the

book more orthotlox, and not part of the original work.

"Vanity of vanities," 1:2-12:8, constitutes a volume in itself.

What is the cause of the curious division of that volume into

two parts, one thoroughly and carefully organized in seven sec-

tions, as shown above ; the other an unorganized, invertebrate

medley of reflections on the purposeles.sness of life? Had the

original author collected a mass of material, and worked only a

part of that into his scheme; then, failing for some reason or

another to assimilate the remainder of the material, yet finding

it too good to be lost, appended it in a lump after his seventh

section, the doctrine of which it tends to support ; or what is the

rea.son for this curious inconcinnity of composition?- That I do

not know: but I think that in the study of the book for critical

purposes it is necessary to take into consideration the division to

which I have here called atlcntion, which seems to have been

overlooked by ever>' writer on pjcclesiastes.

The last example which I have to present of the division of a

book into sections according to a numerical scheme is the (Jospel

of St. Matthew. I have forgotten just what was the accident

that attracted my eye to th<' division of the main body of St.

Matthew's (iospel into five sections by means of a catch phrase,

which I noticed for the first time last winter. I was not limiting

for trouble at the time. I was simply reading my jiihie. when

my attention was called to the fact that the same fornnila

' It rt-xoniltlfH a noto lK)ok partly wDrkcd over. Here a |)r()v<'rl) or an <il'l

saw, with a <'oniiiu'iit on it; horo an instaiM-n from ex|>cri('iu'f anil a mik-

^estiun of its iK'aring an<i meaning; liero a little fuller writing up.
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reappeared five times at certain fairly definite intervals, namely,

7:28-29. "And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended those

sayings, the people were astonished at His doctrine, for He taught

them as one having authority, and not as the scribes;" 11:1

"And it came to pass, when Jesus had finished commanding His

twelve Disciples, He departed thence to teach and preach in their

cities;" 14:53 "And it came to pass, when Jesus had finished

these parables. He departed thence;" 19:1 "And it came to

pass, that when Jesus had finished these words, He departed

from Galilee, and came into the borders of Judea beyond the Jor-

dan ; and great multitudes followed Him ; and He healed them

there;" 26:1 "And it came to pass, when Jesus had finished

all these words, He said unto His Disciples."

The recurrence of these refrains has been noted, as, for

instance, by Allen in his commentary on Matthew in the Inter-

national Critical Series ; but no emphasis has been laid upon it,

nor, to the best of my knowledge, has the character of the pas-

sages framed by these refrains been pointed out, or their relation

in space and in content. They present, first of all, a progression

in place. The first section is described as the teaching on the

Mount (5:1). The second covers His mission in Capernaum

(8:5) and about the Sea of Galilee (8:28, 9:35). The third

extends a little further, into "their cities" (11 : 1, 20, 21). The

fourth leads us into "His own country" (13:54), then into

desert places (14: 15), and country districts (14:34), even out-

side of Jewish regions (15:21, 16:13), and so back at la«t to

Capernaum (17:24). The fifth is located in Judea. Within

themselves these sections have a curious uniformity of arrange-

ment. The first section, chapters 5-7 : 27, is entirely a section of

teaching. The second section contains two chapters, 8 and 9, of

miracles and teaching combined, ending with a chapter, 10, con-

taining teaching only, the instruction of the Twelve. The third

section, chapters 11-13 : 52, consists of two chapters of very short

narratives, connecting miracles and teaching, followed by a sec-

tion, 13 : 1-52, of teaching only, in the form of parables. Section

four, chapters 13 : 54-18, comprises a longer mass, chapters

13 : 54—17, of miracles and teaching, connected with one another

by a very brief narrative, with one chapter, 18, consisting

entirely of teaching. Section five, chapters 19-25, is more homo-

geneous, consisting through 23 of teaching, connected by a very
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slight thread of narrative, with two chapters, 24 and 25, of teach-

ing only.

We have then a division into five sections by means of a catch

phra.se. these sections a.ssigned to different localities, according

to a progressive scheme ; the first and last of these sections con-

sisting exclnsively of teaching, the three intervening sections

containing each a longer part of narrative, miracle and teaching

combined, and a shorter part of teaching only.

The systematic character of this scheme is unmistakable. It

is evidently intentional, not a matter of chance. Tiie Gospel,

as a whole, however, consists not of five sections Ijut of seven.

To these five sections of teaching and miracles, connected by a

brief narrative, were ultimately added, to make the Gospel, the

story of Jesus' birth and His call, and the story of His passion,

crucifixion and resurrection. I prt-sume that this ultimate

arrangement in seven parts is intentional ; but I siiould suppose

that the arrangement in five sections is primary, and prior to

the expansion into the seven. Indeed one is tempted to ask

whetiier there was not an intentional following of tne ancient

fivefold division of the Law in this arrangement of Jesus'

teaching.

All these cases of numerical divisions are so clear that once

stated there can be no doubt about tlicir existence. No one can

fail to see them. The singular thing is that so evident a phe-

nomenon should ever have been overlooked.
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NUMBER OF LETTERS IN THE PENTATEUCH

Alexander ]\Iarx

Jewish Theological Seminary of Ajierica

The number of letters in each of the books of the Pentateuch

is not found in any edition of a Masoretic Bible before Gins-

burg's. The latter derived his figures from his MS. 6, a compi-

lation of the early part of the nineteenth century by one Simon

Silberberg who intended to publish and collected subscribers for

his work in 1828-1834.^

Professor Blau- pointed out that there are very curious mis-

takes in these numbers; to Leviticus exactly the same number

of letters is given as to Genesis, and to Exodus 20,000 less than

to any other book. He further proved their inaccuracy by com-

paring these figures with the sum of those given to the weekly

portions in the Masora. Ginsburg nevertheless repeats his

incorrect statements in his new edition of 1908.^ Yet there is

Llasoretic information available on this point which has been

overlooked by both scholars. Richard Simon in his Histoire

Critique, book I, chapter XXVI, gives the data from a Bible

MS. written in Perpignan 1300. The MS. he refers to is

undoubtedly the one described as no. 7 of the Catalogue des MSS.

Hchreux et Samaritains de la Bihliotheque Imperiale, Paris,

1866, formerly MS. Oratoire 5 and thus coming from the Library

of the institution with which Simon was connected. For the

' Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the

Hehrew Bible, London, 1897, p. 762-5. Ih., p. 110-11, a specimen of Silber-

berg 's method is given -which shows that he followed to some extent the

scheme given by Hartmann, Linguistische Einleitung in die BUcher des

A. T., Bremen, 1818, p. 133, which Hartmann thought to be that of the Old

Masoretes.

-J.Q.E., XVI, 359-60.

^ In the same way Ginsburg in the IV vol. of his Masora takes no cog-

nizance of Blau's proof (J.Q.B., VIII, p. 352 seq.) that Saadiah's poem

on the letters contains only the number of times they occur in Prophets and

Hagiographa excluding the Torah.
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sake of eouvenieuce I quote his words from the English trausla-

tioii :*

"I have nevertheless seen a ^lanuscript of Perpignan wherein

was this part of the Massoret with several others. And that no

one may doubt hereof I will set them down as I read them

reckon *d up in this manuscript Copy. There are 12 Parscioths

or great Sections in Genesis. There are 43 of those which are

call'd Sedarim or Orders. There are 1584 Verses, 20.713

Words, 78.100 Letters, and the midst of this Book consists in

these words, Ve al harveka tihieh, in Chap. 27, Ver. 40. There

are five Points, (these are Points made on the top of some letters

mention 'd by S. Jerom.)^ Exodus has 11 Parscioths, 33 Seda-

rims, 1209 Verses, 63,467 Letters, and these words, Elohim Lo
Tekallel. in Chap. 22. Ver. 27. are in the very middle of this

Book. There are in Leviticus 10 Parscioths, 25 Sedarims, 859

Verses, 11.902 Words, 44,989 Letters, and these Words, Vehan-

nogea bibesar. in Chap. 15. Ver. 7. are the middle words. There

are in Numbers 10 Parscioths, 33 Sedarims, 1288 Verses, 16,707

Words. 62.529 Letters, and these words, Ve haia-is a.sher ebehar,

in Chap. 17. Ver. 5. are the middle words. There are in Deu-

teronomy 10 Parscioth.s, 31 Sedarims, 9055 Verses, 16,394 Words,

54.!^92 Letters, and the middle words of this Book are ve Ascita

Alj)! Iliidavar. in. Chap. 17. Ver. 10.'"*

My attention was drawn to this (juotation by a reference in an

old. otlicrwise useless grammatical work by Georg Sharpe" in

which the number of letters is discussed in order to prove the

*A Critical History of the Old Testament. Written originally in French

by Father Simon, Priest of the Congregation of the Oratory. And since

translated into English, By a Person of Quality
| R. llamixlpii ]. LoikIou,

16HL', p. 162. He refers to the same MS. in fhapter XXIII, p. 147, with

the worils: "I have wen a M.S. whii-h had 24 IJooks of the Biliie which liad

l>een writ at I'eri>ijfnan in the year 130U in a neat ('hara<'ter.
"

'On the niarfjin he a<|iis the reference: Ilieron. truest. Ilelir. in (!en.

" The Samaritans also have connted words and letters of their reiitateiidi

;

Bee Hcbruica, IX, 222 .3; JUL., XXV, 402.

'Two DissertjitionH: I. Upon the Orijfin, ('onstruetion, Division, and
Relation of Languages. II. Upon the Original Powers of Letters; wherein

ifl proved from the .\nalojfy of Alphaliet**, and the Proportion of Letters,

that the Ilelirew oiiirht t-o V>e read without Points. To whieli is addeil, Tlie

Second Kdition, enlar^jed, of a Hebrew Ciramniar and Lexicon, without

Points. By Gregory Sharpe, LL.D. London, 17.")!.
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unreliability of the Masoretes. It is interesting to compare his

method with tliat of Professor Blau^ who repeated the same

investigation using as one of the three texts on wliich lie bases

his calculations the very edition consulted by Sharpe. As
Sharpe's book is not very common it may not be superfluous to

reprint his words (p. 69-72) in full:

"The Masorets are said to have counted every letter in every

book, and to have left us the exact number of times that each

letter occurs throughout the Bible. It must have been very diffi-

cult for them, not having the artificial arithmetic of the moderns,

to manage very large numbers; and, to be sure, they did not

imagine that any man would be so idle as to reckon them up
after them, to prove the truth or falshood of their calculations

:

And if the proportion of some of their letters had been more

accurately expressed, the reader would not have been troubled

with the following supputation

:

"In the bible published by Desmarestz at Amsterdam, Anno
1701, without points, each leaf contains four columns, each

column 51 lines, and each line, at a medium, 21 letters ; which

is less than the truth. To determine the number and proportion

of letters, I cast up four columns, in four different books. Part

of the 27th chap, of Genesis, making a complete column, contains

1110 letters
;
part of the 23d chap, of Jeremiah 1090 ; the book

of Obadiah 1121. For a medium, if you add these numbers

together, and divide the total by four, you have 1092, which is

more than 21 letters to a line. After this I went through the

bible, page by page, and allowed 21 letters for each line that I

supplied, in order to make the number of lines in every column

full 51, where the beginning of books, of chapters, or of sections,

occasioned any break or defect in the lines : Allowing also for

six blank columns after the Pentateuch, for four blank columns

between Kings and Isaiah, for six before the Psalms, and two

at the end : And as some few pages of names and numbers did

not contain 21 letters in each line, I reckoned them at 19 letters

the line. On the whole, in this way of supputation, I deducted

20 leaves, 1 column, and 18 letters from the 293 leaves there are

in the whole book : And then multiplying the remainder by 4

for the number of columns, and the product by 51 for the num-

»J.g.i?. Ylir, p. 345-46.
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her of lilies, and that again by 21 for the number of letters, the

total came out 1,168.08;^; which, although it be less than the

truth, is 352.803, more than 815.280. the number of the Masorets.

And if you were to take away 400 columns, or 100 leaves from

the 293 there are in the book, the remainder alone will exceed the

Masoretic number by 11.532. Hence, to use the words of Bux-

torf. Luculenter perspieitur, quanta horum hominum fuerit

industria, quam laboriosum studium. quantusque zelus. ut integ-

ritatem vel in minimo APICE inviolatam conservarent.

"Pere Simon says, he saw a manuscript at Perpignan in Spain

(sic), in whicli there was an account of the number of letters

contained in the Pentateuch, very different from that of Ralibi

Saadia. which is called the Masoretic number. In the Penta-

teuch only, according to that ^IS. there are 303.977 letters.

And if, according to my manner of computing them, you allow

13 columns and the two blank columns after the Pentateuch,

which belong to p. 75 and four lines, which is near the truth, and

deduct this from the product of 75 X -4 X 51 X 21, you will have

305,151 = the number of letters in the Pentateuch. This is

1.174 more than in the MS. of Perpignan; but then it is as near

as possible : For if I had allowed 50 instead of 51'^ for the number

of lines, and 20 for 21, the number of letters in a line, the total

would have come out 19.057 le.ss than in the ^IS. If I had

allowed 51 lines in a column, and only 20 letters to a line, the

number woidd have been 13,357 le.ss than in the MS. If I had

allowed 21 letters to a line, and but 50 lines to a column, the

luimber woud have been less than that of the MS. by 4,811. The

difference therefore of 1,174 is not to be regarded. It is rather

a proof that neither of the .sums are very far from the truth ; but

which is nearest will not be readily iletermin'd by those, who
know how difficult it is to sum up such a number of letters."

Siiarpe comes ])ack to this (jiit'stion in the preface to his Lexi-

con p. 9-11 and iK'n* he gives some really valuable iiifoi-iiuitioM

as far a.s these miinite (jiiestions are of interest.

'"1 liave lately received ail iiccoiiiit of the miiiibers taken by

Meyer Cohen, a Jewish teacher, learned in his own language,

under the direction and for the satisfaction of a gentlenum

• Blau ilciliK'ts four liru>s less ami his result (ib. p. .146) is accor<liiiKly

slightly .liffprent (30i3235).
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skilled in the mathematic sciences, who required the sum of the

letters to be taken or cast up in small parcels, verse by verse;

which was done, and the entire sums are as follow :

*

31530 (31522)'o

1 30513 (30419)

n 2S052 (28148)

« 27057 (27055)

3 2H344 ( 1634)

(l^i'i)..^^i'2 •=••
-'05095

(10616).. 10623 D.... \

-"^"""^

^ 21570 (21612)
"< 1S125 (18106)

n 17049 (17960)

ty 15596 (15592)

(9873).. 9854 J....
,

( 4352).. 4257 J.... \

^''^^^

(8616).. 8610
^•••hi96o

( 3362).. 3350 •].... f

^^^'^

;• 11247 (11244)

n 7186 ( 7187)

1 7032 ( 7034)

( 831).. 834 '1 i
^ "

p 4694 ( 4701)

( 2929).. 2925 ... V )
^ ' I QQQ9
( 1033).. 1067 1'.... \

^^
T 2198 ( 2200)

: 2109 ( 2105i

D 1833 ( 1S43)

a 1802 ( 1812)

Total 304805

The number of Letters in

Genesi.* 78')64

Exodus 6.'j529

Leviticus 44790

Numbers 63530

Deuterononiv 54892

Total .804805

According to mj- account. .305151

Ditt'erence only 346

According to the MS. of

Perpignan 303977

DiHerence N28

" For the sake of comparison I add in brackets the nmnbers of Silberberg

as put together from Ginsburg's Massorah by Blau (ih.,
x>.

352-3).
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Evidently Meyer Cohen did tlie same work which Silberberg

repeated seventy years later and with very similar results. Con-

siderable differences we only find in a few instances : with ^
they amount to 40; witli 1 to nearly 100; and with H to 900;

in a few other instances differences amount to about 20. The

only very large differences we find in reference to 3. Here

Ginsburg gives the number 1634 wiiile the number found by

Cohen amounts to 26,344. Blau had pointed out the evident

incorrectness of the former fitrure in this instance. But his simi-

lar claims in reference to J T D "1 are not substantiated by the cal-

culations of Cohen.
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NOTE ON LEPROSY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

J. Dyneley Prince

Columbia University

In Lev. 13 and 14 the word n^HV' is nsed a number of times

to denote a skin disease, the sufferers from which were tahu-

according to the Hebrew Code. Common tradition has trans-

lated this term as "leprosy" (meaning elephantiasis Grae-

corum), and until comparatively recently this interpretation has

not been questioned. The leprous character of Dj^lV is now
doubted by very high authority. Thus, Prof. jMorris Jastrow,

Jr., in his able treatise on the "So-called Leprous Laws of the

Old Testament"-^ makes the folloming statement: "that ri^"lV

was never intended as a designation of leprosy (or elephantiasis

Graecorum) is now so generally admitted as to require no
further discussion. Indeed, there is no proof that the disease

was known in Palestine in early days more than in Eg^'pt, or in

other parts of the near Orient." Professor Jastrow adds: "If
it (nj?1V) had been known, it would certainly have been enu-

merated among the diseases threatened as curses in Deut. 28 : 27,

where it is not mentioned." It should be remarked in this con-

nection, however, that there may really be an allusion to leprosy

in this passage, as, if the athnali be omitted, the text reads:

N£)"^n'? "^r)"!]-) N'7 "i:rK Din^ which may be rendered "the

scabies of which thou canst not be cured," an expression Avhich

^ The stem i'^i* probably means ' strike clown, overcome ' and is seen in

Bab. gir'u snake, which biliteral root iy appears also in gararu 'he hostile'

(cirru 'foe'). The cognate stem appears in Ethiopic as I'hn and Arabic

sara'a 'strike to the ground.' Its use in the O.T. to denote maculation or

pustulation refers to the striking or attack of the disease.

-The %detims of r»|'">y were driven outside the settlement; 2 K. 7, 3, 8,

or, as in the case of the leper kings Uzziah and Jeroboam, had to live in

separate dwellings; 2 Chr. 26, 20-2; 2 K. 15, 5. Such a regulation really

proves the knowledge possessed by the Hebrew priests of the dangerous

character of the malady.

*Cf. also G. N. Miinch, die Zaraath der Heir. Bibel, p. 145; Bennett's,

Diseases of the Bible, pp. 40 ff; Jay F. Schamberg, "The Nature of the

Leprosy of the Bible," Phila. Pohjclinic, VII (1898), pp. 162-169, and
Jastrow, op. cit., notes 2 and 144 for remarks on these and other citations.
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might be synonymous with tho uncU'an n>*1V of Lev. V.\ and 14.

Ou the other hand, P^HV is actually indiuleil among the curses

on the house of Joab in 2 S. 4: 29. and it appears 2 K. 5, passim,

as the curse of Xaaman the Syrian, while in 2 K. !.">
: 5 Jeroboam

was smitten with jlJ-HV as a curse, and in 2 Chr. 2(i: 20-21,

King Uzziah was similarly stricken. There is plenty of textual

proof tiiat nj,*1V was regarded as one of the greatest of human

ills, even if Dent. 28: 27 be omitteil.

Tiiis entire subject, although of consitlerable interest, is

beclouded by some uncertainty and in this brief discussion it is,

therefore, only pos.sible to follow the lines of greater probability.

It is much too generally assumed that ancient peoples could not

make a correct diagnosis ami particularly of so complicateil an

ailment as leprosy, the characteristic bacillus of which has

become definitely known only within recent years. It nnist be

remembered that the ancients often maile very correct clinical

observations of disease, as may be seen from many conclusions

arrived at by Hippocrates, Galen and Avicenna. Bearing this

principle in miiul, and reading Lev. l:^ : 2-46, wiiich deals with

riJ^*^V and its symptoms, one is tempted to think that this term,

even if it did not di'note exclusively what we now know as lep-

rosy, at least inchidfd that dread disease. In other words, that

whih' nj,*1V could be and jirobably was used at a late date (,Tas-

trow.
J). 4(H ) of other eruptive mahulies. it was also used to

denote leprosy itself. It would he unreasonable to expect an

exact terminologA'. as even today jisoriasis may be known me<li-

cally as lepra.

Some years ago. being anxious to see leprosy at Hrst hand under

scientific auspices, iho jiresent writer visited the famous lejier

hospital at liergen in Norway under the guidance of Dr. Krabl)e.

the lo<'al expert in the subject. After observing one hinidred

and eighty lepers, the writer under the supervision of Dr.

Krabbe nuide notes of leprous phenometui with a view to an

examination of the disease among aneient peoples. The main

purpose of this investigation was merely to discover the recog-

nized symptoms of leprosy, in order, if possible, to identify the

di.sease in the ( )ld Tesljiiiient and thi- ('uneifoi-m Inscriptions.*

* It iH iiiii>(»ssi!)!o :»s yi't to idoiitify leprosy in tlie Cimeifonn lii.siTiptions,

ns tlio sjiinitoins of iIImouhoh an* not so clouily dt'siiilu'il a.n in tho O.T. Tho

Siiniorinn iiloonrnm d(ID)-#i*;(l'A), ovidoiitly to 1h> n>a<l Hznii, or nsuii
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The symptoms of leprosy have long been known; in fact, long

before the leprous bacillus was separated microscopically.

In the very first stages of the malady, the indications are often

so obscure as to cause leprosy to be mistaken for at least seven

other non-related diseases.^ This confusion, however, is possible

only in the very early stages of leprosy which quickly takes on

its own well-defined form. Leprosy usually begins with a

patch-like lumpy rash which does not fade under pressure. The

important point in this connection is that this initial eruption

may entirely disappear and reappear after a long interval, when

the next and unmistakable form of the disease manifests itself,

i. e., either tuberculation, or the appearance of the white skin

(anaesthetic leprosy). It must be remembered in studying the

Old Testament descriptions of n]7"Ti that there are two forms

of leprosy ; viz., the tuberculosis or pustulating phenomenon,

peculiar mostly to men, and the anaesthetic or snow white skin-

decay, to which chiefly women are subject. Of the cases

observed by the writer at Bergen, only two exceptions to this rule

were pointed out by the physician, which is about the average

proportion at the present time, viz., 1.1;?^. Furthermore, a

number of the Bergen cases were under medical surveillance, the

(Semitized form asaklim) which indicates a malady "destroying strength"

may have included leprosy, but it is by no means certain. It has been

suggested that d-sig was assimilated to the usual asag 'bright, shining'

and meant 'shining sickness' and hence ' leprosy '( ?). A-sig has also been

identified with consumption (Ball, PSBA. 13, p. 103). It is probable that

d-sig simply meant 'strong (disease'); cf. mg' = DAN, Delitzsch, Sum.

Glossar, p. 36. A-sig is associated with the ailment nam-TcudiTAIt) 'the

cutting sickness,' HT. No. 12, Col. 1, 45-47, where both ailments are called

the malady "which never leaves a man" (cf. IV R. 16, 2 21-22 a).

A-sig z= asaJclcu is usually used with margu 'sick,' i. e., the morbid disease.

J. R. Proksch, Monatshefte fiir FraMische Dermatologie, 1891, p. 24, sug-

gested that the incurable disease of the famous Gilgames was leprosy, but

the allusion might equally well have been intended for some other malady,

possibly syphilis.

'^ These are: lupus, syphilis, erythema multiforme, multiple sarcoma (can-

cerous), Raynaud's disease, thrombo-phlebitis, to which Jews are said to

be especially subject, and syringomychia (Monographic Medicine, V (1916),

M. Howard Fussell, pp. 84-85). Jastrow's contention that Hj-ny was pso-

riasis is not supported by the symptoms indicated in Lev. 18. Psoriasis

(washerwoman's itch) shows a red rash with pearly peeling scales and is

not readily mistaken for leprosy.
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physician Iteiiij; in (Uml)! as to llic leprous iialui'i' of tlio initial

rash, a cirfuiiistanc-e wliicl) stronjriy i-cniintls one ot" tlic survi'il-

hmcc j)i-('sci-il)('tl ill Lev. 1:{ : 4— (j, where a pi'ohalioii of fourteen

ihiys'' was ordered in the ease of a suspicious nj/'")i-

Aj)plyiiif; our iiiodeiMi knowledije of leprous symptoms to tliose

indicated in Lev. ]'4. the following facts seem clear. First, that

in Lev. l:{:12-]:{. the ])riest was authorized to pronounce

"clean" a j)atient over whose entire liody the rash luul spread,

seems to show clearly that the ancient Hebrews were quite aware

that this phenomenon was not characteristic of an "unclean"

ri)/"lV i. e., of a real leprosy.' It must be supposed that the

l)atients who were brought to the priest for inspection were all

in the initial stage of some skin disease and the object of bring-

ing them forward for observation wa,s to ascertain whether tlie

rij/*"lV was of the tabu variety; viz.. leprosy. Secondly, one is

struck by the statement in Lev. U-.A that if tiu' n;,*Ti J/JlJ

(AV. plague of leprosy) was healed in the J^inV, the patient,

evidently after due observation, was to be pronounced "clean."

This fading of the rash, wliile it might be peculiar to some other

skin disease of a lighter variety, might equally well be a charac-

teristic of genuine leprosy as indicated above under the symp-

toms of real leprosy." Thirdly, the swelling (HNtJ')' the growth

TinDD'' and especially the bright spot (iTirf-ii wliidi. to be

tahu, must be subcutan(?ous, indicated Lev. 13:2 as tlie symp-

toms of a genuine ny"lV, readily agrees with the leprous initial

rash just mentioned, both as to color and consistency. Fourthly.

the test indicated Lev. l.'{:4, as to the appearance of a white

swelling '13*?: also Ijcv. l;' : 3H-.'{}J) coincides with genuine Irp

rous appearance. Fifthly, raw living (r^ ^H' Mesh. Lev. 1;{:1 I 17.

and baldness (rnp'' Lev. l.I:4() 44. erii|itioii on the head or

"This j)roh;itiiMi of the O.T. in:iy lie iic>;:itivf cviilcinc. Tin- rule "f

.Mii^ri'^atioii aii)| ohsci vatioii iiiav have Immmi ailoptcil to clirniiiat^' other skin

inalndics, \vhns«' <>iii|iti»>iis niiylit a|i|iesir in tlic ('X|(»Mii'iifi' of th<' lli'lucw

priests itiiriii^ tlic imlicatcil iicriod (cf. Im'Iow note 7 ).

The eruption in tlie initial staj^es of Icprosv cNm-s not ajipcar all o\er the

lioily. Ft is vi'ry si^iiilii-ant that this fact was known to the Helircws.

' .Ml !iiithoritii's arc now agreed that the initial leprous rash iiiny <lis

appear; .\ft>iii>/iniphic Mnlirinr, V (ISMCi), M. Howard Kwssoll, |i. !»'_';

Blakist/Mi, lUxiiixis ,,f th, Sl.in. Is!*.:, p. .'ilts. ,.\ al.
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beard (j/JlJ). Lev. M\ : 29--]l . arc all present in this disease. All

the sytnptoins just noted seem to be those of the tubereidous or

pustulating: leprosy, but if we examine 2 K. 5 : 27, where Naaman
beeomos j'PCO ^^^VD 'sti-uck with H^^tV like snow,' and Ex.

4:6, where the hand of ^Nloses was sti'ieken with a H^IV, also

'like snow' (jl'?CO n^"lVD)' these allusions appear to refer to the

anaesthetic form of leprosy, rare in males. In this eonnection

should be noted also, that in Nu. 12:10, a female (Miriam)

bi'conies Jl'?Ji'D D^I^'D 'leprous as snow.'

To sum up, it seems probable then, in spite of the necessary

absence of proof by modern medical methods, that the il^^lV

described in Lev. '13, 14, and in the other passages just cited, was

the curse" of real leprosy, as this jl^iy was evidently an ailment

which strikingly corresponded in its symptoms to modern leprosy.

Finally, the fact that the term HJ^IV was also used to indicate

maeulation, due no doubt to mould, in houses {Salpeterfrass)

,

or in garments, does not militate against the use of the word to

denote the genuine chronic leprous state in human beings, but

rather confirms the theory that il^'^V was the appropriate

expression to indicate leprous conditions.

" Some autliorities now claim that leprosy is curable by the use of chaul-

mugra oil, a vegetable oil ex)>resse(l from the seeds of fjynocardia odorata,

an East Indian herb used also in the treatment of psoriasis and scaly

eczema.
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LE'Ls IIASIDEKA, DEUT. 33:8

^Iax L. ]\Iargolis

Dkopsie College

All commentators agree in pronouneing the constnietion harsh

and obseure. The Gordian knot is cut by the emendation Wis
hasdeka or hasadeka (Ball, Bertholet, Hummelaner. Ehi-Iii-h,

]\Iarti. Smend}. As the text stands (the variants "]n*Dn

.

"]nDn Keunicott are orthographic), the majority of exegetes,

among them Driver and Steuernagel. take the second noun as

an appositive to the first, while a minority, as Castalio, Stade,

Dillmanu, Konig, E, Meyer^ regard hdsidcka as a genitive after

'is in the construct state. Exception is taken to the former

view on the ground that the first noun sliould have the article

(la'is) ; so Dillmann. Flier answers by recourse to the sparing

use of the article in poetry. Konig knows better: the deter-

mination is not effected by the possessive pronoun affixed to the

attribute. ^Ve find hcno ha-hckor, 'his eldest son,' or huii

hfkori, 'my eldest .son,' 'et iitika hekoreka, 'et hinka 'et uhi-

drka ; nowhere ha-hen tekoro, etc. If the construction were that

of apposition, we .should expect Wi^ska {la)Msidcka. 'is witli

the ma.sculine possessive suffix is found in the Bible only, 1 Kings

20:20 in the phra.se 'w 'i.so: in the Misiuiah we encountx^r 'isi

kohrn fjadol, loma 1:7; Tamid 6:3. But 'j'.s {ha-)'tlohim is

fre<|utnt enough; Moses is so designated repeatedly, as in the

first vers*' of this chapter, which of course is editorial. One

might think that in addressing God Moses could be spoken of

as '('.s'A(/. I doubt it. For, though the phra.se clearly signifies

originally one possessed l)y 'ijlohim, specifically by ruh 'rlohini

(so Iliilscherj, yet the genitivi; is not what we call possessive ; tlie

phra.se is rather tantamount to 'i.s' 'user {ruh) 'rlohim ho.

Hence 'i.skd would se<Mn intolerable.

According to the second view, husidtka is interpreteil as the

genitive of possession, 'belonging to lliy hasld.' We may imme-

* Wellhauspn : 'ilem Mnnnc dciner Freuinlschaft. ' It is not clear whctlicr

an emendation \» iniiilie<l.

4
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diately dispose of the altogether untenable notion that hasid,

^Clemens,' 'Getrener/ is an appellation of the Deity (Castalio,

Stade) ; in the first place God himself is addressed (Rashi), and
then hasid, though used predicatively (Jer. 3:12; Ps. 145:17;

henee included among the seventy 'Names' of the Deity in

Agadath Shir Hashirim, ed. Schechter, JQR., VI, 678), cannot

te said to be an appellation of the Deity. Dillmann, Kiinig, and
E. Meyer take 'ii collectively: 'Mannen, ' the body of the Levites

who are said to 'belong to,' 'be descended from (fictitiously),'

God's godly one, Moses (or Aaron; so Konig; then the descent

need not be fictitious). The collective interpretation of 'is is

shared by many commentators who support the first view men-
tioned above. The proof that 'is may be used as a collective is

derived from Isai, 21 : 9, where, however, the collective force

inheres in the antecedent noun rekeh and is then transferred to

the governing noun 'is; but in particular from the well-known

combinations 'is Israel, 'is Judah, 'is Ephraim, 'is Toh, Is-sachar,

'is Gad, the latter occurring on the Mesha Stone. I cannot

understand liow the phrase 'is hdsid Jahveh can at all be placed

on the same footing with 'is Israel, etc. In the latter combina-

tion the genitive is not of possession, 'the men belonging to the

body of Israel,' but rather of explication {haian of the Arab
grammarians). In other words, 'is Gad means 'the body of men
constituting Gad,' not 'the body of men belonging to, or

descended from. Gad.' Accordingly, the noun serving as expli-

cative must be a collective likewise, a tribe-name ; only thus is

the collective force imparted to the antecedent 'is.

Whether lidsideka be an appositive in the same case as 'is or

an explicative genitive taking the place of an apposition, Hs

must, grammatically speaking, denote an individual. Of course,

'is is in the construct state, is hdsid Jahveh has its analogues in

'elohe suri, 2 Sam. 22:3, for which we find 'eli s}(ri in the par-

allel passage, Ps. 18:3; halle resa'im, Ezek. 21:34: kmse ha-

tarim, 1 Kings 10:15; hetulat hat Zion, 2 Kings 19:21; bene

farise ' ameka, Dan. 11 : 14; 'anse bene heUia'al, Jud. 10 : 22, con-

trast 'dnasim bene beliiaUd, Deut. 13: 14; hence, despite 'anasim

gihore hail, 1 Cli. 5:24, it is permissible to view 'is in 'is gibor

hail, Ruth 2 : 1 as in the constnict state. Note gcbar ta)ni)n Ps.

18 : 26. In our case, because of Ic-, this view is the only possible

one.
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I said that 'w denotes here grammatically an individual. "We

know the Hebrew idiom 'is sar ue-sofct, 'dnasim aliim, 'im{h)

'ahnana{h), and the like, where normally the expletive is best

left untranslated (comp. AV. Gen. 13:8 and contrast 2 Sam.

14: 5). Nevertheless, the poet indulged in the pleonasm, because

'is 'ilohim was in his mind. It is true, Aaron, as the interpreter

of his brother, might be spoken of as his nahi{'), and Moses, as

his inspirer, as 'ilohim; but 'w 'elohim could scarcely be made
to refer to Aaron. Hence the poet has Moses in mind. He
thinks of him as the Levite par excellence, the one who was the

originator of the Levitical functions. By his side and after him

the whole tribe acts as he does; hence the transition from the

singular to the plural in the sequel, to be resumed by the singular

at the end ; the commentators should not have troubled them-

selves at all about this supposed difficulty, 'is hasid Jahveh is

Moses, primarily for himself, then also as the leader of a like-

minded body of men.

Had the poet seen fit to consult one of us. we might have sug-

gested to him: Wis sodeka, which is tiic only exact Hebrew

rendering of Welliiauseirs 'dem Manne deiner Freundschaft,'

to tli«' man 'd.srr ' umad hisod Jaliveli, who was ne'inuin hckol

hcto. But he cliose to coin his own phrase. The hdsidut of

Closes is apj)arently exemplitied by tlie relative clauses following.

Both verbs {)us(i{h). rib) nuist be taken in bonam partem, in

terms of commendation. So the Targum and Sifrc by true

instinct ; so also the Pesliila and proi)ably Symmachus. If there

be any difficulty about the seeoml verl). there is certaiidy none

about the first, Isai. .")]
: 22 will serve as an example. It still

implies that Moses had a rib with a third |)ai-ty and that he was

vindicated by the Deity. That scjuares with the account in Xinii-

bers. though not in every detail; it simply shows that 'the sin

of Moses' is an afterthought. The Hebrew construction will

hardly sjipport E. Meyer's recon.structed myth, according to

which Moses wrestle<l with the Deity like a .second Jacob and

won the divine oracle, the Trim and Tluimmiin. The Mi<lrash

speaks of Mosi's wrestling with the angels, wlu-n he stormed

heavi-n and .snatche«l the Torah. So tin- myth is pIausil)lo

enough: only it is not borin* out l)y the Hebrew.

We nnist fall back principally upon )iis<i{h) as pointing to the

manner in which hdsidut manifests it.self. Just as Israel tests
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the Lord to find out whether the Lord is among them or not (Ex.

17: 7), so the Lord tests Israel to know whether he will walk in

his law or not (16:4), whether he will keep his eommandments

or not (Deut. 8:2; see also Jud. 2 : 22 ; 3:4), whether they love

the Lord their God with all their heart and with all their soul

(Deut. 18:4). The purpose is most comprehensively stated

Deut. 8:2; lada'at 'et 'dser hilhahka, comp. 2 Ch. 32 : 31 : lada'at

hoi hilhabo. The Psalmist prays that the Lord may put him to

the test {bahoH, see Targuui and Syriac in our passage ; nisa{h

)

)

,

assay (saraf) his reins and heart (Ps. 26:2). His heart will

be found pure (51: 12) as gold {zahah tahor frequently). Just

as he is certain of his justification {mispat) because he conducts

himself with straightforwardness {holek hetiimo), with a heart

straight (iasar, 2 Kings 10: 15, with no ups and downs, such as

characterize Ich 'akoh, Jer. 17: 9 LXX; the opposite of ^akoh is:

niisor, Isai. 40:4), free from turns and twists {Hkesut, 'akmo-

met, Berak. 59a, requiring straightening out, pasat, ih.). wholly

devoted, loyal {salem frequently; free from duplicity, leh ualeh,

Ps. 12:3, the opposite of kol Jehah), faithful {ne'eman, oi

Abraham, summing up the result of all the tests to which he was

put, comp. uhekidam 7iwisa{') salefn, Abot derabbi Nathan, c.

33), so he invites the divine test because he has had before his

eyes, was constantly guided by, the Lord's hesed and walked

in his 'emcf. The two are repeatedly collocated. It is needless

to go through the ramifications of meaning of the word liesed or

to speak of the difficulty which translators have with it.- 'The

virtue that knits together society' (Robertson Smith), whether

we call it kindliness, or mercy, or grace, shows itself in devotion

born of affection or implicit trust (Jer. 2:2). It reveals the

superficiality of our grammarians and lexicographers when they

waver between the active and passive signification of hasid, now
comparing ka~nr ('reaper,' Isai. 17 : 5) and pakid, now sakir and

'asir. The adjective is clearly denominative, hasid is 'is hesed

(comp. 'anse hesed, Isai. 57:1), just as saHr, 'hairy,' is the

same as ba'al se'ar Nedarim 30b (in 2 Kings 1: 8 the phrase is

tantamount to ha'cd 'aderet se'ar). Micah 7:2; Isai. 57:1;

Ps. 12 : 2 are the three passages in which lament is made for the

disappearance of that class of men, the 'anse hesed, the hasid.

In each case a different synonjan is used in the parallel clause

:

sadik, iasar, 'emunim ('faithful ones,' not 'faithfulness'; comp.
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2 Sam. 20 : 19 : sclume 'emunc Israel, of the gooti old time, 'schleet

unci recht.') The qualities of the liasid manife.st themselves in

justice, uprightness, faithfulness. The goi lo{') liasid is par-

alleled by 'ii mirma{h) ut'aula{h) (Ps. 43:1). The plural,

hasidim, which occurs only in the Psalter (also in the Psalm of

Hannah, 1 Sara. 2:9 kere; also Prov. 2:8) 'and chiefly, if not

entirely, in late Psalms,' are, to judge from parallel expressions,

the faithful ones, those that love the Lord, that turn unto him

with their heart (85:9 LXX), that make a covenant with him

over sacrificial feasts, and the hasid is the trusting servant of tiie

Lord. Priests and hdsidim are juxtaposed Ps. 132 : 9, 16.

II»*i-e, in Deuteronomy, the term is applied to the first priest,

Moses, and througii hini to the priestly tribe Levi. AVliere

others lacked faith, their devotion faltered not.

"Were I of those who are ready with 'Maecabeanizing' all

sorts of portions of the Old Testament, in the Psalter, in the

Prophets, and elsewhere. I might be tempted to prono\ince the

whole Levi blessing in Deut. 33 a ^laccabean interpolation. The

'Blessing of Moses' is placed by the majority of critics in the

times and surroundings of Jeroboam II. Now. according to

1 Kings 12:31; 13:33. Jeroboam I, after the separation,

appointed priests from among the mass of the people, 'such as

wt-ri' not of the children of Levi,' at the high places, and as it

wo\ild seem from 12: 32, also at Bethel. The account, of course,

is post-Deuteronomic, post-Josianie (see ch. 13) : the Deuteron-

omic point of view manifests itself in viewing as a sinful contra-

vention of the law what was regarded as perfectly lawful in tlie

times antecedent to the i-eformation of Josiah. The critics

accept the fact of the non-Levit ical jiriesthood in iioi'thern sanc-

tuaries; though, to etl'ect a compromise witli tlie nan-alive of

the institution of the Levitical i)riestlioo(l at Dan in the jx-rson

of a descendant of Moses. Jud. IS (according to verse :{() it

remained in the family until the captivity of Israel), it is said

that the non-Levites were employed liy the si<|e of the Levites.

Kittel finds in 2 Ch. 11 : 13 iX. so nnich trnth that certain Levitical

families, refnsing to fall in witli Jeroboam's i)olicies. emigrated

to Jndah. How then, we ask. conhl an lsra«»litish writer, as the

aufhoi- of Dent. 33 : S ff. does, vest priestly functions, such as

manij)nbit ing the sacred orach', judging and teaching, and min-

istering at the altar, in the tribe of Levi 7 One nioi-e point.
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Verse 9 unmistakably refers to the golden calf incident and to

the part taken by the tribe of Levi at the command of Moses in

exterminating the idolaters as narrated in Exodus 32 (com-

pare also Deut. 10 : 8 ' at that time
'

; the verse obviously connects

with V. 5). The golden calf story is evidently a persiflage on

the northern worship so ruthlessly attacked by Hasea; if then

the narrative makes it a point to connect the institution of Levi

as a priestly tribe with the extermination of the golden calf wor-

shippers, it would follow that in the North, at the royal sanctu-

ary at Bethel for instance, the priesthood was not recruited from

the tribe of Levi. The poet who penned the 'Blessing of Moses',

to judge from v. 17, has no scruples about picturing Ephraim

as a young bullock, possessing horns of immense size, with which

it butts the remotest nations. Hence, it is conceivable that he

might not be among the iconoclasts objecting to the use of that

very symbol in Joseph's sanctuary. Now read verse 11. 'Bless,

Jahveh, his hail, and accept the work of his hands ; smite through

the loins of them that rise up against him, and of them that

hate him, that they rise not again.' liail cannot possibly mean

here 'substance, wealth' (so Sifre) ; it may mean 'force, army'

or simply 'might' in the sense of 'ability, efficiency.' The

priests are spoken of as gihore liail mele{^)ket 'dbodat 'bet

ha-'elohim, 1 Ch. 9 : 13 ; comp. similarly of the Levites 26 : 8,

Following out AYellhausen's observation with regard to saha{'),

how it originally denotes 'military service' and is then reduced

in P to the meaning of 'Levitical service,' we might see in the

use of hail here to indicate not strength for battle, but efficiency

for Levitical service, an indication of late times, of the period of

P and the Chronicler. The second half of the verse which

speaks of enemies does not look as if it had in mind ordinary

opponents who disputed the spiritual rights of the Levitical

priests. At what time, then, Avere the descendants of Levi beset

by warring enemies if not at the period of the Maccabees ? The

Maccabees, moreover, belonged to the division of Jehoiarib,

which means 'Jahveh contendeth.' It might be assumed that

the J>oet in verse 9b plays on that name: ter'ihehu. Into the,

Maccabean situation fits the appellation hasid which became the

party name of those who resisted Hellenization. Pseudo-Jona-

than understands by the enemies Ahab and the false prophets

who opposed Phineas-Elijah ; but also the adversaries of John
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the highpriest (see Raslii and the miilrashie sources adtluoed by

Berliner i.

The plea for a Maccabean interpolation would 1)e seductive

enough. But Jud. 18 with its Levitical priesthood at Dan
remains unimpeachable. The iconoclast Rosea disparagingly

alludes to the priests ministering to the calves of Bethel as

kemarim (see Zeph. 1:4: 2 Kings 23:5: P^lephantine papyrus

Xo. I). But in chapter 4 (the emendation at the end of verse

4 is ingenious but nevertheless unconvincing^ the prophet,

in upbraiding the venal and unworthy priesthood of his day

(Micah and others do the same for Judea). shows unmistakable

knowledge that the priestly order rests upon divine institution.

'Becau.se thou hast rejected the knowledge (of God). I will

reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me.' Rejection

(mo'as) is the counterpart to hahar; comp. Jer. 33:24.

Accordingly, the ancestors of Hosea's contemporaries in the

priesthood were once elected to be priests {Ukahen). Of course,

that does not say that they were Levites. Yet. in the sense given

the term by Wellhausen tlu'v were Levites. And that squares

with the ancient accounts in Deuteronomy and the pre-Dcuter-

onomic soiirces. Ilosca shows himself well-versed in th.e ancient

sagas. He puns on the name Israel (12:4) and, it seems, pur-

posely makes use of rih (verse 3). ]May not the use of the verb

rih in 4 : 4 likewise be a play upon some such narrative as under-

lies Deut. 33: 9? And may not the conjecture be advanced that

the priest hoo<l at Bethel went by the name of Jehoiarib and that

tlie Maeeabean family, whicii lived in obscurity far from the capi-

tal, had recruited itself from the scattered elements of the older

Israel it ish braix-hes? We know that Zadok supplanted Kbi-

athar who belonged to the Elide family at Shiloh, and that in

the pas.sage 1 Sam. 2:27 ff., though the abiding priesthood is

promised to Zadok. the election Ibahar . . h'kohen) to the priest-

hoo<l is vested in the brt 'ah from which Eli was sprung. We
may therefore rest content witli the Israelitish origin of the Levi

perico[)e. The priesthood was a{>i)arently beset by ojiponents.

If it had opposition, it nnist itself jiave provoked it by placing

itself athwart certain other movements or institutions. The
liierarchical tendencies of the priesthood, which dev«'loped their

full strength betwe«'n Ezra and the rise of the Maccabees, that

is when the country was politically un«ler foreign dominion and
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its autonomy was of the spiritual or cultural kind, the tenden-

cies in the direction of centralizing the guidance of the people

must have been asserted against the politically autonomous state

at a verA' early period. So soon as a state was created, as under

the Maccabeans, the se^rular power absorbed the priestly, domi-

nated it; and under Herod and the Herodians the highpriest

was a mere puppet in the hands of the ethnarch. Apparently in

Israel a similar process took place. Ahab and the Omrides were

intent upon building up a secular state ; the prophets appeared

as the troublers of Israel : it is they who undermined the state

;

and the priests, as AVellhausen puts it, always profit by the

legacy of the reforming prophets. The arm of the state, of

the king, was heaAy upon them. Religion as represented by the

Levitical priesthood made opposition to the secular tendencies

of the state which would hold it in check. (These movements

and counter-movements have not cea.sed yet.) Hosea may have

had reasons enough to find fault with the priests as he knew
them; but he never disputed their right to ascendency based

upon divine election. The kingship was to him and to the

prophets in general a heathen institution, given in divine auger.

The poet of Deut. 33 is nationalist enough to rejoice in Israel's

A'ictorious position : but the spiritual leadership in that state he

would accord to Levi. He would have it as in the days of Moses

when Jahveh was King and the prophet-priest his liasid, his

devoted serv-ant.
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BRIEF COMMIMCATIONS

II SA^IUEL 23 : 6-7

These two verses contain unmistakably deep-rooted corrup-

tions, which render their meaiiLng uncertain. In consequence

translators and commentators from the earliest times to the pres-

ent day have ventured all manner of hj'pothetical and uncertain

emendations, too many to be recounted in a brief notice.

It is clear that in the poem or psalm the author contrasts the

rigrhteous ruler and the beneficent and productive effects of his

reign, and his consequently happy state, with the uselessness of

the unrighteous and their eventual destruction. Cf. Psalm 1.

V. 4 seems to liken the righteous king to the warm, life-giving

sun. which causes the herbage to sprout forth from the earth.

Verses 6-7 by contrast liken the unrighteous to the unproductive

and almost useless thorns of the wilderness.

I believe that one main diflfieulty lies in insuflBcient apprecia-

tion of the pouit of comparison of the unrighteous with thorns.

Thus H. P. Smith says {International Criikal Commentary,

Samuel, itsi), *'The worthlessness of the thorns is seen in the

faet that no one cares to gather them." In contrast to this I

recently came across the following interesting pa.ssagc. which

suggests a simple and verj- plausible explanation of these two

verses: "One does not have to go far to reach the wilderness.

It is any uncultivatetl place. It is the pasture for flocks, the

wild of rocks and short, thorny bushes. The thorns are gathered

ever>- other year to buihl fires in the lime-kilns, where the abun-

dant linic-rock of the country is burueil. When the men gather

them for the lime-kilns the thorns are piled in great heaps with

heavy stones on them to hold them down. When needetl the

heap is pierce*! with a long pole and carrie<l over the shoulder

as on a huge pitchfork" ( Klihu Grant, The Peasant of Palestine,

3r>f. I. From this it appears that the thorns of the wilderness

are gathered everi- other y«'ar to l>e bunied in great fin*s. and

that, for obvious rea.sons. they are not taken in the ban* hand,

but are carried on and handled by means of long poles.
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Now the suggestion of H. P. Smith, that n^OV N'? O; the end
of V. 5 should be transferred to the beginning of v. 6 wii a slight

ernciidation there, has been generally accepted, as also he read-

ing 1310 for "IJt3, and also the omission of HDC'^ at le end of

V. 7. In V. 7 N'?!3* is very difficult, if not altogether iipossible,

and the suggested emendations, many of them very raaal. have

been as numerous as the translators and commentalrs them-

selves. Therefore one additional proposed emendaon. far

slighter than the majority, may not be amiss. Fo K7*2^ I

would read N'?D' (or il'^D*). and make this verb a demuinative

from *'73' in the sense of "to be equipped (with an istrument

or utensil)." I must admit that I have been unable 1 find the

word used in this sense in any Semitic language; yell cannot

help feeling that the form and meaning are not far-fejhed nor

impossible. I would suggest therefore the following i-*onstnic-

tion of the two verses, with only a very limited, in fact[uite the

minimum, number of tcxiual emendations:

Dn'?D "^21*2 y^p^ '?r''?3 ':3 in't:v' n o

y^jc qnc u'NDT n':n ]y^ '?nD ry

But tlie unrighteous are not productive;

They are like the thorns of the wilderness altog<her.

For they cannot be taken by the hand

;

And if a man would handle them.

He must be equipped with iron or a wooden po^.

And in tire tliey must be burned.

For in'^JV' in the sen.se, "to cause to sprout," "l be pro-

ductive," without a directly expressed object, cf. Deu 29:22;

just as the thorns of the wilderness are unproductive }-ield no

fruit of iunnediate use and value, so, too, the unrightras: and

in direct contrast to the productiveness and benefieere of the

righteous ruler, v. 4.

"They cannot be taken by the hand"; just as the horns of

the wihh'rness cannot be handled freely, but wound he hand

that touches them, so, too, the unrighteous, IRfp* uad imper-

sonallv. unless we should read IRp'

•
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*' And in fire they must be burned" : hardly a reference to the

late, theological conception of the fires of Gehenna as the end of

the unrighteous, but rather still the comparison with the thorns.

Just as these are good for nothing but to be burned, and leave

naught behind but useless ashes, so, too, the unrighteous are fit

for nothing but to be consumed and leave naught behind them.

Thus the comparison of the unrighteous with the thorns of the

wilderness runs through the entire two verses, and brings out

most graphically the contrast with the righteous king of the first

half of the poem.
Julian ^Iorgensterx

Hebrew Union College

inxxo:\r and kidrox

In the prototype of Gehenna, Ileb. (je-hinnom (cf. Rlv' 6,

4:21, 12)^ Ilinnoni is generally supposed to be a proper name.

Both the Valley of llimiom and the Kidron valley seem to have

been anciriit burial-grounds. According to 2 K 28: 6 the graves

of the' children of the people (i. e. the common people: cf. Jer.

26:23) were in the Kidron valley, and (5 has for the Valln/ of

Ifinnom in Jer. 2:23; 19:2.6 the rendering TroXvaySpioy. a

t)urial-place for many (cf. 2 Mace. 8:4 and IJG'' 308. n. 2).

In Jer. 31 : 40 we find after ue-hol ha^' emq, the whole Valley

(of Iliiiiiom) the addition hap-perjarim ue-had-dlisn, the dead

bodies and the offal (JUL 35, 322. below). The explaimtion

given in (JK § 127, g, is unsatisfactory; we must in.sert before

hap-pu'/anm the preposition 'im, with = despite; cf. 'im-ze,

Xeh. 5: IS and Arab, ma' a haela (WdG 2, 164, D). <& has

t$ ixXttcToiv \l6i»i', and c^ may be a mistake for cV {cf. Kal tV to<tovtm

TT\i]0(.i. in siimma copia : Ileb. Ix'-kol zo[, GIV" 80'', below).

According to Cornill (^ may have read dijanim for di'sanhn,

and hahurim for pffjarim (for the confusion of I) and p el". .IP.L

3.'), 280). It slionld. of course, b<' dIjanim hahurt'if, ])iit Ixihurot

may have been written baht'ir' (JBL 34, H\ ) . Jla.s-si'rf niol ((&

aiTapi)fii»6} might be explained to mean dumps = places of dejiosit

for otTal and rubbish; it could be a transposition of sinurof or

shnarnt, a feminine form of si'm<irim, lees, dregs (JSOR 1, !)1,

1. 5) in the sen.se of waste or worthles.s matter, sweepings, refuse;

* FoT the abbreviations see vol. .'{(> of tliis .Toi ic.n'ai., \>. 75.
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but it is better to read ha-s-screfot following (^^ h> rw e>7n'p»T/xw

Tov xet/^ttppoi' KeSpoii' = iH hl-sadmut (/idron in 2 K 28:4 (ZAT
26, 306). We need not emend: he-misrefot (cf. •») Tn-pa =
TrvpKaid, Lat. nsfriiKi, hiistum, also German Brennerei, e. g-. Kalk-

hrennerei = lime-kiln). In Is. 9 : 4, on the other hand, we must
read qerefa instead of serefd (JBL 37, 228; AJP 40, 70).

In the pre-Exilic period heathen images and altars were repeat-

edly cast into the Kidron valley and burnt there {cf. 1 K 15 : 13

;

2 K 23 : 4.6.12 ; 2 Chron. 15 : 16 ; 29 : 16 ; 30 : 14) . The flaming

pyres with the dead bodies of the apostate Jews, on whieh the

Maccabees feasted their eyes when they went to worship Jiivii in

the Temple, were in the Kidron valley between the Temple hill

and Mount Olivet (contrast JBL 27, 47). Worshipers on the

Temple hill could not have seen the corpses in the Valley of

Hinnom south of Jerusalem. Is. QQ : 23,24 is an appendix whieh

was added c. 153 b. c. {cf. AJSL 19, 135). The Kidron valley

is also called the Valley of Jehoshaphat (JAOS 34, 412). The
Jews as well as the Christians and the Mohammedans of Pales-

tine believe that the Last Judgment will be held in the Kidron

valley, and it is the dearest wish of every Jew to find a grave

there. EB 2662 states that the whole of the left bank of the

Kidron opposite the Haram, far up the W side of the Mount of

Olives, is covered with the white tombstones of the Jews.

Qiclron may be an ancient word for Koiixi^Ti^ptov, cemetery ; it

may be a transposition of riqdon from the stem raqad whieh

means in Arabic to sleep (syn. nama). We find in Arabic also

the transposed form aqrada = scikana, to rest; ciqrada ila, to

submit {dulla na-xdda'a, tatdmana ua-taudda' a) . Arab, rdqdah

denotes the time between death and resurrection ; mdrqad sig-

nifies resting-place, grave. In Syriac this stem lias the second-

ary connotation to mourn and also the privative meaning to

dance (originally to cease mourning, leap for joy, Arab.

raqaddn) so that Eccl. 3: 4*^, ' et sefod ue- et reqod is translated

in §: zdhnd le-niarqdclu ue-zdhnd la-meraqqddu. Terms for

to mourn mean also to be soiled, dusky, dark;- cf. Lat. sc/ualore

^Arab. dsdafa, to be dark (and to become light) is a transposition of

Assyi-. sapddu, to mourn, lament. In Syriac soppid signifies, not to lament,

but to wring the hands. Arab, dsdafa means also to sleep (syn. ndyna).

Arab, sdfada has the meaning to leap = to cover, copulate with. Another
transposed doublet is Arab, idfdssa, to be very dark of face.
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sordidus aiul Assyr. marhi, soiled, Avitli the feminine nianistu,

distress, grrief. which corresponds to the Syr. ram.sd, Arab, sihnar,

dusk, evening (JHUC, No. 306, p. 7). Arab, qadira, to be .soiled,

is a transpo.sed doublet (c/. AJSL 32, 64; JBL 35, 158). It

may be an Araraean loanword. We have a similar transposition

in Assyr. diqarii, pot r= Syr. qidrd, which means originally

black; cf. The pot calls the kettle black and our crock which

denotes not only pot, but also the black matter collected from

combustion on pots or kettles, and then smut in general (contrast

BA 1, 69; JHUC, No. 306, p. 25). We can hardly assume that

Qidron means dirty place (dumping-ground) or place of mourn-

ing ; ef. Lagarde, Onomastica Sacra (1887) p. 85, 1. 23: Ccdron

tristis moeror sive dolor.

Hinnom is the infinitive Nif al of num, to sleep, which is used

of the .sleep of death (Arab, sinatu-'l-fana'i) in Ps. 76:6 and

Nah. 3 : 18 (cf. ZDMG 61. 287 and 281, 1. 15 ; JBL 26, 12). For
the reflexive hinnom cf. French se coucher, Greek KoifiaaSai,

eivd^tadai, KaraKXivtadai, KoiTa^eadai and Assyr. Iltulu = nutahhulu,

from na'dlu = Ileb. nahdl, a synonym of rabn^u, qaldlu (cf.

GBi« 684^) and sakdpu' = Heb. snkdb, to lie down (AJSL 22,

195), In Syriac both the active and the passive participles sdkib

and sekib,* laid to rest, signify buried, dead, and the Ittaf'al

(ZDMG 69, 565) ittcnih, he rested, is used especially of sleep

and death: iftfnih 'alan{hi) scUimd means he is dead, peace be

on him; cf. also the pa.ssive participle of the causative, mendh
nafseh, whose soul is at rest, i. e. dead. Bene hinnom (2 K
23:10, Kctih; cf. (gv y^ pave EiTOfx in 2 Chron. 33:6 and 3(

vallis filiorum fJnnom in Josh. 18:16=^) is a phrase like bfne

7ieknr, strangers, lit. sons of foreif/nness, and corresponds to

ol KoifMrj6tvT€<i or oi KeKmnijiitvni in the NT. If Jliinnhn were a proper

name, the variants bfnf-hinnnm or ben-hiiniotn would be si range.

The fact that both Ge-hinndm and (Jidron mean rcsliii(/-place

explains why the two valleys are often (•onfoun<l<'d ; t . (/. Ibn

This stem appearH in .\ral»ic as hAkasa (cf. JRL .'SO, IM, n. 4)=:
q&harn, fl/ilaba, AHsyr. milap zd'eri, to lay an oiu'niy to tlio jjroniid, over-

throw him.

* Also in Prov. 23: .34 wo may road iiiluh (zz: m<'iu.s.itin, Aral), munainjam

or murrAqqnil ) inst<?afl of sokfh MBL .16, 78). In modern Arabic, jiidilar

means i<> put to Mirrp with opium.
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Batfitah (vol. 1, p. 124 of the Paris edition) says that the Valley

of Gehenna was east of Jerusalem (c/. JHUC, No. 306, p. 12).

Paul Haupt
Jolins Ho^jkins University

HEB. MO'EC, COUNSEL

I pointed out in JBL 35, 289 (c/. ibid. 291) tliat we must read

in the Maccabean passage Zeeh. 9:5: ije-dhad mclk me-' Akkd,

counsel will perish from Aceho, i. e. Accho will be at her wits'

end {cf. German ratios). Similarly we must read in the illus-

trative quotation Mic. 4: 9 {Mic. 4) : Hd-melk en-hdk, im-mo' dgek

abaci, Hast thou no counsel, art thou at thy wits' end? i. e. Art

thou in despair? For mu'eg, plur. mo' egot cf. GK § 87, p.

The reading mdlk, king, instead of melk, counsel, is due to Jer.

8 : 19. iH has {6' eg instead of mo' eg. The omission of the initial

m of mo' eg after the preceding im may be due to haplography,

and the initial i may be dittography of the following u (cf.

3Iic. 74. 0)). Instead of M im-io'dgek abdd, Is thy counselor

gone? & has the plural: an mAl6kdik{i) ibdc]{u). But ®
renders : y) >] (SovXtj aov a-n-MXeTo. We find jiovXy] =^ id' eg for

mo' eg also in Prov. 11:14 and Is. 9:5. BovXr], of course, may
mean both counsel and council. For id' eg = mo' eg we must

bear in mind that in the old Hebrew script the resemblance

between i and m is greater than it is in the square character.

Prov. 11 : 14 should be translated : AVithout policy a people

will fall (i. e. come to ruin and destruction) but victory {cf.

24: 6) lies in much counsel. For in the multitude of counselors

we would expect be-rob id'dgim (cf. 15:22). Moreover, many
counselors do not bring success : too many cooks spoil the broth.

In 24:6 (g {fieTo. KapSta? fSovXevTLKy';) read leb id' eg instead of

rob id' eg, but in 11:14 (g has awTi^pia hi vvrapx^i «' iroXXf] (iovXrj,

31 salus auteni ubi multa consilia, and 24:6: et erit salus ubi

multa consilia sunt. 01 has be-sug'd cle-milkdnutd {milkatnutd

is a scribal error) in 11:14 (& be-milkd saggi'd) and be-sug'd

de-mulkdnd (g> be-sug'd de-milkd) in 24:6. Gracus Venetus,

on the other hand, renders in 11 : 14 : ev trXr^Ou /SovXcvtov.

Tahbiddt (cf. tahbuldt lebdh, Sir. 37:17) means originally
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complications, intrigues, plots {cf. Prov. 12: 5) or schemes; then

also regularhj formulated plan, system of measures, policy, so

that it is synonymous with 'ffo, political program or platform

{Mic. 31, n. 15). Politik was given as one of the meanings of

tahhidof by Ziegler (1791) p. 66. below, and Miehaelis (1778)

rendered in Prov. 11 : 14: Begieruncjskunst. It is not a nautical

term derived from liohel, mariner, which means originally long-

shoreman, coastlander. being the participle of a denominative

verb derived from habl, coast-line {cf. Syr. hthil iamma, coast-

land, maritime district). Smend's rendering Steiiersignal

(Sir. 3."): 16) is unwarranted; contrast Strack's edition (1903)

p. 73. The primary connotation of the stem hahal is to twist, to

weave, interwine. Our strand means both shore and a number
of yarns twisted together (German Striih)i). For hohel in Prov.

23 : 24 see JBL 36, 80.

AVe find /SovA^ = io'e^ for mt'/ir also in Is. 9:5 (538 b. c.)

(g /i€yaA7/<r /JorA?}? dyycAos did not read maVak ' eqd gcdola, as

Duhm supposes, but combined cl of tlie phrase el-gihhor with

the preceding pel'-io'eg. We must read el-gibhorim, ahi-id'ej,

leailer (cf. Ezek. 31:11) of warriors, father of the people, lit.

asscmhlg, congregation (/«'(/ = ija'd ^= 'cda; cf. Mic. 51, n. §).

Vogel added in his edition of Grotius' Annotationes (1775) :

pater patriae, and ^lichaelis (1779) rendered: Vattr des

Volks auf eu'ig. The plural gihhorim was wi'itten gihhorV (JBL
34, 81 ; AJSL 32, 74) and the / after the r dropped out through

haplography {Mic. 74. <.>; JBL 34. 59, 1. 13). reV-io'eq is a

corruption of mufla-mo' cq, wonderful in counsel {cf. the pnst-

Bil)lical mafia bet-din). (E has mafli 'eqa, giving wonderful

counsel {cf. Is. 28:29; JIIUC. No. 163, p. 89). The omission

of tlie initial mu (written plene) after the preceding shno is due

to haplography. The new-born Davidic scion. Zerubbabel (OLZ
12. 67: Mir. 48, jx-jow; JP.L 35. 283, bHow) will be not only

woiidt-rfid in counsel, /'. e. a great statesman, but also a leailer of

warriors, i. e. a great general, or, as Tenny.son said of the Duke
of Wellingtoii :

(Jreat in conneil and great in war,

Fore!iu)st cai)tain of his time.

Cf. AJi' 4i». 70; JP.L ::7. 230, below; Thv Monist. vol. 29. p. 3()1.

I'aci. IlAri'T
JoluiH IIi(|ikiiis I'ltiver^ity
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THE ETYMOLOGY OF '6E, SKIN

Heb. 'or, skin, is identical with Arab, 'dwnih, pmlendum,
which we have in Hebrew in the transposed form 'iirija. The
stem 'ur appears in Heb. 'erom, naked, more correctly 'Irom

for 'drum (cf. Mic. 76; JAOS 34, 416). In me'dreJicm (Hab.

2 : 15) tlie 6 is dne to dittography of the r (JBL 35, 288, below) :

the correct form is ma' reh cm (cf. Nah. 3 : 5 and Arab, ma' ran,

plnr. ma'drin). This reading was suggested by Wellhausen.
In Assyrian we find both urn (from a stem medi« y) and uru
(from a stem tertia? u or i) . Also tlie form urn may be derived

from a stem tertiai' infinme: uru may stand for nrru, uruu or

vrnt (cf. Arab, 'uridn, naked, 'uriah, nakedness) just as we
have hunu, child = hunnu = huniji; or qumu, thirst = gummu,
gum'u; xitu, sin= xittu, xit'u; g'du, rib =z qillu, giVu. qila'u;

zeru, seed = zdru, zarru, zar' u (SFG 11; BAL 90.92; AG^'

50, e). The primary connotation of both 'or, skin, and 'drnd,

pudendum, is nakedness, bareness. AV renders gallot 'arud

(e. g. Lev. 18:6): to uncover the nakedness (Assyr. petu sa

uri). For the semantic development we may compare Heb.

hascir which denotes both flesh, body, and pudendum, while the

corresponding Arab, tdsar means skin (AJSL 26, 1). This

etymology is preferable to the explanation cited in GB^*"' 574.

The primary connotation of 'air, young ass, is alert; it must be

connected with the stem 'ur, to be awake, which does not corre-

spond to Arab, gairdn, jealous (cf. cjdriia = uli'a). Heb. 'or

does not mean Ijodij or flesh in Job 18 : 13 ; 19 : 20, as Fiirst and

Konig think; contrast Budde's commentary. I have sub-

sequently noticed that Gesenius' Thesaurus states sub 'or:

Fortasse cutis a nuditate dicta est. Fiirst gives this explana-

tion as an alternative.

Bissdr, to bring tidings, is a denominative verb derived from

hdsar, skin; the original meaning is to affect the skin, produce

a change of countenance, paling or flushing it {cf. La garde,
Mitteilungen, 1. 217). In Syriac we have this stem in the trans-

posed form sabhdr; Syr. sebdrtd, gospel, is the Heb. besord,

Arab, bisdrah, glad tidings. The original meaning of basar,

skin, is covering, integument {cf. German Decke, skin). In

Arabic we have beside dhsarati 'l-drdu, the earth was covered
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witli plants, the forms barsd'u and ramsa'u. Arab, cihsara, to

adorn, corresponds to our io deck, and tlio primary connotation

of ahsara, to conceive {ahsarati 'n-ndqutu) is io be covered (cf.

(icniian Deckhengst). 8e<' my paper \\'(/.s David mt Artjoti.' in

Thi Open Court, vol. '.\'.\. \). ST.

Paul IIaupt

Johns Hopkins University

THE ALDIXA AS A SOIRCK OF THE SIXTIXA

It is not known to me at the present writing; whether the view

advanced in the ht'adinfjf to this brief Note has ])een given utter-

ance to by any Septuagint student. What 1 mean, of course, is

that the editors of the Si.xtina may have placed before the type-

setters as 'copy' the Aldiiui into which they had entered the

vai-iants from tlic Vatieanus. In this V^'ay only, it seems to me.

is it to be accounted foi* that an error of the Aldiiui in .loslnui

22:1^") was carried into the Sixtiiui: km uiruXXoTpnoaovcnv ot I'toi

vfnuvTov; vitov rjfiwv. Fi'om the Sixtiim (I have ])efore me the

Paris edition ]G2Si the error was carried into the editions based

on the Sixtina (Bos, Walton, Ilolme.s-Parsons; the.se I have on

hand). Holmes-Parsons notes in the apparatus that 16. 18. of).

7."). 106. 181. l^U. 144. 209. Alex. Cat. Nic. have tov?vioi'S7;/x<i>i' and

•iO Twv viwv rj/iuiv. How careless this note is may immediately be

recognized from the fact that the Compl. is not added a.s a witness

for the correct reading. But as a nuitler of fact the wrong read-

ing is found in none of the (Jreek manuscripts collated by the

editors of the larger Cambridge Septuagint nor in sonn* 17 addi-

tioiml co<lices of which I pos.sess photographs, in other words,

the Aldine reading stands for the present as a singular reading

which may have been copied from some (Jreek manu.script, but

»nost likely in a misprint. Mill prints the correct reading and

puts the wrong reading in the A|)[)aratus ; and so do<'s Breitingcr.

Walton conversely put.s the correct reading at the bottom, and in

the sixth volume i-eeords as witne.s.ses for it O (i. e. cod. Oxoniensis.

7.') Holmes-Parson, g Brooke-McLean) and (' (= Complutensis).

It iriiiaiiis to be added that Masius (Additamenta in CrUiti

Slim, .\iii.slerdaiii Kills i remarks: In (Ii-aecis e»M|icibns per
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li])rarionHn ciToreiii hie malo sci-ibitur row? vi(i>v pro tows wovs.

His drdcvi codices arc tlic Aldiiui and (infcrciiliHlly) its dcriva-

livcs wliicli sci'vcd as a ba«is for liis Greek retrovei'sion of liis

Syriae ; for beyond tlie ('onipliiteiisian and the Vatieatius, the

latter of wliieh he easually looked into and just as often misrep-

resents, he had no other (Jreek texts Ixd'ore him.

Max L. Marc!OIJS
Dro]isi(' Collewo



THE RHYTHMICAL ANALYSIS OF IS. 1 : 10-20

KEMPf:R FULLERTOX

Oberlin Graduate School of Theology

The nature of Hebrew rhythmical laws, the re^ilarity with

which they are applied and the existence of a strophical system,

at least to anything like the extent which is often claimed, are

problems which still await a final settlement. It must be can-

didly admitted that the metrical analyses are too often compro-

mised by the large amount of purely conjectural emendations

with which they must be carried through. Yet this should not

prejudice the mind unduly against these metrical experiments.

How many masterpieces in the world of art would still be left

unrecognized under the disfigui'ing grime of the centuries were

it not for the work of the judicious restorer! Granted that he

may not everywhere succeed in recovering the original brilliancy

of color or wonder of the creative stroke, his loving work is not

repudiated but rejoiced in. And should we not equally welcome

the work of those who seek to remove for us the layers of textual

grime which often conceal the beauty of the ancient prophetic

masterpieces? Provided always that the literary restorer, like

the skilful artist, works with that judiciousness, love and rev-

erence for the original which would restrain him from importing

into it his own secondary inspirations and fancies. It is at tiiis

point that the most of us fail. There are few successful literary

restorers just as there are few successful restorers in the world

of painting, sculpture or architecture. But it is clear that,

theoretically at least, no sound objection can be urged against

the work of restoration. As to its feasibility, one observation

has gone far witli me to remove the doubts which I originally

entertained of it. It is surprising to notice how frequently the

obvious defects in the rhytlim of a passage coin^i(l(' with e.xeget-

ical or critical difficulties in it. The suggestion at once presents

it.self, if the exegetical or critical difficulty can be solved, may
not the rhytlmiical difficulty also be relieved, and conversely

may not the f)roper solution of the rhythmical ditliculty also

furnish the key to the exegetical or critical difficulty?
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At Is. 1 : 12b there is an exegetical question of considerable

interest. To what does 'this,' riN? refer? The masoretic text

makes it point forward to the last two words of the verse *to

trample my courts.' The LXX, on the other hand, make it

point back to the sacrifices mentioned in vs. 10 f. and take the

last words of the verse with what follows. This necessitates a

change in the construction of v. 13. It must now be read

To trample my courts continue not.

To bring an oblation (or oblations) is vain.^

In favor of the LXX interpretation of the passage has been,

urged the stylistically unfortunate idea of trampling the courts

with one's hands, which is supposed to be the result of the

masoretic conception of the text, and the impropriety of think-

ing that God would require any one to trample his courts.- In

favor of the LXX rendering is also urged the very interesting

theological inference which naturall}^ flows from it. For it is

said that according to this rendering there is an absolute and

unqualified repudiation of the ritual by Isaiah. Wlien 'this'

is referred to what precedes then v. 12 implies that God has not

required any sacrifices and when 'vain' is put into the predicate,

then V. 13 states that any oblation is vain. The masoretic text

is supposed consciously to tone this down. It diverts the nXf
from the sacrifices and refers it to trampling Jahweh's courts;

it does not prohibit the presentation of any oblation, only of a

vain oblation. There is certainly much to be said in favor of

this view and it is the favorite view of the passage at the present

time.^ Yet the arguments used in favor of it cannot be regarded

as convincing. Duhm's stylistic objection falls to the ground

in view of the very frequent conventional use of 'hands' in

Hebrew.* When Dulim objects to the idea that Jahweh would

^ Instead of the construct relation Nliy-nnjO either nnjO or nnj"? is

to be read and ^<1iy regarded as a predicate. Duhm's attempt to regard

both '"i^fn DO"i and i^'Dn as objects of iS'Din X"? is anything but esthe-

tically satisfying.

'So Duhm.
^ The LXX interpretation is followed in some form or other by most

recent commentators. Cf. Duhm Marti Gray Skinner and Wade.
* Ehrlieh shows how wide of the mark Duhm 's criticism is at this point.

He shows, however, that on other grounds the phrase D3T0 typ3 is open

to suspicion and proposes DDriXO as a substitute for DJTO.
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require men to 'trample his courts' he seems to forget for a

moment the uses of irony in which his own commentary shows

Duhm himself to be so adept. As to the absoluteness of the

repudiation of the ritual represented by tlie LXX text I am
quite prepared to admit that Isaiah could so express himself.

But the question is whether he did so express himself in the

present passage. In this connection it may, perhaps, be per-

mitted to remark that commentators have been altogether too

ready to deny that the eighth-century prophets recognized the

legitimacy of any sacrifices whatever. This is against all the

probabilities of the case. The same commentators are equally

eager to point out, and probably correctly, how these prophets

interpreted religion from the point of view of the nation rather

than of the individual ; when they urged the social moralities

upon their hearers they were thinking of them not as fellowmen

but as fellow country-men. But a thoroughly nationalistic reli-

gion without some sort of ceremonial is inconceivable in the

antique world. This fact seems to be overlooked by ultra-

Protestant critics. Further, the significant fact that Isaiah

adopts a name for Jaliweh which has a positive cult significance

(The Holy One of Israel) has not been sufficiently considered

by students of the prophet. When, therefore, the prophets

indulge in those sermons against the ceremonial which seem to

repudiate all ritual, their words must probably be taken with

several grains of salt.

But to return to the point at issue, in the clioice between the

LXX and the masoretie construction of vs. 12 f. one factor in

the problem has thus far been ignored. Do rhythmical con-

siderations favor the Hebrew or the LXX?
In the analysis of Is. 1: 10-16, omitting for the mouicnt vs.

17-20, there are certain clearly defined, indisputable facts which

may be taken as the premises of our argument.

(1) In the first place the unity of suliject is obvious. It is

a thoroughgoing criticism of the ceremonial as practised in

Isaiah's day. No thought alien to this subject intrudes.

(2) In the next place the most easily recognized rhythm in

Hebrew poetry is the line of five tones regularly divided into

3x2. This rhythm dominates our pa.ssage.'' It is preserved

* This waa long ago recojjni/e'l by Franris Brown in his valuable stmly of

the rhythms of Is. chaps. 1-5, JBL., 1890, pp. 82-86.
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almost without a flaw in vs. 10, 11 and vs. 15, 16. The text

need be slightly corrected at only three points in these verses in

order to secure a practically perfect rhythm. The 'lambs' must

be removed from the herd of sacrificial animals at v. lie, the

'from you' must be deleted from v. 15a and the last phrase of

V. 16 must be taken with the following verse. This last sugges-

tion is not an emendation of the text but only an obviously nec-

essary correction of the verse division. The first suggestion has

the external support of the LXX which omits 'lambs,' while the

second suggestion is supported bj^ the parallel phrase in the next

line.^

(3) In the third place it should be noticed that vs. 15, 16 give

us four lines in two couplets, the parallelism being not within

the lines, but between the lines. On the other hand vs. 10 and

11 give us five lines. The first two of these (v. 10) are again a

couplet but the next three (v. 11) are at present a tristich,

though the principle of parallelism is the same as in vs. 15, 16.

At once tlie question is raised whether this is an intentional

variation in the rhythmical figure or not. The first two lines

of V. 11 could also be regarded as a couplet. In that case the

last line of v. 11 would be without a parallel. This is unlikely.

Therefore either v. 11 must be regarded as an intentional

departure from the couplet or a line must he found parallel to

the last line of v. 11.

But however the principle of parallelism may be decided, the

rhythm of these two groups of verses is unmistakable and con-

stant. Since the subject of the passage is the same throughout,

and since we are dealing with what is evidently a poem, the

presumption is certainly in favor of the intervening verses, vss.

12-14, being in the same rhythm and organized upon the same

general principles of parallelism.

(4) If we turn to v. 14 this presumption is confirmed. The

second clause is an admirable five-toned line and the first clause

is probably in the same rhythm." But while v. 14a is probably

rhythmically correct, critically it is not above suspicion. Why

« i'Dty 'Jrx . The first phrase in v. 15 DD'SD D3ty-ii33l is probably to

be regarded as three-toned.
' Either DD'iyin or DD'n>noi , 14a, is probably to be regarded as

two-toned just as DDtyi£331 in v. 15a. No rhythmical analysis which

requires the deletion of 14b can be regarded as secure (against Marti).
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should Sour new moons' be repeated immediately after 'new

moon" in v. 13b? The repetitiousness somewhat weakens the

passage. Sehwally long ago suggested the substitution of

another word."' But may not 'your new moons' be only a

variant of 'new moon'? In that case it must be deleted. But

this critical operation would lead us to injure a rhythm whereas

the thesis from which we started was that the solution of critical

difficulties often enables us to correct already injured rhythms.

The present difficulty in which we have entangled ourselves

cannot be solved till we have examined vs. 12 and 13.

(5) In vs. 12 and 13 both the rhythm and the parallelism

which we have found to dominate the rest of the poem are badly

disorganized. The presumption, therefore, is that we are deal-

ing with verses more or less corrupted. Now the interpretation

of these verses is disputed. There are exegetical obscurities in

them. One of these we have noticed in the case of v. 12 and we
liave seen that the masoretic and LXX texts represent two

divergent views of the construction and meaning of v. 12 and

13a. The other exegetical difficulty is found in v. 13b and here

again the LXX presents us with a different text. Here, then,

is an instance of the coincidence of rhythmical and exegetical

difficulties which should put us on our guard with respect to

the soundness of the text. In the present case the solution

offered sliould clear up the exegetical difficulties and at the same

time satisf}' the rhythmical demands of the rest of the poem.

(aj Let us first examine the difficult}' in v. 13b." "What is the

meaning of 'iniquity and the solemn meeting'? It is supposed

to mean that the religious service which is accompanied by some

sort of iniquity on the part of worshippers cannot be pleasing

to God. But the phrase is a most dubious one'" and commen-
tators have for tlie most part rightly preferred the LXX read-

ing 'fast and a .solemn meeting.' But with what is this phra.se

to be construed ? To regard it as the object of the preceding

verb, as tlie R.V. text suggests, is grammatically impossible.

If. witli Diilim. an infinitive "to bear' is inserted^^ we get two

"DDjn. Cf. Z.A.T.W., LH91, 257.

• It i.M illiiHtrated by the variant readings in the l{.V.

'°Duhm still defend-s it by referring to 1 8. 15:2.3. But tliis is to

support one questionable phrase by another equally doubtful.

"PKB'S. cf. Hlfflh at V. 14b. That the present Hebrew text can Iw sup-

ported by I's. 101: 5 alone, is more than doubtful.
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lines in v. 13b. either 4x4 or 3x4, and at the same time create

an extremely awkward sentence, for the verb would have two

series of subjects, before it and after it.

New moon and sabbath, the calling of an assembly

—

I cannot endure fast and feast.

This is almost intolerable. There is only one expedient which

can solve the difficulty in any adequate way and which at the

same time takes account of the critical difficulty raised at v.

14a. Delete 'your new moons' and take 'fast and festival'

with what follows.^^ This construction of 'fast and festival'

meeting with what follows has the support of the LXX and

therefore must not be regarded as a pure conjecture. But if

'your new moons' is deleted, this logically carries with it a

modification of 'your appointed feasts.' I suggest that DD'"1i/*Tt21

should be emended to "7J7Tt2T and the line be read

Fast and festival and calendar feast my soul hateth.

This secures an excellent, five-toned line and every step in the

process by which it is secured is soundly based on grammatical,

exegetical and text-critical considerations.

(b) But if the reconstructions thus far made be once admitted,

it follows that the remainder of v. 13b must also be corrected.

New moon and sabbath and calling of assemblies is almost cer-

tainly four tones and '?^1K X'? by itself is grammatically suspi-

cious. Again the infinitive 'to bear' is to be supplied, not only

in thought but in fact, after '?D'I}«{ N*? " and we get two tones.

This suggests that there should be only three, not four, tones in

the preceding phrase. At this point again conjecture must be

resorted to, but conjecture which is by no means caprice. The

phrase 'the calling of an assembly' is found only here in this

particular form. I would suggest that N"lp should be deleted."

" Marti, Gray.

" Dnhm.
" This may be due to dittography or it may be an interpretative gloss.

The whole phrase X'^pO X'^p has been struck out by critics as a levitical

addition. But the phrase in the levitical legislation is different. It is

always jyip~N"'p"D. with makkeph and without the article, in Ex. 12,

Lev. 23, Nu. 28 and 29. Three times in these passages the plural form

appears synp 'KipO (Lev. 23:2, 4, 37). Elsewhere K'^po appears alone

at Is. 4:5; Nu. 10 : 2 and Neh. 8:8. In the last case it refers to the

lection. But in Nu. 10: 2 it has the force of an infinitive (the summons
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We have now to examine vs. 12 and 13a and reconsider the

rival interpretations of these lines in the inasoretie and LXX
texts. But we come to them now with a strong presupposition.

That interpretation of the lines will prohahly he nearest the

original text which conforms most closely to the five-toned

rhythm established for the remainder of the poem.

(e) The second line in v. 13a 'incense (or much better 'smoke,'

i. e. the smoke of the sacrifices) is an abomination unto me,' is

possibly a five-toned line, but it is admittedly a poor one. I

have no suggestion as to how to better it. I would not venture

on any deletion here, however, for the line is necessary in the

parallelism (see below) and the supposed difficulty of a refer-

ence to n"lDp in the sense of 'sacrificial smoke' as early as Isaiah

does not exist.^^

(d) We come finally to the two rival interpretations of v. 12

and 13a. Which shall we choose? Here a singular fact meets

us. Neither interpretation of the text satisfies the rhythmic

requirements in all particulars ! But along which line of inter-

pretation are we to seek the solution of the rhythmical difficul-

ties? If the LXX interpretation is followed and the last two

words of V. 12. nVH D*2r\- be taken with what follows, then vs.

12 and 13a can only be naturally scanned as 3x3x3 (2) x3

NIC' rynyi n'dh

^'^-N'H nnrin riTjp

or call). Coulr] the K'^p be added in tlie present case to sugpest that it

refers to the summons to the feast rather than to the feast itself? The
LXX reads Kni i^fiipav fjnydXrif . This reading doos not seem to recognize

the K'^p. but the adjective suggests an interjirctation of the W^pO. cf.

John 7 : 37. The Km probably represents an original \ which has been

displaced when t<">p came into the text. This solution seems to me to be

much more reasonable than the rejection of the entire phrase (Marti; and
Gray tentatively) which involves further drastic rearrangements of lines

without attaining the five-toned rhythm. This solution is also favored by
snch textual evidence as there is.

"Marti takes the word in the later sense of 'incense' and therefore

deletes it. But it is singular how these later levitiial terms should become
inserted into a passage which was a repu<liation of the ceremonial.

"If DDTO were deleted from v. 12b as a qualifying gloss (not all sacri-

fices but only your sacrifices), then vs. 12 in its LXX form might be
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Hence the LXX text in spite of its various advantages must he

rejected as it does not conform to the metrical requirements.

Since the first part of v. 13a in the Hebrew recension furnishes

a fair five-toned line, the difficulty does not lie in v. 13 but in

V. 12. To take the last part of v. 12 over into v. 13 only com-

plicates the rhythmical difficulties. But when the present form

of V. 12 is examined the second clause is again seen to be a

perfect five-toned line. Therefore it is not to he corrected to the

LXX form. The difficulty does not lie here either. But at v,

12a we strike a three-toned line. Here then the rhythmical

difficulty is to be localized. If it is supposed that the last part

of this line is lost, immediately our rhythmical difficulty is

solved and the organization of the poem begins to appear. It

is not difficult to conjecture what nmy have once stood here.

Probably some such phrase as D^iH ^JJ*J«{ (I am not accept-

ing j^ou). Almost this exact phrase is found at Jer. 14: 10, 12

where it refers to those who were offering sacrifices. Cf. also

Hos. 8 :
13.^' At this point we must recur to the question raised

earlier. Is v. 11 a tristich or was it originally composed of two

couplets with the last line missing? This question leads us to

consider the possible strophical organization of the poem as

distinct from its rhythm.

(6) If the correction suggested for v. 12a be adopted, then this

line must be regarded as the missing line parallel to the last line

of V. 11. It refers to Jahweh's rejection of the persons of those

who offer the sacrifices. In that case vs. 10-12a contain three

complete couplets or six lines. But v. 12b with its question

clearly begins the same subject over again, though with a varia-

tion in the treatment. The emphasis falls in what follows on

the feasts rather than on the sacrifices. This thought runs

through V. 14 and at v. 15 a third thought is introduced, namely

regarded as five-toned, but the remaining lines cannot be so scanned with

any probability. Duhm divides as follows:

To trample my courts continue not—to bring oblation

Vain is the smoke-sacrifice; it is an abomination to me.

This does secure two five-toned lines but at the expense of a stylistically

most improbable line, and to take both HW and n3j,Mn with mDp is

quite unlikely.

" I find that I have been anticipated in the supposition of a lost half

line at v. 12a by Sievers.
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the futility even of their praj^ers and the necessity of their

moral regeneration. Now if the emendations suggested above

in vs. 13-14 be adopted it will be found that vs. 12b-ll: furnish

us with three more couplets or six lines. This result increases

our confidence in the process by which it has been attained.

When once the Hebrew conception of vs. 12b-13 is retained as

against the LXX and the text emended at the proper point and

in the proper way, the outline of the poem becomes clarified.

Two well-defined stanzas each of six lines emerge. But in vs.

15, IG there are only two couplets or four lines. Is this reduc-

tion intentional and did the poem end with v. 16?

( 7 ) The present compiler of the first chapter of Isaiah does not

think so. He has provided the last two words of v. 16, and v.

17. in which the positive lines, along which the reformation urged

in V. 16 is to follow, are laid down. That these lines are Isaianic

botli in thouglit and expression need not be denied. But that they

are the original conclusion to the preceding poem is open to serious

doubt. The rhythm has completely changed. It is now 2x2 or

4x4. It is of course possible that Isaiah himself may have

intentionally changed to this rhythm of quicker movement at

the close of his poem in order to give effect to his exhortation.

Yet if another ending can be discovered which agrees in rhythm
with the rest of the poem, supplies the missing couplet to the

last stanza in vs. 15, 16, and provides a rhetorically equally

effective close, it shouhl certainly be allowed to put in a claim

for respectful attention. If we examine the remainder of the

chapter nothing can be culled from it to answer our purpose

out of vs. 21-31. Vs. 21-26 are admitted on all hands to be an

independent poem and vs. 27-31 are fragmen t.s which have noth-

ing to do with the topic in vs. 10-16. Hence our choice of an

alternative ending to v. 17 is restricted to vs. 18 and 19-20. So

far as v. 18 is concerned, the difficulty of it in the present con-

text has been recognized from the time of Koppe and no .satis-

factory explanation of its contcxtnal meaning lias as yet been

forthcoming.'"

"The traditional iiit4'rj)rotatioii of the pa.ssayp as an ofTor of froo pardon,

a gospel mes.sage in the strictest sense, is certainly the most obvious inter-

pretation of V. 18 when taken by itself, though an interpretation utterly

at variance with the context. After the terrible denunciation just pro-

ceding this gracious ofTer is certainly out of pla<'c. It is iMpially contra-
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There are left vs. 19, 20. Here is a couplet in the first place

and it is a couplet which we are in search of. The rhythm of

the couplet may be regarded as the five-tone rhythm of vs. 10-

16.^® The threat after the denunciations and exhortations in

vs. 10-16 is most appropriate and serves to round out the poem
in a thoroughly impressive way. If these verses are adopted

as the original conclusion of Isaiah's poetical polemic against

the hollow ceremonialism of his day we have recovered a thor-

oughly organized poem of three stanzas of six lines each, in a

consistent 3x2 rhythm with only very slight emendations of the

text, each one of which has considerable exegetical or critical

warrant apart from the necessities of the rhythm. This restora-

tion seems to me decidedly preferable to the very drastic emen-

dations of the passage which have been practised upon it in

recent years, but it can be carried through only when the Hebrew
conception of vs. 12 and 13 is adopted as against the LXX inter-

pretation which has latterly found such favor with students of

Isaiah.

I append a translation which embodies the emendations sug-

gested above, together with the resulting poetical analysis.

dictory to the conditional promise which follows. But the attempts thus

far made to construe it as a threat are most unconvincing. It is not

natural to interpret the verse as a question (against Miehaelis, Koppe
and Eichhorn, an interpretation renewed by Wellhausen Proleg.^ p. 443).

For objections to this view cf. also Burney, J.T.S., XI, p. 443 f. Equally

unsatisfactory is the ironical interpretation of Duhm and Marti. The

interpretation of v. 18 as a threat of judicial destruction of sin and there-

fore of sinners (Ges. Hitz.) is monstrous and Hackmann's symbolic

interpretation (Zukunftserwartung des Jesaia, p. 118, n.) is fanciful, nor

can I find anything of value in Ehrlich's explanation. Gray's translation,

' Though your sins were as scarlet they might become white ' seems to seek

a middle gromid between an unconditional pardon and a positive threat,

but with the emphasis upon the pardon. In view of the difficulty of the

verse in its present connection one more guess may be hazarded. Give to

the imperfects the sense of must (for this sense cf. Driver, Tenses, sec. 39

and Gen. 20: 9; 34: 7; Job. 9: 29; 1 Sam. 14: 43b; 1 K. 18: 5 and 27).

Though your sins are as scarlet, they must become white as snow.

It is the difficulty of the reformation which would then be emphasized.

But even on this interpretation I doubt very much whether v. 18 originally

had anything to do with vs. 10-16.

^* The makkeph is to be struck out after the two DX (vs. 19, 20) but

supplied after 2M3 (v. 20).
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I

V. 10 Hear the word of Jahweh—ye judges of Sodom,

Give ear to the instnictiou of our God—ye people of

Gomorrah.

V. 11 What to me is the multitude of your sacrifices—saith

Jahweh,

I am sated with the burnt-offerings of rams—and the fat

of fed beasts,

And in the blood of bulls and of goats—I take no delight,

V. 12 When ye come to see my face— [I will not accept you].

II

Who hath sought this at your hands—to trample my
courts ?

V. 13 Do not continue to bring—an oblation of vanity

;

Smoke (of sacrifice) an abomination—is it to me,

New moon and sabbath and call( ?)—I cannot endure;

V. 14 Fast and assembly and feast—my soul hateth.

They have become unto me a burden—I am weary of

carrying it.

Ill

V. 15 When ye spread out your hands—I will hide my eyes,

Yea, when ye multiply prayer—I will not be listening;

V. 16 Your hands are full of blood—wash you, cleanse you,

Put away the evil of your deeds—from before mine eyes;

V. 19 If ye are willing to hoar—the gooil of the land ye shall

eat,

V. 20 But if ye refuse and rebel—ye shall eat the sword (?).
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THE ORIGINAL FORM OF THE REFRAINS IN IS. 2:6-21

Kemper Fullerton

Oberlin Graduate School of Theology

In vs. 6-8 and 12-16 we have, as has long been recognized,

either two poems, or two parts of the same poem. The latter

view is, as I believe, distinctly preferable. Each of these parts

can be organized without serious difficulty except at v. 6 into

three quatrains as follows

:

I

The Sins of the Nation

a

V. 6 For he hath rejected his people,^

the house of Jacob;

For their land is full of traffickers,

"With the sons of strangers they bargain.

b

V. 7 Their land is full of wealth,^

And there is no end to their treasures

;

And their land is full of horses.

And there is no end to their chariots.

c

V. 8 And their land is full of idols,

(And there is no end to their images) f
To the work of their hands they bow down,

To that which their fingers have made.

^ Eead 3d person with LXX.
^ Strike out 3ni1 and take ^DJ m its more general sense of money

or wealth.

' St. c has at present only three lines. The last two form a couplet. The

first has no parallel. Duhm's conjectured line has both exegetical and

rhythmical arguments in its favor.
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II

The Judgment of The Day of Jahweh

d

V. 12 For Jahweh of Hosts hath a day-

Over all that is proud and exalted,

Over all that is lifted up and lofty.

e

V. 13 Over all the cedars of Lebanon,^

And over all the oaks of Bashan

;

V. 14 And over all the mountains that are lofty,

And over all the hills that are high.

f

V. 15 And over every tower that is high,

And over every fortified wall

;

V. 16 And over all the ships of Tarshish

And over every . . . ."of delight.

It will be observed how clearly the poetical analysis into

quatrains agrees with the exegetical analysis of the thought

sequence in the two parts. In part two, the doom of Jahweh 's

(lay is annoMiicefl. first in froiioral terms (st. d). In the second

stanza four particulars from the realm of nature are singled

out, and in the third, four particulars from the sphere of man's

handiwork. In part one, quatrains b and c are given to the two

thoughts of matfrial prosperity (st. b; an<l of idolatry (st. c).

The present form of v. 6, however, is both exegetically and

riiytliniically unsatisfactory. Does v. f) refer to a religions abuse,

sorcery, magic, as v. a suggests, or to intercourse with foreign

*8t. d is at present only three lines. The principle of parallelism does

not BO imperiously require a fourth line here as in the case of st. c, but

since the last two stanzas are clearly quatrains it is probable that st. d is

also. /iJtyi of V. 12h is certainly incorrect and some such word as n3J

must be substituted. The LXX has the doublet Kal fierimpov Kal rairtivwO-ffCf

rai. The first is dearly tlic original.

•Strike out D'NB'jni D'-Jin. Due to dittoRraphy.

'So far as I know, ru> satisfactory explanation of TV^y; }ias as yet been

propounded.
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nations, as v. b seems to suggest? The phrasing of both these

clauses is also most awkward and improbable. The rhythm and

the parallelism are equally disorganized. When the remainder

of the poem is examined, we expect to find one thought in v. 6

clearly expressed, and we expect to find it rounded out in a

quatrain. Conjectural emendations must be based on these

two premises. The best emendation yet suggested is Gray's,

which sees in v. 6 a reference only to trade relations with for-

eigners^ and which I have adopted above. Part I is then a

denunciation of foreign intercourse, with its usual accompani-

ments of material prosperity leading to self-confidence and

idolatry, a typical prophetical thought-sequence and one which

is thoroughly Isaianic.

"Wlien the two parts are examined in their relationship to each

other they are clearly seen to be two parts of the same poem.

They are organized in exactly the same way into three quatrains

each, they are in the same rhythm, and the second part is neces-

sary to complete the thought of the first part which it does in

a most effective way. In the first part we have the sin and in

the second the judgment.^ It is also to be carefully noticed that

each part begins in the same way with a 'for.' The first 'for'

in V. 6 has nothing to which to attach. Commentators are gener-

ally agreed that something, now lost, once preceded v. 6. But
what was it? If our analysis of the poem is accepted it could

not have been a preceding stanza, for that would disorganize the

symmetry of the two parts. The second 'for,' v. 12, cannot

easily attach to the first part directly. Nor does it do so in the

present form of the text. It is at this point that we arrive at

the question of the refrains. After each of the two parts of our

poem there is a collection of verses which, because of their repeti-

tion and position, appear to be in the nature of refrains. Thus

vs. 9 and 10 after the first part correspond almost exactly in

thought and partly in expression to vs. 17 and 19 after the second

part. But on closer examination there is discovered something

decidedly queer about these refrains. Thus v. 11 is a repetition

of V. 9, and v. 21 is a repetition of v. 19, but neither v. 11 nor

V. 21 occupies a position appropriate to a refrain. They recur

too quickly after their corresponding verses, vs. 9 and 11. Only

' For particulars see his commentary.
* Duhm 's contention that we have here fragments of two different poems

(vs. 6-10, 18 f. and 11-17) in different meters(!) is wide of the mark.
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V. 10 intervenes between vs. 9 and its duplicate, 11, and v, 10

is itself apparently a refrain ! V. 20, it is true, which intervenes

between v. 19 and its duplicate, v. 21, introduces some new
material, but this is not enough to account for so speedy a recur-

rence of the same thought. Again, while vs. 9 and 10 are com-

bined together, their equivalents, vs. 17 and 19, are separated by

the curiously abbreviated verse 18. Finally, while the thought

and general expression of vs. 9 and 10 are found three times,

each time there is a rather remarkable variation in detail. The
questions at once arise. Are all of these repetitions original or

are they in a measure accidental? Again, is the variation in

form intentional or is it also accidental ? As if the problem were

not already sufficiently complicated, we find still another varia-

tion upon V. 9 in 5 : 15 f.

Is there any legitimate way out of these entanglements ? The
parallel verses fall into two groups, (1) vs. 9, 11, 17 and 5 : 15 f.

;

(2) vs. 10, 19 and 21. For purposes of ready comparison their

variations are represented in the following table

:

(1) C"X
(2) C*\V ':^£3L"n

(3) D'C'JX on '-'i! C'1

(4) D'C'JX on nn ^-yc'

(5) nrric'n
(6) an^ Ncn '^ni

(7) xinn DV2
(8) - "

(tROL"]* I.

^i^L^'n DIN*

DIN
D"iNn mn^:
DIN mn^j t;*

nmo :1.5a

- 2:11a

-5:1.5b

2:9b

HD*? iTin^ 3JL*0l2:in)

2:irb

(9) npiV3 :t:npj;::'npn'?Nn'i 03C't:3 niNTi m,Tn3jn.5:iG
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I propose to examine the several positions of these verses and

then their variations in phraseology.

Their Positions

(1) To begin with, the present position of 5:15 f. is impos-

sible. The whole passage, vs. 14-17, is badly disorganized. The

recurrence of the 'therefore,' v, 14, immediately after the

'therefore,' v. 13, is suspicious. We would expect a 'woe' to

intervene (cf. the relationship of v. 8 to vs. 9 f. and vs. 11 f.

to V. 13). There would seem to be a gap between vs. 13 and 14.

This inference is confirmed by the feminine suffixes in v. 14.

These point to an antecedent preceding v. 14 which is now lost.

This antecedent was almost certainly the name of some city

(Zion?). V. 14 states that all the glory and wild revelry of it

is to disappear into Sheol as into the greedy maw of some huge

monster. V. 17 on the other hand describes a pastoral scene.

Undoubtedly the two scenes in vs. 14 and 17 are thought of in

contrast. Where once all the bustle and tumult of a great city

was, there only the shepherd and his flocks now wander. The

same thought is beautifully worked out in Browning's Love

among the Ruins

Where the quiet colored end of evening smiles, miles and miles.

O'er the solitary pastures where our sheep half asleep.

Tinkle homeward through the twilight, stray or stop, as they crop.

Was the site once of a city, great and gay, so they say.

Now between these two pictures vs. 15 f. intrude in the most

unfortunate way. That they are an intrusion is not only clear

from the discordance of their thought, but also from the discord-

ance of their syntactical structure (a point strangely ignored

by commentators). The ^^'y\ of v. 17 undoubtedly carries on

the 11*1 of V. 14. The intervention of the imperfect forms

with waw consec. in vs. 15 f. clearly betrays these verses as an
insertion. If vs. 15 f . do not belong here, where do they belong ?

The answer is obvious. They must belong to chap. 2. But the

fact that this refrain is found elsewhere in such an impossible

connection is a danger signal indicating the badly corrupted

state of tlie text in this part of Isaiah.
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(2) If we turn to chap. 2 we at once meet with another indica-

tion of the same thing. V. 22 is not in good connection with

what precedes and is wanting in the LXX even down to the

time of Origen.® These two instances of corruption should put

us on our guard when we come to the examination of the refrains

themselves.

(3) We have already seen that the repetition of v. 21 so soon

after its equivalent in v. 19 is difficult to understand. From
the literary and artistic point of view it is anything but satisfy-

ing. From the exegetical point of view it is still less so. Vs.

19-21, as they stand, seem to say that 'they' (apparently the

idols of V. 18) shall enter into hiding before the terror of the

Lord (v. 19), whereas in that day mankind shall cast their

idols away to the moles and to the bats in order to enter into

hiding before the terror of the Lord (vs. 20 f.). V. 19 after

V. 18 suggests that it is the idols that hide themselves ; vs. 20 f

.

suggest that men throw their idols away in order to hide them-

selves.^" Tliese contradictory statements about the idols hiding

themselves away and men casting away their idols in order to

hide themselves away, surely cannot be original. On the other

hand if 'men' are taken as the subject of v. 19 as well as of

v. 20, we would have the same thing said over again in a most

ineffective way. But the final and convincing proof that we
are dealing with a thoroughly secondary text at vs. 20 and 21

is the fact that v. 20 is pure prose and that, too, of the most

atrocious kind. The reader who cannot see this had better abstain

from any further attempt at a correct understanding of the

' Cf. Field 's Hexapla for evidence.

"Hans Schmidt in his Commontarj on Isaiah in Die Schriften des Altcn

Testaments suggests that the idea in vs. 18 f. is Isaiah's first sketch of

his thought, the idea in vs. 20 belonging to his revision. The first idea, that

the idols themselves flee away, may have been suggested by the popular ideas

of the Day of Jahweh in which Jahweh was to triumph over the other

gods. The second revision corresponded to Isaiah 's own convictions of the

nothingness of the idols! An instructive illustration of the vacuities into

which the exegetical irresponsibilities of the Beliyionsgesrhichtliche Schule

finally empty. Gunkel, and especially C.rcssmann, brilliantly suggestive

and creative as they are, have much to answer for in the way of ignoring

at times the fundamental principles of sound exegesis. This interpretation

of Schmidt is simply the revival of the Keil-Hengstenbcrg method of

exegesis in the interest of a new dogma,

r,
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text of this chapter, and should be content to cast in his fortunes

with the moles and bats.^^ The recognition of the prose char-

acter of V. 20 is the indispensable preliminary to a proper

appreciation of the problem of the refrains. If v. 20 is prose it

certainly does not belong here. It is probably a marginal com-

ment upon V. 18 by the same hand which inserted 31 :
7.^- But

if V. 20 is eliminated, it is at once obvious that v. 21 cannot follow

immediately on v. 19. It has no literary function in the poem.

It is therefore, further, equally obvious that v. 21 must be simply

a textual variant to v. 19. Accordingly, so far as their position

is concerned, vs. 20 and 21 may both be left out of consideration

in determining the relationship of the refrains to the poem. The

only question that can be raised is what claim to consideration

has V. 21 as a variant reading.

(4) After the elimination of vs. 20-22, vs. 17-19 are left as

the concluding refrain or refrains of the second part. To these

verses, as we have seen, vs. 9 and 10 correspond as the concluding

refrain or refrains of the first part. But this leaves v. 11

hanging in the air. It, too, has no conceivable literary function

in the organism of the poem. The inference is unavoidable.

Just as V. 21 is a variant to v. 19, so v. 11 is a variant to v. 9.

But V. 11 in form is more nearly akin to v. 17. May not v. 9

and V. 17 also be variant readings of what was originally the

same refrain ? This leads us to our second main question. What
was the original form of the refrains ?

II

Their Forms.

Let us look first at the variations in our second group. (1)

Of the three variants in this group the last, v. 21, is certainly to

be rejected. The infinitive construction, 'to go' (N^D'?)- is due

to the attempt to construe v. 21 with v. 20 and must be rejected

^' This is said with the full knowledge that Sievers actually attempts to

scan T. 20. Such a procedure creates a profound distrust of his metrical

analyses so far as the Old Testament is concerned.

'-Whether both 2: 20 and 31: 7 depend upon 30; 22, which is in a passage

thoroughly un-Isaianic in character, or whether the one who is responsible

for them wrote the entire section 30: 19-26 himself does not concern us

at present. The same hand is probably to be detected again at 17: 7 f.
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when V. 20 is rejected. Again, the 'holes of the dust' (m'?nO
")£3^*) of V. 19 is to be preferred to 'the clefts of the rocks'

of V. 21. The former phrase is a difficult one and rn'?nD

is an a- A. The phrase of v. 21 is a conventional substitute for

the more difficult one. Here, if anywhere in the 0. T., the

principle of the harder reading may be applied.^^ Finally 'the

caves of the rocks' (DHV mi^D) of v. 19 is to be preferred

to 'the caverns of the rocks' (DnVH mip:) of v. 21. The

word mpj is found again only at Ex. 33 : 22 and the phrase

would seem to be an intentional reference to that passage (cf.

also the definite article with [DJnV in both passages as against

the anarthrous D^y of v. 19). V. 21 must be regarded, not

as the original form of the refrain, not even as a text corruption,

but as a literary gloss upon v. 19, intended, partly to relieve

a difficult reading, partly to remind the reader of Ex. 33:22.

(2 I As between v. 19 and v. 10 the choice is not quite so cer-

tain. Yet I think the original reading is rca.sonably probable.

The perfect INDI of v. 19 can scarcely be correct. It suggests

the improbable thought that the idols Ihemselves are to liide in

the caves. Neither is the infinitive absolute form at v. 10 likely.

The LXX reads imper. pi. 1N*3 at v. 10 and undoubtedly this

is to be read also at v. 19 as is generally recognized. The

preceding 1 of v. 19 belongs to the verb of v. 18 a.s is seen again

in the LXX (so Marti). The last clause of v. 19b 'when he

riseth to shake the earth' is also found at v. 10 in the LXX
and belongs there as it adds greatly to the effectiveness of the

refrain. With these changes made in both verses there remains

the choice between v. 10a and v. 19a. The rhythm of the Iwo

variants differs. In form 1 it is 2 x 2 or 4 ; in form 2 it is

3 X 2. The 3x2 rhythm of form 2 seems to be preferable since

the next line of the refrain in both vs. 10b and 19b (forms 4

and 5) is also 3 x 2. In that case the [ODJl of form 1 is prob-

ably to be rejected. It came into the text when the original form

2 was abbreviated. It is impossible to account jirecisely for this

reduction, thoiigh it was probably due to pure accident. A
similar phenomenon will meet us in the second group of refrains.

On the basis of the above suggestions the original form of the

'* The LXX has adopted the easy phra-^e out of v. 21 into v. 19 along

with the more difficult one, though it is at present in the wrong position.
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refrain now represented by the variants in vs. 10, 19 and 21

will be

:

Enter ye into the caves of the rocks, and the hollows of the dust,

From before the terror of Jahweh and the splendor of his

majesty,

When he risetli to shake the earth.

(3) When we turn to the variants of the first group it is

clear that form 4 can at once be dismissed from our calculation.

It is grammatically impossible and the position of ^t^*^ is

opposed to the evidence of the first three forms. It is also

rhythmically defective as it is 4x3.

(4) That form 4 is incorrect is further proved by form 5.

This form at present is the parallel line to form 2. But a weaker

parallel could hardly be imagined. It is clear that form 5 was

meant to be a correction of the grammar and style of form 4.

The intolerable expression mn^J ''^^ is smoothed off into

D\1DJI ''y}^ and the verb properly emended to the fern, to agree

with T_J7. The insertion of the word ''T^ has occasioned the

difficulty. This was probably a marginal note reminiscent of

Ps. 131 : 1 or Is. 3 : 16. It is an old concordance reference just

as rr\p^ is at v. 21. After it had come into the text an attempt

was made in form 5 to emend the corruption along wrong lines.

Accordingly both forms 4 and 5 may be dismissed from consider-

ation.

(5) Form 6 may also be dismissed with confidence. It now

stands as the parallel to form 1. But the parallelism is an

impossible one. No one has been able to account in any satis-

factory way for this sudden ejaculation. It was an attempt to

get some meaning out of the Hj'^DlJ^n which had become illegi-

ble in some manuscript containing form 5 (cf. Marti).

(6) Of the three variations between forms 1 and 2 on the

one hand and 3 on the other, the future forms of the verbs in

form 3 are distinctly preferable to the historical forms in forms

1 and 2. The future forms are in agreement with the general

theme of the poem which is looking forward to the Day of

Jahweh. The choice between D*DON of form 3 and C'^N of

forms 1 and 2 is not quite so certain. On the one hand it might

be thought that the singular is in better parallelism with D"tN
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and that the plural is an unnecessary attempt to indicate the col-

lective force of D"lX. On the other hand, when once DTI is

introduced, the plural form becomes rhythmically almost neces-

saiy. Hence our decision upon this variation will be conditioned

upon our decision with regard to the next variation. Shall we
choose the longer form of form 3 or the shorter of forms 1 and 2 ?

Here taste is probably to be the final arbiter and tastes differ.

To me the shorter form is colorless, the longer form more forceful

in expression and more rhythmical. It is also supported by

form 4 and impliedly by form 5.

(7) But there is another half to this refrain represented by

forms 7, 8 and 9. Form 9 departs in a very striking way from

the other two. In order to decide between these variants the

curious V. 18 of chap. 2 must be considered. When its relation-

ship to V. 17 is examined its originality becomes very question-

able. When it is said that Jahweh is exalted alone, with whom
is Jahweh contrasted? With men or with other gods? If

V, 17 is read by itself the contrast would be with men. When
V. 18 is introduced the contrast would seem to be with the idols.

In other words v. 17a and v. 18 haul at v. 17b in different

directions, and the thought becomes correspondingly uncertain.

Doubt is at once raised as to the originality of v. 18 in the present

connection. This doubt is confirmed by the fact that v. 18 is

missing after v. 11 and also at 5 : 15 f. In 5: 15 f. the 'alone'

(n^'?) of V. 17 is also missing and a new thought is introduced,

uanu'ly, wherein Jahwcli is exalted; in equity and rigliteousness.

Thus between forms 7 and 8, on the one hand, and 9 on the

other there is an important variation not only in expression but

in thought also. Which of these forms is to be preferred?

Which is in better agreement with the subject and temper of the

poem? If we recur to our analysis of the poem we discover one

reference to idolatry (st. c). But tliis reference is incidental.

The emphasis of the poem, taken as a whole, is upon tiie proud,

materialistic civilization which has been set up and in which men
trust. This comes out especially in Part II in which there is

no reference to idolatry at all. The contrast suggested by the

poem is not between Jahweh and the idols but between Jahweh
and the pride of man. This thought of the pm^m would be

satisfied by v. 17 as it stands, without v. 18. But the ethical

note sounded in 5: 15 f. is so thoroughly Isaianic and expressed
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in SO classic a form that it is tempting to hold that this is the

original form of the refrain. It is not the mere exaltation of

Jaliweh. as contrasted with the pride of man which is to be

humbled, that Isaiah wishes to emphasize, but his ethical exalta-.

tiou which gives to the day of Jahweh its truly prophetical and

ethical character. The thought is of Jahweh, the Holy One of

Israel, of his equity and his righteousness. Over against the

materialistic civilization which Isaiah sees around him, puffed

up with pride but laden with iniquity, the prophet sounds this

great refrain just as the Seraph song in chap. 6 is brought into

contrast with the people unclean of lips who violate Jahweh 's

sanctity. But since '\1^'7 is not found in 5 : 16 and would have

no place in it either exegetically or rhythmically it follows

inevitably, if form 9 is adopted, that the }12b of forms 7 and

8 must be eliminated. It may then be held to have come into

2 : 17 when v. 18 was added and from there worked back into

v. 11.^^ We have already noticed that v. 20 is also concerned

with idols and the suggestion was made that it was a marginal

gloss upon V. 18. But now v. 18 itself turns out to be a gloss.

I suggest that the textual history of vs. 17-21 was something as

follows. V. 18 was originally a marginal note designed to estab-

lish a contrast between the refrain and v. 8. When it came
into the text the original form of the refrain itself beca'ine cor-

rupted and nn'? was added to make the exact nature of the

contrast still clearer. The prose verse, v. 20, was a still later

marginal comment upon v. 18 after v. 18 had established, itself

in the text. When v. 20 finally followed v. 18 into the text it

brought along with it the variant v. 21 which probably stood

by it in the margin. All this is of course conjectural but it is

well within the bounds of textual possibilities.^^

" The phrase Xinn DVl -would probably come in along with n3^ . The
phrase, though not wanting in original prophecies of Isaiah and in agree-

ment with the present prophecy, is most frequently found in spurious pas-

sages. It is rejected by Marti and Gray, though still defended by Duhm
because of v. 12.

" Marti and Gray both take v. 18 as a part of the refrain and supply

it after v. 11, Duhm inclines to hold that v. 18 is a fragment of a lost

strophe and is to be separated from v. 17. Ehrlich has observed that 113^

probably points forward to v. 18, but all these writers fail to notice the

double reference of the '\'\2h ^^ the present text and to draw the obvious

critical conclusion from this fact.
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If the above criticism is adopted the first refrain will have

been reduced to something like the following form

:

The haughtiness of man shall be bowed down,

And the exaltation of man humbled

;

And Jahweh of Hosts shall be exalted in equity,

And the Holy God sanctified in righteousness.

But here a difficulty arises. The first of these couplets is 3 x 3,

the second is 4x4. Is this change in rhythm likely? Would
we not do better after all to remain by the form in 2: 17 and

11 (eliminating NinU DV2' in which case the refrain would

consist of a regular three-toned tristich 1 This view would

involve the originality of T12'?. At this point opinions will

probably differ. For the reasons already assigned I prefer to

take the form of the refrain in 5 : 16, even at the expense of a

difference in meter. But it is not a difficult task to reduce

5:16 to the 3x3 rhythm if one were disposed to do so. The

ti^lpJ is quite unnecessary and has a suspicious smack of 29 : 23,

a spurious verse. If it is rejected, then mN3V may be rejected

from the parallel line.'" I shall venture to follow this sugges-

tion though freely admitting in this case the purely conjectural

nature of the correction. We have now secured a double refrain

standing after each part of our poem in the following form :

The haughtiness of man shall be bowed down,

And the exaltation of man shall be humbled,

And .Tahwoh shall be exalted in equity.

And the Holy Ciod in righteousness.

Enter into the caves of the rocks, and the hollows of Iho dust.

From beforr' llw terror of Iho Lord and 1iio sph-ndor of his

majesty,

When he riscth 1o sliaki- the earth.

What is to !»(' clearly rccogni/.t'd is lluit we have herc^ a double

refrain. The first is a quatrain in tlu; three-toned rhythm. The
second is a tristich composed of a couplet in the 3x2 rhythm
with a concluding three-toned line. Now, while it is not iuipos-

" So Diilirn followod by Siovorn. Thore is also nnotlior possiliility. Wo
may be dealing in tlie proHont rase with an intentional variation. The first

refrain may have hail the two forniH, first of v. 17 and seoond of 5: IfJ.

The latter beinj; the contduding refrain may bo supposed to roll out in the

fuller 4x4 rhythm.
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sible that these two refrains may have been thus coupled together

originally, there is no necessary inner connection between them.^^

In fact eacli refrain would gain in impressiveness if it stood out

independently. The last step in our reconstruction is due to

the acute observation of Marti. Wlien once v. 11 is removed as

a cornipted variant, v. 10 in the emended form, instead of

belonging to the concluding refrain of Part I, can now be

regarded as the opening refrain of Part II. No more effective

introduction can be thought of. It furnishes also the explana-

tion of the 'for' at v. 12. But this at once suggests that the

same refrain once stood before v. 6, for we have seen that the

'for' of V. 6 also demands that something should precede but

that this could not very well have been another stanza. The

refrain in v. 19 in its emended form, instead of originally occupy-

ing its present position, must be transposed and placed before

V. 6. This is an assumption no more violent than the actual

fact of the transposition of the refrain to the utterly impossible

position of 5 : 15 f . It is clear that we are dealing in the present

case with a text that has suffered most seriously, and not an

assumption has been made in the foregoing, with the possible

exception of the reduction of 5 : 16 from a4x4toa3x3 rhythm,

which is not based on sound exegetical and text-critical principles

and which is not necessitated by the obvious corruptions of the

present text. Duhm's criticism of what he terms Marti 's

Gewaltsamkeiten in the reconstruction of the poem, the general

lines of which have been followed in the above, is unjustifiable.

What I have attempted to do is to support Marti 's brilliant

reconstruction (followed by Gray) by a fuller critical and exe-

getical apparatus than either of these writers was able to make
use of in the limitations of a commentary, and also to add at cer-

tain points to the precision of their results. The length to which

this paper has extended will be amply justified, even though

no startlingly new points of view are advanced, if the reader

can be induced by it to rest more securely in Marti 's restoration,

for it permits one of the noblest poems of the master stylist of

the Old Testament to stand out in something like its pristine

splendor and impressiveness, Isaiah's Dies Irae.

"A possible rhythmical connection could be established if the second

couplet were allowed to stand in the 4x4 rhythm as at 5 : 16. Then there

would be a progress from the 3x3 through the 4 x 4 to the 5x5 rhythm.
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NOTES ON ISAIAH

John P. Peters

New York City

Isaiah 13, 14

These two chapters which open the volume of Isaiah on the

Nations, chaps. 13-23, are headed "Oracle of Babylon whicli

Isaiah, son of Amoz, saw." They are confessedly somewhat com-

posite. For the present form of the prophecy that title is

probably correct, but by pretty general consent the Taunt Song

on the Destniction of Babylon, 14 : 3-21, is a thing bj' itself.

Eliminating for a moment this taunt song and studying the

prophecy without it, I think we shall find it true of the remainder

that it is not properly an oracle of Babylon. Chapter 13 is an

oracle of the Day of Yahaweh, of which the destruction of Baby-

lon is but a part ; although the culminating part. The real

outcome of this day of Yahaweh is the deliverance of the

captives of Israel and the punishment of the Assyrian great

power. An analj'sis of the prophecy shows this plainly, as I

think.

Isaiah 13 : 2-5, Yahaweh musters the host of His consecrated

ones to ruin all the earth. It is the summons of Yahaweh to

His mighty men to gather from the uttermost parts of the heavens

to do His will, to be His tools to ruin all the earth.

Vv. 6-8 pictures the di.smay and agony of the world in face

of the woe that is to be! "Howl, for the day of Yahaweh is

about to come"; and all the world is filled with consternation,

Vv. 9-22 is the Day of Yahaweh, itself.

V. 9 the day of desolation of the world.

V. 10 the day when the heavenly bodies cease their functions.

Vv. 11-12 the world is punished for its wickedness, and the

proud and liaughty are brought low, and mortals are made
scarcer than fine gold.

V. 13 the heavens and earth tremble and quake.

Vv. 14-16 The frightened sojourners seek to return to their

lands, apparently those who are sojourners of their own free
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will, the foreigners that dwell in a great center like Babylon

for their mercantile gain and profit. Now in the hour of

calamity they would fain flee each to his people, but instead they

perish miserably with their wives and children.

Vv. 17-18 this is the work of the barbarous Median invaders.

Vv. 19-22 Babylon is destroyed and made an utter waste.

All of this section 13 : 2-22 is poetry. Then follow a couple

of verses, 14 : l-2b, which are partly poetry and partly prose,

prophesying the restoration of the captives of Jacob and Israel,

who shall be brought back from their captivity by the peoples

that now hold them captive; and they in their turn shall make
slaves of these captors. Then, omitting the Taunt Song, follow

w. 24-25, the great work of destruction accomjjlished, Yahaweh
swears the destruction of Assyria itself in His holy mountain.

Vv. 26-27 the conclusion. With the final destruction of the

destroyers the plan of Yahaweh is fulfilled in this great world

catastrophe which He has purposed.

The prophecy is one connected whole, and it attaches itself

directly and ob\dously to events of Isaiah's own time. To under-

stand this and to grasp Isaiah's references and the reason why
the destruction of Babylon plays such an enormous part in

the Day of Yahaweh, as he conceives it, one must consider the

history of the period. The Israelites began to come in contact

with Assyria in the time of Ahab, when Ahab was allied with

Damascus against Shalmaneser II. At that time Assyria was

an aggressive great power undertaking the conquest of the West.

Then followed a period of almost a hundred years during which

Assyria was quiet and the West remained undisturbed. During

this period Assyrian power continually decreased, until the

usurpation of the throne by King Tiglath Pileser in 745 b. c.

With him a new era of Assyrian aggression commences and of

a consequent close contact of both Israel and Judah with the

Assyrian great power. Tiglath Pileser 's new plans and methods

for the conquest of the whole world kept all the lands on Israel's

horizon from this time on in turmoil until the destimction of

Nineveh almost one and a half centuries later. Both Israel and

Judah took part in these struggles and under King Uzziah Judah

appears to have been one of the leading states in the alliances

against the Assyrian great power. The aggressions of that power

brought it continually closer to Israel and Judah, and early in his
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career as a prophet, when Ahaz refused to cooperate with the

allies, Isaiah was brought face to face with the Assyrian program.

The pacifist policy of Ahaz and others of his ilk played into tiie

hands of Assyria, resulting in the fall of Damascus and Israel.

The capture of Samaria and the deportation of their fellows of

Israel made a profound impression on the Judeans and espe-

cially on Isaiah, both because of their kinship, religious and

political, and because it meant their own impending doom.

Accordingly Ilczckiah reversed the policy of his predecessor and

began to ca.st about for alliances to enable him to resist the

Assyrian great power. It is with his reign that Judah finally

became intimately and directly involved in the world war
against A.ssyria. Tiglath Pileser had been succeeded by Shal-

maneser IV, under whom the siege of Samaria began, and he by

a new usurper, Sargon, under whom that city was taken and

its inhabitants deported. He pressed his conquests to the bor-

ders of Egj'pt, and under him Judah was several times threat-

ened, if not invaded. With tiie accession of his son, Sennacherib,

in 704 B. c, the whole Assyrian world seemed to rise at once

in rebellion against its tyrant and his reign is one of continu-

ous warfare, witli horrible devastation in all parts of the world,

in which Judah was involved, but which centered especially

about Babylon.

Babylon was at that time the religious and cultural center of

the world. It posses.sed a prestige something like that of Rome
in the ^^liddle Ages. Mighty monarch and great conqueror as

Tiglath Pileser was, lie had found it expedient to take the iiands

of Marduk and be invested with the crown of Babylon in 730

B. c. The only way in which he could put an end to the per-

petual disturbances which centered in Bal)ylon, caused especially

by Mero<lacli-Baladan and his Chaldeans, was to .satisfy the

claims of Babylon to special recognition in accepting kingsliip

by investiture from the higii priest of Marduk. He: couM not

afford to allow the great religious center, whose pos.session gave

prestige and power, to fall into the hands of the Chaldeans or

any others. His kingsliip of Assyria rested on the might of his

arms. His kingship in Babylon must rest outwardly and appar-

ently at least on something different. But because it was a

religious center, whose influence was of the greatest value, as a

wise statesman Tiglath Pileser took the hands of Marduk and
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became king of Babylon. Sargon varied this policy slightly,

becoming shakkanak, or viceroy, instead of king. The effect was,

however, very much the same. It made him the ruler of Baby-

lon, officially recognized as such by the priesthood of that city.

Sennacherib reversed this policy. He did not recognize the

priesthood of, or seek coronation from Marduk, but proclaimed

himself king of Babylon without even visiting it, by his own
authority degrading Babylon to an equality with all the prov-

inces of Assyria. Babylonian records do not regard him as king

from 704-702 b. c. They report Babylon for those years as with-

out a king. The Assyrian records, on the other hand, regard

Sennacherib a king of Babylon from 704 onward. Merodach-

Baladan, the Chaldean, took advantage of the opportunity

afforded by the natural discontent of Babylon and the con-

sequent disloyalty of all the Babylonian regions and set himself

up as king in Babylon, using his position as such to organize a

rebellion against Sennacherib extending to the Mediterranean

coast, and having likewise the support of the independent Egyp-

tian great power. It was the prestige of the Babylonian leader

which induced all the west land, including Hezekiah king of

Judah, to throw off the Assyrian yoke.

Sennacherib acted promptly, and at once struck at Babylon

as the fons et origo mali in his first campaign of 702. He drove

Merodach-Baladan out of Babylon and set up Bel-ibni, a Baby-

lonian, as a subject king in his stead. His own account of his

treatment of the invaded countries shows us why the years that

followed were in very truth a destruction of the world. He
ravaged mercilessly; he carried off in his first campaign over

200,000 captives, men, women and children, besides numberless

flocks and herds and a vast booty of gold, silver and the like,

and destroyed unnumbered towns and villages. Among others

who suffered in this expedition were the Medians. On occasion

of any disturbance in the Assyrian empire the Medes were apt to

invade the neighboring territory. They were barbarians and the

Assyrian borderland often suffered very severely from their cruel

raids, which were followed by reprisals, as in this case.

Having brought Babylon to subjection, in 701 b. c. Senna-

cherib conducted his famous expedition to the west. The account

which he has given us of the desolation of Judah, the way in

which its cities were destroyed, its territory ravaged, the immense
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number of captives that were carried out of the land, together

•with flocks and herds and other booty, shows us that it was not

only Babylon that was devastated in such fashion. That was a

part of Sennacherib's policy of frightfulness and terribleness.

The disaster which befell him in the "West naturally weakened

his position in the East, and in 700 b. c. he was obliged to

conduct another campaign in Babylonia. Merodach-Baladan had

returned. Bel-ibni, the puppet king, had been driven out, and

the whole country again asserted its independence of the man
who refused to recognize the necessity of receiving the crown from

the hands of Marduk. Again Sennacherib drove Merodach-

Baladan out of Babylon, and this time set up in his stead his

own son, Ashur-Nadin-Shum, as king in Babylon. In 699 b. c.

we find him in the northwest, conducting campaigns in Cilicia,

Cappadocia and the neighboring regions, similar to those which

he had conducted in Babylonia and in Judea. These were fol-

lowed by other campaigns in various directions. In 694 b. c. we
find him again in the South. The Chaldeans had transferred

themselves to Elam, but in Elam they had found new support

against Assyria. Elam had taken Babylon, captured Ashur-

Nadin-Shum and set up in his place Nergal-Ushezib as king of

Babylon. The account of the campaigns during the two follow-

ing years is very confused, but this is clear, that in 692 b. c.

Sennacherib was defeated eind driven out of Babylonia. Three

years later, in 689, he returned again, however, and this time he

not only conquered but utterly destroyed Babylon.

Rogers in his History of Assyria, vol. II, gives this account

of what he did, which fairly estimates the character of his act

:

"Thereupon ensued one of the wildest scenes of human folly in all

history. The city was treated exactly as the Assyrian kings had liccn accus-

tomed to treat insignificant villages which had joined in rebellion. It was
plundered, its inhabitants driven from their homes or deported, its walls

broken down. The torch was then applied, and over the plain rolled the

smoke consuming temples and palaces, the fruit of centuries of high

civilization. AH that the art of man had up to that time devised of

beauty and of glory, of majesty and massiveness, lay in one great smolder-

ing ruin. Over this the waves of the Euphrates were diverted that the

site of antiquity's greatest city might be turned into a pestilential swamp.
Marduk, the great god of the city, was carried away and set up in the

city of Asshur, that no future settlers might bo able to secure the protection

of the deity who had raised the city to eminence.

"It was undoubtedly the hope and belief of Sennacherib that he had
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finally settled the Babylonian question, which had so long burdened him

and former kings of Assyria. There would now, in his opinion, be no

further trouble about the crowning of kings in Babylon and the taking of

the hands of Marduk, for the city was a swamp and Marduk an exile.

There would be no more glorification of the city at the expense of Nineveh,

which was now, by a process of elimmation, assuredly the chief city of

western Asia. But in all this Sennacherib reasoned not as a wise man.

He had indeed blotted out the city, but the site hallowed by custom and

venerated for centuries remained. He had slain or driven into exile its

citizens, but in the hearts of the survivors there burned still the old patri-

otism, the old pride of citizenship in a world city. He had humbled the

Babylonians indeed, but what of the Chaldeans who had already produced

a Merodach-Baladan and might produce another like him, who would seek

revenge for the punishment of his race and its allies in Babylonia? From
a purely commercial point of view the destruction had been great folly.

The plundering of the great city before its burning had undoubtedly

produced immense treasure to carry away into Assyria, but there would have

been a great annual income of tribute, which was now cut off; and a vast

loss by the fire, which blotted out warehouses and extensive stores as well

as temples and palaces. This historic crime would later be avenged in full

measure. In any estimation of the character of the Assyrian people the

destruction of Babylon must be set down by the side of the raids and the

murders of Asshurnazirpal. It is a sad episode in human history which

gave over to savages in thought and in action the leadership of the Semitic

race, and took it away from the Hebrews and Arameans and the culture-

loving Babylonians. '

'

"With what consternation and horror Sennacherib's treatment

of great and holy Babylon filled the whole world, including his

own subjects and his own family, is shown by the action of

Esarhaddon when he came to the throne nine years later, in

680 B. c. I quote again from Rogers' history:

"Esarhaddon was smitten with a great love for the ancient land with

all its honored customs. His whole life shows plainly how deeply he was
influenced by the glory of Babylon's past, and how eager he was to see

undone the ruin which his father had wrought. As soon as the news of his

father's death reached his ears he caused himself to be proclaimed as

sTinTckandk of Babylon. In this he was going back to the goodly example of

his grandfather Sargon. Sennacherib had ceased altogether to wear a

Babylonian title. Babylonia was to him not a separated land united with his

own, but a subject territory inhabited by slaves whom he despised. Esar-

haddon did not even take the name of king, which in Babylonian eyes would

have been imlawful without taking the hands of Marduk, now exiled to

Assyria.

"In the very first year of his reign (680) Esarhaddon gave clear indica-

tions of his reversal of his father's policy. Babylon had been destroyed;

he would rebuild it. No Assyrian king before him had ever set himself
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so great a task. He did not live to see it brought to the final and glorious

consummation which he had planned, but he did see and rejoice in a large

part of the work. With much religious solemnity, with the anointing of

oil and the pouring out of wine, was the foundation laying begun. From

the swamps which Sennacherib had wantonly matle slowly began to rise the

renewed temple of Esagila, the temple of the great gods, while around it

and the newly growing city the king erected from the foundations iipward

the great walls of Imgur-Bel and Nimitti-Bel. All these, as the king boastJ,

were enlarged and beautified beyond that which they had been in their

former glory. Slowly through the reign along with the wars which must

now be told went on these works of peace and utility, to find their entire

completion in the reign of Esarhaddon 's like-minded son. '

'

Our prophecy, Isaiah 13, bears testimony to the effect of the

destruction of Babylon upon tlie world at large, corroborating

what we have ascertained from the Assyrian records. That

destruction seemed to Isaiah, as to the men of his time, to be the

very culmination of Yahaweh's visitation of the world, in which

the Assyrians were His tools. Nothing was such an evidence of

His wrath and His judgment upon the nations as this.

Incidentally I may say that the reference to the Medes in

verses 17, 18 of Chapter 13 confirms the view here presented of

the date of this prophecy. (Iray in his Commentary on Isaiah

says that this reference would fit equally either a later period,

when Babylon was captured by Cyrus, or an earlier Assyrian

period. He does not by the way refer this chapter to the date

of the destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib in 689 b. c, and

indeed one might suppose from his commontai*y that he was

utterly unaware of this most startling and remarkable event, the

only complete destruction of Babylon of wliich there is any

record. The reference to the Medes in verses 17 and 18 does

in <fact fit perfectly the period of Sennacherib's reign, and it

does not at all fit the later period of Cyrus's capture of Babylon.

It is true that in the CJreek historians two nations, Medes and

Persians, are sadly confounded, and wt* so find them in the Book

of Daniel, but both the Medes and Persians of Cyrus's time were

civilized nations; the Modes, as represented in verses 17-18, are

uncivili/x'd iiordes, the hordes of the Hmman Manda, whose con-

duct is preci.sely like that of the Scythians described in Jeremiah

and Zephaniah

:

"Behold, I will stir up the Modes against them, which shall not regard

silver; and a« for gold, they shall not delight in it.
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"Their bows also shall dash the young men to pieces; and they shall

have no pity on the fruit of the womb; their eye shall not spare the

children. '

'

The Medes first appear iu history about the middle of the ninth

century. Assyrian records have a great deal to say about them

from the time of Tiglatli Pileser onward. They are invaders of

a wild and savage description who harry the border. Again and

again Assyrian kings go into their land to punish them. This

is the general relation of Medians and Assyrians up to and

through the time of Sennacherib. Sargon, it is true, attempted

to prevent these border raids by settling people from conquered

territory in parts of their land, following the policy which com-

menced with Tiglath Pileser. So when he conquered Samaria,

in 721 B. c, he deported some of the Israelites to Media, and
similarly he transported Medes to Hamath. It should be noted

that both by the deportation of Israelites to Media, and the

importation of Medes to Hamath Judah in Isaiah's time was
brought into a personal relation with the Medes which makes
peculiarly apt his introduction of the Medes in this prophecy.

The prophecy contained in the thirteenth Chapter of Isaiah,

together with the verses which I have indicated in Chapter 14,

constitutes one consistent and natural whole. Isaiah was, as is

evident from other passages in his writings, deeply impressed

by the deportation of Israelites and the capture of Samaria in

721 B. c. ; he looked to a restoration of the deported Israelites,

and in his picture of the day of Yahaweh he sees Jacob and. Israel

brought back from their captivity in Assyria and Media to their

own country. The unparalleled destruction and desolation of

the world in Sennacherib's wars, culminating in the ruin and
desecration of Babylon, with the removal of Marduk himself to

Nineveh, was the judgment of Yahaweh upon the world by the

hand of the Assyrian, which of course was bound to result in

good to the chosen people, bringing back from the distant lands

of the Kliabur and Media the deported captives of Jacob and
ending finally in the destruction of the hated Assyrians them-
selves in the holy mountain by a catastrophe vastly greater than
that which befell them there in 701 b. c, and which itself so

profoundly impressed the imagination of the prophet.

So much seems to me clear. With regard to the uncertain

taunt song I find myself somewhat less certain. The song itself
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(14:3-21) says nothing of Babylon, and is indeed not appro-

priate to Babylon. It appears to be rather a triumphal taunting

ode on the fall of Assyria and of the city of Nineveh in 606

B. c. To this was prefixed the prose introduction, and also the

prose conclusion added, in which Babylon is mentioned. The

prose conclusion {w. 22-23) attaches itself very well, however,

to the account of the destruction of Babylon contained in Chap.

13 : 19-22 and may be part of the original prophecy. The prose

introduction to the Taunt Song (14:3, 4a) belongs to the post-

exilic period, and is, I should suppose, a part of the later editing

of the prophecy. I am inclined to suppose that in some way
verses 22-23, which were part of or a comment on 13 : 19-22,

were removed from their original place, probably in its editing

in the post-exilic period. When the Jews were rejoicing over

their deliverance from Babylon, it was very natural to ascribe the

whole prophecy to the capture of that city by Cyinis, in spite of

the fact that Babylon was not then destroyed, and so to prefix

to the Taunt Song, after the account of the return of the i-aptives

of Jacob and Israel (not the Jews be it noticed, but Jacob and

Israel, who were what Isaiah was concerned with), these words:

"Ami it shall come to pass in the day that Yahaweh shall give thee rest

from thy sorrow, and from thy trouble, and from the hard service wherein

thou wast made to serve, that thou shalt take up this parable against the

King of Babylon, and say."

To sura up : The original prophecy was delivered under the

influence of the destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib. This

is contained in the thirteenth chapter with v\'. 1, 2, 22-27 of

Chap. 14. The Taunt Song (14:4b-21) dates from the end of

the seventh century, after the destruction of Nineveh in 606

B. c. In editing these writings in the post-exilic period this was
inserted in Isaiah's prophecy immediately after the announce-

ment of the return of the Israelite captives from Assyria and

Media, witli an introduction (vv. 3, 4a j applying it and with it

the whole prophecy to the period after the exile, turning the

capture of Babylon into its destruction, and making a prophecy

of the day of Yahaweh into an oracle of Babel.

Isaiah 24-27

If one notes the editorial work in the prophecies of Isaiah it will

1)0 observed that what we may call the First Book of Isaiah,

7
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Chaps. 1-12, concludes with a psalm. Chapter 12 is that psalm,

and from its phraseology I should suppose that it was not com-

posed for its present use, but adapted from some psalm or hymn
then in use, for its type is the same as that of the psalms in

the Psalter. This ending of a prophecy with a psalm is analo-

gous to the use of hymns in Deutero-Isaiah. In the first two parts

of that collection of prophecies the sections end with hymns,

which are constituent parts of the prophecy, that is, are written

for the occasion. They are symptomatic of the literary and

religious condition of that period, a period of liturgical

development, when psalmody and hymnody were coming to the

front. In editing the prophecies of Isaiah the editors seem to

have been influenced by this same liturgical movement. So we
have the first book of Isaiah closing with a hymn, adapted from

some collection of psalms.

Chapters 24-27, which close the second book, are a prophecy,

almost an apocalypse, of the Day of Yahaweh, divided up by

hymns. The use of hymns here is more extensive even than in

Deutero-Isaiah. Indeed the hymns might seem to be the main

feature, into which the prophecy is interwoven. To this extent

this prophecy is parallel to chapters 13 and 14, that it is an

apocalyptic prophecy of the Day of Yahaweh; but here again

I think that we are dealing with no imaginative thesis, but that

the writer of that apocalypse wrote under the impression of a

tremendous world movement, viz. the overthrow of the Persian

kingdom by Alexander the Great. And it would be very

strange indeed if that great world movement did not make itself

evident somewhere in the Bible. There was no event comparable

with it, not even the destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib,

which was the motive of chaps. 13 and 14, as the event which

most profoundly influenced the then existing world.

With the establishment of the Persian dominion under Cyrus

a new era may be said to have commenced in Hither Asia. The

period of devastation, of barbaric invaders and invasions came

to an end with the creation of the Persian empire. A permanent

empire was established with provinces ruled over by governors,

with post-roads, and an attempt at uniform or fairly uniform

laws. Persia was an empire in a new sense. Moreover, it was

vastly greater than anything that preceded, covering practically

the whole known world, from the borders of India and the center

of Asia to the Mediterranean Sea, and from Egypt to Russia,
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the Black Sea and the Bospborus. Even Greece, while not

subject, was under the influence of Persia, and the internal

policy and relations of its different states were controlled by the

great king. There was a sense of finality and permanence about

the Persian empire which there had not been about any empire

preceding. It was an immense advance in civilization. Then

came Alexander's apparently mad attack on this great and per-

manent empire and his invasion of Asia Minor with an insig-

nificant seeming little army ; he, the king of a petty state,

undertaking to overthrow the great monarch of the world. The

Persian empire fell before him like a house of cards. This was

a world event of the most startling and amazing character and

at the same time of the most profound and far reaching signifi-

cance, which tlie interpreters of God in history could not pos-

sibly ignore. It was one, moreover, which directly affected the

Jews and which appeared to be full of promise for them, so

that tradition tells of the peaceful and friendly attitude of Jeru-

salem toward Alexander. He seemed to have come as a deliverer.

Now Hebrew prophecy gives us in its contents the history of

the world. The prophets undertake to interpret the history of

the world from the standpoint of God's plan, and the part of

Israel in that plan. It would be a most strange thing if among
all the Hebrew prophecies which have come down to us there

were no reference to this the greatest of world events. I think

it and its meaning from the prophetic standpoint are set forth

in chapters 24-27. I do not propose here to go into the analysis

of those chapters to endeavor to prove my point, but merely to

present this suggestion in connection with my former discussion

of chapters 13 and 14.

In the Psalms I think we shall in general find very little of

historical reference. That method of treating the Psalter

which has sought to make out of it a text book of liistory is based

on a false theoi-y. The Psalms are to be connected with litur-

gical needs and uses rather than with historical events. On the

other hand, I do not think that the correct interpretation of

any prophecy has been found until its historical setting has been

determined, and that in fact one can almost write Hebrew history

from the Hebrew prophecies.'

'Gray in the International Critical Commentary nnaly/p« those rhaptiTS

thus:
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Isaiah 11 : 1-8

After many years I have lately returned to the study of the

book of Isaiah, and in doing so I find myself revising not a

few of my earlier critical judgments of individual passages by

comparison with the broader views of Hebrew literature resulting

from my intervening endeavor to reconstruct from that litera-

ture a history of the religion of Israel, The more carefully I

study from this point of view the early chapters of Isaiah, the

more I find myself reverting to a relatively conservative position.

Chapters 1-12 seem to me vivid with references to the events

of 734-32, 721, 715, and above all of 701. Historically Assyria

is the great world power, the interpretation of whose activities

dominates the thought of the author, and to try to transfer

those references to a post-exilic period is simply Jerdhmeelization.
Similarly the Messianic conception of those chapters is in general

Prophecy 24: 1-12 The Lord Tvill visit the world in terrible judgment.

Prophecy 24: 13-16 A few of God's people are saved, and from their

scattered places praise God.

Prophecy 24: 17 A speaker complains of the treacherous wickedness of

which Israel is afraid.

Prophecy 24: 18-20 The answer is a prophecy of the calamity that shall

befall the inhabitants of the world, and make earth itself to shake

and quake.

Prophecy 24: 21-23 In that day of judgment the Lord shall punish the

mighty in earth and heaven, and reign in Zion.

Psalmody 25: 1-5 A song of praise because of the triumphant might of

the Lord, exerted in behalf of the poor and oppressed.

Prophecy 6-8 He will hold a coronation feast in Zion, and destroy death

forever.

Psalmody 9-12 A song of exultation because of His salvation, exhibited

in destruction on Moab.

Psalmody 26: 1-19 A psabn of triumph because the Lord bringeth down

the lofty, and utterly destroyeth those who do not believe in Him
(1-14); but the faithful dead shall rise again to life (15-19).

Prophecy 26: 20-27: 1 His people are to wait in hiding until that day

comes when the Lord shall come out of His place to punish the

wicked, and the monsters of ill.

Psalmody 27: 2-6 The song of the delightful vineyard where Jacob shall

take root and blossom.

Psalmody 7-11 A psalm of expiation, forgiveness of Jacob, destruction

of the wicked.

Prophecy 12, 13 In that day He wUl gather His people from all lands into

His holy mount.
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the simplest and most ob\dous, the conception of a David who
shall restore a kingdom greater and more glorious than that of

Da^'id, a form of the Messianic hope which is early not late.^

All of which is a propos to Gray's treatment of Isaiah 11: 1-8

in his volume in the International Critical Commentary.

Gray separates this passage from its surroundings as a poem
predicting ''the restoration of the Jewish monarchy in the

person of a king sprung from the family of Jesse." By trans-

lating "there shall come forth a shoot from the stump of Jesse,

and a scion from his roots shall bear fruit," he convinces him-

self that "the revival, and not the fall of the tree is the subject

of the prediction. The fall of the tree belongs to the past; the

stump is an existing fact familiar to the poet and his audience.

ThiLs this verse presupposes a period when no Davidic king was

reigning. The necessary inference is that the poem was written

sometime after 586 b. c.
"

Now there can be no doubt that the passage which precedes

belongs to the Assyrian period, the vivid description of the swift

advance of the Assyrians to Nob, followed by the prophecy

against the mighty. So also I shouUl think that there can be

no serious doubt of the similar date and reference of the imme-

diatelj' succeeding section, which refers to the scattering of Jews

and Israelites, especially tiirough deportation by the Assyrians,

and promises a restoration from Assyrian captivity similar to

the ancient deliverance from Egypt. The intervening poem is

general and idealistic in character, and contains nothing of the

nature of an historical reference, except only the stock or, to

use Gray's translation, "the stump of Jesse." This reference,

I think. Gray quite misinterprets, and he also gives a false

impression of the whole pa.ssage by his future translation of it.

The passage commences with a verb in the perfect with waw
(NW), gradually clianging later and somewhat indefinitely to

the imperfect. Such a pa.ssage may, linguistically and grammat-
ically, belong to the past, present or future. The prophet is

envisaging a picture wiiich transcends time, which presents great

verities basing on th(^ past and present, finding fulfilment in

the future, lie beholds them now as what has been, now as

'Somewhat ef^oti-ttically I muHt refer in »ui)i)ort nf this Htatoment to the

chapttT on the Messianic Hope in my "Rclipion of the ITchrewH.

"
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going on, now as what shall be. Roughly speaking we shall

generally represent the idea of incomplete action in such pas-

sages better in English by the use of the present than of the

future, but a judicious use of all three tenses, past, present and

future, is at times necessary in order properly to present the

changing moods and viewpoint of the writer; and it must be

remembered always that into whatever future realms he soars

the prophet bases his vision primarily on facts or conceptions of

the past and present. This Gray implicitly recognizes in his

attribution of the poem to the short-lived expectation in Zerub-

babel springing up from the stump of Jesse's stock cut down
in the captivity. He would have translated better : "And there

.hath gone forth a shoot from Jesse's stump, and a scion from

his root hath borne fruit ; and there hath rested on him the spirit

of Yahaweh, the spirit of counsel and valor, the spirit of

knowledge and of the fear of Yahaweh (and hath inspired

him with the fear of Yahaweh), so that he judgeth not

by the sight of his eyes, nor decideth by the hearing of his

ears. And he hath judged the poor according to righteousness,

and hath decided with equity for the lowly of the land, and hath

smitten the ruthless with the rod of his mouth (and with the

breath of his lips he slayeth the wicked) ; and righteousness hath

been the girdle of his waist and truthfulness the girdle of his

loins.
'

'

Now this describes, idealized to be sure, a Davidic prince who
has actually arisen from the stump of Jesse, and in whom Gray

beholds Zerubbabel as the prophet conceived him. Then he

passes on into what is clearly not merely an idealized present,

but a vision of the future, as is also indicated by the tenses, of

the new Eden which shall result from the reign of such a

Davidic prince.

It is true that Zerubbabel may be said to have sprung from a

stump of Jesse, a remnant of the destruction of David, and it is

true that the post-exilic prophets did for a very brief period look

to him as a possible redeemer. But there is another shoot of the

stump of Jesse of Isaiah's own time whose righteousness, valor

and wisdom the book of Kings describes and lauds, and whom,
from the undoubted records and writings of that time, it is

evident that Isaiah regarded with both reverence and hope,

namely Hezekiah. And there was behind Isaiah and Hezekiah
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a cutting down of the Davidic tree and the springing of a shoot

from Jesse's stump, more striking and more resembling a mirac-

ulous interposition of Yahaweh, dwelling in His holy temple

at Jerusalem, than the survival and revival of that stock after

the Exile, namely the destruction of the seed royal by Athaliah,

daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, and the rescue of Joash by his

aunt Jehosheba, wife of the high priest of Yahaweh, Jehoiada,

his concealment in the Temple for six years, and liis enthrone-

ment and the murder of Athaliah by the Temple guard. That

of necessity made a most profound impression, giving to the

Da'V'idic d^masty a miraculous stamp as peculiarly under the guard

of Yahaweh, and therefore an indestructible stock bound to

sur\'ive and spring up again even though the tree might be cut

to the ground. This played a great part in the development of

the hope of the Da\ddic Messiah, as I have tried to show in the

chapter on the Messianic Hope in my Religion of the Hehrews,

to which I have already once referred, and would naturally

figure in Messianic prophecy of the Davidic type in the century

following the wonderful event itself. Especially was this likely

to be the case at a time when Hezekiah, owing to his A'alor and

his pursuit of a course of defiance of the Assyrians approved

by the prophet, had almost lost his kingdom and brought the

Davidic dynasty to an end. Yahawcli's miraculous interference

to save Hezekiah naturally brought to the front of men's minds

Yahaweh 's peculiar relation to the house of David as exhibited

in the revival of the stump of Jesse a century- before. Hence
that event plays a part in Isaiah's prophecies.

This interpretation of the reference brings this poem into an

intelligible connection witli its surrounding pa.ssages, making of

the passage 10:28-11:16 one connected whole.

Gray and some of those whom he follows may object that

in spite of all this the passage must be late, because it is a

prophecy of joy and restoration. Whence arose this obsession

that the early prophets were prophets of woe, and that the

predictions of joy and deliverance, and a kingdom of peace

and bles.sedness were written in lat«'r, in tlie post-exilie period

when the prophecies were re-edite<l. I do not know. Cer-

tain it is that even Amos, the prophet of denunciation, testifies

by his denunciation of the then prevailing expectation of the

Day of Yahaweh that the prevalent prophecy of the time regard-
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ing that Day was of the same general nature as the apparently

old prophecy quoted in Isaiah 2 and Micah 4 of the Mountain

of Yahaweh, if indeed it were not that prophecy itself which

plagued Amos, as seems not all unlikely.

As this first book of Isaiah now stands, practically every

prophecy of denunciation and punishment ends with a prophecy

of deliverance. I do not think that this is due merely to later

reediting. It is too persistent, and permeates the whole book too

completely, and is, I believe, a part of the original scheme, repre-

senting Isaiah himself, who was naturally a prophet of triumph

and victory, and hence of gladness.

The Scheme of Isaiah

In the critical analysis of recent years we have, I think, been

so concerned with the recovery of sources and the separation of

phrases that we have overlooked the evidences of a scheme of

composition embodied in the present text, in the case of some at

least of the biblical books, which may throw light on tlie growth

and composition of those books. Some of these schemes are

marked by a peculiar use of numbers, either for mnemonic or

mystical reasons. Favorite numbers are 7, 5 and 3. So Genesis

is divided into two parts of 7 and 5 chapters each by a repeated

caption. Ecclesiastes has seven sections similarly marked ; and

in the New Testament Matthew is also divided by the similar

use of a catchword or phrase into seven sections. Isaiah 1-35

is divided into three books, 1-12, 13-28, 28-35, each of which

ends in psalmody, very much as the five books of psalms end

with a doxology. These psalms are later than the prophecies

and are the most conspicuous features of their editing in the

liturgical ritual movement in the post-exilic period. In the case

of the first and third books the liturgical element is a simple

psalm (chaps. 12 and 35), in the ease of the second book an

apocalypse shot through with psalms, as already pointed out

(chaps. 24-27). These psalmodies are later than the books, and

indeed represent a finality, the binding or covering in of the

prophecies that lie behind in definite books, like the books of

the Pentateuch, and the books of the Psalter. Each of these

books in Isaiah has a character of its own. The first is a collec-

tion of prophecies by and statements about Isaiah, not homo-
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geneous, but collected out of several sources, which are joined

together rather than edited. Practically the whole material is

Isaianic, either from him or from his contemporaries or imme-

diate followers, with very little revision or editing by later

hands. The first part deals more with the internal conditions of

Judah; the latter part fairly throbs with the emotion and the

vastness of the Assyrian struggle, but ends in the midst of that

struggle.

Book II is, with the exception of the denunciation of Shebna,

a fairly homogeneous collection of prophecies, burdens or oracles

on tlie nations. There are seven larger burdens, with a few

shorter ones and one narration dealing' with the outer world and

the somewhat incongruous denunciation of Shebna in chap. 22.

This book was more thoroughly edited in the post-exilic period

than the preceding, but is, nevertheless, almost entirely Isaianic.

The third book is somewhat different in character. In the

first book there are five woes on Judah. The third book is pri-

maril}' a collection of five woes in the form of fairly elaborated

literary constructions, one dealing with Samaria, one with Jeru-

salem, designated as Ariel, which is to be besieged by the

Assyrians as David once besieged it, but to be delivered by the

interference of David's Go<l ; two woes on those that rely on

Eg>pt, and on Egypt on which they rely; and a woe on Assyria.

Except the first, wliidi apparently belongs to 721 b. c, they all

date from 701, and all deal witli the Assyrian struggle. Here

we have apparently as the original Isaianic work a booklet of

5 woes, in which was inserted later the incongnious prophecy

against female luxurj- in chap. 32. The whole was later much
eflited and added to, and contains a largo amount of post-exilic

material, but the core and the scheme of the Book of the Five

"Woes are Isaianic.
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WHERE DID DEUTERO-ISAIAH LIVE?*

Moses Buttenwieser

Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati

The question, "Where, in what country, did Deutero-Isaiah

live ? " is one of supreme importance, inasmuch as that country,

it must be assumed, was the seat and center of those activities

that led to the rebirth of the Jewish nation in the year 538 b. c,

and because on the answer which is to be given to this question

will depend whether the prevailing presentation of the new
developments in postexilic Jewish history is to be accepted or

whether it requires to be revised.

The majority of biblical scholars hold that the anonymous
author of Is. 40-55, who wrote his great vision of Israel's deliv-

erance a few years prior to the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus,^

lived among the Babylonian exiles ; Ewald^ and Bunsen,^ whose

view has been accepted also by Marti,* think that he wrote in

Egypt, while Duhm is of the opinion that he lived in Northern

Phoenicia.^ To my mind, all three views are untenable ; a care-

ful examination of Is. 40-55, I am convinced, leaves no other

conclusion possible than that their writer lived in Palestine.

* The present article was read before the Theological Society of the

Hebrew Union College at its regular monthly meeting, April 1918. My
original intention was to develop certain points more fully and to incor-

porate the whole in the second volume of The Prophets of Israel, in prepa-

ration; but on reading the article by Professor John A. Maynard,

The Home of Deutero-Isaiah, in vol. XXXVI (1917), No. III-IV of this

journal (issued July 1918), I decided to present my paper in its original

form at the annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and

Exegesis, December 1918. It seems to me both interesting and significant

when, on such a moot point as the home of Deutero-Isaiah, two students

arrive, independently of each other, at the same conclusion, particularly

when, as in the present case, they approach the subject from entirely dif-

ferent angles and proceed along entirely different lines of reasoning.

* See below.

" Die Propheten des Alien Bundes, 2d ed., vol. Ill, p. 30 f

.

" Bibelwerk, herausgeg. von H. J. Holtzmann, vol. VI, p. 490.

* Das Buch Jesaia, p. XV.
» Das Buch Jesaia, 2d ed., pp. XVIII and 336.
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I

In the first place, the undisguised way in which Deutero-

Isaiah speaks about the imminent conquest of Babylon by Cyrus,

and his open appeal to the exiles to make ready for their march

out of Babylon, make it seem unlikely that he wrote in Babylo-

nia. To address such an appeal to the exiles directly would

mean practically to carry on revolutionarj- agritation among a

people held in bondage, and such a course would not have been

tolerated by ancient Babylonia any more than by any other

nation, modem or ancient. We know from Jer. 29 : 21-23 that

the prophets Zedekiah and Ahab were burned to death by

Nebuchadnezzar, because they encouraged the exiles of the year

597 in their hope of a speedy return to Judah. That the Baby-

lonian government would not have countenanced such an agita-

tion and such predictions as those of Deutero-Isaiah may also be

inferred from Ezekiel. Ezekiel devotes one-fourth of his book

to detailed predictions of the destruction of the enemy-nations

of Israel, inclusive of the world-power EgA^pt; he considers their

destruction as a necessary preliminary to Israel's restoration.

His writings, however, contain no prediction, either of an open

or a disguised character, against Ba])ylonia, Israel's principal

enemy;'' although there can be no doubt that Ezekiel, even as

Deutero-Isaiah later, and the other writers on that question (as

Is. 13 and 14, Is. 21; Jer. 50 and 51), must have looked upon

the destruction of Babylon as the prime requisite of Israel's

deliverance. And what is still more significant, Ezekiel, though

he describes at length, with great profuscness even, the nation's

restoration, avoids direct mention of Babylonia, in connection

with the hoped for return of the people to their country. He
speaks instead in a general way of their being brought out from

the nations and being gathered from all the countries, or "on

every side," or from all the countries to whicli they have been

dispersed (ff. Ez. 20 : 34, 41 ; 28 : 25 ;
'34

: 12, 13 ; 36 : 24 ; 37 : 21

;

• That tho prophecy, Ez. 38-39, a^'ainat Gog and Magog is an enigmatic

prediction against Babylon is excluded by reason of the fact that 38 : 8

and also v. 14 state expressly that Gog and Magog's attack is not to

occur until many years after Israel has been reinstated in its country.

And even if it were an enigmatic prediction, it would prove my point just

the same.
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also 38:8).'^ In one passage, 37:13, lie employs metaphorical

language: DD^niiDp HN* ^nntJD Hin* *:x o Dn;^-in

DD^inDp!: DDnX \"n'?;^nm "Ye sliall know that I am the

Lord when I open your graves and bring you up out of your

graves.
'

'

This strange feature of the Book of Ezekiel is to be explained,

to my mind, in one way only, that Ezekiel, warned by the fate

of Zedekiah and Ahab, was extremely cautious in speaking of

the future deliverance. He probably reasoned that his guarded

•references might escape notice because of the prominence he had

given in his book to his prophecies of the certain overthrow of

Jerusalem by Babylon as also to his predictions of the destruction

of Ammon, Tyre, and Egypt by the same powei*. (Note par-

ticularly in this respect Ez. 30 : 24 f.)

Further proof that Deutero-Isaiah did not live in Babylonia

is furnished by the fact that both in his appeal to the exiles to

leave Babylon, and in his description of their prospective exodus,

he assumes the role of an outsider, not the role of one who
expects to participate in the coming events. Thus in his appeal

Is. 48 : 20 he says

:

"Leave ye Babylon, flee ye from Chaldaea!

"With a triumphant voice announce it, make it known.

Spread it to the ends of the earth.

Proclaim :
' God has redeemed His servant Jacob. '

'

'

Had Deutero-Isaiah been one of the exiles, he would not have

used the second plural imperative, but the first plural cohorta-

tive: nr^tr^i m^jj mi '^ipD Dn:r:3o nnna:i b^:iD n^^:
'jll nN?. Still more telling is the following verse 21 : IN^V K'71

D'Q inn "nv :;py^ lo'? '?nn i)^d d'd dd^'^ih mnnnn
''They will not suffer thirst when He leads them through

deserts

:

^ It is noteworthy in this connection that also Ez. 39:27 G read r\12f"iNO

D'nn instead of OnO'lN nii'lNO

.
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He will cause the water to flow out of the rock for them

;

He will cleave the rock, and the water will pour forth. '

'^

"We may be sure that Deutero-Isaiah, when carried away by his

vision of divine guidance for the Babylonian exiles, would have

included himself among the recipients of God's protection, had

he been living among them, and instead of the pronoun of the

third person, would have used the pronoun of the first plural.

What has just been remarked in regard to Is. 48 : 20 f . applies

also to Is. 52 : 11-12

:

il^jn "^x n::*o dc^ wv niD mo
mn^ ''^D WT'j n^n n^n^^ in:;

"Depart ye. depart ye, go ye out thence, touch not any

unclean thing!

Go ye out of the midst of her
;
purify yourselves, ye that

bear the weapons of the Lord

!

Not in wiki liaste will ye go out, nor will ye depart in

flight;

For the Lord will march in front of you.

And the God of Israel will be your rear guard."

That the appeals of 48:20 and of 52:11 are to be understood

as made by the prophet himself, and not as emanating from God,

may be seen from the fact that both in 48 : 21 and in 52 : 12, and

also in 52: 10, God is spoken of in the third person. Note that

in the parallel descriptions Is. 41 : 18-19 and 43 : 19-20, which

are put in the mouth of God, the pronoun of the first person

singular is used. There is no need, however, for any further

speculation on this point, since in DC'tD ^NV "Go ye out thence"

•The perfects and imperfects with waw consccutivum in v. 21 have not

the force of past tenses; the verse is a compound temporal sentence,

DJ'-'in nO"<n3 being the protasis of both iKOi' K'7i and n'' "7"^ -tli"D D'O

and also of D'O ^2V^ "^IV > p3'i . As often in conditional and temporal sen-

tences, the perfect is used in both the protasis and the apodosis; in the

last two clauses of the apodosis the imperfect with waw consccuiivum is

used instead. It should be added that the imperfect with waw conJtecu-

tivum used by itself is quite frequent in the apodosis; cf. e. g. Job. 3: 25a,

6: 20b, 8: 4, 9: 20, 19: 18b.
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of V. 11 we have direct proof that the writer did not live in

Babylonia. Had he been living there, he would have said 1J<lf

nrO "Go ye out hence". The attempt of Cheyne and others to

reason this DtJ'D out of existence by maintaining that "the

expression is used imaginatively," inasmuch as the writer in w.
7-9 "places himself imaginatively in Palestine,"^ but illustrates

to what extent a preconceived idea may cloud a man's judgment.

Why should the writer place himself imaginatively in Palestine

when he is addressing himself to the exiles in Babylonia? It

must be remembered that Ezekiel's two visionary voyages to

Jerusalem (Ez. 8-11 and 40-48) were each for a definite purpose.

The object of the first was that he might there receive the revela-

tion of the city's destruction as decreed by God, and then and

there prophesy it, and of the second, that he might have revealed

to him a minute description of the future Temple and its cult.

(13 ^'? (ID of Is. 52 : 5 cannot be considered as affecting in

any way the proof furnished by D^D of 52 : 11, for Is. 52 : 3-6,

it is generally agreed, is an interpolation. These verses, which

speak of Israel's suffering in the Babylonian exile as undeserved,

directly contradict Deutero-Isaiah 's views as expressed through-

out his writings. Like his predecessor prophets, Deutero-Isaiah

regards the exile as the just punishment from God because of

Israel's sinful life.

Another passage which precludes that Is. 40-55 was written

in Babylon is 41:9, where, referring to Abraham's call from

Ur of the Chaldaeans, Deutero-Isaiah says

:

"Whom I fetched from the ends of the earth and called

from its extreme parts."

The language here clearly shows that Babylonia was for Deu-

tero-Isaiah as remote as it was for Jeremiah and Isaiah, both of

whom speak of it in similar terms (cf. Is. 5:26; Jer. 25:32,
31:8).i«

'Introduction to The Booh of Isaiah, p. 283; see also DiUmann-Eattel,

Jesaia, 6th ed., p. 446.

"In regard to this passage, too, Cheyne remarks that "it supplies no

objection" to the view that Deutero-Isaiah lived in Babylon, "for it is

clear," he continues, "that the writer places himself imaginatively in

Palestine where the home of Abraham would seem as far off as Palestine
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But while from the evidence produced up to this point it

follows only that Deutero-Isaiah cannot have lived in Babylonia,

in Is. 43 : 5-6 there is proof that he must have lived in Palestine

;

only a person living in Palestine would have a picture of the

exiles as returning from the east and the west, the north and

the south.

To the same conclusion such passages point as Is. 40 : 9-11,

49 : 12, 17-19, and 52 : 1-2, 7-9, where Deutero-Isaiah describes

how in spirit he beholds the return of the exiles with God march-

ing at their head and entering Zion in triumph ; or how he

beholds Jerusalem transformed, with the exiles hurrying back

from all directions. The descriptions are so vivid and direct

that the natural deduction for an unbiased reader (one who had

never heard of the theory that Deutero-Isaiah lived in Babylo-

nia) would be that their author lived in the ruined cities of

Judah. Note particularly DD\l'?N nji"! in 40 : 9-11, which really

means, ''Your God is right here!''^^ and its continuation:

"Behold the Lord God is entering as a mighty one,^^

And his arm exercises rulership."

Note further 49: 17 f .

:

*

' Thy children hasten back . .

.

Look about and see them gathered together, how they all

come back to thee;"" and finally 52: 7-9:

"IIow beautiful on the mountains are the feet

Of iiim that brings glad tidings,

Of him that announces peace,

That heralds happiness, announces salvation:

That says unto Zion, 'Thy God reigns.'

Hark, thy watchmen ! They cry aloud, they all shout

triumphantly,

seemed to the Jewish exiles in Babylon" {op. cit. ib. and "The Prophet
Isaiah" in The Sacred Books of the Old and New Testament ed. by P.

Haupt, p. 176).

"Similar examples are I Ki. 18: 8 in""^>{ njn Judg. 8: 15 r\2> r^ri

;»J0Syi.I 8a. 9: 17 IVSn rMr\. and elsewhere.

" 3 of p|n3 is 2 esscntiae; this reading is superior to Uiat of GJV
p?h3 and is unquestionably original text.

'* y)C2Di is circumstantial clause.
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. For tliey behold eye to eye the return of the Lord to Zion.

Break forth into exultation, all ye ruins of Jerusalem,

For God shall comfort His people, He shall redeem Jeru-

salem !
'

'

It will be noted that in the passages discussed before, in which

he describes the exiles' imminent departure from Babylon and

their homeward journey, Deutero-Isaiah writes like one who
does not expect to share in their experience, while in the verses

cited just now he speaks like one who is right in the midst of

the transformation of which he dreams, and who in his exulta-

tion beholds the ruins about him clad with a visionaiy lustre.

As a final proof that Deutero-Isaiah did not write in Babylo-

nia, it may be pointed out that while in Ezekiel there is abun-

dant evidence of his Babylonian environment,^* in Is. 40-55 there

is nothing to suggest that the writer was living in Babylonian

surroundings. Yet had Is. 40-55 been written in Babylonia, it

would mean under the circumstances that Deutero-Isaiah had

been living there practically all his life ; in which case his writ-

" Note in this respect, first of all, Ezekiel 's constant references to his

Babylonian environment: cf. Ez. 1: 1 and 3 "I was among the exiles by

the Eiver Chebar " ; 3 : 11 and 15 "1 came to the exiles at Tel-abib

by the River Chebar, and sat there among them seven days;" ib. v. 23,

10:20 and 43:3 which make reference to his vision "by the river

Chebar;" 8: 1-3 telling of his ecstatic transport from his home in Baby-

lonia to Jerusalem; 11: 24 f. ''And the spirit bore me aloft and brought

me to the land of the Chaldaeans to the exiles . . . And I told the exiles

aU that YHWH had shown me;" 24: 26 "On that day will a fugitive

come to thee to bring thee the tidings;" 33: 21 "In the twelfth year of

our captivity in the tenth month ... a man that had escaped from

Jerusalem came to me with the report, * The city has fallen ;
' " 40 : 1 f

.

telling of his .second ecstatic transport from Babylonia to Jerusalem; also

21: 1-7, and 33: 24 "the inhabitants of the ruins in the land of Israel"

—

the text originally, as G shows, did not read n7Nn, and rightly so, for the

writer was at the time living, not in the devastated country of Israel, but

in Babylonia.

As to the indirect evidence of Ezekiel 's Babylonian surroundings com-

pare the visions Chs. 1 and 10; the use of clay brick as vrriting material

in 4 : 1-2 ; the magic practices referred to 13 : 18-21 ; liver-augury men-

tioned 21:26 (also D'inn '7p^p ib. and following verse describes Babylo-

nian divination); "the sacred mountain of God" 28: 14 and 16, situated

in the North as shoTvai by Yahve's coming from the north in 1:4; also

the description of Eden as found 28 : 13 ; and the D''h'\y z= aralu in 28 : 10,

31: 18, 32: 19, 21, 24-26, 28-30, 32.
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ings would, of necessity, show the influence of the Babylonian

environment far more even than do Ezekiel's writings.^^

II

These facts about the place where Is. -40-55 was written have

a direct bearing on the question as to the seat and center of the

influences at work in bringing about the resurrection of the

nation. But before considering this question, it will be neces-

sary to make a few remarks on the date and composition of

Deutero-Isaiah, because of the views entertained on these points

by a number of scholars. I may briefly say that the various

theories advanced as to the composite character of Is. 40-55,

whether pertaining to the insertion of the Ebed-Yahve songs by

a later editor, or to the subsequent addition of the Cyrus pas-

sages, have no basis in the facts of the case, but are the result of

certain mistakes in literaiy and historical method. From a liter-

ary point of view it must be emphasized that if one approaclios Is.

40-55 witliout bias, one cannot but be impressed by the fact that

the Ebed-Yahve songs are an integral part of the book. Not

only do they fit in logically in their context, but in each case the

following part of the book is an expatiation on the theme of that

particular Ebed-Yahve song. Similarly the Cyrus passages

are an indispensable harmonious part of the whole; they could

be eliminated only at the expense of the coherence of thought.

Sound literary criticism, therefore, precludes the possibility

of either the Ebed-Yalive songs or the Cyrus passages being

later in.sertions. Interpolations, particularly such lengthy and

material ones as would be the Ebed-Yahve songs and the Cyrus

passages, never fit in harmoniously with the work of the original

author, but invariably betray themselves through some more or

" It is hardly necessary to remark that the mention of Bel and Xebo in

Is. 4: 61 and the adv-ice 47: 13 "Let the astrologers, the stargazers, stand

forth and save thee" do not fall under this category. To be conversant

with the names of the principal Babylonian gods, and to know tliat tlie

Babylonians cultivated astrology Deutero-Isaiah did not need to live there.

Nor does his familiarity with the Mardiik myth (51: 10} point to Baby-
Ionian surroundings; for this myth had undoubtedly been known in Israel

for centuries, as may be inferred from tho fact that the Adonis-Tammuz
cult was in vogue in Israel as early as the days of Isaiah (cf. Is. 17: 10

f.) and continued to be practised down to the close of prooxilic. tlmos d-f.

Ez. 8: 14).
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less striking discrepancy. This point cannot be too strongly

emphasized. To consider the Ebed-Yahve songs and the Cyrus

passages as other than organic parts of the writer's conscious

creation Mould contradict not only the fundamental principles

of literary criticism but common sense as well.

As to the grave mistake in historical method involved in the

view that the Cyrus passages, either in part or as a whole, are

later insertions, dating from the middle of the Persian period,

it may be pointed out that these passages show the genuine

enthusiasm of a contemporary who has been following the rise

and victories of Cyrus with eager expectation, because he has

visions of the far reaching conseciueuces to follow these victories.

The hopes that he places in Cyrus are part and parcel of his

dream of Israel's restoration to glory and the regeneration of

mankind that is to ensue. It is not conceivable that a writer,

living some fifty years after Cyrus had given the Jews permis-

sion to return to their country, could have been stirred by such

enthusiasm, the less so since the hopes roused among the Jews

by this permission had met with bitter disappointment.

This circumstance disposes also of the view held by Ch. C.

Torrey,^" H. P. Smith'' and others that the whole of Isaiah 40-

55 dates from the time after the reign of Cyrus. The date of

these prophecies is definitely fixed, on the one hand, by Deutero-

Isaiah's reference to those victories of Cyrus already achieved,

and on the other, by his prediction of those still in store for him.

The former are Cyrus' overthrow of Media 549 b. c. and his

defeat of Croesus 546 b. c, the latter, the conquest of Babylon

539-538 b. c. Deutero-Isaiah 's prediction of this last conquest

can in no ^\nse be classed as vaticinia post eventum. In vaticinia

post eventum the disguise, however skilfully worked out, is by

the psychology of the case invariably betrayed—the writer's

mind being too full of what has just transpired to be able to

maintain the deception; whereas throughout Is. 40-55 the fall

of Babylon is consistently described as imminent. In view of

the fact that a number of scholars hold nevertheless that Is. 40-

55 unquestionably presupposes the downfall of Babylon, some

further remarks in elucidation of this point will not be out of

place.

^'Esra Studies, p. 288.

" Old Testament History, pp. 371 and 379.
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A grammatical analysis of any prophecy coming in question

will unfailingly show whether it falls under the category of vati-

cinUi post eventum, or whether the writer, because of his assur-

ance that the predicted event is bound to come, speaks of it as if

it had already occurred. Thus in Is. 47, Deutero- Isaiah's song

of derision over the imminent fall of Babylon. llpN Dp-3 of v. 3

shows that the event described is after all viewed as prospective.

The same is shown by the fact that while in the concluding

verses 14-1") the proplietic perfect is exclusively employed

<n2n^ '\'*2 DC'DJ riN l'?'V' N*'^. Uh. is circumstantial sen-

tence), in vv. 9-11 the prophetic perfci-t and the imperfect are

used interchangeably. This interchange of the imperfect and

prophetic perfect is invariably a sign of genuine prediction, and

is carried through tlie entire propliecies of Is. 40-5"). as anyone

may verify by examining tlie following passages which come in

question: 41: 10-20; 42: lH-17 ; 43: 1-4; vv. 13-17; 44:22 f
.

;

46:13; 49:8; v. 13 ; vv. 17 tf. ; 51:3; v. 5 ; V. 11 ; V. 22 ; 52 :

7-12; V. 15. 46: 1-2 is not in its proper place, as may be seen

from the fact tliat there is a break of thought in v. 3; these two

verses in all pi-obability formed originally the opening of the

song of derision ch. 47.'-

In vaticinia post eventum, on the other hand, instead of the

interdiange of the perfect and imperfect, we find the perfect

used exclusively throughout the description of the occurrence.

As an example, we may consider Is, 21 : 1-10, since this oracle

will later occupy us further. The oracle claims to be a vision

of the imminent fall of Babylon (cf, especially vv. l-2a, 6, 8, and

10), and although this claim has been commonly accepted on its

face-value, an examination of the tenses shows that the fall of

Babylon was in reality a fdit accompli. After stating that "a
tlireful vision" has come to him, tiie writer, employing perfects

throughout, does not describe liis own fear and trembling in

consequence of his vision, but, as G correctly und(;rstood vv.

3-4, the terror and confusion into which Babylon has been

thrown by the su<hieii appearance of tlie .Mi'diaii wai'iioi-s at her

"The perfects of 45: 16 f. and Skj of 48: 20c are future perfects; the
former vernes form part of the confession which will be made by the cap-
tive heathen nations, while the latter clause states the news which the

redeomcil exiles are told to proclaim.
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gates. It is not the seer but Babylon that is represented as

speaking in vv. 2b-4; for on the ground of G, in' e/xot ot

'FiKafj.€LTai, Koi ol Trpeo-ySeis" tC)v Hepawv eV €/x£ tp)(^ovTai, V. 2b is tO be

read: 1N*3 HD HV ^b^ diy ^h^ " The Elamites, the Median^»a

besiegers have descended upon me." There can be no doubt

that this is the original reading, since it does away with the

strange contradiction, carried into the oracle by the Masoretic

reading of v. 2b, that the seer, though gratified at the fall of

Babylon, is horrorstricken at the thought of it. With this con-

tradiction, not only have modem exegetes wrestled in vain, but

from it they have drawn unwarranted inferences as to the work-

ings of prophetic ecstasy. In the second part, w. 6-9,-'^ to which

22 : 6 originally belonged,-^ the seer describes how the attack and

conquest have been successfully carried out. As in the first

part, he uses the perfect tense throughout the description ; more-

over he repeats n'?5J' emphasizing by this repetition that the

fall of Babylon is an actual fact.

Ill

Obviously the fact that the greatest prophet of the exile lived

and wrote in Palestine points to the conclusion that, not Babylon,

but Palestine was the center of the activities that led to the

rebirth of the nation. There can be no objection to this conclu-

sion on the ground of the general situation that existed in Judah

during exilic times. From the records in II Ki. 25 and Jer.

39-40 and 52 we know that, even at the time of the fall of Jeru-

salem in 586 B. c, only the upper classes were exiled to Babylon.

*' The original '"^V the LXX misread '"'i*- As to the qualitative genitive

n-D cf. DnUD "inj (II Ki. 24: 2) and as to the phrase as a whole cf. Jer.

4: 16 and Gen! 34: 27.

^"a. The name Medes is used for Persians ; cf .
' Darius the Mede, '

' Dan.

6: 1, 11: 1. The Old Testament has this use of the name in common with

the Greek historians and the inscriptions of Southern Arabia; see M.

Hartmann in ZA., X, p. 32 f., Ed. Meyer, ib. XI, p. 327 f., and E. Litt-

mann, ib., XVII, p. 380 f. Note in this connection that G renders "T^

with Hepffai.

^ Verse 5 forms the connecting link between the two parts of the oracle;

the meaning of this verse has been somewhat obscured through textual

corruption.

^ The original place of the verse was after v. 9a.; cf. M. Buttenwieser,

The Prophets of Israel, p. 288 f.
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The lower classes, as the records expressly state, were left in the

country to cultivate the land.^- The exiles, including those of

the year 597, amounted, according to a conservative estimate,

to about one-eighth, and according to a liberal estimate, to about

one-fourth of the population,^^ And that after the assassination

of Gedaliah only a small part of the people went to Egj'pt may
be seen from the fact that a few years later disturbances broke

out among the Jews who had been left in the country, and that

in consequence of this a third deportation, consisting of 745

persons, took place.-*

It is absurd to argue, as has occasionally been done, that those

that were finally left in the country, inasmuch as they were the

T*1Nn n'?!. "the poor," had neither the means nor the leisure

to undertake the restoration of Jerusalem and the rebuilding of

the Temple. Such an argument would more fittingly apply to

the Babylonian exiles, for these, however wealthy they may once

have been, were taken to Babylonia stripped not only of all

wealth, but even of the barest necessaries of life (in accordance

with the practice that has always obtained in connection with

deportations) ; and in their bondage they certainly had no

opportunity of acquiring wealth. On the other hand, those who
had been left in the country, while they may have had to strug-

gle greatly because of the existing desolation, were in reality

not so destitute, for they had land, which at all times has been

the prime source of wealth. In consequence they were in a far

better position than the Babylonian exiles to carry on the work

of restoration. This view receives support from Deutero-Isaiah,

who, we have no reason to doubt, gives a faithful picture of the

condition of the Jews in the Babylonian bondage when he speaks

of them as "a down-trodden people, ensnared in dungeons and

hidden in prisons," and as "fearing constantly because of the

fury of the oppressor;"-'' and when in the fourth Ebed-Yahve

song he describes them as abjectly miserable and abhorred.^®

His picture shows that the liberation of Jehoiachin from prison

Cf. II Ki. 25: 12; Jer. 39: 10.

" Cf. H. Guthe, Geachichte dcs Volkes Israel, 3d ed., p. 266 f.

" Cf. Jer. 52 : 30.

"Is. 42:22, 51:13; cf. also 41:17, 42:7, 47:6, 49:9, 50:10, and
61: 14.

"Cf. Is. 52: 14, 53: 2-9.
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by Evil-Merodaeh (or Neriglossor) can have broiig:ht no gen-

eral change in the lot of the exiles. The erroneous view that

these enjoyed prosperity and social standing rests primarily on

the fictitious picture of their position given in the Book of

Daniel. We know that the role ascribed in the book to Daniel

and his companions has no basis in historical facts, but is a pure

invention of the Maccabaean writer. It will be remembered that

in the time of Ezekiel, the very time in which the book claims

that he lived, the central figure, Daniel, was already a legendary

character, classed and revered as such in the popular mind

alongside of Noah and Job.-' The story about the exalted posi-

tion that Daniel and his companions attained at the royal court

at Babylon was suggested no doubt by the position which Ezra

and Nehemiah enjoyed at the court of the Persian kings. It was

not until the time of the Persian rule that the status of the Babj^-

lonian Je.^s, through the liberal policy of the Achaemenides,

W'as changed from that of an enslaved people to that of freemen,

and that they were able to attain prosperity and social distinc-

tion. In Is. 21 : 1-10. written immediately after the news of

the fall of Babylon reached Palestine,-^ we have further confir-

mation that even during the latter part of the exile the condi-

tion of the Jews in Babylonia had undergone no change. The

writer of the oracle refers in v. 1 to Babylonia as "the terrible

land," a fact which in itself would have no special significance,

but which in the light of the two words with which in conclusion

he describes the situation of his own people, *J1J1 p\ ^"lti^'n!3

.

"my people threshed and flayed without cease" (v. 10), points

unmistakably to the conclusion that to the very close of the exile

the Jews in Babylonia were held in cruel subjection.

Further proof that Palestine was the main seat of the activi-

ties that led to the rebirth of the nation is furnished by the fact

that the permission given by Cyrus to return to Jerusalem was

far from meeting a hearty response on the part of the Babylo-

nian exiles (primarily, we may assume, because these lacked the

means to migrate and also probably because they had not the

spiritual incentive). This point, however, can only be touched

upon in the present paper; its adequate discussion would

"Cf. Ez. 14: 14-20.

^ See below.
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require a lengthy paper in itself. I nnist limit myself to men-

tioning that the view advanced hy some scholars that there was

no return fi-om exile prior to E/a-<\ and Nehemiah nor any per-

mission for a return by Cyrus is (luite untenable.-** The per-

mission given the Jews l)y Cyrus to return to Jerusalem and to

rebuild the Temple, though there is no mention of it in the Per-

sian and Babylonian edicts of Cyrus, is in aeeoi-d with the liberal

policy and religious tolerance practised by Cyrus and Darius

toward the conqueretl nations throughout their empire. The

permission is authenticated by the document in Ezra 6: 1-12,

which contains Darius' answer to the report sent to him by

Sisines and gives excerpts from the Cyrus-edict permitting the

rebuilding of the Temple. This document, as Eduard Meyer

showed, is undoubteilly genuine.'" Cyrus' permission as

recorded in it is free from the exaggeration and embellishment

found in the record Ezra ch. 1. Couclusive proof that Cyrus

gave permission to rebuild the Temple is furnished, to my mind.

by the consideration tiuit without sucii a permission the rebuild-

ing could not have been undertaken either in Cyrus' reign or

in the .second year of Darius' reign; it would have been outright

sedition, and would iiave been treated as such by Darius, we
may be sure. However, a careful examination of Ezra and

Nehemiah as well as of the literature in general of the time

shows that prior to the days of Ezra and Nehemiah there was

no return of the exiles on any large .scale, and therefore, that the

restoration in .l.'iS n. c. must have been principally the woi-k of

the Jews that had been left in the country.

IV

As a contributory proof of the view that the restoration was
primarily the work of the Palestinian Jews, it nuiy l)e pointed

'•See principally W. II. Koat»'r.s, Die WicdtihimtcUung Isnuls in dcr

persischen Periode, iiljersetzt von A. Basedow (1895), and Ch. C. Torrey,

op. cit. pp. 2Ho fr. Kosters and Torrey recojfjiize that the Babylonian

exiles did not have the part in the restoration of the nation with which

they have customarily Ihhmi credited; they go to the other extreme, how-

ever, and deny tliat the Babylonian exiles had any share whatever in the

rebuildinjj of the nation. Torrey also represent** the life of the exiles in

Babylonia in a light that is far from correct.

"See Entstchung drs Judrntuma, pp. 8-71.
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out that at tlie time Deutero-Isaiah wrote his work literary-

activity was carried on in Palestine by other writers of marked
ability. Of the products we have from tliese writers I shall

mention

:

(1) Isaiah 21 : 1-10—This oracle, we have found, was written,

not before, but after the conquest of Babylon. It was written

in Palestine on the arrival, doubtless, of the news of Babylon's

fall. Its Palestinian origin is shown first by f]'?n'? !D-3^D mSIDD
"Like the tempests sweeping the South," i, e., the south of

Palestine—an expression which, it is obvious, can have been

used only by one writing in Palestine ; and further by the state-

ment with which the writer continues, that it is across the

desert—that is, the Syrian desert—that "the direful vision" of

the fall of Babylon has come to him (v. 1 f.). The oracle

reflects the profound stir created among the Jews of Palestine

by the news of the fall of Babylon,''^ and gives evidence through-

out of superior authorship.

(2) Isaiah 13—This prophecy was written on the news

reaching Palestine that the Medes and Persians under Cyrus'

leadership had invaded Babylonia. This follows from the

express reference to Cyrus' invasion of Babylonia, in verses 4-5

and 17, combined with the evident expectation of the writer

that the invasion would end in the utter destruction of Baby-

lon—an expectation which was not realized. Had this prophecy

been written after the surrender and fall of Babylon, the writer

would have made it agree with the actual course of events.

That Is. 13 was not written in Babylonia but in Palestine is

shown by D^O^TH HVDJ: pH^O p«D Q'XD, ''have arrived

from a distant land, from the ends of the heavens" (v. 5), for

inasmuch as Media and Persia bordered on Babylon, it is clear

'^ Even in the case of this product, strange to say, Cheyne, who with

other scholars holds that it was written in Babylonia, resorts to his favor-

ite theory of ecstatic transport. "He" (the seer), he writes, "is carried

away in ecstasy to Jerusalem," adding, "and across the desert which

separates Judah from the terrible land (Babylonia) visionary sights and

sounds are borne swiftly towards him." ("The Prophet Isaiah" in op.

cit., p. 172.) Needless to say, an ecstatic transport under such circimi-

stances—a man living in Babylonia, and writing of the exciting events

there which he has just witnessed, is carried in ecstasy to Jerusalem in

order to have visions of those events in Babylonia—would be contrary to

common sense, and without analogy in Ezekiel or any other writer.
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that a writer living in Babylon would not have spoken of them

as if they were far distant countries. Yet for a Palestinian

writer to refer to them in these terms was perfectly natural and
customary.

There is such a marked difference in style between Is. 21 and
Is. 13 that they must be considered the products of two different

authors. Equally distinct is the style of these two products

from that of Deutero-Isaiah.

(3) Psalms 85 and 126, which I shall translate in full for the

reason that the customary translation of these Psalms tends to

obscure their meaning. It will be more advantageous for our

purpose to consider Ps. 126 first.

Psalm 126.

1. When God restores captive Zion, we shall be like

dreamers :^^

2. Then our mouths will be filled with laughter

And our tongues with rejoicing

;

Then it will be said among the nations,

God has dealt wonderfully with this people.

3. When God deals wonderfully with us, we shall rejoice.''

4. God, bring about for us a change of fortune

—

A cliange such as is brought about in the streams of the

South.

5. Those who sow in tears shall reap with joy

:

He who carries the seed for sowing walks weeping with

measured steps,

But he who carries the sheaves speeds along joyfully.'*

It is important for our purposes to note, first of all, that in

the expression (v. 4) "The streams of the South"—i. e., the

south of Palestine—there is direct proof of the Palestinian

" From the vocalization np'l? I conclude that the text is not to be

emended iT^tf* but r»;3U?. the construct of the fem. adj. ^'^U' ; as to the

expression "i* r>'3t7 cf. p'V n3 T\'2\0 Is. 52: 2, where the adjective is used

in the attributive, instead of as here in the construct, position. The

perfect in v. lb does not denote a past event, but is to be considered as

perfect used in the apodosis of conditional and temporal sentences.

" Verse 3 forms another temporal sentence with the perfect used in both

the protasis and the apodosis.

**By "measured steps" and "speeds along" I try to render the

meaning expressed by the absolute infinitives ^1'7^ and K3.
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origin of this Psalm, siuce the expression can liave been used

only by one living and writing in Palestine ; further, that by the

comparison. "A change such as is brought about in the streams

of the South," the situation existing at the time the Psalm was

written is most fittingly illumined: just as the rivers of "the

South" dry up in summer and practically cease to exist as

rivers, even so has Israel ceased to exist as a nation. This com-

parison makes it clear, as does also "When God restores captive

Zion," (v. 1) that the Psalm must have been written prior to

the restoration of 538 b. c.

In the light of this comparison of Israel to the dried up
streams of the South, the meaning of the following verses 5-6

is plain. By a simple figure, which must come home to every-

body, the writer suggests rather than describes the task to which

he and his co-workers have set themselves, as also the hope which

spurs them on in their work, and the fear that occasionally

besets them : they are working to bring about the resurrection

of the nation. Unquestionably this Psalm is a gem. It ranks

with Is. 40-55, and if not by Deutero-Isaiah himself, is the work

of an equally great poet.

Psalm 85.

1. Mayest Thou be gracious to Thy Country, God,

Mayest Thou bring about a change of fortune for Jacob.

2. Mayest Thou forgive the guilt of Thy people,

Mayest Thou cover up all their sins.

3. Mayest Thou withdraw Thy wrath,

Mayest Thou turn from Thy fierce anger.^^

4. Eeturn unto us,^** God of our salvation.

And suppress Thy indignation toward us.

^ The perfects in w. 1-3 are precative perfects. The frequent occur-

rence of the precative perfect in the Psalms and its necessarily limited

occurrence in other Biblical writings I discussed in a paper "The Impor-

tance of the Tenses for the Interpretation of the Psalms," read at the

meeting of the Middle West Branch of the American Oriental Society

held in Cincinnati, Feb. 22, 1918. As I showed in this paper (which I

erpect to publish soon) the interpretation of the Psalms has seriously

suffered from the persistent refusal of the exegetes and Hebrew gramma-

rians to reckon with the precative perfect.

3« lyjliy requires no emendation; the pronominal suffix is not direct but

indirect object; for similar constructions cf. 'Jtyjn Is. 44: 21. 'J/^Oi'

Zech. 7: 5, "ir Ps. 5: 5.
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5. Wilt Thou be angry with us forever?

Wilt Thou continue Thy anger from generation to gen-

eration ?

6. Wilt Thou not revive us again, so that Thy people may

rejoice in Thee?

7. Show us. O Ciod. Thy love and vouchsafe Thy help unto

us.

8. that I miglit perceive what (iotl has promised:''

For lie has promised'" peace for his people and iiis pious

ones,

—

For all those that return to him with sincere heart.
^"^

9. Verily His salvation is near for those that fear Him.

His glory is sure to dwell'"' in our land.

10. Love and truth shall meet, righteousness and peace shall

kiss each other.''"^*

11. Truth shall sprout out of the earth,

And righteousness shall look down from Heaven.

12. Yea, God shall grant happiness,

And our land shall yield its produce.

V4. Righteousness shall blossom befon^ Him,

And direct the miud^" to the way of his footsteps.

As vv. 1-6 clearly show, this Psalm was written, like Ps. 126,

before the restoration, that is, before Cyrus issued the decree

permitting the rel)uil(ling of Jerusalem and the return of the

exiles. In common with Ps. 126, too, it has close relationship

with Deutero-Isaiah. Both Psalms reveal the same buoyant

hope a.s Deutero-Isaiah s writings. Further. Ps. 126:2 epito-

mizes the opening thought of the fourth Ebed-Yahve song (Is.

52: 13-53: Ij ; and Ps. 85: 11 voices the same lofty thought that

is expressed Is. 45:8—the thought that in the ideal future

righteousness shall descend from Heaven to earth, and Heaven

" "^ST is imperfect of reiterated aotioii : the promises made tlirough the

propheta are meant.

"Read in accordance with G ^^ 02'^2 '3D '^K) ; cf. Baethgen, Die Paal-

men, ad. loc. and others.

••JDK'S is emphatic infinitive; see M. Buttcnwieser, op. cit., p. 107,

note .l.

""a The perfect.s of this verse are prophetic perfects, as the continuation

with imperfects in the following verses shows.

• 0\ff' is ellipsis for dS DB'' .
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and earth unite for the realization of the perfect order of things.

From their close relationship with Is. 40-55 it would follow that

Ps. 85 and 126 were written either by Deutero-Isaiah himself or

by writei-s thoroughly imbued with his spirit. And the fact that

the Palestinian origin of Ps. 126 is certain, and that, if the pro-

duet of a follower of Deutero-Isaiah, it was obviously written

immediately after Is. 40-55 furnishes additional proof that Deu-

tero-Isaiah wrote in Palestine. If Ps. 126 was written by Deu-
tero-Isaiah hirtiself, the proof would be still more cogent.

The obvious inference from all this, it may be indicated, is

that it was not primarily through the work of Ezekiel in Babylo-

nia, but through the activity of Deutero-Isaiah and his co-workers

in Palestine that the hope of the preexilic literary prophets for

a rebirth of the nation was realized. Ezekiel, in spite of his

advance theoretically, always remained really subject to the

limitations of his own times, he lacked the vision and the breadth

to outgrow these—he was not the one (to use his own figure)

to breathe new life into Israel 's dead body. This task called for

men who should be the spiritual peers of the preexilic prophets

—

men who should be thoroughly imbued with the true essence of

their great predecessors' teachings, and inspired by their

own \asions of the universal dominion of God and the regenera-

tion of mankind.*^

*^ Through Mayiiard 's article my attention was drawn to the article bj
Cobb, "Where Was Isaiah XL-LXVI Written?" in JBL., 1908, pp. 48 ff.

Cobb points out the Palestinian origin of Is. 40-55, but takes the view that

these chapters together with chs. 56-66 are a uniform work of postexilic

times—a view which cannot be maintained in view of the fact (to mention
only one reason) that chs. 56-66 are a composite work, comprising the

products of various authors and even of different times.
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THE SERVANT OF YAHWEH IN ISA. 40-55

Hinckley G. Mitchell

Tttfts College

There are now few scholars who defend the unity of the book

of Isaiah. Indeed, there are many who not only deny the genu-

ineness of the last twenty-seven chapters, but attribute at least

a part of chs. 56-66 to one or more other authors than the

so-called Second Isaiah ; and finally, there are some who find

traces of difference of authorship even in chs. 40-55. This last

claim is a matter of importance which ought to be neither

allowed nor denied without careful study and valid reasons dis-

covered. Perhaps an examination of the treatment given to a

subject which runs through these chapters will help in deter-

mining whether more than one author had a hand in their

production.

The subject proposed can best be discussed under a number
of divisions which will suggest themselves as it develops.

The first of these divisions is suggested by the very first verse

of ch. 40, where Yalwveh commands

:

'

' Comfort ye, comfort ye my people,

saith your God
;

Speak comfortingly to Jerusalem,

and announce to her.

That her service is fulfilled,

that her penalty is satisfied."

Here is revealed an unhappy condition, with a name for the

sufferers and something indicative of the nature of, and the

reason for, their suffering. The intention of the prophet evi-

dently is to convey the idea that the condition described has

existed for some time. His words, strictly interpreted, would
imply that it had just been brought to an end. This, however,

is not his meaning, since it will be found that, in later passages,

he repeatedly represents it as still existing. It is therefore nec-

essary, here and wherever else a similar case occurs, for one to

remind oneself that the so-called Perfect Tense in Hebrew is

often used to represent something, not as already accomplished,
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but as "undoubtedly imminent," wliere exact Eng'lish would

require the Future with an adverbial modifier. See 52 : 9 f.

The sufferers are here the Jewish people represented (v. 2) by

Jerusalem personified. The same name is employed in the same

sense v. 9; 41:27; 44:26, 28; 51:17; 52:1, 2, 9. "Zion"

takes the place of Jerusalem v. 9 ; 41 : 27 ; 46 : 13 ; 49 : 14 ; 51 : 3
;

52: 1, 2, 7, 8. For the people "Jacob" is used 40: 27; 48: 14;

42 : 24 ; 43 : 1, 22, 28 ; 44 : 1, 2, 21, 23 ; 45 : 4 ; 46 : 3 ; 48 : 1, 12, 20

:

'
' Israel,

'

' with or without Jacob, 40 : 27 ; 41 : 8, 14 ; 42 : 24 ; 43 : 1,

15, 22, 28 ; 44 : 1, 21 (bis) , 23 ; 45 : 4, 17, 25 ; 46 : 3, 13 ; 48 : 1, 12

;

49:7; and "Jeshurun" 44:2.

Israel is called Yahweh's servant 41 : 8, 9 ; 43 : 10 ; 44: 1, 2, 21

(bis) ; 45 : 4 ; 48 : 20. There are two other passages, 42 : 19 and

44:26, where the word "servant" has been interpreted as a

collective; but in the former the fact that the Greek Version

has the plural makes the Hebrew reading at least doubtful, and

in the latter it is pretty clearly an error for "servants." See

the parallel term '

' messengers.
'

' On the other hand, in 43 : 10,

the qualifying clause "whom I have chosen," which is never

elsewhere found with either "servants" or "witnesses," con-

firms the correctness of the present reading.

There are various passages from which one can gather details

with reference to the nature of the suffering endured. Jeru-

salem was evidently in ruins and the surrounding country a

desert. See 44 : 26 ; 51 : 3 ; 52 : 9. In 54 : 1 ff. the city is com-

pared to a barren woman forsaken by her husband, and in v. 11

described as "afflicted, storm-tossed, uncomforted. " Meanwhile

the inhabitants of the country, or many of them, are in exile

(51:14; 52:2), where, after having suffered from violence,

famine, and slaughter (51: 19), robbed and plundered (42: 22),

they are continually exposed to the contempt and cruelty of

their masters. See 41 : 11 f .*; 49 : 7, 13 ; 51 : 7, 23 ; 52 : 5. The

scene of their suffering is Babylonia (48 : 20) and the authors of

their misery the Babylonians. See 42 : 5 ; 47 : 6.

The next point requiring attention, the reason for the suffer-

ing described, presents no great difficulty. In fact, the question

why this suffering was required finds its answer incidentally in

the first of the messages with which the prophet seeks to comfort

his people (40: 2) ; whence it appears that the "service" near-
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ing its end was imposed as a penalty for "all," that is, the

multitude of. the sufferer's "sins." In 42:24 the prophet is

more explii-it. "'Who." he asks, "gave Jacob for a spoil, &ud

Israel to robbers?'' a question which originally, perhaps, had

no answer because it needed none. In 43 : 27 f. ho makes

Yaliweh say,

"Thy first father sinned,

and thy interpreters transgressed against me;

Therefore I gave Jacob to desti-uctiou.

and Israel to revilings."

See. also, 48:18 f . ; 50:1. \n 46:8 Yaliweh addresses his

people as "transgrcs.sors," and in 43:24 complains tliat they

have "burdened'' him with their sins and "wearied" hiiu with

their iniquities. See, also, 44 : 22.

The picture of the condition of the Jews during the Exile is

not complete without something said about the effect of their

suffering on their spirits; which appears in the way in which

they received the message of the Second Isaiah. The evidence

goes to show that the majority of them are very despondent and

sceptical. This feeling voices it.self in 40:27 f., where the elo-

'luence of the prophet is at once taxed to stimulate any faith in

Vahweli

:

"Wliy saycst thou. Jacob,

and spcakest, Isi-ael

:

'My way is hidden from Yaliweh.

and my cause passeth beyond my (Joil?'

Dost thou not know?

or hast thou not heard?

An everla.sting God is Yahweh,

the creator of the ends of the earth."

>>ee. also. 41:14. where, after another eonipai'ison of Yaliwoh

with the idols of the ({entiles. 'S'mIiui'Ii hiin.self comforts his

people with the exhortation:

"Fear not, thou worm Jacob,

thon mite* Israel

;

I will help thee, saith Yaliweh.

and thy Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel;"

• The reading of the Orock Version.
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and 46 : 12 f ., where the original reading doubtless was

:

"Listen to me, ye disheartened,*

because far froiii recompense

;

I have brought near my recompense, it is not afar,

and my help shall not tarry;

But I will grant help in Sion,

to Israel glory. '

'*

* The Greek reading.

In ch. 49 the prophet quotes two disconsolate utterances and

answers them. In v. 14 he represents Sion as complaining,

"Yahweh hath forsaken me,

and the Lord forgotten me. '

'

To which he replies in a wonderful tribute to the divine tender-

ness :

"Doth a woman forget her suckling,

that she doth not pity the child of her womb ?

Even such may forget,

but I will not forget thee."

In V. 24 someone in his persistent pessimism objects

:

"Is the spoil taken from the mighty,

or the captives of the terrible* delivered?"

* The reading of the Latin and the Syriac.

to which he answers

:

'

' Even the captives of the mighty may be taken,

and the spoil of the terrible delivered;

Yea, thy strife will I wage,

and thy children will I save."

Many seem to have suffered until their spirits were broken, and

they lived in constant fear and constant need of encouragement.

It was doubtless such as these to whom the prophet, speaking

for Yahweh, addressed the impatient question (51: 12) :

"I, I am he that comforteth thee;*

who art thou, that thou fearest

A mortal that dieth, or a son of man
that is made grass;

—

* The Greek reading.
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And hast forgotten Yahweh, thy Maker,

that stretched out heaven and founded the

earth ;

—

And tremblest'all the time

on account of the fury of the oppressor?

When he hath taken aim to destroy,

—

where, then, is the fury of the oppressor?"

The condition of the Jews in exile has now been presented as

fully as necessarj' for the present purpose. It is a sad picture,

but, as every reader of the Old Testament knows, it is an imper-

fect one, being one in which only the shadows have received

somewhat adequate attention. Now let the artist complete his

work, or, to abandon the figure, let the prophet of the Exile

describe the inspiring outlook in which he rejoices. Some of the

more general passages belonging under this head have already

been cited. Of the rest there are many bearing on the stages

by which the unhappy condition of the people of Yahweh is to

be relieved. First, of course, their bonds must be broken and they

set free. "The captive exile shall speedily be released," says

51 : 14. In fact, they are assured that the time has come and

commanded to be prepared to

"Go forlh from Babylon,

flee from the Chaldeans."

See 48 : 20 ; also 49 : 9 ; 52 : 11. When they ask how they are to

be liberated, he calls their attention to "one from the East"

(41:2; 46:11), fresh from conquests in the North (41:25).

In 44:28 and 45:1 tliis heroic figure is identified with Cyrus.

True, there is room for doubt about the genuineness of the name
in the latter of these passages, but there is not the same reason

for expunging it from the former; and if there were, so life-

like is the portraiture that the reader witli some knowledge of

oriental history would involuntarily supply the omission. The
person intended is certainly not the Servant of Yaiiweh, for, in

45:4 he is expressly distinguished from the latter. There is

another point which should not be overlooked, namely, that some
of the Jews of the time seem to have objected to the program
sketched by the prophet, because it had already become the cur-

rent teaching that only a Hebrew could be called a "friend"
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of Yaliweli (48:14; comp. 41:8) and only a descendant of

David his "anointed." See 45:1. The prophet, however, not

only rebnkes the objectors for their obstinate prejudice, Ijut

repeats one of the predictions that had 'offended them. Thus,

45 : 9, he says

:

"Woe to him that striveth with his Maker,

a potsherd among the potsherds of the ground

!

Doth the clay say to the potter, 'What makest thou?'

or his work, 'Thou hast no hands?' "

then, V. 13, in the name of Yahweh

:

"I myself aroused him in righteousness,

and all his ways will I direct.

He shall build my city,

and all my captives shall he release."

Having freed his exiled people, Yahweh must restore them to

their country. The prophet represents him as providing for

them on their jubilant march thither by a continuous miracle:

"Let every valley be raised,

and every mountain and hill be lowered;

And let the hilly become a level,

and the rough places a plain.
'

'

Thus 40 : 4 ; in 41 : 18 f . Yahweh promises

:

"I will open on the barrens rivers,

and in the midst of the plains springs;.

I will make the wild a pool of water,

and the droughty land water-sources

;

I will set in the wild the cedar,

the acacia, the myrtle, and the olive

;

I will set in the waste the cypress,

the elm, and the box together."

See also 43: 19 ff.; 49: 9 ff. Above, this "way of Yahweh"
was characterized as "a continuous miracle." In the end it

becomes an endless wonder, for, in the last reference to it (55 : 12

f.), where the exiles go forth "with gladness," while the moun-

tains and the hills "break into shouting" before them "and all

the trees of the fields clap their hands," the prophet declares

that
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"it shall be to Yahweh a memorial,

an everlasting sign that shall not be destroyed."

It is not entirely clear whether the prophet intended that his

glowing description of Yahweh 's plans for the safety and comfort

of his people'on their return to Palestine should be taken liter-

ally : he certainly expected that they would be even more

wonderfully supplied with everything needful than their fathers

were when Moses led them out of Egypt. See 43 : 16 ff. ; 48 : 21.

He is equally extravagant in the language he uses concerning

the restoration of their native country. Jerusalem, of course,

is foremost in his thoughts. The first references to it promise

that it shall, not only be rebuilt, but rebuilt by Cyrus. See

44 : 26 ff. ; 45 : 13. In 49 : 19 Yahweh is made to say

:

"Thy waste and thy desolate places

and thy ruined land

—

Surely, now, it shall be too strait for the inhabitant,

and they that devour thee shall be far away."

See, also, 51 : 3 ; 52 : 9. But it is ch. 54 in whieli he is most

prodigal of his promises. He exhorts the holy city

:

"Enlarge the place for thy tent,

and thy curtains* extend;! spare not.

Lengthen thy cords

and strengthen thy stakes;

For right and left shalt thou break forth,

and thy seed shall possess nations."

•The phrase "of thy dwellings" is wanting in the Greek,

t The reading of the Latin and the Syriac.

Thus in vs. 2 f. ; then in vs. 11 f.

:

"Afflicted, storm-tossed, uncomforted,

lo, I will lay thy stones in stibium,

and thy foundations in sapphires;

I will put rubies for thy battlements,

and for thy gates carbuncles;

and thy whole bonier shall be precious stones."

The prophet evidently believed that the restoration of Jeru-

salem would be the beginning of a new era of growth, prosperity,

and influence for his people. This is clear from the passages
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in ch. 54 already quoted. There are others of similar import.

Thus, it appears from 43 : 5 f. that the return from Babylonia

is only a part of a larger movement toward Palestine; for

Yahweh here says:

"I will bring thy seed from the East,

and gather them from the West;

I will say to the North, 'Give up,'

and to the South, ' Withhold not

;

Bring my sons from afar,

and my daughters from the end of the earth.'
"

In 44 : 3 f . he promises that he will pour his spirit upon the new
community and

'

' Then shall they spring up like grass in the midst of water,

like poplars by watercourses."

At the same time their numbers will be increased by conversions

from the Gentiles (v. 5) :

" One shall say, 'I am Yahweh 's,'

and another shall call himself by the name of Jacob

;

Yea, another shall inscribe on his hand ' Yahweh 's,'

and surname himself by the name of Israel."

The Gentiles generally will not only recognize Yahweh as the

only true God, but will even become subservient to his people.

This is the teaching of 49 : 22 f ., where Yahweh says

:

'

' Lo, I will uplift to the nations my hand,

and to the peoples my signal

;

And they shall bring my sons in their bosoms,

and my daughters on their shoulders shall they

carry.

Kings, also, shall be thy guardians,

and princesses thy nurses.

Face to the earth shall they do thee homage,

yea, the dust of thy feet shall they lick."

See also 45 : 14 f ., which, however, at least in its present form,

seems not so well to represent the Second Isaiah.

A good deal of space has been given to the promises by which

the prophet sought to sustain and encourage his people in their

misfortunes, but it was not otherwise possible to do justice to
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the great things which he believed to be in store for them, and it

is still necessary to the attainment of the purpose of this study

to inquire what, to his mind, moved Yahweh to authorize him

to make these promises. There is little, if any, evidence that he

thought his people worthy of so great divine favor. In fact,

his repeated strictures on them produce the contrary impression,

Sympatliy with their sufferings is only one, and that not the

mast prominent, of the motives by which he represents Yahweh
as being actuated in exerting his power to their benefit. In

40: 2, it is true, the word ** comfort" is in strong contrast with

the phrase "double for all their sins." See, also, 47:6. In

49 : 10, again, it is an act of mercy for him to lead his people

forth from captivity, and in v. 13 heaven and earth are called

upon to sing and rejoice because he is going to comfort them

and "have compassion on his afflicted"; while in v. 15 he

declares, as above quoted, that a mother would sooner forget her

sucking babe tlian he would forget Israel. See also 51 : 22 f.,

where, because his people, in their misery, find no one else to

comfort them, he promises to take their part against their

oppressors.

The prophet also represents the determination of Yahweh to

help Israel as prompted by a peculiar relation between him and

them. Thus, in 41 : 8 ff., Yahweh uses the significant form of

address, "Israel, my servant, Jacob, whom I have chosen, the

seed of Abraham, my friend"; in which there is doubtless an

allusion to the covenant on which the Hebrews sometimes unwar-

rantably prided themselves. The same ideas are more closely

connected in 43 : 1 , where Yahweh is made to say,

"Fear not, for I will redeem thee;

I have called thee by thy name, thou art mine,"

See, also, 44 : 1 f . ; 45 : 4 ; 46 : 3 f. ; 49 : 7 ; 51 : 16 ; in the first two

of which he again calls Israel his servant. In 54:7 the bond

between him and Israel is likened to that between a husband and

his wife, as in Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.

A third motive attributed to Yahweh in his espousal of the

cause of Israel is a desire to display his own divine glory. No
one can read the chapters now under examination without get-

ting the impression that tiiis is more prominent than either of

the others. Yahweh claims nothing less than the homage of
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mankind, and, that he may receive his due, his work is done in

the eyes of the whole world. In 40 : 5 the deliverance of Israel,

it is declared, will be a revelation of the glory of Yahweh. In

41 : 20 the subject is indefinite, but it is evidently men in general,

whom he expects to convince, by his wonderful deeds, of his

unique godhead. In 42 : 8 he gives as a reason for his activity

in Israel's behalf that he will not give his glory to another or

his praise to graven images. In 44 : 23 the prophet calls upon

heaven and earth to rejoice because Yahweh is about to redeem

Jacob and glorify himself in Israel. In 49 : 26 Yahweh promises

to deliver his people from their oppressors, and that thus all

flesh shall see and know that he is their Savior and their

Redeemer, the Mighty One of Jacob ; and in 52 : 10 that he will

bare his holy arm in the eyes of all the nations, and all the ends

of the earth shall see the help wrought by Israel 's God. Finally,

see 55 : 13, where it is triumphantly declared that this glorious

deliverance

"shall be a memorial to Yahweh,

an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off."

The people of Yahweh are expected to spread the news of the

deliverance promised, when it has been accomplished, to enhance

the fame of their God. Thus, in 43 : 10 he says

:

"Ye are my witnesses,

and my servant whom I have chosen;

That ye may know and believe in me,

and understand that it is I
;

"

where the second "ye" is probably a mistake for "they."

According to 43 : 21 they are a people that he formed for him-

self to rehearse his praise. See, also, 44 : 8. When they finally

(48 : 20) go forth from Babylon, they are commanded

:

"With a ringing voice declare, proclaim this;

Send it forth to the end of the earth

;

Say, Yahweh hath redeemed his servant Jacob."

The passages cited in the preceding paragraph should not be

interpreted as indicating that Yahweh is so intent on his own
glory that he has no object beyond or beside it. This is not the

case. In fact, he seeks the recognition of his own people for
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their best interest, and of mankind for a purpose which is most

clearly brought out in 45 : 22. wliere he makes proclamation to

the world,

"Turn unto me and be ye saved,

all the ends of the earth."

This is the reason why he lias sworn (v. 23) that to him every

knee shall bow and by him every tongue shall swear. Then, as

he says in 51 : 4, instruction will go forth from him, and his

decree for a light to the peoples.

The reader was given to understand, at the start, that this

study would cover the whole of chs. 40-55. He must have

noticed that certain sections in these chapters have been

neglected. They are 42 : 1-4, with the three verses following

;

49 : 1-6 ; 50 : 4-9, with the two following verses ; and 52 : 13-53 :

12. These sections remain to be discussed ; but, before they are

examined, it will be well to put into a succinct statement the

results already obtained. The following are the principal

points: The Jews are suffering, some of them in Ba])ylonia.

They are suffering, they confess, on account of their disloyalty

to their Go<l. Cyrus appears on the horizon, and a nameless

propliet recognizes in him their deliverer. The prophet declares

that, not for their sake, but for tlie sake of their fathers and

that he may reveal his unique godliead, Yahwoh has eomniis-

sioned the Persian king to set them free. They are slow to

believe, but he pictures tlicm leaving the scene of their suffering,

crossing the desert, under divine guidance and protection, by a

miraculous higliway. and rcoccupying, with songs of triumpli,

their restored country. Finally the}' behold the nations, moved
by their testimony to these wonders, recognizing Yahweh as the

only true God and enrolling themselves among his worshipers.

This is the gist of what, in the narrower sense, is called Second

Isaiah. Any one toh'rably familiar wilji the Old Testament will

find the line of thonght familiar. The fact is that it is prac-

tically that of Ps. 22, or, if one cannot accept its unity, of the

last ten ver.se.s. Here, also, there is a sufferer. He is providen-

tially delivered, and, in consequence, moved to bring a thank-

offering and testify to the greatness and goodness of Yahweh to

his a.ssociates, and even l)ei'ore Israel, great and snndl. The
Story spreads to tin; Cientiles, and they as well as Israel bequeath
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it to their children and their children's children. Thus all

mankind come to know Yahweh and trust in him for their

salvation.

The similarity between this line of thought and that traced

through most of Isa. 40-55 is evident. What is the case with the

hitherto neglected sections? It is pretty generally agreed that

they, without the verses appended to two of them, are by one

author, but there are some who deny them to the Second Isaiah

and assign the appended verses to the editor who inserted them.

Let them speak for themselves.

First in order of the points on which these sections are to be

tested are those on the subject of suffering, and the very first

question to be put is. Who is here the sufferer? There is no

difficulty in discovering that it is the Servant of Yahweh; but

does the author of these sections mean by this phrase the same

person or persons as it denotes elsewhere? In the passages

already examined, without exception, it meant Jacob or Israel

as a collective name for the Hebrews in some part or view. It

is natural to expect to find it used in tho same sense in these

sections, and 49 : 3 favors that expectation ; but it will be found

that there is no other case which is equally clear and that, in

this one, the interpretation proposed is forbidden by the fact

that, in vs. 5 f., the Servant is clearly distinguished from "the

tribes of Jacob.
'

' The only way to bring the whole passage into

harmony is to omit the name Israel in v. 3, whereupon the Serv-

ant becomes a person or persons, other than the people Israel,

w'hose identity here and elsewhere in these sections remains

undefined. See 42 : 1 ; 49 : 5, 6 ; 52 : 13. It is sufficient for the

present purpose to have made this point, but it may be noted

that, although the Servant in these passages is not Israel, there

is no objection to identifying him with an elect fraction of the

people or an unknown individual, and that 50 : 10 f., which, as

has been explained, is an editorial addition to vs. 4-9, favors the

latter of these alternatives.

When one inquires concerning the nature of the suffering of

the Servant of Yahweh in 42 : 1-4, etc., also, it is found to differ

from that of the Servant who represents the people Israel.

They were in captivity in Babylonia, surrounded by idolatry,

deprived of their political rights and privileges, and exposed to

the contempt and cruelty of their conquerors. In the sections
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now under consideration there is no reference to Babylonia or

idolatry'. The Servant, whoever he is, is with his people, seek-

ing, not to set them, as captive Jews, at liberty, but to gather

them, as survivors of the twelve tribes, into a new nation. See

49 : 5 f. He has a work, while the other Servant is merely a

ivitness to testify to the greatness of the deeds of Yahweh done

in his interest. He suffers at the hands, not of tyrannical

lieathen rulers, but of corrupt and ruthless opponents. See

50:8 f., also 11. He is not only despised and abused, like the

other, but he is finally put to death and buried as a common
criminal. See 53 : 3, 8 f

.

The Servant in 42 : 1-4, etc., not only suffers differently from

the other, but from a different cause. The latter, as he is

repeatedly reminded, sutTers for his sins; in the case of the

former, no one but his blind and cruel enemies attribute his mis-

fortunes to the wrath of an offended God, and they, in the end,

are so impressed by his eliaracter and conduct that they are

obliged to repudiate a hitherto unquestioned doctrine and seek

a new explanation of his sufferings.

Being what he is and having "a conscience void of offence"

toward Go<-l as well as toward man, tliis Servant meets his suffer-

ings in a .spirit different from that which characterized the other.

The latter, it will be remembered, is repeatedly represented as

sadly lacking in faith and courage. Not so the nameless one.

Only once does he seem to give place to discouragement, and
then he makes the mention of tlie postponement of his success

an occasion for asserting liis confidence in Yahweh. See 49:4.

He finally defies his adversaries (50: 8 f.) and goes to his death

witliout a struggle or a murmur. See 53 : 7.

In 42 : 1-4, etc., also, Yahweh has his purposes, but the execu-

tion of them is not to be so spectacular as in the case of the

things promised to the Servant Israel. There are two of these

purposes which are of major importance. That which is the

more exigent concerns his own people. It is first stated in 49 : 5,

where the text and the translation are both somewhat uncertain,

but the most natural rendering is.

"To bring Jacob back to him,

and that Israel be not destroyed."*

* This rendering requiree no change in the text, as does that of the

English Version.
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It is favored by v. 6, where the same purpose is repeated in the

words,

"To raise up the tribes of Jacob,

and to restore the preserved of Israel";

for one who could speak of his people as ''the preserved," that

is, the remnant, "of Israel," may w^ell have thought of them as

threatened with destruction. When these two versions are com-

bined it appears that Yahweh 's first care is to " bring back,
'

' or

restore "to him," not Judah only, but all the "tribes of Jacob,"

and "raise" them "up," that is, reestablish them in their land.

The same purpose seems to be referred to in 42 : 6 and 49 : 8,

where, according to the English Version, Yahweh says, "I will

keep (preserve) thee, and give thee for a covenant of the

people." There is another possible rendering for the final

phrase, namely, "a covenant people." This, to be sure, makes

the Servant mean Israel, but that is no objection, since, as has

been explained, 42: 5-7 is an editorial addition, the object of

which was to combine two views of the person and function of

the Servant, and 49 : 8, in part, was borrowed from it for a

similar context.

Yahweh 's second great purpose is to enlighten the nations "to

the end of the earth." What is meant by this figurative expres-

sion may be learned from 42: 1-4. The light with which he

purposes to illumine the world is the knowledge of justice, a

fundamental attribute of the divine nature (Ps. 97: 2), the lack

of which has always been one of the most serious defeats of the

oriental character.

The God of the Servant Israel, having determined to restore

his people, avails himself of the military prowess of Cyrus in the

prosecution of his design, never, however, allowing the king to

forget that he is merely the instrument of a higher power. See

45 : 1 ff. In 42 : 1-4, etc., also, Yahweh has his instrument, and,

singularly enough, as has already incidentally appeared, this

instrument is his Servant ; that is to say, the sufferer is chosen

to help those who are the authors of his suffering. The means

by which he is commissioned to assist in the reestablishment of

Israel and the enlightenment of the nations is pretty clearly indi-

cated. Thus, from 42 : 1 it appears that he is endowed with the

spirit of Yahweh ; from 49 : 2 that his mouth is like a sharp

sword ; from 50 : 4 that he has the tongue of the learned ; and
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from 42 : 4 that what he has to offer is instruction in justice: all

of which means tliat he is either a prophet or a scribe, or a guild,

consisting of persons of the one or the other calling. Tlie

former is supported by 50 : 10, where those in trouble are

exhorted to obey the voice of the Servant, but, of course, tliis

verse has the value only of an editorial opinion. More impor-

tant is 49 : 6, the last clause of which, liowever, should be

rendered, as in tlie margin of the Revised English Version, "tliat

my salvation may be to the end of the earth." In either case

the Servant is not so much a witness to the deeds of Yahweh as

an interpreter in that which he is and wills.

It remains to consider the results of the unnamed Servant's

mission compared with tlie restoration of Jerusalem and Pales-

tine and the relations of the reconstructed connnunity with other

peoples, as pictured in chs. 54 f . In 42 : 4 Yaliweh declares tliat

the Servant will establish justice in the earth, the nations eagerly

receiving his instruction. His success is also implied in 52:13

ff., where the exaltation of the agent must be regarded as the

reward for the accomplishment of his mission. Both, however,

are yet future. The same must be tnie of ch. 53. The Servant,

whether he represents one or many, seems to have a certain

reality in a person or persons with whose character and experi-

ence the author of the chapter was acquainted. He undertakes

to picture the further career of his ideal. He first puts the

story into the mouths of the Servant's future contemporaries,

who ignored when they were not persecuting him; makes them

describe the contempt and aversion, the abhorrence, with which

they regarded him, and the cruelty with which they harassed

him and finally compassed his death, only to find that they had

murdered an innocent man and their most devoted benefactor.

Then the author takes up the theme, and, after paying tribute

to the virtues of the Servant, foretells the vindication of his

character, the triumph of the cause of Yahweh through his

un.selfish devotion, and his startling exaltation, already promised

in 52 : 13 ff.

The bearing of ch. 53 on the point in question deserves u little

further attention. Its testimony, as above stated, is tojhe effect

that the cause of Yahweh will triutiij)h. This seems to be the

meaning, if the text is correct (for critical suggestions, see

Duhm, Marti, etc.), of the clau.se in v. 10 translated, "the

plea.sure of Yahweh shall prosper in his hands," which can only
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refer to the .ioiiit inirpose of Yaliwoli, that Israel be established

and tlie knowledge of Yahweli, and liis power to lielp and save,

be published to the end of the earth. (See 49: 6, RV, margin.)

Note, liowever, that the accomplishment of this purpose has no

prominence in tliis chapter. On the other hand, while the

proper work of the Servant, as the agent of Yahweh, is thus

onl}' incidentally mentioned, the Servant himself, with his really

incidental suffering, the new interpretation of it, and the reward

of his self-sacrifice, occupy the entire foreground. This fact is

significant. In tlie tirst place, it adds another to the points

already made, indicating that the Servant of this eliapter is not

the one identitied witli Israel, and that, for this and other

reasons, the sections to which it belongs are from another hand

tliau that of the author or authors of the rest of 40-55. It also

seems to have a bearing on the identity of the nameless Servant,

and for this reason : The description of the reward in store for

him reminds one of Dn. 12: 1-3; that is to say, it is an appeal,

and since so public an appeal would hardly be addressed to a

single, according to Duhm historical, individual, and since, as

has been shown, he is not Israel in its entirety, he must be some

part of the people who are suffering, and whom the author, like

the author of Du. 12 : 1-3, hoped to encourage to endure their

ills, until their God should intervene, for the sake of their reli-

gion. Finally, from tlie nature of the suffering depicted, one

seems warranted in inferring that it was inflicted, not by foreign

oppressors, but by some hostile party among the Jews tliemselves

after the Restoration. That, during tliis period, the gorily some-

tinies suffered even unto death is evident from 57 : 1 f., where

the autlior laments the fate of these nmrtyrs:

"The righteous perisheth, and no man
taketh it to heart:

The pious are taken away,

none giving heed

:

For through evil is the righteous taken away,

he entereth into peace;

They rest on their couches,

whoever walked straightforwardly."

He of the Servant Songs, with keener vision, saw in them, and

their like, heirs to the mission wliicli his people as a whole had

proved unable to fulfil.
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JOEL 1, 17a
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This verse in the book of Joel is well known to every serious

student of Hebrew. As it stands it appears to offer no intelli-

gible meaning. ^Slany emendations have been attempted, most

of them on the basis on the LXX, which on the face of it is surely

no better than the Masoretic text. The latest commentator,

Julius Bewer, in the ICC, has cut the Gordian knot by declaring

that verse 17a is corrupt beyond repair and that the true text

is to be found in the four succeeding words.

It would appear to the wi-iter, as if this counsel of despair

were after all somewhat premature. Though fully aware of the

fact that absolute certainty can hardly be reached, he thinks he

has found, if not the solution, at least an approach to a solution,

which he herewith lays upon the scales against those previously

offered.

First of all the LXX needs closer examination, than has been

commonly given to it. Merx's specious emendation 1C*£3 for

1w*3J7 ("improved" by Nestle-Nowack to VC'D^i*^ seemed to

furnish the Hebrew basis for the striking statement iaKiprr^aav

BafuiXtis ivl rats (fxirvai^ avTwi'. But this solution docs not keep its

promise; instead of furnishing a key for the extraordinary, an<l,

in fact, rather ludicrous iaKiprrjaav of the LXX, it simply intro-

duces this further corruption into the Hebrew. The explanation

of the "heifers dancing at their mangers" must be sougiit else-

where.

No one, to the writer's knowledge, has yet applied the touch-

stone of the Syriac to this remarkable LXX reading. Now the

Peshito, which here, as elsewhere in Joel, is clearly influenced

by tile LXX, reads : .zjn^ziiz]"^ U^zic -a^a, "the heifers were

parched at their mangers." It is clearly not another IIol)rew, but

a different LXX text, which the Syriac translates. Nor need one

look far to find it. "EaKXrjaav, aorist of <tk€Wu,, is exactly what
is needed. It translates correctly the Hebrew ICOi*- It is
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a rare word, just such as would appear strange and uncouth

to later copyists; yet it was in use in the literary language of

Alexandria at just about the time, when the prophets were being

translated there or thereabout (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica

2, 201, cf. 53). It furnishes a good starting point for the spe-

cious laKiprqaav. What first needs emendation, therefore, is the

LXX text (and with it the grammar and concordance; for

o-KcAAco is not elsewhere listed in the LXX vocabulary). The

passage, as read by the Syriac translator, was: 'iaKXrjaav 8a/«iAci5

im TaU <j>d-n'ais avTwv ; i. e. (Hab. 3, 17; Zeph. 2, 14) IDOjl^

Dn'nt)"i.p nnn mis.

The riQ"l . translated <^aTio/, is, of course, not a simple manger,

but an enclosure at least partially roofed over for shade and

shelter; this obviates Bewer's objection to the iinn with the

"mangers" (on this nSI see also the remarks of Nestle, ZAW,

1900, 168). Greek Im under similar circumstances is not

wholly unknown to the LXX, cf . Jud. 6:11; Exod. 24 : 4. But

the man who possessed a sufficient amount of the Oriental's

emendatory ingenuity to read ri1"l3 and D^riQ") . was hardly

the man to read the senseless WQ (IDpj/) ; the emendation

i(TKLpTrj(Tav for iorKXrja-av is exactly the sort of cleverness, which a

copyist, ignoring the context, exhibits. Moreover the Syriac ^cL^

is much more probably to be traced to Greek lo-zcAiyo-av (or

eaKA^/cao-tv, possibly), than to Hebrew W'ilV'' for the latter .'In.

would much more readily have come to the translator's mind.

This much, then, appears to the writer to be fairly well

established, that the translator of what is known as our LXX
text wrote as the Syriac indicates on the basis of the Hebrew

above outlined. But this is not the end of the matter.

It throws us back, indeed, to the very beginnings. For with

this all probability (if it ever existed), that LXX really had a

Hebrew text differing from our own, from which together with

our own a lost original could be reconstructed, vanishes. LXX
is merely the first of a great number of similar attempts on the

part of translators and interpreters to emend away a text, which

' |P after finri is not good Hebrew; but it is found, after all, in the

text of Ez. 47: lb, as it stands. A noun with preformative ~Q would

be another possibility.
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they did not understand. It differs not at all in kind and but

very little in clumsiness from later versions, e. g. Symmachus:

qvpioTiuae aiTodoxf^ oiro rdv )(pi(TU.dT<DV avTO)i> }^^ r;;^ \'>-^'\ =—.iias)

(^onli-?, which, if it be, indeed, the translation of verse 17a, and

if o-tToSoxeia (V'^s))' really is the original Symmachus, seems to

mean "(the walls of) granaries have rotted away with mould

from their plaster" (Dn*n3"lj:D< DiTnnp"i:2<XP'o-Mara).'. plas-

ter!) ; Theodotion : i}<T^vi'dr](Tav' inl TTj Buiipi(T€i aiTui;/ avTi Trj<i lyvva^

avTwv, best left untranslated; the Targum's jarcovers

i\^^^^^^*2)^^the clods of Luther, AV, RV, Kautzsch, et al. (the

emendation Dil'DJl"^ • by no means original with Steiner, ef . ICC,

p. 90, is later obscured by attempted combination with ^^JK-

Exod. 21:18; Is. 58:4, Arabic Oy^) J
^^c., etc., down to the

latest commentaries. No attempt is made at completeness of

enumeration. The point is that thus LXX, so far from present-

ing actual textual variants, so far from attesting a corrupt text,

which calls for emendation,—adds tremendous strength to the

attestation of tiie Masoretic text. In fact, considering how near

in time tliis LXX translation is to Joel himself, it cuts the

ground from under Bewer's assumption, ICC, 91, see above.

Of this more anon! At present it suffices to point out that out

of the waves and waters of two millenniums of conjecture and

criticism the ro<*k of the Ma.soretic text of Joel 1: 17 rises more

firmly fixed than ever, its baffling symmetry unmarred.

Stronger than ever is its challenge, demanding an explanation,

at least, of its origin and existence, if we be really wholly unable

to find for it a meaning consistent with etymology, syntax, and

context, and not inconsistent, at least, with historical milieu, in

so far as this may need consideration in such form as we can

reconstruct it.

Of brave attempts to understand the text as it stands, it will

suffice here to register two as samples of all. one from ancient

and one from modern times. The first is that of Jerome in the

Vulgate. And what an attempt it is! "Computruenmt jumenta

' In this case Symmachus must have substituted niiyiK for mT'S : or

did Symmachus translate nms by (rroixtia. "component elements disin-

tegrate under their plaster covering," (which would account for the

apparently disintegrating garners that follow), and is anoSoxtia an inner-

Greek corruption?
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in stercore suo." Wlietlier even for ItiO^ Jerome read iti^fi^.

computrueriint (= Symmaclius' rjvpoiTiacrt) , as does van Hoon-

acker, may be doubted ; more probably he or his rabbis knew a

root or pronunciation b'3^. current somewhere in their time

in this meaning, or they thought this the ancient Hebrew pro-

nunciation, if they gave it much thought at all. rm"l£3

.

jumenta, is, of course, perfectly transparent; Jerome lived

before the days of vowelpoints, and traditional synagogue and

school pronunciation would not hinder him and his friends

from reading differently at need. m5"1jip, Stercor, sweepings,

Pual Participle (Siegfried, Gram, der neuhehr. Spr. § 89 b;

Albrecht, Neuhehr. Gram. § 99 d, e), is clever indeed; it is the

gem of the Jerome version. But shades of meticulous Joel!

What a hotch-potch is made of thy carefully planned and well-

arranged penpicture: she mules and dung, broken down store-

houses, confounded grain, cattle large and small, etc., etc. One

wonders, whether a rabbi friend did not try to perpetrate a joke

on the vain Illyrian. But that was well-nigh impossible, for to

Jerome almost any collocation of words, that collectively meant

something (or even nothing?), would have been just as welcome.

In witness whereof the doubter is referred to the great trans-

lator's allegorizing commentary (Migne, PL XXV, col. 960),

where he not only finds divine sense in both his own and the

LXX interpretation, but succeeds beautifully in harmonizing

the two.—Of the stuff of which this Jerome interpretation is

made, however different the results, are a number of attempts at

interpretation more or less current in orthodox Jewish circles,

which can the more readily be passed over here, because they

have not found their way to any appreciable extent into modern

Occidental Christian thought.

One modern, scientific attempt, which happens to be easily

accessible to the writer (Nowack, HK III, 4, 2. ed., p. 101), may
be placed alongside Jerome's ancient one. Reidel {StKr, 1903,

p. 167 f.) reads nsD"IJiP' as in late Hebrew, in the meaning

"broom"; he then equates 0^2^ with Arabic c:;^^, viAAi:!, "to

be, become dust colored." And from these elements he fashions

his translation: "dusty have become under their (the farmers')

brooms the grains of com," i. e. the last remnants swept up
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were more dust and dirt than corn." And there, despite

further efforts by Nowaek, Marti, van Hoonacker, Bewer, et al.,

we stand stationary to tlie present moment.

Is tliore a remedy? ^liere lies tlie fault? To the writer it

appears, that the root of the error and the reason for tlie impasse

in which commentators have lost themselves over tlie little open-

ing phrase of this verse, are clearly revealed in several of the

most recent commentaries just named. Since they speak in

almost identical language, ICC nuiy be taken as the representa-

tive of all. Says ICC, p. 90, on vei-se 17: "The second half

is clear, only . . . The first half is very difficult." That this

statement hides a serious fallacy, is reveah^d by tlic^ comment,

p. 88 f . : "There being no harvests the storehouses arc dilapi-

dated, the hams are hroken dawn. We do not know any par-

ticulars about the storehouses and barns of the ancient Jews, but

evidently they were not solidly built and had to be repaired

every year. This year there was no use for them. Since the

corn has failed (Ut. shows shame) ..." If this "second half

is clear," whence all these difficulties? (1) The word tianslated

'barns" fjimjIOO) has first to be emended (p. 90), so as not

to be itself a uTn$ Xtyofuvov ; and even as emended (Hmjl^S) it

occurs in but two other places, Ilagg. 2: 19 and Ps. 55: 16, the

latter of which is again a crux; its etymology is very uncertain,

and its meaning is by no means clear beyond a doubt in anyone of

the three places. (2) We know iiolhiiig about Jewish barns, but

assume nuich in order to make oiii' translation hold water. If

th(! Palest inean i)ea.sant 's storage facilities in those times were

at all lik(! they are today, and wt? have reason to think they

were very nuicli alike, then the chief j)art (tf the fanner's barn,

like his stable, was in his house. If ln' had more than he could

stow there, covered pits in the open fields, "wheat-wells" (Ph.

lialdensperger, Thr I nunovahlc Kasf, ]'.)]''>. p. 152), servetl Jiis

piirp(Kse.- Lack of repair <tf IIm-sc latlci- woiihl be neither a very

'<!f. |{al.lcii.sj..'r«cr, 2 /« 1 minnvahh; I'.iust, I'Eb'ijS, 1907, j). L'7U :it tho

top: "The wlicjit i« rarric<l lioinc ami put iiit^j a Mtorc iliviiliiijj tlio foro-

rooiii from tin* anteroom" ... p. 270 f. : " Wlioro tlicy liavo jdi-iity of

wlioat, tlicy put it in a pit (malmuial), wliich is rovoroil witli loam ami
earth, »o that the place Cannot be »letcft<*<l liy anybody who (lo«'s not know
of its exiMt4»m('. When the wheat is to 1k< taken out, tho pits are opened,

arc aired by throwing a bundle in and drawing it out again, till tho noxiouH

10
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serious matter, nor a very noticeable feature in the Palestinean

landscape. (3) The corn has failed hides a nest of difficulties

in itself, "lias failed" is a very free rendering of tJ^^DIH, as

the parenthetic remai-k "(lit. sJwws shamc)^^ confesses; RV
adds another alternative, just as good or better, "w withered."

All this tits the innnediate context only on the very unsafe

assumption, that the translation of the two preceding clauses is

correct ; in the general context it is at best a most unnecessary

repetition, if not, indeed, an impossible contradiction to verse

10: "is withered" fits the drouth, but not the locusts' work of

verse 10; hence the choice of "has failed," which is rather

lame for the drouth. It can hardly be said, therefore, that "the

second half," really three-fourths, of this verse is any less

impenetrable to the attempts as yet made upon it, tliaii the

introductory clause, "the first half," which is so blandly tossed

into the scrapheap by ICC. Under these circumstances a fresh

attempt from a ditferent point of attack seems not unwarranted.

The present attempt starts from an X hitherto pretty con-

sistently passed over as known here and elsewhere, and makes

search for an element, the total absence of which in the context,

marvelously enough, has not hitherto disturbed anyone, so far

as the writer knows. Verses 15-20 Joel is evidently sketching

a penpicture of a severe drouth, accompanying the locust plague

of verses 2-12 ; the counterpart of verses 15-20 in chapter 2 are

verses 21-27, years of copious rains and plenty. Now wherever

else in the Old Testament (e. g.. Amos 4:6-8; Jer. 14:2-6; I

Kings 17 : 1, 7 ; 18:5) and elsewhere, certainly in the Semitic

world, a drouth is depicted, prominent mention is made of the

absence of rain and the lack of water. More especially, both by

Jeremiah and by the author of Kings is such lack of water con-

nected with dearth of grass and pasture for the beasts, as this

latter is graphically enough depicted in the verses following

upon our crux, 18-20, by Joel. But in all Joel's description of

gases are gone. Often this goes ou several hours, and then a person only

enters, if a lamp continues to burn. The "treasures" of Jerem. xli, 8,

were such ficldpits . . ." Storerooms of more public or community
character were in the temple, and these, even in the second temple, wei-e

hardly as fragile as the commentators ask us to believe. See further

Krauss, Talmudische ArcMologie, vol. 1, I, 29, p. 46; vol. 2, VI, 172, pp.

193-198.
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a most unusually severe drouth according to the extant inter-

pretations of verse 17 rain is mentioned not at all and water but

onee, in a little phrase in tiie middle of verse 20. In the first

phrase of verse 17 heifers, she mules, grains of corn, even wine

(van Iloonacker, Merx, perhaps, at least in punning allusion, the

Targums) liave served as unsatisfaetory stop gaps; the rest of

the verse lias })retty steadily labored under the obsession of

grain. It is fitting, that in this era of wafer this element should

have its turn at the attempt.

Now there is one point, and just one, in verse 17, where a

notiee of the most important rains may be found, and that is in

one of the few words suppos(^dly perfeetly "clear" in the whole

\i'rse, tile word wliieii occupies the most proiiiiiieut position in

the verse, its last wortl pi- liverybody knows, what p"l means

ordinarily, and therefore no one lias sought here the X, the find-

ing of whose e.\aet value nught supply the key to the long lost

solution of this e<piation. Ruben ((iesenius-Buhl'^ s. v.) pro-

po.sed the meaning "rain, raindouds" for the word in Ps.

Of): 10, and Jensen in llaudissin's article on /><ifjon in I'RE^ IV,

42(j, ari'ivi'd at a similai' starting j)oiiit for that mysterious god.^

* Tlie \vrit»'r h:is no desire to weaken his ar^^nment liy a serious entangle-

ment witli the vexed fjnestion of tlie goil Dnj^on Dagan. Tlie argmnent

stands without )iel|> of Dagon, and, it is ho|)cd, ljett-t>r ttian diil Dagoii

before Jahwe's ark, 1. Sam. "): 2-5. In fact, tlie profit to Dagon from the

reading proposed for Joel 1: 17 may be fully as great or greater than any

eorroboration, wliich tlie reading may receive from him. The brief state-

ment that follows is intended to be suggestive ratlier tlian dogmatic.

Like Adad-Ram(m)anu (l)eimel, Pantheon, p. 43 fF., no. 23) Da^jon-Da-

nda (Deimel, j). 90, no. 67.0) apjiears to have come into tlio Babylonian

pantlieon from or witli the Semites of the West. In the West Dagon
appears to liave Im-cii more popular on the coast and fartlior .south than

Adail, whoso chief territory is inland and rather north of Jahwe's pre-

wrves. Adad usurps the i>lace of Knlil-Hel as the god of rain, with a

strong bent toward t<'m|)estuonsiiess and ilestructiveness (see esp. the Oode

of Hammurabi). Dagon is identided with Knlil Hcl, but in Hammurabi,
at least, he apjiears to be of much more gentle and kindly nature than

Adad. Together with Jensen's not improbable etymological derivation of

his name this, after all, makes more probable than many of the autlioritien

it present allow, that Dagon was a god of rain, moreover apparently of

liie nondestructive, plea.Hjint, friendly rains and the fertility they help to

produce, more distinctly than Adad dnminu.H almnilanUac ; hence jJT. later,

the abundance produced grain.
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Both base their assumption on the Arabic root ^=>l>, which is

used in various forms in the meaning "rain, abundant rain,

heavy rainclouds. " In Syriac, also i-^\? is found in the mean-

ing "copious snow," but its rare and late occurrence (see

Brockelmaini, Lex. Syr. s. v.) may point to Arabic loan, or, at

least, Arabic influence. In any case it is certainly far from

impossible that Joel knew the word p"! - in what vocalization we

cannot tell, as a rare, choice, poetic, probably in his day archaic

word for rain, raindouds. Reading thus ''Bains have failed,"

or better ''Rainclouds have become barren of moisture," we

have at least as good a rendering of the final phrase of our verse

as anj^ yet offered. Nor need we do violence to the lack of the

article with P"I (usually rendered ''the grain"), although at

this point this is not as serious a matter as at several preceding

points.

Going backward now and taking up first the relatively easier

second phrase m"ll:f1J< ^l2\Z*^'"the storehouses are dilapidated,"

it has been pointed out above, how weak is the picture, if gran-

aries be meant. But with tlie obsession of grain removed from

the verse it is perfectly clear that m")i"lX may just as well be

containers, places of storage for water, reservoirs, Ps. 33 : 7

;

Sir. 39 : 17 ; Job 38 : 22. And if the phrase mean : Reservoirs

are deserted, empty, or even dilapidated, tliere is much more

reason for this statement in the description of a drouth. A
drouth does cause reservoirs, built as they usually have been in

Palestine, to disintegrate in some measure, and it would certainly

cause defects, probably enough the result of perennial neglect,

but generally hidden by water, to appear. And whether the

phrase be taken to mean merely, that they are empty, or that

they are deserted, or tliat tJiey appear dilapidated, any of these

would make a striking feature in tlie Palestinean landscape, par-

ticularly at Jerusalem, during a drouth.

Coming now to the intermediate phrase ni'lJlO.tD IDIHJ, "the

barns are broken down," we find, that we must first emend

away the first f2' in order that the one pretty clear passage,

Hagg. 2 : 19, may give fairly good attestation to the meaning

"barns." But even so, why just hams? Why not wheat ivells,

the pits or cistern like structures above mentioned? Then, per-

haps, the reading will hold without emendation for Ps. 55 : 16
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as well. Wliether this is to be related to Egj^ptian magarati

(foxes'; holes or tleus (Miiller in Gesenius-BuhP"' s. v,), aud so,

possibly, iu the last instauee to ^"^J^*P 5>Lix, iiJ-eyapov), cave, can

hardly be determined with certainty, though the trail is alluring.

Of hitherto unseen signifieant-e. however, becomes tiie LXX
\r]voi; these may, indeed, be winevats or winepresses, but they

may quite as well be troughs, watering or baking. All this

becomes still more hauntingly suggestive, when we find particu-

larl}' prevalent in modern Egyptian a peculiar word nj^Ixi. for

which, likewise, no absolutely certain etymology has yet been

found, but the uses of which are perfectly well-known. The

earliest occurrence known to the writer is found in a book or

treatise on the use of coffee written in 1588 (or, less probably,

1559) by a certain 'Abd al- Qadir, a portion of which was pub-

lished by deSacy in his Chrcstomathie, 2 ed., vol. I. The word

is found in the Arabic text p. 32A (l-^S), 1, 2, translation p.

421, 1. V-\ and iu deSacy's note 51, p. 465. It di'signates, clearly,

a "large" urn or vase "of red eartlicnwait', " from wliich a

Yemenite chief "ladh's out" (not pours, ])( it noted!) i-offee to

his followers. In a ffw places in 1001 Night^s it means a vase

for tlouci-s. In a modern Egyptian literary work, published by

the late Karl X'oUej's in /l>M(r XLV uinh'r the title drr iiriKint-

hUirhr Tarhifji, it is found j). s."), I. ."i tfom tiie l)ottoiii. in tlie

meaning bakingtroiif/h. Do/y, Suinih }ti< nl, lists the woi'd

twice, once* under ^|, and again under wSVx; lie adds to the

matei-i;il aliiaiiy mentioned, from lexicons and wordbooks, the

meanings tureen, howl, and from the Description <Ie V fjtjupte,

VIII, part 2, 416, the meaning washtub. Vollers in his (ilossar,

op. cit., p. 95, s. v., adtis, that at present, when used alone with-

out (jualif'ying nifxiifier, it designates the bowl or basin under

the zir (a porous jar use<l as a strainer), which catches the fil-

tered water, lie is inclin(!d to suspect Berber origin. I)e

(loeje, Gloss. Tahari p. CDLXXXl and Bit)!. Geotjr., vol. 6. p.

215, ult., and ibidem, vol. 4, Gloss. Gro<ir. (under ^L=>.l? the book

is not accessible at the moment to the writer. Ilanlly unch'r

^^1, as \'olh'rs and Gloss. 'Jab. have it j manifestly inclines

with his teaehei- |)(>/.v to <lei-ivat ion from .^^..l an<l to coirrlation

with ^l..2»Lc iishni, Imsni, pond. \Valiniinn<l s. v. says simply
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"a vessel; flowerpot." De Goeje's suggestions lead on to

Hebrew '?JN*, Job 38:28 ("drops"? of dew), aud j^N- hasin,

Exod. 24:6; cups, Is. 22:24; gohlet, Song of Songs 7 : 2 (3

Hebrew) It seemed necessary to go to some length in collect-

ing this material, small though its probatory power may be, since

a like collection from the same point of view has nowhere been

made.—For the form in this passage Delitzsch, Z. f. K. 1885,

392, note 2, posits a root ").3D- It is true, that the proposed

emendation above mentioned is none too well founded. It is

true, therefore, that, unless we find in mi^HX, contents rather

than containers, and then read with Aquila's Ik m").3DP ("stores

have vanished, they have been exhausted from out of reservoirs"

or "they have disappeared from out of containers," hardly

commendable), we have here a noun with preformative. But

Joel himself may quite w'ell have deduced this very root ")JQ

from m")1jrj. apparently a rare and little understood (loan?)

word in Palostinean Hebrew, and formed liis own nomcn instru-

nu'iiti. A Semitic poet of his type, avid for rare words, forma-

tions, and modes of expression, would surely be quite as capable

as Delitzsch and other moderns of such sagacious procedure.

We may, therefore, without doing violence to the text, as it

stands in the Masoretie vocalization, read:
^

Spools have crumbled

into ruins" ; and wdiether W'e read thus, or as with Aqnila above,

in either case we have a flawless succession of ideas in verse 17

b, c, d.

There remains the "very difficult" first phrase. This is not

nearly so formidable now. Taking the first and the last word

of the phrase in meanings easily and correctly derivable from

the Arabic, as those who have hitherto rejected them for sup-

posedly contextual reasons have themselves demonstrated or

admitted, we have the following : DH^'lfi'lJP rinn x W'2yi^

"were dried up, caked with dried mud, parched . . . under

banks overhanging them, banks washed hollow by torrents."

The X is now easily supplied for the avra^ (but cf. Ezech. 1: 11)

m"l~l3 • The traditional vocalization, though it does not under-

stand the phrase, suggests plainly a passive participle, and we

violate no valid canon of grammar, lexicon, or exegesis, even

though we do not find this meaning elsewhere, if in so plain a

context we read "rifts, fissures, watercourses, brookbeds." If
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it were not in Palestine, more particularly in Jerusalem, one

miprlit think of a system of eanals dividinj; into many l)i-anelies

(cf. Gen. 2: 10 l")tD*. brought to the writer's attention by Prof.

J. M. P. Smith). Possibly 'loe\ has the word from Hebrew

literature lost to us. which was written in Babylonia or P]g\'pt

;

from the point of view of vocabulary his book (like nuuiy of its

fellows, not only in Hebrew, but also in Syriac and Arabic) is

a veritable crazyquilt of literary reminiscences. In Palestine

Joel may have understood it to mean a system of irodls, such as

wi-inkles the surface of Jerusalem and its surroundings. ]\lore

likely, whether he loaned it from such li1er;itui-e. or from some

i-emote and obscure dialect, or whether, as is not at all improb-

able, he coined it himself, he uses it here in the simpler meaning

above suggested. In any case we will not stray far from the

author's intention, if we read: "Tdnhtd arc jrafrrroKrsrs under

th<ir hanks swept hollow by torrents."

And now the four facets of the crystal stand t'oilli in their

|)ristinely pei-fect .synunetry:

Brookbcds are panlifd midi r Dn ir h(inl:< sirt pi hollow

by torrents;

reservoirs arc d( solalc,

pools have crumbled to ruins;

for rainclouds are become barren of moisture.-'

In this reading it is not necessary to violate in a single instance

the absence of the article, a vital point in so careful a master

of word-wizai-di'y as Joel, a point, moreover, consistently over-

looked liitlieflo, especially 1»\ inndern iiiterprelers.

The ci-ystal thus regained tails naturally into its setting, the

^'eiieral picture of the drouth, verses l(i I'd. icad in any. except

a modern, "emended" version. i''(»r "food" and for ".j<»\

and gayety in Jahwe's house" milk and meat, and even watei-

formed (|uite as necessary ingredients as the grain, wine, oil.

and fiMiils previously nientioni-d in \ss. Ill iL.'. \'ei-ses 1:11.')

t'onii an e.xclaniatoi-y interlude, a sort of <ireel< chorus eirect, a

very i;(Htt\ transition fi-om the picture of the locust plague,

verses 4-lL'. to that of tlir drouth, verses KI-'JO. This interhuh'

is, on the other hand, thus an int r(Mluct ion to vei-ses KI-L'O. finely

'Ttios*! wli<» fct'l tlicy niu«t oiiiciiil the text can stiil luivts that jilcasiiri!

by reailiiig, c. y. mjSiJ (Job L'O: 17) for nn"Js3, jjj,' for |J1. etc.
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balancing the introductory verses 2 and 3. Joel's is a highly

literary art, very conscious, staiuling on the slioulders of many

predecessors, quite unlike tlie uucoulli freshness of Amos (4:6-

8), some steps beyond Jeremiah (14:2-6), The latter may,

indeed, have furnished tlie very outlines into which, but slightly

modified, Joel painted his picture with a brand-new mixture of

old colors.

Finally, the picture now fits excellently the place at which

Joel is making liis observations, Jerusalem, with its multitude

of pools and reservoirs, with the wad'is and watei'courses sur-

rounding it and cutting furrows througli its very mitlst. It will

be remembered, of course, that Kidron might after all be digni-

fied by the name of hrook in the time of Joel ; the penpicture,

however, would fit other watercourses e(}ually well, if not better.

To the writer it seems, that he has discovered and refreshed

the original colors of Joel, long hidden luider disfiguring white-

wash of unnecessary conjectural emendation, ancient, mediaeval

and modern. It has been a labor of love for him to attempt

faithfully to follow the thought of this minor prophet and to

discern, what the poet's eyes were gazing upon. Joel is not one

of the great poets of the Old Testament. Subjects and words

do not well forth copiously, strong and fresh from Ms pen ; they

are carefully chosen. The words exhibit not a little rechercJiS

archaism; in subjects he chooses in the main wisely, in con-

formity with his limitations, those of the genre type. To say

that he consciously borrowed words, phrases, outlines from

others, is probably doing him an injustice. He is neither an

original thinker, nor a fresh, unspoilt shepherd or peasant lad.

He is a man, who has had and has made the most of a careful and

extensive literary education. That is the world he lives in

;

that furnishes his natural medium of expression, when he comes

himself to write. But such as it is, his work is very painstak-

ingly executed along recognized lines and is by no means with-

out artistic merit. Given the manner, this description of the

locust plague and drouth in chapter 1 is difficult to excel. The
picture as a whole, the paragraphs, sentences, and single phrases

are for the most part clear cut and well balanced.

On the other hand Joel knows also, how to apply at need and

to use eflPectively the obscure tints of the apocalyptic. It is

because of its place in such a milieu, that the all too brief con-
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trasting counterpart to chapter 1 found in chapter 2 : 21-26

suffers by comparison. A better contrasting picture to that of

chapter 1 : 16-20 is found in Ps. 65 : 10-14, especially if with

Ruben one read the curious DJJn of verse 10 "rainclouds"

instead of the dubious ''grain for them." To the writer it

seems, indeed, that this little Psalm-section, if not the whole of

Psalm 65, might very well have been written by Joel himself.

If these be minor passages in that great collection of Hebrew

literature named the Old Testament, if they be genre sketches

done by a lesser artist or artists, they are yet most excellent

work of their kind, for that very reason, probably, accepted and

preserved in the great collection. They are hallowed, further-

more, by being hung and cherished for a longer time in more

homes than any others of like nature. As such they are worth

careful study, that they may be presented to the hosts of those

that love them as nearly as may be in their original colors.

This has been the ultimate goal that has guided the writer in

the search whose results he here sets forth for public judgment.

If he be mistaken in his belief, that he has discovered the secret

of Joel's original pigments, he trusts, that in contrast with pre-

^^ous efforts, it may at least hold good of this: Sc nan e vero, e

hen trovato.

In conclusion, the writer feels, that he cannot let this occasion

pass without remembering his recently departed friend Gustav

Adolf von Brauchitsch, late Fellow in the University of Chicago,

died April 2, 1919, to wliose kind and conscientious assistance

much careful elaboration of detail in this and other work of

the writer's is greatly indebted.
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THE PROTOTYPE OF THE DIES IRAE

Paul Haupt
Johns Hopkins University

The most famous of all medieval Latin hymns, known as the

Dies Irae, which is attributed to Thomas de Celano/ the com-

panion and biographer of St. Francis of Assisi, is based on the

Latin version of Zeph. 1 : 14-18. The day of wrath in the poem

of Zephaniah, M'ho may have been a great-grandson of a younger

son of King Hezekiah of Judah, is the destruction of Jerusalem

in 586. Nebuchadnezzar's army besieged the holy city for one

year and a half. The Egyptians tried to force the Chaldeans

to raise the siege, but their effort was fruitless: the Chaldeans

returned and no doubt resumed the siege with renewed energy.

Zephaniah 's poem seems to have been composed shortly before

the fall of Jerusalem. Its burden is the same as the prediction

in Jer. 36 : 29 : The King of Babylon ivill certainly come and

destroy this land, and ivill cause to cease from thence man and

heast. In the Maecabean hj^mn prefixed to the Book of Micah

John Hyrcanus' destruction of Samaria in 107 b. c. is compared

to a volcanic eruption : just as the mountains melt under Jhvh
like wax before the fire, the molten rocks flowing down in

streams of lava like a waterfall, so Hyrcanus poured the stones

of Samaria down to the valley (Mic. 58).- In Zeph. 1: 16^ the

^ Died after 1253. Celano is a town of the Abruzzi, 73 miles E of

Kome.
- For the abbreviations see above, p. 45.—ET := Expository Times.—

FY ^^ Florilegium Melchior de Vogiie (Paris, 1909).

—

JY = The Holy

Scriptures according to the Masoretie Text, a new translation, published

by the Jewish Publication Society of America (Philadelphia, 1916).

—

MKzn Meyer's Grosses Konversations-Lexikon (1902-1909).—MLN=:
Modern Language Notes (Baltimore).

—

OC-:^ The Open Court (Chicago).

—

RB = Kiehm-Baethgen, Handwdrterbuch des hihlischen Altertums.—
TAOC = Actes du Seizieme Congres International des Orientalistes

(Athens, 1912).—UG =i XJngnad-Gressmann, Das Gilgamesch-Epos

(1911).

—

YB ^ The Holy Bible, edited with various renderings and read-

ings byCheyne, Driver, and San day (London, Eyre & Spottiswoode,

1888).
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day of wrath is called a day of hlare and roaring which denotes

the subterraneous rumbling preceding or accompanying an

earthquake.' Tiie sound of the trumpet and the great shout

which made the walls of Jericho fall down (Jash. 6:5) referred

orirrinally to the same phenomenon ; the statement that the

trumpets were blown by tiie priests, and that the people shouted,

represents a later embellishment (BB 362; Mic. 57,t).

Seismic catastrophes were regarded as a manifestation of

divine power. When the Law was given at Mount Sinai, in

nortliwestern Arabia, tiiere was a volcanic eruption combined

with an earthcjuake (JAOS 34, 425, n. 12). An earthquake is

said to liave occurred at the death of Jesus on the cross (>\Iatt.

27:51). We call an overwhelming action of natural forces

(French foree majeure, Lat. vis major) an act of God: the

Hebrew regarded a catastrophe as a Day of Jahveh. Originally

this term liad no eschatological significance (JAOS 34, 413)*

just as the terms act of God or panic have no religious meaning.

Theophanies are a.ssociated in OT with volcanic eruptions. In

tlie alphabetic psalm prefixed to the Book of Nahuui we read

tliat Jnvii's wrath fuses all things like fire, the rocks are even

set blazing; the mountains fpiake before Ilim, the hills at once

start to tottei-; the earth before Him crashes, the di-y laud and

all thereon dwelling; when He scolds at tlie sea, it is arid, and

all the rivers are emptied {Xah. 8).

" In Syriac this runiblint; noLse from tlie depth of the earth is called

turtdJia which denotes also the rumbling noise caused by wind w^ithiii the

intestines, i. c. borboryjjimis, "ot crepitus icntris z= pcditum, irop6-/i (AJSL
26, 2). Cf. »cop/copi'7i) = Ileb. tiru'd and ^wxtj toO auffiiov — qol rn' S gaddl,

Ezek. ?,: 13; also the Pauline ca\iri-y^ 0eou (1 Thess. 4: 16) and the Ijegin-

ning of Chamiswo's pnom J)er Sturm: Dtn stillm Schoss der dunklcn Nacht
durchdrinyen

\
Dcs IJonncrs Schmcttcrtoiic (WZKM 2.3, 361). In French

you Hay eclat de tormcrrc and son eclatont de tromprtlr.

* Contrast E. Sell in, Dcr (ilttistnmrntUchc Prnphrtismus (1912) p. 59

and p. 62 of J. M. P. Smith's commentary on Malachi (ICC). Mai.

3: 23. 24 and 19. 20 are later additions to 3 : 1 and 5. The messenger in

Mai. 3:1 is Ezra (JHUC, No. 316, p. 27). Mai. 3:22 is a misplaced
gloss to 2:2, just as d OiaOt U iirl tA<- xapSiac vtiwv after the title mai.id

el-Isra'cl bc-jad mal'aku, the utterance of the God of Israel through His
messenger (drhnr is a gloss to via/isd, and /«i/iyc a gloss to <7) is a mis-
places! gloss to 2: 2 (cf. .IHL .Sfi, 14S(. Nor is it true that Amos (JUL
33, L'sT) is the cresitxir of tlie ethical conception of the day of Jiivil: the

tetrastich Am. 5: lH-20 is a gloss to 8: 4. "). s. 9. Cf. Im-Iow, p. l.'")3.
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At the terrible ]\Iessina earthquake on Dec. 28, 1908 the sea

retired, and then a great wave rolled in (EB^^ 8, 819*). In the

case of volcanic activity on the sea-floor shoals of dead fishes

may float around the center of eruption (EB^^ 28, 188^).

Therefore Zephaniah says: I'll sweep away all, says Jahveh,

from the face of the land: man and heasts, and birds of the air,

and the fish of the sea. The terrific heat and the dense clouds

of smoke ascending from the burning city will drive the birds

away. Also the day of clouds and fogs, the day of darkness a/nd

gloom in the fourth hesastich alludes to the conflagration of

the city, and in the last line but one of the poem we read

that the whole land will be devoured by the fire of Jhvh's pas-

sion (c/. Jer. 34:2. 22). In the seventh year of the reign of

Herod (31 B.C.) there was an earthquake in Judea, which

brought great destruction upon the cattle in that country (EB
1150). A large earthquake may entail a loss of life greater than

that which takes place in many wars (EB^^ 8, 824^).

Zephaniah says, Jhvh has prepared a great feast and invited

His guests, i. e. the wild beasts and birds of prey, hyenas and

vultures (c/. Jer. 34:20). Zal}!}, denotes a slaughter, and a

slaughter is a sacrifice and a feast (EB 4217, 42).^ Hiqdis

qeru'du means literally He has caused those whom He has

invited to he clean; Assyr. quddusu is a synonym of ellii, clean

(BAL 104, n. 2; Numbers, SBOT, 44, 34) and Arab. qddusa:=

tdhura. If a man is invited to a feast, he cleans himself. Here

the vultures and hyenas prepare themselves for the feast: they

preen their plumage and whet their beaks; grind their teeth

and lick their chops and paws. The Chaldeans are not the

invited guests ; they are the slaughterers and carvers. G r o-

tius (1644) correctly said: Convivae hie sunt aves, et ferae,

et canes. He also referred the visitation of the sons of the king

and all the princes to the execution of the sons of Zedekiah and

the high officials at Riblah, i. e. Arbel near Magdala at the

northwestern end of the Sea of Galilee {Mic. 29, n. 37; JBL
35, 287).

° In certain parts of Germany (e. g. in Leipsic) the killing of hogs is

called Schlachtfest, just as in certain parts of England the killing of the

family-pig is known as hog-feast. In Augusti-De Wette's Die Schriften

des Alien Testaments (Heidelberg, 1810) Schlachtfest is used in Zeph. 1: 7.

8. J. D. Michaelis (1779) has Schlachtfest for Heb. zabh in Is. 34: 6.
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The view that Zephaniah's poem predicts the destruction of

Jerusalem in 586 was advanced also (1782) by J. D. Michaelis,

although C. F. Cramer (1778) had suggested a reference to the

Scj'thian invasion, and (1828) by the Catholic theologian J. A.

Theiner. Konig in his Einleitung (1903) assigns the Book
of Zephaniah to the decad after the death of Josiah in 609, but

practically all modem exegetes believe that the Day of Jhvh
in Zephaniah refers to the inroad of the Scythians c. 625.*' The

Scythians, however, went along the Mediterranean, they did not

invade Judah ; and, even if they had attempted to besiege

Jerusalem, the city would not have been frightened : it took the

Chaldeans a year and a half to reduce the city; Titus' great

siege in 70 a. d. lasted 143 days (DB 2, 588^). EB 2417 says:

The whole Judean plateau is isolated, and Jerusalem commands

it ; army after anny of the great empires crossed the plains

below, and left this mountain town alone; EB 2426 we read:

Alexander (EB^^ 15, 392*^) is not likely to have turned back

from Gaza on Jerusalem with Egj^pt still unsubdued . . . The

struggles between Ptolemy and Antiochus for the possession of

Palestine appear to have been limited to the seaboard.

The Scythians would not have been able to capture Jerusalem,

although the inhabitants were no longer faithful worshipers of

JuvH : they had adopted the Babylonian worship of the stars,

especially of the Queen of Ileaven ((6 17 /SaatAiao-u tov oipavov,

Jer. 44:17) i. e. Istar-Venus; instead of hc-malkdm, referring

to gehu has-samaim, in v. 5 we must read he-malkaium. They

had adopted also foreign raiment and foreign superstitions:

they leaped over the threshold, as the Philistines did according

to 1 S 5 : 5. In Syria it is still regarded as unlucky to tread

on a threshold ; in Upper Syria the bride is sometimes carried

across the threshold by the friends of the bridegroom.^ The

sons of the king and all the princes in Jenisalem perpetrated

violence and fraud, defiling the house of their Lord (Jer. 34: 15.

11. lb).

•For the Scythians cf. Alefi Hrdli^ka, The Baccs of Bwsia in Smith-

sonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 59, No. 11 (March, 1919) p. 3.

'See EB 5061, 2. Klostermann 's reading sippim instead of si'ippim,

1 K 18:21 (JBL 17, 109) is impossible (see Mic. 95). Sippim would
never have boon corrupted to si'ippim (cf, AJSL 22, 197, I. 15; Est. 52,

1. 12; 61, 1. 6). Nor can we adopt Vogel 's (apud Grotium) interpreta-

tion of Zeph. 1: 9a, qui per purtas irruunt ut vi exspolicnt domos aliorum.
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Jerusalem is doomed : there will be a cry from the Fishgate,

a howl from the second city, i. e. the northern part of the cit3^

The Fishgate in the middle of the second northern wall may
have been the entrance by which the Tyrians brought fish to

Jerusalem (Neh. 13:16). Jerusalem is defended on the E, S,

and SW by natural fosses ; the attack is therefore expected

from the north. There will be a howl from the inmates of The
Pit,^ i. e. the secondary head of the Tyropoeon valley between

the eastern and western hills of Jerusalem, SW of the Temple

hill (see the maps facing EB" 15, 382). All merchants will

perish. None will escape ; the city will be searched with a great

light. Zephaniah is represented with a lamp in his left hand,

but we need not suppose that the Chaldeans searched the city

with lights: the burning houses provided ample illumination.

The whole city will be a huge torch {nerot is pluralis intensivus;

(g has fxeTo. Xvxvov, g> ha-serdgd, ® de-nahrdstd) . The Jerusa-

lemites did not expect any intervention of Jhvh, they did not

think that He could either help or harm them, just as Epicurus

did not believe in divine interference {Eccl. 6). They had

settled on their lees, but now the bright wine will be separated

from the deposit, and will be racked into a clean cask : the upper

strata will be deported, and the dregs will remain (Jer. 52: 16).

In Jer. 48: 11. 12 {Mic. 94) we read:

Moab was quiet from its youth,

and settled on its lees

;

It was not poured from vessel to vessel

or filtered through a strainer.

Therefore its taste was not changed,

and its flavor not improved.

The hemistich nor filtered through a strainer (Heb. ue-l6 zuqqdq

he-misndn) has been displaced in the received text by the explan-

atory gloss it did not go into exile (Heb. u-hag-gold 16 haUik).

«Lit. mortar (VHOK 232). We call the part of the floor of an exchange

where a special kind of business is carried on a pit: we speak of a grain-

pit or a provision-pit. Formerly the orchestra or parquet in a theater

was designated as the pit. EB 2412, 1. 7 says that the second head of the

Tyropoeon is a kind of dell or theater-shaped depression (c/. koIXov, Lat.

cavea). John Evelyn uses theater in the sense of basin, circular reser-

voir. A hill near Honolulu is called The Punchbowl.
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The second line of the last hexastieh of Zephaniah's Dies Irae

says that the l)loo<I of the inhabitants will be spilled like dirt,

and their marrow like dung. Tiieir dead bodies will cover the

ground like manure. In the meaningless lehumdm we must

transpose the h and m, reading It-moluhn, i. e. nioh, marrow {Jib

21:24; preceded by the emphatic Ic, verily (JBL 29, 104; Mic.

40,*; AJP40. 71. 11. 27).

Zephaniah's poem consists of five hexastichs with 3 + 2 beats

in each line. The stiehie arrangement in Kittcl's Hebrew Bible

is inadequate. The view that Zephaniah is not a gi-eat poet,

and his style prosaic (Reuss, J. !M. P. Smith) is based on an

imperfect understanding of the poem. Only thirty lines in c. 1

are genuine ; cc. 2. 8 is Maccabean apart from 2 : 1-3 which rep-

resents a euphemistic liturgical appendix to Zephaniah's poem
in c. 1 (see below, p. 153).

Zephaniah's poem may be translated as follows:

Zepjiamah 's Predictiox op the Destruction of Jerusalem.

(586 B. c.)

i 1, 2 al'U sweep away all, {says Jhvh,}

from the face of the land:{}^

3 "iMan and beast, and^ birds of the* air,

and the fish of the sea.

4 I have stretched out my hand against Judah

and ("Jerusalem's dwellers:

5 I'll cut oft"'? [the name ofj^' Baal []

( ) along witli the priests, («)

Those who bow*.' to the host of heaven

and^ swear l)y its (jueen,

6 Rut iiave turned back fi-oin Jiivii

wand have not sought lliin.

ii 7 Silfiicc before 'Jhvii I

.Iiivii's day is near,

{Jnvii has prepared tlie feast,

has bidden His guests.

S^'oI'll punish (} [the sons of the king]

and
[ ]

(all the princes}

9'' Who fill the hou.se of their Lonl

with violence and fraud ;
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9^ I'll punish all that leap

over the threshold,""

S^ And all that array themselves

in foreign raiment.

iii 10 psThere is a cry from the Fishgate,

a howl from the New Town.^

11 Ay, howl, ye inmates of The Pit!

all dealers" are destroyed.^

12 xWith a great torch I'll search '/'Jerusalem

and punish all lords

That have settled upon their lees

and say in their heart:

Jhvh will not do a good thing

or anything bad.

13 Their wealth will be for booty,

their houses ruins.'^

iv 14 Jhvh's great day is near,

ay, near and imminent.

The sound of Jhvh's day is bitter,

e'en warriors shriek.^

15^ A day of wrath is that day,

15^^ a day of stress and anguish,

16* A day of blare and roaring,

15"^ a day of crash and smash,

15^ A day of clouds and fogs

16*= o'er the lofty battlements,

15*^ A day of darkness and gloom

16^ o'er the fenced cities.

[blind men

V 17 I'll beset them^a so that they walk like

when the enemy prevails.i3^

Their blood will be spilled like dirt,

ay, their marrow like dung.

18 Neither their silver nor their gold

will be able to save them

•Doderlein apvd Grotium (1776) says: etiam fortissvmi anxie clama-

bunt.
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On the day of the "wrath of Jhvh,

on the day of His anger.

[] {The whole land will be devoured)

(} [by the fire of His passion.]

77He'll surely work destruction

on Sothe dwellers of the land.«e

(a) 1, 1 Jhvh's word which came to Zephaniah ben-Cushi ben-Gedaliah

ben-Amariah ben-He2ekiah,i'j- king of Judah

()3) 3 I shall cut off the men from the face of the land,???? says Jhvh

(7) I shall sweep away (5) I shall sweep away (e) the (f) 4 aU of

(ij) 4 from this place (0) the remnant of (t) the parsons

(k) 5 on the roofs (\) those who bow^^ to Jhvh and

(n) 6 and have not resorted to Jhvh (y) 7 the Lord (j) for

(o) 8a and it will come to pass on the day of Jhvh's feast that

(jt) 9a on that day (p) 10 and it will come to pass on that day, says

(<r) 10 the sound of (t) and a great crash from the hills [Jhvh
(v) 11 people {(p) all those that weighed out money were cut off

(x) 12 and it will come to pass at that time (\p) accus.

( w) 13 They will build houses, but will not inhabit them

;

They will plant vineyards, but will not drink their wine,

(aa) 17 the men (pp) they sinned against Jhvh
(77) 18 for extermination (ff) all

(e«) 2, 1 Bow yourselves and bend to the L ord, ye[(i] ,; sinful people!

2 Ere Fate descend upon you like a peregrine. () k<c

3 Seek Him,xx all ye humble of the land, perform His order

!

Seek righteousness, seek humility, perhaps ye '11 be shield-

ed./t/u

(ff) 1, 1 in the days of Josiah ben-Amon

(1J17) 3 that is, the ,'} (wicked) with the ; ruins; ( )

(ee) 5 those who swear („) 3 who are

(kk) 2, 2 Ere there come upon you (the day of) Jhvh 's blaze of wrath.

Ere there come upon you the day of Jahveh 's wrath.

(\X) 3 Jiivn (fin) on the day of Jhvh's wrath.
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The Hebrew text should be read as follows:

':D»:nD'n(o '"'d:;o

nin^" ODD on ~ n

n2\r\ rrip' p^n?

D'pn n;^ti'D np;^':;^pio iii

^DrinD::' ^'?;^ D\s*Qpn

nin* D'p^» N*"7-o

'7)yn n]n"DV nnp ^ iv

'n-)o n'ln'-DV '?ipi

N*inn Dvn nnni'-DV is""

n^nm 1D1C* DV i5M6»

n'^DNT nrjcj'n dv isms"
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1DN DVD n'\n' nnny qvd

« :inNn ^Dcr^'^^-nN* nbT ^'^n^ pN-'>III I

'^
I

. 1

1

:min'iSo j-fn'p?n-j3 H'-ioK-p n'^ij-;:: 't?iD-;2 n-j£3y ^s rrn -^^-n r\yr\' -^2-^ 1,1 (o)

•IDS (0) -ps 3" (7) niH' DKj TjT^n-Disn 'j£3 ^;": nixn nx 'P^Dr^^ 3'- (/S)

m::n *?;' .5 («) '»D'i-3Dn (o -«x'ky r>s (^) nin Dip-2n p (7;) ^d 4 (j-) n 3- (e)

"D (f) 'J^K 7 (v) nin" r\« wp2 s^ -'B'Xi h («) ^ r{}r\''^ ee D'lnniynn 5 (X)

mn* DKJ Kinn dv^ rrni 10 (p) x^nn dvj 9* (,-) nin- na; or^ rrni 8" (0)

=]D3 i«'Vdj Sd in-»3J
{(f>) d;' 11 (u; ni;'3jrTD Snj 121^1 (t) Sip 10 (o-)

D3-U17' kSi D'n3 uav. 13'' (w) '"'«<(</') N'nn n;'3 n'Hi 12 (x)

S3 (55) rt'^D '3 IS (77) iXL3n mn-S (^;i) dix"' i: (oa)

SoDjn {} [til'un "j-ixS; npi iiyiyipnn 2.1 (««)

(CK 'i;' |*J3 D3'Si' pn-rni d"»D3 •_»

iSi'3 iDDiyD[] ytx ''ij>'-S3 x\miyp3 3

:mm1"'^0j"' 'SiK mji' mp3 piif-iB'pa

D';'3i7jn ,5(W) (){niSB'3'3;n-nK
{

;. '8(D'i*B?i)m s* (1,17) jnx-p in-^ix- ••:-2 1,1 (ff)

"'''5'*<
-^ ^") niH' n«-p"'n (dv) 03'S;? ko-kS 0193 2,-' (*;«)

mn' -ix DV3 (fi^) : nin* ^h-dv uy^y xn-x^ d->d3 nm' nx 3 (xx)

'Tor the readiiitj ' imvu' cf. the remarks on minnc. AJSL 19, 133; see

also Dillmann' § 1G7, 3; VG 497, 1. 7.

" We must not substitute has-Sa'nminim ; see my paper The Son of Man
in The Monist, vol. 29, p. 124.

"P'or the etymology of itvianm see JSOR 1, 91.

"For mimuhh^rvwfj see ZDMG oS, 623, t; JBL 29, 101, n. 46; 37,

214. 216, n. 8.

''Also in Lam. .! : 19 we must read ' oni'i u-vicron, my stress and my
bitterness, and in Lam. 1: 7 umirornh which is a gloss derived from 3: 19.

"For kimarxm (or knmar'im) see AJSL 32, 66. 74. 75.

"For nttUe knsf see Noldeke, A'l/r. Or. $ 2.s0; cf. MNL 32, 407 and

n. 9 to the paper cited in n. 11.

" P^r ' dnuic see AJP 40, 65, n. 7.

"We must transpose makselot ami ri'ia'im. For simihir coiiiusioiis oi

the scribes cf. Mic. 24. We need not read mukialot, although we have

mukAalim in Jer. 18:23 (and Ezek. 21:20; see Kautzsch's AT» tid

loc). Mukfiul means prop, tumblcdoun. This atom is identical with Arab.
kdsila, to \je lazy; cf. (Jerman triige, lazy, and our to (lro<j, to move on

languidly; see JAOS 22, 10, n. 5; AJP 27, 160, n. 2; contrast GB'" 3.^6a.
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THE PEEEGRINE FALCON

Paul Haupt
Johns Hopkins University

The hawk is' classified in Lev. 11 : 16 ; Deut. 14 : 15 as an

unclean bird. (S has Upa^, 31 accipiter, # niggd. In Job 39 : 26

we find : Does the hawk fly hy thy wisdom, and stretch her wings

to the south? This hawk was a migratory falcon. The Pales-

tinian hawks are permanent residents, but several species of

falcons are only summer ^dsitors to Palestine (DB 2, 312).^ As

a rule, we make no sharp distinction between hawks and falcons

:

falconry is commonly called hawking. Falcons are long-winged

hawks. The females are larger and more powerful than the

males. Therefore the male of the lanner {Falco lanarius) is

called lanneret (cf. the Chaucerian tercelet). The best game

hawks are passage hawks, *. e. hawks captured when on their

migration (EB^^ 10, 142^^. 144^). Birds of passage are alluded

to in Jer. 8 : 7, also, according to my restoration of the text, in

Cant. 2:10 as well as in Samuel Hannagid's erotic poem (on

the burring maiden who pronounces the r as g; cf. JAOS 22,

97) which I have explained in BL 103. The Biblical name of

the migratory hawk or peregrine (French faucon pelerin, Ger-

man Wanderfalke) is neg 'oher. In this country the Falco

peregrinus is known as duck-hawk. The Sumerian word for

falcon is stcrdu = Assyr. kasusu (SGI 252) i. e. crauncher (cf.

Syr. kass; BA 4, 419, 1. 20; AkF 51).

I have shown (OLZ 12, 162, n. 2 ; cf. JSOR 1, 5 ; OC 32, 758

;

JBL 37, 136) that the name Hebrew means wandering, nomadic,

and that 'Arab is merely a transposed doublet (JBL 37, 222.

229) of Hebrew. The desert is called 'arab, because it is trav-

ersed, and the rift of the Jordan has the Hebrew name 'drabd

(for 'dbard) because it must be crossed. In Ethiopic, 'dbra

signifies to be arid, sterile, barren. The post-Biblical 'ibbur,

impregnation, pregnancy, means originally unsterilization, while

the primary connotation of 'ibbur, intercalation, is crossing; we

^ For the abbreviations see above, p. 142, n. 2.
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use crossing for intersection (contrast OLZ 18, 360). Heb.

'erh, mixture, mixed breed (JBL 37, 142; contrast ZAT 29,

284, n. 4) is a transposed doublet of 'ehr, crossings interbreed-

ing {'ehr = 'ihr = 'dhir; see JBL 32, 145 ; cf. OC 32, 757 ; ZA
30, 100; Mic. 73, 1. 9).

Just as Heb. 'ahdr means not only to cross, but also to trav-

erse, to wander, so Arab, qdta'a has both meanings; it is used

especially of birds which migi'ate from a colder country to a

warmer climate. The Arabic terms for hirds of passage are

qaudti'u (plur. of qdti'ah) and 'auahiru (plur. of 'dhir). Heb.

'ober in neg ' oher, wandering hawk, or peregrine falcon, is the

exact equivalent of Arab. ^ahir. In Syriac we have U'lbord,

transient, wayfarer; 'dhdr urlid, wayfarer, traveler = Arab.

'dhir sabU. The Assyrian equivalent of Arab, 'dbir, viz. cbiru,

which was afterwards pronounced 'ibir, has passed into Sumerian

as ibira (OC 32, 758; JBL 37, 136) which corresponds to the

Assyr. tamkaru, the prototype of Arab, tdjir, merchant (JBL
36, 141, n. 3; 37, 221). The original meaning of ibira is itin-

erant merchant, traveling chapman, peddler, hawker {cf. Heb.

rokel and sohtr from which the Yiddish verb schachern is

derived). I have shown in JAOS 28, 110 that chapman (Ger-

man Kaufmann) is ultimately derived from Heb. kanut. Our
hawker, of course, has no connection with hawk, falcon, but is

a variant of huckster, German Hoker, which means originally

stooper, i. e. stooping under a pack. "We find in Sumerian also

tibira with initial t, the same prefix which we have in tamkaru

and targumdnu (see Kings, SBOT, 117, 29). It is interesting

that both terms for merchant in Sumerian, ibira (or tibira) and

damgar, are Semitic loan-words.

Heb. neg 'ober, pa.ssage hawk, occurs in tlie correct text of

Zeph, 2: 1-3 which represents a euphemistic liturgical appendix*

to the prototype of the Dies Irae in c. 1 (see above, p. 149).

Similarly Am. 3:1. 2, which is supposed to inaugurate a new
pha.se of religion, is a late appendix (cf. 2 Mace. 6: 14; OLZ 12,

213) to the last poem of Amos (AJSL 32, 71 ; JBL 35, 289 ; 36,

94) in the preceding two chapters (TOCK 1, 270). Zeph. 2 : 1. 2

is rendered in AV as follows: Gather yourselves together, yea,

'See Karl J. Grimm's dissertation Euphemistic Liturgical Appendixes
in the OT (Baltimore 1901) p. 84,
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gather together, nation not desired; before the decree bring

forth, before the day pa^s as the chaff, before the fierce anger of

the Lord come upon you. The last two clauses are, of course,

explanatory glosses to the preceding statement, but before the

decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff' is meaning-

less. We might say perhaps before the decree is brought forth,

but this would require the passive huUadt. In Schiller's Glocke

(1. 53) we find: Ihni ruhcn noch im Zeitenschosse die schwarzen

und die heitern Lose. Former Premier Asquith, in a speech

delivered at Glasgow on November 21, 1918, spoke of develop-

ments which may be in the tvomb of time. J. D. Michaelis

(1782) rendered: ehe das schwangere Schicksal gebiert.

Theiner (1828) translated: ehe das Beschlossene zur Reife

konimt. If we inserted the iom, which follows M ke-mog ' abar,

after M ladt, the phrase be-tdrm Iddt-iom dt-Jwq might mean

before the day bring forth the fate (for dt-lwq see ZAT 29, 286;

cf. JBL 37, 226; BB 356, n. 5). In Prov. 27 : 1 we find: ki-lo-

teda' md-ield iom, for thou knowest not what a day may bring

forth {cf. Job 15 : 35 ; Ps. 7 : 15 ; Is. 33 : 11) . But the iom after

M ke-mog 'abcir is a misplaced gloss which should be prefixed to

hdron lahue (see above, p. 151).

In RV^^ the day passes off' as the chaff' is regarded as a paren-

thesis. (S (irpo Tov yevea-OaL vfxag- u)g- avOog- irapairoptvofxtvov) read kc-

neg ' obcr instead of ke-mog 'abar; but this does not mean like

a flower that passes away, but like a passage hawk or peregrine

falcon. Neg, fern, niggd, blossom, has a g^ (BAL 92 ; JAOS 28,

115; AJSL 22, 142) : it corresponds to Arab, ndda, to flash r=

taWla'a (cf. Gesenius' Thes. 867, Addenda ad p. 56; ZA 30,

66) while. «ef, hawk (Syr. niggd) has a g^, (cf. Arab, nagig,

swift) . The preceding Trpb tov yevlo-OaL ifias-, which has been fol-

lowed by the modern commentators, is nothing but a guess:

be-tdrm 16 tihiu would, never have been corrupted to be-tdrm

Iddt hoq (cf. above, p. 145, n. 7). We must evidently read rddt

instead of Iddt: before the descent of fate or before Fate come
down (upon you) like a passage haivk. Grotius (1644) inter-

preted hoq as decretum (Dei). He thought, however, that

ke-mog 'abdr referred to the day qua gluma separetur a frw-

mento, et frumento salvo gluma pereat; but on the day of Jhvh
predicted by Zephaniah, i. e. the destruction of Jerusalem in

586, the chaff was saved, not the grain (c/. 2 K 25 : 12. 21).
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Heb. hoq is derived from lidqqa which means in Arabic to he

inevitable. In Ps. 2, which glorifies the coronation of Aristo-

bulus. we read dsapptrd dt-Jioq lahue, I will proclaim Jhvh's

decree (JHUC, No. 163, p. 90) . In Sir. 41 : .3 we find : AUifMd
mim-mdijf hoqqcli'a, ki-ns6)ihn u-'ahr6)i'nn 'imnuik. Be not

afraid of death, thy fate; for the former and the latter fare. like

thee, i. e. past as well as future generations (c/. Eccl. 1: 11) not

the first and the last, as Smend {Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach,

1906, p. 72) renders. The preceding zchor, remember, is a

subsequent addition. The following hemistich continues: ze-helq

kol-ha.sdr me-'tl, this is the portion of all flesh from God.

St rack in his edition of the Hebrew text (1903) cites Job

20: 29 (c/. also 27: 13) : ze-helq addyn raM" , This is the wicked

man's portion {me-'t'Iohhn, from God, is a subsequent addition).

According to Levy, hoq means fate, destiny, in Enih. o4'\ but

in the passage ye-'im tumdr anmh le-han^i ue-li-hnotdi hoq

ht-Se'ol^ mi wde-IaJi (BT 2, 176) hoq is synonymous with helq

and denotes legacij. We must render : Rab .said to Rab Ilaiununa,

My son. if thou art able, have a good time, for in Sheol there is

no pleasure, and Death tarries not, and if thou tlnnkest, I will

leave my sons and dangliters a legacy, who will tiiank thee in

Sheol? In Jastrow's dictionary hoq is explained as assigned

shdff , fixed living. The rendering who can proclaim to thee the

laic in Sheol* (so Ryssel in Kautzsch's Apoerypha, ad Sir.

14:12) is impossible. The Hebrew text should l)e read as

follows: yo'n "p c" DX 'JD xj"i:t:n d'i'^ :]n n'"^ it:N*

ij? niv '*2 '?"iNC'3 p^n 'n^:2'^*^ '^2'? n'jx. 1 have followed

the Mnnich niannseript edited by Strack (Leyden, 1912) fol.

40'^, 1. 11. Other editions omit U('-li-hnd[dl and read iacjqid

in.stead of iodc.

Ifl hi[qdsdsu ua-qdssu does not mean dathcr yourselves and
gather. The imperative hitqdsdsu must be combined with qdst,

bow, which appears in Arabic as qdus; it means bow yuursclvcs,

but for qdssu we iiad better read qdddu.' In Arabic, taqduuasa
means to he bent. I jiave shown in my address on Armageddon
(JAOS 34, 416) that the name of the river Kishon is derived

•For the reading ic'6l (a form like sc'or, leaven) instead of ii'61 see
JBL 36, 2.57. 258; contrast Margolis, ^ .'!, I, and AJSL 34, 232.
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from the same stem: qison = quson (AJSL 22, 256, n.*) means

boived, bent, curved, tortuous, sinuous. Hitqosdsu was com-

bined with Arab, qdiiisa long ago (1840) by Maurer ; the same

explanation was given by E-othstein in the Beilagen (1894) to

Kautzsch's AT, but in the third edition (1910) it was aban-

doned. Kleinert in Lange's Bibelwerk (1868) translated:

Krilmmet euch, kriimmt, deriving both forms from qus, the stem

of goi^, bow. Orelli (1908) rendered correctly : Driicket euch

zusammen und ducket euch, but he regarded both verbal forms

as imperatives of the denominative verb qasds, to gather straw.

For the meaningless hag-goi l6-niksdf we must read hag-goi

haii-niskdl, foolish {i. e. sinful) people (c/. 2 S 24: 10). The

16 before niksdf is a misunderstood abbreviation C^?'?) for

la-adon, to the Lord, which should be inserted after qoddu = M
qossu. This is preferable to the reading hag-goi lo-nosdr,

incorrigible people {Nifal tolerativum) r=^T6 Wvog- to awaLBevTov.*

Nor is it necessary to regard IS as a subsequent apologetic inser-

tion. In Mai. 3:6, on the other hand, where we must read

helitem, ye are decayed (c/. my restoration of Hos. 7 : 8 in JBL
34, 67 and the remarks ihid. p. 64) the prefixed negative may
be explained in this way; cf. Kings (SBOT) 216, 13; also Est.

18, 1. 4; Mic. 80, ^; ZDMG 58, 623, 1. 4; JAOS 17, 159,*, and

the remarks on the substitution of mamzer for gaddiq (Zech.

9:6) in JBL 35, 29L
The two lines at the beginning of the second chapter of the

Book of Zephaniah should be translated as follows

:

Bow yourselves and bend to the Lord, O sinful people!

Before Fate descend upon you like a passage hawk.

*(B may have read niksdn from Tcasanz^iiL Tcassen; cf. Syr. maTcsdwdtd,

reproof, admonition.
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MACCABEAN ELEGIES

Paul Haupt

Jolms Hopkins University

In a paper on Ps. 137, which I published more than 13 years

ago (February, 1907) in OLZ 10, 63, ^ I stated that the so-called

Lamentations of Jeremiah were Maccabean elegies referring,

not to the fall of Jerusalem in 586, but to the destruction of

the Holy City in 168 {Mic. 32, n.
||

; 39, n. 28) and the sufferings

of the Jews during the Syrian persecution (cf. Nah. 2; ZA
30, 98). For Rejoice and be glad, daughter of Edom, that

dwellest in the land of Vz (Lam. 4:21) we must read Rejoice

and exult, nuiid Aram that dwellest in Vz, i. e. the Arab

al-'dmq,'- the plain of the Antioch Lake which has been drained

by a French company, just as the former northern end of the

Persian Gulf, Lake Xajaf in Babylonia, is now practically dry

(JAOS 32. 1). The plain of Antioch is on the borders of the

desert. For .§e&«, with final Aleph, in Job 1 : 15 we may read

soba, with final h, the feminine participle of saba, to take captive.

This feminine collective (cf. orelui, Gen. 37:25; gold, &c.)

denotes raiders (& gdlsd, (6 ai\/xaAi.j7-ei'oi'T£s ; cf. Hufnagel's
Hiob, 1781, p. 4; also JBL 31, 67) just as the original meaning

of Kasdim (Job 1:17) is invaders, aggressors, captors, con-

querors (HW 357^ AJSL 34, 244). In the Amarna tablets

(Knudtzon 1352; cf. SGI 85) the Hebrew invaders of Pales-

tine are called xabbate, raiders (cf. Kings, SBOT, 207. n. *:

AJSL 23, 250; 34, 247, § 101 ; also Ileb. hatdf, Jud. 21 : 21 ;m.l

hdtf, Prov. 23 : 28, more correctly hattdf = Aram. hd(dfd, rol)-

ber). The verbal predicate preceding a feminine colleelive may
be put in the singidar (WdG 1, 181, A ; 2, 291, B).

The name of the Orontes, al-*A<^i, may denote the River of

IJz. The intei7)retation The Rebellious (because it is maiidy

unnavigable and of little use for irrigation; cf. KB" 20, 327)

is a popular etymology. The original meaning of 'Cr may Ix-

'For tlio ahbrpviations soo atiovo, p. 142.

'8#e thp I'ari.H e<lition of Abulfeda, p. 41, below = vol. 2. |>, ".1, mI' tlm

French translation.

12 ^
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resistant; of. Arab, 'dqim (ZAT 34, 144, 1. 18) and Mic. 79,

below. Aiitioeb was the chief of the Syrian 'audqim. For the

connection of the stem 'dga, ia'uqu and 'dgd, id' gi (Syr. ' egd)

cf. ta'dggd ^ i'tdga.

Also in Psv 137 we must read

:

Remember 'gainst Aram 's Sons that day of Jerusalem

!

When they said: Raze her! Raze her! down to the very t'oun(httioii.

Bahel's Daughter, apostrophized in the following line, is the

Seleucid kingdom (Mic. 55, 1. 6) and the terrible conclusion.

Fair fall him who graps and dashes thy babes against the stones!

was called forth by the atrocities of the Syrians who hurled

Jewish mothers with their babes headlong from the city wall

(2 Mace. 6:10; 1 Mace. 1:60).

There is no reference to Egypt in these elegies : for Migrdim

(ZDMG 64, 710) in Lam. 5 : 6 we must read mig-gdrim, by the

enemies (GK § 121, f ; WdG 2, 270, n. *) which is a gloss to

the preceding 16 hundli-lanu, no rest was given us ; for the

following natdnnu idd [le]'Assur lisho' Idhm cf. Jer. 50: 15;

2 Chr. 30 : 8 and I'^Macc. 6 : 49.53.60.

The hreatJi of our nostrils, who was caught in their pitfall

(Lam. 4:20) is neither the pious king Josiah, who lost both

his life and his kingdom in the battle of Megiddo, nor his young-

est son Zedekiah, the last king of Judah, nor the elder brother

of the Hellenizing high priest Jason, Onias, who was murdered

at Daphne near Antioch in 171, but the Maccabee Jonathan who
was entrapped at Ptolemais in 143 b. c. This treacherous cap-

ture of the Jewish high priest, the Anointed of Jahveh, is

denounced in the first of the three Maccabean additions to Am.
1 (JBL 35, 290). Zedekiah (597-586) was not vitally essential

to Judah 's existence as a nation, but Jonathan (161-143) was

indeed the vital breath of the Maccabees after the death of

Judas ; otherwise he would not have been chosen as their ruler

and leader (1 Mace. 9:30) in preference to his elder brother

Simon. Zedekiah was a creature of Nebuchadnezzar; patriotic

Jews continued to regard the captive Jehoiachin as the legitimate

king; Ezekiel calls Zedekiah prince, not king (cf. 3Iic. 28, n. 31).

The hope of the Jews that they would be able to live among the

heathen iinder the shadow (Lam. 4:20) of Jonathan was well

founded. According to 1 Mace. 9 : 58 the apostates said, Jona-
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than and his followers are at ease and dwell without care (c/.

also 1 Mace. 10:10.20; 11:27.57; 12:2).

Jonatiian is the prototype of ^lordecai in the Book of Esther

{Pur. 6. 37). Esther was composed about 130; the ^laccabean

elegies in the Book of Lamentations may have ori<rinated at the

l)eginning of Simon's reign (142-135) about 140. Liihr thinks

that ce. 2 and 4 may have been written about 580, e. 5 c. 550.

c. 1 c. 540, c. 3 c. 325. S. A. Fries, of Upsala, suggested in

1893 (ZAT 13, 110) that cc. 4 and 5 might be ^ilaccabean, while

cc. 1-3 miglit be Jeremianic. In Cornill's Einleitung this view

is recorded as a curiosity, just as Olshausen's theory, advanced

in 1^53, that the majority of tlie Psalms were Maccal)ean (JHUC.
No. 163. p. 54) was for a long time regarded in the same way.

The language of the five poems in the Book of Lamentations

rcsemblt'S tlif language of the Maccabean psalms. Lam. 5 is a

Maccabean psalm like P.ss. 44. 74. 79 ; it seems to have consisted

originally of six (juatrains. The first two lines, it may be sup-

l)osed. were suppressed {cf. tiie reuiarks on Nah. 1 in Kah. 7;

ZI)M(i (»1. 2S3, 1. 22) in order to conform the number of verses

to the number of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. We may
prefix

Restore us, O God, our Help! lireak off Tliy displeasiire!

Let us behoM Thy goodness, O JhvhI voudisafe us Tliy heliil

rf. Ps. 85 : 5.8.

The idea tliat Jeremiah should have composed a number of

elaborati' alphabetic acrostics after the fall of Jerusalem in 586,

is grotesque. Of <'Oui*se, acrostics do not necessarily ])oint to a

late pcriofl ; we have acrostic po<'ms in cuneiform litt-rature.

'.
(f. the acrostic liymn of Sanlaiiapalus (668-626 i in KB 6. 2.

p. 108. We can Jia?*dly believe that the alphabetic arrange-

ment was supi)osed to have a magic force (Liihr- vii) : it may
havi* l»een adoi)ted merely for nnieinonic purposes. Xoi" can we
endorse Liilir's arginnent (ZAT 14. 59) that the elegies in the

liook of Lam<'ntations cannot be Maccal)e}in. because they confess

tlirougliowt that the sufTerings of the people are due to tlieir

sins: 2 Ma.-c. 5:17; (1:12 16; 7:1S.:{2 irf. also 1 .Mace. 1:64
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and Dan. 9: 5.11.16) emphasize the fact that the Syrian persecu-

tion is the just punishment for the sins of the people {Mic. 34,

n. 26).

If the Book of Lamentations had originated in the days of

Nebuchadnezzar (605-562) we should expect a reference to the

tragic fate of Zedekiah whose children were slaughtered before

his eyes at Riblah {i. e. Arbela-Irbid in Galilee; cf. Mic. 29,

n. 37; JBL 35, 287) whereupon his own eyes were put out.

Nor could a poet at the beginning of the Babylonian Captivity

say: Galetd lehudd me-'onl u-me-roh 'abodd (Lam. 1:3)

which is translated in AV : Judah is gone into captivity because

of affliction and hecause of great servitude. Affliction and

servitude awaited the Jews in Babylonia; they did not leave

them behind in Jerusalem. We should expect: Galetd lehudd

he-' oni u-he-roh 'dhodd, Judah was deported into misery

and great servitude. But at the beginning of the Syrian

persecution a great many Jews left Jerusalem to escape the

oppression and servitude inflicted upon them by Antiochus

Epiphanes {Mic. 34, n. 27). A Maccabean poet could therefore

say Galetd lehucld me-'dm u-me-roh 'aljodd, Judah wandered

away from oppression and great servitude. The Syrians

treated the Jews like slaves {cf. JBL 36, 96) : they tried to sup-

press the Jewish religion, but the Chaldeans did not force Judah

to abandon her ancestral worship {cf. EB^^ 15, 386^).

The fact that we find in Lam. 2 : 9 the hemistich Her king and

her princes are among the heathen does not establish the Exilic

origin of the elegies. Jonathan was in the hands of the heathen

after he had been treacherously captured at Ptolemais. The

heathen said at that time: They have no ruler and no helper,

oi'K e)(^ov(TLV dvSpa ap;^ovTa kol (SoTjdovvra { 1 Macc. 12 : 53 ) . Also m
the poem (Zech. 9:9) glorifying Jonathan's triumphant return

to Jerusalem after his exploits in Antioch (c. 145)' he is called

king :

Joy greatly, O maid Zioii! shout, O Jerusalem!

Thy king will come to thee, triumphant and victorious,

But humbly riding a donkey, a colt, the foal of an ass.

I use donkey, because this word is connected with dun, and

Heb. hdmor means red (JBL 33, 296) or dnll-hrown, Spanish

' The final triplet of this poem has been explained in JBL 35, 291.
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hurro (ZDMG 69, 172).* The ass symbolizes peace; if Jonathan

had come on horseback, he would have entered the holy city as

a warrior (.!//<?. 47; WF 196). A patriotic poet may well have

griven Jonathan the title king: Alexander Balas had bestowed

on him the emblems of royalty, a purple robe and a diadem

(Mic. 53. n. t)

.

But if any one hesitates to call Jonathan a king, because

Aristobulus (104 b. c.) was the first of the Hasmonean princes

who assumed the regal title, he may read instead of miilk, kino;.

malldk, counselor. The stem malak, to counsel, is found not only

in Neh. 5 : 7. but in a number of passages which have been

misinterpreted (JBL 34, 54; cf. above, p. 48, and S. iddame

niilki'ih, Hos. 10:7). "We may read just as well: malhlldh

ye-sdrehd hag-goiim, her counselor and her princes are among
the heathen. (T has malldkd or mnlokd (see Dalman's
V^'ijrierhuch) for Ileb. [6' eg in 2 S 15:12. Judas Maccaba^us

and his valiant brothers certainly were counselors of the Jews.

Simon is called in 1 ^lacc. 2:65 (i man of counarl {a\)]p PovXT]<i).

i. c. a statesman {cf. above, p. 49, ad fin.). Similarly we may
read in Lam. 2:6: He spurned in the fury of His wrath 'both

< nunselor and priest. In tliise case tlie term may refer to the

llelU'uizing liigh priests at the beginning of the Maccabean

period, Jason. Menelaus, Alcimus (EB 3508, 11).

Also Lam. 4 : 13 seems to refer to Alcimus ; in the first

hemistich we may read: me-[r6h] hattot nezirehd ( (S has

Trpo4>i}TT]<i for zaqen in v. 16). After has-sofekim we may insert

hinnnm (cf. 3:52). This couplet seems to allude to the sixty

Assitleans who were slain (162 b. v.) by Alcimus in one day

despite his solemn promises (1 Mace. 7: 12-18; cf. GJV* 1, 217).

In the following verse wc must read ni'dnm, excited, instead

of 'iijrim, blind, and uc-l6 i/ikrlfi ijai-iiggd'ii (cf. Est. 8:6).

The reading "iijrim may be tlu"' to Z<'j)li. 1:17 (above, p. 148).

Xor <lo<\s the reference 1o prophets in Lam. 2:20 militate

against the theorj' of the Maccabean origin of the elegies {Shall

Itriest and prophet be slain in the sanctuarg of fhr Lord?).

Heh. nahi, prophet, denotes merely an inspired speakir (TOCR
1. 271 ). All patriotic poets were regarded as prophets. When

* Thp Beiloiiins use dhinar for bnn ainl clustuut ; see Max von Opi)en-
lieim, Vom MUtchnccr :um Pcraiachcn Golf, vol. 2, p. 111.
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Solon recited an inflammatory poem advocating the recovery

of Salamis from the Megarians (EB^^ 25, 266) the Jews would

have received his message as a prophecy. The Gracchi would

have been classified by them with Micah of Maresha, the Prophet

of the Poor (Mic. 17). There were numerous patriotic poets

in the Maccabean period (ZDMG 61, 287, 1. 7). The majority

of the Psalms are Maccabean (contrast JBL 36, 232) as are also

Deutero-Zechariah and Obadiah (il/ic. 49) as well as numerous

sections in Isaiah, Jeremiah, Micah, Nahum, Joel, and other

prophetical books (TOCR 1, 268).

The statement in Lam. 2: 9 that there was no guidance {tord)

for Judah, and that her prophets obtained no vision from Jhvh,

suits the Maccabean period better than the Babylonian Captivity.

Ezekiel prophesied after the fall of Jerusalem ; two couplets

(Mic. 30, u. 41) of Obadiah originated about 580; the first

chapter of Deutero-Isaiah was written about 540 ; Haggai began

to publish his poems on August 29, 520 ; Zechariah had his

prophetic visions on February 13, 519 (JBL 33, 161). It is

true that 1 Mace. 14 : 41 states, the Jews and the priests were

well pleased that Simon should be their governor and high priest

for ever, until there should arise a trustivorthy [prophet. There

were no doubt plenty of prophets and poets in Judea at that

time, but if one of them had protested against the hereditary

rule of the Hasmoneans, he would not have been regarded as

7no-T09. The clause ews tov dvacrTrjvai irpo(f)T]Tr]v ttlo-tov has practically

the same meaning as the Talmudic phrase ^ad sai-iaha Elridhu,^

until Elijah come (Bdb.meg. 37"" == BT 6, 594) or the Lat. ad

calendas Grcecas and quum mula peperit.

In the present paper I cannot discuss the textual details of

all the Maccabean elegies. I must confine myself to a few

remarks on the first poem. The text exhibits very few sub-

sequent additions,*^ but the poetic form has been marred in a

number of passages by transpositions and omissions. In several

cases M has mispointed the consonantal text. For nisqdd '61

pesa'di in v. 14, which is supposed to mean The yoke of my
transgressions is hound, we must read nisqdd 'ale pesa'di or

'al-kol pesa'di, He was aroused, stirred up, over my sins. Nisqdd

is not equivalent to samdr (JSOR 1, 90) in Ps. 130:3:

^ This parallel was suggested by Dr. Efros.
^ The last line of v. 10, which Lohr regards as a gloss, is genuine.
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Im-duonot tisnior lahue mi iafmod, If Thou, Jhvh,

watchest (notest, markest) sins, who can stand (in the judg-

ment) ?' although we have in Greek: iyp-qyopdai, iTTLfxtkio-daL, irpo-

voiiadac and In Frencli : etre eveille. (S renders in Lam. 1 : 14

:

iypr]yopi]drj iiri ra a(T(.firjpjaTd fxov, also 3 haS vigilovit. For he-iado

in the second hemistich we must read ue-iadd. Similarly we
have he-Id in 4:14 instead of iie-l6 (see above). After ue-iadd

we may supply haietd-bi, His hand was against me or, rather,

fell upon me (ef. Jud. 2:15; 2 S 24:17).® The second hemi-

stiehs of the two following lines of this triplet must be trans-

posed. For i.stdrcfju 'alu ' al-qauudri, which is supposed to mean

they (the sins) are wreathed and come up upon my neck, we

must read uai-ustdreg '61 ' al-qauiidri , a yoke was knotted on my
neck (JBL 36. 252). Syr. istcrig means to be knotted, and

istarrdg signifies to be harnessed. & renders here: istcrig{u)

ntrdu(hi) *al-qau{ue)ri, his yokes were harnessed on my neck.

The readings proposed by Pra?torius and Budde are not satis-

factory. Pra'torius (ZAT 15, 144) emended: Niqsd ' ol

pisa'di, be-iaddi istdrigu, the yoke of my sins is made heavy,

they are interlaced with my hands; and Budde renders: A
watch was kept over my sins, in His hand they interlaced them-

selves, they mounted as a yoke upon my neck.

In V. 20 ffl points mard mariti, I have grievously rebelled, but

a TrapuTnKpaii'ovau TruptinKpdvdrjv derived these fomis from mardr,

to be bitter; also 9 has amaritudine plena sum; so we must

point mdrd mdritl, I was sore embittered. M has often mis-

pointed internal passive forms (JBL 34, 58; 35, 285; AJSL
32, 709). In Syriac, m/trr't is used as the Pa' el of mar{r) to

be bitter. If we hesitate to a.ssume the same metaplastic forma-

tion in a late (c. 140) Maccabean pwrn, we may read mdrdr

mdrdrti, although paradigm G in GK give sdbdh as inf. abs.

Po'al.

^ After k'l in the followin^j verse we must insert i»», wliicli (lroi»pe(l out

owinjj to the following ' itnmH-6, and for ti\nfarc we must read tudc, Thou
art praised; rf. I'ss. 6: 5. 6; .30: 10; SK: 1114; 115: 17. IS; 118: 17. IS;

Is. 38: 16-20; contrast .VJSL 2, 102 (cited in Delitzach 's rsalmm', ]<.

758). For the final Aleph cf. iisunnc, Keel. 8: 1.

•The original meaning of hain (^^ haiiia = ha^iia; ef. Arab. hdHah,

serpent = Syr. Inijin, .lAOS ;J2, 14, n. 29; is to foil; cf. our 1<> befall

and Syr. nifiit, to fail out, happen, occur (Ruth 3: 18; /l: tipp6l dahar).

The meaning of ^attippol ' iilni {ad l)iU\ti' ( K/ck. S: ]) \y< diffcnMit.
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The emphatic iuf. abs. or cognate accusative (GK §§ 113,

w; 117, r; WclG 2, 51) has often been omitted by the scribes;

in V. 9 e. g. we must read: nat-terd r'ddt pcla'hn, lit. she came

down in an prodigious downcome. Similarly we have in the

correct text of Is. 32: 19, which is an illustrative quotation (BL
26; Mi€. 36, n. 40; 40, n. 40) to v. 14: ne-iardd he-rddt

hor^ir, it-he-sifld tispdl ha-hdr, The city will fall down in a

downfall, and the mount Mall be utterly abased. We find the

same construction also in 1. 7 of the Moabite Stone (EB 3045) :

Isra'el ahdd dhod 'oUim, Israel was destroyed with an everlasting

destruction.

In V. 7 M, has gdrim, enemies; but we must evidently read

re'im, friends, associates, allies (c/. JBL 36, 253) or re'ehd, her

allies : Her allies saw her and laughed over her exterminaiion

(cf. V. 19).—For the addition rd' a after rdsi, net, in v. 13 cf.

Eccl. 9 : 12.—The gloss dlekem after the emphatic lu, verily, at

the beginning of v. 12 may be a corruption of aldldl lakem, woe

ui;ito you. Lti is spelled with a final Alepli in 1 S 14 : 30 ; Is.

48:18; 63, 19 (in 1 S 14:30 as well as in the present passage

this final Aleph may be due to dittography). It appears also in

the form 16 with final Aleph, so that it has often been mistaken

for the negative 16, not {cf. JBL 35, 289, below). In the Tal-

mud we find Mi (JBL 29, 104) which is identical with Arab.

Idita (see Proverhs, SBOT, 51, y) in which the appended ta is

shortened from haidta-'lldhi (JAOS 28, 114; contrast 35,

380).—In the last line of v. 21 we must read instead of the

meaningless heheta iom qardta, Thou hast brought the day which

Thou hast called, the imperative hdhi'd iom ha-nqamd, Oh,

bring the day of vengeance

!

I append a metrical translation of the first Maecabean elegy

in the Book of Lamentations, with some brief references to the

Books of the Maccabees, and a reconstruction of the Hebrew
text.

Lamentations

I

1 How has she been made desolate,;,' that was fiill of people! [tions,

Like a widow has become the city} that was great 'mong the na-

A princess o 'er numerous regions was reduced to bondage.^"

•1M3:45; 1:38.39; 2 M 5: 14.

"1 M 2: 11; 1: 33-36; 13: 41.
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2 She is weeping sore in the night.

She has no one to comfort her

All her allies" have forsaken her,

vnth tears on her cheeks;

'mong all her friends:"

have become her foes.^

liut found no rest:

in the midst of her straits.

no one comes to the feasts;"

her priests are sighing;™

and she is in bitterness.

lier enemies prosper;"-

for her many transgressions:'

subjected"" to the foe.

all of her splendor ;a"

that have found no pasture;

before the pursuer.

the days of her oppression,)3

3 Judah wandered away" from oppression and hea\y servitude;"

She dwelt among the heathen,"

All her pursuers seized upon her^"

4 The roads to Zion mourn,'"

All her gates are unfrequented,"

Her virgins are (all) moaning,

5 Her foes have become supreme,^

For JffVH sorely afflicted her-^

Her children went into bondage,^

6 From the maiden Zion departed

Her princes became like rams

All of them went without strength^

7 Jerusalem remembers

When her people fell into the foe 's hand with no one to help hel*

;

Her cousins" saw her and laughed o'er her extermination.

8 Jerusalem sinned grievously, -, she became a vagabond;"

All that honored her despised her when they saw her shame;"

She, too, was sighing and mourning and turning backward.*'

" The neighboring tribes, especially their Edomite and Ammonite

cousins; cf. the Maccabean denunciation of Edom in Am. 1:11 (JBL
35, 290) and Dan. 11: 41.

"IM.5: 1-1.5: 13:6; 2 M 10: 1.5; Ps. 83:3-9.

"1 M 1: 38. 53; 2: 2S. 29; 9: 33. 62; 2 M .•;: 27; 10: r,.

"IM 1:41-61; 2 M 6: Ml. 18; 7:1-7.
'2 M 15: 1: 1 M 5: 9. 15.

-1 M 5: 1-16; 2 M 12: 3. 4; Ps. 83: 3-9.

>'They did not look pay and joyous; cf. JAOS 32, 13, n. 21 and 1 M
3 : 45.

"1 M 1: 39; cf. Dan. 7: 25.

"1 M 1: 31; 10: 10.

'"2M3:15; 1 M 2: 14; 3:51; 7:36.

"1 M 2:7.

"1 M 9 : 23.

"1 M 1 : 64.

"1 M 1:11-15. 52; 2 M 4:i:i-17: r,:\7: n:12ir,: 7: is. 32; cf.

Dan. 9: 5. 11. 16.

''I M 1: 32; cf. also 3: 41.

"ry. BL 46, n. 5; Est. 26.

" 1 M 1: 21-23. 40: 2: 9. 11. 12.

» 1 M 1 : 26b.

•Cf. Xnh. 24, 5; ZI)M<; 61, 2h5, n. 19: Ilab. 2: 15.

"The conditions were so frightful that she drew bock in di(«gu.st.
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9 Her filth clung to her skirts,

So she had a stupendous downfalF'

Jhvh beheld her oppression,

10 The foe spread out his hand

When she herself saw heathen

Whom Thou forbadest for ever

she remembered not the end;

()[when the enemy prevailed.]

(but no one clieered her.)[]

'er all her treasures/-

enter her sanctuary ,^^

to enter Thy church.^^

11 All her people are sighing and groaning and asking for bread ;'°

They gave their most precious posses- 5to sustain their life.

Oh, see, O Jhvh, and look; [sions I have become vile.

12 Verily,e all that pass by,

If there be any grief like the grief

Wlierewith Jhvh afflicted me

13 From His holy height He sent fire

An evil net He spread for my feet.

He made me a desolate waste

look ye, and see

inflicted on me,

on the day of fHis wrath.^"

into my bones and chastised me;
turned back my appeal;

and faint for all time.

14 He was aroused o'er my sins, and His hand fell upon me:

A yoke" was tied to my neck, () [which I cannot resist;]

In the hands of the foe He?; gave me, (who shook my strength.) []

15 The Lord cast off within me
He called against me a league^

The Lord trod the winepress^"

16 For these things tmine eye weeps,

For far from me is the comforter

My sons were horrified

all my mighty men;

to shatter my young men;

for the virgin^ Judah.

and^c is dropping water,

who might restore my life,

when the foe prevailed.

" Deut. 28 : 43.

=- 1 M 1 : 23.

^n M 1:21. 37; 4:38; 2 M 3:14; 5:15; 6:4; 14:31; cf. Dan.

8: 11-13; 11: 31.

^^Lit. assembly, congregation; cf. Deut. 33:4 and Acts 7:38 (AV).

See also Ezek. 44: 9 and the translation of Ezehiel, in the Polychrome

Bible, p. 193, 1. 27.

^U M 6: 53; 9: 24 (contrast EB 2854, n. 1).

^n M 1: 64; 2 M 5: 17; cf. ZDMG 61, 286, 1. 29; also Dan. 8: 19;

9: 16; 11: 36.

"1 M 13: 41.

^*Lit. meeting; not a festal meeting, but a coalition; cf. Ps. 83: 6.

^We should say now, JSe hied her ichile (French saigner d Mane).

Is. 63: 3 (JHUC, No. 163, p. 49) and Pur. 51, 38; Est. 30, below. Duke

Ulrich of Wiirttemberg (1498-1550) says in e. 25 of Hauff 's Lichtenstein

with reference to his enemies of the Swabian League (EB" 28, 858a) :

Ich will kommen mit schrecJcliclien Winzern, will sie ireten und Iceltern und

ihr Blut verzapfen.

Cf.
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17 Zion spread forth her hands,*"

Jhvh bade Jacob's neighbors

Jerusalem became

18 Jhvh, my God, is just;

Hear ye, all ye peoples,

My virgins and my youths

[her:

but there was no one to comfort

to be her foes,

an outcast among them.

I rebelled 'gainst His word,

behold my grief!

went into captivity.

19 I called to all my friends," but all of them failed me.

Even my priests and mine elders perished in the city;

Though they tried to find fooil for them- to sustain their life."

[selves

20 See, Jhvh, how*' I am in distress, my mind is troubled;*^

My heart was turned" within me, I was sore embittered.

Without the sword bereaved, within there is Death.

21 Oh, hear, how" I am sighing,

All mine enemies heardx that Thou
Oh, bring the day of vengeance.

there is no one to comfprt me.

hast caused my misery."

let them fare like me!

Let )utheir mischief come before Thee,*' and do to them

As Thou hast done to me for all my transgressions.

My sighs and groans are many, and my heart is faint.

(a) 7 all her pleasant things that were in times of old (/3) and bitterness**

(y) 8 therefore (5)11 for food («)12 woe unto you (f) the blaze of
Ci)jl4 the Lord (SjL'j maiden (i)'i(i I (k) mine eye
(X)21 they rejoice (ix)-2 all

*" Hold up her ]>alms in an ajipeal for mercy. Cf. the illustrations in

Baedeker's Kf/ypt' (1914) ]>. Ixxxvii; Calurr Bibcllcxikon' C1912)

p. 84. The holding up of the open hands indicates surrender i Arab.

isUim).

*' In a number of passages (f.;/. 1 S 14: 29) k'l means how; cf. German

wic z= like and how. In Assyrian the reduplicated Ai-Ai is used for how
(KB 6, 242, 1. 183).

•'Lit. was fermented (cf. Aram, hamrd, wine) i.e. agitated, stirred up.

Shakespeare says, M;f jnintJ is trouhlrd like a fountain stirred.

" This does not refer to a revulsion of feeling, but it iiieaiis soured.

**For the prolepsis cf. Proverbs (SBOT) oO, 40.

* Let it be reported to you, let it be brought to Thy cognizance, so tiint

Thou canst clecree condign punishment; ef. Kst. 9: 11; also fien. (5: l.'{

(KAT 66, 14^
"This is n scrilial expansion based on .3: 19. Cf. Im-Iow, p. 1S6. The

following clause in v. 7a is a misplaced gloss to the first line of tiie jiroced-

ing triplet. Also in Zcph. 1: 14 we must read: j'om {ahiji' nmror (s<'o

above, p. 1.31, n. 14 i.
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THE PKOCESSIOX OF XEHEMIAH
Neh. 12:31-39

Kemper Fullertox

Obeklix Graduate School of Theology

Did Neheiniah's procession at the dedicatiou of tlie Avail luarc-h

upon the wall or inside the wall or outside the wall ? The inter-

est of commentators has centered upon the location of the

different gates and towers along the route of the procession and

has for the most part ignored these questions. They are not, it

is true, of anj' great importance. Yet the answer to them

involves a discussion of the precise force of the two prepositions

*? '?j7!2 and /^ . wliich is of some interest, and the questions

tiicniselves demand a more adequate treatment than is usually

accorded to them.

The progress of the procession is described in the following

terms

:

First Company, vs. 31. 37

nnn til'* n-T'"::;\vi nt:in'^ '-^y*2 n'\'\n' nt:-nN n'^;\xi v. si

nirt: D't:n "^yc '^y^ mi n'^"? '?;'d nt:in'^ n'^y*22

Sfcoiid ('ompaiiy. vs. 3S. 39

nyn *vm - - - - '^x:: :;• ^ nD'^inn ii'^cn niinni v. 38

- - - -
I

Nvn i;*c* i;'*'! nx::n ':^ir.:i "^xjjn '^^:'2^

It will In- sccii that ^ '^1**2 is used six timrs. tlirt'f tiirics in

the case of each ])io('cssion. wliilf 7^* is used four tiiiifs. twice

of each pro4-('ssion. The description each lime licgins with

7 7J^0 vs. 31 and 3S. "7 ^y*2 is used llircc times in connection

with the wall. f)n<'c in connoctirm with the 'house of David.'

once in conneetion with the Oven Tower and onee in coiun-etion

with the trate of Ephraim. 7^* ''< <'mi)loved three times, in eon-
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nection with the Foimtaiii Gate, Gate of the 01d(?) and Fish

Gate, and once in connection with 'the stairs of David.' It is

probably also to be understood before the two towers, Hananel

and Meah v. 39/

'? ^^D and '?J7 are both used certainlj- of gates and probably

of towers. The latter is used only of the stairs of David, the

former only of the Avail and the House of David. The two

prepositions are used with such regularity that it would seem

to be altogether probable that each has the same sense wherever

it is used. At least this should be assumed till the contrary is

proved. It is also important to note the governing verbs which

they follow. Both ^7 "l^D and '?;^ follow n'?^, v. 31 (Hiph)

and V. 37 (Kal) , and both also follow "j^H vs. 31 and 38.- These

being the governing data, let us look at the exact force of the

prepositions. It will be best, perhaps, to begin with the discus-

sion of ^7^-

(1) This preposition follows l'?n in three instances.^ In

itself by 'l'?n may refer to walking on top of something. So

at 2 S. 11 : 2, David walked on top of the roof. Cf . also 2 K.

6 : 6 where the king passed along (")3j7) on top of the wall.

While '7V '\7n is not used of the wall in the present passage

but only of the gates, yet there is no great difficult}^ in thinking

of the procession as walking along the top of the gates also, if

it was already on the wall. But if the two towers, Hananel and

Meah, are to be thought of as subsumed under '7^ , then b}^

can scarcely have the sense of 'upon.' The procession might

very well walk 'on top of the gates but hardly 'on top of

the towers.

(2) In one instance bX' follows n'?J,*, v. 37. If the proces-

sion is on the wall at this point '7X' could not be translated 'on

top of the stairs.' for the procession could not be on top of the

^ Unless ^y is supplied before these towers they would have no gram-

matical connection in the sentence. On the other hand it is strange that

the preposition is omitted. In every other ease where a landmark along the

route of the procession is referred to, it has its own preposition. It is

noticeable that the grammatical construction of the reference to these same

towers in 3 : 1 is also questionable.

=> Emend rij'^ni} v. 31 to n^Sn nnsi.

^hy certainly follows iSn in vs. 38 f. and probably at v. 37a. V. 37a

follows on vs. 31 f., vs. 33-36 being the addition of the Chronicler.
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wall and on top of the stairs at the same time unless 'on top'

meant "at the head of the stairs, and the stairs were thought

of as leading to the top of the wall. There is no reason to believe

that the stairs led to the top of the wall, but every reason to

think that they were the stairs that led up to the city of David.

Further 'on top of in the sense of 'at the head of would

be expressed by a different phrase.* If the procession was on

the wall the '?^* in this case might mean 'over' or 'above.'

The stairs would then be thought of as running along under

the wall. Such a use of '?y is of course frequent."'

If the procession was not on the wall, the '?J,^ again cannot

mean "on the top of in the sense of 'at the head of the stairs,

and for the same reason as before. The phrase is regularly

translated 'They ascended on the stairs.' The verb 1*?^* would

then refer to the ascent of the hill (Ophel) and the rn'?>'^ '?X*

to tlie means by which they climbed the hill.''

This translation of the phrase is more than doubtful. The

road or stairs by which one ascends any place is regularly

regarded as the means and is therefore introduced by the prepo-

sition U . Tlius. if the reference is to the hill or ascent ^'n'^JL*!3)

up wliicii one goes this is regularly expressed by n'^^*!33.

More particularly if the reference is to the stairs or ladder up

whif'h one goes this also is expressed by D . Cf. Ex. 20:26

(i"n'?>*::3) ; 1K. 6:8 ID^'^l'^Di: P:zek. 40 : 6, 23, 49. Cf also

more generally witli n'^y Xu. 20:19 fn"^D!D3»: ; Dt. 1:22

nD""]"!! N«*. 2: 15." P^ven when tlie verb l^^H is used, citlifr

the accusative or the preposition 3, not '?J,*, is the regular con-

struction : cf. 1 K. l:{:9; 18:6; Eccl. W :

'-i and especially ICx.

14:29 and 2 S. 16:l;>. In the two latter examples one might

have expected "?],*. I havt; only foun<l three instances of the

use of ^j,* with "]'?n in the seiist^ of 'upon' or 'alon^'' the way.

•I. e. with B^KI. rf. Ex. 17: 10; Xn. 11:40; J. I. KJ:.!; 1 K. 18:4L>;

2 K. 9: 1.1 is .lul.ioiisi.

•Mit4hol! takos V in this scnso, JfiL, 100.'!, 122 f.

'So Sta.lc, P..Tthoau-Ky».wl, Sicgfric.i, Oettli, Bertholet, Hatton.

'18.9:11: 2 S. 15: 30; 2 C. 20:16; Is. 15: 5 = Jer. 4S: 5.

'Professor Mitrhell (/. c), who is tlie first apparently to cast doubt upon
lie usual translation of the phrase, refers only to Xeh. 2: l.l and l.'J. In

V. 1.'5 the arcompanyinK vt-rh is Xi"
.

13
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But even if they were not for one reason or another clouded with

suspicion they would not justify the use of '?J7 with ~l'?n in the

sense of *up' or ' along. ''^ From the above examination it Avould

seem very clear that m'?^*J '?X* does not mean that the pro-

cession ascended the hill on the steps in the sense of 'by' the

steps. This conclusion is confirmed when we examine the A^ery

next phrase n'?^**JD • Here we have the exact idiom, which, in

view of the above analogies, we Avould expect to express the

idea of the means of ascent. But if n'?^!22 signifies the means

of ascent, then nT?^!2 '7^ does not do so. It is interesting to

observe how those commentators who wrongly take r\i7^f2 '?^

as expressing the means of ascent are at a loss what to do with

n'?i*!^D.^" The conclusion M-ould seem to be irresistible. If the

}) recession was on top of the wall at this point, then r\i7Vf2 'l^

cannot mean 'on top of or 'along,' but it might mean 'over'

or 'above.' If the procession was on the ground '^X^ again

cannot mean 'on top of or 'along.' Nor in this case can it

mean 'over' or 'above.' Some other sense must be found for

it. But where was the procession, on the ground or on the Avail ?

This leads us to the discussion of our other preposition b "7^0

.

The prepositional phrase "7 '?^D is found in the following

instances : Gen. 1:7; 18.17:39; 2 Ch. 13 : 4 : 26 : 19 ; Ezek.

1 : 25 ; Jon. 4:6; Mai. 1 : 5."

(1) The phrase may mean 'over' in the sense of 'above.'

So at Gen. 1:7; Ezek. 1 : 25 ; Jon. 4 : 6. In this sense it is

hardly more than a pleonasm for '^J,*. It is parallel to '?^ at

Ezek. 1 : 25.

''

1 S. 6: 12; Jd. 4: 9 and 5: 10. In the first of these the construction

with 7>* varies with the construction with 2 . The double expression is

obscure and has been held to point to two sources. In the second case the

line is almost certainly corrupted. In the third we are dealing with a

metaphor.
'" Siegfried and Oettli give no explanation of it. According to Bertheau-

Eyssel the ascent is formed by the stairs ! Batten translates :
' They went

up by the stairs of David, by the ascent of the wall.' His comment is:

'It would appear that the company followed the wall.' Since Batten thinks

of the procession as on the wall from the point of departure and objects

to the idea that it had left the wall at the stairs of David, he would seem

to place the procession on the wall and on the stairs at the same time!

Bertholet paraphrases: 'They ascend on the stairs there where the wall

ascends.' This implies that 2 means 'at'; cf. R. Y.

" These are the only passages given in BDB and Konig, Lelvgebaude,

II, 1, p. 314.
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(2) Again it means 'upon", praetieally in tlie sense of 'on

top/ 2 Cli. 13:4. Here again it is no more than a pleonasm

for \'J7. Cf. Nell. 9:3, 4 where '?|* is used in precisely the

same way. referring to the formal rising up "DT^) on a certain

place to make a speech. Slightly different is the use at 1 S.

17:39 where David girds his sword 'upon' his armor.

(3) Somewhat more doubtful is the meaning at 2 Cli. 26:19.

Does it mean 'upon' i. e. 'on top of the altar, or 'beside'

it? As this appears to be the only instance of '? ^^*2 in such

a connection the safest procedure is to ask what ^^* would mean

if it were used here? The answer to this (luestion is not alto-

gether beyond dispute. Yet the probaljility is that it would

mean 'beside' (ef. the use of '?y at Amos 9: 1 ami 1 K. 13: 1.

also Xu. 23:3, 6: Gen. 24:13)'- and '? '?y*2 is again best

taken as a pleonasm for '?y in this sense.

(4) The phra.se at Mai. 1 :

') is usually iulcrpi-i'lrd 1)\' coinincu-

tators to mean 'beyond,' i. e. 'over' the border in the sense

of crossing over the border and so pa.ssing beyond it. A few

commentators and most recently Professor J. ]\I. P. Smith.

translate by 'above.' Tiie context is said to demand an emphasis

upon (iod's greatness in Israel and not beyond Israel. I cannot

feel that the context does demand such a limitation. And if it

did. this phrase would not lie the way to indicate it. We would

ratliei- expect the prej)osition D meaning 'within' or 'through"

the border. It so liappens that only twice (thrice) does an Old

Testament writer desire to express the idea of passing beyond

the border. At Xu. 20:17 and probably at Ps. 104:9 this is

done by means of the accusative. But at Joel 4 : (i it is done l»y

means of 7^*2 without ?. Since 7^* is used several times in

the sense of 'upon,' i.e. 'at' the border (Xu. 20 : 23, cf. 33 : 37
;

2 K. 3 : 21 ami I']zek. 48: 2 ff.), if the desire were to express the

idea of 'beyond.' it would be very natural to use 7^*2 in

which the |tD receives a certain indej)endent force, 'away from

upon' the border. Since *? '?^!2 and '?J,*tD are at times jirac-

tically synonymous (cf. Tien. 1 : 7 with 7: 17) it would seem best

to take ^7 '7y*2 at Mai. 1 : ."i in the sense of 'beyou<l.' P.iif wliat,

now, doi's it mean in Xehemiah ?

'1 I)(»«-s ^ ^>'« <'(|ii;il ^y in the seuse of 'upon' H\\i\ does

''So NoH.'iik, .Marti ami llari>cr at Aiiio.s i»: 1. Ht-itlioau an. I Kitt<>l

jtive •ii»>Ik>ii' nt ~ C'li. L'«): 10. Curtis, a<l Inc., docs not <lisrii»s tlie i>lira»o.
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Nehemiah wish to say at v. 31 tliat lie led the processions up

upon the top of the wall?" To this view there are two fatal

objections: (a) This meaning does not fit the phrase '?^D

Til n*2'? V. 37. The procession cannot be thought of as march-

ing along the top of David's house. Here the phrase must have

another meaning, (b) The supposition that Nehemiah led them

to the top of the wall conflicts wdth what is said of the direction

of the first procession. It is agreed on all hands that the first

procession traversed the southern half of the circuit of the walls.

The wall on this circuit runs first to the east and then to the

north up Ophel. But it is said that the first procession went

to the right. Naturally one thinks of the procession turning to

its right as it got to the top of the wall, provided, that it teas

on the top at all. But if they climbed the wall from the inside

they would be facing south and wovld turn to the left, not to

the right. In order to do justice to 'the right' one must sup-

pose that they climbed the wall from the outside. Then they

would be facing North and would turn to the right. But how
could they climb the wall from the outside? People did not

build stairs on the outside of their walls. The only way I see

to get rid of this difficulty is to take 'right' and 'left' in the

sense which they at times have of 'south' and 'north.' But
this involves putting the point of departure sufficient!}' far north

on the western wall to justify the statement that they went

south. It is true that some scholars have advocated a point some-

where near the Jaffa gate as the point of departure, but it is

far more probable that the Valley Gate near which the proces-

sion seems to have gathered is in the southern wall overlooking

the Valley of Hinnom. Accordingly the translation 'South'

and 'North' is improbable.^* Thus '? '7}^!2 n'?X*N*1 v. 31 does

not mean that Nehemiah led the procession to the top of the wall.

(2) At Jonah 4:6 we have almost the exact phrase found at

Ne. 12 : 31. If we followed this suggestion of Jonah we would

have to translate v. 31a: 'I led the princes of Judah up above

the wall.' This cannot mean, as we have just seen, that he led

it to the top of the wall, but only to some elevated position higher

than the wall. In that case the procession would not be on the

" So K. v., Keil, Eeuss, Eawlinson, Batten.

"Siegfried inconsistently translates by 'right' and 'north.'
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wall at all.^^ But will this view give a satisfactory explanation

of the passage? (1) In the first place it will not easily fit the

connection of ^7 '?j,*!D with the Oven Tower, v. 38. This tower

is almost certainly to be placed somewhere in the Avestern wall.

It would be difficult to point out any place along the western

wall where the procession would have been on higher ground than

a tower, provided they were anywhere near the wall at all. (2)

In the next place all these writers seem to put the procession

inside tlie wall.^'^ They do this because at certain points the

wall may be thought of as lower down on the slope of the hill.

But as we have seen this will hardly answer for the Oven Tower

nor indeed for any of the points mentioned on the western and

northern wall. But a still greater objection to putting the

procession inside the wall is the fact that the first procession

turns to the right. It is curious how this difficulty- is ignored

by practically all writers. Only Bcrtheau seems to feel that

there is something the matter here, for he makes the procession

turn around in order to face the temple! If my friend. Pro-

fessor Torrey's, views of the idiosynura-sies of the Chronicler

were whole-lieartedly admitted, we might suppose that the poor

ohl gentleman did not know his right hand from his left. But
this passage. I still believe, belongs, in its original form, to the

Xehemiah nu'inoiabilia. Accordingly it seems as impossible to

translate '? '?J7tD by 'above' or 'over' as it is to translate it

by 'upon' or 'on top of.' Is there any way out of the difficul-

t cs in which we find ourselves?

I suggest that the two processions went outside of the wall.

1) This view is favored by the general i)robabilities of the case.

It was evidently the intention to follow tlie course of tlie wall.

Jiut to flo this on the inside of the wall would be next to impos-

sible. Till' procession would be impeded by the various build-

'' This seems to U* the view of Siegfrie<l, Bertheau-Ryssel and Bertholet.

Tliey follow the suggestion of Guthe (ZI)PV, VIII, 279 ff.) that S;' and
^ ^'^"i must be distinjiuished, the latter referring to a position at a certain

iistanee from the wall, while the former indii-ates that the j)ro('ession passed

close by the landmarks mentioned. Siegfried translates ^7 S>0 consistently

by *oberhail>.

'

'"This is done exjiressly by Siegfried and liertholet and impliedly by

Herthean-Kyssel. Bertholet says 'the point of departure was higiier than

the wall, i>rob.'il>ly bfliind it on the hill on whose edge they marched.'
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ings that often abutted on tlie wall. It is not possible, now, to

follow the wall of Jerusalem on the inside without many devia-

tions from its course. But to follow its course on the outside

except at one point would be comparatively easy. (2) This view

is confirmed by the direction of the first procession to the right.

This can only be understood if the procession were on the outside

of the wall. (3) If the processions were going on the outside of

the wall the true significance of v. 37 can now be understood. The

wall up Ophel follows the extreme eastern edge of the hill and

the hill is here very precipitous. The recent Jewish excavations

on Ophel show how A^ery precipitous it was in places. Accord-

ingly at this point the procession could scarcely have passed

along outside the wall. They had the choice of passing into the

city and ascending by the stairs of David or following the wall

itself along the top. V. 37 says distinctly that they took the

latter course.^" The DI^J will then emphasize the fact that

they went straight ahead right up the wall instead of going

either on the outside or the inside. They were probably pre-

vented from following the stairs of David either because they

wished to keep as near to the wall as possible or (cf. Mitchell)

the debris may have collected here to such an extent that it was

difficult for them to ascend except on the wall itself (cf. 2 : 14). ^^^

If this view is adopted it follows at once that ^]^ in the phrase

m'^^*D '1)^ cannot be translated 'upon' or 'along.' It could

be translated, as Mitchell suggests, by ' over. ' But this meaning

will not fit the other places in which it is used. Therefore (4)

I suggest that it should be translated 'past.' This agrees with

the emphatic DIJJ . They go right past the stairs which was

the natural way up the hill and ascend by the wall itself. But

if ^^ means 'past' here, this meaning will fit the other three

instances in which it is used. It probably has also the additional

^' This is the view advocated by Mitchell who suggests that n'7>'"D3 may
refer to the stepped character of the wall whicli is found at times even

in the present form of the wall.

^' This view of the meaning of DHjJ seems to me preferable to the usual

view that at this point the procession left off following the direction of

the wall and went straight up the stairs of David (Stade, Siegfried, Ber-

tholet), for this view, as we have seen, involves an incorrect translation

of the phrase r\w> D ^|' . Batten gives up the explanation of DIJJ ,
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nuance 'in front of if the procession is outside the wall.^"

If this meaning be once allowed for '?j/*. it is probably to be

assigned to '? '?3,*t3 as well. We have seen how '? '?J,*D is often

only a pleonasm for '?y. The meaning 'past' at tlie same time

with the implication *in front of would fit every case in which

both prepositions are used in the present passage, and we would

not have to resort to the supposition that the prepositions, though

used in the same connection, are used in entirely different senses.-*'

The only other plirase requiring an explanation is n'?J/*N'l, v. 31.

From where did Xt^hemiah lead his procession up? If they

were on the outside of the wall the answer is. necessarily, from

tlie Valley of Hinnom. This is not at all unnatural if the point

of dt'parture is. as is usually supposed, from the Valley Gate,

which almost certainly takes its name from the Valley of Hinnom.

Whether I have correctly solved the puzzling questions which

arise in connection with Ihe routes of Xehcmiairs two proces-

sions. I have at least tried to formulate the problems somewhat

more precisely than they appear to have been formulated

liitlicrto, and I shall be glad to receive any confirmation or cor-

rection of the positions advanced, May many of us be permitted

again and at no distant day to return to Jerusalem as in the

happit'r days of the past and 'walk about Zion, go round about

luT. nuinbi'r tin- towers thereof and mark well her bulwarks.'

'* /> often nienns 'beside' with verbs of rest, sometimes with the sugges-

tion of 'ill front.' Cf. exanii)les given alx)ve and also Amos 7:7(?)
with noin ; ('ant. 7 : .j (with "'i'B') and especially Prov. 14:19 (with

^i'tS?) where it is jiarallel to 'iD^l . It is also found with "^2^ a nunilMT

of times, cf. 1 K. J>: 8; Jer. 18: 16. The writers who draw the distinction

l)etween '^;* anil ^7 ^;"D usually give to the former tlie moaning of 'am'

or 'vorljoi' or 'voriiber. ' Cf. especially KlailK^r ZIJPV, III, 208. It

must be admitted, however, that there seems to be no other in.star.ce of

this precise meaning of />• either with "jSn or nfy . At Ex. 2:5 tSj'

is used. But this is the .stamling phrase to indicate a river b;ink. Cf.

Nu. 13: 29 [D'H S;'] ; Jer. 46: 6; Dan. 10: 4.

•"" Batten translates 7 '7>*'3 ' uiion the wall, ahnvr the Oven tower, brynnd

the gate of EphraimN I) and '^>' 'u/i/o the fountain gate (in spite of the

fact that 'unto' in this passage is only in<licated by "^i'l, by the stairs

of Daviil, pant the Old (iate. ' This seems to u\r to lie jilayiiig fast .'iiid

loose with these [.r<'|if)siti»)ns.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES^

The Pythagoreans believed that there was a harmony of the

spheres, produced by the slower heavenly bodies giving out a

deep note, and the swifter a high note. We do not hear these

sounds, just as a miller does not hear the sound of his mill,

unless it stops and begins again, and the music of the celestial

orbs is unceasing. This inaudible harmony of the spheres (EB"
22, 700^; 25, 648^)2 is alluded to in a later addition to the first

seven verses of Ps. 19, which have no connection with the last

eight verses. Ps. 19 : 2-7 consists of two triplets with 3 + 3

beats, whereas v^^ 8-15 contains two hexastichs with 3 -|- 2

beats. We find the same (elegiac) meter in Ps. 119, which is

not based on Ps. 19:8-15, as Bffithg.en thinks: these two

hexastichs represent a condensation of the 22 alphabetic octa-

stichs in Ps. 119, just as the Decalogue is the quintessence of the

old moral and religious precepts, wdiicli was probably extracted

by the prophets in the seventh century (BB 367). Both Pss.

19 and 119 are Maccabean, although Hitzig regarded Ps. 19 as

Davidie [see also MVAG 22, 63. 69].

Ps, 19 : 4, There is no speech or ivords, their voice is inaudihle,

seems to be an illustrative quotation (BL 26) from another hymn
describing the harmony of the spheres. Grotius' explanation,

Non est illis sermo neque verba; at sine (his scilicet) intelUgitur

vox eoriini is incorrect; heli visnu? means unheard or inaudihle,

just as hell hdfuM in Hos. 7: 8 signifies unturned (JBL 34, 68).

We need not suppose that the poet of the two original triplets

had in mind the harmony of the spheres ; he only meant to say,

Heaven and earth tell their own story: if a man sees the won-

derful works of God by day, he realizes the omnipotence of the

' This paper and the two following notes as w^ell as the article on Mac-

cabean Elegies (above, pp. 157-170) have been in type since August, 1918.

' For the abbreviations see above, p. 142.
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Creator; and if lie gazes up into the starry heavens by night,

lie is just as much impressed with God's power and glory.

We must not substitute qoh'im for qauuchn in v. 5; qoldm

would never have been corrupted to qauuiim. The noun qau

means cord, string, tone. note, musical sound. Also 76ro<i (from

Tcueu', to stretch ; cf. Lat. tendcrc) signifies cord, string, tension,

strength, force, accent, tone, sound {cf. Ewald, Psalmen, 1866,

p. 34). Heb. qau in the present passage may be an adaptation

of Toj'o?. just as torhn in Cant. 1 : 10 represents yo(xiafuiTa (BL 44.

n. *
; 85, n. 18) or ma' se in Ps. 45 : 2 Troii)fxa. Ps. 19 is certainly

not older tiian Ps. 45 which was written in 150 b. c. (ZA 30, 94).

As.syr. qirii, to wait, corresponds to French atiendre. Also Lat.

tonus denotes toisiou and tone, especially thunder (cf. qolof,

thunder-peals, Ex. 19:16; BB 361). Our tune is a doublet of

tone. We use tone also for an ancient psalm-tune or chant (EB^^

21, 706). For Arab, qauija, to strengthen, we may compare our

to tone up. Gunkel. Ausgewahltc Psalmen (1911) p. 299 thinks

that ciauuum means originally their pulie or vomit; he combines

it with qi in Is. 28 : 8. although he has rightly called attention

to the idea of the harmony of the spheres (op. cit. 25). Rcuss
(1893) regarded ha-raqV at the end of 1. 1 as an appositional

addition to ma' se indnu, and referred hohem at the end of 1. 4

to hi-qqe (JAOS 37. 322) tcliel, rendering: ihre Tone his an's

Ende der Vt'clt, wo rr der Sonne ihr Zelt gesetzt. Schultz

(1888) translated : his zum Ende des Erdkrcises (cf. Ps. 72: 8)

holtrn sic ihr Gespriich. Nor can we accept Budde's rendering

n900) their mcasurinrj-Iinc (i. e. tlie arch of heaven) or

Krn'tzschmar's reading (1901) qahham, their arch (see

Cheyne, P-wlms. 1904 >. In Die schtinsten Psahnen (1915)

Budde renders: ihr (if hot [see also M\'A(i 22. 70, below].

For the perfect m^v/ in v. 5 and the participle fofe in v. 6 we
liad better sul)stitute the imperfect /V^f'.

Before v. 5''. for the sun lie has set a tent i)i tJion, the fii'st

hemistich of the second triplet lias dropped out; it may be

restored on the basis of Prov. 8:28. tchen He established Ihr

clouds abovf : [contrast M\'AG 22, 46].

The first six lines of Ps. 19 may be rendeicd as follows:

2 The heavens tell out (Jod's glory,

the skies recount His hiiiidiwoi-k.
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3 Day tells the story by day,

night makes it known by night.

5 ciTheir tone goes through the whole earth,

their sound to the end of the world.

He established the welkin above,

for the sun He set there a lodge

;

6 And he comes forth^ from his bower,

gladly running his course like a hero;

7 From the end of the heavens he starts,7

and naught is hid from his glow.

(o) 4 There is no speeeh or words, their voice is inaudible.

{§) 6 like a bridegroom (7) and his circuit goes back to their ends

Grotius remarked ad v. 5^: Soli posuit tabernaculum in eis,

supple coelis. Cheyne and Baethgen thought tliat each hemi-

stich had four beats, also Gunk el and Budde seem to assume

this meter; but kebod and ma' se (JAOS 37, 322) in 1. 1, iahbl'

and ieliaime in 1. 2, be-kol in 1. 3, mm in 1. 4, and la-rug, in 1. 5

are unaccented (AJSL 23, 240). Briggs (Psalms, 1908) cor-

rectly states that the first half of Ps. 19 has the trimeter measure,

but he thinks that this poem was composed in the Babylonian

period, and that originally it was a hymn to the Sungod, which

was subsequently adapted to the worship of Jhvh. 'Gunkel
compares the cuneiform hymns to the Sungod (iv R 20, No. 2)

and to Istar (AL^ 135). For the lodge or tent of the Sungod

he refers to Gressmann's Altorientalische Texte und Bilder,

vol. ii, Nos. 92.101.102; cf. also A. Jeremias, Handbuch der

altorientalischen Geisteskidtur (1913) p. 250; Das Alte Testa-

ment im Lichte des Alien Orients (1906) p. 559.

The Hebrew text of the two triplets should be read as follows

:

:rp"in i^p in^-rrti';^oi '7N*-i')aD Dnsp^D u'm*n --^
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I onz '?nx'Dt* c'tDC'? '?ytp:: D'pnL** px

i^'^'^HD "iriD: rxi >invi!: D'tDcn nvpt: 7
I I ' I III

Dnii'p 'X i,-i3iprii (7) jr\n3 6 (^)

This would be in Assyrian (cf. JBL 37. 217) :

2 5o;ne tanUti-ili usannu-ma iupuliiin sipir-qdtesu indmb't

3 tru-ana-uri (imdtam izdlar-mn mfdu-ana-muii U'ma uitdr

5 aZamarsun ina-lal-ergitim u^^d-vui amdtisun on<i-kippdt mdti.

Urpdti el'ts uratt'i-ma inalibbisin (nia-.snm.si ma^alla-uslun

6 U-sfi^ in(i-ino.H(ilisu u^^d-ma ana-gardr-urxi Vhnn-qurddi ixddl

Istu-kippat same nipixsuy u-lapdn-sarurisu imma ul-ikl-atam.

(a) 4 Dibhc uiDndti hUu-uui nuhiunn til Ls.srnv

(/3) 6 lUna erisi (y) u-sitjiir.su ana l-ipi>dti.iun

Johns Hopkins T'nivorsity.

Paul IIati't.

MIXE EARS IIAST TllOr OPKXKD

In his translation of Ps. 40, in the Polychrome Bible, Well-
hausen adopted Olshausen's suggestion to transfer the clause

Minr ears hast Thou opened from v. 7 to v. 8, but oznuim

karUa-li^ should be appended, not prefixed, to the hemistich

hi-nu'/iUat s(fr katuh-'alai, and katuh "ah'ii does not mean pre-

scribed for me, but e/nwen on vie, i. e. enf/raved on mi/ mind,

stamped upon my mind, imprinted on my soul; haijih 'alai is

equivalent 1o katuh 'al-luh lihbi, written on the tablet of my heart,

Prov. 3 : 3 ; ef. Jcr. 17:1; :n : 33 ; 2 Cor. 3:3; see also DB 3,

871^873^ and FV 27:}.

Nor can we render: in the volume of the book it is written of

me (AV) or in the roll of the book is mi/ dutij written (Cheyne,

'For the cnc'litir -/i cf. tho rrmarks on lu'i [nhr rim CIBL .10, 2'A) and
hUu' tiU'ld md (.IBL .T7, 214). Tho initial a in (K <rcD^a 5^ Karrtprlaw fiot

(cf. Uoh. 10:.'S) is <lue to flittOK'raphy (cf. h'inpn, STJOT, 172, '/.])
-. thus

WTO (not the iliminutive uria, OrotiuH, R»mish; or arofia, Olshauson)
t'<'<*ann' oiAira which was corrected to ail'ixa. f^ee also Reinke, Huhnkitk

1^70) ,.. 2.
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Psalms, 1888). The line By means of the roll of Scripture (the

Law and the Prophets; cf. 2 Mace. 15: 9) engraved on me is a

gloss to the hemistich Iliy Law is in my hosom, Heb. he-me'di,

in my inwards, which is explained by the misplaced gloss in

V. 11 : he-tok lihhi, in the midst of my heart. Fnom this gloss

tok has been inserted also in the original reading he-me'di. Also

na-lidta'ci after 'old in v. 7 is scribal expansion. In the same

way we must eliminate az^ amdrti hinne at the beginning of v. 8,

and the following hdti should be combined with la- dsot regonekd

at the beginning of v. 9 {cf. Heb. 10; 9 ijkw tov iroirjuai to BiXqixa

aov). The verb liafdgti is vertical dittography of liafagta in the

preceding line (v. 7). Also elohdi before liafdgti is a gloss.

The two lines should be read as follows

:

'fivijn (5) 'niSx 9 (7) njn 'mox ix s
(,3) nxtom v (a)

'3*7 iin3 11 (r)
11^"^ 9 (f)

7 Sacrifice and offering Thou didst not desire, {

}

burnt-offeringa Thou didst not require.

—

8.9 /3I came [] |

to do Thy AvilWS

with Thy Law ine my bosom.f?;

(a) 7 andsiii-offeriug (/3) 8 then I said, Lo (7) 9 my God (5) I desired

(e) 9 tlie midst of (O in the midst of my heart

(rj) 7.8 [Through the Scripture-roll graven on me] {,' Thou didst open mine ear.

The first of these two lines is the last line of the third quatrain

of this Maccabean psalm, and the second line forms the beginning

of the fourth quatrain. The whole psalm consists of six quatrains

(with 34-2 beats in each line) Avhich may be grouped in three

stanzas. The rehal/im in v. 5^ are the Syrians, and kazdh denotes

'Heb. a2' = Ethiop. cnzd (JBL 36, 148; JSOK 1, 44).
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the Greek religion ; we must read tje-sote dl-kazdl) (AJSL 23, 235,

n. 46: cf. also the translation of IIos. 12:2 in JBL 37, p. 22o).

Rehahhn is the plural of an intransitive adjective rahah =
V7re/3v;</)ai09. The Syrians are called in 1 ^lacc. 2 : 47 ol viol r?/?

vTrepy]<f>ai'ia<;. fUH supcrbiu ; cf. also 1 Macc. 7 : 47 ; 2 Mace. 5 : 17
;

7:3G; 9:4.8.11; 15:6 and JBL 32, 11, n. 12. Ileb. rahah is

identical with Arab, hdhara (syn. fdxara).

According to Grotius (1644) Perfodisti mihi aiires means me
tibi perpctuo jure mancipatum totes (Ex. 21:6). But ozncihn

kar'itd-U, ears Thou hast dug for me, means : TJiou hast excavated

the ears for me, hast removed extraneous matter {e. g. impacted

cerumen) from my ears, making a passage through them. It is

a phrase like the German jemand den Staar stechen (to couch

tlie cataract) for to open one's eyes, undeceive him (French

dessiller les yeiix a ejuehju'ini; cf. our to wipe one's eyes for

him = to take the conceit out of a person) or jemand die Zunge
losen (to cut the ligament of the tongue, French delicr Ja langue;

cf. also dclier les ja)nbes) for to make one talk (cf. French

denouer la langue a eiueleiu'un and onr tongue-tied), \h^). kard

ozndhn is different from gald 6zn, to reveal, communicate ( Assyr.

uzna upatti; cf. KB 6. 38, 1. 25). Reuss' rendering so hnst da
meinoi Ohren vertraut is impossible. For kard ozndhn we may
compare the Assyr. uzna urappis, he widened the ears, i. e. he

opened them (cf. our open-minded) . Shakespeare says to

widen the gates for to open them; cf. farhibu fc. Is. 57:4.

At>;i'ot^£v avT(t)V ror i oi'i' ror rrmtVat Ta<; yfmc^i'fi (Luke 24: 45) WOldd

be in Assyrian: ana sfuiiz (IIW 42'') duppdni uzndsun urappi-s.

Sardanapalns says in tlie (•oU)pIions on the cnneiform tablets

of his library tliat Xelx) and Tasinet gave him an open (lit. icide)

ear, and that he received a l)right eye, Assyr. X(d)u u Ta.smetum

ii:)ia rapdstum isrukusu (A.s.syr. sardku = sakdr; see JAOS 36,

4lH) cxuzu inu namirtiim (see AI/ 00; ef. 7M 21). Cheyne
Psalms (1888) p. 11 1 referred to RP 0, 39. For the followijig

nisiq dupsarruti and tikip santaqe/e see AJSL 33, 45. The stem

rapdsu is a iloid)lrt of napdsu; cf. IIW 475'' and Arab, fdha,

iafihu; also GB"' 650 s. v. pissd ; WF 220. vi ; AJSL 32. 64.

See also my article Drr Litaneidinlekt des Sumerischen in ZA 31.

P.MI, 11 MI'T.

Johns Ho|ikii)<4 T'liivorsity.
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HEB. TALPPOT, SIEGE-TOWERS

In my Book of Canticles (Chicago, 1902) p. 68 (= AJSL
19, 14) I have explained talpUuf, Cant. 4:4 as a derivative of

the stem laffi = Assyr. lapii or lahu, to surround, enclose (c/.

GBi« 880^829^ and Konig's Worterbuch, p. 545*=). We have

the same root in the post-Biblical lippef, to envelop, Arab. Idffa,

Ufafall, envelope = Syr. Ufafd de-'iggdrtd, also in Arab.

taldffa'a, Idhafa, dUiafa 'did (cf. JBL 34, 183) and in Idbisa,

to wrap, clothe oneself.

This rare word talpliot or talpi'ot (ZAT 34, 134, below) must

be restored also in Lam. 3:5 where ros n-tela'd is a corruption

of rdse ialpVdf (nkViD"?]!) tops {cf. Gen. 11:4; KB 3, 2, p. 52,

1. 30) of turrets, i. e. wheeled wooden turrets employed in

approaches to a fortified place (EB^^ 10, 680^, below). We must
render: He huilt against me and beset me with tops of tur-

rets. On Assyrian reliefs the tops of these turrets are manned
with bowmen (see the illustrations on p. 102 of the translation of

Ezekiel in the Polychrome Bible).

We can hardly assume that ros denotes the head of the bat-

tering-ram these turrets were armed with. At any rate the

Assyrian battering-beams had no ram's head (see Ezekiel, SBOT.
47, 47; EB 4509). Nor can ros in Lam. 3:5 denote headwark

(JBL 36, 80) although it has that meaning in v. 19. For merudi

before la'nd ya-ros, wormwood and poppy, we must read merori,

my bitterness. We find the same corruption in 1:7 where

u-merudehd (for u-merorehd) is a scribal expansion based on

3:19 (see above, p. 167. n. 46). ZA 30. 97 I have shown that

tippdh in Lam. 2 : 22 corresponds to the Assyr. tuppu, to nurse,

to rear, bring up. 01 renders : lafefit, 1 swathed, swaddled.

The singular of talpi'ot would be tcdpit which may be regarded

as an infinitive Piel (Cant. 40, n. §). There is no Tif'el in OT
(JBL 34, 78). The primary connotation is hemming in, beset-

ting. Cant. 4 : 4, Ke-migddl Daiiid gauuarek, banui le-talpUot^

* The LXX renders: 6 yKoSo/xTj/i^vos et's QaXwiajd, and the Ethiopic version

reads: ella tahdngd uesta talfeios; see Ludolf s Psalterium Davidis

(1701) p. 339; cf. stanza 18 of the poem in Dillmann's Chrest. Aeth.

p. 140: SaJdm la-lesddek't za-mdxfdda Dauit re'iotd, D'lba Talfeios

fahibdn za-astandddfu masarratd, Hail to thy neck (O Mary) whose aspect

is (like) the Tower of Da\dd whose foundation experts laid on (not against)

Talfeyos.
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should be translated: Thy neck is like the Tower of David, con-

structed for siege-toicers, i. e. round and therefore proof against

battering-turrets, strong enough to resist the impact of turrets

armed with battering-rams; cf. the cut of the so-called Tower

of David in Hilprecht's Explorations in Bihle Lands during

the xixth cent. (Philadelphia. 1903) p. 603. Hall Caine says

in The Manxman of Kate's neck: It icas round, and full, and

soft, and like a tower (BL 32, n. 15). Cylindrical towers offered

the best resistance to the ram. Their circular form avoided

angles which could be attacked by a battering-ram. Therefore

the outer part of a tower projecting beyond the city wall was

sometimes semicircular, while the inner portion was square (EB^^

10, 682.684^ cf. also 23. 773^i.

Paul Haupt.

Johns Hopkins University.





PROCEEDINGS
DECEMBER, 1918

The fifty-fourth mooting of tlie Socioty of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis was called to order by President ^Montgomery at

2.80 1'. M., December 2G, in Pliilosophy Hall, Columbia Univer-

sity. N. Y.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The reports of the Corresponding and iiecording Secretaries

were read and ordered filed. The President appointed Drs.

ir. P. Smith and W. J. Moulton to act as a committee on ]\remo-

rial Resolutions. Tiie tinancial reports of the Treasurer and of

the Recording Secretary were read and referred for audit to

Profs. Clay and Ilinke. The Treasurer announced that the

Society would probably run into debt during the coming year;

the Council was asked to consider ways and means of meeting

the deficit. On motion it was voted that the Recording Sec-

i-etary should transfer his balance to the Treasurer. The

President announced that he had appointed as a luiminating

(•oiiimittee. Profs. Peters. Adler and Bacon. He ajipointed Prof.

Fuliei'ton a committee on resolutions of thanks. Prof. Prince

repoi'ted on the arrangements made by the eonniiittee of arrange-

ments.

The President read a presidential address on "Tlie Present

Duties of American Biblical Scholarship."

Papers were read and di.scussed as follows:

liy Kenneth S. Guttirie: "Biblical KefeieiKcs and Nicene Foiniulations in

Plotinos."

By KpmiKT Fiillortoii : "Tlie Stone of Koninlation, Tsaiali 2S: Id."
By Julins A. Bcwer: "Ancient Babylonian Parallels to the I'.txik of

llaKKai."

By John I'. Peters: "Some Pses of NnnilMTs.

"

TiiiKshw EvKxiNQ, Dr.cKMiiKu L'dih. The Auditing Commit-
tee reported that they had examined the treasurer's aeconnt and
found it correct. Papers were rea<l as follows:

By .]. PMward Sny.ler: "The Black Tents of Ke.lar.

"

By M. (r. Kyle: "Style ami Diction in Liti^rary Critici.nni.
"

Ky Benj. VV. Bacon: "St. Paul to the Lao.Iiceans.

"

14
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Tlie Soeiety was tendered a reception by President Bntler of

Colnnibia University in Avery Library, following the meeting.

Friday Morning, December 271 h. The Conncil, thru the

Recording Secretary, made its report, and recommended the fol-

lowing persons for membership, who were elected by the Society

and subsequently qualified as members. They are

:

Prof. Moses Buttenwieser, Ph.D., 252 Loraine Ave., Clifton, Cincinnati, O.

Prof. Ernest Ward Burch, Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111.

Miss Mary Redington Ely, Union Theological Seminary, New York City.

Rabbi Solomon Foster, 90 Treacy St., Newark, N. J.

Miss Ettalene M. Grice, 80 Broadway, New Haven, Conn.

Mr. Georges S. Kukhi, Yale School of Religion, New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Theophile J. Meek, Meadville Theological School, Meadville, Pa.

Miss Ruth Richards, 16 Ashland St., Medford, Mass.

Prof. Wm. Hoyt Worrell, Hartford Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

The nominating committee made its report. The following

officers were thereupon elected for one year

:

Prof. E. J. Goodspeed, President.

Prof. A. T. Clay, Vice-Fresident.

Prof. H. J. Cadbury, Becording Secretary.

Prof. George Dahl, Treasurer.

Prof. W. J. Moulton, 1

Prof. C. M. Coberu,
|

Associates

Prof. J. A. Montgomery, ) in

Prof. J. H. Ropes, Council.

Prof. J. Dyneley Prince,

Prof. Kemper Fullerton, "» n- ^ „ „jy ^i „ ^^„ • „
f

' Directors of the American
Prof. Henri Hyvernat, ?• c ? i r „ ?•^ ' f School in Jerusalem.
Prof. Mary I. Hussey, J

The financial status of the Society was again presented by the

Treasurer. Note was made of the absence of Mr. W. II. Cobb

and Prof. Paul Haupt who for many years have regularly

attended the meetings of the Society. The Recording Secretary

was instructed to write them a letter on behalf of the Society.

Prof. Jastrow, chairman of the committee appointed to pre-

pare a Symposium, then took the chair and called for papers on

"Critical Method in the Study of the Old Testament" in the

following order:

By George A. Barton: "Survey of the Results and Present Status of the

Critical Study of the Old Testament. '

'

By Kemper Fullerton :
'

' The Method and Scope of Documentary Analysis

and Textual Criticism in the Critical Study of the Old Testament."
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By C. C. Toney: "The Use of the Versions in the Critical Study of the

OM Testament."

By A. T. 01mstea<l: "Critical Method and the Utilization of Historical

Data in the Old Testament.
'

'

By Julian Morgenstern : "Critical Method and the Utilization of Archae-

ological Data in the Old Testament. '

'

A vote of thanks to those who had planned and participated

in the symposium was passed; to prepare for a similar sympo-

sium next year Professors Bacon, Goodspeed and ^loulton were

appointed.

The followinfr resolution prepared by Prof. Fullerton was

passed

:

The hospitality extended to our Society by Columbia University in former

j'ears awakened in all of us pleasant anticipations of what was to Vje

enjoyed at the present meeting—anticipations most happily fulfilled. We
wish to express our warm appreciation of the recogiiition of the work of

the Society thus accorded by our hosts. We believe that the Bible is one

of the most important ethical and religious links between the Orient and

the Occident and that the present time needs more than ever such media

of mutual umlerstanding V)etween races and nations. Therefore the sup-

jiort of our Society by such Institutions as that to which we are now
indebted for our entertainment has a far-reaching significance which we
are glad to lielieve is realized by them and refiected in tlieir generous

welcome.

The follouiii^jr .Memorial Kcsolutions prepared by the connnit-

tce were adopted

:

"The Society rei'ords its sense of loss in the death of ihe following

momljers:

"Juliu.s Wellhausen, an honorary member of the Society, was wi<loly

known as the most brilliant Old Testament scholar of his generation. His
interest extended also to the New Testament and t<i Muhammedan liistory

and religion. His merits are too well known to need recital here. Born
in 1844 he was professor successively in the universities of Ciriefswald,

Halle, Marhurg and JJottingen. He died on January 10, 1918.

"Professor \V. H. Hy.ier, D.D., was born July 24, 1842, He served his

country in the Civil War iM-ing WDundcd at Ri.limond in ISfi;"). He gradu-
ated at OU^rlin in lstj6 and at Andovcr Seminary in 1S«5J). After two
pastorates he Ix'camc professor of New Testament Interpretation in Ando-
ver Seminary which chair he held from the year 1888 until his death,
April 6, 1918, His career was that of the devoted teacher, finding his

chief good in instructing successive generations of students.

"Rev, Bernhard Tick, I'h.I)., was lM)rn in Prussia, DecemU'r li». IsJl'.

After studying at the I'niversities of Breslau and Merlin ho completed his

15
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course at Union Theological Seminary in 1869. He served l)oth Lutheran

and Presbyterian churclies in the pastorate, but was also active in scholarly

investigation. The list of liis jjublications shows the breadth of his inter-

est in Biblical, Rabbinical and historical studies. He became a member of

our Society in 1881. His death took place April 10, 1917.

"Miss Katrine Wheelock, a member of our Society since 1912, was Asso-

ciate Professor of Biblical Literature in Wellesley College from 1907 until

her death in June 1917.
'

' These all having served their generation by the will of God have fallen

asleep. We honor their memories and emulate tlieir usfulness.

"

Informal remarks were made by members of the Society about

the late Prof. Wellhausen. Dr. Barton also spoke briefly on the

needs of the Jerusalem School, and invited the cooperation of

members in raising funds.

The Society was entertained at luncheon by Columbia Uni-

versity.

Friday Afterxoox. December 27th. The council made a

brief report. Papers were read and discussed as follows

:

By M. L. Margolis : " le 'is hasideka, Deut. 33 : 8.
"

By P. J. P. Jackson: "John the Baptist in Mark and Josephus.

"

By M. I. Hussey : ' * Origin of the Name Pharisee.

By C. P. Kent :
*

' The Origin and Development of Early Democracy. '

'

By E. R. B. Poote :
' ' What Primitive Gospel Documents furnish the

groundwork of the Synoptists ? '

'

By C. E. Bowen: "An Esehatological Note."

Discussion of the Symposium followed. Then adjourned.

Henry J. Cadbury, Recording Secretary.

Friday Evexixg, December 27tli. At a joint meeting with

the American Philological Association and the Archaeological

Institute papers were read and discussed by members of those

societies and

By J. D. Prince: "Note on the Cure of Leprosy in the Old Testament."

REPORT OF RECORDING SECRETARY

The apparent active membership of our Society is at present

247 or tM'O less than reported last year. Eight persons elected

last December have qualified for membership.. Early during the

year one of our honorary members, Julius Wellhausen, was
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removed by deatli. It has been impossil)le on aeeount of the war

for the Secretary to keep in loueh with some of the members in

Enrope. but lie is not aware that any aetive memljers have died

during tlie year. Information has been received of three mem-

bers who liied (iuriny liHT. viz;

Rev. Bei-nhard Pick. Newark. X. J.

Rev. Rino Veturiui. New York L'ity.

Miss Katrine Wheelock. Wellesh\v. ^Mass.

^lention shouhl also be made of the death on April 6, 1918 of

William Henry Ryder, Xorris Professor of New Testament

Interpretation in Andover Theological Seminary, and for thirty

yeais a member of this Society. As a grateful pupil the secre-

tary is glad of this opportunity to bear witness to his scholar-

ship and Christian graces.

Respectfully sid)mitle(|.

IIk.nky .1. ('ai)IU"uv. h'rronJinff Secrctarif.
Dec. i-'t), litis.

REPORT OF TllK CORRESPOXDIXG SECRinWRV

On behalf of tiie lOditorial Committee of the Journal 1 Ix'g

to report that the first double numbt-r of this year's volume has

been issued and is in the hands of the meml)i'fs and subsci'ibei's.

The printer has in his hands nuiterial pai-tly set up and partly

being set up now which will in' more than sutHieient for the eon-

eluding nnmbcis of this vcjlutiif. In addition to the df|;i\s

owing to shortage of labor thei-e has been a delay in paging a

iMUiiIxT (if galley pi'<K)fs because of cei'tain extra cliai'actei's

which the prinlci' chiitncd he did not possess and which have

been ordei-ed nuide. Xo one wonid be more gratified than

myself to have the nnndiers come ont in dne season. Let us

lio[)e that by next yeai- we shall be st i-aigliteiicij out.

Respect fu I ly su I )m i 1 1 e( I

.

Max L. M AKfioi.ls. Corrrspnndiiuf S( rtu hiri/.

TKK.\sri{i:irs ri:i'(>kt. iims

Kkckihts
FtMlniico (•••iriii-il rma.-iiil .-!)(IS.70

K«'|>rintN ., I'lS.JKJ

Iiiiti.-iti..!.- l.l.OO
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Dues $522.20

Interest 34.77

Total $1,579.60

Disbursements

Jan. 2, Eubber stamps and pad $ 1.75

Jan. 4, Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor, circulars for 53d meeting . . 2.3.80

Feb. 6, Stamped envelopes, G. Dahl 1.59

Apr. 2, Stamped envelopes, G. Dahl .79

July 17, The Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Co., printing Vol.

XXXVI, parts 3, 4 379.04

Oct. 3, Stamped envelopes, G. Dahl 1.57

Dee. 4, Stamj^ed envelopes, G. Dahl 8.37

Dec. 9, Expenses of M. L. Margolis 35.00

Dec. 9, The Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Co., printing Vol.

XXXVII, parts 1, 2 408.09

Dec. 18, E. C. Garfield, clerical services 4.00

Total $ 864.00

Cash on hand 715.60

$1,579.60

Audited and found correct.

Wm. J. HiKKE.

A. T. Clay.

FINANCIAL REI^ORT

OF THE

RECORDING SECRETARY

Receipts
1918
Balance, Dec. 27, 1917 $201.41

Sales and Subscriptions of the Jounuil 10.02

Interest 3.77

Total $215.20

Credit

Dec. 26, 1918 Balance in Colonial Trust Co., Philadelphia $215.20

Respectfully submitted,

HENRY J. CADBURY, Recording Secretary.

The account of the Recording Secretary was audited and found correct.

Wm. J. HiNKE.

A. T. Clay.



MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY

MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY^

HONORARY MEMBERS

Prof. K. Budde, D.D., Marburg, Germany.

Prof. F. C. Binkitt, M.A., Cambridge, England.

Prof. Ernst von Dobschiitz, Halle, Germany.

Prof. Adolf Harnack, D.D., Berlin, Germany.

Prof. A. Jiilicher, D.D., Marburg, Germany.

Prof. Marie Joseph Lagrange, Jerusalem (care of M. Gabalda, 90 Rue

Bonaparte, Paris).

Prof. William Sanday, D.D., Oxford, England.

Prof. A. H. Sayce, D.D., Oxford, England.

Prof. G. A. Smith, D.D., Aberdeen, Scotland.

ACTIVE MEMBERS'

Miss Charlotte Adams, 135 E. 52d St., N. Y. City.

Pros. Cyrus Adler, Ph.D., 2041 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. Foxwell Albright, Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Md.

Miss Beatrice Allard, Summit Road, Wolleslcy. Mass.

Prof. Herbert C. Alleman, Gettysburg, Pa.

Prof. Frederick L. Anderson, D.D., Newton Centre, Mass.

Rev. Abraham S. Anspachor, ;j(Jl W. 16.3d St., X. Y. City.

Prof. Wm. R. Arnold, Ph.D., 7 Francis Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. B. W. Bacon, D.D., 244 E<lwards St., New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Wm. Frederic Bad6, Ph.D., Paciflc School of Religion,

Berkeley, Cal.

Phillips Harry, A.M., s.'; Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. George A. Barton, Ph.D., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Prof. L. W. Batten, Ph.D., Gen. Theol. Sem., Chelsea Sq.,

N. Y. City.

(561) '16 Prof. John W. Beardslee, Jr., Ph.D., D.D., Theological Sem-

inary, New Brunswick, N. J.

(51) '81 Prof. J. T. Bcckwith, Ph.D., .'!o W. 61th St., New York City.

(568) '16 Rev, C. Theodore Benze, Lutheran Seminary, Mt. Airy, Pa.

^570) '16 I'rof. Iiniiinnuel G. A. Bi-ii/iiigor, Ph.D., Wagner Collogo,

Statf>n Island, N. Y.

(555) '15 Prof. James P. Berkeley, 82 Oxford Rd., Newton Centre, Mass.

(326) '99 Prof. George R. Berry, D.D., Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N. Y.

' This list has l>een corrected up to Dec. 1, 1919. Momlx?rs are requested
to notify the Recording Secretary, H. J. Cadbury, 1075 Massachusetts Ave.,

' .imbriilge 3s, Mass., of any change in aildress.

' The two numbers prefixed to the name of each member indicate the

order and date of his accession to membership in the Society.

(496)
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Prof. Julius A. Bewer, Ph.D., Union Theol Sem., N. Y. City.

Rev. Josliua Bloeh, M.A., .UG E. IT.'M St., N. Y. City.

Prof. Edward I. Bosworth, D.D., Oberlin, O.

Prof. Clayton R. Bowen, Meadville Theol. School, Meadville,.

Pa.

Rev. C. F. Bradley, D.D., 90 Mt. Vernon St., Boston, Mass.

Rev. Lester Bradner, Jr., Ph.D., 289 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.

Miss Emilie Grace Briggs, 124 Third St., Lakewood, N. J.

Prof. Wm. A. Brown, D.D., Union Theol. Sem., N. Y. City.

Prof. M. D. Buell, D.D., Garrison Hall, Boston, Mass.

Prof. Ernest Ward Burch, Ph.D., Garrett Biblical Institute,.

Evanston, 111.

Prof. E. D. Burton, D.D., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Prof. R. Butin, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.

Prof. Moses Butteawieser, Ph.D., 252 Loraine Ave., Clifton^

Cincinnati, O.

Pres. H. A. Buttz, D.D., Madison, N. J.

Henry J. Cadbury, Ph.D., 1075 Massachusetts Ave., Cam-
bridge .".8, Mass.

Prof. Henry Beach Carre, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tenn.

I. M. Casanowicz, Ph.D., National Museum, Washington, D. G.

Prof. Shirley J. Case, Ph.D., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Rev. James L. Cheney, Ph.D., Euclid Avenue Baptist Church,.

Cleveland, O.

(277) '95 Prof. Francis A. Christie, D.D., Meadville Theol. School, Mead-
ville, Pa.

Prof. Calvin M. Clark, Bangor Theol. Sem., Bangor, Me.

Prof. Albert T. Clay, Ph.D., 401 Humphrey St., New Haven,

Conn.

Rev. W. H. Cobb, D.D., Congregational Library, Boston, Mass.

Prof. Camden M. Cobern, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.

C. P. Cofan, 1744-208 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

Mrs. Eliz. W. Collins, Swarthmore, Pa.

Rev. Wm. M. Crane, Ph.D., Richmond, Mass.
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CONSTITUTION

I

This association shall be called '
' The Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis. '

'

II

The object of the Society shall be to stimulate the critical study of the

Scriptures by presenting, discussing, and publishing original papers on

Biblical topics.

Ill

The oflQcers of the Society shall be a President, a Vice-President, a

Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, and a Treasurer, who,

with five others, shall be united in a Council. These shall be elected

annually by the Society, with the exception of the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who shall be elected annually by the Council. Additional members

of the Council shall be the Presidents of the Sections hereinafter provided

for. There shall be al.so a Publishing Committee, consisting of the Corre-

sponding Secretary and two others, who shall be annually chosen by the

Council.

IV

Members shall bo elected by the Society upon the recommendation of the

Council. They may be of two classes, active and honorary. Honorary

members shall belong to other nationalities than that of the United States

of America, and shall be especially distinguished for their attainments as

Biblical scholars. The numlier of honorary members chosen at the first

election shall be not more than ten ; in any succeeding year not more
than two.

V

The Society sliall meet at lea.st once a year, at such time and place as the

Council may determine. On the first day of the annual meeting the Presi-

dent, or some other member appointed by the Council for the purpose, shall

deliver an address to the Society.

VI

Sections, consisting of all the members of the Society residing in a jiar-

ticulnr locality, may \>c organized, with tlie consent of the Council for the

object stated in Article II, provided that the number of members composing
any Section sliall not lie le.ss than twelve. Each Section shall annually
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choose for itself a President, whose duty it shall be to preside over its

meeting, and to take care that such papers and notes read before it as

the Section may judge to be of sufficient value are transmitted promptly

to the Corresponding Secretary of the Society. The Sections shall meet

as often as they shall severally determine, provided that their meetings do

not interfere with tlie meetings of the Society.

VII

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the Society on recom-

mendation of the Council, such amendment having been proposed at a

previous meeting, and notice of the same ha\'ing been sent to the members
of the Society.

BY-LAWS

I

It shall be the duty of the President, or, in his absence, of the Vice-

President, to preside at all the meetings of the Society ; but, in the absence

of both these officers, the Society may choose a presiding officer from tho

members present.

II

It shall be the duty of the Kecording Secretary to notify the members,

at least two weeks in advance, of each meeting, transmitting to them at

the same time the list of papers to be presented at the meeting; to keep a

record of the proceedings of such meetings; to preserve an acciirate roll of

the members; to make an annual report of the condition of the Society;

to distribute its publications, and to do such other like things as the Council

may request.

Ill

It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to conduct the corre-

spondence of the Society, and in particular, to use his best efforts for the

securing of suitable papers and notes to be presented to the Society at

each meetiiig; to prepare a list of such papers, and to place it in the hands

of the Recording Secretary for transmission to the members; to receive

all papers and notes that shall have been presented, and lay them before

the Publishing Committee.

IV

It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of all the funds of

the Society, and to invest or disburse them under the direction of the

Council, rendering an account of all his transactions to the Society at each

annual meeting.

V

It shall be the duty of the Council to propose candidates for member-

ship of the Society; to elect the Corresponding Secretary and the addi-

tional members of the Publishing Committee; to fix the times and places

for meetings, and generally to supervise the interests of the Society.
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VI

It shall be the duty of the Publishing Committee to publish the proceed-

ings of the Society, and also to select, edit, and publish, as far as the funds

of the Society will justify, such papers and notes from among those laid'

before them, as shall in their judgment be fitted to promote Biblical science.

The fee for admission into the Society shall be five dollars, besides which

each member shall annually pay a tax of three dollars; but libraries may
become members without the fee for admission, from which, also, members

permanently residing abroad shall be exempt. The donation at one time,

by a single person, of fifty dollars shall exempt the donor from all further

payments, and no payments shall be required of honorary members.

Each member shall be entitled to receive, without additional charge, one

copy of each publication of the Society after his election ; in addition to

which, if he be a contributor to the Journal, he shall receive twenty-five

copies of any article or articles he may have contributed.

IX

Five members of the Council of whom not less than three shall have

been elected directly by the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Twelve members of the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof for the

transaction of business but a smaller number may continue in session for

the purpose of hearing and discussing papers presented.

The following resolution supplomentary to the By-Laws with reference

to the price at which nicmltcrs may procure extra copies of the Journal,

was adopted Juno 1.3th, 1S.S4:

Resolved: That the Secretary be authorized to furnish to members, for

the purpose of presentation, additional copies of any volume of the Journal,

to the number of ten, at the rate of .$1 a copy, but that the price to persons

not members be the amount of tlie annual assessment.
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THE IMPERFECT WITH SIMPLE WAW
IN HEBREW

FRED. T. KELLY
MADISON, WISCONSIN

IX the following study an attempt is made to bring together,

and classify, as far as possible, the imperfect with simple waw,

as found in the Hebrew of the Masoretic Text.

The large number of examples of this combination m the-

Hebrew Bible (1287 are listed here), as pointed by the Maso-

retes, argues that at some time in the history of the language

the phenomenon had a fairly well-defined usage. That most of

the cases are not errors for the imperfect with waw consecutive,

is evidenced by the context, as well as by the earlier versions.

For example, the Pentateuch has about 240 cases of this imper-

fect with simple waw, but, on comparing the Septuagint, only

two cases of the past tenses, indicative, were found. One of

these is Num. 16 ,"), in the account of Korah's rebellion, where

the Greek does not follow the Hebrew closely, and even here

the aorist may be gnomic. The other case is in Numb. 17 :j.

which deals with tbe disposition to be made of the censers used

by Korah's party. Even in Hebrew the usage is quite out of

tlie normal iiere.

Further, if we examine the Samaritan version for the same
books, we tind that out of the 241 cases there are only live cases

of waw with the perfect, and four of these are in the first chapter

of Cienesis, all tlic other being waw with the imperfect, when a

finite form of the verb is used.

1
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This phenomenon of the imperfect with waw has long been

noted by scholars, but most have dismissed it with but little

comment, as it really is of less importance than the waw conse-

cutive forms. However, the matter has received some attention.

Among moderns, perhaps the late Professor Driver has done

the most in this field, and it is along the line of his suggestions

that an attempt is made to follow out some general lines of

classification.

In the first place, there are numerous cases which Driver

does not attempt to bring under the classifications he suggests.

Davidson and Harper have the same difficulty, the one remarking

that the principles stated by him "fail to explain all the in-

stances" in the Masoretic Text, and the other, that there are

numerous "cases of which no adequate explanation has been

offered".

Kautzsch, in the 28*^ edition of Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar,

gives no special classification of the usage of weak waw, as he

does of the waw consecutive, yet, incidentally, he gives some

valuable observations. Nor does Konig, in his Syntax, attempt

to treat the subject otherwise than incidentally.

A large number of the cases of imperfect found with simple

waw are voluntative imperfects (jussives and cohortatives), and,

further, very often follow voluntatives (jussives, cohortatives

and imperatives). Hence it is quite probable that the volunta-

tive imperfect was the normal form, with a simple waw, of

course , used to continue another voluntative, when not in the

simple sequential sense, which would require a consecutive form.

The matter is made more uncertain from the fact that most

verbs in Hebrew do not show distinctively voluntative imperfects,

and even those that possess such forms do not always appear

as such, due to considerations of euphony, as well as to the fact

that when suffixes are added the forms cannot be used, even

though the sense plainly calls for such use. Further, practically

all traces of a subjunctive in Hebrew are lost, unless we call

the cohortative a subjunctive. So the voluntative imperfect, so-

called, seems to do duty, in many cases, for the subjunctive.

After going over all the cases in the books in which they

occur, we find a considerable variety in usage by the different
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^Titers. However, we tind that in ordinary sentences (i. e. not

conditional etc.) three general lines of usage occur, to which a

fourth may be added, which may be called "synonymous"' or

"intensive". In poetr}-, where this last is quite common, it

might be named the "parallelistic*' usage. As in all classifi-

cations, the boundary lines are not distinctly marked and it is

often difticult to decide to which category a given case belongs.

For example, in i)oetr}', many cases might well be classed as

either "intensive" or "coordinate", as will be seen by a merely

cursor}* examination of the text.

First, there is what we may call the "coordinate" usage.

Here the imjjerfect with waw merely continues, as a separate

unit, what may be taken as a voluntative (in most instances),

and may be translated by "and let", or "and may", though

sometimes the imperfect with simple waw merely continues the

preceding volutative as a pure jussive, cohortative or imperative,

e. g. "Become thou a thousand myriads, and let thy seed possess

the gate of those hating them", Gen. 24 fjo; "Let the Lord God
of your fathers add to you a thousand times as (many) as you

are, and may he bless you etc.", Deut. In; "Send out (thy)

lightning and scatter them", Ps. 144 •;.

The second class of cases, also after the same verbal forms

as above, may be translated by "then". By this is meant, not

simply sequence, by which one act follows another, as that seems

to be the original use of the consecutive form, but rather it is

the use of "then" in the sphere of result, e.g. "Sojourn in this

land, and (then) I will be with tiiee", (lon. 26 a. Many of these

cases might well be classed as conditions, in fact it is difticult

to draw the line between this usage and the conditional oni-.

F<tr example, Driver calls the imperative in the sentence given,

a "hypothetical imperative".

The third class, after the same verbal fonns as before, may
l)e translated by "that", and sometimes by '"so that". That is,

as has been said, the imperfect with simple waw "furnishes a

concise and elegant expression of jiuriiose". To tliis might have

been added "result" as well. At least, it seems best to class

the two together here. Examples are: "T^et down thy pitcher,

I pray, that I may drink", Gen. 24 u; "And let thy mercies

1*
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come unto me etc., so that I may answer those who re])roacli

me etc.", Ps. 119 41-42.

As indicated above, to these three general usages after

verbs, may be added a fourth, which seems to be more frequently

found after fomis not distinctively voluntative. This usage we

may call "synonymous", or "intensive", in poetry, one might

almost call it "parallelistic", as it occurs so frequently there.

Here there is an evident intention to emphasize individual acts

or ideas, or, as some grammarians put it: "emphasis by re-

petition", or, "fulness of expression", e. g. "I will apportion

them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel", Gen. 49 7. In

referring to this class we shall use the term "intensive", as

many of the cases can hardly be called "synonymous".

Possibly somewhat related to this group is the "concomitant"

usage, occasionally expressed by the infinitive with 7, cf. "iDi^?.

e. g. "He worships, and bows down, and says ...." = "while

saying", or simply, "saying", Isa. 44 17.

Closely related to the "then" usage, mentioned above, in fact,

an extension of that usage (if that can claim priority), is the

use in conditional sentences to introduce the apodosis, e. g.

"If he hold back the waters, then they dry up". Job. 12 I5a.

Then, as in the case of any strictly coordinate function of the

Avaw, it may be used to introduce a second apodosis, e. g. "If

I have rewarded evil— (then) let the enemy pursue my soul,

and (let him) overtake etc." Further, the waw may be used,

instead of the particle, to introduce a second protasis, e. g.

"And (if) he send them forih, they overturn the earth". Job. 12 isa.

Further, the simple waw may be used in what are known as

the "double waw" forms, in w^hat are sometimes called "relative

conditional sentences", e. g. ". . . and we will worship, and we

will return to you" = "... and when we (shall) have worshipped,

we will return to you". Gen. 22 5a, 5b.

What has been said of conditional sentences, applies also,

in the main, to concessive sentences, (i. e. with "though",

"notwithstanding" etc.).

We also find the imperfect with simple waw used in causal

clauses ("because", "therefore" or "for"), and that even after

perfects as well as after imperfects, as in Prov. 1 31, ... "they
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despised my reproof, therefore they shall eat of the fruit of

their way".

It has already heen noted that imperfect Avith simple waw
may be used to introduce a second protasis or apodosis. Like-

wise, it may be used to introduce a second question, a second

negative clause in which the negative is omitted, a second adver-

sative or concessive clause, a second subordinate form after an

optative, or even a second imperfect of past time, when custom-

ary action is implied. This follows from the coordinate function

o( the simple waw. Examples will be given in the lists.

Then there are some cases in which a speaker or writer, after

speaking of surrounding circumstances or conditions, suddenly

breaks off and utters a wish or prayer, e. g. "And now I counsel

thee to listen to me, and may the Lord be with thee", Ex. 18 ly.

There are a number of cases of the adversative usage, e. g.

"A true witness saves lives, hut he who utters lies is (causes)

deceit", Prov. 14 25.

Again there are cases in which the simple waw and imperfect

are used in what is known as "verbal subordination", e. g.

"that they may learn and fear the liord" = "learn to fear",

Deut. :U 1.'.

Tliere are some cases of the simple waw taking the place of

a particle (conjunction etc.), after an imi)erf. following such

particle, e. g. after ])^Db, ""D, ]D'^y, ^'^ etc. Driver thought such

oases relatively rare; hoNvevt-r, tliey :ire worth noting as part of

the coordinate usage.

The simjde waw may also appear in many cases where there

is no a|)pareDt continuance of a preceding verb, e. g. "that" is

used after a question, "Who is wise, and he will understand

these things"? = "Wiio is wise, that he may understand these

things"? (in this case, as in others of the same tyj)e, the imper-

fect is a voluntative), Hos. 14 10.

The simple waw is also found after a negative, e. g. "God
is not man that he should lie", Num. 23 s». "That" is also found

after an optative expression, e. g. "Would that ray words were
written", .lol). 19 js.

Again we have simple waw after time determinations, e. g.

"In the morning, and the Lord will show" •= "In the morning
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(then) the Ijord will show", Xiini. 16 5. Driver is incUned to

call this the apodotic waw, also used after the "casus pendens".

One might compare this with the time determination of past

time, in Gen. 22 4: "It was on the third day that Abraham
lifted up his eyes" (the impf. consec. is used here).

The great majority of the cases in the Pentateuch and the

historical books come under the first three heads, or sHght

variations of the same, but as there is considerable variation

among the books, it has been deemed best to take up the books

separately.

The letters a, b, c, d etc, indicate tlie first, second, third etc, occurrence,

of the imperfect with simple waw in any given verse.

Often two cases are given as following a single form (such as an

imperative), when, in reality, the second is merely coordinate to the first.

GENESIS

Of the "coordinates" we find: 1 6, 9, 26 9 27a, 27b 20 7 24 5i,

57, 60 26 '28 27 29a, 29b 28 3a, 3b 4 30 3a 31 37 33 12a, 12b 35 3a, 3b

37 13, 20a, 20b, 27 41 33, 34, 35a, 35b 42 16a 48 16a, 16b. Of the

"then" cases we have: 12 2a, 2b, 2c, 3 17 2a, 2b 18 5, so, 32

19 20 24 3 26 3a, 3b, 29 27 30 28 31 ;; 32 lo 34 12 35 3c 37 20c

42 20, 34 43 8a, 8b 45 18 47 10. Of the "that" cases as above.

i. e. in a declarative sentence after a verb: 18 21 19 5,32a, 32b,

34 23 4, 9, 13 24 14, 49, 56 27 4, 7a, 7b, 9, 21, 25, 31 29 21 30 3b, 25.

26 34 23 38 24 42 2 16b 43 8c 44 21 45 28 46 31a, 31b 47 19a, 19b

48 9 49 1. One interesting case in the last group is 27 25, where

the first verbal form following the imperative is a cohortative

with waw, and the second verb, instead of having simple waw,

has the particle ]'i^u? before it, at least suggesting that the two

constructions are interchangeable. Of. the other possibility in

vs. 7 a, 7 b, of this chapter. In 13 9 a and 9 b we have simple waw
in the apodosis of two conditions. Of the "double waw" form

in a relative condition we have 22 5a, 5b, and 50 5a and 5b. One
of a similar type, but abbreviated, seems to be in 27 4i, but

instead of saying: "When the days of mourning for my father

come", he says: "The days of mourning for my father draw

near, and (then) I will kill etc." (or simply, "then I will kill").

In 43 4 we have a second apodosis, and in 49 7 the "intensive"

i
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or synon}inous usage. In 9 26 27 28, we have the "and may",

or "and let" usage in a wish or petition. In 34 21 a, 21b,

we have the causal use = "therefore", cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, § 158.

It is possible that the simple waw in 22 i", repeats the ''S at

the beginning of the verse, but perhaps it is better to take it

as = "SO that", after the strong determination expressed in

the verbs earlier in the sentence.

EXODUS

In the "coordinate" class we find: 3 10 4 I8a 14 12 24 7 32 lOa

35 10. "Then", 8 4b 9 28 14i7b 20 16 24 12 32 lOc, Of the "that"

type we have: 2 20 3 3, I8 4 I8b, 23 .^ 3, 9 6 11 7 I6, 19 8 4a, 4c, u
9 1,13,22 10 3,7, 12a 12b, 17, 21 11 2 14 2a, 2b, 4b, 15,16,26 1 7 2 27 20

32 10b 33 5, 13. There is a case of the "intensive" or synonymous

usage in 19 i3. In 12 a we have the use after a time deter-

mination = then. And in 14 4a there is a case of "then" after

the pert", consec. which latter may be translated: "to the end

that he may pursue etc., and (then) I shall be honored". In

14 7a we have a case of "that" after a participle preceded by

n2r] (futurura instans), perhaps expressing the strong determin-

ation of the speaker. In 2 7 there is a case of "that" after a

question. The causal usage, "therefore", appears in 15 2a, 2b

18 19 is a case of "and may" in a wish or prayer. The two

cases, 26 24 and 28 28, in the directions for making the ark and

ephod. seem to defy classification. In the first case the Samaritan

has the impf. without waw, and in the second, the imperfect

with waw, while the LXX has xai and the third sing. fut. in

the first case, and kui and the second sing. fut. in the other.

The Hebrew has the third jjlural in both cases. The first case

follows what might be considered an imperative imperfect, and

the other case has what miglit be considered an equivjilent of

the same (a consec. perf.), hence it is possible to translate "so

that"; in any case, the usage is quite abnormal.

LEVITICUS

Of the "that" ca.ses we find: 9 6 24 2. In 15 24 the waw

introduces a second protiisis. In 26 43 the waw is in a sort of
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apodosis, in a relative condition: "When the land shall be

forsaken, then it shall enjoy ....''

XUMBERS

Of the "coordinate" cases we find: 6 24, er. -20 10 35a, 35b 14 4

23 3, 10 24 7a, 7b. Probable '-then" cases are 16 21 17 10 21 lo,

though some prefer to translate these cases by "that" ; however,

an appeal seems to be made to the parties, and then the result

of acquiescing follows. Of the "that" cases we have: 5 2 9 8

11 lo 13 2 17 2 25 18 2a, 2b 19 2 21 7 22 19 25 4 31 3. "That"

may be the translation of the word at the beginning of the verse

in 9 2; the word of command is missing. In 16 :. we have what

Driver calls an apodosis to a time determination, "In the morning

(then) the Lord will show . . .
." Probably in 24 19, we have a

case of "and may" in a strong wish, or a prayer. 17 3 is closely

related; some would call it a "permissive edict". There is a

case of "that" after an oath in 14 21 and one of "that" after a

negative in 23 i9. 14 12 has a case of the "double waw" with

the voluntative. "When I dispossess them, (then) I will make

thee . . .
." There is a single case of waw taking the place of a

])article before the imperfect, ''?1fc5 22 6.

DEUTERONOMY

Of the "coordinates" we find: 1 11 10 iia, 11b 13 3, 7, u 20 5

6, 7, 8 32 lb, 38 33 6. Of the "then" cases we have: 9 i4c 10 2

13 12 17 18 19 20 21 21 32 la, 7a, 7b. Cases of "that": 1 13, 22a.

22b 3 25 4 10 5 28 9 14a, 14b 31 14, 28a, 28b. "That", after a

question, is found in 30 I2b, i2c. The simple waw in a second

(juestion is found in 12 30 and 30 i2a. It is used after a practical

equivalent of a time determination in 2 4, i. e. "Just now, as

you are passing (then) they are afraid." There is an unusual

case of the adversative in 32 39, at least it suggests a contrast

to man's way of thinking, i. e, that the destroyer and the restorer

could be the same personality. Yet, the passage miglit be read

:

"I Idll, and I also make alive." The sentence can hardly l)e

concessive here as in Hos. 6 ib, ic.
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JOSHUA

** Coordinates": 7 3 18 4b, 4c 4d. Of the "then" class: 18 4e.

Of the '•that" type: 4 le 18 4a. In 7 9 we appear to have the

protasis of a relative condition introduced by simple "waw, the

apodosis beginning with a perf. consec.

JUDGES

Of the -coordinates'' we have: 1 3 4 .'2 7 :; 9 :, i.< 16 20 19 «,

9, ii», i3,2S 20 32. "Then": 639 11 6. "That": 630 7 4 11 37a. 37b

13 8, 15 14 13, 15 16 25, 26, 28 18 5 19 lb, 22 20 13a, 13b. There is

:i case of "that" after the optative in 9 29. In 6 'j we should

probably read impf. consec, cf. imfps. consec. on either side of

it. It could scarcely be an impf. of customary or continued

action in past time. In 20 6a, 6b some editions have impfs.

consec. Driver classes this as one of a few instances in which

the compensator}- kames does not appear before i^. and so calls

it the waw "consecutive".

I SAMUEL

Of the -coordinate" type we find: 9 5, 9 11 i4a 14 i, 6, 36 17 x

20 11 26 11. Of the "then" class: 11 i 12 sb, lo 14i2 1.5 25 1744

Jb 8a 28 22a. "That" cases are: 4 3a, sb 5 ll 73,5,8 926,27a, 27b

11;:, IJ. Ub 12 7,17 15 16 17 10 18 21 a, 21b 20 29 27 5 28 7a, 7b, 22b

29 4. "That" after a question occui-s in 12 3a. Simple waw

appears in the apodosis to a rel. condition in 20 4. It is found

after a corajdex condition in 30 i:.. In 17 46, 47, we have "that"

after perfs. consec. e.xpressing strong confidence. 18 i7 might

be classed as a case of a simple waw after a negative. Imt the

force of the negative does not go over to this member of the

sentence, so it is better to take the waw as adversative = but.

The waw in 10 i:. ajtjtears to be the continuation of the impf.

introduced by ]!D ^^^<.

In 26 22a, 22b the simple waw is j (receded by a nominal

sentence. Driver calls this waw. waw demonstrative, i. e. "So

let etc." A condition is described and then the speaker, with the

condition described as a basis for his request or demand, says:
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"So let cue of the young men come over . . .
." Really, almost

the same as the '"and may", or "and let", in a petition or request,

of which some examples have been given, yet the reqitCfft feature

does not seem quite so prominent. Likewise, perhaps in 30 22a,

22b. The petition feature conies out more strongly in 2 lOa, lOb

20 13 24 15a, 15b, 15c 25 8.

II SAMUEL

"Coordinate" 2 u 3 21 a, 21b 7 jh 13 :>, 6a, 15 u 16 9, 11 24 22.

Of the "then" class: 17 la, ib, 2, 3 2O21. "That": 32ic 136b,iu

14 7 a, 3-2 15 7 17 o 18 19 19 27a, 27b, 38 20 16 24 12. In 24 21 the

waw follows ail infinitive with 7 of purpose = that. In 14 7 b

the woman, in her excitement, gives the result as if it were apart

of the purpose. We have "that" after a question in 9 1,3, 1 10

should probably be an impf, consec, cf. preceding impf. consec.

The simple waw introduces the apodosis of a conditional sentence

in 12 8. Driver calls the cases in 18 22, 23 examples of the waw
demonstrative, and he translates: "ArVell, come what may",

apparently somewhat different from his other example in TSam.

26 22. yet the background in the present instance is quite similar

to the above mentioned jietition or request form. In 22 43,

perhaps, we have a case of customary past action, "then I used

to etc.". and so, probably, in vs. 46 of the same cha})ter. What
we have in 22 47 is really another form of the petition or request

form, i. e. a petition after ascribing praise. In 24 ;; there is a

clearer case of "and may" or „aud let" in a petition. Then in

5 24 we have the other side of the matter, in a kind of "permis-

sive edict".

I KINGS

"Coordinates" 1 37, 47 20 31 21 7. lOa. "Then" appears in

13 7 18 1 19 20 20 25 21 2b. "That" is found in 1 2 2 i7 020 11 21

13 6, 18a, 18b 17 10 18 37 21 2a, 10b. "That" after a question

occurs in 12 9 22 7, 20a, 20b. 11 39 seems to be adversative; after

enumerating what Jeroboam may expect if faithful, the prophet

turns to the fortunes of the Davidic line, apparently by way of

contrast. 8 59 is a case of "and may" in a prayer, and 18 23a
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is one in a petition or request = "and let". In 14 :. possibly

something has fallen out. We should expect something like

the following: "And let it be that when she enters disguised,

(then) thou shalt say etc.", i. e. the form of a relative conditional

sentence. 13 33 may be an apodosis of a relative conditional

clause, i. e. "whoever was pleased to consecrate himself, (then)

he would become a priest of the high place". Driver, Heh. Tenses,

§ 63, makes it a kind of result "that there might be priests of

the high places"*.

In 18 5 we have simple waw after w^^ and an impf., the same

construction occurs after this particle and the perfect stative

in 18 27. 22 6 is usually taken as "then", i. e. "Go up, and

(then) the Lord tsiII give etc." Judging from the attitude of

Jehoshaphat, and even of Ahab himself, one might be led to ask

whether or not the imperfect and simple waw might be ambi-

guous here, i. e. = "and let", or "and may". However, in the

case of Micaiah's answer to the same question, as given in

II Chron. 18 u. the same construction is used, but Ahab im-

mediately perceives the irony in the tone, and adjures the prophet

to speak nothing but the truth. Nor can we think that the perf.

consec. used in verse 15 of I Kings 22, has any very different

meaning, even if it is the correct reading. So, on the whole, it

seems advisable to take "then" as the better translation in

verse 6. Then the uncertainty of the two kings would arise,

not from the form of the answer, but from the character of the

court prophets.

II KINGS

"Coordinate" 2 in 4 lo 5 :. 6 2a, 2b 7 4 9a, eb. "Then": 6 i3a,

13b, 19, 22c 18 2;; 25 24: also a case in o lo continuing a i)erf.

consec, whicii is preceded by an infin. abs., used as an emphatic

imperative. Of "that" cases we have; 4 42 5 « 6 17, 20, 22a, 22b,

28,29 17 27 a, 27 b, 27 c 19 1'.'. "That", after a question, occurs in

3 11, and "that" ot puqiose, after a perf. in li> j:.. "And may ",

in petition, occurs in 2 9.

We i)rob;ibly have a case of the double voluntative in a

conditional relative sentence in 4 22a, 22b, and in 7 \'2, the apo-

dosis of a relative conditional clause after *D. In 3 -^7 most
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editions have impf. consec. If we should read simple waw, per-

haps we should translate "then", or "so that", cf. Konig, Syn-

tax, § 364b. In 7 13 we have a case like that of I Ki. 18 23,

the first waw and impf. = "and let", in a wish or petition, then

the other cases in the verse are coordinate to isa. In 22 4.

5a, 5b, with the present text, we have what is practically the

coordinate usage, i. e. "Go up .... and have (let) him ....

and let ... . and let . . .
." 19 23a, 23b may be cases of "that"

after a perf., though they may be impfs. of customary action in

past time. In the former case, one could say that the impf.

and simple waw had begun to l)e a stereotyped form to express

purpose, such as we shall find in later books. The case for

"that" after a perf. is more clear in 19 25. In 19 24 the use of

the perf. consec. TlTltS^l makes it seem probable that both it

;md the preceding perf. are used of repeated action in the past,

then the next verb, in poetical usage, is used in the imperf. to

express what is the speaker's intention for the future, or it may
be that after boasting of the previous deeds performed, the

speaker changes and would say: "Since I did all these things,

I will also dry up etc." Or, to put it more strongly, "Because

I did all these things, therefore I will etc."

ISAIAH

In Isaiah the classification becomes more difficult, because

of the complex situations presented. It is not easy, for in-

stance, to distinguish between the "then" and "that" usages after

verbs. Then, as suggested in the notes on II Kings, some of the

usages of the simple waw have become somewhat fixed, and we

find them more and more after the perf. The doubtful cases

are also more numerous than in the earlier books, as "will be

seen by the classification.

Of the "coordinates we have: 1 i8 2 3a, 5 5 i9a, 19b 7 6a, 6b, 6c

13 2 14 13 18 4 25 9b 26 11 35 la, ib, 2 38 21a 41 22a 43 9a^ 45 s

1 The classification of 43 9a is given on the basis of considering 1S3pi,

preceding, as an imperative, as Kautzsch does (so Ewald, Olshausen,

Hitzig and Delitzsch ; Driver and Davidson doubtful
;
probably Dr. Butten-

wieser would call it a precative perf. cf. a recent paper of his on the

subject. Konig calls it a iierf.).
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47 13 50 10 55 7a 56 12. Of the "then" cases we have: 1 je 8 lu

(ironical) 36 8 43 9d 44i6a, i6b 45-24 46 7a, 7b 55 3b, 7b 58 9 59 i9.

The "that" cases are: 2 3b, 3c 5 i9c 26 2 35 4 37 20 38 21b 41 22b,

22c, 23a, 23c, 23d, 25 42 21 43 9b 44 19 46 6 49 20 51 23 55 3a 66 5.

"Then" after a perf. appears in 31 2a, 2b (text?) 41 .), and "that"

after a perf. in 8 ii 25 9a 37 26 42 6a, 6b, 6c, and possibly in

63 6a, 6b, 6c, (or perhaps "so that"). For 37 24a, 24b cf. the notes

on IIKings 19 23. "That" is found after a question in 19 i2a, 12b

40 25 41 26a, 26 b 46 5a, 5 c, and "that" after a negative sentence

occurs in 53 2a, 2b. Waw adversative is found in 34 ii (after a

negative) 47 9 (after a negative). Possibly also 57 18a, i8b, iSc

beginning "yet will I etc." Cases of the "intensive" or synonymous

usage are found in 1 29 13 i 3 41 iia, lib 42 14 44 i7a, i7b 45 25

49 18 57 13 59 7. There is a second case of "therefore" in 46 4,

and one of "concomitant" action in 44 i7c. In 5 29 a, 29b, 29 c we

have a case of "intensive" usage, especially if we read the ''Ip.

However, we may have a triple protasis, with a nominal sentence

as apodosis (cf. three of the latter in verse 30).

There are some cases that may be classitied as impfs. frequenta-

tive of past time: 10 13a, 13b 48 3 57 17a, 17b 63 3a, 3b, 3c. AVe

have e.xamples of an apodosis to a causal clause (therefore):

43 4, 28a, 28b 47 11a (if not "intensive"), lib. But in 28 2h waw=
because. Waw = "or" is found 41 23 b 43 9c. Waw and impf.

is used in tlie jtrotasis to a relative condition 41 28a, 28b, and

the apodosis is so introduced in 41 28c. Further cases of waw
and impf. in the protasis of a relative condition are: 5 30a, 30b, 30c

63 5a, 5b. Another case of an apodosis to a relative condition

is 19 20, but here the condition is introduced by "'D. A second

apodosis is introduced by waw in 58 lo. There are examples of

a protasis to a concessive clause (though) in 40 30a, 30b, and

of a second apodosis to one in 12 i. For 37 25 cf. note on

IIKings 19 24, ]J?D7 and impf, is followed by simple waw in

41 20a, 20b, 20c 43 10a, 10b, and ]j? and impf, is followed by simj)le

waw in 1 24, 23a, 25 b, 25c.

If the text is correct, we liave a coordinate use in 8 2, after

impv., "Let nie have as witnesses". In 5 6 we have an impf. and

simple waw "coordinate" to an infin. abs. for an emphatic

imperative. Continued (questions are found in 28 24 40 27 42 23
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44 7a, 7b 46 5b 55 2 64 11. In 45 24 there seems to be a case of

verbal subordination = "come shamefacedly", otherwise, "\ve have

to translate "come, and then be ashamed."

Of the "and may" type: 38 i«, possibly, "and do thou strengthen

me." Driver says of the case in 49 5 that it seems to be used

for the sake of variety. Yet, it might be the apodosis to a

concessive clause, i. e. "though Israel .... yet, I shall be

honored." 49 8a, 8b are probably to be classified with the cases

of "that" after the perf. "I did so and so, that I might keep

thee . . .
." 64 3 is very doubtful because of the text, and, further,

because of the uncertainty of the reference of "them" in UT\2.

With the present text, the simple waw may be equivalent to

"yet", i. e. the apodosis to a concessive clause.

In many of the above instances the commentators and gram-

marians would emend the text, i. e. would read waw consec.

for simple waw, but the classification given above is an attempt

to give possible reasons why the Masoretes used simple waw.

JEREMIAH

Of the "coordinate" type we find: 3 23 4 5 5 5 6 4,5a, 5b 8 i4a,

14b 9 17a, 17b 11 19 15 1 18 18a, 18b, 21 31 6 40 15 46 9, 16 48 6

(text?) 51 9. "Then": 7 3 16 19 17 14 20 lOa 26 is 33 3a, 3b

38 20a, 20b 40 4,9 42 12 (cf. preceding jussives). The "that" cases

are rare in Jeremiah, indeed, some of the "then" cases above

are close to the "that" classification. However, we find the

examples 9 i6a, leb 42 3. There is one case of "that" after a

perf. 6 27. "That" after a question is found in 6 lOb 9 iia, 11b

23 18a, 18b. "That" after a negative sentence is found in 5 28.

Somewhat after the style of the petition or prayer, we have

the abrupt change in 13 10, "let them be as this girdle
"

"implying the abandonment of the nation", (cf. Driver, Tenses,

§ 125). Of the "intensive" usage we have: 14 10 18 16 19 8.

The case in 3 I8 is a second impf. after a time determination,

one of Driver's apodotic waws, and 8 1 differs from it only in

being the first impf. after the time determination. Examples

of an apodosis to a condition are found in 5 1 15 19 23 22 a, 22 b.

"That" is found after an optative expression in 8 23 9ia, ib.
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Continued questions are found in 3 lo 6 lOa. The impt". with

simple Avaw occurs in what seems to be a general conclusion in

51 58a, o8b (for the idea expressed cf. Hab. 2 13), perhaps we
should translate "so that''. A general conclusion of a somewhat
different nature appears in 42 ir. and we may translate by

"thus"', with the Kevised Version, or by "for", with Coverdale.

There is one case following the impf. and |B, 51 46. Following

the inii)f. and ""^W are 20 lOb, lOc 21 2 26 3 36 7. 10 19 seems

to be causal, ••therefore", cf. Exodus 15 -J.

EZEKIEL

The strictly -'coordinate" type was not found. "Then" 24-27

33 31a, 31b; after perf. consee. 13 1.^ 26 21. "That": 2 1 13 n
37 9 43 11.

In 5 14 we have the apodosis to a relative condition, whose

protasis is introduced by 3 and an intin. = "AVhen

•'then" . . .
." Another case of the same kind is found in 47 i*.

In 43 -'7 we have a prot. to a rel. cond. "And when are

ended "12 12, possibly = "in the darkness, (then) he shall

.?o out", after the style of the simple waw after a time deter-

mination, cf. Ex. 12 3. In 14 7, there is a case of a double

protasis with waw, "any man soever who shall separate

himself and shall take up into his lieart I will

answer," i. e. if there be any such, I will answer. A somewhat

similar sentence is found in IJ 2:., ])ut with IC^K in the protasis

and simple waw in the apodosis, also 12 2s (for this indefinite

expression cf. I Sam. 23 13), practically equivalent to "If I say

(^command) a thing, it is done."

]PD7 and impf. is followed by simple waw in 6 6.

IIOSEA

"Coordinates": 6 la 13 11 14 .;, 7, 8. -Then": 5 i4 6 2 13 8a,

8b. "That": 2 4 6 3b. ( )f the "intensive" type we have: 813
10 •). perhaps also 13 13b. Then 13 loa is ])erhaps the apodosis,

of which the ))articiple is the protasis, i. e. "when it goes up

then it shall drj- uj) . .
." In that case the two would form the
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douple apoclosis. Another suggestion from the grammarians is

to take the "east Avind" as a cassis pendens, then the waws are

apodotic. In 4 6 we have the apodosis to a causal clause,

"therefore", also perhaps in 14 9. In 6 3 there is a general

conclusion, after viewing the situation, "then let us . . .
." In

6 1 b, 1 b we have examples of an apodosis to a concessive clause

(the prot. of one is introd. by ''D fol. by the perf., the other prot.

has the simple impf.). Ajjparently ''D = though, here, but in

11 10 it has the force of "when", and is also followed by a

simple waw. A case somewhat similar to the last one is that

of 10 10, but instead of a particle followed by a verb for a

protasis, we have an adverbial phrase: "When it is my desire,

(then) I will chastise them". "That", after a question, occurs

in 13 10 14 lOa, lOb. If the text is right, probably 11 4 is fre-

quentative (cf. the freq. at the beginning of the verse).

JOEL

"Coordinate" 4 12. Concomitant action 2 i7, "While they

say . . .
."

AMOS

"That", 4 1 9 1. "That" after a question, 8 5. Adversative,

.5 24 9 10, the alternative use, here = "nor", for "or", see Isa.

41 23 b. There is a case of simple waw and the impf. after ]J?D7

in 5 14,

OBADIAH

"Coordinate", verse 1.

JONAH

"Coordinate", 17 38. "Then", 1 12, "That", after a question In.

MICAH

"Coordinate", 1 2 4 2a, 11 6 1. "That", 4 2b, 2c. "Intensive",

1 8 7 17. In 7 10 there is a case of the double voluntative and

waw in a condition. 7 I6 is almost of the same form except that

there is but one waw, so, perhaps, we should have classed it as
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a "then" case above. 6 u is the protasis of a relative condition.

There is a case of the causal, "because" in 6 i6.

NAHUM
No case found.

HABAKKUK

"Coordinate", 2 la, ib. "That", only after a negative question,

2 13. Waw after a time determination, 2 :;. The "intensive"

usage is found in 1 loa, lob, its. A second question (negative)

is introduced by simple wa^v in 2 o, 7,

ZEPHAXIAH

"Then" is found after a perf. (apparently prophetic) in 2 ii.

In 2 13a, 13b, 13c we have a double apodosis and a single pro-

tasis, "When then then
"'

"Then". 1 8a, 8b.

HAGGAI

ZECHARIAH

"Then", 1 :; 9 oa, 5b- 10 8. -Intensive", .'3 2. In 10 « we have

a case of "therefore", cf. Ex. 15 -' (causal). There is another

causal = "because", 11 •'<, preceded by the equivalent of an

imperative, though it approaches the '"that" usage = "that I am
rich." The adversative usage is found in 7 u. If the text is

correct, there is a case of the frequentative impf. in 8 lu, and

that after a perf., or its equivalent. Perhaps we might translate,

"For I used to send " If the pointing is correct in 10 9,

we probably have the protasis of a concessive clause, "though."

MALACHI

Of the "coordinate type we have 1 4b, yet this might be taken

as a second adversative, following the adversative 1 4 a. "Then", 3 7.

J 96», 6b is like Micah 7 i«, except tliat tliere are two waws following

the first statement.
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"That", l9 3io. 1 10 is usually translated "that" after a question,

but it might be taken as subordinate after an optative expression

(if it is such): '"Would that there was one among you that

would close
*'

PSALMS

"Coordinate" 2 3 5 i2c 25 9 27 u 31 4, 25 34 i 35 4b, 26,

27a, 27b 40 15a lob 45 5 64 11 68 2, 4 69 81 70 3b, 5a, 5b 71 2,21 72

11, 15b, 15c, 16 17 83 5, 18c 90 17 91 15b, 'l6 96 11 107 22a. 22b 107 32

109 11, 15, 29 119 15 129 5 138 2 141 5 144 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b^ Of the

"then" class we find: 2 8 4 4 9 4 18 38 (cf. II Sam. 22 38) 22 27,

28a, 32 27 6a 34 3 37 4 40 4a, 4b 42 5 43 4a, 4b 45 12 50 7a, 7b, 15

51 9 55 7, 20 58 12 67 8 69 32 77 4a, 4b 81 9, 11 86 9a, 9b, 17b 90

14a, 14b 91 15a 102 16 (dependent on vs. 14), 27 104 20, 32 107 42

118 17 119 27, 33, 34a, 34b, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48a, 48b, 74, 77, 88, 116, 117a,

117b, 134, 146, 175 145 19. The "that" cases are: 24 7, 9 41 n 59i4

81 16 (Driver, "so that") 83 17, i9 86 I7a 90 12 109 27 119 18, 42,

115,125,144. "That" after a question occurs in 107 43a, 43b.

"That", after a negative is found in 49 10 (going back to vs. 8,

vs. 9 being a parenthesis). Of the "intensive" type, we have:

7 18 9 3 21 10, 14 22 28b 27 6b 31 8 35 4a 26 37 29 40 15a, 17 41 3

52 7 55 3, 18 57 8 66 4 68 4 69 36 70 3a, 5a 71 2 83 4, 18a, 18b 95 6

108 2, 4 118 24 138 7 139 10 145, 1, 2. Beginning a request or

petition, "and may", or "and let", Ave find: 9 10 18 47 59 13, i5a

(? cf. vs. 7) 72 8, 15a 19 119 41 145 21. Waw and impf. occur

after ])fu7 in 78 6, 7, and after ]£) in 2 12. In causal clauses,

we have waw for "therefore", 91 14 118 28 (cf. Ex. 15 2), and for

"because", 5 12 b 49 9 72 14. Cases in which the reason follows

the simple waw and imperf. 4 9 9 11 52 11 86 12 138 5. "For",

in parenthesis, occurs in 49 9. In 52 8 there is a case of a double

waw in a rel. cond., and perhaps the same in 7 6a, 6b, if these

are not simple "coordinates". There seems to be a case of an

abbreviated concessive sentence in 59 .5, "without guilt (on my

part), they run and prepare themselves" (double apodosis), the

whole being equivalent to "though I am not guilty yet . . .

."

There is a case of a second question in 42 3. The adversative

3 Note in 144 c the strict continuance of the impv. in the impf.
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usage is found in 5 12 a 7 10. Imperfs. of customary action (past

time) occur in 18 43, probably also in 18 4rt, cf, parallel passage

in II Samuel 22. Verbal subordination, using simple waw and

the impf. . is found in 57 4 107 20a, 20b (cf. Ges.-Kautzscb,

§ 120 d, e). Of concomitant action we have: 50 21 59 7, i5b 73 ^

77 2 (with ellipsis of the preceding verb) 85 4 (gi\'ing heed) 97 ;i

104 30. In 51 IS, we have a case of "so that", or "else", and in

55 13a, 13b, cases of "then", or "else", (cf. Driver, Tenses, § 64,

on these passages). Both follow negatives. As positives they

could be stated in the form of conditions. In 65 ."), there is a

second verb after a construct with a clause, merely another case

of the coordinate function of waw.

PROVERBS

"Coordinate", lo 23 25 31 31. "Then" 3 10, 22 46a, 6b, 8 9«,

9a. 9b 16.J 20j-2 22 10a. 10b 25 :> 29i7a, i7b. "That", 27 ii 31 7.

•Then", after perf., 22.1 (perf. probably of general truth).

Adversative usage, 14^,25 15 23. "Intensive", 13 5 19^,9.

f'ausal (therefore) l3i. After impf. and ]S, 31 5a, 5b. After

impf. and ^D 9ii (really intensive).

JOB

"Coordinate", 9 27 21 2. "Then", 6 lOa, 10b 12 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b

13i:;a,i3b 15 30 18 7, 14 22 19, 27 23 7 24 23 27 21a 30 22 33 33 38 3.

"That", 10 2.J 14 6 21 19 31 6 (really after an optative) 32 20a, 20b.

In 38 14, 1:.*, 35, we probably have "so that", i.e. they should

be cliissiried with "that" above. "That", continuing an infin. of

purpose with b, is found in 38 13. "That", after a perf., occurs

in 16 21. "Tiien", occurs after a perf. in 34 2'., also in 3 13^,

and we seem to have a similar construction in 29 21a, 21b, "they

listened for me, then waited and were silent," though the two

forms might be of concomitant iiction, "they listened f<»r me

(to speak), waiting in silence." There is a case of verbid subor-

dination in 6 9b, also in 6 9c, and one in 23 3, after a perf. Tin-

* In 3*s 1.'., "their light'' is ironical.

4 In 3 13, note the actual »« (then) in place of the simple waw, in the

following stichos.

2*
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frequentative with simple waw is found, after another frequent-

ative of past time, in 29 '-'•;, 25a, 25b. One is found after a perf.

of experience in 41 21. Of continued questions, we find 3 11 7 21

13 24 15 2, 8 18 4 19 2 21 17 24 25 89 n 40 29. Of the "intensive"

type we have: 14 11 15 y;; 20 8 21 12 27 21b 23 34 20a, 20b 36 15

37 1 39 28 41 16. Then we find the simple waw and imperfect

after impf. and ""^ 13 26, 27 a, 27b 15 5 34 37, or f]^, 15 4 (or is Tl

omitted as some say?), or ]Tb)f, 22 10, or t« "'D 22 26. There is

a case of concomitant action in 26 11. "That" after a question

occurs in 41 3. There is a continued protasis of a concessive

sentence in 20 13, and an apodosis to a concessive clause is

found in 17 9. The protasis of a double waw condition occurs

in 5 4, and in 10 I6a. Both protasis and apodosis occur in

22 28. These are the so-called "relative conditions". The

apodosis to an ordinary condition is found in 12 5 a 13 19 (i. e.

introd, by waw), the protasis being introduced by a particle. In

12 15b, 16c, we have the same construction for the apodosis, but

the protasis has waw instead of the particle. Continued apodosis

is found in lOieb, 17 16 4 36 12 and continued protasis in 9 11

11 lOa, 10b 1421 166 19.5 31 17 36ii. An apodosis to a rel.

cond. (not introd. by waw), is found in 20 23 and 23 15. Of 20 23

we may say that it should be translated: "Let it happen that

when he fills then let " A second rel. protasis occurs

in 34 29. A simple waAV after an optative = "that", 6 9a 11 5,

6

19 23a, 23b. A second verb after an optative, with waw = "then",

13 5 14 13 23 5. Instances of "apodotic waw" after casus pendens,

15 17 35 14. "For" (assigning a reason), 27 22. In. 30 26 there

seems to be an error in pointing, cf. the preceding parallel

stichos, wliich has impf. consec. It can scarcely be a fre-

quentative.

SONG OF SONGS

"Coordinates" I4 32 4i6. "That", 7 1, and after a question,

61. Possibly 7 9 may be a case of "and let", similar to the

usage in a wish, or petition, in other books.

RUTH

"Coordinate", 2 12 3 4 4 12. "That", 2 2 44.
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LAMENTATIONS

"Coordinate", 3 •2f,40a, 40b. "Then", 5 .'i. "That", occurs

after the perf., in 1 i9 3 2*i, possibly, also in 1 -'i, though it would

seem better to read with the Syriac JIN i^2T] for JlN^iTI, unless

one admits that the Hebrew has a i)recative perf. (cf. a recent

paper by Dr. Buttenwieser). There is an instance of "that"

after a ({uestion in 2 13, and one of a second protasis in 3 8.

In 3 ')0, we have simple waw after an inipf. and TJ^.

ECCLESIASTES

Here there does not ap])ear to be a strict adherence to the

consecutive usage, hence what occurs with simple waw is doubt-

ful. One true ''coordinate" is 11 9. Approaching the same
usage we have 12 6a. 6b, 6c, after ""it^X IV and a negative particle

followed by an inipf. ; apparently the three particles are under-

stood as being replaced by the waw. 12 5a, 5b, 5c, appear to be

causal clauses, referring to the beginning of the verse. In

12 4a, 4b there appear to be further cases of apodosis to 7SB^3

whose first apodosis is the first part of the verse. In 2 i9 we
have a form of the adversative, "and yet". 1 ix ai)pears to be

the protasis to a second condition. 8 lo, as Barton thinks, may
be of customaiy action of past time. In 7 7 there is a case of

an inipf. after ''D.

ESTHER

"Coordinate", 1 i;» 2 3a, 3b. "That", 5 i4. "That", after a

question, 5:;, 6a, 6b 7 2a, 2b I) 12a, 12b.

DANIEL

Only the Hebrew portion will be considered. "Coordinate",

li2.-». "Then", 1 IX "Then" after a participle 12 ij. "That",

1 12b, 12c. Causal ("for"), probably, 12 4, I3a, i3b; ("therefore"),

*J 25a, 25b. "Intensive", 12 lOa, lob. The eleventh chapter of this

l)ook is usually set down as defying chissification with regard to

the .simple waw and impf. \'et, where we have so many cases

of the perf. consec. along with the impf. and simple Avaw, the
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original writer must have used the different forms with some

degree of discrimination, for, in many cases, the impf. consec.

is out of the question. Perhaps with Konig we may take 11 4

as final, "that", or even "so that" (result), so also perhaps

verse 22. Possibly the waw at she beginning of v. 5 = "then",

going back to the "when" of v. 4, i. e. when all this is ful-

filled "then . . .
." In that case, the next simple waw,

in V. 5, according to the Hebrew accents, would be adversative

=="but". In 7a, 7b there seems to be an instance of double

waw in a relative condition; hkewise in lOa. lOb, also in i5a, 15b,

and the protasis of another condition is found in v. i6a, the

apodosis having a participle. I6b would be a general conclusion

following the preceding. At the beginning of v. 11, the waw
refers back to v. 10, and = "then". The same may be said of

V. 17, as related to v. 16, and the same construction, "then",

is continued in vs. I8 and 19. At the beginning of v. 25, we

have a protasis of a relative condition. The same may be said

of V. 28, but it has no finite verb in the apodosis. In v. 30,

there is a case of verbal subordination = "again he shall".

Possibly V. 45 also has a protasis to a relative condition. In

v. 40 waw probably represents "then". In v. 36a, 36b we have

instances of concomitant action.

EZRA

In the Hebrew portion of this book, there are two instances

of simple waw, both being "coordinate", 1 3a, 3b.

NEHEMIAH

"Coordinate", 6 2, 7, 10 9 5. "That", 5 2b, 2c. "That" after a

participle is found in 5 3. There is an instance of "therefore

let", after a statement of conditions, in 5 2 a, however, some

supply the participle in this passage as in 5 3, thus making the

constructions the same. In 2 5 815 we have simple waw and

the impf. and ItS'i^ = "that" (conjunction); simple waw is also

used after ]]fu? and impf. in 613. In 3i4, I5a, i5b we have

impfs. of past time, if the text is correct, also in 9 28. In 9 27
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the -svaw is almost "who", though it might be transhited "that

they might save them".

I CHRONICLES

"Coordinates", 16 3ia, 3ib 17 24a, 24b 19 13 21-23 22 12, 16.

"Then", 133. "That", 13- 21 _• 10 22a, 22b.

II CHRONICLES

"Coordinate", 19 11 2432. "Then", 7 20 10 4. "That", 1 loa, lOb

12 8 16 3 28 23 30 6, 8 ; after a question, 18 6. Continued protasis.

7 14a, 14b, 14c, i4d. Contin. apod. 7 i4e, i4f. Prot. and double

apod. 20 9 a, 9b, 9c. Additional cases of "that" after a question

are 10 9 18i9a, i9b 36 23. "That" after expression of strong

desire or ^vish 29 10. "And let", or "and may", in entreaty or

prayer, 18 12. For 18 5 cf. IKi. 22 6, and for 18 u, ct IKi.

22 15. In the latter j^assage we have ]t)y\ instead of impf. pi.

Niphal Unn of Chron. Waw and impfs. of customaiy action,

24 1 1 a, lib. lie.
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THE RISE AND FALL OF THE 'MESSL^NIC HOPE
IN THE SIXTH CENTURY

W. R. AYTOUN
WOODBROOKE SETTLEMENT, BIRMIXGHAM

AS the origin and history of the hope of a personal Messiah

_ are matters of no Httle importance, and as they still seem

to leave room for considerable difference of opinion, it may be

vv'orth while to risk treading where others have trodden in order

to throw fresh hght on the subject by tracing step by step the

development of the idea during the sixth century, which was

perhaps the most formative period of its growth, although it is

probable that the elements in it of permanent religious value

did not for the most part develoj:* till later.

The 'Messianic' hope of the sixth century arose in the first

place out of the larger and more fundamental hope of the

Restoration and Regeneration of Israel which was the burden

of the prophecies which followed the destruction of the Judean

church and state. But it had an important secondary source

also, in a certain prediction current during the time of the

monarchy. This prediction is one which promised perpetuity

to the then reigning house of Judah, the Davidic dynasty. The

earliest form in which we now have it is probably of the seventh

century, but in its original form it is probal>ly much earlier,

and there is no insuperable reason why it might not have been

first enunciated in the time of David himself. It is in 2 Sam. 7

attributed to Nathan the prophet.

The prediction runs as follows;—Jahveh telleth thee

[David] that Jahveh will make thee a house. When thy

days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will
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set up tliy seed after thee, which shall proceed out of thy

bowels, and I will establish his kingdom.^ [He shall build

a house for ray name, and I Avill establish the throne of his

kingdom for ever].- I Avill be his father, and he shall be my
son. If he commit iniquity, I will chastise him with the rod

of men, and with the stripes of the children of men; but my
mercy" shall not de]iart trom him, as I took it from Saul,

whom I put away before thee. And thy house and thy king-

dom shall be made sure for ever before thee. Thy throne

shall be estabhshed for ever.*

This same jirediction is found in a somewhat later form in

Ps. 89 which in all probability Ijelongs to the beginning of the

sixth century. The whole prediction is there somewhat elabor-

ated and the promises of perpetuity in particular are reiterated

and emphasized with more hyperbole. As this prediction, which

is in the Psalm treated as a covenant believed to be binding

on Jahveli, is of first rate importance for our subject, we will

quote the greater part of it in this form also.

I found David ray servant;

AVith my holy oil I anointed him . . .

I made a covenant with my cJioscii.

I swear to David mi/ ,serva)it;

For ever will I establish thy seed.

And build thy throne for all generations . . .

He will call me my Father,

Yea I will make him My first born.

Most high above the kings of the earth.

For ever will 1 keep my kindness'' for him,

And my covenant shall be tinn lor liim.

And ] will set his seed for ever.

And his throne on the days of heaven.

If his sons forsake my Law,

And walk not in my judgments;

Tlien will I visit their transgressions \\itli a rod,

' i. «•. the kingdom of tho send. - I'roliably secondary.

' '^n 'my covenant love'. • 2. S, 7 v.'— n;.

'- The reference is to David. In the earlier form of the prediction,

liowcver, the reference was to David's successors.
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And chastise their iniquity wth stripes.

But my kindness I will not remove from him,

And I \Yill not belie my faithfulness . . .

I -will not lie unto David

;

His seed shall be for ever,

And his throne as the sun before me.

As the moon shall it be established for ever,

And (forever as) the sky be firm.*'

Now Avith regard to this prediction, it should be noted that

it is spoken of the historical king David, though not a few ex-

pressions in it, especially in the later form, if taken out of their

context, seem to have a 'Messianic' ring. 'I will make him my
firstborn and high above the kings of the earth', or 'Thy throne

shall be estabhshed for ever', sound like Messianic prophecies,

but are clearly nothing of the kind in their settings. ^ The David

then of these passages, though ideaUzed, especially in the Psalm,

can be none other than the popular hero. Neither is there any

suggestion of a 'Messiah' in the references to his 'seed'. Rather

otherwise, the insistence on the probable misdemeanors of

David's successors makes this abundantly clear. The 'seed' will

apparently deserve Saul's fate ^ and the fate of his dynasty, but

for David's sake will be treated leniently and not dethroned.

The forms of the prediction in which we have it show us

that the reigning dynasty in Judah had come to be popularly

looked upon as sacrosanct. This had come about, partly be-

cause kingship was in its own way deemed as mysteriously

sacred as priesthood, partly because there had been an un-

broken line 'of kings of the same royal family' for so many
centuries, and especially because the founder of the dynasty

was David, by then much idealized, who was believed to have

been under the special protection of Jahveh, which for his sake

was also extended to his successors. The royal Davidic suc-

cession appears in fact to have come to be regarded before the

6 Psalm 89 20, 3f., 20-33, 35-37.

" Five other instances.

8 These references to the sins of the later kings of the Davidic house

must almost certainly emanate from a period when the kings of Judah

had given evidence of a very different spirit from David's.
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close of the monarchy with as much veneration as is accorded

to the Apostohc succession in the Roman Cathohc Church; and

a doctrine of its unbreakable perpetuity had come to hold a

place, in some quarters at least, more or less parallel the doctrine

of the Inviolabihty of the Temple, which Jeremiah combatted

so strenuously. Both doctrines were among the chief articles

of the popular faith.

The gi-eater prophets do not appear to have shared the belief

in either the sanctity or the divinely guaranteed jjerpetuity of

the Davidic house. Isaiah, for example, showed no sjjecial

reverence for the Davidic succession, but on the contrary plainly

indicated that he regarded it as a degenerate stock that had

outlasted its usefulness. 'Hear ye now', he said, 'O house of

David; is it a small thing for you to weary men that ye will

weary my God also?'^

Jeremiah likewise ran counter to the belief, and definitely

prophesied Jahveh's final rejection of the dynasty of David

as such.

Thus saith Jahveh, behold I will fill all the inhabitants

of this land, even the kings that sit upon David's throne'"

and the jjriests &c. with drunkenness ... I will not i)ity . . .

that I should not destroy them.''

Even more specific is Jeremiah's prophecy with regard to

Coniah (Jehoiachin) the last king of the Davidic dynasty to sit

in his own right on the throne of Judah.'"

As I live, said Jahveh, though Coniah the son of Jehoia-

kim king of Judah were the signet upon my right hand, yet

would I })luck it thence : . . . write ye this man childless, a

man that shall not prosper in his days: for no man of his

seed shall ])rosper sitting upon the throne of David and ruling

any more in Judah.''

Ezekiel sj)eaks in like manner with regard to Zedekiah though

after his manner more obscurely.
'*

• Is. 7 i:; 10 Lit. for David upon his throne.

«< Jer. 13 1.; if. .Icr. 22 i »eq.

" Zedekiah his uncle who followrd him was not kinp in liis own ripht.

but a vassal ]>rince of Nehuchadnezzar's.
>» Jer. 22 21, So. 1* Ezek. 17 •..; 19 ii, u.
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In accord with Jeremiah's prophecies, one of the results of

Nebuchadnezzar's conquest was then the shattering for the time

being at least of the legend that any special divine protection

and sanctity belonged to the Davidic line as such. Holy Temple

and Sacred Dynasty were both overthrown and destroyed, the

latter irrevocably.

In spite, however, of the doom spoken by Jeremiah, and of

the disastrous and shameful record of so many of the later Da-

vidic kings, which had anytliing but endeared them to their

people, there came a time when men began to dream of the resto-

ration of the dethroned and degenerate royal race, and the dis-

credited prediction of dynastic perpetuity took a new lease of

hfe, and began again to exercise its influence on men's minds.

Tliis revival of royalist hopes, however, did not take place

for some time and then arose very gradually.

For a time, indeed, hope of any kind seemed dead in the

hearts of the ruined and exiled people, who had before the final

destruction of their state deluded themselves so often with false

hopes.

Ezekiel was the first prophet who pierced through the dark-

ness which shrouded his fellow exiles, and caught the first faint

gleam of a new day which God had in store for them.

His new message was in its earlier stages a gospel of the

I'esurrection for his nation and church, w^hich was not only dead,

but even disintegrated. The nation would be brought back to

life and its scattered members gathered together and welded

into a new unity.
^^

With this thought of 'Resurrection' was combined the prom-

ise of Return. In chapter 34, Ezekiel pictured Israel as a

flock of scattered and lost sheep, and prophesied that they

would be searched out and gathered together and led back to

their own land. The point to be specially noted here is that in

this prophecy Jahveh is represented as promising to be Himself

the agent for the Restoration of his people to their own land.

It is he who is to be the Champion and the Deliverer, the Good
Shepherd of his flock.

15 Ezek. 37.
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V. 11. Behold / myself will seek for my flock, and search

them out.

V. VI. As a shepherd searches fur his tlock on the day when

his sheep are scattered in the day of cloud and darkness;

V. lo. I will gather them from the lands and bring them into

their own habitable land . . . / myself will be the shepherd of

my flock . . .

V. 20. Behold / myself will judge between the fat sheep and

the lean sheep.

The fact is stressed that it is Jahveh himself who is to shep-

herd his people. In the earlier part of the prophecy it is made

clear why this is necessary. Jahveh himself had to shepherd liis

people 'because there was no one [else] to shepherd them'

(v, 7). 'My flock was scattered because there was no shepherd'

(v. 4). Jahveh had a]ipointed shejjherds as his agents, but they

had been false to their trust. ('Ye have eaten the milk and

clothed yourselves with the wool, ye have killed the fatlings, but

my flock ye have not fed' (v. o). ^ly shei)herds cared not for

the flock, but the shepherds fed themselves.')

Consequently Jahveh would no longer leave these shepherds

in charge of his flock, but would himself act as shepherd. — '1

will cause them to cease from tending my flock. Xo more shall

the shepherds feed themselves, for 1 will rescue my flock from

their mouths (v. lo). I myself will seek for my flock ka. (v, ii)

and feed tiiem (v. u).

The shepherds referred to are the rulers of Israel, more

particularly the line of kings to whom (Jod had entrusted the

care of his people, but who had miserably betrayed their trust

and had battened on their flock instead of living for it.

In eflfect Jahveh is represented as saying, Instead of kings

who betrayed you and failed you, ye shall have Me. Instead

of the shattered and discredited monarchy there was to be a

theocracy; instead of a kingdom of David, a kingdom of God.

Klsewhere in Ezekiel's prophecies, the same note is struck;

Jahveh Himself is to be the agent for the deliverance and resto-

ration of his people.

In the later stages of Ezekiel's prophecies (chapters 40—48,

672 B. c. and after), reconstniction rather than restoration is
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dealt with. The prophet sketches out Avhat is perhaps the earhest

picture of the Kingdom of God on earth. He as it were drafts

an ideal national and ecclesiastical constitution for the Israelite

people, when it shall have been restored to its own land.

There is in this prophecy of Ezekiel no hint of the restora-

tion of the monarchy, still less of the former dynasty. Kings

are mentioned but not as in the new scheme of things. Rather

are they spoken of with contempt, while the ancient practice of

using part of the Temple as a burying place for the kings of

-Tudah is accounted as a pollution which must be purged away,

although in all probabiHty the honoured remains of David and

Solomon, to mention no others, had been among those which

rested there.

'The house of Israel shall no more defile my holy name,

neither they, nor their Idngs, by their whoredom, and &?/ tlie

carcasses of their kings . . . Now let them put tlie carcasses

of their Jdngs far from me, that I may dwell in the midst of

them for ever.'^"

Jahveh is to be enthroned in the new Jerusalem, and is evi-

dently to be the sole King of Israel.

(Behold the glory of Jahveh filled the house . . . And I heard

one speaking to me out of the house . . . Son of Man, this is

the place of my throne.)

"

Provision is however made by Ezekiel in his ideal scheme for

a civil administrator called a 'Nasi' (i^'^fc^i). The title of 'king'

is carefully withheld from this person. The Avord 'nasi' means

a chief or leader, or ruler. It may be translated 'prince' as

here in the English Bible ; it could be used to describe a king,

but it is normally used for persons who have no possible claim

to royalty of any kind, e. g. 'These are they that were called

of the congregation, the princes C^^I^J) of the tribes of their

fathers.
'^^

Even of this 'prince' Ezekiel is most suspicious, and he does

his best to safeguard the people against any encroachments on

the 'prince's' part. As far as possible the prince is to be

prevented from taking undue advantage of any privileges that

16 Ezek. 43 i, 9. n Ezek. 43 5, c. 7. is Numb. 1 16.
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may accrue to his position. He is to have an estate assigned

to him \vith which he must rest content. He must in no Avise

hlch land from his fellow-subjects, the people of God. -As for

his inheritance, it shall be for his sons. Moreover the prince

shall not take of the people's inheritance to thrust them out of

their possession: he shall give inheritance to his sons out of his

own possession, that my people be not scattered every man from

his possession.'
^^

In the same connection, those who will hold this position of

'prince' in Israel are sternly wanned against the besetting sins

of rulers, injustice and oppression.

'And no more shall my prince (^i<"'fc'^) oppress my people . . .

Let it suffice you, O princes Oi<"'C^^) uf Israel; remove violence

and spoil, and execute judgment and justice; take away your

exactions from my people, saith Jahveh God. Ye shall have

just balances' &c.-'^

It is jjerfectly clear that Ezekiel has no thought of pour-

traying a 'Messiah', in the technical meaning of the term, in

his description of this functionary who was apparently necessary

to the nation's life but liable to abuse his position. Nothing

could be less inherently sacred, or noble, or heroic, than this

})ers()n. ile is neither a divinely anointed King, nor a heaven-

sent Deliverer. His most exalted function was to make duo

provision for the upkeep of the Temjjle worship. (-It shall be

the 'prince's' part to give the burnt oft'erings and the meal

offerings &c. He shall make the sin offering and the menl

offering and the burnt offering.')
''

Nevertheless it did not take many stages for this vague ofti-

cial to be transformed into a Deliverer and King, essential to

the Restoration (^f Israel and to the setting up of the Kingdom.

What is probably the next stage in the development towards

a 'Afessianic' hope is represented in a section of a Restoration

|)roplie»y inserted in tiie book of .Jeremiah. ^'^ Ezekiel's con-

stitution had provided for a civil governor in the restored com-

munity, but in any case .ludea was at that time ruled over l)y

" Ezok. 46 17, ifl. JO Kzok, 45 8, o, lO. J ' Ezck. \h n ; ci. also 4*1 4 iScc

" 2 Jor. :{0 irt—82. The paasajje follows directly upon a projilucy of

irrcvocaMc doom which is pn^baldy a ^<nuine utU'rance of Jerciniah'ti.
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a Babylonian governor or prince. Ezekiel had not specifically

said that the 'prince' should not be of foreign blood, though this

might have been inferred from the stress laid on the Temple

being kept free from the service of aliens. This prediction

specifically safeguards this point, declaring that the prince will

be of Hebrew stock.

'I will turn again the captivity of Jacob's tents . . . their

prince shall be of themselves, and their ruler shall proceed

from the midst of them : and I Avill cause him to draAv near,

and he shall approach unto me'. ^^ The 'drawing near' &c.

probably had reference to the functions of the prince in con-

nection with worship and the Temple sacrifices.

It should be noted however that the word here translated

'prince' is not ^**\^1 but "T*^^^* so that one cannot be quite certain

that we have here a definite reference to Ezekiel's 'prince' as

such.

In any case, however, we have here the title of king care-

fully avoided as in Ezekiel and the prediction that when the

Jews are restored to their own land they shall have a ruler of

their OAvn race instead of having their affairs administered by a

governor of alien stock. It should further be noticed that there

is here no suggestion of the restoration of the fallen royal fam-

ily, still less of the advent of a 'Messiah'.

Sometime after these hopes had been aroused, though how

long after it is impossible to say, the belief in the perpetuity

of the Davidic dynasty, which had seemed to have been shattered

once for all, began to revive again, in spite of the fact that the

predictions with regard to it had been falsified by events as well

as solemnly contradicted in Jeremiah's prophecies.

There are few things harder to kill than romantic and pious

loyalty to a dethroned royal family. Of this our own experience

of the Stuarts is sufficient evidence. Past tyrannies and short-

comings are readily forgotten, and the representatives of the

race are invested with a glamour that hides their defects, tends

to their idealization and makes their restoration to the throne

23 Jer. 30 18.

21 lit. 'Majestic'. The word, when used as a title, normally refers to

nobles rather than to royal persons or kings.
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seem desirable above all else, a task worthy of God liimself, n

sacred duty for men. So it seems to have been towards the

Da\'idic house, among a certain section at least of the Jews.

In any case men began to dream of the restoration of the fallen

fortunes of their late royal family and to refurbish the discarded

predictions.

There is an important group of 'prophecies','^ attributed,

quite wrongly, to Jeremiah, which are representative of this

phase. They are really amplifications of certain elements in

the original perpetuity predictions.

In the first of these, the point that is chiefly emphasized is

that the descendants of David will never be allowed to die out,

and on the contrary they ^vill be multiphed as the sand of the

sea, so that there should never be lacking an heir to David's

throne.

'Thus saith Jahveh : If ye can break my covenant of thi-

day and my covenant of the night . . . then may also my
covenant be broken with David my servant, that he should

not have a son to reign upon his throne, and with the Le-

vites the priests my ministers. As the host of heaven cannot

be numbered, neither the sand of the sea measured : so will

I multiply the seed of David iny servant, and the Tii-vites

that minister unto me.'
""

There is also the implication here that, just as it was con-

sidered profanation for any others than those of Levitical descent

to act as priests, so it would be profanation for any other than

a descendant of David to sit on David's throne.

The next of these predictions betrays the conviction that the

lortunes of the chosen people were inextricably bound up witli

'* .ler. 33 14—20. Tliis is a collection of four kindred but distinct Mcs-

•lianic or rather royalist predictions. The coUection is omitted entirely by

the LXX. The outlook and phraseology (e. g. the expression 'the Priests

the Lrvites') do not however point to any later dato than the sixth cen-

tury. So it would seem to be a case of omission rather than of non-

interpolation on the part of the LXX. Motives of political caution would

be sufficient to account for its suppression. It is to be noted thai it is

ID prose not in poetry like genuine Jeremianic oracles.

^« Jer. 33 lo-aa.

3
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the i'ortunes of the Davidic dynasty. The restoration of the

one involved the restoration of the other. It voices the hope

of such restoration, The covenant believed to have been made

with David is evidently the basis of this prediction also.

'Thus saith Jahveh : If my covenant of day and night stand

not, . . . then Avill I also cast away the seed of Jacob and of

David, my servant, so that I m\\ not take of his seed to be

rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, for I

will cause their captivity to return, and will have mercy on

them.'-^

By far the most important of these predictions is the one

we have left to the last. For in it we find a combination of

Ezekiel's 'prince' who should be responsible for the upkeep of

the Temple sacrifices'^ with this unlimited succession of scions

of David's line.

Kot only then was the prince to be of Hebrew stock, but he

was to be of the blood royal and there was to be divine pro-

vision made for an unending succession of such princes. Appar-

ently also the princes are to be kings.

'Thus saith Jahveh: David shall never want a man (ri"l!3^ i^7

THp) to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel; never shall

the priests the Levites want a man before me to offer burnt

offerings and to burn and to make sacrifices continually.'"^

It should be noted that in none of this group of prophecies

is any particular person in view, the main point being the divine

provision of a succession of persons suitably qualified as regards

pedigree. Also there is hardly a hint of any kind that any of

these scions of the house of David will be agents of Jahveh for

the restoration of Israel.

In the next stage we find the Nasi (i<''t2^J) as not only a

prince of the house of David, but as a personage in the very-

forefront of the hopes of Restoration and Return. He now

appears as the representative of Jahveh in the role both of

Shepherd and King. In the former capacity he is apparently

" Jer. B'6 25,26.
'

28 Ezek. 45 17. It shall be the prince's part to give (K'Wi!? n\T) the

burnt offerings and the meal offerings ... he it is who shall make the

sin offering; of. also Ezek. 46 24. 2a jer. 33 17, is.
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to be the agent of Jaliveh in bringing the scattered exiles home

to their own land. He is spoken of as 'my servant David',

which would seem to mean not merely that he was to be the

representative by birth and position of David's dynasty but that

his qualities would be akin to those of David the great king

of Israel. Even as a David had been needed to deliver liis

people from their surrounding foes, and to build up and con-

solidate the original kingdom of Israel, so again a David was

needed to build the ancient kingdom anew from its very foun-

dations and to deliver his people from the enemy people who

had engulfed them.

The most important passages representing this phase are to

be found in Ezekiel. They have been added to his earlier resto-

ration prophecies and now appear as part of them. ^°

'" The main reasons for judging iLese passages to be later additions

are as follows: (a) It may be taken for granted that Ezek. 34 and 37 arc

earlier than Ezek. 40—48. The later prophecy introduces the 'prince'

who is, as has been seen, a vague person of second rate importance, who
is incidental rather than essential to Ezekiel's restoration hopes. In

chapters 34 and 37 as we have them now, however, the 'prince' is in the

forefront of the picture. Everything seems to depend on him. Next to

.lahveh he is the one person essential to the restoration of Israel's hopes

and to tlieir welfare in the restored kingdom. It is altogether unlikely

that this outstanding David-like personality should in the course of the

development of Ezekiel's hopes and plans shrink into the shadowy and

subordinate figure of the chief civil functionary sketched in chapters

40—48. (b) In Ezek. 34 in particular, as we have siiown above, the whole

point of the prophecy is the insistence that Jaliveh himself is to be hi?

people's deliverer, their shepherd who will himself gather them from the

lands whither thoy have been scattered and pasture them in their own
land. 'Behold 1' ('iiH) 'Behold I myself ('3K ^nn) and 'I myself ('3X) occur

again and again throughout the prophecy as if to leave no loophole for

misunderstanding. The new order of things is to be the theocracy. The
introduction of the thought of David as the one shepherd cuts right

across the argument and obscures the main issue, (c) The text of 34 Ji

is itself suspicious with its extraordinary and unnecessary series of repe-

titions and its confusiDii of genders. 'And 1 will raise up over them

one shfp/ierd (in« nm), and he will shepherd them (fem.), namely my ser-

vant David (in ordinary prose this should not have been later in the

sentence than directly after 'one shepherd). He it is (MM) who shaU

shepherd them (masc), and he it is (HVTi) who shall be to them (few.) a
shepherd. These irregularities are probably due to more than one atten'pt

3*
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One of the passages is inserted in Ezek. 34, the prophecy we

have ah'eady discussed in which Jahveh declares that as His

agents for the care of Israel had failed Him, He Himself would

be personally responsible for the care and oversight of the

nation, and would himself deliver them and be their Shepherd.

The later addition seems as follows:

'And I will set up one shepherd over them and he shall

shepherd them, even my servant David: he shall shepherd

them and he shall be their shepherd. And I Jahveh v/ill be

their God, and my servant David 'prince' (K^t^J) among

them.'^^

It is to be noted that this second David is still to be identi-

fied with the 'prince' (fc<"'B'i) of Ezekiel's earlier prophecy.

The other of these Ezekiel passages is found in additions to

Ezek. 38, the prophecy of the new unity that is to come about

between Judah and Ephraim in the Restoration.

'And my servant David shall reign (sic Syr.) over them and

they shall all have one shepherd (38 24 a) ... and my servant

David shall be their prince (^^"'b^^) for ever (38 25 c).

These are obvioulsy closely related to the additions in Ezek. 34.

Here as there we have 'my servant David' who is to be the

shepherd and 'prince' (i^''tS'J). The context shows the further

thought that just as the first David unified north and south

Israel, so would this second David be the instrument for the

re- uniting of the two nations— 'they shall all have one shepherd."^

There are two other passages which may be grouped with

these, which have been added to Hosea and Jeremiah respect-

ively, probably about this same time.

to combine the later addition with the original passage, (d) These last

two arguments apply only to the verses in Ezek. 34, but if these are

proved to be a later addition the results will apply to the clauses in

question in Ezek. 37 inasmuch as they are olwiously from the same

source. It should be further noticed that in both Ezek. 34 and 37 these

David clauses can be removed without leaving any break.

31 Ezek. 34 23, 24.

32 If acfffi in V. 25 is deliberate, the words in v. 22 'and one king shall

be king over them' would appear to be a still later addition. This addi-

tion was probably called forth by the clause in the same verse, 'neither

shall they be divided into two kingdoms any more at all.'
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Both of these similarly introduce David and give him a prom-

inent place in the restored kingdom. It is to be noticed that

they now speak of him as king not as prince. They are there-

fore presumably a little later than the Ezekiel additions. That

in Jeremiah runs. 'And they shall no more serve strangers, but

shall serve Jahveh their God and David their king.'^^

The Hosea passage is much to the same effect

'Afterwards shall the children of Israel return and seek

Jahveh their God and David their king.'^*

By this time it would appear that attention had gradually

come to be concentrated on the particular individual in whose

person David's line should be re-established, and who, as began

to be expected by some at least, would be in some sort the agent

and guarantee of the national restoration and reformation.

A descriptive title applied to this personage which apparently

came into general use was that of semah (HDlf) (the 'Sprout' or

Shoot', RV. wrongly 'Branch'), signifying 'one who should spring

forth from the stock of David.' What is perhaps the prophetic

oracle which coined this title for the hoped-for scion of the

house of David is embedded in a restoration prophecy which

ha-s found its way into the book of Jeremiah.'*'^

'Behold the days are coming, is Jahveh's oracle, when I

will raise up for David a rijhU'Ous semah and he sail reign

as king ("^^D '=j?Q) and deal wisely ; and shall execute justice

and righteousness in the land. In his days Judah shall be

delivered, and Israel dwell safely. And this is the name by

which he shall be called, Jahveh our righteousness.'^®

Here 'righteous' means the opposite of 'degenerate'. The
thought of kingship is by this time emphasized ^^ as are also the

proper virtues of a king. The semah is not only to be of the

»» Jer. 30 7, 8.

'* Hos. 3 .',. The reference, to judge by the context, appears to be to

North Israel. The words are a 'restoration gloss' on the text 'The

children of Israel shall abide many days without king', Hos. 3 4.

'* Jer. 23 s— 8. As it stands it is obviously placed as a correction to

Jeremiah's message of doom which precedes. The oracle occurs agaiii

in a slightly modifie<l form in .Ter. 3.T ir,, le, where it is omitted by th<> liXX
» .Jor. 23 s, c. J7 This clause is omitUd in .Jer. 33 ir-
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lineage of David but all that a king ought to be. It is evident

that liis advent is regarded as the prelude of the national deliv-

erance, while the hope is again to the fore that under him the

two alienated sections of the Israelite people will be once again

reunited.
^^

There are still no extraordinary or supernatural features

attributed to this personage. The expectations connected with

him are mainly political and royalist. There is certainly no

suggestion that he is some mysterious figure foretold in ancient

prophecy and hoary oracle. The only prediction with which he

is evidently connected is, as has been shown, the prediction that

the Davidic House would never be dethroned.

The attempted identification of the semah, Avith whom the

hopes of Kestoration seemed to be so closely connected, appears

to have been the last stage in this chapter of the liistory of the

•Messianic' hope.

As has long been recognized, expectation seems for a time

to have centred on Zerubbabel, the son of Shealtiel, son of Je-

hoiachin, the last legitimate king of Judah, who had sat on

David's throne as king in his own right in virtue of being Da-

vid's heir.

It had been the person of Jehoiachin in whom David's line

had been dethroned and of whom Jeremiah had prophesied that

though he were the signet (Dnin) upon the right hand of Javeh,

yet Jahveh would pluck him thence.

The hope now arose that in the person of Jehoiachin's grand-

son and heir of line, Jahveh was about to reverse the doom

pronounced on Ms House. This is clearly seen in Haggai 2 2y.

'In that day ('tis the oracle of Jahveh of hosts) will I take thee,

Zerubbabel my servant, the son of Shealtiel ('tis the oracle

of Jahveh), und will make thee as a signet (DmH), for I have

chosen thee ('tis the oracle of Jahveh). ^^ The triple mH^ Di<i

('tis the oracle of Jahveh) is probably intentional and meant to

emphasize the verity of the asseveration.

From Zechariah it appears that Prince Zerubbabel was def-

38 111 the parallel passage Jerusalem is substituted for Israel.

39 Jer. 22 24 30 and see above.
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initely recognized as the semah and that an attempt was actually

made to re-establish the Duvidic Mouarthy by crowning him.

and thus to compass the Restoration of Judah, and bring in the

new era of peace, prosperity and righteousness.

•Behold I am about to bring forth my servant the semah,

for behold the stone that I have set before Joshua, upon

one stone*" are seven facets (lit. eyes) : behold, I will engrave

tlie engraving thereof, saith Jahveh of hosts, and I vdW

remove the iniquity of the land in one day. In that day, saith

Jahveh of hosts, ye chall each invite liis neighbour under the

vine and under the fig tree."

It may be that the stone spoken of was a heptahedral seal

or signet, engraved after the manner of Babylonian seals. The

reference might then very well be to Zenibbabel iis the seal

of Jahveh.

The second Zechariah passage with the emendations now

generally accepted, crucial though it is, need only be quoted as

it has so ofifen been thoroughly discussed.

•Take from them of the captivity . . . silver and gold, and

make a crown,*' and set it on the head of Zerubbabel*'

the son of Shealtiel. Thou shalt say to them,** Thus saith

Jahveh of hosts. Behold the man whose name is the semah,

and he shall gi'ow up (HD^r) out of his place, and he shall

build the Temple of Jahveh . . . and he shall bear the glory

(i. e. royal majesty), and shall sit and rule upon his throne:

and he (i. c. Joshua) shall be a priest by his right hand,
*

'

and the counsel of peace shall be between them both. And
the crown shall be for a memorial in the temple of Jahveh.*'

After this episode Zerubbabel disappeared from history, and

royalist hopes from prophecy, if indeed they had ever had a

legitimate place there. Isaiah 40— 66, which is probably in the

main later than Haggai and Zechariah, has no place for a Da-

vidic prince or king in its glowing pictures of Return and Ht-

*" nnPB nncD cf, Ex. 39 orin 'mna nhrSD. *• Zecb. 3 s— lo.

*' M. T. -crowns'. *3 M. T. .Joshua the son of .lozaduk the high

l.riest. *« M. T. 'him', but LXX 'them'. «» M. T. And ho

tih&ll be (or there shall be) a priest upon his throne.

*• Zech. 6 i»-i4
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coiistruction. There, exactly as in Ezekiel, it is Jahveh himself

who Avill shepherd his people home, it is Jahveh himself who

will be all that Israel can desire as King.

Onlj'^ in one passage in II Isaiah, a passage which is almost

certainly later than the sixth century, is there any reference to

any hopes based on the Davidic 'covenant'. 'I will make an

everlasting covenant with you, even the sure mercies of David

(Tn ''IDH). Behold I make thee*^ as a witness to the peoples

and commander to the peoples. Behold thou shalt call a nation

that thou knowest not, and a nation that knew thee not shall

run unto thee because of Jahve thy God'.*^

It is evident that the prophet holds that the members of the

Davidic House as such have been disinherited, that he puts their

claims out of court and recognizes the servant nation as heir to

the grace of God of which there had been such abundant prom-

ise in the grace bestowed on his faithful servant David.

There are two other important passages, Is. 9 i-7, ('Unto us a

son is given' &c.) and Is. 11 i-io ('There shall come forth a shoot

out of the stock of Jesse' &c.), to which reference must be made

since not a few critics assign them to some time towards the

close of the Exile. One of the principal reasons for this dating

is that they, like the series of predictions we have just examined,

presuppose the downfall of the Davidic dynasty and predict that

Jahveh is about to raise up a worthy successor to David.

There are various considerations, however, which make it

difficult to accept this dating. Some of these objections may be

broadly stated as follows. The two prophecies are of a totally

different quality from the other royalist oracles and are on an

altogether higher level. The only one of these with which they

have any true kinship is that of the semah in Jer. 23 5, 6, but

even on this they represent an enormous advance. The person-

age depicted in both of them, although the details are quite

different, is an exalted being, endowed with godhke attributes

and excellencies, who is almost if not quite superhuman in the per-

fection of his qualities. The restoration of the monarchy as such.

»' see Syr.

•3 Is. 55 4, 5.
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and especially the reinstatement of the Davidic house, is a side

issue. There is moreover no suggestion in either that the king

is to be the agent for the redemption of his people. The interest

is concentrated on the perfection of the ideal of kingship set

forth. If either or both of these prophecies were promulgated

before Haggai and Zechariah, it is difhcult to understand how

these prophets could have connected such a person as Zenib-

babel with so exalted and wonderful a being as is depicted in

them. On the other hand it is extremely uuUkely that there

would be a revival, in so noble a form, of any kind of royahst

hopes until long after the Zerubbabel fiasco had become a thing

of the past, and the memory of it practically obliterated. It

seems hkely then that both these prophecies belong to a com-

paratively late post-exilic date.

There is another consideration with regard to Is. 11 i—lo

which would seem further to debar a late exilic date, and which

has a special bearing on the exilic Royalist aspirations. V. i

reads. There shall issue a shoot from the stump of Jesse 0?^
^^ yi^P and a sapUng shall spring up from his roots (12JJ

1^2^*10^6). At first sight this appears to be an elaborate way of

referring to the semah. while emphasizing the fact that the Da-

vidic house had fallen and tluit the royal line was well nigh

extinct. The i)icture is of course that of the stump of a tree

that liad been cut down but whose roots have sprouted again.

But the i)hrast' 'branch out of his roots' is found also in

Dan. 11 7: 'But from a shoot from her roots' shall one stand up

m his place iTChS^ 1!f3D IQV^. The woman referred to is Bere-

nice of Kgypt, the •shoot from her roots' was her brother

Ptolemy III. The phrase therefore is used to imply common
ancestrv', while e.rrludint/ Vtncnl dcscoif. By analog)- the shoot

from .lesse's roots would signify someone who was not a lineal

descendant of Jesse, still less of David, but one who had an-

cestors in common with David's father. How far back the

common ancestor was is not indicated. There is nothing in the

phrase to show that it might not have been Israel the rejmted

common ancestor of the whole nation.

This prophecy then, although it presupposes the downfall of

the Davidic dynxsty, so far from being in accord with the semah
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oracle and the other predictions which i)oint to the reinstate-

ment of the house of David, rejects lineal descent from David

as a si)ie qua non of the ideal king. If the prophecy is prop-

erly Messianic, as seems most probable, it teaches that Messiah-

ship is not dependent on pedigree. If the prophecy should

prove to belong to the second century, as Prof. Kennett beheve.s,

it might be suggested that here we have a counterpart to the

priesthood 'after the order of Melchizedek' which was appar-

ently attributive to Simon the Hasmonean Priest-King in

Ps. 110. Simon, though neither of the high priestly succession

nor of the blood royal, yet became lawful High Priest, and right-

fully sat in David's throne. We would not however press the

application of the prophecy to Simon, though in this particular

it seems curiously suitable.

The results arrived at in the course of this enquiry into the

rise and fall of the Messianic hope during the exile go to con-

form the theory that tliere was no pre-exilic Messianic Jiope.

(3n the one hand we have found the origin and evolution of

these exiUc expectations completely accounted for otherwise.

On the other hand we have not found in any of the several

stages the shghtest trace of the knov/ledge of any previous prom-

ises of a Heaven-sent DeHverer or Ideal King that was to

come which had been handed down from ancient times. Had
any such prophetic promises been known, especially had they

the imprimatur of a prophet of such repute as Isaiah, it seems

inconceivable that they should not have been obviously basic to

these exihc expectations, or at least that they should not have

colored the later hopes in some way or other. At it was, the

only relevant pre-exilic material at the disposal of the exiles

was the thread-bare covenant of David which, as has been shown,

was in no proper sense Messianic.

They furthermore point to the fact that there was strictly

speaking hardly any Exilic Messianic hope either. That is to

say, there is almost nothing in all the exilic predictions we have

studied which rises appreciably above ordinary constitutional

aspirations on the one hand, or superior on the other hand to

the fervid dreams of the adherents of any dethroned royal house

which it is hoped may one day be reinstated. The hope that
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God had in store for his people Someone to come, some Heaven-

sent Deliverer, some ideal divinely endowed King, did not

develop until a later age. Exactly when and how is difticult to

determine. It is probable that this new hope was in some

measure suggested by these earlier oracles, the liistorical back-

ground of which had been lost. It is certain that the earher

oracles had the new hope read into them and that they thus in

part influenced the form of the real hope of a Personal Messiah.
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THE CODE FOUND IN THE TEMPLE

GEORGE BICKER BERRY
COLGATE TJNIVEKSITT

r^
the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah, 621 b. c, a

book of the hiw was found in the temple. The practically

unanimous opinion of adherents of the documentary theory of

the Hexateuch, so far as kno^vTi, is that this book was the

Deuteronomic Code, D, consisting substantially, according to the

usual view, of chapters 5— 26, 28 of the book of Deuteronomy.

The Hohness Code, H, consists of chapters 17—26 of the

book of Leviticus, Avith perhaps small portions elsewhere. It

was in considerable measure a compilation, as the writer evi-

dently used older material. It has been subject to one or more

revisions in the spirit of P, considerable P material having been

added, especially in chs. 21— 22. It is disputed whether the

date of the writing of H was somewhat before the exile or

during the exile.

It seems strange that the relation between H and Z> has re-

ceived little attention; and also that, so far as kno\vn, it has

never been held that the code found in the temple was H, at

least in recent years.

The preferable view seems to be that H was written before

the exile. Nothing requires or definitely suggests the exile,

unless it is Lev. 26 40-45, which may have been a later addition.

The resemblances between D and H in subject-matter are

veiy great, and the resemblances in language by no means shght,

while the general scope and plan of the two are very similar.

On the other hand, the language used when deahng with similar

subjects often varies greatly in the two, so much that it is evident

that the later writer if acquainted with the earlier production.
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made use of it in a spirit of freedom. It is perhaps most prob-

able, as it is usually held, that the later writer was not ac-

quainted with the earlier; in which case, however, he must have

had intimate knowledge of the sources of the earlier writing.

While the view thus indicated concerning the relation be-

tween D and H afiords less definite data for their chronological

relation than would be the case if one was considered to be

directly dependent on the other, nevertheless such chronological

evidence is not entirely wanting. In a considerable number of

passages the regulation in D is very similar to that in H and

is in a fuller form, where a comparison indicates that expansion

rather than condensation is the characteristic of the later

passages. These passages, then, are considered to indicate that

D depends on the sources of H, rather than H on the sources

of D. The following are the passages: Dt. 21 is-21— Lev. 20 9;

in. 22 9-11— Lev. 19 19; Dt. 22 22-J7 — Lev. 18 20; 20 10: Dt.

23 19-20—Lev. 25 ;i5-37; Dt. 24 14-15—Lev. 19 13; Dt. 24 19-

-'.'—Lev. 19 9-10, cf 23 22; Dt. 25 i;j-i6—Lev. 19 35-36; Dt.

10 ib-19—Lev. 19 34; Dt. 28 22— Lev. 26 le; Dt. 28 33—Lev. 26 I6;

Dt. 28 59—Lev. 26 21; Dt. 28 64— Lev. 26 33.

One passage should be considered at greater length. In the

early custom among the Hebrews, it is generally recognized, all

slaughter of sheep and cattle was sacrifice, the sacrifice being

at the local sanctuaries. Both D and H recognize the centrali-

zation of worship, but in H all slaughter is still sacrifice. Lev.

17 1-7, while in D non-sacrificial slaughter is recognized, Dt.

12 1.'., which is also recognized in P, as in Gen. 9 3. It is often

held that D recognizes the non-sacrificial nature of slaughter as

a necessar}' practical result of the centralization of worship,

later H attempted to restore the earlier strictness on this point,

but unsuccesfully as evidenced by F, A much more natural

view is this, however. // first definitely recognized the centrali-

zation of worship, but continued with it the older regulation

that all slaughter was sacrifice, without particular consideration

of tlie practical side of the matter. Later, when the practical

working was a})parent, IJ introduced the new regulation con-

cerning slaughter, which then continued to be in force, and is

later recognized by P.
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There are very many passages in which D depends upon

Jeremiah or the reverse. In many of these there is no clear

indication of priority. It is recognized, of course, that the book

of Jeremiah has undergone a considerable amount of editorial

revision and later additions, especially after the seventeenth

chapter. If there were cases where the Jeremiah passage seemed

to be dependent on the Deuteronomy passage it might be a

question whether the dependence was that of Jeremiah or of

the later editor. I find scarcely any of these, however. On the

other hand, if the dependence is ofD on Jeremiah, the question

of editorial activity in the book of Jeremiah need not be raised.

In general it may be said, so far as the work of Jeremiah

himself is in mind, that any large amount of dependence seems

mucli more likely on the side of D tlian on that of Jeremiah.

This is because it seems to me, after careful consideration, that

Jeremiah was a man of much greater originality of thought and

expression than the writer of Deuteronomy, and he would be

particularly unlikely to be materially indebted to the thought

and expression of D which moves largely in a circle of ideas

quite different from his own. The ^vriter of D, on the other

hand, is undeniably much indebted to other writings, to BC
and JE for both thought and expression, and to the prophets

who preceded him for the higher elements of thought in his

work.

In the following passages it seems to me that D is clearly

dependent on Jeremiah, for the reasons assigned in the partic-

ular cases. The phrase "under every green tree" is. found in

Jer. 2 20 3 6, is, in all of wliich it is a rhetorical hyperbole, but,

from the nature of the thought, appropriate. In Dt. 12 2 it is

in a similar connection, but it is a matter of fact statement

and the exaggeration is inappropriate. In Dt. 12 ii and in

several other passages in Deuteronomy occurs the phrase "to

cause his name to dwell there", used in the account of Yahweh's

choice of Jerusalem as the place of the central sanctuary. The

phrase, in the first person, is found in Jer. 7 12. In itself it is

sufficiently appropriate in both cases. It can hardly be thought,

however, that Jeremiah would borrow the phrase from D and

apply it to Shiloh and not use it, immediately after, in reference
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to Jerusalem. Jer. 13 ii says of the bouse of Israel and of

Judah: "That they may be unto me for a people, and for a

name, and for a praise and for a glory", a smooth Hebrew ex-

pression, the language in 33 9 being very similar. Most of the

phrase is used in Dt. 26 19, where the Hebrew expression is

akward. Jer. 7 33 says: "And the dead bodies of tliis people

shall be food for the birds of the heavens and for the beasts

of the earth; and none shall frighten them away", 16 4; 19 r

being similar. In Dt. 28 26 it is said: "And thy [referring to

the nation] dead body shall be food unto all birds of the heavens,

and unto the beasts of the earth; and there shall be none to

frighten them away", the grotesque eflfect of the use of "thy

dead body" in such a personified way being one that could

hardly be found except as the result of some special cause, such

as borrowing. Dt. 24 i-4 gives the strict rule that when a man's

divorced wife has married again and the second husband has

died or divorced her the first husband shall not marry her again.

In Jer. 3 i. Jeremiah, in order to illustrate the relation of

Yahweh to Israel, asks whether this should be done, with no

allusion to a regulation ui)on the point. It seems probable that

the regulation of Z>, therefore, is founded upon the passage in

Jeremiah, rather than the reverse. Dt. 28 :;6 seems to be a

combination of the expressions of Jer. 9 15 (English 16) and

16 i:?, l)eing a combination of the thoughts of scattering among
the nations and exile to a foreign, unknown, land, resulting in

the expression in Dt.: "Yahweh will bring thee—unto a nation

that thou hast not known, thou nor thy fathers", "nation" being

an unnatural expression where "land" would be expected. Jer.

19 9 says: "And I will cause them to cat the flesh of their sons

and the flesh of their daughters— in the siege and in the distress,

<fec.". Dt. 28 r.3 says: "And thou [the nation] shalt eat the fruit

of thine own body, the flesh of thy sons and of thy daughters.

<to." giving a grotesque eff"ect due to borrowing similar to that

noted in an earlier passage. Jer. 32 4i says: "Yea, I will rcjoict

over them to do them good". This appears in an expanded

form in I), the expansion giving an incongruous efi'ect and indi-

cating that D is the bt»rrower, Dt. 28 fi.i: "And it shall come-

to pass, that, as Yahweh rejoice«l over you to do you good.
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and to multiply you, so Yahweli will rejoice over you to cause

you to perish and to destroy you." In Dt. 13 17 occurs the

phrase: ''show thee mercy and have compassion upon thee",

the Hebrew phrase being the same as in Jer. 42 12. In Jere-

miah the thought of mercy and compassion is appropriate, the

reference being to deliverance from times of distress under the

hand of the king of Babylon. In Deuteronomy the thought is

inappropriate, nothing in the context suggesting the need of

mercy and compassion.

In the following cases, further, the passages in D are expanded

from the similar ones in Jeremiah, and therefore quite clearly

later: Dt. 28 12—Jer. 10 13 (=51 16); Dt. 28 52—Jer. 5 i7b;

Dt. 28 6]— Jer. 6 7.

Evidence has been presented thus far to show that D is later

than H, and therefore D is probably too late to be the code

found in the temple; also that D is later than Jeremiah, in

which case D must be as late as the exile.

At some points D presupposes a time as late as the exile or

later. The regulation concerning the choice of a king, Dt. 17 15 b:

"Thou mayest not put a foreigner over thee, who is not thy

brother" has seemed unnatural to many. As the king on the

throne of Judah from David to the exile was always a Davidic

king, such a regulation, if written during that time, seems en-

tirely unnecessary. A possible danger of this kind, it would

seem, could only be apprehended when the nation was under

foreign dominion, therefore during or after the exile. The only

reference in the account of the disasters in Dt. 28 to the king

is in V. 36: "Yahweh wdll bring thee, and the Idng whom thou

shalt set over thee, unto a nation that thou hast not known,

&c." This reference to the king in such a connection is not

natural if written before the event, but would be natural to one

who knew that the king was carried off into exile. In the regu-

lations concerning the administration of justice in D the "elders

of the city" appear as the ordinary judges. This is in accord

with what we know of the preexilic practice. They are men-

tioned in Dt. 19 12 21 19 22 15-19, &c. Of course the king and

his officers were also ministers of justice, the king being the

court of final appeal. Of course there was also appeal to the
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priests at the sanctuaries for God's decision, but this does not

seem ordinarily to have been in the sphere of the ordinary ad-

ministration of justice. The book of Deuteronomy also shows

a tendency, however, to give the priests a marked prominence

in civil life, especially in the administration of justice, as in

20 2 21 5 17 8-13 19 17. 17 8-13 and probably 19 i7 refer to

the constitution of a court of appeal for the country as a whole,

including priests. Xo such judicial activity of priests is known

before the exile, in particular the court of appeal is out of har-

mony with the common practice by which the king himself con-

stituted such court. These regulations might have belonged, as

an ideal matter, to the exile, or, perhaps more probably, have

been written in the time after the exile when the priests were

somewhat prominent in civil life. I am not unmindful of the

fact that II Chr. 19 5-ii says that Jehoshaphat constituted a

central court of appeal like that in Dt. 17 8-i3. But that ac-

count is evidently ideal rather than historical, reflecting the

conditions of the time after the exile when it was written.

It is a question wlietlier the code introduced by Ezra, Neh.

8— 10, was the P code, as usually thought, or D. The actual

points of contact in the account there given are much more

numerous witii D than with P, although it does not entirely

correspond to either one.

From what has been said thus far, the evidence indicates that

I) was written later than the time of finding the code. That

makes it probable that the code found was U. It remains to be

considered whether tlie descrij)tion of the code and the results

of its finding, as told in II K., are in accord with H.

It is generally agreed that the account of the finding of the

code and related matters as given in 11 K. 22— 23 is histori-

cally accurate, unless perhaps in minor details wliich are un-

important for the present purpose. Most of the items here

given arc sufficiently in accord with either D or H. The docu-

ment found is called by tiie term "book of the covenant" in

11 K. 23 2-3, 21. Z) is described as "the words of the covenant"

in Dt. 28 H9 (P>nglish 29 i), and the term covenant appears else-

where in IJ. References to a covenant, imj)lying a description

of the code H aa a. covenant, are found in Lev. 26 », is, 25, aa

4
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well as in v. 42 (three times), 44, 45, which are perhaps a later

addition. It is also called "the book of the law", II K. 22, 8, ii.

This phrase is not found either in D or H, but it is a natural

descriptive term for either. The consternation of king Josiah,

II K. 22 11, and the reference to the words of the book as

forebodings of disaster, II K. 22 16, show that the book con-

tained threatenings, which are found in both codes, principally

in Dt. 28 and Lev. 26. The specific threatening that "this

place", presumably the city Jerusalem, should be a desolation,

11 K. 22 19, is not found in D but is in Lev. 26 31-32. The ele-

ment of definite threatenig is much more prominent in H than

in D, specific commands, particularly those alluded to in II K.,

being more frequently accompanied by a specific penalty. Abo-
lition of all forms of worship of other gods is narrated in II K.

23 4-6, 10-13, and is in accord Avith Dt. 17 3 12 2-3 and Lev.

17 7 19 4 26 1, 30. The abolition of the sodomites, II K. 23?,

is in accord with Dt. 23 17 and Lev. 18 22 20 13. The abolition

of the high places of Yahweh, hence the centralization of the

worship at Jerusalem, II K. 23 8, 19, is in accord with Dt.

12 5-14 and Lev. 17 3-9. II K. 23 9 b says that the priests of

the high places received support like those in Jerusalem, accord-

ing to Dt. 18 8 ; this is not specifically mentioned in H but is

naturally implied in the general regulations. The abolition of

the worship of Moloch, LI K. 23 10, is in accord with Dt. 18 10,

in which Moloch is not mentioned by name, and also with the

more specific statements of Lev. 20 1-5 18 21, in which Moloch

is mentioned. The observance of the Passover, II K. 23 21-23,

is specially mentioned. Regulations concerning the passover

are found in Dt. 16 5-6 and Lev. 23 5, the latter passage with

additions from P. What the distinctive element was in this

celebration of the passover is not stated. It is usually supposed

that it consisted in the celebration being confined to Jeru-

salem, in accord with the centralization of worship. If tliis is

the special feature, it appears as expressly mentioned in the

regulations of D, but is also imphed in the general regula-

tions for the centralization in H. The abolition of wizards,

&c., II K. 23 24, is in accord with Dt. 18 10-14 and Lev. 19 26,

31 20 6, 27.
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The items given thus far correspond sufficiently with either

code, perhaps somewhat more closely with H than with D.

Furtlier, it is generally agreed that part of II K. 23 8 should

be read: "And he brake down the high places of the satyrs that

were at the entrance of the gate of Joshua, &c." The worship

of satyrs is forbidden in Lev. 17 7 but not mentioned in D.

Further, II K. 23 9a says that priests of the high places did

not officiate at Jerusalem; this is directly contrary to the regu-

lation of Dt. 18 6-7, which prescribes that they shall do so.

The account in II K., therefore, favors the view that the

code was H and not D. It may not have been H entire but

comprised at any rate a large part of the document known by

that term.
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A JERUSALEM PROCESSIONAL

JOHN P. PETERS
UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH

WORKING on the Psalms over thirty years, I have been

more and more impressed with the amount of local color

in them, and the failure of scribes and commentators to note this

from lack of personal familiarity with Palestine. My attention

was first called to this in connection with Ps. 89. Verse is reads:

'^North and south, Thou hast created them:

Tabor and Hermon rejoice in Thy name."

To any one who has traveled in northern Gahlee and had

Tabor and Hermon as his landmarks of south and north this

breathes the atmosphere of that country. None could have

written it but a Gahlean. So far as I know, however, no com-

mentator has noticed this. Prof. Briggs in his commentary in

the International Series (II, 257) says:— "Tabor and Hermon,

the chief mountain peaks of the Holy Land, Tabor commanding

the great plain of Esdraelon, and Hermon, the giant of Leba-

non, commanding the greater part of the entire land^ represen-

tatives therefore of the mountains." This is to miss the local

force of the allusion entirely. It led Briggs to a false dating

of this part of the Psalm, and a false reference of it. He says

(233): "The Ps. indicates a period of peace and quietness in

which the public worship of Yahweh in the temple was enjoyed

by Israel, and this not until the troubled times of the Resto-

ration were over, some time subsequent to Nehemiah, when

peace and prosperity were enjoyed under the Persian mle of

Artaxerxes II (458—404 b. c.)." Equally vivid are the local

allusions in several of the Psalms of the collection entitled "Of

the Sons of Korah" (42—49), such as the mention of the land
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of Jordan and the roaring of its fountain beneath Hermon by

Tel Kadi (42); and the river on which the Temple stood (46).

A study of the Korah Psalms on the gi'ound forced me to the

conclusion that they could only be ascribed to psalmists of the

temple of Dan, ^Yhicll I set forth in an article in the Briggs

Memorial Volume.

With this brief introduction I -wish to present what I think

I may describe as a new discoveiy. Yv. 6-s of Ps. 84 have

proved a stumbling block. There is no translation of them

which makes real sense, and after taking most unjustifiable

liberties with the text, and giving to individual words meanings

which they have nowhere else commentators have still left the

passage quite uninteUigible to the ordinary reader. So the Re-

vised Version (American) reads:

"Blessed is the man whose strength is in thee

;

In whose heart are the highways to Zio)i.

Passing through the valley of

Weeping they make it a i)lace of springs;

Yea, the early rain covereth it with blessings.

They go from strength to strength;

Every one of them appeareth before God in Zion.''

Prof. Briggs in his volume in the International Commentary,

taking somewhat greater liberties with the text, and omitting

the first half of v. o altogether reads: -

'•The highways are in the minds of those who pass on in

the vale of weeping.

He maketh it a place of springs; yea, the early rain clotheth

it with blessings.

They go on from battlement to battlement in order to

appear before God, ^'ahweh in Zion, Yahweh the God ofHosts."

Absolutely literally, with one slight change of text, ^ supported

by the Greek translation (LXX), this passage reads:

"Happy the man whose strength is in Thee. (Jauscways

in the midst of thein" they have passed over. In the valley

• n2J (7) to \'\2S (or possibly liP), and connected witli ihr i)rt'CcdinK

verse (6), as the metre manifestly requires.

* 023^3, in the midst of or between tliem ; i. c. the causeway or bridge

between the two hill^, the western hill and Zion.
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of weeping the fountain^ that they make. Also the pool* the

leader'' encircleth.^ They go from rampart to rampart. Is

seen the God of gods in Zion."

The first clause is a liturgical phrase to be chanted or sung.

The remaining phrases are rubrical and describe or prescribe

accurately the course of a procession from the western hill,

overlooking the Temple area, across the causeway or bridge

between the two hills, connecting them together, down the lower

Tyropoeon valley, past the so called fountain of Siloam, made

'

by carrying the waters of the Gihon spring into the Tyropeon

valley.

Then the leader, bending to the right, must swing around

the pool of Siloam in a circle, wliich brings the procession to

the southernmost end of the hill of Ophel, and its first scarp.

Up this hill they go, from scarp to scarp, where once its various

ramparts stood, until the procession reaches the southern gate

of the Temple, and appears to God in Zion. The road exactly

as here designated exists to-day, and I have traced it step by

step, following the directions of this Psalm; audit exists to-day

following in its details the rubrics of this Psalm, except only

that it does not reach the south gate of the Temple, since there

is none, because it is the route ordained by the topography,

now as then.

Now read the Psalm with the topography in view. The cere-

mony commenced on the western hill, about where the great

3 ]^5D, the very name applied to-day in Jerusalem to the point of issue

of the water of the Virgin Spring through the tunnel in the Tyropeon

Valley, because of the intermittent gush of water, which causes it to be

regarded as a fountain not a pool.

* Birket, as in the Hebrew consonant Text. The name is applied to-

day to the lower pool of Siloam; or perhaps a plural niD"i3, covering both

the upper pool, which catches the water of the fountain, and the lower

and larger pool, now a garden bed, which formerly received the drainage

of the valley.

5 nilO from riT, teacher or leader. The translation earli/ rain is a pure

invention without any support.

6 nos means to encircle or enwrap as with a cloak. It has absolutely

no other meaning in Hebrew.
' The word make or made, inirT'B?'' in the text, suggests the peculiarity

of this fountain, as one made by men, not by nature.
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Jewish synagogues now stand, where the valley separating the

two hills is at its naiTOwest and the western hill rises sharply,

so that one looks down thence into the Haram-esh-Shereef, the

old Temple area, across the Tyropoeon. Here was sung the

first stanza, as the first sacrifice was offered:

—

2. "How beloved Tliiue abode, LORD of Hosts!

3. I have longed, yea fainted for the courts of the Lord.

With heart and body I raise the joy cry to the

God of my life.

4. The very birds have found a home,

And the swallow a nest where she put her young,

Thine altars, LORD of Hosts,

My king and my God.

5. (Refrain) Happy they thay inhabit Thine house,

That always sing Thy praise!

Selah."

It is a vivid and beautiful picture of what one sees even to-

day as one looks down from that high point into the Temple

court beneath and across the valley. Then the procession starts

with rhythmic clapping of hands and stamping of staves, as all

chant or intone: ••Happy he whose strength is in Thee", pre-

cisely as one may see rehgious processions marching in Jeru-

salem to-day, iterating and reiterating some short phrase or

phrases, the sound now almost dying away, now swelling into a

shout, as new voices join in, or something arouses new zeal or

energy. The procession crosses the bridge or causeway con-

necting the two hills'* probably at Rui)inson's arch just below

the Harem area, the natural point for a causeway or bridge,

ber;iuse here the valley is at its narr(»west, and then follows the

road to the right down the valley just below the walls of David's

' I'erhajis us early as Hezekialia time the city had spread over on

to the westrrn hill, occupying its highest part, roughly from a line drawn

fast from the Jaffa Gate along the southern line of the valley running

down into the Tyropoeon, and boundod on the south by about the line

of the present wall. This was connected with the eastern city by a

causrway or bridge, as in the Ilt-rodian city, occupying about the suin«*

position.
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City, into and through the valley of weeping,® and past the

fountain^" which has been made or is being made there. There

the leader is to bend to the right, as the road does now, and

fetch a circuit about the Pool of Siloam. ^^

So the procession finds itself at the foot of the high rock

which constitutes the southern end of Ophel. This rock is

scarped and was evidently fortified and battlemented, the lowest

rampart of the old city of David. The hill goes up almost like

steps, as a model of the rock levels shows. Indeed, this hill is

peculiar in its succession of knolls of which are still clearly

marked the knoll where stands the Dome of the Rock, beyond

this the Baris or Antonia, and beyond this Bezetha. At a

point approximately above the Virgin's Spring is what seems

once to have been another high knoll, the southern edge which

still presents a steep surface toward the south, suggesting a

battlement or rampart similar to that at the extreme southern

point of the hill. Here it is supposed once stood David's citadel,

on the rock summit cut down with such vast toil in the Macca-

baean period to prevent it from dominating or rivaling the

9 The excavations of the Assumptionists on the eastern side of the

western hill above the Siloam fountain and pool have shown that in the

earlier times, and presumably until some time not long before the Christian

era, this area was occupied by graves and tombs. Hence probably the

name valley of weeping, as similarly of the valley of weepers near Bethel

(Jud. 2 1).

10 This fountain is peculiar in that is made by the tunnel through

Ophel, and does not spring out of the ground naturally. The tunnel is

generally supposed to have been cut in Hezekiah's time, the close of the

8th. century. The Hebrew text reads that is made or set; the Greek,

was made or set. Apparently it was not so old at this time of compo-

sition of our Psalm that the remembrance of its construction was for-

gotten.

1* The water from the tunnel, which discharges intermittently, is

caught in a small pool, the outlet of which is carried beneath, not into

the Birket or large pool, thus reaching the valley below. The large pool,

like the other hirkets about Jerusalem, simply caught and impounded the

water flowing down the valley. To-day no water flows down the valley,

the bed of the birket is gardens, but the water from the tunnel is carried

underneath, not into it. It is much larger than the small pool or tank

at the mouth of the tunnel, and extends further to the west, so that the

road makes a circuit about it.
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Temple. From this the road would have dipped down to a

portion of the hill of lower level, crossing which it again ascended

to the ramparts of Zion or the Temple enclosure, and to-day

this part of the ascent is more gradual. The ascent of the

eastern hill to the Temple court was then veiy literally a going

from rampad to raynpart. It will be observed that this road

would have led the procession to the south gate of the Temple,

the regular entrance in Herod's time, and presumably also in

the earher period when David's city lay to the south of the

Temple. That gate reached, the sanctuarj' and the altar before

it would become visible to the leaders of the procession, and

"the God of gods is seen in Zion". Then follows the prayer

ciy, and presumably sacrifice before the threshold

:

"LORD God of Hosts, hear my prayer

;

Hearken, God of Jacob.

Selah."

The third stanza (10-13), completing the hturgy, gives us

glimpses of certain of the ceremonies and forms of the ritual

within the Temple: the prostration of the worshippers with fore-

head to the ground, like so many threshold stones (^SinDH,

V. 11), and the ritual purification (D'^Dni, v. 12) before the great

sacrificial feast, part of the obligation to fulfil exactly the ritual

laws, the fulfilment of which brings favourable answer and

blessing from God. It reads:
^"

10. "Behold, oh God, our shield,

And regard the face of Thine anointed."

11. For better a day in Thy courts than an army,"

I had rather be the tlircshold in God's house,

>- For the general method of such a processional ritual, with sacri-

fice at various stapes, ending with the preat sacrifice and sacrificial feast

at the close, cf. II Sam. <> 12— 1». I think that we liave a liturgy intended

for similar use in Ps. 42, 43, of wliirh I'rof. Brifrgs says (II. 2'J5) : "Ps. 8

rcsemhlcs 42—13, and prob. had the same author."

iJ yrrwn, evidence tliat it was !i liymn for the royal sacrifice, and

therefore prcexilic.

>• Hebrew r\b», thouaand, that is a band of 1000 men, a regiment.
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12 Than a fortress ^'^ in the city of the godless.

For sun and shield is the LORD of Hosts;

Favor and honor the LORD giveth,

And refuseth no good to them that walk in cleanness.

13 (Refrain) LORD of Hosts,

Happy he who trusteth in Thee,"

The last stanza helps to fix the date. It evidently belongs

to the old days of battle, when warrior kings held their own in

Zion by force of arms, when the Temple was the royal shrine,

and sacrifices were offered for and in the name of the King,

God's anointed. Such sacrifices were regarded as equally

necessary to the king's success against his heathen or godless

enemies with his armies. Its similarity to 42— 43, like which it

is ascribed to the Sons of Korah, suggests that this Psalm also

was originally a processional liturgy of the temple of Dan, after-

wards adopted into the Jerusalem Psalter, but with considerable

changes to adopt it to its new use. So in general God (DTlbfc?)

was changed to LORD (mri''), but above all the second stanza

was purged entirely of its original local references, for which

were substituted rubrical directions for the new ritual, while

the original refrain of this stanza or part of it was made the

marching chorus to be repeated at intervals throughout the

procession. The date of this Psalm in its present shape, it

would appear from these considerations, must have been some-

where between the fall of Samaria (721 B.C.), or slightly earher,

at which time the literature of Israel began to be taken over and

adopted in Judah, and the capture and destruction of Jerusalem

by Nebuchadrezzar, approximately a century and a half later.

It may be asked why this Psalm underwent so much change

while we have the companion liturgy, 42, 43, in almost if not

quite its original form as a Psalm of Dan. We have in the

collection 42—49 apparently a group of or selection from the

old Dan Psalter, taken over together and preserved almost

intact, even to the old use of Elohim. Such changes as were

made, apparently, outside of some refrains and liturgical phrases,

were of a literary character. Other Psalms of this Psalter did

15 in, cf. As. duru, wall, fortress.
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not have the same histoiy. Not included in the selection above

referred to, they yet found their way to Jerusalem and into use

in the Temple, undergoing considerable changes in the process,

until at last, >vith a few other Psalms from the northern king-

dom, they were gathered together, copied and added to the al-

ready existing collections of Psalms of the Sons of Korah and

of Asaph to form the third book of Psalms.

Interesting evidence of the method in which this was done is

furnished by two notes in Psalm 88. Vs. 9 ends: "Finished

(i<^D), I do not go on" ("go out or go forth"), which, seeming

impossible, has been translated: '^I am shut up and I cannot

come forth" (Revised), or by some similar phrase, and supposed

to refer to some imprisonment like that of Jeremiah in the pit.

This quite spoils the Psalm. The last verse, i9, reads as follows:

••Thou hast put far from me lover and friend, mine acquaintance

darkness," which with all the doctoring given it by translators

and commentators remains quite unintelligible. The concluding

words of both verses are notes by the scribe who was copying

them. •'•Finished, I go not on";^*' that is, the tablet or manu-

script which he was copying stopped short at this point, leaving

the Psalm unfinished.

After the word "acquaintance" in v. i9 the scribe could

decipher nothing further. He therefore wrote at this point

•'darkness" ("|B^nD), i. e. unintelligible, or illegible. The two

fragments (that they are fragments is clear among other things

from the failure of the whole to get anywhere hturgically,

.'IS well as from the lack of development of the thought) were

placed in juxtaposition because, I suppose, of their general

resemblance to one another, and more particularly because of

the striking reseiiildance of the closing verses of each. That

these are in fact two ]*salm Fragments combined is testified to

further by the double heading, unicjue in the entire Psalter,

describing one part as "a song set to music of the Sons of

Korah, to be led on mahalath, to make penitence" (rwy^/), and

the other as a "maskil of Heman the Ezrahite".

'« Pcrhajo »«M should bo changed to ht, "it does not qro on", KSK

bring dao to an attempt to make sense by connecting this clause with

the preceding.
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n^D IN JOB 7 4

JOSEPH REIDER
DEOPSIE COLLEGE

SCHULTENS may have been Avrong in his sweeping Arabi-

zation of the Book of Job, but the fact remains that the

diction of Job stands in close relation to the style of classic

Arabic poetry. This is particularly noticeable in the many figu-

rative expressions wliich find their counterpaii; nowhere else

except in Arabic lyrics and often remain a perpetual perplexity

and eternal enigma to the Occidental mind. Metaphors are a

conditio sine qua non with all people of an imaginative mind,

but the imaginative Orientals excel in the richness of imagery

and the abundance of objects of comparison. To understand

such figures of speech in the Hebrew Scriptures and especially

in Job we must consult Arabic models before we venture to

emend the masoretic text on the much abused plea of a hypo-

thetical metre.

An instance in question is the bafifhng passage in Job 7 4

which has been a crux interpretum since the very inception of

exegesis.^ The sentence reads as follows: ''ri'lDlSI'l ''i^l5S^D^^

*1?^5"'7X D'^I'T^ ^^J^5^] ^IJ ™1 Wp« ^r\^- The 'Authorized

Version translates: "When I lie down, I say, when shall I arise,

and the night be gone? and I am full of tossings to and fro

unto the dawning of the day." The Revised Version inserts

"and the night is long", retaining the rest. Apparently the

former derives l^Qfromlli "wander, depart" (following Targum

and Rashi),^ while the latter construes it as piel of IID ^'meas-

> The ancient versions show too much confusion to be of any help.

2 With reference to those who assume 113 to be the root it must be

maintained that the poet is not likely to use this word twice in the

same verse.
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ure" (like Saadya, Ibn Ezra, Moses Chiquitilla, and most of

our modern commentators). So far these are the only alter-

natives within the boundaries of the masoretic text, and although

the rendering of RV is an improvement upon that of AV, still

the sense remains obscure due to illogical sequence. The phrase

21)^ TTD1 seems to be like a thorn in the structure of the sen-

tence. Hence those commentators who operate with metre

(like Bickell and Beer) prefer to excise it altogether, thus

alleviating the lack of balance produced by the dichotomy at

21)^. But while obtaining what to them seems a sound metre,

they fail to do justice to the principle of parallelism by which

the second member of the verse should express an idea some-

what similar to that incoi'porated in the first. This principle is

certainly more vital to Hebrew poetry than the theory of

metre.

Of course, the accents in our passage are wrong, showing

thiit already the Masoretes were at sea as to its real meaning.

The athnah sliould be jjlaced at D1pfc<, resulting in two equi-

librated phrases. But what about the meaning of 21)^ 1101?

After a study of Arabic poets I reached the conclusion that

these words can mean nothing but this: "and from the former

part (literally breast) of the evening". Tl here, like jjCo and

its equivalents in Arabic,^ is used metaphorically and signifies

•front, forward part". This should not be strange if we consider

that other parts of the body are used metaphorically in tlie

5 Comp. Lane, Lexicon, p. Wil, col. 2 f., also Dozy, Supplement, I, 822.

Lane registers also the following: '"The first part or commencement of

the day, the night, of the winter, the summer, and the like." Very
interesting is the following passatje from Hariri's thirteenth makama:

r^^ o^^!) v*J^\ o^r^-^ j^^'^\ c>y^. K.^'h l^^ J>^. ^
<>-^^ O^^-i which in a literal translation sounds as follows: "My
people and my husband werf^ wont to settle on the breast, and to journey

at the heart, to burden the back, t<j advance the hand." But the com-
mentaries interpret it as folJows : settle on the breast= ait in the first

place in the Assembly; journey at the heart—-march at the centre or

iieadquartcrs of the army; mount thr-ir friends on the backs of their

camels; and confer favors. .See De Sacy's and Chenery's translations

und notes.
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Bible: thus B^t^l "head" also means ,,begmmug",* ^7 "heart"

and ]103 „belly" also signify "middle"/ while D2fJ^ "bone" serves

at the same time for „substance"/ Nor is this phenomenon

peculiar to Semitic languages. We find it abundantly in Indo-

European idioms, Avhere "bosom of the earth", "womb of the

ocean", „breast of a mountain", "neck of time" and others have

become stereotyped phrases.^ I want to call attention parti-

cularly to the following quatrain from the eighth Canto of the

Kumara-Sambhava of Kalidasa (translated by A. AV. Ryder):

The womb of night envelops slow

The world with darkness vast and black . . .

Moon-fingers move the black, black hair

Of night into its proper place . .
.®

However, in the personification of time and fractions thereof

the Arab poets excel all others, as may be seen from the

following examples:

,,And I said to it (viz, ^jjj "night"), as it stretched its spine

* The cases are numerous, but interestiDg for our discussion are Jud.

7 19 nM3''rirt n"itac'«n B'si "the beginning of the middle watch", and Lam.

2 19 nncB's B>N"\, "the beginning of the watches".

5 w-2b "the midst of the sea" is quite frequent in the Bible. Note-

worthy is Jon, 2 3 where ^1«E> ]B3 is parallel to Wip\ 33^. Comp. also

(.lX«jL ^^ji^ "the midst of the valley" in Amrulkais, Muallakat, 1. 29.

6 As in the frequently recurring phrases Dl'n CSV and D^DB'n WSV.

f Thus Milton says

:

Mountains on whose barren breast

The laboring clouds do often rest

and Shakespeare (1 Henry IV., IV. 3. 92):

He deposed the king;

Soon after that, deprived him of his Ufe;

And, in the neck of that, task'd the whole state.

8 Comp. with this the fifth Makama of Hariri:

"a night of which the mixed hues had departed until its hind-locks grew

gray in the dawn".
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and pulled along the posteriors and removed the breast" (Am-
rulkais, Muallakat, 1. 45);

"O night thou didst not appear at all, so short thou wert, short

as a stolen kiss. It was only as a very nothing and passed away,

the hand of dawn thrusting at its breast to repel it" (from the

Poems of Umayya b. Abi-s-salt, edited by E. Power in Melanges

de la Faculte Orientalc, Y, 2, 152);

"The draper}' of night is torn away from the breast of dawn"

(quoted by Freytag, Darstellung der arahischen Verskunst, p. 433,

from a Diwan by Zafi-addin Alhilh), Note also the phrase:

xLgJL'l j^ ^ *L=k "he came in the first part of the day".^

Moreover, not only the breast but even the 'parties lionteiises

of the body are used in this metaphorical way. ya^ "buttock"

also means "the hinder part of a tiling" and is used as an anti-

thesis to jjuo in the follo^\•ing verse quoted by Lane from the

Tag el-Aroos: Uj^jci ^'^ d^ ^^| ^ASk\ \y'y>Xi ^ "Think

ye not upon the ends of things whereof the beginnings have

passed". *°
v^a**,! "podej- or atms'^ is also used in connection

with time, as e. g. in the phrase wtfjJl o'w**/! "the first, or be-

ginning, of time"." J^-JL!I JLS "the posteriors, or hinder parts,

of niglit" is quite frequent in l)oth classic and modern Arabic.''

' Lane, Lexicon, p. 2774, col. 3. Comi). also ^J-^^ (^.Ji* anil t^..^Jit-

*^yi\ "tho hoel, event, end of nipht" in Stumme, Tunisische Mdrchen
und GeAichte, I. 95 and 109.

•0 Comp. Lane, p. 1960, col. 3.

«• Ibid., p. m, col. 2f.

'* Besides Lane's Lexicon, s. v., comp. also Socin, "Der arabische Dialckt
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It will be seen then that the construction advocated here for

3"iy ^^D is not foreign to Semitic idiom, though not found else-

where in Hebrew. The Bible has preserved the dual only,

referring to the breasts of females, on a par with U^^^, but it

is not impossible that also the singular was in vogue with the

general meaning of "breast, chest, front", hke x Juo in Arabic.^^

This is borne out by the fact that the sing. IT is actually

used in post-biblical HebroAV with a derivative meaning. Thus

in b. Yoma 37 a we read that Ben Katin made 'lY'D? TI y"^

"twelve faucets or cocks to the basin"; while Moses ben Maimon

{Yad ha-hazakah, Lulab, 8 7) speaks of inni^H Tl, which, hke

the Aramaic nDtD''S, signifies the ''protuberance on the blossom-

end of the citron". From this use of Tl to the combination

y\^ IT "front of evening" there is only a short distance.

But the best criterion in the interpretation of any text is

after all the resulting sense and coherence of meaning, and in

this respect we notice at once a decided improvement. The

verse should read in the original:

and in the translation:

When I he down I say: when shall I arise?

And from early eve I keep tossing till early morn.^*

Notice the complete symmetry and perfect paralleUsm of the

von Mosul und Mardin", ZDMG., XXXVII, 197. In this connection it

is interesting to note that also the peitis is used as an object of comparison

among the Arabs, comp. Socin, ibid., p. 218: »^U-bJI ^_iUo ^J^ j^ J^^
^^ ^^ do JjijL ^\ ^•ji \3'A ^UJ\ 1_j3 \Jjb )^\ v-^ls \^ jt*

"A Beduin beheld a minaret and said: this is the form of a cistern, this

is the penis terrae, this is the spindle with which God spins from a top

downwards."

13 In fact we find "ip used in the singular when referring to the

breast of the jackal (Lam. 4 3), in conti'adistinction to the dual used of

woman's breasts.

1* 2">J> Ti "the breast or forward part of the evening" is here opposed

to tiB'i "morning twilight or dawn". "Early eve" and "early mom" yield

the same sense and constitute a striking contrast.
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two parts of the verse. The idea of the first is repeated in the

second part, but, as is customary in Hebrew poetry, the repetition

is more forcible and emphatic. ^Moreover, the metre is evenly

balanced, without any change or emendation of the text. As
to the unusual waw of TlJ/i^t^l it is what Konig styles the waiv

apodoseos or emphatic— copulative waw which is quite frequent

in Arabic and occurs also several times in the Bible.
^^

" Konig, Syntax, p. 015 fl'. (§ 415 s ff.). Xote Jo1> 15 iv nispKi <nvn nti.
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ORIGIN OF THE NAME PHARISEE

MARY D. HUSSEY

MT. HOLYOKE COLIiEGE

TWO assumptions in regard to the Pharisees are so highly

probable that they have received general acceptance; namely,

that the party called the Hasideans at the time of the Maccabean

uprising was later called the Pharisees/ and that the Hebrew

CB^HQ, the Greek (papicraioiy mean those who separated them-

selves, separatists.^

There must be a reason why the party called Hasideans^

at the time of the Maccabean uprising was later called the

Pharisees. The reason for changing a name so obviously suitable

as the "pious" to the "separatists" must be sought in some

event, which at the time of its occurrence made their separation

from the rest of the nation their most conspicuous feature—
even more conspicuous than tlie piety for which they were

famous.* Otherwise why the change of name? That this sepa-

ration which was temporarily so important was not- of lasting

or fundamental significance is shown by the fact that the origin

of the name Pharisee was so soon forgotten, for neither Josephus^

nor the early Church Fathers*' knew its origin. The latter as

well as many modern scholars explain the name as meaning

those who separated themselves not only from the heathen but

1 "Wellhausen, Die Fhariscier und die Sadducda; pp. 77—78; Schiirer,

Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes. 4 ed., vol. 2. p. 473.

2 Schiirer, p. 465. 3 I Mace. 2 42 7 is II Mace. 14 6.

•4 I Maee. 2 42—43.

5 Josephus, Antiquities, XIII, 5 9. Wellhausen, pp. 77—78.

6 Schiirer, p. 467, note 52.
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also from the uncleanness of the masses. No oue will deny

that in the Rabbinic period the substantives perishali and
penahiith (HS^'^IB, n^K^'^lS) mean a sei^aration from all un-

cleanness", but that fact does not constitute evidence for the

exact meaning of the passive participle of tJ^IS in the Maccabean
period.

The half century within which the change of party name
occurred is easily determinable. The author of I Maccabees

tells us that the "Hasideans were the first among the children

of Israel that sought peace" ^ of Alcimus and Bacchides, and

Josephus narrates the break of John Hyrcanus with the Phari-

sees®. In other words it occurred subsequent to the appointment

of Alcimus to the highpriesthood and some time before the

break of John Hyrcanus with the Pharisees, for the conflict

which broke out at that time presupposes a period of previous

development of the Pharisaic party. The })art played by the

Hasideans in the Maccabean revolt was first clearly set forth

by Wellhauseu. ^"^ In the Greek i)eriod the party opposed to

the laxity of Hellenism was made up of such heterogeneous

elements as Mattathias and his friends, the Nazirites", the

scribes, the Hasideans^", and doubtless many another nameless

group" that placed allegiance to the law and ancestral custom

above everything else. From the time when the Hasideans

joined Mattathias and his friends after their initial success until

the granting of religious liberty by the Syrians and the appoint-

ment of a legitimate high priest", the Hasideans gave their

loyal support to the struggle. At the beginning it was a war for

the law. When the temple was purified and rededicated and

the temple mound fortified, religious liberty was practically

regained, although not officially sanctioned'*'^. It was difficult

to confine the war strictly to the religious issue. The expeditions

T Levy, Neuhebrdiaches u. Clialddiachea Worterbucht vol. 4, p. 144.

• I Mace. 7 13.

• Josephus. Antiquities, XIII, 10 5—c.

•• Wellhausen, Phariader, pp. 78-80.
•' I Mace. 3 49. >2 1 Mace. 2 *2—4S.

'J I Mace. 2 29-M. >* I Maec. 7 12— 13.

'* 1 Mace. 4 36—61.

6*
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against the Edomites, Beanites, and Ammonites ^^ were osten-

sibly and doubtless really for the purpose of avenging and

rescuing their co-religionists in those districts: Simon's expedition

into Gahlee and that of Judas into Gilead were for the liberty

of the Jews living there ^'', and hence it was in a sense still a

religions war. In 164 b. c. occurred the death of Antiochus

Epiphanes, the one who was responsible for the whole difficulty ^^,

and Lysias— albeit through fear of Philip newly returned from

Persia—made a "covenant whith them that they should walk

after their own laws"^^. Up to this point there was no break

among the Jews who opposed the introduction of Hellenic

customs and Hellenic religion. However, when Demetrius I

ascended the throne in Antioch in 162 b. c. and "sent words

of peace to Judas" and gave practical evidence of good faith

and of his desire to conciliate the Jews by the appointment of

a legitimate high priest ^°, the religious grounds for the continu-

ance of the war were removed. The object was attained for

which the war had heen undertaken. Ought not the Jews lay

down their arms? The Hasideans and the scribes thought so,

and the Hasideans withdrew from the national movement ^\

A party that lays down arms when it sees the aims for which

it has been fighting fully satisfied, cannot with justice be accused

of fanaticism. On the other hand it is not strange that a party

wliich separated itself from the national movement for indepen-

dence and secular power, and refused to fight for the country,

placing religion above the state, should have appeared to the

revolutionists as separatists, and from henceforth have heen

called by that name.

Our knowledge of the course of events between the appoint-

ment of Alcimus to the liighpriesthood and the break of John

Hyrcanus with the Pharisees is not sufficient to prove that this

separation of the Hasideans from the national movement for poMti-

cal independence is the only event which could have occasioned a

change in the party name of the Hasideans, but this secession

is in itself sufficient to be regarded as an adequate excuse and it

16 I Mace. 5 1—8. 17 I Mace. 5 9—54. is I Maec. 6 i-i7.

19 I Maec. G 59. 20 I Mace. 7 i-u. 21 i Mace. 7 13-10.
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furnishes an historical explanation ^vhich is not at variance

with the facts so far as they are known. It supports the

suggestion of Schiirer"" that the name was given by their

adversaries as a name of opprobrium, and it explains why the

name perushim occurs so seldom in our oldest Kabbinical source,

the Mishna.

-- Schiirer, p. 467.
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PD2 ]1i:i IN 2 SAM. 6 6

ARTHUR W. MARGET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS-

IN 2 Sam. 6 6 occurs the expression: ]1Di ]1U 1J? IKin. This

phrase ]1Di ]1U has been explained in the following ways:

1. ]1DJ (or its textual equivalent) is construed as a proper

name. 1 Chrou. 19 9 has ])ry G^ has Na^wv, G^ NwSajS.

The rendering aXco ^Opva too ^le/Sova-aiov of G^^o^^'*^® is like-

wise based upon the notion that a proper name must be read

here: in tliis instance the ])'DX an unintelligible ''name", has

been displaced by that of a well-known threshing floor (2 Sam.

24 18 ff.).^ The Vulgate has Nachon, and so most versions.

The Jewish interpreters, with the exception of the Targum and

Aquila, have uniformly read a proper name.^ Most modern

commentators read a proper name; so Wellhausen, Lohr, No-

wack, Ehrlich, Smith, Dhorme, Budde, Driver.

2. ]1Di is interpreted as a Niphal participle of ]"ID.

a. In the sense of a "certain" threshing floor. So Schmidt:

ad aream aliquam, vel certam aliquam; Klostermann: zu einer

1 For a similar interpretation see Rashi on b. Sotah 35b: "I have

beard (the following interpretation) attributed to R. Menahem bar Helbo

:

]1D3 pU is the same as 'Dn\n Hinx pli".

2 AVhere the variant of Chronicles is noted, the commentators (e. g.,

David Kimhi) follow a midrashic passage in b. Sotah 35b (Bemidbar

Rabba 4) and, in general, Rashi's commentary thereon (to Sotah 35b).

As usual, they attempt to harmonize by having recourse to the simple

meaning of the words pi and pT3. p33 is taken in its most natural

sense: firm, established, permanent. Of the various fanciful etymologies

given to \\T^, some have been repeated by moderns. Compare Thenius

on Samuel, first edition, "Tenne des Todes"; and Schloegl on Chronicles,

"Die Tenne sei hier proleptisch Todestenne genannt".
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hestimmten Tenne: Scliloegl: zu riiier geirisseu, hestimmten

Tenne. So also, most recently, Morgenstera. ''

b. In the sense of "prepared". So Targum, Peshitta, Aqiiila,

Dnisius. Arnold* admits the possibility of this interpretation

as an alternative to his own, which is given below.

c. In the sense of "fixed, permanent". So Bottcher, followed

by Thenius in his second edition: "ei»e foste Tenne". This

meaning, though with a different interpretation, has been as-

signed to the word most recently by Arnold. ''

The object of this paper is to show that the evidence sup-

ports the last intei^^retation.

The arguments for a proper name are at best inconclusive.

In the first place, the readings of the Greek and of Chronicles

prove nothing, unless by their veiy divergence they prove that

the word ]1D3 offered difficulties.

The second contention, namely, that the context demands a

proper name, is no better. The sense of the passage would

not be affected in the least if we had simply: "And they came

to a threshing-floor"'. AVe should hardly desiderate the name

of its owner.

The interpretation of ]Di as equivalent to "a certain" has

been upheld most recently by ^Nforgenstem. He cites as paral-

lels I Sam. 23 2.3 (with Schmidt), and 26 4. But even accepting

his interpretation "a certain definite" in those passages, the

cases are by no means parallel. In both those passages pDi

could ver}' well be replaced l)y a jiroper name, Avherea.s in our

passage such a name would hardly be congruous. As bearing

upon an episode about to be recorded, what we desiderate is

an adjective descriptive of the ]l'li.

]Di in the sense of "prepared" offers no difficulty so far as

concerns the simple meaning; for ]"'3n of course does mean to

preparf. This interpretation would have two considerations to

oonnneiid it: \) ]1DJ would lie used in a perfectly familiar sense.

2) The word, so used, would describe more fully the scene of

the accident exactly what we expect of the word qualifying

\y\^—a smoothly swept threshing floor would mean that Uzzah

3 JBL XXX vii, 144. « Ephod and Arh, p. 62.

* Loc. cit.
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was more likely to slip/' But if ]DJ is to be taken in this

sense, we are left with a very abrupt sentence. 'And they

came to a prepared threshing-floor' seems to require further

explanation. Prepared, according to Arnold's alternative inter-

pretation, for the season's threshing: i. e., smoothed and swept.

But if our au*;hor meant : "They came to a threshing floor which

had been swept sinooth for the season's threshing", he probably

would have said so. Evidently, what we should read is: "And
they came to a (particular kind of) threashing floor", that is,

a threashing-floor of such a sort as would make the ensuing

accident more Hkely to occur.

Bottcher, who was the first to adopt the interpretation fixed

in our passage, is not quite convincing: "jIDJ pli: sehr wohl

erklarbar als 'eine feste Tenne', d. h., eine solche, die anders

als die mit dem Platze wechselnde Sommer-Tenne (Dan. 2 35)

durch alle Jahreszeiten an Einer Stelle blieb, daher auch wohl

Obdach und Futtervorriithe hatte. Yon der Witterung oder

Wahrnehmung der letzteren mochten die Einder verlockt

worden seiu, zu stark oder seitwarts anzuziehen."

Much simpler and closer to the primary meaning of ]l!Di, fixed,

made fast, is the interpretation of Arnold:

"I have taken ]lDi to signify in tliis connection firm, hard,

permanent, that is, a threshing floor of bare rock, as distinguished

from one made of levelled or hardened earth."

No possible objection can be raised to either of these inter-

pretations on the ground that a far-fetched meaning has been

given to ]Di. The most common meaning of the word is in-

voked. But objections have been made on other grouilds. So

Wellliausen (followed by Driver) says: ^'Eine feste Tenne geniigt

dem Sinne nicht." But we have seen that the sense is satisfied

if the description can be shown to have some direct bearing on

the accident.

A more serious objection is the supposed lack of evidence

for the actual use of ]DJ with llli in precisely this semi-tech-

nical sense. It is true that we have no direct 0. T. evidence

of such a usage. But we may confidently assume it on the

basis of a passage in the Mishnah (Baba Bathra ii, 8) in which

6 Note that I follow Arnold's interpretation of hisr\.
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there is mention of a J^3p ]1U. That J^Hp is the exact equi-

valent of ]1DJ a cursory glance at the lexicons, to say the least,

will demonstrate.

Granting, then, the existence of such a thing as a "per-

manent thi-eshing floor", we face the problem of Bottcher and

Arnold: Just what were the characteristics of such a threshing-

floor? Our only sources for answering this question consist of

this one Mishnic passage and the Gemara thereon.

The text of the ^Nlislmah is as follows:

A permanent threshing-floor must be kept fifty cubits

from the town. A man may not construct a permanent

threshing-floor on his own property unless he has fifty cubits

of space on every side. A man must keep (his threshing-

floor) at such a distance from the plants or the plowed

ground of his neighbor as will prevent harm (to his neigh-

bor's property when the threshing takes place).

The Mishnah itself, it is apparent, furnishes no definition of

the yi2p pli. From the context, we might guess that the reason

the jirrinantnt threshing-floor, Pnp ]1U. as distinguished from

the temporary threshing floor, J^Hp irSlT ]111 had to be re-

moved a certain distance from the town, was because a greater

amount of grain was threshed there, and consequently there

was greater hkeliliood of injury to the townspeople.

The Jerusalem Gemara makes no attempt to define the plJ

jnSp. The Babylonian Gemara gives (Baba Bathra 24b) what

seems, at first glance, to be intended as an c.rplaiiation of the

name pOp pU, ))ut yet is not. Because of this seeming at-

tempt at definition, however, a discussion of the passage is

necessary.

In the Gemara, after Abaye has insisted, in <>i)position

to R. Ashi, that the last clause of the Mislinah refers to a

temporarif threshing floor fj^^p 1^82^ pU) the question is

asked: "What is called a temjjorar)' tlireshing floor?" The

answer, in the name of U. Jose h. Hanina. is: "Wherever the

winnowing is not done by a shovel (nni)".

Rashi explains further:
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"Wherever the winnowing is not done by a shovel, &c."

That is, where the pile (of wheat) is not large, so that it is

not necessary to winnow with the shovel, but where instead,

the wind blows through the pile and the chaff is blown off

of itself . . . When, on the other hand, the pile is large (as

in a permanent threshing-floor), it is necessary to pick up

the grain on a winnowing shovel, and throw it up in the air,

so that the wind may blow through it and carry the chaff

away.

According to this, then, the difference between a permanent

threshing floor and a temporary one has to do with the different

methods of winnowing the grain, or, better, and as Rashi ex-

plains, with the amount of grain deposited on the threshing

floor. If there is a large amount, the threshing-floor is called

2i permanent threshing floor; if a small amount, it is called a

temporarij one.

But if that Avere so, the bearing of such an interpretation

upon 2 Sam. 6 6 would not be clear. The point of the matter

is that the Babylonian Gemara is not concerned "with defining

the J^13p ]1U; since in the Mishnah and the Palestinian (jTe-

mara, it is assumed that everybody knows just what a „per-

manent threshing-floor" is. To understand the passage, we

must go back to what evidently was the simple sense of the

Mishnah, as surmised at the start. The train of argument

w^ould then run as follows:

Threshing-floors must be kept away from the city, because

the chaff may harm the plants and the inhabitants as well. But

if only a small amount of grain is threshed, there is no need

for this prohibition, since no harm is likely to be done. There-

fore, in stating the Mislmah, it is expressly provided that only

the larger sort of threshing-floor, the /?enwawewf threshing-floor,

are to be kept at this distance. But this is too general; the

point at issue is, after all, the amount of grain threshed. Then,

say the Amoraim, let the amount of grain threshed decide.

Those thi'eshing-floors where much grain is threshed shall be

considered in a class with permanent threshing-floors; those

where only a small amount is threshed shall be considered in a
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class with temporary threshing-floors. The objective test shall

be the use of the winnowing shovel. Thiis, instead of saying,

"A permanent threshing-Hoor is one where the winnowing shovel

is used," we should say: "The use of a winnowing sho-vel is the

test whereby, for pur|ioses of administering the Mishnic law, a

given threshing-floor, of whatever nature, is considered to involve

the same consequences as the larger threshing-floor known as

the permanent threshing-floor.''

In other words, ^Hp ]11J in the Babylonian Talmud, as in

the Mishnah itself and the Palestinian Talmud, is still unde-

scribed. We know that it was probably large, so much might

be guessed from the name itself. But the way is still open for

interpretation of II Sam 6 6, and we come back to our old

query: What characteristic of the large, permanent threshing-

floor could have a bearing on the accident to Uzzah?

We shall have to admit that Arnold's inteqiretation, once

granted the existence of a iiermanent threshing-foor (which is

all the Baba Bathra passage proves), is the most natural one.

The question may indeed be raised as to whether Arnold is

justified in basing the distinction between permanent and tem-

porary threshing-floors upon the material of which the floor

was constructed. A permanent threshing-floor, as we know from

present agricultural conditions in Palestine, might well be

constructed out of hardened earth; indeed, the sense of

n Sam 6 G is not altered in the least by such an inter-

pretation. The reader, upon being informed that the oxen had

come to a "permanent threshing-floor,'' would immediately

picture a floor either of rock or of very hard earth, on which

a slip such as that of Uzzah was quite natural. Bcittcher's

notion of the supplies of fodder and all, besides being a bit

far-fetched, involves the additional difficulty that there is no

evidence that permanent threshing-floors were so provided; if

all, or most, were not, then the significance of the word pDJ for

the passage is lost.

What wxs the "temporar}"' threshing-floor? We know, from

knowledge of modern Palestinian agricultural conditions as well

as from Biblical sources, that it is by no means uncommon to

convert a level bit of ground or of rock into a tempomry
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"threshing floor," for the purpose of thresliing a small amount

of grain. Gideon (Judges 6 ii) and Ruth (Ruth 2 i7) beat out,

in just such places, what they had gleaned. We may note that

no winnowing shovel Avas used for such a small amount—the

wind carried off the chaff "of itself— and so the Talmudic test

could apply.

Whatever may have been the precise nature of the permanent

thresliing-floor, we do know that such a floor existed in Mishnic

times; and the identification of such a floor with the ]lDi pU
of II Sam 6 6 is perfectly justified.

m
f
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

I Sam. 13 21

THE rendering "jiim" at 1 Siun. 13 21 in the new Jewish

version of the Scriptures is illuminating in several ways.

It exemplifies the utility of excavation; it exemplifies the fact

that a Masoretic reading which critics have unanimously con-

demned as hopelessly corrupt may have been exactly right all

the time; it gives intelligibility to the text itself.

The plan of their work forbade the translators to make this

justification of the first ^lasoretic words a basis for any emen-

dation of the words which follow. Ijut obviously the attitude

of the LXX in finding the word 7pt5^ in the midst of ^b^?)

pB^bp is powerfully supported by "pim". If we say that the fee

was a piin for the sharpening of tools listed by name, this calls

at once for some mention of those for which the charge was

something else than a pim; otherANise why the list of tools, why

not let the sentence end at "i)im"?

Wiien we have "pim" and a list of tools, and then the letters

7pB^ in a grouj) of letters for which no satisfactory meaning has

othcrvsise been found, it ought to need no further demonstration

that the last part of the verse is a list of those for which a

shekel was charged. There remains the f|uestion how to dispose

of the letters surrounding ?pB^.

We read in the first place, then, that the fee was a pim

b^b^ D^nxVl nitJ^inO^. Do we hear elsewhere of the ^15^? Yes,

in 2 Sum. G, 7, \vherc' again it has been an unsolved difficulty:

traditional interpretation makes it an abstract noun, but K'loster-

mann and Smith have already seen and said that it ought to br

that upon which L'zzah falls as he is struck down, presumably
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a part of the cart. If we may recognize the same word in

1 Sam. 13 '21, then we learn that it was a sharp iron. Now we

know that a man may die from Jahveh's stroke without other

weapon; nevertheless, if the stroke throws him down upon a

sharp iron, the mention of the fact seems very pertinents to the

record of his death.

In the next place, 7pt5^ imperatively requires to be followed

by ?, as D''S is; and we may regard the dagesh of the Masoretic

text as the rehc of this additional ?. Supplying this 7, we find

that the fee was a shekel p-^in y)inb) D-Qlipn^l ]lt5^^. The

motive for the higher fee is that the ax is a larger and heavier

tool than the hoe or colter, demanding more labor for its sharp-

ening, and that in shoeing the goad the smith had to con-

tribute not only his labor but a piece of iron. As to the preced-

ing piece, we do not know pt5^; we know ]11J^?, but not as a

piece of iron. Once the ])\^7 is a piece of metal, Achan's ]lt5^?

of gold. The fact that the English Bible renders tliis by 'Vedge"

will not seem to anybody to have great evidential value for the

interpretation of our passage; nevertheless we may perhaps

take a hint from it. The wedge is a tool used since primitive

times, heavy enough to make the smith much work in sharpen-

ing if it has grown as dull as the Hebrew peasant probably let

it grow before he carried it down to Philistia and paid a shekel

for sharpening it; and it might well be called ]lti^7. Of course

the reading of the noun jltS^b requires us to assume that the

text had originally 777, Avhich copyists reduced to a single 7

with dagesh; but it is not violent to suppose that if 777 occur-

red in an unintelligible sequence of letters there would be a

tendency to simphfy the gemination in copying.

What we have thus obtained, if we resist the temptation to

supply also a conjunction before 7ptJ^, is "and the charge for

sharpening was a pirn for hoes and colters and shal, a shekel

for wedge and ax and for shoeing a goad". Here we have

given a motive to the listing of the tools that cost a pirn, we

have put meaning into the unintelligible word in the middle,

and we have obtained from this passage a definite indication

as to the meaning of an unintelligible word found elsewhere.

Our income from the operation is thus considerable ; it is time
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to look at the expenses, for there are reasons for not being too

positive of it all.

In the first place, the proposed emendations give us two

singulars in a series of plurals. However, ];m is singular al-

ready, and in Judges 9 48 the plural form of UT)p has singular

meaning, while we know little of the syntax of the other two

words. In the next place, I find it difficult to tliink of any

sharpened iron that belongs to a cart, or that would be carried

in driving a cart, so that a person suddenly struck down should

fall upon it; unless it be the goad, and in our passage the goad

appears with another name. In the third place, in the use of

a wedge it is ordinarily best economy of strength to start the

wedge in a cleft made by an ax, so that the wedge does not

need to be very sharp ; however, if the Hebrew held it long

enough before taking it to the smith it might get so dull that

it could not be used anyhow. Obviously the effect of the high

charge would be to make the sharpening come seldom and

hence to make it a very hard job when it was done, and the

smith may have worked hard enough to earn what he got. In

the fourth place, if we knew the tool to be a wedge (though in

fact this is the part of our conjecture that has least foundation)

there is no reason why the wedge should not be just as likely

to be called ]p as ])^b, and ]B^ could be got out of the received

text just as easily as ]]\!^b: or one might even retain the 1 by

assuming tiiat the wedge was called by a name that was orig-

inally a dialectic variant of ]B^, with different vowel. A fact

that should be remembered in all conjecturing, though I think

it commonly is not, is that a passage containing an unfamiUar

word or words is naturally more exposed to corruption than

one in which all the words are familiar, and hence a hundred

lines of corrupt text will, if restored to their true original,

contain decidedly more hajjax-legomena (which, bear in mind,

will be words that are not now known to have existed at all)

than do a hundred lines of uncorruptod text. This consider-

ation cuts a groat part of the foundation from under the whole

business of conjecture, since the foundation has generally to

consist in an attempt to restore words such as we are already

acquainted with; on the otlier hand, a conjecture which produces
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an unheard-of word, -which will generally be regarded as the

most reckless type of conjecture, may claim at least that it has

more chance of being right than any one would allow it at first

glance. Ordii^arily, to be sure, one will sooner acquiesce in an

unintelhgible traditional text than create by conjecture an

equally unintelligible text; so we simmer down to Porson's

"Conjectural readings are worth a farthing a cartload". But
in the present instance the sense requires 7pB^ and 7pt5^ lies

before our eyes in the traditional text,

Ballard Vale, Mass. Steven T. Byington

"pn

The Hebrew Lexicon under "jb^H cites Pahnyrene Aramaic

as using this word in the meanings given by Vogiie. Some
users of the Lexicon may not have Vogiie at hand, and it is a

safe guess that not every one who could get a look at Vogiie

will take the look. It will not be superfluous, therefore, to set

forth what I found when I looked up the texts.

The two occurrences that are cited are from bilingual honor-

ific inscriptions for statues of men who have deserved this honor

because each of them, among other merits, "JDH certain moneys.

The first presumption, to me, is that the word will have the

same meaning in the two passages. Vogiie recognizes no such

presumption, but gives quite dissimilar meanings, each of which

he arrives at by rejecting the testimony of the Palmyrenes

themselves as furnished by their Greek translation^

The Greek of inscription 15 translates ]Dn by acfyeiSijo-avra.

Inscription 6 is defective, but according to Vogiie's restoration

we should read a<p€iSr'](TauTi there also. Vogiie's note on 15

remarks that the meaning of ']Dn as shown by Hebrew usage

is exactly contrary to cKpei^yicravra, and that the meaning (peiSco,

not acfyeiSeo), is congruous to the other statements about the

man's services. But here is the same fallacy that one may ob-

serve sometimes in certain works of Bibhcal criticism, of start-

ing from the text as if it w^ere a free composition, and not ob-

serving that the author is likely to have been bound by the

facts, whether actual or traditional, which he had to record.
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If the man had actually deserved -well by acpeiSelv his own

money, the inscription could do nothing but record that, even

if his official position had given him opportunity to deserve

well by (peiSeiv the public money.

In restoring a(p€iSij<TavTL for the lacuna in 6, Vogiie shows

that he does not assume the Greek word to have been any slip

of the stone-cutter of 15; his assumption is therefore that in

Palmyrene usage this word had the opposite of its natural Greek

meaning. One expects, therefore, that he shall interpret it the

same way in 6. But he does not; and indeed it would require

some ingenuity, though hardly more ingenuity than lie uses.

That which the man ^DH in 6 was a ]yr\V ^iTI ''T j^iT 1U
n^^D ri/Tl, in Greek "^vaa TraXaia Stjuapia rpiaKoa-ia avaXloouia-

['r]o}[v]. Vogiie notes "La formule ]''p*nV j^'l^T == Srjvdpia xa-

Xaid correspond a celle qui se trouve sur les medailles pour

indiquer la remise faite par I'empereur de rarriere dii au fisc . .

.

On pent aussi la considerer comme . . . anciennes especes, . .

.

aurei du haut empire, d'un poids superieur ..." Despite his

profession of uncertainty, he feels so sure of the former half

of this note that without any other foundation, so far as I see,

he conjectures for the word lU == dvaXw/uia the meaning "debt",

and, as the end of the chain of inference, makes "jDn here

mean "remit".

But if instead of taking all this interpretation as canonical

we start from the modest-looking assumptions that the Palmy-

renes understood the two languages of their city and that the

same word will most j)robably have the same meaning when

found in similar contexts, we may buttress these assumj)tions

by remarking that the normal Greek meaning of avdXwfxa har-

monizes beautilully with the n<jrmal Greek meaning oi' a<p€iSeiv,

and that both the men honored are perfectly likely t«» have

been honored for "generously spending" their money in services

to their fellows.

My conclusion is that if anybody feels himself to need more

light on the meaning of "jfe^n than the Hebrew Lexicon gives

him, he will do well to read his Palmyrene texts in the original

rather than in Vogii6's translation.

Ballard Vale, Mass. Steven T. Byingtou.
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T2« I Sam. 21 8

One liears nowadays that T3fc< in 1 Sam. 21 8 has super-

lative adjectival sense, "the mightiest of" &c. But if Doeg was

the mightiest of either Saul's herdsmen or Saul's guardsmen

the mention of the fact would stand unmotivated in the text.

And if such had been the meaning the words would have been

b)^f^ ''3?'l T3fe<; the use of the periphrastic genitive shows that

we are speaking not of the *T'3fc< of Saul's D^J^*1 but of Saul's

D''J^*1 'T'^^?. So this text cannot be an exception to the rule

that T3i< is substantive; and presumably D^^l Tit< is some

sort of office. I conjecture that with large herds like the king's

there was so much specialization of function that one man was

engaged as the fighting man of the company, whose chief quali-

fications were willingness to fight at any moment and ability

to kill any number of robbers or lions. Such a character would

suit the part that Doeg plays.

Ballard Vale, Mass. Steven T. Byington

Surely the interpretation "bannered hosts" for ni/iHi is, as

Graetz says, mere conjecture. But if w^e are to conjecture, the

parallehsm in Cant. 6 10 bids us conjecture rather a celestial

luminary. There are two luminaries which the tradition of the

world recognizes as "terrible" and which would be appropriately

named by a plural word meaning "bannered": (a) the aurora

borealis, (b) comets. History records that there have been

times when the aurora boreaHs has appeared conspicuously in

the latitude of Palestine often enough to be likely to have a

name given to it; that it has not appeared very often is just

what is wanted, for this is what makes it "terrible". On the

other hand, I believe every nation wliich has observed comets

has observed that comet differs from comet and hence that

they are to be spoken of in the plural. I should regard either

of these interpretations as convincing if it had not the other to

compete with it; at any rate I see no occasion for considering

any third interpretation.

Ballard Yale, Mass. Steven T. Byington
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THE ORIGIN OF ACTS^

EDGAR J. GOODSPEED
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

WITH the present meeting the Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis brings to an end the fortieth year of its

existence. It was organized on January 2, 1880, in Professor

SchafTs study, 42 Bible House. It is a happy coincidence tliat

on this anniversary the Society is again enjoying the hospitality

of Union Seminary, as it has so often done in the intervening

years. In this period the Society has brought together, at first

twice a year and later annually, groups of leading American

bibhcal scliolars, and thus promoted personal ac([uaintance, the

interchange of ideas, and the development of scholarship and

research in a unique and important way. The estabHshment of

the Journal of Biblical Literature in 1882 marked an important

step in the Society's history and in the development of biblical

studies in America. It has served as an archive for learned

papers for which no other medium existed in America, and has

undoubtedly greatly extended the usefulness of the Society. The
Society took a third great step when in 1900 it joined with the

Archaeological Institute of America in establishing the American

School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem. The great gift of

$50,000 announced two years ago has ensured the School a

permanent home, and the future that lies before it in the new
day now opening for oriental investigation of every sort, kindles

the imagination. Can we not tind more institutions to join in

its support, and multiply its fellowships so that a large body of

' PrcRideiiiial Address at the annual inpcting of the Society of Biblical

Literature at Union Theological Seminary, December liO, lOlH.
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our aspiring biblical scholars may gain the incalculable stimulus

that residence in Palestine and study there under the guidance

of experts can give?

Ten years hence the history of this Society will be sketched

in a longer and richer retrospect, but I have not felt at liberty

to pass over this anniversary without this brief review, and surely

to biblical students most of all, the Society's survival of a period

of forty years cannot fail to be hopefully suggestive. And it is

quite certainly true that with the changed and as we hope more

settled and enlightened conditions in the Near East the possibi-

lities of archaeological and manuscript discoveries are greater

than they have ever been.

But the greatest tasks before American biblical scholarship

are not archaeological but interpretative. We are the custodi-

ans of the greatest of spiritual values. Fascinating as is the

technique of the subject, it would be fatal to be absorbed by it.

The Bible's final worth to the world we live in is religious and

moral. Some of us have lived long enough with the critical

study of the scriptures to be convinced that only with its fullest

aid can the message of the Bible be released and offered to men

and women of to-day. I need not dwell upon a task so well set

forth by Professor Montgomery in his opening address a year

ago. But the past year has made even clearer the need of a

generation shot through with idealism and yet threatened with

the narrowest materialism, for the spiritual message of Jesus

and the prophets.

The noteworthy studies recently made by American scholars

in the so-called Acts of the Apostles have raised important

questions and reminded us all of the pivotal place of Acts in

the history of New Testament hterature. The Society's com-

mittee on program has accordingly chosen the Acts as the sub-

ject of this year's symposium and has invited me to introduce

the discussion.

It has generally been recognized that in the production of

any book of the New Testament as of other literature, two things

were necessary, an author and a situation. To these ought to

be added a third which may fairly be distinguished from them.
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namely a public. Sometimes of course the existence of a public

is implicit in the existence of the situation, but not always. In any

case it will be salutary to keep in view tliis often neglected factor.

In the first place the historical significance of these documents

becomes vastly greater when this factor is considered. It was

much that there was in the first century a Christian teacher

capable of writing the letter to the Romans. But it is not less

noteworthy that there was a Christian pubhc at Rome and in

other congregations capable of reacting to such a work. Indeed

the more one studies Romans the more one comes to feel that

the existence of such a public was perhaps even more remark-

able than the existence of such a writer. This would be no more

than saying that the church was more significant than its leaders.

Certainly it is a massive fact for the historian that there was

in the first Christian generation a Christian public capable of

reading, understanding, prizing and preserving such a letter as

Romans. And to the modern student not the least value of

Paul's letters is the disclosure they make of the Christian com-

munities to which they were addressed.

In the second place, this consideration may safeguard us from

conjecturally postulating precarious hypothetical documents, for

which no probable public can be discerned. To every conject-

ural document we may cl]>\)\\ these tests: Is the author whom it

implies a reasonably probable historical figure? Is the situation

or occasion whicli it implies historically probable? And can we

reasonably postulate for it a public considerable enough to have

taken it up and given it at least a brief life?

The books and documents of the New Testament are in

general the parts of primitive Christian literature which found

and kept a pul)lic. Scores of letters were doubtless written by

the same hands, perhaps not inferior in quahty to some of these,

which have perished, for want of a competent and appreciative

public. For the fact is, literature. Christian or other, is a social

product in tiiis sense at least, that a work must respond to some

taste or need of the readers it reaches or it will fall still-born.

The true writer presents not merely his own views but in large

part at least views and ideas congenial and even common to his

readers. Otherwise he will not reach them at all.

0*
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With these general considerations in mind let us approach

the problem of Acts, and briefly recall the recent studies re-

lating to it.

In 1916 Professor Torrey propounded his theory that I Acts,

that is Acts li— 15 35, is translated throughout by the writer

of II Acts from an Aramaic document of 49—50 a. d. and

that our Acts was written before the death of Paul. Professor

Wilson has vigorously sustained him, in two papers in the Har-

vard Theological Revieiv. His theory has been criticized by

Professor Foakes -Jackson in the same review, by Professor

Bacon in the American Journal of Theology, and by Professor

Burkitt in the Journal of Theological Studies. Professor Torrey

has rejoined in the American Journal of Theology. Meantime

Dr. Cadbury has dealt in a notable way with the "Style and

Literary Method of Luke", incidentally putting the supposedly

medical color of Luke's language in a new light.

Professor Torrey's learned contribution on the Aramaic Source

of Acts cannot of course be dealt with in half an hour; still less

can it be neglected. I can only hope to suggest some of the

impressions it has made upon me.

Professor Torrey has certainly given us fresh and convincing

evidence of the Aramaic influences that operated upon Luke in

the composition of what he has taught us to call I Acts, that is

li— 15 35. He has plainly proved that behind many passages

of Acts He Aramaic forms of expression, which sometimes are

of much value in helping us to determine the ideas of the his-

torian's informants and perhaps even the facts themselves. I

would only urge that, as Dr. Burkitt has pointed out, Professor

Torrey has in some instances yielded prematurely to the doubts

and suspicions that the Greek awakens, and liidden himself in

the covert of his Semitic pavilion before it was really necessary

to do so. And this conditions the validity of his deductions from

the evidence he has amassed. He believes it sufficient to establish

the theory that I Acts is as a whole a translation made from an

Aramaic document which w^as written in Palestine late in A. D. 49

or early in 50, and discovered by Luke probably in Rome after

he arrived there in a. d. 62. Luke who had already about a. d. 60
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written his gospel, translated the work into Greek and became

the continuator of it, writing II Acts, that is, 15 36 — 28 3i, about

64 A. D.

I have examined all the instances of alleged mistranslation

upon which this theor}'- chiefly hinges, and with Professor Burldtt,

I cannot think that Professor Torrey "has produced a compel-

ling demonstration", or that "his hypothesis of an Aramaic basis

makes these passages any easier." Some that Professor Torrey

objects to do not seem to me so very difficult, though every

ancient text contains difficulties.

I am unable in the first place to feel the sharji transition at

15 36 that this theory implies. Or to speak more broadly, some

narratives in I Acts, e. g. 3 i9-30, seem to me quite as Greek
in diction as some in II Acts. For example the letter of the

Jerusalem apostles and presbyters to the gentile bretliren in

Syria and Cilicia, Acts 15 '23-2i», is in epistolar}- forms the most

perfectly Greek letter in the New Testament. It begins "The
apostles .... to the brethren . . . greeting" (^(aipetv), and it ends

'•(jiood bye" (eppcocrOe). Hundreds of i)apyrus letters exhibit these

forms, but of thirty or thirty five letters in the New Testament

only this one. In a literal translation from the Aramaic, this

is strange. It is interesting that the next most Greek example

of a letter in the New Testament is in II Acts (23 26-3-2), which,

like James, has the opening salutation -^aipeiv. Both these

letters are decidedly Greek in style, but the one in I Acts is

tlie more so.

Nor are the supposedly untranslatable i)assages in Acts con-

fined to I Acts. One of the very worst is in TI. Of 24 is Moflatt

says, "It is hardly ])Ossible to make sense of the following (4reek

text and none of the various readings or of the emendations

that have been pro])osed is entirely satisfactor)-." But if the

Greek feeling of some parts of V Acts is as good as anything

in II Acts, and if some sentences in If Acts are as hopelessly

untranslatable as anything in \ Acts, the sharji lino of division

detected by the Aramaic School at 15.5.". is badly blurred.

In weighing the arguments of I 'rofessor Torrey one is hampered
by the diffifulty of finding any Hebrew or Aramaic documents

of any sort definitely referable to the first century with which to
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compare the supposed Hebrew or Aramaic manners of speech

in the gospels and Acts. The fact is there is next to nothing in

the way of contemporary written Semitic materials by which to

test the Hebrew or Aramaic documents postulated by Professor

Torrey. To a student of Greek, rich in first century philological

materials of all sorts, literary, documentary, and epigraphic, this

would seem to put these novel theories at a serious disadvantage

at the outset. A few fragmentary apocalypses may with some

probability be assigned to the first half of the first century, but

even these are mostly known to us through their Greek remains.

Looking broadly at early Christian history it would seem that

it was the impact of the Christian movement upon Greek life

that resulted in the literary precipitate we find in early Christian

literature. That Christianity had found literary expression in

Aramaic or Hebrew is by no means a matter of course. We
should have first to show that Aramaic or Hebrew populations

of the time had a bent for literary expression. But it is

precisely here that evidence is strikingly meager. Over

against the steadily rising tide of Greek literary expression of

Christianity, Palestinian Judaism and Christianity are all but

mute.

But even if a few scattered apocalypses can with some con-

fidence be referred to the first century, this will not suffice. A
further question must be raised with reference to the Palestinian

Aramaic-reading population. Had it the habit or instinct for

contemporary historical composition?

Two or three centuries later, indeed, the Jews came to commit

to writing masses of material long current among them in oral

form. But these do not establish a habit of written historical

composition in the first Christian century. Quite the contrary.

They show that the Aramaic way at that early time was not to

write but to remember. If a Jew wanted to write, he wrote in

Greek— Philo, Paul, Josephus. Did they also write in Aramaic?

It is not absolutely impossible, but if they did so, what they

wrote perished unregarded through the fault of their Aramaic

public. This is very much the same as saying that there was

no substantial Aramaic-reading public for them to address. Just

as Paul had to enter the Greek world before he found a public
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to write to, so had Philo, and so had Josephus. Against the vera

causa of these three great Jewish writers of Greek hterature, I

at least am able to muster on the most liberal interpretation of

first centurj' Palestinian Aramaic a scant live or ten pages of

extant material. Is this an adequate guarantee of an Aramaic-

reading puljHc worth writing for? We may not lightly assume

that because there were Aramaic-speaking people living in Judea

in the tirst centuiy and possessed of a meager literature, there

must have been an appreciable reading public there. The genius

of the Greek world was for books, old and new. It was a reading

and writing world. That the Aramaic people of the first century

were of the same sort cannot be taken for granted but calls for

massive evidence.

Moreover as has often been observed the primitive expectation

of the speedy return of Jesus in Messianic splendor to usher in

the new Messianic age was a definite deterrent to considered

literary composition in Christian circles. It was not even worth

while to marry, or to be manumitted, or to change one's condition

in any respect. The time was short. The Lord was at the doors.

This was unquestionably the atmosphere of the first age, that is

till A. D. 70 at any rate. Such an atmosj)here would not deter

men from writing an occasional letter of course, and the litera-

ture of this period is prevailingly letters. We should hardly

expect it to produce actual books, in the sense of reasoned

literary compositions designed to meet a given situation and to

circulate among a considerable definite public. Face to face

with the Last Judgment, primitive Christians were in no mood

to write history. For whom were they to write it?

The Fall of Jerusalem in a sense encouraged these apocalyp-

tic hopes and yet at the same time began to put a period to

them. Its first effect must have been to quicken and stimulate

immediate apocalyptic expectation. Surely now the Messiah

would ajjpear! But as time went on and it became clear that

even that great catastrophe had not ushered in the Knd, apocal-

yptic expectation must have fallen lower than it had ever been

since the death of .Jesus. In such a situation, with the first

ghmmering .sense that the church might be facing a k)ng future,

thoughtful men niiglit naturally tliink of writing accounts of the
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great movement in the midst of which they were hving. One
such man was the author of Acts.

It must be further observed that the existing documents of

Ijrimitive Christianity give httle encouragement to the theory of

primitive Christian historical writings, Aramaic or Greek. Paul

in I Cor. gives clear evidence of using an oral compend of Jesus'

deeds, sayings, and passion in his missionary work; and Luke in

his famous preface reflects the same practice. Occasional say-

ings of Jesus cited in Acts, I Thessalonians and I Clement reflect

the same custom; at all events they are not found in our gospels

and yet evidently stood in some gospel-form then current and

familiar. On the other hand there is little evidence from the

first century of the use and influence of our written gospels,

except for the use of Mark by Matthew and Luke. The meaning

of these facts seems to be that the oral compend served the first

century Greek Christians at all events, as a gospel; that the

idea of putting it into WTiting did not present itself for some

time, and that even when written gospels did appear, the old

familiar oral form long overshadowed them, somewhat as the

old Authorized Version still overshadows the Revised Versions.

The facts of the first century do not favor the idea of an early

craving for written gospels, but rather indicate a general satis-

faction with the oral compend attested by Paul and Luke.

It would be strange to find any contemporary Aramaic his-

torical composition from the middle of the first century. It would

be doubly strange to find such a work produced in a Christian

group, which was living from day to day in lively expectation of

the end. Yet within this curious double vacuum the supporters

of I Acts have conjured up a whole Christian Semitic literature.

There is the Hebrew original of our Luke chapters 1 and 2,

dealing with the births and early years of John and of Jesus.

There is the Aramaic Gospel of Mark. There is the Aramaic

original of Luke 24. There is the Aramaic Gospel of Matthew.

There is I Acts.

If this new Kterature is to be taken seriously and definitely

built upon in Synoptic and other study, certain questions must

be asked and answered. They are the familiar inquiries of in-

troduction. AVho wrote I Acts? This does not mean, What
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was his uame? That would matter little. Ther question is, What
were his ideas and his horizons, and what was his circle? Again,

what histoiical situation called forth the book, and where and

when did this situation arise? This should be easily gathered

from the book itself, as from most of the documents of the New
Testament. A third question remains: For what public was the

book produced? The answering of these questions will integrate

the document in historj- and put us in a position to deal with it

practically. Every newly discovered document has to stand the

test ot" these inquiries. Indeed this is far the more important

aspect of Professor Torrey's discoveries. If these documents

did indeed exist they throw the whole primitive history of Christ-

ianity into a new perspective because of the several situations

and the several publics they imply. Not what they report but

what they reflect is of first importance.

Now if I Acts be a Palestinian Aramaic document of the

middle of the first century it at once reveals an author. He has

traced the spread of Christianity from .Jerusalem to Antioch

and Cyprus und Galatia, with especial interest in its groping its

way gradually out of Jewish groups, first among proselytes and

devout persons, then into Samaritan communities, then into

Greek. Although writing in the midst of the primitive movement

he has reversed the course of events and read back the Christian

missionary program into the very beginnings of the church. He
is interested in the rise of tlie Greek mission even before it has

become a considerable and succesful movement. Not only is he

interested, but he has become the historian of the infant project.

It is like writing the biography of a not very ])romising child

before it has grown up. But the difficulty of understanding the

attitude of the author of the work is less than that of under-

standing the occasion of his work and still less than that of

visualizing the i)ul)lic for which he produced it.

The greatest thing about a book is not its execution but its

conce|)tion. The greatest thing about Acts is its idea. The
thought of sketching the rise of the Greek Mission was an in-

spiration. In a time when that mission was a s])len(li(l ami tlnm-

ishing reality, such an ins])iration is conceivable. In a time when
it was still a feeble and dubious e.xperiniejit viewed askance by
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most of the brotlierhood, some of them zealous enough to follow

up its founders and seek to undo their work, I find it quite in-

comprehensible. In the eighties such an inspiration is natural.

In the forties it is an anachronism. But the difficulty of behev-

ing in I Acts is greatest when we seek an appropriate public for

it. To the Greek churches of the west in the last quarter of

the first century such a book as Acts would have been of the

greatest interest and inspiration. It Avas the story of their own
beginnings, and integrated them honorably in the heroic period

of the new religion. It was like the Greek mind to want such

a work, and like the Greek mind to conceive it, and like the

Greek mind again to welcome and preserve it. These were the

very churches that produced in this very generation the Reve-

lation of John, and the Gospel of Luke, and in the next the

Pauline corpus, the Gospel of John, and the Fourfold Gospel

collection, and that called forth the letters of Clement, Ignatius

and Polycarp. Can this extraordinary thirst for Christian lite-

rature be matched anywhere else at that or any earlier period?

For such a public Acts had to be written. In such an atmo-

sphere it is perfectly natural and appropriate. There were men
in plenty to read it and to prize it, and there would be a man
to write it. That that Greek Christian reading pubhc about the

Aegean at the turn of the century could produce its own writers

most of the New Testament is evidence.

Turn back now to the middle of the century and to the Ara-

maic brethren of Judea. What need had a Jewish Messianic

sect for a Christian literature? It already had a valued Messianic

literature in the Hebrew Old Testament. AVhat evidence have

we of any thirst on their part for new books? What writers

did they produce? What written collections did they assemble

and circulate? Above all what interest would attach for them

to the story of the precarious introduction of the gospel among
humble little circles in obscure settlements of the interior of

Asia Minor,— all that I Acts contains,—and at the expense of

the very things that they themselves prized most, their Jewish

separatism and privilege? Such a story would mean httle enough

to us, without the brilliant sequel. It does not arrive. It would

mean far less to them, beside being vastly less congenial.
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That there should have been a Palestinian Christian Aramaic-

reading public about a. d. 50 interested to read how the gospel

was already feeling its way past them into the Greek world

seems very near the height of improbability. Certainly it would

require most cogent proof to establish the rise of such a docu-

ment in such a circle at such a time.

Professor Torrey has well said in his essay on "Original

Aramaic Gospels", p. 27-1, in speaking of Hebraisms: "It is

only when the idiom is one link in a long chain that it becomes

convincing; then indeed it may have an absolutely compelUng

force. The argument is cumulative; we are concerned with the

continuous impression made by a great mass of material, rather

than with a number of striking instances,—though these are to

be had in abundance when they are sought for." Now in his

discussion of I Acts, Professor Torrey has exhibited a number

of striking instances. But these of course really prove nothing

since by the conditions of the situation practically all the

speakers and ultimate sources of the historian's information

spoke Semitic. This has generally been understood. But to

establish I Acts as an Aramaic document these striking instances

do not suffice. For that, we desiderate precisely that "continuous

impression made ]>y a great mass of material" of wliich Professor

Torrey has spoken. And as one reads I Acts paragraph by

paragraph, steadily savoring its literary quality, it is just that

continuous impression that it fails to give. (Jne tinds himself

now in the familiar Semitic atmosphere, now in a realm slightly

Semitic, now in the i)urest and most unadulterated Koim"' of

Epictetus and the pajjyri. If Luke is all the time faithfully

translating from an Aramaic source this is inexplicable.

Moreover the whole feeling of the narrative clianges again

and again. You can feel that the historian has finished with

what his immediate source, whether oral or written, has given

him and is filling in the naiTative from such information as he

can get, until he can take up another account and follow it

through. The middle part of ch. 9 is a good example of this

(verses 19-30). My own impression of the material of I Acts is

that so far from suggesting derivation from a single source

through a single translator, it is strikingly varied in both matter
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and manner. Now it is more Semitic, now less so, now very

Greek. Now it is full and repetitious, now concise and summary.

Now it is richly legendary, now coolly matter of fact. Now it

is full of Septuagint reminiscence, now it is wholly free from it

for pages at a time. All this speaks for a variety of probably

oral sources, most of them of course ultimately Semitic, and I

should suppose probably Aramaic, but probably all of them

unwritten.

The Semites have been great story tellers, not I think great

historians. There are the stories of Genesis and Samuel and

Kings and the Arabian Nights, of Jonah, Daniel, Tobit, and

Ahikar. Jesus himself was a teller of stories, as not a few par-

ables attest. To that illustrious line belong, I believe, the

stories of I Acts. No Greek could have produced them. But

who but a Greek could have made such amazing use of them?

To conceive the rise of a movement and trace it patiently, and

on the whole fairly objectively, through a long series of appar-:

ently detached incidents till at the end what one has been driv-

ing at all along at length stands clear,—the insight and restraint

and historical scent of this proceeding seem to me only Greek.

To credit it to an Aramaic Jew is to confound the specific

geniuses of the two races.

That Luke should sometimes retain a half Semitic diction is

not in the least strange when we recall that for years he must

have read the Septuagint and heard it read in church. Professor

Burkitt finds some of the alleged Aramaisms in Acts better

Septuagint than Aramaic, and the late Professor Moulton in the

new part of his Grammar, concludes, p. 21, thai Luke knew no

Aramaic. "Had he been his own translator, we should have

expected to find the same evenness in the distribution of Ara-

maisms as we find in those general features of grammar and

style which so overwhelmingly vindicate the unity of the two

books Ad Theophilum."

The ingenious argument of Professor Torrey as to the impos-

sibility of composing in what he describes as translation Greek

goes rather too far. The imitation of biblical diction is one. of

the commonest of literaiy phenomena. Most old-fashioned prayers

were of that description. Many English hymns exhibit the same

i
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quality, ^[ucli alleged undergraduate humor takes that form.

The chief modern example is the Book of ^Mormon, ^Yhich none

of us I suppose acknowledges as a translation at all. The bibli-

cal style of John Bunyan cited by Moulton (Grammar, II, p. S),

is a happier illustration. And generally speaking it is the people

who are least acquainted witli Semitic languages who are most

fascinated with composing in this half Semitic English.

Professor Torrey quotes some very Hebraic phrases from the Lucan
canticles and then remarks {Original Aramaic Gospels, p. 286), "This is

not the Koivv] of Palestine. It is not "the dialect of the market place of

Alexandria". It is not even "the colloquial Greek of men whose original

language and ways of thinking were Semitic, and whose expression was

influenced at every turn by the phraseology of the Old Testament". It

is translation Greek, and nothing else. I do not believe that any ancient

writer, Jewish or Christian, ever produced Greek of this variety by any

natural literary process. It could not have been produced unconsciously,

that is certain. Could anyone write unconsciously even the smoothest of

the translation-English which I have just quoted?"

But may not just this be affirmed of many familiar English hymns,

which have never been suspected of being translations from the Semitic?

The familiar

Hallelujah, Thine the Glory! Hallelujah, Amen I

Hallelujah, Thine the Glory! Revive us again!

is highly Semitic. Half of it is straight Hebrew, from Ps. 106 48. The

six words that remain are quoted from 1 Chron. 29 ii (-'Thine is . . , the

glory") and Ps. 8.56 (7) ("Wilt thou not revive us again?"). Every word of

it is derivable from and restorable from the Hebrew. The structural

parallelism is unmistakal)le, cf. Pss. 148, 150. This is not the Koine of

the nineteenth century. It is not the dialect of the market place of New
York or Chicago. It is not even the colloquial English of men whose

original language and ways of thinking were Semitic and whose expression

was influenced at every turn by the phraseology of the Old Testament.

It is (if wo accept the principles of Professor Torrey) translation-English,

and nothing else, and wo may congratulate ourselves upon having demon-

strated that our old favorite 'Hallelujah, Thine the Glory' is a translation

of an ancient Hebrew psalm now lost, but easily recoverable with the aid

of the Hebrew Bible as follows:

tins ,T-6Si
I • I I : -
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Such are the remarkable results of Professor Torrey's literary prin-

ciples vrhen applied to hymns outside the Lucan Canticles. It is perhaps

unnecessary to observe that men do not always write their hymns in the

forms of colloquial speech, still less in the dialect of the market place.

They write them in what may be called religious phraseology, which we
have learned from the English Bible, and which the Greek Christians of

the first century absorbed from the Septuagint.

On the other hand, the maintainance of a unified style and

literary atmosphere throughout an extended work like Acts,

dealing with Avidely different scenes and circles and based upon

diverse sources of information, is very difficult ; indeed it is one

of the severest tests of literary skill. But probably all will agree

that Luke is not greatly concerned for literary form. He is

interested in presenting a certain historical movement and set-

ting it in a certain light. The literary form in which he does this

is of no such moment to him as it w^ould have been to a seasoned

Greek man of letters. It does not matter to him that on one

page he is reproducing the half Semitic style in which he had

heard a story told, and to which long acquaintance with the

Septuagint had accustomed him; while on another he is following

the easy Greek diction of another informant, and on a third is

freely composing from facts he had himself observed.

To sum up; I can find for comparison no such body of written

contemporary Palestinian Aramaic material as the I Acts theory

implies. One is further disturbed by the general Aramaic in-

disposition to literary composition at the time in question, which

is well nigh absolute, and is doubly striking in contrast with

contemporary Greek volubility. A step further, we are dismayed

to perceive hoAv unfavorable all this is to the writing up of im-

mediately contemporary events in historical form. The impro-

bability is heightened by the character of the events described

which are hardly such as we should expect a Judean disciple

to rejoice in, least of all in Aramaic. Putting aside these mis-

givings, however, and assuming author, medium, and idea, what

is the occasion of the composition of I Acts? Fronting with all

the saints of his day the immediate return of the Messiah, what

pressing situation leads its writer to literary composition? But

the most difficult question of all remains. For what pubhc was
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it composed? What Palestinian circle of Aramaic readers re-

acted to this up-to-date pro-Gentile historical sketch, and scatte-

red copies of it as far as Rome?

There are two ways of viewing a document as there are of

viewing a manuscript. One may look at the details of a hand-

writing or one may hold a page at arm's length and look at the

general effect of the Avhole. If one looks at the general charac-

teristics of Acts, as we have it, it seems at once to suggest a

time when the Greek mission is triumphant and Greek Christians

are sufficiently mature to feel an interest in the story of the

movement in the high tide of which they are living. Harnack's

appreciation of the aim and occasion of Acts as set forth in the

introduction to his Acts of the Aiwstles seems to me altogether

convincing, in spite of the fact that he is himself I suppose no

longer convinced by it. Its pur])Ose may fairly be described as

historical, but of course it is history with a })urpose. That pur-

pose is to inform Greek Christians as to how' the Gospel groped

its way from Jerusalem out into the Greek world until it was

estabhshed in the central cities of the empire; and further to

confirm their faith by showing the providential and even super-

natural guidance that had followed the movement all the way.

It forms part of a larger work of which the Gospel of Luke is

the first volume, and like that book it presents early in its course

a frontispiece, 2 iff. which foreshadows the story it is to tell.

"The plan of his double work," says Professor Scott, "—for the

Gospel and the Acts must be taken together— , is a truly magni-

ficent one. He sets himself to show how the message destined

for all mankind found its way to all, diffusing itself in ever

widening circles over the whole world" {Beyuininys of the Church,

p. 23). To look at Luke as a work completed before Acts was

thought of, it to lose sight of the incompleteness of Luke in the

matter of the Holy Spirit, which is j)romised indeed in Luke
but is not bestowed until early in Acts.

Oi its public I have spoken above. Its date rests upon a

series of considerations. The infancy, miracle, and resurrection

attitudes are markedly later and more extreme than those of

Matthew, and sometimes decidedly verge toward those of the
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infancy gospels of the second century. The writer's idea of

speaking with tongues is the late (linguistic) one of the Long
Conclusion of Mark ; not the early (ecstatic) one of the Pauline

time. The writer is sufticiently removed from the primitive

community to be able to read back into its time the missionary

program. He writes at a time when the twelve apostles have

come to be recognized as the authorities of the church, and Avhen

a post-Pauline pohty is already at least measurably established.

The sects are beginning to appear for they come in for the same

vague invective that is employed in the Pastorals.

But the most significant feature of Acts in this connection is

its reflection of the fate of Paul. As Professor Bacon admirably

puts it, "As to Paul the reader is not really left iu ignorance.

His fate is made known, but made known with that chaste

reticence which the Greek poets employ when they only report

through others the tragedies enacted behind the scenes. In

the great farewell discourse of Acts 20 17-38 the martyr takes

his leave. In Acts 28 17-31 the tragedy is veiled behind the

triumph of the cause" ("More Philological Criticism of Acts",

Amer. Jour. Theol., XXII, p. 15).

That our Acts was produced before the death of Paul is quite

out of the question in view of the farewell journey of chapters

20 and 21. The universal tendency of the human mind to dwell

upon foreboding, presentiment and apprehension after the fact,

is daily illustrated, and has in the late war been exemplified on

an unparalleled scale. Almost everybody we know who lost

his life, is now said to have had and expressed a presentiment

of his fate. Of course thousands of those who survived had them

too; but their presentiments are forgotten. Paul uttered many

discourses on his last journey to Jerusalem; one of them lasted

all night long, and if fully reported would have filled the whole

book of Acts. It is not reported at all. All that is reported

from Paul's utterances and conversations on tliis journey has to

do with his approaching death, for which he is seeking to prepare

his friends. But if he is still alive when Acts is published all

these gratuitous presentiments become mere Aveakness. Paul

might indeed have said such things among a thousand others

;

but why should the historian have singled them out for record?
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Of course because they have been fulfilled. But I should go

further than this. The death of Paul as I read the Acts is not

even recent. It is long past, and Paul has become a hallowed

memory, so that his last -will and testament to the Ephesian

elders—was Acts then written under the shadow of Ephesus?—
is freighted Avith the authority of one whose greatness has been

vindicated by the passing years. His figure has grown to heroic

proportions, while his fellow workers have dwindled to mere

background. All this brings us to the late eighties or early

nineties.

For the terminus ad quern I should look to the collision of

the church \nih. the empire over Emperor worship about the

close of Domitian's reign, reflected in the Revelation of John,

I Peter, Hebrews and I Clement, and in retrospect at least in

the Pliny-Trajan correspondence. The atmosphere of Acts is

not clouded, as these documents are, with contemporary per-

secution. It rather emphasizes the generally tolerant and even

favorable attitude of the Roman authority. This would be most

natural toward the close of that generation of comparative quiet

which the churches enjoyed between the short, sharp attack of

Nero in 64 and that of Domitian thirty years later.

Professor Foakes-Jackson is no doubt right in saying that it

is impossible to say with any degree of positiveness that Luke,

the comi)anion of Paul, was the final redactor of Acts, and that

Acts as we have it comes from a Pauhne source. Yet it does

seem to me decidedly probable that it comes from a Pauline

source, for the Greek churches about the Aegean still considered

themselves Pauline at the beginning of the second century, and

the writer who drew the heroic figure of Paul in x\cts had a

notable appreciation of some aspects at least of Paul. I am

not sure that Paul himself fully realized all the implications for

Jewish believers of his doctrine of freedom from tlic law; it is

just possible he himself would not measure up to our ideas of

a thoroughgoing Paulinist. Our criticism is leaning over back-

ward when it ])alks at the plain clue of the We-nairativos, as

though the authorship of Acts were a crime and the writer must

constantly be suspected of throwing us off the scent. In short

I can sec no more probable solution for tlie intricate problem
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of the authorship of Acts than the traditional one, that the

writer was Luke the companion of Paul. The prefaces of Luke

and Acts make it probable that these books Avere not anonym-

ously put forth as Mark and Matthew seem to have been. Mark
and Matthew were rather Semitically conceived, as community

products, as it were; Luke and Acts are more individually in-

troduced, in the Greek manner. We have therefore a right to

expect more from tradition in the case of Luke-Acts than in the

case of Matthew or Mark.

One is indeed confronted with one very real difficulty as one

strives to define a view upon the origin of Acts. If the idea

came to Luke only in the time of Domitian, when the Greek

mission was in full career, how does he come to possess all this

wealth of primitive materials, so full of antique color? The

dificulty is a serious one. But two considerations somewhat

relieve it. First, this wealth of material proves upon examination

to be no very great matter after all. It is striking, rather than

voluminous. A thoughtful man could have carried all of it and

more in memory for a generation. This would be doubly easy

if Luke had used it often in his preaching.

But this is not enough. The stylistic varieties within I Acts

(which seem to me just as considerable as those within Acts as

a whole) are too great to be thus explained. They suggest to

me that while in Palestine the writer had heard told from time

to time stories, of Aramaic origin of course, and had noted them

down much as he heard them. Could he have done this without

having as yet planned his two-volume work? Most assuredly he

could. The author of Luke-Acts is the most considerable writer

in the New Testament, and of them all he may most safely be

credited with literary habits somewhat hke our own. Does no

one nowadays collect literary or historical materials without

knowing all the uses he may within thirty years have occasion

to put them to? Luke may have gathered much more than he

used in Acts, or in Luke-Acts. He may well have gathered it,

or at least jotted it down, simply for his own enjoyment and

satisfaction. He may have seen its great rehgious usefulness,

and used it year after year in preaching in the west; more than

one of us I am sure has noted a thing down or copied it out of
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some fugitive sheet, for its sheer interest, and later made telling

use of it in ways he never di'eamed of at the beginning. There

is really nothing improbable in the noting down of these stories

by a Greek visitor to Palestine (did not Greek prose begin in.

just this ^vay Avith the Logographers?) Avithout any immediate

liistorical design in mind. To a non-Palestinian Christian com-

ing at length into the land and the circle of which he had heard

80 much, the value of such primitive oral material Avould be

manifest, as it Avould not to those "who lived in the midst of it.

In the Christian circles of Palestine everybody knew it; in the

Christian circles of the West, nobody knew it. It would take a

man from the outer world to see the -worth of all this miscellany

of wonder stories; just as it takes a man from the outside to

feel the value of the ballads of the Kentuck}' mountaineers, or

of the legends of the Ojibwas.

By these considerations I am encouraged to conclude that

there is no improbability in Luke's having collected much liter-

ar)' material on his visits to Palestine, and long years after-

ward, when the Greek mission was in full swing, conceiving

the idea of using some of it in the composition of Acts.

This would be like the Diarist of the AVe-Sections. It would

explain the patchwork character which I feel so strongly in I

Acts. It would exjjlain why one episode is very Aramaic in

tone, and another very Greek: they come from different in-

formants with different degrees of Greek culture; and why the

historian lias himself now and then to take the laboring oar and

write a paragraph of summary and transition. The wonder

stories of the early part of Acts I should therefore credit to

various Aramaic-speaking circles of Palestine. The man who
felt their extraordinan.' interest enough to note them down came
from outside Palestine; and years after when the success of the

Greek Mission had shown the full significance of its obscure

beginnings, used some of them, together with his own memor-
anda and recollections, in producing what we know as the liook

of Acts.
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PHARISEES AND HERODIANS IN MARK
B. W. BACOX

YALE UNIVERSITY

THE initial volume of the new series entitled 'The Beginnings

of Christianity', containing the 'Prolegomena' to the volumes

on Acts has the following utterance by 'the editors' on this

subject:

The Herodians are twice mentioned in Mark iii. 6 and
xii. 13 (cf. the parallel in Matt. xxii. 16) as conspiring with

the Pharisees against Jesus. The only reason for considering

them as a religious sect is the absurd statement of Epipha-

nius that they interpreted the words of Gen. xhx. 10 ('the

sceptre shall not depart from Judah, etc.'), of Herod—pre-

sumably Herod the Great; but probability and the form of

the word in Latin suggest that they were the partisans of

Herod. The Herod of the Gospels being Antipas , Tetrarch

of Galilee, 'Herodian' would then naturally mean one of his

court or of his party. It is noticeable that in Mark these 'Hero-

dians' appear once in Galilee and once in Jerusalem on an

occasion when, according to Luke, Herod was in that city.^

The editors' aim in this excerpt appears to be apologetic.

They aim to show that the evangelist may be correct in referring

to a group of co-conspirators with the Pharisees as 'Herodians',

although, as they later admit (p. 120), 'there is no other evidence

as to the existence of a party, much less a sect, of Herodians'

at this time. We are therefore asked to understand the word

in the sense of members of Herod's 'court', or 'of his party',

using the word 'party' in some other sense than the one in which

1 Vol. I, p. 119.
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it could be saicl that there is no other evidence for its existence.

Thus Josephus in speaking of the various delegations to Kome
to protest against the carrying out of the ^vill of Herod I, sur-

named the Great, 'refers to certain supporters of the claims of

Antipas among the relatives of Archelaus as preferring to have

Antipas rather than Archelaus, if they could not obtain their

first choice of being put under a Roman governor." Such a group

among Antipas' own relatives might have been called by Josephus

oi Tov 'HpwSov, though I am unable to discover any passage

either in tlie Antiquities or the War where it actually occurs.^

Does the evangelist really refer to a gi-oup of this sort?

For two reasons we must refuse to admit a parallel even were

the phrase oi rod 'HpwSou to be found. (1) Josephus has pre-

pared the reader for mention of a group of supporters of

Herod's claims by previous descrijjtion of the conflict of interests.

In Mark no previous description of any kind has been given.

'The Herodians' ai)pear as a group or party with whose aims

and ideals the reader is assumed to be familiar. (2) The term
' UpcoSiavoi employed by Mark is by no means identical in meaning

with oi TOV 'HpooSou. It cannot mean 'courtier of Herod', as

the editors propose, a sense expressed in Jn. 4 4ti by the word

/Sao-iXtAToV, but requires the sense of 'partisan', or 'adherent'.

The editors we quote betray a sense of the difficulty of find-

ing any such group, or i)arty, in Jesus' time by their eftort in

the succeeding i)aragraphs to show that members of Antipas'

court might have been in Jerusalem on the occasion of^Ik. 12 lo,

and that Herod I, and even Antipas, sought to conciliate their

Jewish subjects, and might therefore (?) be assumed to have

their partisans, or adherents, among the people. If such there

were would the evangelist be apt to introduce on the first oc-

casion (3 6) without comment so unnatural an alliance as this

would be between the Pharisees (!) and disloyal sycojjhants of

a hated and alien court?

Cheyne, on the other hand, in his article 'Herodians' in the

2 The passage (Ant. XVII, ix. .i) was called to the writer's attention

by the kindness of Professor W. J. Moulton, of Bangor, Me.
» In B. J- I, xvi. 6 Josephus speaks of Jews who took aides with Herod

I against Antigonus as ''Upui€iot.
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Encyclopaedia Bihlica, while he considers the meaning 'members

of the househokl of HerotV 'unsuitable in Mk 12 13', thinks it

supposable that there were at this time in Judea Jews 'who

longed for the re-establishment of the Herodian kingdom

in spite of its subjection to Rome, as representing that union

of Hellenism and Judaism which seemed to enable Jews to

*make the best of both worlds' '. Of the occurrence of the term

in Mk. 3 6, however, he says bluntly: 'This is evidently a mistake.

In the country of the Tetrarch Antipas there could not be a

party called 'Herodians' '.

In spite of the single passage where Matthew permits the

term to stand in his transcript of Mark we may properly regard

it as distinctively a Markan expression; for it never occurs in

Luke, and is cancelled in the Matthean parallel to its first

occurrence. Moreover, the corresponding expression of Mk. 815

*the leaven of Herod', where a few texts also read 'Herodians',

is cancelled in both parallels, Matthew substituting 'of the

Sadducees', and Luke having 'of the Pharisees' only. At least

in this case Matthew must have understood a politico-rehgious

sect to be intended, for he expressly declares that the word

'leaven' was used symbolically of 'the teaching' of the sects

referred to. Quite possibly his elimination of the term in 12 14

and substitution of 'Sadducees' here may be due to his belief

that no such sect existed at the time. Luke's avoidance of it

may be due to a similar cause. Of course it does not follow

that this ivas Mark's meaning. So far as the two passages re-

ferred to by the editors of Beginnings of Christianity are con-

cerned it is quite true that 'probability and the form of the

word in Latin suggest that (the Herodians) were the partisans

of Herod'. HoAvever, we cannot leave wholly out of account the

Markan form of the logion. This appears in its simplest and

doubtless in its most authentic form in Luk 12 1 as 'Beware of

the leaven of the Pharisees'. The Markan context suggests that

here too the evangelist w^ho adds 'and of the leaven of Herod'

is speaking of the same conspiracies as in 3 6 and 12 13. Now
we are indeel under under no necessity of holding (whether

Matthew does so or not) that Mark has in mind a 'religious

sect'. But it must be admitted that in Judaism the distinction
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between religious sects and political parties is a vanishing one,

and that the connection made in two (if not three) instances

between 'HeroJians' and Pharisees implies that to Mark's mind

the two groups had something in common. AVhat, then, did

Mark mean by "the Herodians'? and on what ground did he

represent them as fellow-conspirators with the Pharisees against

Jesus?

In their eifort to prove that in some sense of the word a

•party' of 'Herodians' might have existed at this time, the editors

of BefjinniHfjs of Christianity remind us that 'Herod the Great

certainly did all in his power to concihate his Jewish subjects,

especially the Pharisaic party', and suggest the possibihty that

'some Jews may have fixed their hopes on the Herodiau family

as saviours of the nation'. They even think it 'possible that

Antipas' marriage (to Herodias) was prompted by a politic

desire to secure Jewish support by an alliance with a Hasmo-

nean princess'. This behef, however, we cannot share with

them, much less the belief that the cause of the Baptist's exe-

cution 'may well have been' his disapproval of this poHcy, and

that 'Herod's attitude to Jesus may be accounted for in the

same manner'. The least rehable historically of all sections of

Mark is the digression in 6 17-J9 (omitted by Luke and parti-

ally corrected by Matthew) which depicts the prophet in colors

derived from the story of Ehjah denouncing Ahab and plotted

against by Jezebel. In this dramatic tale the authentic scene

of the preacher of repentance to the multitudes who Hock to him

*in the wilderness of Judea' from Jerusalem and Judea to be

baptized in Jordan is suddenly transferred to Tiberias, John

is now in the midst of those 'who are in kings' houses'. He
addresses not the publicans and sinners who 'went out into the

wilderness' to seek the prophet-anchorite, but utters his message

to 'the king' like one of the old-time prophets who declare the

state policy ofJehovah against that of worldly-minded monarchs.

For Mark ignores the unlikelihood of any opportunity before

his imprisonment for John to speak his message directly to Herod

and declares that he was imprisoned for a rebuke uttered 'to

Herod' in person. Moreover he makes the place of incarceration not

(as Josephus tells us; the remote fortress of Machaerus near the
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scene of John's activity* but tlie palace at Tiberias, where the

prophet can be executed at the demand of the 'little maid'^ to

please Herodias whom Mark calls 'Philip's wife'^ at the 'king's'

feast to the nobles 'of Galilee'. No wonder H. J. Holtzmann
calls this story 'the very pattern of legend'. We have every

reason to prefer the picture of the Baptist in the Second Source,

which places in Jesus' own mouth utterances as completely at

variance with this dramatic story of the martyrdom of the second

Ehjah as they are in agreement with the brief and unvarnished

account of Josephus.^

Mark speaks of Aiitipas as 'the king', and depicts him as

offering' 'the half of my kingdom' after the manner of Ahasuerus

to Esther. We need not suppose that in so doing he is actually

confusing the mere Tetrarch of Galilee with Agrippa I, the

brother of his paramour, who shortly after did become a 'king',

with dominions extending over the whole domain of his grand-

father Herod I. The confusion is more likely to be limited to

the matter of title, position and policy. It is true that Agrippa I

is spoken of simply as 'Herod' in the story of his execution of

James the son of Zebedee and persecution of the Church in

* The idea is expressed in Beginnings of Christianity that John was

imprisoned in Tiberias for greater safety; because he would be recog-

nized by Aretas, father of the repudiated wife of Antipas, as a supporter,

and hence would be liable to rescue by the Nabateans from the border

fortress of Machaerus. This hardly calls for refutation.

5 A Kopd(noi> according to Mark. In reality the divorced wife, or widow,

of Aristobulus, if not already in the position assigned to her mother by
Mark as wife of Antipas' 'brother Philij).' She was at this time at least

20 years of age.

6 She was really the wife of Antijijas' half-brother Herod.
7 Lk 7 18—35 = Mt 11 2-19. In Mt 11 2 the evangelist inserts the words

'in the j^rison' to conform to the representation borrowed from Mark.

In Luke there is nothing to alter the impression made by the narrative

itself that John is still at liberty, as in the reiDresentation of Jn. 322—24

The words of Jesus to the crowds in both forms of Q imply a ministry

for the Baptist of the type described by Josephus (A7it. XVIII, v. 2),

and are destitute of anything suggestive of the projDhet's turning aside

from his message of repentance to the multitudes who 'came forth to

him from Jerusalem and all Judaea' (Mk. 1 5), including some 'from the

region round about Jordan' (Mt 3 5 = Lk 3 3), to castigate the domestic

vices or court intrigues of the non-Jewish Tetrarch of Galilee and Samaria
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Acts 12. But Mark must have known that Herod Antipas and

Herod Agrii^pa were not one and the same. We need assume

no more than that his ideas of the comphcated relations of the

Herodian family were vague, and that he conceived of Antipas

as exercising some of the royalty of his father, surnamed the

Great, or of his despicable nephew and brother-in-law. Perhaps

in his mental picture of Antipas he introduced unconsciously

traits from that of Agiippa I, or that of Agrippa II, who in

Acts 26 28 is 'almost persuaded' by the eloquence of his prisoner

'to be a Christian". Anyway, giving IMark the benefit of every

doubt, it is impossible to deny— and this is the only point we have

now to consider— that his ideas of the Tetrarch and his relations

with the Baptist and Jesus are strongly tinctui'cd by his knowledge

of other more conspicuous members of the family to whom the

designation 'Herod the King' could properly be applied. Was
there a corresponding influence upon his idea of 'theHerodians'?

'Herod' in Acts (that is Agrijjpa I) is quite correctly depic-

ted as seeking to curry favor v\ith 'the Jews' l^y liis execution

of James son of Zebedee and persecution of the Church. He
may have overdone the matter, as asero did after the burning

of Rome, and as the high i)riest Ananus did in putting to death

the other James, 'the Lord's brother' in 62 a. d., shortly before

Lis own dei)Osition by Agripj)a II. But he certainly proceeded

much further than his grandfather in the policy of 'conciliating

his Jewish subjects, especially the Pharisaic jiarty,' and as

we happen tu know with very marked success. The reason both

for the policy and for its success is self-evident. Herod I in

spite of the detestation of his subjects, could sometimes be con-

ciliatory, though for the most part in vain. Of Antijjas we cannot

even assert the attempt. For to imagine the lustful Tetrach as

impelled by reasons of state ])olicy in his intrigue with Hcrodias

because of her descent from the Jewish royal stock is a notion

which the editors must forgive us for regarding as somewhat

fantastic. Antipas did entertain ambitions, suggested according

to Joscphus by his i)aram(»ur, of ol)taining from Clauiliiis tlu'

title of 'king', and lost what he had in the vain attem})t to secure

it at Rome. But llerodias' only ])art in the business (aside from

kindling the ambition) was to share the exile it entailed as a
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pimisLment iipou the intriguer. Antipas was 'fox' enough to

know that his rehxtions with Herodias would do far more to luake

him odious to 'his Jewish subjects, especially the Pharisaic party',

than to 'conciliate' them.

But Agrippa's claims to descent from the Jewish royal line

were not in the name of a consort who would not even be recog-

nized as a wife by the people whose favor was sought, but in

his own right and by legitimate descent. He was the sole male

survivor of the ancient stock of the Maccabees, the grandson of

Mariamne the Hasmonean and Herod the great, a favorite of

the imperial court at Rome from his childhood. And he made
the utmost of these facts, especially liis Jewish pedigree.

As our editors declare, Agrippa 'was accepted by the Jews
as the best of kings, being like his sister Herodias, a Hasmonean
on the mother's side.' Schiirer, after narrating the acts of

rehgious piety with which the quondam adventurer began his

reign, describes its general pohcy in the following terms:

There were again golden days for Pharisaism; a revival

of the age of Alexandra. Hence Josephus and the Talmud
are unanimous in sounding forth the praises of Agrippa.

'He loved to live continually at Jerusalem, and Avas exactly

careful in the observance of the laws of liis country. He
therefore kept himself entirely pure; nor did any day pass

over his head without its appointed sacriiice.' Thus runs the

eulogistic strain of Josephus; and the Talmud relates how as

a simple Israelite he presented with his own hand the first-

fruits in the temple. * * * By such displays of piety he gave

abundant satisfaction to the people who were under the guid-

ance of the Pharisees. This was shoAvn in a very striking

manner when, at the Feast of Tabernacles in a. d. 41,

according to the old custom, he read the Book of Deutero-

nomy, and in the passage, 'Thou mayest not set over thee

(as king) a stranger that is not thy brother' (Deut. 17 15), he

burst into tears because he felt himself to be referred to in

it. Then the people cried out to him, 'Be not grieved,

Agrippa! Thou art our brother! Thou art our brother!'®

8 The passage (from the Mishna, Sota, vii. 8) is clearly built upon

Deut. 14 15, not upon 23 s, a. Our editors, accordingly, do it much less
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If Pharisaism be taken to mean hypocrisy Agrippa was 'a

Pharisee of Pharisees.' But in presence of the fulsome eulogies

of Josephus and the Talmud we have no need to prove the

success of liis policy. And if any Xew Testament writer had

occasion to appreciate the sinister significance of this 'revival of

the age of Alexandra' with its unexpected rapprochement be-

tween the Pharisees and the ruling circles it was Mark. The

example of Josephus in itself is enough to prove how many must

at this time have become 'Herodians,' and the effects of the

alhance upon the disciples of .lesus are not likely to have faded

from the mind of the young man in whose mother's house the

persecuted Church was assembled to pray for Peter's escape,

when 'Herod' had put forth his hand and slain James the brother

of John with the sword, and next, seeing that 'it pleased the

Jews', had proceeded to arrest Peter also.

'Pharisees and Herodians' together saw the fruition of their

dearest hopes when Claudius at the beginning of his reign (41

A. D.) restored to the protege of his predecessor Caius the full

dominion and sovereignty which Augustus had denied to the

heirs of Herod I. Their expectations were fully met when the

new king gave proof of his policy by this 'affliction' of the Church.

If, then, Mark in the Gospel had been speaking of the thues

when the Book of Acts first brings Agrippa I to our notice

nothing could have been more natural than to think of 'Pharisees

and Herodians' as conspiring against the life of the leaders of

the Church. Unfortunately for the accuracy of the record the

facts are as stated by our editors: 'There is no other evidence

(that is, outside the Gospel of Mark) as to the existence of a

party, much less a rehgious sect, of Herodians' in the time of

Jesus.

Our second evangelist, whom tradition asserts to be no other

than the John Mark of Mary's house in .Jerusalem, but whom

it credibly reports as composing his Gospel only later at Rome,

after the death of Peter, with wliotn he had once comjianied as

'interpreter', must therefore be understood to mean l»y those

than justice in merely adojiting the statemeut uf Schiirer that 'the de-

claration of the people could also he justified' on the basis of the latter

passage, as if this were the only one.
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'Herodians' whom he represents as conspiring with the Pharisees

against the life of Jesns something more than mere members

of the Tetrarch's court. Probabihty and the form of the word

in Latin suggest that they were at least 'partisans' of Herod,

and if not a "religious sect' as near to deserving the name as

those whose aims, ideals and policies are revealed by Josephus

and the Talmud in the times of Agrippa I.

But if there were 'Herodians' in this sense of the word in

A. D. 37— 4-i why should our editors reject as 'absurd' the

testimony of Epiphanius to their existence, and to the fact that

they took as their slogan the words of Gen. 49 lo: 'The sceptre

shall not depart from Judah, nor a law-giver from between his

feet, until Shiloh come,' or however else they may have rendered

the famous passage.

Few critics will covet the task of vindicating Epiphanius

against charges of 'absurdity' when he makes his own apphcations

of otherwise reliable Palestinian tradition, or expresses his own

opinion. But in this case the tradition he cites is independently

attested more than a century before by Tertullian. And neither

Church father appears to be attempting either interpretation or

addition. Epiphanius merely tells us that the Herodians were

a Jewish sect who took Herod (our editors here interject 'pre-

sumably Herod the Great') as the ruler promised in messianic

prophecy, applying to him in particular the passage from Gen.

49 10. Tertullian gives a similar definition of the Herodians

without specifying the particular messianic prophecy. Now we

are quite wilhng to grant that Epiphanius could be guilty of

the 'absurdity' of applying this tradition to 'Herod the Great/

though there is nothing to show that he did. But why interject

'presumably Herod the Great' Avhen Tertullian attempts to tell

us that there was a sect or party of 'Herodians' in this sense

of the word? And why, above all, interject it as the meaning

of the original authors of the tradition? Gen. 49 lo is exactly the

passage to be appealed to by adherents of the man whom the

Book of Acts refers to simply as 'Herod,' and of whom it has

nothing else to relate save his blasphemous pretensions, and

his attempts to curry favor with his 'brothers' the Jews by a

murderous assault upon the Church. It is just the passage to
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sound the key-note of Agrippa's philo-Jiidean policy. It' we

think of it as applied to him no one would for a moment question

its appropriateness, nor the likelihood that there were in his

time partisans, if not a quasi-religious sect, who because they

hailed Agi'ippa as a restorer of the sceptre to Judah might well

be called 'Herodians,' especially by a writer Avhose Latinisms

are noticeably common.

But is it supposable, finally, that our second evangelist has

lapsed into such an anachronism? Has he introduced as con-

spirators with the Pharisees against Jesus a sect or party as to

whose existence at the time there is no other evidence, and who

could hardly originate before the time when some prince of native

stock had prospects of attaining the throne which since Pompey's

day had passed into the hands of aliens?—Possibly not, if the

tradition of Markan authorship is to be taken strictly an pk'd

de la lettre. Certainly not if we are to abandon the date esta-

bhshed by second centuiy tradition for the composition in favor

of a date within Agrippa's own reign, as we have recently been

invited to do. But what of this writer's story of the Baptist's

fate? Surely in view of the inaccuracies of ]Mk. 6 14-29 we must

be prepared for somewhat unhistorical conceptions on this evan-

gelist's part of the Herods, their doings and their relations. If

the assumption seem incompatible with the idea that the Gospel

was written throughout in just its present form by the quondam

companion of Peter, then it would be well to ask whether we

are under any necessity of taking the superscription 'According

to Mark' in so strict a sense.

On the other hand there is no need to think of the evangehst

as ar])itrarily introducing new elements into the story. The

Lukan tradition, which often seems to represent the authentic

form more closely than Mark, brings the Pharisees into relation

with 'Herod' as against .lesus wiien they report the Tctrarch's

threatening attitude. According to the special source of Luke

(Lk. 13 31) the Pharisees tried to rid themselves of Jesus by

reporting, 'Get thee out and go hence; for Herod would fain

kill thee.' Indeed the part played by Hrrod in the special Lukan

source (i)orliaps the same which in Acts tells the story of Peter's

miraculous deliverance; takes on larger proportions as the stream
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of Petrine tradition descends. In the Gospel of Peter 'Herod'

is even the prime agent in the tragedy of Golgotha. There is

nothing improhable in the supposition that a Roman evangehst,

writing after the death of Peter, one Avho, even if he be John

Mark himself, has very vague ideas of the Herods and their

intrigues, should ante-date the policy which led to the martyrdom

of the son of Zebedee in 41 a. d. Such a writer would be

quite capable of introducing 'Herodians' as fellow-conspirators

with the Pharisees against the life of Jesus in contexts which

did not admit the presence of Herod himself. Those, therefore,

who have been inclined to reject off-hand Cheyne's suggestion

of a 'mistake' in Mark's first introduction of 'Herodians' into the

story will do well rather to ask whether in all three cases of this

Markan peculiarity we should not rather infer from the testi-

mony of Epiphanius and Tertullian, no less than from probabi-

lity and the form of the word in Latin, that we have to do with

a slight anachronism on the part of the Roman evangelist.

Additional Note to p. 110. If the editors of Beginnings are

correct in their supposition that Epiphanius refers to Herod the

Great that tradition which Tertullian cites simply as of "Herod".

Epiphanius' blunder will be exactly paralleled by that of the

Argumentum prefixed in the Vulgate codices H9 to the fourth

Gospel. In this Argumentum Jerome's statement that ".John

the son of Zebedee and brother of the Apostle James was

beheaded by Herod" (de vir. ill. ix) is emended to : "John the

son of Zebedee and brother of the Apostle James relates that

John the Baptist was beheaded by Herod". "Herod" was taken

to be "presumably Herod the Great".
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NOTES ON TWO SYRIAC MSS.

JAMES A. MOXTGOMERY
PHrLADELPHIA DI\^^-ITY SCHOOL

THE Custodian of the Prayer Book of tlie Episcopal Church

has in his archives (at the office in the Church ^fissions House,

Fourth Ave. and 22dSt.,New York) two SyriacMSS. on vellum,

which were presented by the late J. Pieqiont Morgan, Esq., in

1898. The latter purchased them from the Rev. Yaroo M. Xeesan.

a Persian seminarian who subsequently returned as a missionar\-

in Anglican orders to his native country. The present Custo-

dian, Prof. Lucien M. Robinson, has kindly put these volumes

in my hands for examination. Wliile they are not rarities, it is

well to make public note of all such treasures. Indeed a desi-

deratum of our American Orientalistic science is a catalogue

of the Oriental MSS. scattered throughout the country- in nu-

merous public and private libranes, which may otherwise only

accidentally be brought to the light of day. The MSS. are

:

A. A rE.SHin\\ NEW TESTAMENT

I find that this MS. is one apparently referred to by the late

Prof. Isaac H. Hall in a communication he made to the American

Oriental Society, published in its Procecdinrjs, October 1888, p.

lix seqq. His communication treats at considerable length of

a very similar MS., so that the present note need only be an

addendum to bis discussion. His general description of his MS.
can be used also for mine as to size, Ijinding, make up of quires

(or rather quinions- in the present MS. there are sometimes

less than the ten folios, due to the cutting out of leaves in tin-

comi)osition of the text). Text and script are the same in both
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volumes, -wliicli present the commonly received Syriac text of

the Xew Testament in a well formed Estranghelo script. It

contains 273 folios.

The New Testament books are arranged as in Hall's MS,
i. e. the Four Gospels, Acts, the 3 Catholic Epistles (Epp.

James, 1 Peter, 1 John), and the 1-i Pauhne Epistles, including

Hebrews. As in the other MS. there is a double chapter divi-

sion: (1) by books (so the four Gospels separately, 78 chapters

in all), or by groups of books, Acts and the Catholic Epistles,

32 chapters, and the Paulines, 55, i. e. 165 in all: and (2) a

consecutive numbering through the volume, "which makes its

appearance with the 19 th chapter of Luke and disappears in

chapter 37 of the Paulines. The identical phenomenon appears

in the Hall MS. I cannot explain the failure of the enumera-

tion at the beginning and end.

The titles and colophons of the several books in general agree

with those in the other MS., with foliowdng chief variations. The

colophon at the end of Ep. John unites Acts and the Catholic

Epp. in one group. I Cor. is assigned to Ephesus as its pro-

venance, andEpli. to Rome (so certifying to the uncertain reading

in Hall's MS.), and Tychicus is its bearer. I Tim, is assigned

to Laodicea.

The colophon of the volume is not as legible as in Hall's MS.

It shows the volume to be a year younger than its fellow and

hailing from the same monastery. It reads:

"It was finished in the month Ab on the fourth day of the

second week of Summer, whose canticle is, 'Not of the life there',^

in the year one thousand [five hundred] and eighteen of Alexander

the son of Philip the Macedonian, i. e. in the empire of the

blessed Arabs six hundred and three (A. D. 1207). And this

book was written in the convent of the holy Lord [Michael],

fellow of the angels, whose prayers and supplications are with

the saints, — which is in the neighborhood of the city and

heroic fortress (reading gcibhardyd, against Hall's 'cbrCiyO,

'Hebrew') Mosul, protected from all injuries by the prayer of

the elect and pure.

1 The same canticle is cited under the Second Sunday of Summer in

the other MS.
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"Wrote this l)ook one who is miserable and sinful (?) and a

stranger and a pauper and despicable and a sinner, who is

contemptible above all the sons of Adam, who is not worthy

that his name be read among men .... whose name is Behnan,

the priest, one of the [sons of] the convent aforesaid \^d]ud,

correcting Hall's queried'^AJibd as proper name], whose prayers

are all of it. Amen".

The next paragraphs, now mostly illegible, appear to contain

a petition for indulgence from the readers, parallel to Hall's

text, and for their prayers that

"the writer be aided in the day of judgment along with all

men who are in the true faith of our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
Blessed is God forever, and praised his name for all generations.

•'I have written for the excellent and monastic and illumi-

nated brother and worthy deacon and father, and son of the

Admirable Love, Rabban CTiurgis, who is protected from all

injuries. The Lord grant that he be crowned. And may he

read and understand and [profit?], and his mind and intelligence

be opened and illuminated.

"With the prayers of the saints . . . and the pure. xA.men. lii

love may he pray for my weakness. Blessed is the glory of the

Lord from his place forever".

There is a spare page at the beginning and at the end of the

MS. On the first is a for the most illegible rhyming composition,

apparently on the Resurrection. On the last page is a note

made by the man who bound (debak) the volume. He describes

himself in the usual terms of depreciation, "asking and praying

for everyone who chances on this book and sees the labor and toil

lavished upon it by our fathers an age agone. And there came

a demoniac man after the i)lunderers [i. e. the Moguls? —
cf. the colophon in Hall, p. Ixviii], and he broke up and destroyed

the work which was not his. And I pray of your love that you

take it not ill . . . in me that ray intelligence knew not

and also his profession was not in books, but by the constraint

of love and , . . the Ohristian brothorliood T have wrought".

The fnllowing is mostly illegible.

Below this is a "Notice of Books." I can make out only

part of the list, viz.: "l^>()oks of the Xcw [i, e. Testament];

K
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Commentary on Matthew; The Two Ways [Iv-o? — a text of

the early document underlying Ep. Barnabas, ?]; The Story of

Mary ".

There is a considerable number of marginal readings, most

of which supply carets in the text. (In the following notes I

refer to the foHos which have been numbered in pencil.) Several

of the notes give the names of accents appearing in the text,

which is accented throughout. (These accents can be identified

in Merx, Historia artis grammaticae apiid Syros, p. 180). On
f. 48a is read o'^'^ v^; i. e. for JLQ.iia ^^®^5 ^^ ^- ^-^ ^^'

236 a, 253 a JLi^^; on 231a an abbreviation which may stand

for Jl^,.is^?s^r; and the letters L>, ff. 257 a, 262b 265b, may

stand for the accent Ji^ti.

An Arabic note twice calls the attention to a misbinding of

leaves (ff. 190, 189; 198, 197. On f. 158b is the proper Arabic

translation of {yN.oX Acts 18 3. Against Eph. 1 i7, f. 234b,

appears the pious phrase ooi ooi, "It is He".

B. A BOOK OF THE GOSPEL LECTIONS FOR THE YEAR WITH
EXPOSITIONS

This is a a volume of 283 folios, containing the Gospel lections

for the year, beginning with Advent. Under the title of the day

is cited, by its opening words, the canticle for the day. The

lections are given in short passages and are accompanied in

parallel column by an Arabic translation. Following each

passage is an extensive commentary in Arabic.

The author has divided his work into two parts, the first

following the calendar from the Annunciation season (i. e. Ad-

vent) through Easter Week, the second concluding the Church

year. At the end of the first part (f. 186 a) appears his colophon,

as follows:

"Finished is this Book of the Gospel on Monday, Second

Tishri the 7 th, the year 1587 of Alexander son of Philip

(a. d. 1276), in the days of the faithful pastor who leads his

spiritual flock. Mar Denha the Catholicus, and in the days

of Miir Yohannan of Hamadan and Kasan and Yazd, the

city which the Lord establishes. Wrote this book one full

of a sinful life and wretched, Joseph surnamed Kasar, son
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of "^Aziz, son of 8m6'il, the Lord forgive his sins. Amen.

Blessed is God forever and praised his name."

At the beginning of the second part he speaks of the hook

as "the Separate Eeadings of the Gospel"' {kerydne mefarreni'

deuangelybn), wliich is probably the specific title. In the first

four pages he gives an "introduction" to the several Gospels,

taken from Mar Eha, who probably is the celebrated Elia bar

Sinaya (b. 975), metropolitan of Xisibis, Avho is distinguished for

his Arabic-Syriac philolog}' (see Wright, .4. Short History of

Syriac Literature, pp. 235 ff.). From whom the Arabic trans-

lations and commentaiT proceed we are not told — it may be

from the same author.

On a spare page between the two parts (f. 187a) is a memo-

randum of a later possessor of the book: "This Gospel Book

is the property of the weak one and stranger Sabr-Isc'/ and it

survived from our former fathers Mfir Denha the Catholicus and

Mar Sabr-Iso and Mar Yahb-Alaha my uncle, who departed from

this world and died in a good old age with his fathers on the Feast

of the Confessors in the year s^sjUs! of the era of the Greeks.

The Lord Jesus Christ refresh his soul in the wedding feast of his

kingdom along with all honest and righteous men who satisfy his

will. Amen and Amen forever." I do not understand the dating.

For the order and terminology of the Church year reference

may be mode to Neale, History of the Holy Eastern Church,

Part 1, pp. 729 ff. The Arabic translation may be Mfir Ella's,

but its affiliations may be worth studying.

C. A LOST THORAH MS.

In the note accompanying the above MSS. in which Mr. ^lorgan

makes the gift he records a third MS. in his donation, namely

a roll of the Thorah in sf|uare Hebrew ciiaracters, 173 feet long,

from the mountains of Kurdistan. Although this third MS. was

duly noted in the report of the then Custodian to the General Con-

vention of the Episcopal Church, as appears from \i?,Jour)ial, this

Hebrew MS. has since entirely disappeared, its loss being ante-

cedent to the incumbency of the present Custodian. This note is

made in the hope that some trace may bi' found of what mny
be an interesting Hebrew manusrrij)t.

8*
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HEBREW POETRY: A CRITICISM

RAYMOND A. BEARDSLEE
WINDSOR, CONN.

THE Journal ofBiblical Literature forJune-September, 1919,

carries as its leading article "The Rhythmical x\nalysis of

Isaiah 1 10-20," by Professor Kemper Fullerton, of Oberlin

Theological Seminary.

The paper seeks to show "how frequently the obvious defects

in the rhythm of a passage coincide with the exegetical or critical

difficulties/' as is the case with Isaiah 112,13; and how, when

they do, the restoration of the Hebrew text may legitimately be

sought under the useful cross-lights of both rhythmical and

critico-exegetical considerations.

Applying, therefore, rhythmical as well as critical and exeget-

ical tests, Professor Fullerton makes the following alterations:

V. lie, deletes "lambs."'

V. 12, adds a parallel to v. 12 a.

V. 13b, deletes "calling."

V. 13b, amends "iniquity" into "fast." (So LXX.)
V. 13b, moves "fast and festival" forward to v. u. (So LXX.)
V. 14a, deletes "your new moons."

v. Ua, amends "your appointed feasts" into "appointed feast."

V. 15a, deletes "from you."

V. 16, moves last phrase forward into v. i7.

V. 17, deletes entire.

V. 18, deletes entire.

vv. 19, 20, appropriates from their context and joins to v. 16,

to complete a six-line stanza.
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The text is thus restored, divided, and translated to read as

follows

:

1

V. 10 Hear the word of Jahweh—ye judges of Sodom,

Give ear to the instruction of our God— ye people of

Gomorrah.

V. 11 What to me is the multitude of your sacrifices— saitli

Jahweh,

I am sated vdih burnt-offerings of rams—and the fat of

fed beasts,

And in the blood of bulls and of goats—I take no

delight,

V. i:- AVhen you come to see my face— (I will not accept you).

2

AVlio hath sought this at your hands— to trample my
courts?

V. 13 Do not continue to bring—an oblation of vanity;

Smoke (of sacrifice) an abomination—is it to me,

New moon and Sabbath and call(?) — I cannot endure;

V. 14 P^ist and assembly and feast—my soul hateth,

They have become unto me a 1)urden— I am weary of

carrv'ing it.

3

V. lb When ye spread out your hiinds — T will hide my eyes,

Yea, when ye multiply prayer— I will not be listening;

V, 16 Your hands are full of blood— wash you, cleanse you,

Put away the evil ofyour deeds—from before mine eyes;

V. 19 If ye are willing to hear— the good of the land ye shall eat,

V, 20 But if ye refuse and rebel— ye shall eat the sword (?),

11

The following criticism is ofifered:

Hebrew poetry was constructed— to the limitcil extent that

"construction" was a conscious process

—

fmui fJic top dotvn.

First came the thought, visualized as an organic whole composed

of strongly articulated parts; then the stanzas in varied patterns
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correspondent to the morphology of the thought; finally the

lines, in patterns which are consistent only if convenient and

natural, being modified if necessary and widely varied if ap-

propriate.

The technical results are three. First, Hebrew poetry is

doubly structural. Two elements, not merely one alone, make

up its morphology, viz. stanza-patterns as well as line-patterns.

Secondly, of the two elements, the line-patterns are most com-

pletely subject to circumstances. The thought wholly dominates

the rhythms and holds them strictly subordinate. In other

words the accent-pattern is not the regnant principle of Hebrew

poetry, whatever it may be in poetry classical or modern.

Thirdly, the directing principle, which dominates every technical

factor, is the strophically-divided thought.

The practical results are two. First, being constructed from

the top down, i. e., taking its inner genius and driving force

from its vividly structuralized thought rather than from a semi-

mechanical rhythm, Hebrew poetry is a problem exegetical,

rather than poetical in our modern sense of the word. It is

wholly erroneous, therefore, either to discover or restore "dam-

aged" texts on the sole basis or even on the corroborative basis

of rhythmical considerations. Secondly, the most useful clue to

foUow in the exegetical solution of Hebrew poetry is the stanza-

analysis. It is easy to illustrate how false dissection of the

stanzas leads inevitably to false deductions as to the rhythms.

Even those, therefore, who are interested solely in the technique

of Hebrew rhythm will first have to master the structure of the

Hebrew stanza.

Professor FuUerton's method works in the opposite direction

and exactly reverses the values.

His starting-point is the line -rhythm, which he assumes to

be uniform and invests with controlling virtue. For him, the

five-toned rhythm "dominates" the passage; the passage does

not dominate the rhythm. Hence any line which exhibits "obvious

defects" in rhythm must be made to "satisfy the rhythmical

demands of the rest of the poem."

Now on the face of it, if "rhythm" means flexibility, by just

what standards does Professor Fullerton recognize the "obvious
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defects"? And if rhythm means freedom, by what right does he

assert that the rhythm in one stanza makes "demands" on the

rhythm of another stanza, or even that mere rhythm makes any

primaiy demands at all? And if rhythm is incidental, by "what

warrant can he make it a definitive test, as he certainly does

when he avers that that revision, when revision of faulty texts

is necessary, "will probably be nearest the original text which

conforms most closely to the five-toned rhythm established for

the remainder of the poem"? To handle Hebrew poetr\', whose

structurality is anything but metrical, on the basis of a dominant

rhythmical constant, is both a contradiction in terms and a

fundamental misapprehension of the real nature and relative

values of the elements involved.

Faulty method leads to faulty results. According first and

major attention and supreme value to the rhythm side of the

problem. Professor Fullerton signally fails to give adequate

treatment to the stanza-analysis. This is where his work is most

demonstrably vulnerable, and where success and failure matter

most of all. It is at his stanzas, therefore, that the following

detailed criticism is directed.

In the first place, Stanza I does not open vdih v. lo, but

with V. 11. From v. ii on, Jahweh is speaking directly to his

people; the pronouns are "you" and "your." In v. lo some one

else is calling the people to give attention to this .Tahweh-

discourse, referring to it as the admonition of "our" God. Cer-

tainly Jahweh would not refer to himself as "our God"! It is

the whole Jahweh-discourse that constitutes the poem. It com-

menced with a quatrain, vv. 2, 3, which pronounced the divine

indictment. Isaiah then digresses to explain in his own words

the occasion and warrant of tiiis indictment, vv. 4-9, using literal

and figurative language which is significantly lacking in rhythmical

or other structure and therefore may be set down as a sort of

short prose interlude. This explanation he ends with the couplet,

V. 10 . . .

V. 10 "Hearken!" to the proclamation of Jahweh, ye Sodom-

rulers!

"Give ear!" to the admonition of our God. (Joniorrah-

people!
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Obviously tbis belongs Avitb whid precedes, and not at all with

Stanza I which follows. It is a couplet used as a transition out

of the prose of Isaiah's explanatory digression back into the

poetry of the direct discourse of Jahweh's proclamation. (Note

how the first word in each member of the couplet catches up

the first words in the divine indictment above,— "Hearken",

"Give ear";— while the last word in each member of the couplet,

"Sodom", "Gomorrah",— echoes the last words in Isaiah's

preceding explanation.)

In the second place, Stanza I does not end with v. 12 a, but

with V. 13b. Thus divided, the stanza is a thought unit containing

that part of Jahweh's arraignment which is directed at the

sacrificial system. The picture is compounded of animals, clatter

of hoof-beats, blood, fire, smoke, stench, all of which are

mentioned, and all of which quite obviously belong together.

Professor FuUerton alleges no reason, and there is none, either

strophic or rhythmic, for making a stanza- division through the

middle of this natural unit, and allotting three lines to the

following stanza which is about another matter. As a minor

corroboration of the boundaries of Stanza I, notice how it opens

and closes with answering phrases: "What do I think of. ,
.?"

and, "Is what I think of it!"

In the third place, Avhy conjure up a parallel for v. 12a? It

is suspicious in having no parallel, anyway; in addition it is

grammatically doubtful, strophically irregular, and quite un-

necessary to the sense. "Restore" the line to grammatical

impeccability, rhythmical regularity, and parallehstic com-

pleteness, and what is the result? A seven-line stanza in the

midst of a sequence of stanzas notable for their regular six-line

structure. As there is nothing in the peculiar nature of the

•thought expressed, either in this line or those adjacent, which

calls for an exception in favor of an extra-line stanza, obviously

everything points to v. 12 a being a gloss. Delete it altogether

and see what happens . . .

V. 11 "What do I think of your droves of sacrifices?"—saith

Jaliweh;

"I am cloyed with burnt-offerings of rams— and fat of

fatlings

;
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And bulls' blood and rams' and bucks"— I do not

relish.

V. 12 Who sought this of you?—hoof-clatter in my courts!

V. 13 Never again fetch in—a gift empty of significance!

A nauseating stench— is %\hat I think of it!"

In the fourth place, Stanza II does not commence Avith v. 12 b,

nor end with v. 14. After the arraignment of the sacrificial

usages, J ahAveh enumerates and condemns the remainder of the

ritual. The monthly festival of New-Moon, the weekly Sabbath,

the special proclamations and set feasts,— all the items of the

formal system, even to that most solemn and holy feature

common to them all, the posture of public prayer, He states

to be equally unendurable and unavailing, because all are as

"empty"— i. e. of moral significance— as the sacrifices are, and
80 are hypocritical, loathsome, abominable, nauseating. Setting

together all these items wich so obviously belong together, the

stanza-boundaries are plain: vv. 13c- 15b; and it is hard to see

how Professor Fullerton's exegesis could miss them.

In the fifth place.— turning momentarily from criticism of the

stanzas,— this is one of the instances when a single-eyed search

for rhythmical uniformity makes quite as bad work of the lines,

too. As it stands in the te.xt. Stanza II has only three of the

five-toned lines which "dominate" the poem,— and one of these

is 2x3 instead of 3x2. The rest are four-toned (2x2). But
why not let them stand that way? The i)assage is capable of

reasonable interpretation, both exegetically and ])oetically,

without recourse to reconstruction. Moreover, the whole signi-

ficance of "rhythm" as distinguished from "meter" is in tbe

predominance of flexibility over strict regularity. As stated

above, within the stanzas the line rhythms are consistent if

possible, but freely modified if necessary. Stanza II is a case

in point, for, unlike Stanza I, fully half of it expresses Jahweh's

personal reaction toward those whom he is addressing. Tiie

emotional element is emerging and culminating. If the rhythms

are dift'erent from those of Stanza I, so is the mood. If tiie

rhythms are variable, the mood is jerky, too,— almost choking

in the second line, where the grammar, however broken, leaves

the sense unmistakable, and the effect eloquent beyond the
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power of faultless rhetoric. (Many things may admittedly be

what Professor Fiillerton calls "grammatically impossible," which

are rhetorically powerful. This is poetry, and poetry is rhetoric,

not primarily a grammar exhibition.) There is abundance of

reason, too, for the appearance of the shorter rhythm as the

utterance approaches the climax of emotional outburst in the

next stanza, where whole sentences are phrased in monosyllabic

commands and the rhythm finally settles down to a fairly con-

sistent 2x2 pattern. But Professor Fullerton, pruning to fit the

fixed pattern, redistributes v. i3c and v. I4a, b, and finally emerges

with all his lines five-toned. Incidentally there are only five of

them, where there Avould have been six if taken as they stood . .

.

V. 13c ''As for the New-Moon and Sabbath—Proclamation of

Assembly,—
I am not able— iniquity! . . . cuid celebration!

V. u Your New-Moons and your calendar feasts—my soul

loathes!

They have become a crushing burden—I am exhausted

by carrying them!

V. 15 At the spreading of your bands— I will cover my eyes

from you.

Yea, when ye multiply prayer— I am not even listening!"

Lastly, Professor Fullerton's third stanza,—the most vulner-

able piece of work of all. Three lines are discarded entire.

Three other lines are telescoped into two. These are then

joined with two which belong to the previous stanza and two

others from the farther end of the stanza following. Really, if

such playing fast and loose with the text beyond all common-sense

is permissible, we could easily go just a little farther and make

poetry, rhymes and all, out of the Declaration of Independence

!

Surely, such work refutes itself! The individuaUty of Stanza III

is as clear and as homogeneous as nine consecutive imperatives

can make it. Moreover, its place in the thought-sequence is

equally distinct, natural, and obvious. Stanza I itemized the

sacrificial system and its distastefulness to Jahweh. Stanza II

passed to the remainder of the ritual,— the various religious

gatherings,—with increasing emphasis upon their loathsomeness
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in Jahweh's sight. Then the storm breaks in a climax of short,

sharp orders to "Eeform"!— Stanza III . . .

V. 15c "Your hands!—They are full of murder!

V. 16 AVash! — Cleanse

!

Avert the evil of your deeds—from before my eyes!

Cease to do evil!—Learn to do right!

Pursue justice!— Correct oppression!

Judge the fatherless!— Plead for the Avidow!

Without emendations, condensations, omissions, or borrowed

conclusions, the six lines as they stand constitute a true stanza.

Professor Fullerton's work has thus far been criticised from

two angles. On the one hand it is contended that his method

is a priori erroneous because it commences by looking for a

dominant rhythmic constant. On the other hand, it is contended

that his vulnerable results are corroborative proof of false

method. A third angle may now complete the attack upon his

method. Professor Fullerton has spent no time mastering how

the varying thought actually did produce a versatile rhythm, in

order to spend all his time guessing how the same thought or

fragments of it or some other might have been expressed by an

unvarying rhythm. But Hebrew poetry was not written to be

rendered on a drum. It is not solely temyo. In other words,

Professor Fullerton has left out the reciter. AVhether Hebrew
poetry was lyric or liturgic, it was dramatic,— intended to be

visualized if not actually dramatized. Figuratively if not liter-

ally, it presupposes a public reader. But under the art of a

competent reciter, two bare imperatives,— to take an extreme

case,— if rendered with appropriate gesture, i)Ose, and draynatic

pause, can be made of parallel temporal, and therefore artistic,

value, with the common five-toned line, if the imperatives them-

selves have the proper thougiit value. It is Hie tliouyJit which

determines the value of a line, not the rhythm.

Here, then, really, are two opposite methods. Professor

Fullerton starts with a pattern, fits the variant rhythms to it.

and thus arrives at what goes to make up a line and a stanza.

The critic advocates a method which works down from the

thought, tlirougli the stanza, to the lines, and lets the rhythms
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be what they will. The two methods operate in opposite

directions. They have nothing in common. The relative success

of their final results is the ultimate test of their practical value.

in

Passing by many incidental matters, direct criticism rests

with Stanza III, since Professor Fullerton closes the poem here.

Two iinal items, however, clamor to be heard.

Is it so certain that here is where the poem closes? Says

Professor Fullerton: "Vs. 21-26 are admitted on all hands to he

an independent poem and vs. 27—31 are fragments which have

nothing to do with the topic in vs. 10-16;" [v. 18 is] "utterly at

variance with the context." Remembering that vv. 11—17 have

formed themselves into three six-line stanzas, is it not striking

that the remainder of the chapter also lies in the same rather

uncommon six-line stanzas?— and that they are Jahweh's direct

discourse, like the first three?— that they form a sequence,

likewise?— and that the sequence of the last four stanzas exactly

fits and completes the arrested sequence of the first three?

After denouncing the sacrifices as "empty" of moral significance

(Stanza I), and execrating the fasts, feasts, and prayers as also

intolerable (Stanza II), and commanding a reform (Stanza III),

Jaliweh holds out the alternatives of conduct and consequence

(Stanza IV), sadly anticipates the rejection of the proffered

chance (Stanza V), decrees therefore that He must purify what

they will not (Stanza VI), and forecasts the ultimate destruction

of the ofi"ending elements (Stanza VII). It is a veritable program

of moral discipline, complete, plain, logical. Whereas, if the

poem ended with Stanza III, and its command to reform, the

proclamation is artistically, not to say theologically, incomplete

and weak.

Finally, Professor FuUerton's translation,— tame prose,

curiously punctuated,— raises the question: What is the purpose

of all this study, speculation, and restoration? Is it not to place

before English readers the powerful, majestic swing of Isaiah's

imperial imagination and dramatic language? Does a ragged

style and a commonplace vocabulary befit the task? The first
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chapter of Isaiah contains a dramatic poem. Can tlie poetic-

alness of it be transferred by anything short of a poetical trans-

lation? Whv not at least trv? . . .

THE PROGRAM OF MORAL DISCIPLINE

or

GOD'S ADJUSTMENT TO SIN

PATERNAL LAMENT OVER UNFILIAL WRONG

2 "Listen! Heavens, and hearken! Earth; for Jehovah is

speaking.

Sons whom I favored and magnified— they are the ones who

have wronged me!

3 Even an ox knows his owner,— a mule the cril) of his

master

—

But Israel cannot perceive; mine own people pay no

attention!"

PRESENT PLIGHT THROUGH ISAIAH'S EYES*

4 Alas! wiiat a sinfid nation it is! A people guilt-laden! A
wliole breed of evil-doers! A corrupt progeny!

They have deserted the Lord! They have scorned Israel's

Holy One! They have turned their backs!

:> Whereupon woukl you be further smitten? Vou continue

defection! The whole head is diseased! And the whole lieart

sick!

6 From top to toe there is nothing sound! Wound and welt

and fresh blow! Uncleansed, unbandaged, nor soothed with oil!

7 Your hind— desolation! Your cities— burnt with fire! Your

tillage— aliens devour it to ymir f.iee! And the desolation is

like only an alien's havoc!

' Prose. Isaiah opeakinf^, di^ossiiig to paint tlie situation as it lof)ks

through his own eyen. The: poetical structure resumes witli .lahwih's

words.
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8 And the Daughter of Zion is left behind like a shelter in a

vineyard, like a shack in a melon-patch, like a city bombarded!

9 Had not the Lord of Hosts reserved us a narrow escape, we

had been like Sodom itself,—we had resembled a very Gromorrah

!

10 "Listen" to the message of the Lord, O Sodom-rulers!

"Hearken" to our God's instruction, Gomorrah-people!

MOCKERY OF SACRIFICIALISM

11 ""What unto me are the droves of your sacrifices worth?"

saith the Lord.

"Lo! I am cloyed with burnt-ofl"rings of rams and choicest

of fatlings.
'

BuUocks' and rams' and he-goats' blood cannot satisfy me.

12 Yo7i who appear in my courts!—who asked you this?

—

hoofbeats in here!

13 Have done with continuous profier of such hypocritical

off'rings

!

An incense whose smell is a stifling stench are such unto me !"

MASQUERADE OF CEREMONIALISM

14 "As for the New-Moon and Sabbath, Proclamation of

Solemn Assembly

—

How can I tolerate brazen festivity masking transgression?

Your New-Moon and all your punctihous feasts give me
loathing of soul.

A burdensome load have they grown on me— Lo!. I am
spent with their carrying.

15 So when you raise your suppliant hands, I cover my eyes.

Yerily though you may multiply prayers, I am listening not."

REFORM

!

"Your hands, indeed!— they are dripping with murder!

16 Wash ye yourselves!—and make yourselves clean!

Remove from my sight the wrong of your deeds

!

Cease to do wrong! n Learn to do right!

Pursue even justice! Correct all oppression!

Judge ye the fatherless! Plead for the widow!"
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ALTERNATIVES

18 "Come and let argue," saith the Lord.

"Though your sins may be hke scarlet, white as wool they

yet may grow.

Though their red may be like crimson, they may be trans-

formed like snow.

19 If you willingly will hearken, you may eat the country's good:

20 If you stubbornly refuse, then the sword must drink your

blood—
For the mouth of God Himself has said the word."

ALLOY

21 "Alas! How the city that once was called -Faithful' goes

whoring!

Her native and plentiful righteousness ousted by cut-throats!

22 Her silver but slag, and her choice wine insipid with water!

23 Her unruly i*ulers are bosom-companions of thieves;

They all of them hanker for hush-gold, soliciting bribes.

Till the plea of the widow and fatherless fails to engage them!"

rilRIFICATION

24 "Hence the verdict of Jehovah, God of Hosts,— yea, the

Mighty One of Israel:

Ah! but I will ease me of my haters, and avenge me of my
foes I

25 I will drive my hand against thee, and in furnaces will

sternly smelt thy slag! *

And thine alloy I will wholly fling away!—
26 Thy (,'ounsellors and .ludgts I will drive to be again as at

the first,

—

And then shalt thou be called, O Trusty City, 'The

Metropolis of Kiglit!"
"

DESTRUCTION OF SLAG

27 "Witli Justice shall Zion be ransomed, and Right shall

redeem all her penitent members.

28 But partners in doom and <k'struction ;ir(' the sinful and rel)el3

and haters of (lod.
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29 For you shall be shamed at the oaks that you prized, and

humbled at favorite gardens.

30 For you shall become as a tree that is stripped of its leafage,

a garden unwatered.

31 Thus shall man become but as flax, and his work like

a spark, —
Together the twain shall meet common destruction,—no

quencher shall stay it."

NOTE. The translation above is taken from two articles on Hebrew
Poetry by the present writer, which were published in the Biblical Review

for October, 1918 and January, 1919, and is reprinted here be kind per-

mission of the Editor.
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THE MEANING OF ARIEL

SAMUEL FEIGIN
JERUSALEM

THE word Ariel, wliich occurs a number of times in the Bible

and the Mesha-stoue/ has been interpreted in many difierent

ways by exegetes, who have been unable to find a satisfactory

basic meaning from which all the passages can be explained.

In the various passages the word seems to have some four distinct

values, which will be discussed in this paper:

1. II Sam. 23 2u the hero P)enaiah, son of Jehoiada, is said

to have slain Ili^lD ^X1fc< ^2^ nfc<; in the parallel passage

I Chr. 11 2_' the word is s})ellcd T'S'^lt^. C5 has tow Svo vlov^

"ApiijX ToO Mcod/S = ^Sn« ^:n •'Jtr ns. Robertson Smith,

Rel. of the Semites, p. 488 f., explains the word, as altar-pillar,

following Ez. 43 lo, and supposing that nDH, he smote, means

he overthrew. In Am. 9 i, nDH is used of striking the "IJIBD

and causing the CED to tremble, but not of overthrowing a

pillar. Moreover, it is hard to see the heroism involved in

smiting two pillars, and the reading of (6 is ine.xplicable. AV'ell-

hausen and others accept the reading of © and consider Ariel

as a personal name (Ezr. 8 i6). If this were correct, Ariel would

be the progenitor of a race of giants, like Anak and Kapha (see

below). The Targum Jonathan renders n«10 ^mn^ ]nn, two

mighty men of Moab; Rasi and Kimhi similarly explain the

word i)y ""in^l,^ but their etymology 01X lio)i + T^, strong) is

naturally untenable. The renderings of (5 and the Targum seem

« II Sam. 23 20 = I Chr. 11 22; Kz. i'i isf.; Is. 20 1, 2, 7; Is. 83?;

Mosha, ia, 17.

' Tliis is apparently supported by P2g. irfr, hero, miglity man, ^i

New Empire loan-word from Canaanite.

9
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to reflect two recensions, n«1D ^«1« "-in ^JK^ and IKID ''^«1« ^IVf

where ^«"1« ""^n = ''^S1«.'

2. In Ez. 43 isf. T^'^^ is, without doubt, the place where

the sacrifices are brought, a part of the altar. Like the Herodiau

altar it had four horns (Jos. Bel. Jud. 5, 5, 6). The name of

the 7t<"in, which is also four cubits high, is only a variation of

bi^'^^ ; (6 has apitjX for both. The usual derivation from a sup-

posed Ar. iriah, hearth, is not acceptable, as there seems to be

no such word (Albright). Starting from the popular etymology',

lion of God, Rasi explains that the fire on the altar took the

form of a crouching Hon: ni?nn nn\nt5> H^J^D b^ ^i^ D12^ bV

T]2fi2il *^2^ b)^ '^1^'D. It is improbable that the original form of

the word was ariel, since we find 7K'ni< in Samuel and Mesha,

and biXV] in Ezekiel; the kere in Samuel is evidently based upon

the popular etymology. While Ave might take b^'^T] to be the

ground-form, regarding the altar as the symbol of the world-

mountain, the reading in ® and the usage in Samuel are both

against this view.

3. In Is. 29 1, 7 7i<''*lfc< is without question a name for Jeru-

salem, as shown by the explanation in Hin n^lp. Targum

Jonathan, however, follows Ezekiel, translating t^HSlD. The

Misnah, Midddt 4 7, interprets the word as temj)le, and combines

the popular etymology with this treatment in a very curious

way: •'in iD^its^ n«^ HDm vjs^D nnii rin«D lif by7\rx\

The explanation of the word as temple is an extension of the

meaning alta7' adopted by most Jewish exegetes, followed by

Duhm. But ^^nKD *b nnTi) does not fit into tliis theory, and

Duhm's view that the city ^nll become hke a sacrificial hearth

because it runs with blood is out of the question, blood not

3 KJostei-mann's emendation, DXnnD hH ""ixn "23 "iW is based upon the

second half of the verse, and is both grammatically and linguistically

out of the question. Young lion is TB^ or nil. Halevy thinks that h»n»

means envoy (cf. Is. 33 7) or priest, in which he is followed by Lidzbarski

and others, but no etymology is offered. Grimme explains the word as

priest of the Urim, giving a fantastic derivation for the latter. But at

be#t the killing of two priests can hardly have been regarded as a heroic

deed worthy to be placed beside the slaughter of three hundred men.
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being mentioned at all. The assumption that the city received

its name from the altar is very improbable, and v. 2 is inexpli-

cable on the supposition that bi^'^'M^ means altar here. Accor-

dingly most scholars look elsewhere for the solution of the

difficulty. Thus ^Marti, following Cheyne, reads Uriel, which

might be a monotheistic adaptation of the name Jerusalem.

AVhile it is true that the element SaJem resembles Sulmanu. a

name of Inurta (KAT., 475), ^ve should at least expect the

writing /'KIT like D''bt71T; moreover, it would be most extra-

ordinary that the name is found only here. The Ass}Tian spelling

Urusalini is merely the cuneiform reproduction of *IeruSalem,

as there is no ?'/ in Assyrian. Grimme, OLZ., IV 44, derives

Ariel from har-eh mountain of God (Ez. 43 i.')); Jerusalem is

called in the Psulras ""tr^lp in and also ]"ISi* ^VOT (Ps. 48 i),

referring to the world-mountain in the north. According to

this view the altar would be symbolic of the mountain of the

world, identified with Mt. Zion. P)ut Grimme cannot explain

the second verse satisfactorily.* The view of Jeremias {ATAO.,^

558) that we have here the Babylonian word aral{l)fi in its two

meanings world-mointtaiii and underirorhl is much more in

accord with the context, where Ariel appears both as a name
of Mount Zion and as a place of sorrow and weeping like the

lower world.

4. Is. 33 :: ]r3n^ ID ci^tT ^DN'^0 n:{in ipj;:? D^sns |n.

Targum .Ion. renders pH^ v^flS ID. considering N1N as nxifc<

and D7 as UTw, to them. This interpretation is excluded by the

parallelism, to say nothing of its grammatical difficulty. The
Talmud explains D/'XIS as tlio name of a class of angels. Dunas.

following Saadya, thinks that D^t^lK is a plural meaning nobles

or caravan chiefs (lit. camel-riders), but these theories are based

on the context, and do not apply to other passages. Menahem

« Winckler's thfory (Grschichte Israels II, 2.5.5) tliat ^M'nK means
Schutzgott is unprovable, and fleniands too many chanpes in the ti'xt.

Ben Yi'hiula explains the word hire without reference to the other

occurrences as Pilgerstadt, followinp Saadya Gaon, but the opinion of

the latter is haH(>d on a late etymolojpcal combination with HKn, see

(Ariel is the place to which one comes to see God). p]ven if the name
is connected with mK, gather, and rendered the aasemhly of God, tin-

•econd nassagr- would remain inrxplicaldc.

9*
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ben Saruk renders They ivept over the altar, disregarding the

resulting absence of a subject. Kimlii regards the word as a

synonym of ]i<7D, messenger!' Duhm takes the word to mean
hero, comparing II Sam. 23 20, and refers it to Judas Macca-
baeus, who was compared to a lion. Is seems to me, however,

that Neubauer^ is correct in explaining iuhahitants of Jeru-

salem; we may then read Ub\^ '^^i^bt^, messengers of Jerusalem,

in the second hemistich. The passage seems to mean that

Hezekiah sent envoys from Jerusalem to the Assyrian monarch,

bewaihng the desolation of the land and bringing gifts as a

token of submission.

5. On the stele of Mesha we have (12 f.) biTli^ Di^ U^^ nt^Xl

nnpn t^DD ^:Qb nnnO^l niM. in ul he says: Dt^D np«"i

ti'DD ^l^b nnnnDiSl mn^ '^[^IJX. From the little town of

"^Atarot Mesha took one 7i<1^<; from the city of Nebo he took

several. Halevy explains the word here as priest; Grimme and

Lidzbarski follow him. Winckler (KAT., 225) reads Ariel-

Dodah, like *^Astar-Kem6§. The word can hardly be used in

the sense of priest, as the capture of a priest would not be a

great event, nor can it mean hero, as Mesha states that he slew

all the men. The second passage is decidedly against Winckler's

view. It is also impossible to explain 7i<*lJ< here as altar-hearth

(Meyer, IV., 257) since an altar-hearth cannot be carried cap-

tive. Since the b\^'^'i^ belonged to a god, could be carried into

captivity like a man, but had to be dragged, I would render it

as image (/DS) or rather as massehah representing deity. The
ancient Orientals were accustomed to carry the statues* of foreign

gods into captivity, placing them in their temples as a symbol

of the submission of conquered peoples. Thus the Elamites

carried the image of Nana away from Erech about 2285 b. c,

and the Hittites took the images of Marduk and Sarpanit to

Hana some centuries later. The Assyrian kings carried off the

gods of conquered peoples as a general rule, as stated repea-

tedly in their inscriptions. Similarly, the Philistines took the

ark of Yahweh, which, at least according to their view, symbo-

lized Yahweh himself, into captivity.

5 For other explanations see Ben Yehuda's Thesaurus, s. v.

6 Athen. 1886, 400 (Gesenius-Buhl, s. v.).
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6. It appears therefore that we have ^N^t^ in four different

meanings: hero, altar or place where sacrifices are offered, a

name of Jerusalem, and image of r/od or ma>t^ehah. AVhat ^vas

the original meaning of the word? All the places -svhere it

appears seem to be archaic or archaistic in character. The
different spellings, such as ^Sn«, ^«nX, ^^t^lK, ^«in indicate

that the word is a loan from a foreign language and variously

adapted by popular etymology to Hebrew speech-consciousness.

The diversity of meaning shows that the common basic signi-

ficance had already fallen into disuse and must be recovered

by combination. It seems to me that this basic significance had

something to do with death or the dead. The Sumerians called

the abode of the dead Arali, whence Babylonian Aral(l)u, just

as in Is. 29 2 the underworld is called ^fc<''"li<. The dead is the

father of the living, and seen through the magnifying glass of

memory is generally conceived of as a hero. Accordingly the

heroes of the past are called D vSIt^. just as D'^^OI means both

shades and heroes. This explains the passage in Samuel, where

M, has nXID 0)btr\^ ^Jty and (§ had nXID ^N1« ^:n ^y^, just as

we have as expressions meaning heroes of the past both ''J^

nSin and D\yS"l. both pjj; ""jn and U'plV- An ancient Hebrew
name of the burial place, where offerings of food and drink

•were made to the dead, seems to have been 7NIK, AVhile n^TlD

from a root meaning slaufjhter was the name applied to the

altar of sacrifice, 7t<"lfc< was then perhaps the name of the altar

of offerings to the dead. Ezekiel, who is fond of archaisms in

general, appears to use the old word 7fc<^i< as a synonym of

n^TD. The Mesha stele shows that the word also had the

meaning ma<schah, which may indicate that the grave stele as

well as the table of offerings which stood before it was included

under the designation ^^<'^^<. The extension of the use ofmasschah

from (jrave stele to stele represeutitDj dtiti/ carried witli it a

similar development of the meaning of /'fc<'^^<, corresponding to

the evolution of the ])rivate cult (»f the dead to a public cult of

tiie gods. If the restoration of the second jiassage on the Mesha
stone is correct, we may suppose tliat the D''/'Sli< were mnssehbt

of Yaliweh and liis subordinate divinities.

'I'he cult of the dead was, of course, well-known in ancient
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Palestine. The numerous vessels and cup-marks discovered in

connection "with tombs show that the dead were provided with

food and water; cf. also Ben Sira, 31 irf. The Massoretic

pointing DrilGS CiT'D^D "'I^IS'I in Ez. 43 7 indicates that high-

places were supposed to be attached to the tombs of the kings

at Jerusalem, though DniD? is probably the original reading.

Also Is. 65 4 proves that ofterings were made at the tomb; even

in Israel there were remnants of this pagan cult, against which

the Law contended (Deut. 26 u). In this connection it may be

noted that the same word is used for coffiti and for ark of

Yahtveh. Similarly the D''D7ty HIIT may have been originally

an offering made to the dead, part of the feast, the blood, being

given to the spirit.''

Having shown the connection between the differing meanings

of Ariel, it remains to explain its association with the city of

Jerusalem. In Is. 29 1 the city of David referred to is, of

course, Zion, and ]V!i means also tomb. When Josiah asked

(II Kings 23 17): 6,1 ]nn HD, the answer was i:>^« "inpH

DTl/'i^n. In Zion the people of the surrounding country may
have buried their dead. In the southern part of the mountain,

near Siloam, tombs have recently been found, which may have

belonged to the first kings of Judah.^ Accordingly the name

Ariel may be equivalent to necroi^olis, hke Zion. Possibly also

the name Jerusalem contains the element kilem, dead, and

means eity of the dead, necropolis. Salem, Zion, Ariel are three

names belonging to different periods; according to tradition

Salem was employed at the time of Abraham, and Zion at the

time of David.

While the Talmud cannot be considered a direct source for

early Palestinian conceptions, it contains many valuable traditions,

and mentions many survivals of an older period. The word

Dvfc<1fc< in the Talmud refers to the angels of death. When
Rabbi Judah died bar-Kappara said {Ketuhot, 104); Dvi<ni<

' In Assyrian salamtu (whence Aram, seladda) is corpse, and salam

samSi is sMWsef, properly death of the sun (Albright, AJSL, XXXIV, 142).

Ar. aalim means wounded to death.

* Elsewhere I will discuss the question of these tombs, especially on

its topographical side.
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n:im) D^piifDH n« d'^^xinh in:?: cnpn ]n«n irn« D''pi:iDi

^lpr\ ]T\^. The Mesukim are the angels of the upper world,

and the Er elim are the angels of the lower world, who defeat

the former and carry the ark of God (i. e. Rabbi Judah) captive.

Midras Konen (Ben Yehuda, Tliesaunis,^. v.) names as different

classes of angels the D''^«1«, D''D«^D, and D"':S1«, so that the

Er elim appear as the lowest category, the Ufannim being the

angels in the n^DTD. or Chariot of God.

THE BABYLONIAN TEMPLE-TOWER AND ^ HE ALTAR OF
BURNT-OFFERING

W. F. ALBRIGHT
AMEBICAN SCHOOL OF OBIENTAL RESEARCH, JERCSALEM

The studies of my friend Mr. Feigin have placed the old

problem of Ariel in a much clearer light, though I am not able

to agree with all his suggestions. There can be no doubt that

the balance of probability is now in favor of the Assyrian

etymology long maintained by Jeremias and others. In Meso-

potamian cosmology Mount Aral(l)u, Sum. Arali (for etymology

of. AJSL., XXXV, 191, n. 1), in the far north was the home

of the shades, whence Hades was called in Suraerian kur,

mountain, and in Assyrian hurb-on, mountain, as Zimmern has

recently shown. Aralfi is written ideographically E-KIJR-US
(BAD), House of the mountain of the dead. Aral(l)u is also

the mountain of the gods, E-garsacj-fial-h'tr-hur-ra, House of the

great mountain of the lands, and is further identilied with the

fabulous mountain of gold in the land of the gods. As E-kiir

and E-tjar.iUfj-kur-Jcur-ra were two of the most popular names

of zikkurnti, or temple- towers, we may safely suppose that

the latter, being the terrestrial representations of the mountain

of the gods, shared its name Arallfi. Originally, of course, the

mountain of the gods and the mountain of the shades were

distinct conceptions, but since both were placed in the far north

they were naturally confused.
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In Is. 29-2, b^'^li^ clearly means Hades:

»]:!{Sijn inio« ns^cji i^ip ^'^^^'^^^^ ^'^'^

Thou shalt become like Hades ; I will encamp like a wall against thee.***

The voice of a shade shall be thine; from the dust thou shalt utter chirps.

The denizens of the underworld were supposed to become

birds, clad in feathers (Descent of Istar, line 10). The con-

ception that the soul of a dead man is embodied in a bird,

especially an owl, is almost universal. Is. 33 7,

is evidently, following the Talmudic tradition (see Mr. Feigin's

article), to be rendered as follows:

Behold the Ar'elim cry without; the propitious angels wail bitterly.

The thought seems to be that the destructive spirits of the

lower world have invaded the land, howling like jackals without

while they spread famine and pestilence; the spirits of heaven

weep bitterly over the godlessness of the land and its consequent

suffering. The shades were called both Ar^elhn and Bene Arel

(II Sam. 23 20, LXX), just as they are also both RefcChn and

Bene Bafci, "Anakhn and Bene "Anak.'^ These expressions are

used in the Bible just as in Egypt and Mesopotamia for the

demigods and heroes of a bygone age as well as for the shades

of the lower world in general.

There is no phonetic objection to the combination of Ar''el

with Aralu\ the final u is dropped in Hebrew loan-words from

Assyrian, as in ediiyH^, inundation. The various writings point

unmistakably to a loan-word which was adapted to Hebrew by

popular etymology in different ways. The pronunciation Art'el

is evidently based on a reminiscence of Nergal-Irra, called iar

Arali and usually represented as a lion. The variant liar^el in

* Pronounce metrically kobmeres.

2 For the etymology of D''«B1 see Haupt, AJSL., XXXIII, 48; the

stem is nsi = rabu, set, of the sun. Similarly D^p3S may be connected

with Ar. a'naTca, set, of the stars (cf. AJSL., XXIV, 142). This is, of

course, very doubtful, but is at least more likely than the old combination

with a'nak, If ]i;r-necked.
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Ez. 43 15 means mountain of r/oJ , like Arallu. That the -svord

should be a genuine Hebrew compound is impossible, as we have

no parallels. Moreover, the rendering hearth of God is excluded

bv the fact that there is no -word iriali, hearth, in Arabic, as

lightly assumed by all the commentators. The word supposed

to mean hearth is one of the many forms of the word m, arii,

dfii, ar'iiah, crib, stall, enclosure (cf. Barth, ZDMO., LYII, 636),

a pre-Islamic loan from Aram, nria, itself derived from Assyr.

urf(, stall, enclosure, another loan from Sum. i(r (Sumerisches

Glossar, p. 49, irr YI), with the same meaning.

As seen by Jeremias, Ariel as the name of Mount Zion^ is

identical with Arallu, mountain of god, Heb. liar kode^. Similarly,

the highest of the thi-ee stages of the altar of burnt-offering in

the temple of Solomon and Ezekiel bears the same name. The

striking resemblance of this altar to the Babylonian stage-tower

was pointed out many years ago by Haui)t, who said (Toy,

Ezekiel, p. 187): "The Temple resembled, to a certain extent,

a Babylonian temple-tower of three stories, and the altar of

burnt-offering is practically a Babylonian temple-tower on a

smaller scale, or rather, the temple-tower is, as it were, a huge

altar." The commonest type of stage-tower had three stages;

cf. the illustrations in Gressmann, Altorientalische Texte unci

BilOer, II, 39. Descriptions of stage-altars may be found in

Dalman's I^etra, pp. 141 (on the suinn\it of a high-place), 288 (on

a terrace), and 299, but all of these are crude compared with

the Jewish altar, which was certainly based on Mesopotamian

models, coming through Phoenicia.

The reconstruction of the altar of burnt-offering (Ez.43 13-17)

given in the commentaries (cf- Kraetzschmar, Handkomuicntar,

p. 279, and Toy, Ezekii-l, p. 191) requires a slight moditication.

The y'yi^T] pTI' is not the lowest of four stages, but is the

foundation of the altar, just as rendered by the Targum, which

gives ^<nVl5'n. since its surface was then on a level with the

^ The name Zion proljaMy nir-anH moxintain rather than necropolis;

Ar. Buiiah means mound as well as stone-heap = Heb. p'S, and K^'. i]n

means mountain.

« Restoro pxn also after p'n in i3; it has fallen out before nOHn hy

ha|>logra{)hy.
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surrounding pavement it becomes clear why the 71^J, houndary

(13, 17), was necessary to mark the limit of the sacred altar-area.

Thus, while the total height from the bottom of the foundation

to the top of the horns was twelve cubits (1 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 1), the

actual elevation of the surface of the ar'el above the pavement

was ten cubits (2 + 4 + 4), agreeing exactly with the ten cubits

stated in II Chr. 4 i as the height of the altar of Solomon's

temple, the cubit being here also presumably the Babylonian

cubit of 21 inches specified by Ezekiel. Moreover, the boundary

(13) was half a cubit (one span) from the base of the lower

stage,^ another span in width (i7), while the pTl projected a

cubit beyond the boundary, so the total length and width of the

altar would be 12 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 4 = 20 cubits, just as stated in

II Chr.4i.

The enigmatical expression |*^^^^ pTI, bosom of the earth, is

very important, as it is simply a literal translation of Assyr. irat

kigalli, bosom of the Tiigallu, commonly used to denote the

foundation of a temple-tower. The word kigalhi, literally great

earth, means underivorld, site, basis, and foundation-platform,

the latter sense arising from the fancy that the temple-tower

was the link of heaven and earth (dur-an-ki), founded in the

underworld and reaching heaven, a hyperbole recurring count-

less times in the inscriptions.

No less characteristically Mesopotamian is the use of the

term ar'el for the highest stage of the altar, rather than for the

whole altar. Assyr. zikkuratii means properly mountain-peak

{zikkurat sadi) , and refers primarily to the topmost stage,

though it may be extended by metonymy to include the entire

temple-tower, whose original name was ekurrn, mountain-house,

5 The term mty, generally misunderstood, and even combined with

Assyr. usurtu, means properly terrace, terrace-platform. Ar. 'ddirak is

terraced court before a house, and South. Ar. "nPC has the same meaning

(contrast Weber, MVAG., 1901, p. 66). The primary sense is what is

supported, upheld from the stem 'dr, support, help. The mtX> of Solomon's

temple (II Chr. 4 9 6 is) corresponds exactly to Assyr. kisallu, the terrace-

platform in front of the temple. Here Solomon erected his bronze "1V3

(also Babylonian, as pointed out JAOS., XXXVI, 232) on which to address

the multitude assembled before the temple.
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whence Aram, ekitrru, shrine, idol. The cosmic symbolism

appears clearly in the four horns, or rather four mountains, if

we may judge from the four "horns" on an altar at Petra. If

there were any possible doubt regarding the correctness of our

interpretation, it should be removed by the variant har-el,

mountain of god, in verse lo (see above).

From Mr. Feigin's discussion it appears that arel in the

Mesha stone means massehali, pesel, and not pillar-altar or

altar-htarth, as commonly assumed. As is well-known, among

the Western Semites the symbol of deity was rarely more than

a stone menhir or a wooden post, and it is seldom possible to

distinguish sluirj)ly between mai^sehah and pesel. It is not

certain how^ arel came to mean pet>el. Porphyry says that the

altar was regarded as the symbol of deity by the Arabs (cf.

Lagrange, KeUyions semitiqxes, p. 191) and Robertson Smith

{Religion of the Semites, p. 201 ff.) maintains that the altar is

a development of the massehaJi. While the latter view cannot be

seriously defended, it must be admitted that there is often no

clear distinction between the two. On the whole I am inclined

to favor Lagrange's theory that the !«rt.v>e^(Jt as a stele re-

presenting divinity reflects the Mcsopotamian temple-tower {op.

cit. p. 192 ft'.), though I would not go as far as he does. The

conception is, of course, primitive, taking root in a fetishism

found all over the world; the cult-symbolism of later times,

however, is oft(;n unmistakably Mesopotamian in origin. It is

more than likely that Egyptian influences have also been at work

here. The Egyptian analogue of the zikknrat is the pyramid,

which assumes two forms, the stage-tower surmounted by a

pyramidion, which developed into the later stageless pyramid,

and the obelisk crowned by a pyramidion. This pyramidion

bore the name }>h or hnhnt,^ also applied by metonymy to the

• For the relation between the ohelisk and the pyramidion cf. Brt-asted,

Devtlopment of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, p. 70 ff. The bn

was furtht-r combined by paronoma>-ia witli the Onti, phoenix, also sym-

bolizintr the sun. Fur the etymoluj,'y < if //«, W^nt see ^./.SL., XXXIV, li'Jii,

note. litre also belongs Ar. bandn, Hn^^rrs, extremities of the body;

cf. Assyr. iddn iadi, mountain peak, lit. finger {uhanit > * ibhdm is not

etymologically connected with bnbnt) of the mountain.
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vvbole obelisk, just as in the case of the Babylonian zikkurat.

The pyramidion called hn, which stood in the temple of the sun

at Heliopolis, corresponds to the massehah or hammdn of Samas
or Ba'al, just as the "wooden dd pillar of Osiris is parallel to the

Asirat post, as pointed out by Ember. While the pyramidion

was originally only a speciaHzed type of massehah, in the course

of time it certainly came to represent the mountain of the earth.

Though the obelisk had other symbolism also, one can hardly

doubt that the two obelisks flanking the pyla of some Egj'ptian

temples, reappearing as architectural loans in Phoenician and

Syrian temples, represent primarily the mountains of dawn,

figuring so often in West -Asiatic and Egyptian literature and

art. As is well-known, these obelisks finally appear as laktn

and Jfl'o^(?) in the temple of Solomon, also facing the east, the

sH SaniM. All this cosmological symbolism is comparatively

recent, even though appearing in our oldest monumental sources.
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THE SUPPOSED BABYLONIAN DERIVATION
OF THE LOGOS

W. F. ALBRIGHT
AMEBICAK SCHOOL OF OREEKTAL RESEARCH, JERUSALEM

RECENTLY a serious effort has been made by the distin-

guished Assyriologist of Oxford, Stephen Langdon, to trane

the Hellenistic conception of hypostati/.ed reason to a Babylonian

origin.^ So far as I know, the first attempt of this character

was made by Hehn,' whose work is not quoted by Langdon, but

wjio anticipated some of the ideas presented by the latter. The

well-known Dutch Old Testament scholar, F. Buhl, also holds

similar views.^ If these theories are correct, we must radically

reyise our estimates of Greek philosophical originality, and at

the same time assume a much profoundcr development of Meso-

potamian thought than the available cuneiform sources have

seemed to warrant. With I^angdon's desire to penetrate deeper

into the understanding ofBabylonian philosophy we must heartily

sympathize. Mistakes can hardly be avoided in so treacherous

a field— it is well so, since error may cause the explorer to

stumble on discoveries to which initial correctness would have

blinded him. However, it is essential that theories of such a

nature be criticised by different minds, and that arguments

adduced be carefully analyzed; we will, therefore, examine the

evidence for Langdon's contention sine ira et studio.

' Sci- especially J72.1 5., Utl8. 4:1.3—440—Note tlif lullowiiifj: abl)reviri-

tiona: BA=='Bcitrage zur Assyriologic; JRAS.,—Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society; RA.,=^Revue d'Assyriologic; S'G/.,«=Delitz3ch, Sumeriscfics

Gloanar.

' ^.4., r, 299 ff. 3 OT/A., 1916, 265-268.
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According to Langdon there are two principal sources from

which the conception of the Logos may ultimately be derived:

mummn, which he renders 'creative form,' and enem Enlil, 'word

of Enlil,' personified in Sumerian hymns and penitential psalms.

Let us first consider the latter. Enlil, or EUil, is the god of

storms, Avhose name means 'Lord of the wind,' and who is con-

tinually represented in Sumerian literature as sending in wrath

his devastating thunder-storm and cloud-burst upon the land.

As lord of the destroying storm, Ellil is represented as over-

whelming the low-land with his ud, or storm, heralded by his

enem {=^gu in classical Sumerian), that is, his 'voice,' not his

'word.' The Sumerian enem Ellil is exactly equivalent to Heb.

Kdl Yahneli, 'voice of Yahweh,' used in the Old Testament for

'thunder.' The Babylonian rendering amat Ellil, 'word of ElHl,'

is as slavishly literal and inaccurate as other Babylonian ren-

derings of Sumerian idiomatic expressions. For example, Sum.

izkim-iila , 'life-index,' is translated in Babylonian by tukultii,

'help, support,' and kipUi, 'guarantee.' The assumed parallel

quoted by Langdon from the Wisdom of Solomon, 18 i5, is false;

here we have the command of God hypostatized, and there is

no reference to the ominous voice of the thunder storm.

The question of the meaning of mummn is more complex,

since there are two entirely distinct homonyms, both Sumerian

loan-words in Babylonian. Hitherto, most scholars have assumed

that the occurrences of mummti in cuneiform literature outside

the vocabularies belonged to one word, and the effort to bring

order from apparent chaos has resulted in giving the word the

mystic sense 'prototype, creative form,' etc., translations inspired

by Damascius' interpretation of Mwu/if? = Mummu as fOJ/ro?

/coVyoto?. The old explanation of mummu as 'noise,'* generally

rejected in favor of Jensen's 'form, mould, '^ is adopted again

* The word mummu was supposed to be Semitic, derived from the

stem hwm or hmyn, 'roar' (Jensen, Kosmologie, p. 321 f.). Bohl, loc. cit.,

derives it from hmy, assumed to be the root of amatu, 'word.' All these

etymologies are phonetically out of the question, since the Old Babylonian

form is awdtu, derived, as seen by Ungnad, from the stem hwyi 'an-

nounce,' occurring in Assyrian, Arabic, Aramaic, Hebrew, and Egyptian.

5 See his Kosmologie, p. 323 f. , and Mythen und Epen, p. 302 f. The rea-

sons given by Jensen in support of his rendering are now all antiquated,
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by Langdon, who tries to haiinonize the divergent tlieories by

speaking of 'creative reason,' or of the creative Word, ^vhich

shaped itself into form. If the Babylonians really held such

metaphysical notions, they were the first thoroughgoing pantheists,

not to say monists, in histor}'. It may be shown, however, that

the hypothesis is based upon a series of misunderstandings which

might have been averted by a sound philological exegesis. It is

very unfortunate that exact philology is unpopular in many
circles at present, though as a reaction against a philology which

claimed wide territories over which it had no right, this lack of

sympathy is intelligible. Without devoting more space here to

previous conjectures, let us consider the cuneiform evidence.

The vocabularies give two words mummu, one meaning 'mill,

mill-stone,' the other 'lady,' Bab. helium (V R 28 gh, 63). The
first word, Hke its synonyms iimmahi and crii (from ara, SGI

B2) is aSumerian loan-word, from nmun, 'mill,' while the second,

though unrecognized hitherto, is just as certainly from Sum.

timun, 'lord, lady;' the Sumerian words for 'lord" do not have

a sex distinction.^ Mummu as a divine appellative is clearly

the latter. MiDnmii TCdmat is 'Lady TiTimat' (miimmu may
have had a caritative connotation). Ea mummu ban kdia is not

'Ea the creative reason, maker of all things,' but 'Ea, the lord,

creator of all.' Marduk and Nril)u are called mummu, 'lord,'

and mCu- mummi, 'son of the lord (Ea),' expressions which are

strictly parallel to ruhO , 'i)rince.' and mar ruJ/i, 'son of the

prince,' titles of Ea and Marduk.' There is nothing esoteric in

the phrases mar Tuhi and vidr inummi, which correspond to mar
an'tli, son of a nobleman.' /. r. one who is a nobleman l)y l)irth,

and hence truly noble. By a natural development these phrases

80 it is remarkable that Langdon sliould liave accepted the meaning

without an examination. Mumtnu has nothing to do with ummdmi, 'work-

man,' the oldest form of which is ummidnu, a loan-word from Sum.

utntnea, with a Semitic ending affixed, nor can either be derived from

the stem 'mm.

« Cf. JAOS., XXXVIII, 198 f.

' It was upon these apjicllations that Rommel built his theory of the

E^pto-Sumerian heavenly ocean called Nun some thirty years ago. Sum.

nun, however, means 'prince,' read in Semitic rubd, and Eg. nQn means

'subterranean fresh-water ocean,' Babylonian apsH, Heb. tehom.
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come to mean simply 'prince,' 'noble,' 'freeman,' just as Aramaic

harndM, 'son of man,' comes to mean 'man.'^ The Mummu
(= Moovfxi? of Damascius) who together with Apsu is slain by

Ea in the first uprising of the powers of Chaos, as described in

in the first tablet of the Babylonian Creation Epic, recently

completed by the Assur fragments published by Ebeling, is ori-

ginally a doublet of Mummu Ti'amat. In Sumerian Apsii, as

the Mother Engur (Amorok of Berossus®) is feminine, as reflect-

ed by the statement in the epic that Apsu took his 'vizier,'

Mummu, on his lap and kissed him. In Sumerian cosmogony

the subterranean fresh waters are the mother of all; the Semites

regarded the fresh water ocean, Heb. Tehom, as the father of

all life, who pours liis fertilizing seed into the lap of the earth,

while the orthodox Sumerian conception is that the fresh water

sea is a woman, from whose subterranean womb the waters are

born. It would seem that Damascius's idea that Mummu == votjro?

Koa-jmoi is based upon a combination of Babylonian and Stoic

ideas, like most of the writings of Stoic and Neo-Platonist com-

parative mythologists , following in the footsteps of Hecataeus

and Plutarch. While it is possible that the late meaning of hit

mummu (see below) influenced the explanation, it is sufficient

to recall that the Sumerians and their Babylonian heirs saw the

seat of a mysterious w^isdom in the subterranean ocean, the ah-

2U, 'abode of wisdom,' an idea which passed on to the Gnostics

(AJSL., XXXVI, 292 f.), and to the Stoics; Cornutus says

(4, 13) of Poseidon, \6yog Ka9' ov iSlei )) (pvcris, and (8, 13) of

Oceanus, 6 (o/ce'co? veofievos \6yos. This, however, is only a late

and very secondary interpretation based on the Babylonian ideas

Avhich began filtering in to Stoic thought through Poseidonius.

It is, however, true that the Babylonians later confused

mummu, 'lord,' with mummu, 'mill,' in their scholastic learning

often adopting the most fanciful interpretations, based on folk-

loristic conceptions/" CT., 13, 32, rev. 10, we read: mummu

8 It is true that there is an apocalyptic connotation to the expression

'Son of Man' in the apocalyptic literature. This question I will discuss

in an article to appear in the Heme cle Vhistoire des religions.

9 See AJSL., XXXV, 162, n. 3.

10 Cf. JAOS, XXXIX, 69.
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irpetxm U$ (Langdon ut!) taqrihd-ma—mummu rigmu = 'Let

mummu grind" the clouds

—

mummu = thunder.' ^^ Another

commentary, published by King, Seven Tablets of Creation,

Vol. II, plate LIV, 82— 3—23, 151, gives the following words,

taken Avith slight modifications from a connected text: mummu.
irpetu. main, kagihu. niSi. tintu. naddnu, the original of which

may be rendered, 'Mummu grinds the clouds, full of rain, and

gives food to the people." This explanation o? 7nummu obviously

reflects the wide- spread popular belief that thunder is caused by

the gi'inding of a celestial mill, or by the bruising of the clouds

in a mortar with a stone pestle, a still more primitive idea. The

clouds are bruised by the thunder stone, and the food-producing

rain oozes out. Thus the Brazilian ]Mundurucus think that the

mother of the rain causes thunder by rolhng her pestle in the

mortar.^' The thunder-god Indra possesses a great mill-stone,"

primarily, of course, to produce thunder. Here also belongs the

Finnish celestial mill Sampo, and perhaps the German Grotti.^*

Bit mummu is undoubtedly used of a technical school for

craftsmen and architects, but there is no proof that it coiTesponded

to our 'university,' and the etymology given by Jensen is impos-

sible/^ Thureau-Dangin's reading of UMUN-ma = um))iuku,

savant, as mum-yyia (RA., 10, 170) is erroneous; the correct

reading is um-ma=ummea, savant. The passage IV R 23, 1,

Col. 4, 25, enu}na alpa ana hit mummu tuieribu = 'If you bring

an ox into the house of the mummu, ^ shows that hit mummu
means primarily 'mill-shed,' whence 'work-shop, technical school.'

After the archaic term mummu, 'lord,' had fallen into disuse

except as an appellative of Marduk and a few other gods, it was

very natural to inteq)ret it as 'mill,' and to suppose that it refer-

'• Assyr. kapdl/u, 'break, cut,' is Heli. kagdv, Ar. kd^aba, 'break, cut.'

'2 For rigmu, 'thunder,' of., e. g., Aiuama (Knudtzou Ed.) No. 147,

13. Rammun as thunderer is called Bdgimii.

'* Pcnmfyhnnia Museum Journal, Vol. 8, p. 138.

»« Athnrva Veda, 2, 31.

'» Cf. Kuhn, Herabkunft den Feners , p. 102 f., where the subject is

not, however, treated with the breadth to be expected now, after two

generations of progress beyond the methods employed in that remarkable

work.

'• Cf. note 5, above.

10
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red to Marduk in his quality of grinding the clouds. It appears

then that no Babylonian philosophical theory of creative evolution

can be deduced from the use of the term mummu.
Langdon goes on to establish a Babylonian principle of cos-

mic reason (p. 444) from the expressions markasu and tarJiullu,

which mean, according to him, 'band, rope, guide, leader,' and

finally 'form, pattern.' Incidentally, he takes occassion to ridi-

cule Jensen's translation of the words as 'mooring-post.'^^ It

may very easily be shown that Jensen was right in this rendering;

both in Egypt and in Babylonia the mooring-post was a most

popular metaphor, used to indicate stabihty and permanence.

On account of the similar geographical environment of the two

countries, navigation developed in a similar way, and its termi-

nology received essentially the same tropical treatment. In both

countries death was the final mooring on the bank of the river

of life (Eg. mny, Bab. emeclu). Markasu, like its synonym

mahrahi, is a nomen loci, from rakdsu, 'fasten,' meaning thus

'the place of fastening (ships);' Sum. (gi§) dim-ma, literally

'fastener of the ship,' is translated by markas eXippi and dimmu
Sa elipjn, and dimmu is also employed for 'fuller's bat, obeKsk.'

TarktiUu, from Sum. dur-gul, synonym of dim-gul (ideogram

GI8-MA-MTJK , wooden ship-fastener) = dim-yal, lit. 'great

fastener,' has the same meaning, as is certain from the Flood

Poem, where (line 97) the storm-god tears out the tarkulle in

order that the hurricane may destroy the ships that are moored

to them. Anyone who has read a description of a typhoon on

a Chinese river will sympathize with the unlucky fisherman whose

boat is swept from its moorings. Temples and palaces are called

the markas mdti, or the tarkul mati, because they tower above

the plain, and seem to be in its center, drawing all men to them

and ensuring the security of the state by their own stability. Ar.

markaz, center, metropoUs, is ultimately derived from markasu.

The Babylonian expression is closely related psychologically to

the conception of a temple or city as the navel of the world, or

the hub of the universe. The transference of the epithet tarkullu

from temple to god (Langdon suggests the reverse) is perfectly

natural; in addition to Langdon's illustrations may be mentioned

>^ Cf. Jensen, Mi/then und Epen, p. 495.
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n E- 57 + cd, 55 f., where Xinurta is called dimgul-anna and

dimgul-kalamma, 'mooring-post of heaven,' and 'mooring-post of

the land.'

"VVe have some excellent parallels in Egyptian and Greek. In

the Eloquent Paasant, B. 1, 90—91,^^ a noble is called hyper-

bolically 'rudder (hmiv) of heaven, brace (s'u) of earth.' Cf. also

the illustrations given by Devaud, Sphinx, 13, 97 f.: 'pillar (ulf)

of heaven, brace of earth;' 'mooring-post (nmr) of heaven, brace

of earth."^ Similarly, in the Iliad, 16, 449, Sai^pedon is called

the epiuLa 7ro'\»;ft)?, 'pillar of the city;' the epfxa was a post placed

under a ship to hold it upright after being drawn on shore. All

these expressions are metaphors referring to the stabilizing of

something essentially unstable, and do not allude to a creative

reason binding the universe together, as Langdon thinks. It is

difficult to see why anyone should prefer an esoteric explanation

to such a natural and simple one.

The view of Hehn, mentioned above, is more sober, but is

based partly on the same misunderstanding oi mHm})iu as 'divine

reason.' Hehn does not allude to the 'word of Enlil,' but lays

the emphasis on the sonship of Marduk and his character as

savior of man in the famous incantation representing a colloquy

between Marduk and his father Ea. Thus Marduk, the mummu,
would be the prototype of the Logos of Philo and John. Hehn's

theor}' is, however, quite distinct from the views of Raduu, as

presented in his Bel, the Christ of Ancient Times, and Zimmern,

who in his brochures Zum Sireit um die CliristusmyOie and

Zum habylonischen Ntujahrsfest, Zueiter Beitrag''^ develops

very similar ideas, adopted by Frazer and others. The same

underlying similarities may be found in the cult and mythology

" Cf. Vopelsang, Kommentar zu 'leu Klagen des Bauern, p. 85.

>» For additional illustrations of a siniilar character pee now (jrapow,

Vergleiche und andere bUdliche Ausdriicke im Agyjttischen (Der alte Orient,

Vol. 21, Part 1—2) p. 12 (metaphors applied to gods).

20 Zimmpm's raastprly treatment of the philolopy should not blind one

to the fact that he has misunderstood some vital passajres in the first text

studied, and that the latter is thus not nearly so strikinp a parallel to

the Passion of Christ as he thinks. The important new jjaralhls with the

Attis and Osiris cycles, however, are of the greatest possible interest.

10*
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of any Oriental savior god, and have nothing to do with the

philosophical doctrine of the Logos.

Between the Hellenic Reason (Xo'yo? = ratio, not sermo or

verhumf^ of the Stoics and the Mesopotamian goddess of wisdom

a gulf is fixed, a gulf as wide as that between the Hellenic joy

in life and nature and the Oriental duahsm of the Gnostics. In

my paper, 'The Goddess of Life and Wisdom/^'^ I have traced

the development of the Mesopotamian goddess of wisdom through

her mythological and theological history until she is finally ab-

sorbed with Philo into the Godhead, becoming by the Most High

mother of the Logos. Without accepting Rendel Harris's view

of the sequence of Sophia and Logos stages in early Christianity,

w^e may note that the two hypostases, similar as they may appear

superficially, are yet at bottom as far apart as the antipodes.

The Logos represents the behef in the reign of the human mind,

and its triumph over enrironment, while the Sophia reflects the

beUef in a mysterious wisdom, handed down from gray antiquity,

when the gods revealed it to man. The Sophia doctrine is the

sign of stagnation, the Logos of progress. Hence the effort to

find an Oriental source for the Stoic doctrine of the Logos is

bound from the outset to prove a failure.

The Babylonians undoubtedly did possess an incipient meta-

physics based upon the animistic conception that the form or

outline of a thing is a separable soul, an idea which originated

in the beliefs concerning the shadow, and also in the practices

of sympathetic magic, where the soul of a man might be captured

by being enclosed in a magic circle or outhne representing the

man's body. Once admitting that the outhne of an object had

a separate existence from the object, it would naturally have to

be considered older, just as the outhne or plan of a building or

ship, cast by the hand of an architect, is older than the building

itself. Hence the term giS-zar was employed by the Sumerians

2t Cf. Haupt, The Beginning of the Fourth Gospel, Am. Jour, of

Philology, Vol. 41, pp. 177 ff.

22 See AJSL., XXXVI, 258—294, especially 285 ff. I am heartily in

accord with Zimmern's remarks in Zeitschrift der deutschen Morgen-

landischen Ges. Vol. 74, p. 432, n. 3, that Gnosticism is almost purely of

Oriental origin, going back mainly to late Aramaean syncretism; cf. AJSL
XXXVI, 290 f.
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in the sense both of a specific plan or outline, and of prototype.

Before the creation of any person or of any object, that person

or object exists as a mystic prototype in heaven, or in the mind

of the gods. Since these plans are thought of as being in heaven,

they were identified later with the constellations, while the move-

ment of events was believed to be typified in the movement of

the heavenly bodies. This explains the origin of the great astro-

logical system, which, with all its absurdities, was mother of our

astronomy, and thus one of the greatest contributions of the

Babylonian genius to civilization. The kernel of this development

of Sumerian metaphysics is found in a passage from the remar-

kable Sumerian poem, published recently by Ebeling," which

describes the creation of the world, and the giving of life to man

through the blood of Laraga (name of Tammuz as the architect):

'Aruru (the creatress) a goddess worthy of lordsliip,

Shall design the plans known to her alone.

artists and architects!^*

Like grain which grows of itself from the earth (are her plans),'^*

Changeless as the eternal stars.

Which celebrate the festivals of the gods day and night—
Herself she shall design the great plans.'

» Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur religiosen Inhalts, No. 4. The

text has been studied by Ebeling, ZDMG., LXX, 532 fl'.; Langdon, Pocme

sumerien du paradis, pp. 42 fiF.; Landersdorler, Biblische und bahylonische

Urgeschichte , pp. 66 fl'. The passage translated here is taken from the

rev., 17—25. My rendering is absolutely independent of the others, and

1 have not seen reason to change it since comparing it with them.

i« This line is in the vocative, like the phrase qiqqii qiqqii igar igar

'reed-huts, brick-walls!' in the Flood-tablet. Aruru, however, is not di-

rectly addressed, as Ebeling supposes.

" Ebeling's idea that the 'Weise und Helden' are to spring spontane-

ously from the ground is impossible. The similes of grain and the stars

refer clearly to the plans of Aruru, from which the universe springs

spontaneously, like grain, yet which are immutable as the constellations.

Compared with her immortal designs the plans and skill of the craftsmen

are as nought.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

Heb. ro\ evil = Arab, 'urr

IN Zeph. 3 1 Jerusalem is called filthy and polluted. RV sub-

stitutes rebellious for filtliy, but AY is correct: we must not

read more a, but mord= mor'd, participle Hof'al of tbe stem

of the post-Biblical ro' i, excrement = re'i Kel. 17, 2 we have

het-hd-re^i, commode, close-stool, and in Ber. 25^; Shabb. 47*

(BT 1, 93, 1. 2; 424, 1. 29)^ we find gdrdf-Uil-rei, chamber-

vessel or bed-pan {gdrdf = garrdf). For the spelling of re^l

Yidth iod after the r cf. Levias, § 13; Margolis, §3, 1; JBL 36,

76, n. 3; contrast 38, 155, n. 3. Instead of ro'?, excrement, we

had better read rei. % eirKpat/^g (S idi'^td) derived more a

from ra'd, to see (cf. ZAT 29, 283, n. 2). Buxtorf's lexicon"

(1710) p. 703 states that according to some, more d means in-

quinata,foedata, monstrosa. Do derlein remarked in Grotius'

A^inotationes (1776): Vocem Hebraeam more^d a re'i, stercor

(sic!) derivat h. Vogel {iirhs foeda). Graetz stated in his

Emendat. (1893): More'' a, squalida, immunda, a ro'i = re'i,

stercus] cf.Nah.de. Levy (4,405*) had called attention to

Bashi's explanation of this passage, but tje-samtik ke-ro^i means

I shall make thee a sight, i. e. a gazing-stock of wretched misery

(Nah. 10; ZDMG 61, 285, 1. 40). Levy (3, 235*) derived also

miir'd, gut, gizzard (Lev. lie) from the stem of ret = re^i,

excrement. For the softening of the 'ain see JBL 36, 257;

cf. JHUC, No. 316, p. 23.

Also Heb. ga' dl, to pollute, is a doublet oi ga'dl which may

be connected with Arab, ju^al, dung-beetle, plur. ji'ldn (cf.

ahu-ji'^rdn). Arab. jaV, excrement; ja'^s, dung;^'a w, dung-heap,

1 For the abbreviations see vol. 38 of this Jodknal, p. 142, u. 2.
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are derived from the same root (JBL 37, 222). Jtimiis may be

a transposition of maj'iis, just as zdmhara may be metathesis

of mazhara (JBL 34. 55, 1.8; 37, 227). We find also the

transposed form 'djalah, dirt. In the same way Heb. gadl, to

redeem (originally to pay an equivalent) is identical ^^^th Arab.

jd'ala, to bribe, inLji'dl, pay, wages, bribe (contrast BA 3, 70,

1. 36). The primary meaning of maj'fil, salary, is set, fixed,

stated, stipulated; cf. Assyr. Simu, price; fem. Simtu, fate. In

post-Biblical Hebrew we have the Babylonian loanword h'(7n

(= hiiium- cf. AJSL 1, 180, n. 1; 32, 67, 1. 4; JBL 35, 156;

36, 98) appraisement, valuation. For Arab. ^a'a?a, to begin, we

may compare our to set on (Geraian ansetzen). In Syriac, a^fil

means to place for care or custody {red ^hren) i. e. commit,

intrust.

Just as Heb. mor^d, filthy, is connected with re^i, excrement,

so Heb. ro'i, soiled, is derived from ro'd == ged, excrement

(Assyr. <^ii). Mdga'ot, latrines (2 K 10 27) is a formation hke

mohd (Ethiop. mnhd; AJSL 2, 6, n. 1) for maho, entrance

(Ethiop. mehitd). The stem of co'i has a f 2 (cf- Syr. fi = fe'?

and Arab. ?/afi*a, to be soiled; also rdiia^a, to leave the head

in a soiled condition; to clean it slightly, but not thoroughly):

it is therefore different from iafjd, to go out, which has a q^

(BAL 96; JAOS 28, 115). In vulgar German, heschissen (cf.

our dingy= diuiyy, French merdeua:, Ital. merdoso or merdellone,

and the Catulhan cacata cliarta) is used for soiled (AJP27, 160).

I have shown there that our cheated had originally the same

meaning {cj. also AJSL 22, 254, f). In Ethiopic, fe'a means

to stink.

German Dreck, excrement, filth, is used as a contemptible

expression for something had or icorthless , and Dreckkerl (or

Dreckseele; cf. French dmc de hone) denotes a fold or low

fellow (Span, cayado). Shakespeare uses fiWi (cf. Lat, lidum) in

the same sense, and filthy for low, mean, contemptible, just as

we use dirty for hase, low, groveling, krvih. jusiis, mean, con-

temptible, is derived from ja's, dung, filth (for the form cf.

Barth, § 144, 7; ZDMG 61, 714, 1. 13). Dunyy is also the

primary connotation of Heb. rn' , evil, which appears in Assyrian

as rayyii, with y for as in Syr. ythik for 'rhik = Arab, ddhika,
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to laugh (AJSL 22, 253, f; JAOS 32, 12, n. 18). Heb. ra\

evil, means originally eTcrementitious , fecal, ordurous, filthy,

dirty, nasty, foul, vile, offensive, fetid, noisome, disgusting,

loathsome. On the other hand, our ordure is the Ital. ordiira,

filth, which is connected with orrido, nasty = Lat. liorridus.

Luther has scheusslich for more a, Zeph. 3 i. The primary

connotations of Assyr. hiSu, bad, and tdhu, good, are fetid and

fragrant, respectively (ZA 30, 61). The he-goats, wliich have a

strong and offensive odor, are the emblems of evil (Matt. 25 23,41).

According to CD, had seems to be of nursery origin, viz. a

dissimilated form of ha-ha, German hdhd (both vowels very short

and the last syllable strongly accented) which is used as an

exclamation to warn infants not to touch something nasty: when

an infant tries to touch e. g. the excrements of a dog, the nurse

will say, Behheh! Zupitza derived had (= had-de) from OE
hceddel, hermaphrodite, appUed contemptuously (see the new

Oxford dictionary).

Heb. ra\ bad, appears in Arabic in the transposed form

^arr. We must assume that the biconsonantal roots were trans-

posed, and that / became ra^cC, while V became ^arar. Similarly

ra^d^ah, female ostrich, is a transposition of ^ardrah, fem. of

'ardr which denotes the cry of the male ostrich (cf. ru'^dh and

ra^ahat al-hamdmah; see also AJSL 32, 143). "We have the

same root V, to cry, in id'ira, to bleat, and im ara, to low,

bellow. Heb. na'^r means originally cry-hahy, bawler; cf. nar
hoM, Ex. 2 6; French enfant criard (GB^® xviii, ad p. 510^).

I do not believe that Assyr. ndru, singer, is a Sumerian loan-

word (ZA 31, 119). Cf. my remarks on Heb. sir, song, in JHUC,
No. 316, p. 23. Just as Assyr. Sent, song, is connected with

Mru, wind, so Arab, saf , rimed prose, is derived from sdja'a,

to coo, i. e. to utter a low, plaintive, murmuring sound. The

American turtle-dove is called mourning-dove', cf. Nah. 46;

ZDMG 61, 296, 1. 6, and 1. 64 of the cuneiform psalm addressed

to Istar, which is translated in the appendix to Delitzsch's

third lecture on Babel and Bible (Stuttgart, 1905) p. 68;

Zimmern, Bahyl. Hymnen und Gehete (Leipzig, 1905) p. 21.

Arab, ''drra is used of the fecal evacuations of a bird, but it

means also to harm (drrahu = saahu). 'Arrara signifies to
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manure, and a drra: to be filthy. The twelfth form, i' rdurd

{dmran qahihcm) corresponds to Heb. here , to do evil, commit

moral wrong. Ta drra mina-l-ldili must be connected with

Heb. ne' or mi^-ienatb (GB^'' 573^). ' Urrali means dioig, filth,

vice, and ma drrah: crime, sin, harm. A drru signifies more

evil, worse, and ' urrd is a had ivoman. 'J.r>' is synonymous

•Nvith ^arr, evil (.JBL 36, 1-41): we find laqitu minim Sdrran ua-

'drran, I experienced from him evil and mischief; diita Sdrru

minhu iia-d drru, thou art worse than he and more eril. Syr.

'afdr, to wash out the mouth, to clean the teeth, is privative

(to unsoil; cf. Lat. latrinas stercorare\ German misten, to clean

the stable; see Est. 35, below; Mic. 105, n. *). A causative

(ZDMG 64, 706, 1. 36; JBL 35, 320) derived from 'ar is sd'ara,

to infect (with itch, Arab, ^arr, 'uriir). The original meaning of

Arab, 'drra, to be itchy, mang}-, scabby, is to he filthy, loathsome.

On the other hand, our 67<rt66?/,mean,base,scurvy,meant originally

scabhy, mangy, and the primary connotation oi scurvy, vile, mean,

worthless, offensive, malicious, is scorbutic (for scurvy in AV
see DB 3, 329^). Shah is merely an assibilated form of scab,

and scab, which was formerly used as a term of contempt for a

mean, shabby fellow, and which denotes now especially a workman

who takes the place of a striker, meant originally affected icith

scabies.

Tollers' combination of Heb. rd with Arab, ra a , vicious

young men, dregs of the people, rabble (syn. .rrt^r a//; cf. Lat.

faex I'lopuli, scntina urhis, caenum plehejnm) was more correct

than the view of Gesenius, Fiirst and Konig, that Heb, 7a a
,

to be evil, is identical with ra a , to break, which is the Aramiiic

form of Heb, ra<;dr. Fiirst even believed that ra , evil, might

be connected with Arab, da da a, to shake, scatter, squander.

For ra , evil, prop, mangy, we may compare the French phrase

Ure mechant comme la gale, and for rc'i, excrement, from a

stem ra ai = rad cf. Arab, ^ard, idjri = Assyr. gardru , to

run (.JBL 32, 141, n. 14) and Syr. mdrri, to make bitter, as

Pael of mar (= marar) to be bitter (see AJSL 32, 75 and

JBL 38, 1G3.

Johns Hojjkins University Paul Haupt
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Heb. mardHt, chastisement and chastity

In 1 S 20 30 (J^) Saul calls bis son Jonathan hen-natidt

ham-mardid. This does not mean Thou son of the perverse,

rehellious ivoman (AV) but tJiou son of an unchaste woman
Avbich is equivalent to the Shakespearean ?r/!oresow;cf.Lagarde,

Mitteil. 1, 236; Driver, Budde, Schlogl, and Kautzsch's
AT' ad loc. I have explained the two preceding verses in

OLZ 12, 66; OC 33, 90. The literal translation of this phrase

is son of a woman ivho has been Jed astray ivitJi regard to dis-

cipline or moral training, chastity; cf. GK § 128, x; for the

article prefixed to mardut see § 126, e. Heb. na' iid corresponds

to Arab, ingcmd, to be led astray; Krah.gali {= gain) denotes

error, sin (Heb. '^auon = gaiddn) and Arab, ndladu gdiiatin

signifies bastard. 5 has bar hassirdt mardiitd, son of a woman
lacking discipline (or chastity). Syr. tellld de-Id reditd is an

ill-bred (badly brought up) girl.

Syr. mardutd (Noldeke, Syr. Or? § 138, B) means discipline

and chastisement, and both chastisement and chastity are derived

from Lat. castigare which means not only to chastise, but also

to restrain. The original meaning of castus, chaste, is restrained',

cf. eyKparrj^ acppoSicriwv, Heb. ganu = Arab, darii (GB^^ 688^)

and our continent = chaste. The verbs to chaste and to chastise

were formerly used for to reduce to submission. To discipline

may mean also to keep in subjection, regulate, govern, which is

the usual meaning of radd in Hebrew; but the primary connota-

tion of this stem is to beat. This may mean to strike, to strike

with the foot in moving, to tread upon, to overcome, vanquish,

conquer {cf. JSOR 1, 8, below). "We speak of a beaten path

or the beat of a pohceman, just as Arab, tajiq, path, is derived

from tdraqa, to beat, and Assyr. kibsu, path, from kahdsti, to

tread (JHUC, No. 306, p. 4). Syr. marditd therefore denotes

course, journey.

Assyr. radfi means to go, march, run, flow. Assyr. radii, to

drive, to lead, to reign, signifies originally to cause to go (cf.

Syr. drdi and Heb. holik, 2 K 5 19) and the primary meaning

of Assyr. radu, to pursue (cf. radddu and Ethiop. roda) is to go

after, whereas Heb. raddf is a transposition of parddu (JBL
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35, 158). Assyr. recU(, to unite sexually, means to tread = to

copulate; cf. our the cock treads the hen and Syr. deruktd, con-

cubine, from daral; to tread (Xoldeke, Si/r. Gr.' § 113). Syr.

derak ' al-dt{tet)d, to force a woman, does not correspond to

Heb.'iwna iSSci, but to Arab, ddjala =jdm(i a, which is identical

with ddkala = iui{ia\ the j=f/ = k is not due to the I (AJP

17, 489, n. 1 ; JBL 36, 141, n. 3) but to the d; cf. Assyr. dargii,

path = durku (Heb. dark). Heb. dardk qdSt means originally

to subdue the how (see below, p. 161). The e in Assyr. redit

suggests a final
'

; redu may therefore correspond to Arab.

rdda a = jdmd a. As a rule, Arab, rdda a means to check,

restrain; cf. above, the remark on Lat. castigare, to restrain.

(5 vie Kopaaiujv avrofxoXovvrwv , which may mean son of

runaxcay slavegirls (so Stade, GVI 1, 240) has been defended

by Klostermann. (t has iidlda ^aijdled rekusdt, son of impure

girls. If the original text had been hen na rot moredot (AJSL

26, 22, n. 40) it would not have been corrupted to hen-na tidt

ham-mardut; cf. the remarks on (5 7rp6 rev yevecrOai vfiag for

he-(ar))> riidt hoq ' alekem, before Fate descend upon you,JBL 38,

154. (5 niay have combined M mardut with Syr. mend, fugitive,

and mdrbdd which means not only rebellious, but also deserter.

AvTofxoXof denotes transfiige, deserter, traitor. But the rendering

of JV, t]ion son of perverse rehvUion, which was given in the

margin of AV as the literal meaning of the Hebrew phrase, is

untenable, although we have in Syriac not only niardvtd, dis-

cipline, chastisement, from redd to tread, go, run, flow, instruct,

chastise, but also mardidd, rebelHon, impudence, from merdd.

While we have in Hebrew the abstract nialkid, the corresponding

Syriac form is vialkidd with /.-, not k (Nijldeke, Syr. Gr.' § 138).

The stem marad may be derived from a noun with prefixed m
(JBL 34, 55; 37, 227) and the original meaning may be to kirk

(cf. AV, 1 S 2 29). Heb. meri, obstinacy, on the other hand,

means originally stoutness (cf. Assyr. marii, stout, fat) or stout-

heayiedness. The verb to stout was formerly used in the sense

of to defy, resist. Also the primary meaning of Arab, mdrua,

to be manly, is to he stout, i. e. strong, sturdy, vahant, brave.

3 flic mulieris virum ultro rapientis means fdie ymdicris

virosae. Horace (Sat. 1, 3, 109) says: vencrem incertam rapientes
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modo ferarum\ Tacitus uses the phrase illicitas voluptates rapere.

Tliis verb means also to chase, pursue, ruu after. Vlt7'o == sponte,

unsolicited.

The objection has been raised (Lohr, Nowack) that mardut

is Syriac rather than Hebrew, and that it is unparalleled in OT,

but we must restore mardut in Is. 14 6 where we should read

:

rode Jja-af goiim mardut heli-hasok instead of ill rode ha-df

goiim murdaf heU-hasdk. On the other hand, Ewald wanted

to read mirdof instead of mardut in 1 S 20 so. The line in

Is. 14 6 does not mean which trampled the nations in anger,

unchecked was his trampling (rods do not trample nations) but

which angrily chastised nations in relentless chastisement.

Doderlein's reading mirddt, which has been adopted by the

modern commentators, is not good. The first line of v. 6 is an

explanatory gloss to the second line, just as the first Kne of

Is. 51 10 is a gloss to the last line of the preceding verse (AJSL

23, 258, n. 13). Similarly Job 26 i3 (With His breath He
spread out the welkin, His hatid sleiv the circler) is explained

by the preceding verse {With His strength He quelled the sea,

ivith His skill He smote the dragon). For the circler cf. AJP 29,

307, and for Hfrdr: Assyr. Suparruru (HW 684; cf. kiqallulu,

JBL 35, 322). The Hebrew text should be read as follows:

:nin/5 )t r\bb)n iist5> d-'QC^ innn** 13
!• I 1 I II

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Pelican and Bittern

In the Maccabean poem (c. 145 b. c.) predicting the fall of

Nineveh, i. e. Antioch (Nah. 10; ZDMG 61, 285, 1. 18) we find

(Zeph. 2 u) the gloss: Both pelican and bittern (EB" 13, 387)

ivill lodge on her capitals, Heb. gam-qdt gam-qippod be-kafto-

rehd ialinii. I have explained the preceding hne in JHUC,
No. 316, p. 23. The Hebrew name for the pehcan should be

pronounced qdt, not qa'dt; cf. Cant. 56, 11; AJSL 23, 233;
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Mic. 69, ii; JBL 35, 155. 283; 38, 151, n. 13; also Kings

(SBOT) 119, 24; 167, 36; 274, 19; VG 49, /8; 216, f]. The
construct state qe'dt is just as incorrect as the construct

states daiidn and SHlhdn (cf. Est. 9, 1. 1) or the plural terajlm

instead of idmfim (OC 33, 35). In MSS of ^ we find qdtd,

pehcan, without aleph between q and t. The derivation of this

noun from qd'a, iaqVu, to vomit, is almost as bad as Gunkel's
combination of qaimdm in Ps. 19 5 ^^ith the same stem (see

JBL 38, 181). Heb. qdt, pelican, is connected with Arab, qiit,

plur. aqudt, p^o^^sions, stores. From the same stem we have in

Assyrian: hit-qdti, storehouse (KW 599'). We find qdlu, plur.

qdtdti, stores, in 1. 76 of the Flood tablet where we must read

:

ina pure pissdti qdii add), in jars {Est. 31; AkF 33; MLN 33,

433) I put store-ointments, i. e. stores of ointment; vf. my trans-

lation in TAOO 72. Assyr. paSdSu to anoint, is a doublet of

masdsu. to touch, stroke, rub, smear, anoint = Arab. 7ndssa,

to touch = Heb. masdS, to try by touch, feel, grope: masas

became haSaS, and then, \ni\i partial assimilation, paSaS, just as

Assyr. hald^u to live (prop, to survive) corresponds to the

Hebrew stems pcda^ and mcda( (cf. Levy 4, 150'; AJSL 22,

253, 1. 6; Est. 69, 9; contrast AJSL 34, 252). Heb. masdii, to

anoint (Assyr. maSd'u) is derived from the same root (rj. KAT^
590, 3; 602, 4; SGI 114, below) as are also Arab, mdsd,

idmsl = mdsaha, and tamdssaJia, to take hold of, as well as

mdssada, to massage. Medical rub])ing may be combined

with anointing or lubricating {Est. 22, 1. 5) but we need not

suppose that French masser is an Arabic loanword (EB" 17,

863*) : we have in Greek : /xda-areiv, to knead. Just as our touch

means not only to paint (cf. to retouch and German tuschcn)

l)ut also to lay hands on for tlie purpose of harminy, so Assyr.

maSa'u has these two meanings. We use touch now also for

theft, pocket-picking, &c. Arab, mussa signifies he teas possessed,

just as our toadied may mean crazy. \n allied stem is Arab.

mdtta (a:s-Sdriba). For the t see Est. 34, 9; JBL 35, 321, below.

The stem maidlu, to shine fJI>L 36, 140; for Heb. niusel cf,

Arab, hdhara =» f'dqa aqrdnahu) may be derived from the same

root; cf. Ps. 104 \:> and Assyr. mallu, shining, originally rubbed]

also JBL 36, 88.
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The pelican is called qdt, storer, because it stores food for

itself and its young in its enormous pouch which holds several

gallons. Pelicans are abundant in the swamps of the Jordan

valley and the Orontes; also the bittern is a swamp- bird. If

pelicans and bitterns are found in Antioch, it shows that the

former glory of the city is buried in a swamp : the columns of

the palaces are submerged, so that only the capitals are visible.

Antioch was built on an island of the Orontes, and the stadium

of Antioch is now a swamp, so that pelicans and bitterns may

sit on the head of one of the meta3 (Baedeker, Paldstina und

Syrien'', 1910, p. 360). For the ancient names of Antioch and

the Orontes see JBL 38, 157. Strabo (741) says that Alexander

the Great found the tombs of the Babylonian kings in swamps

(c/. Sprenger, Babylonien, Heidelberg 1886, p. 27). The

breeding-places of pelicans are in the remotest parts of the

swamps. For the pelican of the icilderness (Ps. 102 7) see

Delitzsch ad loc. and DB 3, 738''. Wellhausen's rendering

screech-owl is incorrect. ^ has in Ps. 102 7 Mma ddga-mdrah

za-gaddm\ cf. Delitzsch, Assyr. Studien (1874) p. 93; SGI 83.

For the Assyrian name of the pelican, atdn-ndri, river-ass, cf.

the names of the bittern (which is a corruption of hutor, Lat.

hutio) in French {taureau d'etang or hoeuf de marals, bog-bull)

or German {Wasserochs^ Mooshuh\ German Moos = Enghsh

moss, swamp ; cf. the Dachauer Moos near Munich).

The name of the bittern, qippod stands for qoiipod (cf. Syr.

qojjpedd, Arab, qunfiid, hedgehog). We find the same vocalic

dissimilation in ninios = v6ixo9 (JAOS 34, 416; cf. WdG 1,

120, B). Heb. qippod is a transposition of qidd6f\ cf. Qidron =
riqdbn (JBL 38, 46). Arab, qddafa (or ddfaqa) means to pour

out. The peculiar booming noise during the breeding season is

produced by the male bittern drawing in much water and

forcibly ejecting it (MK" 17, 56* below): so the primary meaning

of qippod = dippoq may be outpourer (contrast Steiner ad

Zeph. 2i4; RB 1174^). The sound of the booming of the

American bittern is said to be Hke the pouring of water out of

some gigantic bottle or the gurgling suck of an old-fashioned

pump. Arab, qunfud (Ethiop. qiienfez) porcupine, hedgehog, is

an entirely different word. Hitzig, Die iwophetischen Bilcher
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(1854) rendered Is. 34 ii ; Zepli. 2 u Pelikan und Rohrdommel;
cf. Gruthe in Kautzch's AT' ad Is. 14 23. Duhm (1910) has

in Zeph. 2 u Rolirdommel nnd Pelikan, but in Is. 34 n (1914)

Pelikan undlrjel as in the first (1892) and second (1902) editions

of his commentary. The translation given in AY, pelican and
bittern, is correct; ^Y porcupine for bittern is a mistake.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

QaS, straw, and qoM, bow

Heb. qaS, straw, and qiiSt, bow, are derived from the same
root (JBL 34, 184; 35, 323; 36, 222) which means originally to

be dry, then to be hard (Heb. qatte; cf. Arab, qasuba) and to be

old (Syr. qabbUd). We find these three meanings combined in

Arab, iqsd anna = iitddda, ' dsd, kdbira. Shakespeare {Comedy

of Errors, 2, 2, 1. 64) speaks of a dry basting, i. e. a hard beating.

In certain parts of England they say to harden clothes for to

dry them by airing. Arab, 'dsd means to become dry, and the

intransitive verb 'dsiia signifies to become old (prop, withered).

Heb. qas denotes dry grain-stalks: cf. qas jabes, Job 13 25;

in Nab. 1 i.!, on the other hand, we must read ba-'es instead of

iabi's (see NaJi. 22). The grain-stalks were cut about a foot

below the ear (DB 1, 50*; EB 81; ZDMG 64, 710, 1. 13). Arab.

qass, stubble, is an Aramaic loanword. In Assyrian we have

qiqqi^su, hut (cf. French chaume, chauminc, cJiaumiere) = qi^qisii;

cf. the post-BibHcal qasqassim, stubble, litter, shake-down, and
qisSoiit, gi-ain-stalk, straw (JAOS 32,6; contrast AJSL 34, 242,84).

Qdst, bow. denotes something bcndablc (contrast Delitzsch,

Jes.^ 90). Similarly the synonym of Assyr. qaHu, bow, mifpdnii,

(not pitpihin, SCjI 178) must be combined with Arab, fdnaba,

to bo bent. Also Heb. dardk qdst means to subdue the bow,

force it to bend (A.ISL 34, 220, n. 1). Heb. qdst remiid, on the

other hand, is a slack bow (JBL 34, 66; which /(Aloics the striny,

i. e. curves slightly when unstrung. An unstrung bow should
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be quite or nearly straight. I have discussed Assyr. mi^pdnu,

bow, in a special paper (BA 10, 2).

Just as Ethiop. imssdqa means both to draiv a how (Heb.

maSdk he-qdSt, 1 K 22 34) and to notch an arrow (Arab, afdqa)

i. e. to fit the arrow to the string by the notch, so Heb. hidrik

has the meaning to notch: in Ps. 45 5 we must read hadrek

higgeka haS-Mnumm, notch thy sharp arrows (AJSL 19, 136;

Eccl. 37). 'EtlnoT^.iiassdqa appears in Assyrian as was«gii, justwe

have in Assyrian inrahdti, ear-rings, for Ethiop. augdhdt (BAL 94;

cf. JBL 37, 238, 1. 11). Mi^imna Id tandsuq (KB 6, 256, 1. 18)

means do not draiv the bow. This nasdqu is a transposed doublet

of sandqu (AJSL 33, 45; contrast 34, 221) = Arab, ddiiaqa.

For the infixed n cf. AJSL 21, 149, n. 82; 34, 223, n. 2; Nah.

25, 31; JBL 35, 156; 36, 257; JSOR 1, 92; also Arab, rttwa^a

(which must be combined with Assyr. qardnu, wine) == rdqa

(JHUC, No. 287, p. 32).

Qa$, to bend, means originally to unharden. Arab, qdssa, to

desire, is to he hent on something, while qdsara, to force, is to

hend a person to one's will. Arab, qdsara has no connection

with Heb. ciaMir which must be combined with Assyr. qagdru

and Ethiop. quagdra. Syr. qe^dr shows that the ^ in Heb. qasdr

is a ^1 = Arab, t; cf. Aram, qa^diid, cucumbers = Heb. qiBuim\

the ^ instead of t is due to partial assimilation (SFG 73, below).

Also the g in Ethiop. quagdra must be explained in this way.

The original Assyrian form may have been, not qaSdru, but

qasdru (cf. Assyr. kahdsu = Heb. kahaS and ZA 30, 62, 1. 1).

Assyr. keSeru, to restore, is not identical with Heb. . qaSdr, but

corresponds to the post-BibUcal kaSer, fit, sound, kosher; see

JBL 35, 86, n. 6; Kings (SBOT) 262, **. Heb. qagdr, to

harvest, means originally to cut] cf. Arab, qdrada = qdta'a

(also qdrdaha and qdrdama).

Merx derived qdU, bow, from iaqas, but qdSt is a bicon-

sonantal noun like Assyr. amtu, handmaid; Sattu = Santu, year;

^ajjtu, lip (JSOR 1, 92). In Arabic we find qdtis for hoiv. In

Hebrew we have this stem qui in the denominative hitqoSdSu,

bow yourselves, Zeph. 2 i (cf. JBL 38, 156) and in the name of

the river Kishon, Heb. qiion = qu§dn, bowed, bent, curved,

tortuous, sinuous (cf. Arab, a^naha-n-nahru and JAOS 34, 416).
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Gesenius explained QiSon as tortuosus. The idea that Arab.

qdiis, Heb. qcibt, Syr. qUia, Ethiop. qast are all Babylonian

loanwords (AkF 11) seems to me impossible.

The primary connotation of Heb. Jiiqs'ih, to listen (cf. Arab.

taqdssa and taqdsqasa) is to harden, stiffen, erect {cf. Arab.

qdsaha) the ears (so, correctly, Konig in his Worterhuch,

following Gesenius' Thesaurus). Heb. qo^, truth, means
originally eredness. For qoi^ in Ps. 60 6 see my restoration of

this Maccabean poem in FV 280. In Arabic, qdsi^a is used of

a withered neck or the hard and dry bones of a horse, and

qdsaha has the privative meaning to he loijust (cf. JBL 36, 141,

1. 17). Qdsama, to divide, from which qismali, fate, is derived,

is to adjud = to jjroportion, apportion, allot. Assyr. qistUy gift,

means prop, portion. The name of Saul's father, Qis, may mean
gift (contrast EB 2682). Dr. Albright (AJSL 34, 233) com-

bines Assyr. q'lMu, gift, with Arab, qts, measure. The primary

connotation oi qh is extent; cf. Arab, madd, extent, stretch, and

mudd, a measure for cereals, &c. Qdiasa means also to repays

recompense.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Assyr. hirku, knee, and kardht, to bless

Assyr. hirku, knee, is a transposition of rikhu (cf. Aram.
arkubtd and Arab, rukhah). The original meaning of this stem,

which is derived from the root (JBL 37, 222) rak, is to he supple.

The knee is called hirku = rikhu, because it is supple, i. e. easily

bent. Arab, rukhah denotes not only knee, but also elhoic, i. c.

the bend of the arm. For hd-'arkuhd M-hay-gdfn, Kil. 7 i

(BT 1, 264, 30) see JBL 35, 281, below. We have the root

rak also in Syr. rekin, to bend, incline, decline; riknd, inflection,

modulation; rekiyiht burkd, gcnullection; Arab, rdkaa to bow
in prayer; see my paper on Selah, reverential prostration

(ET 22, 375") and the cut on p. Ixxxvii of Ba-dekcr's Fgijpf

(1914). Arab, kdraa = Heb. ktm'r (J A()S 22, 73; JBL 37, 231)

is a transposed doublet (cf. .II>L .38,47) of rdkaa. Assyr.

rakdhu, to ride, means originally to siqyple a horse, make him

11
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bend his neck to the left or right. The German term is ein

Pferd hiegen; see Theo. Heinze, Pferd mid Reiter^ (Leipsic,

1882) p. 430. Heb. raMk, to be supple, soft, p'iant, means also

to lack manliness or courage^ of. Arab. irtdhaJca, to be weak,

not firm. The original meaning of Arab, uirk (= udrik) thigh,

haunch, is softness. Arab, hdraka, to kneel, is a denominative

verb; but Assyr. rakdhu, to ride, is not denominative, although

the knees play an important paii in riding: especially in gallop-

ing it is necessary to grip the horse with the knees, and in

cavalry charges the men ride knee to knee.

Assyr. kardhu, to bless, is a transposition of hardku. This

stem is derived from the root 6ar which we have in Heb. her,

well (cf. above, p. 159, 1. 1) and &6r, cistern. The primary con-

notation of Heb. herakd, blessing, and herekd, pool, is fulness;

cf. Arab, hdrakati- s-sahdhu, the clouds are full, i. e. rain in-

cessantly; also ihtdrakati- s-sahdhatuov as-sama' u; Arah. gdmrah,

large body of water (JHUC, No. 306, p. 22) = Assyr. amniaru,

fulness; Heb. millet, pool (Cant. 63) and Syr. mille^d, overflow,

pool, flood; Arab. maVu-l-hdhri, flood of the sea, high tide.

The name of the Mamilla Pool NW of the Jafi'a Gate (see the

map facing DB 2, 600) may be the corruption of an ancient

Hebrew word mamle'd, fulness, pool. Fulness may mean
affluence, plenty, abundance, copious supply, prosperity. Heb.

herek = Assyr. kardhu, to bless, means originally to bestow

prosperity. The original meaning of Assyr. nuxSu, abundance,

blessing, is downpour, effusion, profusion (JAOS 17, 163;

JBL 34, 61). We use well-spring for founiainliead of supply.

Arab, hdiir, sea, is derived from the same root (AJSL 23, 245)

as is also hdhara, to shine (Ethiop. hdrlia). The original

meaning of this stem is to shine like the luster of a sheet of

water reflecting the hght of the sun (Cant. 39). Arab, tahdhhara

^l-Hnd'u means the vessel was /till. Heb. harur, pure (cf. JBL
29, 105, n. 78) means originally limpid hke water (cf. our a dia-

mond of the first ivater) while the primary connotation of Arab.

hard, cold, is cold like water; cf. Galen's Kprjvaiov eSea-fia

(AJSL 23, 242). Also Arab, sdhrah, cold morning, and sahr,

sounding, are derived from the root bar (AJSL 23, 248). In

(jdhrah, severe cold, the initial g is due to the r (JBL 37, 228).
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Tagdhhara, to be patient, means properly to he cool; Shakespeare

says: Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper sprinkle cool

patience. Arab, tardhhara, to wreak vengeance, corresponds to

the German seine Rache (or sein Miltchen) kiihlen (cf. Arab.

Id tiibdr7id dnhu). For the modern Arab, rdhar, to wait, we

may compare our to cool the heels. Arab, basr, cold water, and

tahdssara = hdrada represent transpositions of sdhara. Arab.

hdra, to search out, signifies properly to sound (AJSL 23, 244,

below) and hdra, to perish, is originally to fall into a pit] cf. Heb.

Sihhet, to destroy, wliich is derived from Mht (stem sfdi) pit

(AJSL 23, 248; JBL 35, 157, n. 2). In Assyrian, hdru, to pit,

is the common expression for to catch, to hunt; see my paper on

the Sumerian origin of our tun and harrel (MLN 33, 434).

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

The Name Rebecca

The etymology of the name Rihkd (from *Bihkat or *Bahkat,

cf. JBL, XXXVII, 117, n. 3) has long been regarded as obscure,

as a combination with the phonetically identical Ar. rihkah or

rahkah, halter with a running knot, noose, snare, is hard to

justify; a girl would hardly be called by such an ominous name

as snare, even if she were a courtesan. Accordingly Bauer

(ZDMG, LXVII, 344) has suggested that Rihkd be regarded

as as transposition of bckdrd, heifer, cow, wliich is in the highest

degree improbable, despite the mythological possibilities which

are immediately recalled (cf. JBL, XXXVII, 117). However,

it may be that Bauer is on the right track; liis ideas are always

interesting and useful, even when wrong.

I would suggest that Rihkd be combined with Assyr. rikihtu,

clod, earth, soil, from rabdkn, cultivate, a transposed doublet

of k(k)ardhu, cultivate, plow, wlience Aram. 3"1D, Ar. vjjj', plow,

from which is derived kurbdnu, kirhdnu, lump of earth, and

kirfihu, field, kirhitu, originally connected with Ar. fjarib, cul-

tivated field, for *karib, by partial assimilation. For these words,

which are not in the older glossaries, cf. Walther, ZDMG, LXIX,
429, and Zimmern, ZA . XXXI. 121; Wnlthor is probably
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correct in combining rikihta (not rilihtu, as he gives) with Heb.

regeh, clod, soil, for *ra]ih, but 'egrof = Ar. gurf is not related,

though furnishing an interesting parallel development. On the

other hand Heb. rdkdh, Aram. rikbCi, mold, decay, seems to

refer primarily to humus, and thus to be identical with rikibtu.

Since the latter is presumably derived from rahaku, it stands for

*rihiktu = Bihkd, which then means properly soil, earth.

Our philological exegesis, if correct, indicates that Rebecca

is properly the name of the earth-goddess, hke Ethiopic Baker

and Meder, personifications of Mother Earth who figure on the

heathen Ethiopic inscriptions. The Egyptian earth-god Obb

(= Ar. gabub, clod, soil, earth, Ember) was father of Osiris,

the Hellenic (or Phrygian) Semele (== Slav, zemlya, earth, land)

was mother of Dionysos, and Rebecca may have been the mother

of the old Hebrew god of fertility, Jacob, the celestial bull who

brought the fertihzing thunder-storm. I venture to say that

this is as far as we can go with our motive in the saga of Jacob,

which is of very complex origin, and, in the main, not mytho-

logical in character.

Jerusalem W. F. Albright

The Assumed Hebrew Stem skt, be silent

Deut. 27 9, Moses opens an address to Israel with the w^ords

J^D^I ri5P«l. The pdsek after hasket is itself a suspicious cir-

cumstance, as it often indicates a corruption in the text, and the

fact that n^D is a d-rra^ Xeyofieuov should make one hesitate

before accepting the word. However, its existence seems to be

attested by Ar. sdkata, be silent, die, properly subside, and

recently Assyriologists have discovered a stem sakdtu, be silent

(cf. now Zimmern, IHar und Saltu, p. 34). Are these combi-

nations justified? I think not.

Ar. sdkata is identical with Syr. ^vaa, sink, subside, give way,

as is shown especially by the derivative suktd or saktd, sediment

= Ar. 'askdt (a collective from *sakt, or the like), so has a tS^g,

which appears in Hebrew as 12^. A parallel stem, perhaps ulti-

mately the same (cf. AJSL, XXXIY, 142) is tSpt^, be still,
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quiet = Ar. sakata, subside, fall. The unassimilated t is pre-

served by Heb. pflC^, he still, quiet, and Ar. sdkita, be miserable.

There can be no doubt that isJiut, isdkut means he sile)it in

Assyrian (sakdtii is contrasted with kCdu, ikid, shout) but the

correct spelling is kikatu = Aram. n^tS^. In Assyrian S before

k or k frequently becomes s, so we have sakapu and sakajnt,

SakCuiu and sakdnu, askuhitu, hump, and askuhitu, Hkkatu >

sikkatu (cf. Haupt, ZDMG, LXIV, 711), etc.

In view, therefore, of the complete lack of sui)port for the

reading nSDH, I would suggest the emendation DilSriJl, he

gathered tor/ether = ^P^<^. Be gathered together and Jtear is

a much more dignified preamble to a speech than Be quiet and

hear. For the hitpa el cf. Aram. tJ^iSriJl, gather together,

Dan. 3 3, 27.

Jerusalem \V. F. Albright

The Hebrew Stems dlk, grs, ikh

Heb, p?l, kindle, light Jire, is Ar. didika, be sharp, bright,

shine (lamp, &c.), ddlaka, sharpen, light. The parallel stem dk,

be bright, appears in Aram. p7T, shine, sparkle = Assyr. zaldlm,

and Ar. tazallaka, be brilliant. Heb. p7T is then an Aramaism,

borrowed from Aram, pbl, hum, hlaze, p^lN, kindle. Such
Araraaisms are not necessarily proof of post-exilic date, as

Aramaic began to encroach on Hebrew even before the establish-

ment of the monarchy. Such an Aramaism as *nj = jjo along-

side of ^n is certainly very early.

Hob. iy^!l, drive, so far without an etymology, is a trans-

position of sgr = Ar. sdgara, stir up (lire), spout (water), Aram.
Segdr, heat, send, throw (= Heb. I^U), the basic meaning being

stir. Ar. zdgara, drive away, rc'i)ulse, which might be partial

assimilation for our stem, seems to be identical with Aram.
zegdr, restrain, compel, partial assimilation for segdr = Heb.

UD, confine, close.

Heb. riDtJ^, forget, also without an etymology, seems to be a

transposition of ipU, he dark; cf. also Ar. kdhara for *kdhasa,
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efface, obliterate, and for the development Ar. gdlidba, be dark,

forget, Avhile galJtah is darkness, nicjM. Just as forget is synon-

ymous with he dark, dull, so remember is he sharp, hright,

clear, meanings all found in Ar. ddlmra == Heb. *13t, rememher.

For the transposition cf. the series khl-hkl-hlk-klh , be dark

(Haupt, OLZ, XVI, 492), and Ar. Imz-lizn-znh , stink, as well

as AJSL, XXXIV, 84. Among unrecognized transposed

doublets in Hebrew is b^n = I^H (AJSL, XXXIV, 239) ; cf.

also DDH = i^^uv, nnO (AJSL, XXXIV, 231).

Jerusalem W. F. Albright

On the Textual Crux in Isa. 48 8.

The word 1ti^^i<]in has been interpreted in a great variety

of ways, going back to the tliirteenth century, when David Kimhi

derived it from ^"^^ and his father Joseph from ^\^. Neither

derivation is probable, nor does either accord with the context.

From the stem tS^"*^ man we should have in Hithpoel the sense

"show yourselves courageous", which is just what the prophet

does not wish to say to these rebels, who already have the

courage of their evil convictions. No one can tell how the stem

^^ fire could yield the form in the text, while as to the sense,

both those who see in it the red flush of shame, and those who

conceive it to denote a flaming zeal for the glory of God have

to lug in the chief matter in question. A third and' numerous

group of authorities assume a stem t5^K^i< kindred with Arabic

assa II, to stamp strongly (said of horses). They separate

again in their interpretations : "become strong", "stand fast",

"strengthen your faith", "obtain well-grounded insights", all of

which are manifestly contrary to the trend of the phrophet's

exhortation. To obviate this objection, the word has been

rendered "give up", from tS^i?^ to he desperate, which however

could hardly produce 1t5^E5^^rin.

The next resort is to alter the text, Lagarde proposed and

Cheyne at first accepted -ItS^ti^iSrill he ashamed of yourselves, to

mch Dillmann, whose criticisms I have been following thus far,
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objects that the word \Yould mean he ashamed before each other,

which would ill accord with the parallel phrase lay it to heart.

He prefers UJiriH hecome discerning, which seems to be the

word translated by the Peshito.

Dillraann's Commentary appeared in 1890. Duhra (1892)

proposed an unhkely derivation from the noun iT'^in and so

rendered the word conduct yourselves wisely which comes to

the same thing as Dillmann's hecome discerni)ig. In the next

year (1893) Klostermann suggested a simpler change which has

found gi-eat favor, ID^SriH (from D^K) confess your guilt. This

suits the context well. Skinner (1896) mentioned it with other

conjectures. Cheyne changed over to it in 1898. So Marti (1900)

Box (1908) Wade (1911).

Xow it is true that oioi yourselves guilty is precisely the

address to the rebels which we w^ant ; but the objection to this

and to all other changes of the text comes on the transcriptional

side. If any word so familiar as IDES^Xnn or liJinH or '\^\^1T\T[

had stood in the original text, why should the scribe have given

us the unfamihar ^E^K^^riH? At any rate, if we can preserve

the aVa^ Xeyofxevov and at the same time the needed significa-

tion, we shall have solved the problem. I suggest that the

word may come from the Accadian stem l^B^X to he in pain,

which in the Hebrew Hithpoel would mean to pain one^s self=
/j.€TafxiXo/j.ai, repent. It is true that in Aramaic this stem with

this sense appears as ti^^fl Init if we assume for our passage a

loan-word directly from the Accadian, it would scarcely take

the uneuphonic form ^li'Ei^nrill. I would render verse 8 then:

"Remember this and re])i'iit; hiy it to heart, ye rebels".

May I now venture on a further step? I have long felt that

in Isa. 16 7 the raisin-cakes ''K^'^S come on the scene premat-

urely and make a somewhat petty intrusion. Wo may accept

the tradition that ^tS^'tS^S means raisin-cakes in Hos. 3 i, Hke

HG^^B^S in II Sara. 6 lu etc.; the same meaning in this passage

of Isaiah is cei-tainly preferable to the alternatives, men (reading

•If^JIH! with parallel Jer.) or foundations (meaning ruins!). It is

argued in favor of ruisin-rakes that tlie context deals with

vineyards and summer-fruits, and that a concrete is preferable

to an abstract word.
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But I would respectfully urge that both these considerations

count on the opposite side, and that ''15^''^^ is to be derived

from t^\2^^ to he in pain.

There is a natural progress of thought from verse 6 on. Kerak

(Kir-hareseth) is coupled "with Moab in verse 7 as in verse ii,

the country being joined Anth a typical city. The fervent appeal

of the fugitives (3-5) is answered first in large and general terms.

Moab is proud and haughty; his boastings are empty. Moab
shall wail, sorely stricken. For—with this word of verse 8 the

poem passes to particulars, to vivid personification— the fields

languish and the far-spreading vine of Sibmah. Yerses 9 and lo

are filled with weeping over this vine, and over the summer

fruits, the harvest, the fruitful field, the vintage shout. Verse ii

resumes and emphasizes verse 7.

The result is that abstract belongs with abstract and concrete

AN-ith concrete; and that it accords with the general tone, not

to say the dignity, of this poem, to render verse 7 as follows:

"Therefore shall Moab wail for Moab; every one shall wail; for

the sorrows of Kir-hareseth shall ye mourn, sorely striken".

Boston Wm. H. Cobb

Addenda

The manuscript of the brief communications, printed above

pp. 152— 165 was sent to the Editor in June, 1919.

Ad p. 152. — For the post-Biblical spelling re'i for re'i we
may compare Ethiop. ire'i he pastures, for ire'r, we always find

ire'i, he sees, for ire'?; cf. Dillmann's grammar, § 46, b;

§ 92, last section; also his chrestomathy, p. 72, n. 1.

Ad p. 154. — In addition to id'ira, to bleat, and nci'ara, to

bellow, I might have mentioned Arab. ttVara, to cry (cf. tiilaj

= iiidaj, eaglet, and ZDMG 63, 518, 1. 39). There may be a

connection between 'r, cry, and r' , bad: in German, hose is used

for angry (cf. our had hlood = angry feeling) and Assyr. iggdrux

(= i(^tdrux) kahitti, lit. nuj liver cried, signifies I was enraged;

similarly Assyr. nagugu means to cry, and nuggatu: rage.

HW 574 mentions also Segu; this, however, does not correspond
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to Heb. hcujd , but to Heb. Se'cu/ci (BA 1, 105, n. *): a kalhii

b-egu is not a mad dog, but a barking dog; our haivl meant

originally hark or hoid as a dog. In Assyrian psalms we find

kima leti inagag, he bellows like a cow (AVZKM 23, 361, n. 1;

cf. JAOS 32, 17; JBL 36, 249. 254.) We have the root 'r also

in tama'ara, to become livid from rage (cf. ra , Gen. 40, 7 =
a-KvOpcoiroi and Ger. schlecJit ausseJui) which is derived from a

noun with prefixed m (cf. above, p. 153, 1. 3). A secondary stem

with prefixed t «< r' is Arab, tdri'a == dsra'a ila-i-idrri. The

primaiy connotation of the root r' or V seems to be to cry, then

to he loud, fetid, had. The term loud may mean strong in smell,

of evil odor. "We also speak of loud colors, Ger. schreiende or

grelle Farben, Fr. couleurs tranchantes. Ger. grell is connected

with grollen, to bear a grudge, and gr'olen, to bawl. MHG grell

means angrg (cf. Assyr. gardxu and )tagdgu). For the original

meaning of our shahhy, scurvy, scab (above p. 155) we may
compare measly, which is now used for miserable, wretched,

contemptible, but which means prop, infected with larval po7'k-

tapeuorms (Ger. finnig, Fr. ladre). In French, ladre is used

for miser, niggard {ladre vert) and miser, of course, denoted

originally a miserahh; or wretched person.

Ad p. 156. — The passage 1 S 20 30 has recently been dis-

cussed by Peiser in OLZ 24, 58 (March-April, 1921): he thinks

that the original reading was han-nd'id ham-mardiit which is

supposed to mean in vagabondage (nd'ut <i uu') there is

rebellion. This explanation is untenable.

Ad \). 159. — If a6>e . . ., given at the beginning ol 1. 76 of

the Flood tablet in iv R- (rf. XE 137, n. 17) be correct, we

may read a/js/'//«, herbage, hei'bs = Sumer. absin, growth (SGI 5).

AhSenu is a synonym of ier*?<, luxuriant growth = Arab, gatrah,

abundance == Hebr. 'osr, wealth (JHIj 37. 220, n. 3). AVe may

then translate; simples aiid sahrs J hiiil up instead of i)i jars

I put stores of ointment.

Ad p. 161. — Syr. arp'/s means i)otli to drg and to harden.

We have this stem also in Hebrew: in Hab. 1 9 {cf. .IHUC,

No. 325, p. 48) we must read: mezimmdt appehem qerisd, the

cast (lit. a")(nfMa) of their features is hard (S hiziid de-appaihon

'ahbin; cf. u'tAn uppe, to harden the face).
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Ad p. 163. — For the connection between Assyr. qaUu, bow,

and qiUii, gift, Ave may compare Arab, salim, arrow and lot^

share, portion (ZDMG 61, 276; JBL 36, 84).

Ad p. 164.. — For the Mamilla Pool cf. JAOS 39, 143, b.

For gdhrah = sdhrah cf. Ethiop. gahrdqa = sabrdqa. We
have the stem haraq also in the name Eehecca (contrast above,

p. 165). Heb. Rihqd = Arab. harrdqaJi, sheeny, i. e. glittering,

shining, beautiful. Rihqd rdhiqat (JBL 38, 153, 1. 4). The r

might be doubled, not the q (Pe/3e/c/ca).

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt
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PROCEEDINGS

DECEMBER 1919.

The fifty-fith meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and
Exegesis was called to order by President Goodspeed at

2.30 p. m. on December 29*^ 1919, in Room 207 Union Theo-

logical Seminary.

The minutes of the lust meeting were read and approved.

The reports of the Corresponding Secretary- and of the Recor-

ding Secretary' were read and ordered accepted and placed on

tile. In connection with the deaths of members reported the

President appointed Professors Fullerton and H. P. Smith to

prepare memorial resolutions. The report of the Treasurer was

read and referred to Professors Grant and Russell as an audit-

ing committee. The subject of the financial prospects of the

Society was discussed by the Treasurer, who offered a budget

for the coming year, but was refen-ed to the Council, The
President appointed Professors Montgomery', Fowler and Easton

as a committee to nominate officers for next year. Professor

Bewer, on behalf of the Committee of Arrangements, made an

oral report. The President ai)pointed Professors Ropes and

B. W. Robinson to pre})are a resolution of thanks to the hosts

of the Society. The Council was called to meet at 5.30 p. m.

Upon the completion of the ])usiness the Society turned to

the symposium whicli liiid been prepared l)y the special committee

appointed last year. The general subject was; Tlie Criticism of

Acts as related to the History and Interpretation of the Xew
Testament. Papers were read as follows:

By E. J. Goodspeed: Presidential Address: The Origin of Acts

By J. H. Ropes: The Western Text of Acts

By H. J. Cadbury : Philological Criticism of Acts
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Oral discussion was opened by C. C. Torrey and F. J. Foakes
Jackson and continued by other members.

After the conclusion of the discussion a paper was read by

Paul Haupt, "The just shall live by faith."

Monday Evening, December 29. The Society convened after

8.00 p. m. Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By Israel Friedlander: Recent Developments in Modern Hebrew
By T. J. Meek: A Proposed Reconstruction of Early Hebrew History

By"'J. A, Bewer: Textual Criticism of the Book of Ezra

By J. E. Snyder: The Hellenistic Cities in Deutero-Zephaniah

Tuesday Morning, December 30. The Society met at 9.15

a. m. Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By J. A. Montgomery: A Note on Two Syriac MSS. in New York City

By G. A. Barton: The Latest Defense of the Monotheism of Moses

By Miss L. P. Smith : Types of Parallelism as a Possible Test for Unity

in Isaiah 56—66

By Joshua Bloch: The Meaning of the Name Peshitta as originally app-

lied to the Syriac Old Testament

By J. A. Montgomery: A Case of the Tetragrammaton transliterated in

the Septuagint Text of Daniel

By C. C. Torrey : A Theory of the Date of Mark's Gospel

A suggestion made by Professor Haupt in connection with

the first paper of this session that the Society undertake to pre-

pare a catalogue of the Biblical MSS. in America was discussed

and referred to the Council.

Tuesday Afternoon, December 30. The Society reassembled

at 2 o'clock. The following memorial resolutions prepared by

the committee appointed for the purpose were read and adopted:

"It is with deep regret that our Society must record the

deaths of four of our members of Avhich information has been

received during the past year.

"The death of Bernhard Weiss, Professor and Doctor of

Theology at Berlin University, reminds those of our number

whose special interests are in the New Testament of the lasting

obligations which our American scholarship is under to German
scholarship and which the unhappy divisions of the past five years

should not be permitted to efface. Born in Leipzig in 1827

Professor Weiss's long career at Konigsberg, Kiel, and Berlin

reflects the critical movement in New Testament research at

every angle. His Einleitung in das Neue Testament, his Leben
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Jesu, and his reworking of the famous Meyer commentaries were

for many of us the gateways into the freedom of modern New
Testament study and we are glad at this time to pay our tribute

to one whose honorable place in New Testament is so thoroughly

secure.

"In the death of Professor Crawford Howell Toy American

scholarship and in particular Old Testament study has lost one

of its most distinguished and best loved representatives. Born

at Norfolk, Va. , in 1836, Professor Toy espoused the cause of

the Southern Confederacy at the age of twenty-five. He fought

at Gettysburg and was taken prisoner shortly afterward. After

the war he became Professor of Old Testament Interpretation

at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, first at Greenville,

N. C, and afterward at Louisville, Ky. During his ten years

connection with this institution he was engaged in the war for

theological freedom, in which he fought as bravely as in the

Civil AVar, and was compelled to pay the fine of adherence to

his slowly won convictions which so many of our older members

have had to pay— by severing his connections with the institution

which he was serving. After what practically meant his dismissal,

he became for a time connected with the Independent but was

soon called to the chair of Hebrew and Oriental Languages in

Harvard University which he occupied with much distinction

during the remainder of his life. It was he who really laid the

foundation of the Dei)artment of Semitic Languages and Litera-

tures in Harvard. His ripest work is his Commentary on Proverbs

and his critical edition and translation of Ezekiel, both in Pro-

fessor Hau])t's series. For a fuller appraisal of the great debt

which Old Testament study is under to Professor Toy your com-

mittee would call attention to Professor George F. Moore's

appreciation of his colleague in the American Journal of Semitic

Languages and Ijiteratures, October 1919.

"Dr. .L F. lliggs was born in Smyrna in 18r)2, the son of the

famous missionary, Elias Kiggs. He i)assed his boyliood in (Con-

stantinople, but spent his working life in this country. He held

pastorates at Cranford, I^ergen I'oint and East Orange, N. .).,

and was professor of New lYstament (Jreek at the Theological

Seminary at New Brunswick, X. .1., from 1892 to '98. He died
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Jan. 4, 1918. His life was the quiet but useful life which modest-

ly builds itself into the thoughtful and religiously responsible

citizenship of our country.

"Professor J. F. Genung was born in 1850. He graduated

from Rochester University in 1875 and after a brief pastorate

he studied under Franz Delitzsch in Leipzig. He became in-

structor and afterwards professor of English Literature at Am-
herst College where he lived and worked till October of the

present year. He Avas especially interested in the literary study

of the Bible, and all of us are indebted to his fine insight into

the artistic and spiritual beauty of Biblical Literature.

"The life and work of these our colleagues will remain an

inheritance of sound scholarship, mental integrity and upright

Uving in which our Society can gratefully claim a share."

The following resolution of thanks was adopted and Professor

Bewer was asked to convey it to the President of Union Theo-

logical Seminary.

"The Society of Biblical Literature, entering upon its fortieth

year of growth, feels a special sense of appropriateness in meet-

ing at Union Theological Seminary under whose guiding influ-

ence the Society originally was born. The Society hereby expresses

its deep gratitude for the generous hospitality which surrounds

it at this time. The Society's sense of indebtedness to the pro-

found scholarship of the Seminary during these forty years is

equalled only by the vividness of its present sense of indebted-

ness for many personal kindnesses as well as for the hearty

welcome accorded to the Society".

The nominating committee introduced the following nomina-

tions which were approved and the chairman of the committee was

instructed to cast a ballot electing them to office for the year.

Prof. A. T. Clay President

Prof. Kemper FuUerton Vice-President

Dr. H. J. Cadbury Recording Secretary

Prof. George Dahl Treasurer

Prof. W. J. Moulton )

Prof. J. H. Ropes
Prof. J. D. Prince

) Associates in Council
Prof. E. J. Goodspeed

Prof. I. F. Wood
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Prof. H. Hyvernat -j

Miss M. I. Hussey i Jerusalem School
Prof. N. Schmidt J

The Council reported through the Recording Secretaiy. The

Society accepted a resolution introduced by the Council au-

thorizing the hitter to raise the dues in 1920 and following years

from $ 3.00 to $ 5.00 provided that the postal card vote of the

whole membership seems to them to justify the chiiuge. The

Council was authorized to abolish the initiation fee if it seems

to them wise to do so. Names of new members suggested to the

council and approved by them were approved by the Society

and the persons named elected to membership. The appointment

of a committee to consider the cataloguing of MSS. as suggested

by the Council was approved.

The auditing committee having brought in a satisfactory re-

port the Treasurer's report was accepted and ordered filed.

Professor Fullerton, one of the Society's representatives on the

managing committee of the Jerusalem School, gave an oral re-

port of the condition of that institution.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By M. L. Margolis: The Upshot of a Prolonged Study of the Greek Joshua

By G. R. Berry: The Code Found in the Temple

By Kemper Fullerton: Did David conquer Damascus?

By J. A. Bewer: An Appreciation of A. B. Ehrlich's "Work

By G. A. Barton: A Babylonian Jacob's Ladder

Professor Haupt gave brief summaries of his three papers on

Tlie Messenger in Malachi, The Meaning of Michtam, Cuneiform

Parallels to the Passion of Christ. Adjourned at 5.15 p. m.

Henry J. Cadbury, Recording Secretary
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MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY ^

HONORARY MEMBERS

Prof. K. Budde, D.D., Marburp, Germany.

Prof. F. C. Burkitt, M.A., Cambridge, England.

Prof. Ernst von Dobschiitz, Halle, Germany,

Prof. Adolf Harnack, D.D., Berlin, Germany.

Prof. A. Jiilicher, D.D., Marburg, Germany.

Prof. Marie Joseph Lagrange, Jerusalem (care of M. Gabalda, 90 Ruo
Bonaparte, Paris).

Prof. A. H. Sayce, D.D., Oxford, England.

Prof. G. A. Smith, D.D., Aberdeen, Scotland.

ACTIVE MEMBERS 2

(593) '20 Prof. Arthur Adams, I'h.D., Trinity CoUege, Hartford, Conn.

(496) '13 Miss Charlotte Adams, 1:35 E. 52d St., N.Y. City.

(242) '92 Pres. Cyrus Adler, Ph. D., 2041 North Broad St., Phila., Pa.

(576) '17 Win. FoxwuU Albright, American School for Oriental Research,

Jerusalem, Palestine.

Prof. Herbert C. Alleman, Gettysburg, Pa.

Prof. Frederick L. Anderson, D. D., Newton Centre, Mass.

Rev. Abraham S. Anspacher, 561 W. 163d St., N.Y. City.

Prof. Wm. R.Arnold, Ph.D., 7 Francis Avo., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. B. W. Bacon, D.I)., 2W Edwards St, New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Wm. Frederic Bade';, Ph.D., Pacific School of Religion,

Berkeley, Cal.

Roland Bainton, Yale Sciiool of Religions, New Haven, Conn.

(469) '11 Phillips Barry, A.M., 83 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass.

(210) '91 Prof. George A. Barton, Ph.D., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

(211) 'fU Prof. L.W. Batten, Ph.D., Gen. Theol. Seminary, Chelsea Sq.,

N.Y. City.

' Thif list has been corrected up to Doc. 1, lOliO Members aro roqaoaterl to notify

the RecordinR .Secretary, H. J. Cadbury, 107:. Massachusetts At«, CambrldRO :ih. Mass
,

of any change of address.

* Tbo two numbers prefixed to the name of oucli raembor indicate tlie order and date

of his accession to membership in tlio Society.

(466)
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(561) '16 Prof. John W. Beardslee, Jr., Ph.D., D.D., Theological Sera-

inarj% New Brunswick, N. J.

(51) '81 Prof. I. T. Beckwith, Ph.D., 35 W. 64th St., New York City.
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COIS'STITUTION AND BY-LAWS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS

(As Amended Dec. 28, 1901)

CONSTITUTION

I

This association shall be called "The Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis,"

n
The object of the Society shall be to stimulate the critical study of the

Scriptures by presenting, discussing, and publishing original papers on

Biblical topics.

ni

The officers of the Society shall be a President, a Vice-President, a

Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, and a Treasurer, who,

with five others, shall be united in a Council. These shall be elected

annually by the Society, with the exception of the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who shall be elected annually by the Council. Additional members
of the Council shall be the Presidents of the Sections hereinafter pro-

vided for. There shall be also a Publishing Committee, consisting of the

Corresponding Secretary and two others, who shall be annually chosen

by the Council.

IV

Members shall be elected by the Society upon the recommendation

of the Council. They may be of two classes, active and honorary.

Honorary members shall belong to other nationalities than that of the

United States of America, and shall be especially distinguished for their

attainments as Biblical scholars. The number of honorary members
chosen at the first election shall be not more than ten; in any succeeding

year not more than two.

V

The Society shall meet at least once a year, at such time and place

as the Council may determine. On the first day of the annual meeting

the President, or some other member appointed by the Council for the

purpose, shall deliver an address to the Society.

VI

Sections, consisting of all the members of the Society residing in a

particular locality, may be organized, with the consent of the Council
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for the object stated in Article II, provided that the number of members

composing any Section shall not be less than twelve. Each Section shall

annually choose for itself a President, whose duty it shall be to preside

over its meeting, and to take care that such papers and notes read before

it as the Section may judge to be of sufficient value are transmitted

promptly to the Corresponding Secretary of the Society. The Sections

shall meet as often as they shall severally determine, provided that their

meetings do not interfere with the meetings of the Society.

VII

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the Society, on recom-

mendation of the Council, such amendment having been proposed at a

previous meeting, and notice of the same having been sent to the members

of the Society.

BY-LAWS

I

It shall be the duty of the President, or, in his absence, of the Vice-

President, to preside at all the meetings of the Society; but, in the

absence of both these officers, the Society may choose a presiding officer

from the members present.

II

It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to notify the members,

at least two weeks in advance, of each meeting, transmitting to them at

the same time the list of papers to be presented at the meeting; to keep

a recoi'd of the proceedings of such meetings; to preserve an accurate

roll of the members; to make an annual report of the condition of the

Society; to distribute its publications, and to do such other like things

as the Council may request.

in

It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to conduct the

correspondence of the Society, and in particular, to use his best efi'orts

for the securing of suitable papers and notes to be presented to the

Society at each meeting; to prepare a list of such papers, and to place

it in the hands of the Recording Secretary for transmission to the mem-
bers ; to receive all papers and notes that shall have been presented, and

lay them before the Publishing Committee.

IV

It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of all the funds

of the Society, and to invest or disburse them under the direction of the

Council, rendering an account of all his transactions to the Society at

each annual meeting.
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It shall be the duty of the Council to propose candidates for member-

ship of the Society; to elect the Corresponding Secretary and the addi-

tional members of the Publishing Committee; to fix the times and places

for meetings, and generally to supervise the interests of the Society,

VI

It shall be the duty of the Publishing Committee to publish the pro-

ceedings of the Society, and also to select, edit, and publish, as far as the

funds of the Society will justify, such papers and notes from among
those laid before them, as shall in their judgment be fitted to promote

Biblical science.

vn

The fee for admission into the Society shall be five dollars, besides

which each member shall annually pay a tax of three dollars; but

libraries may become members without the fee for admission, from

which, also, members permanently residing abroad shall be exemjit. The

donation at one time, by a single person, of fifty dollars shall exempt

the donor from all further payments, and no payments shall be required

of honorary members.

vm
Each member shall be entitled to receive, without additional charge

one copy of each publication of the Society after his election ; in addition

to which, if he be a contributor to the Journal, he shall receive twenty-

five copies of any article or articles he may have contributed.

Five members of the Council, of whom not less than three shall have

been elected directly by the Society, shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Twelve members of the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof for the

transaction of business, but a smaller number may continue in session

for the purpose of hearing and discussing papers presented.

The following resolution, supplementary to the By-Laws, with reference

to the price at which members may procure extra copies of the Journal.

was adopted June 13th, 1884.

Resolved: That the Secretary l)e authorized to furnish to members.

for the purpose of presentation, additional copies of any volume of the

Journal, to the number of ten, at the rate of $ 1 a copy, but that the

price to perBons not members be tlie amount of the annual assessnieul.

K)
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THE PRESENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL OUTLOOK
IN PALESTINE^

JOHN r. PETERS
UNIVEBSITY OF THE SOUTH

MY ^vo^k, so far as the School is concerned, consisted in

gathering information \vhicli might be of use for future

workers as to collections of antiquities and the provenance of

antiquities, as to sites for exploration and the prospects for and

from exploration at those sites.

I spent the greater part of my time in Jerusalem exploring

and restudying the city in the light of later researches and in-

vestigations, and making short day trips, as far south as Hebron
and as far north as Tel "^Asur, the ancient Baal Hazor. Some
places, like Bethlehem. Beit Ta'amir. Hebron, Bethel, Gibeon.

Xebi Saniwil Emmaus, Michmash. Wadi Fara and Anata I

visited several times, studying the question of excavation possib-

ilities, and local problems as to which my mind was not satis-

fied. For the same reason I made three longer trips, two by

horse with Dr. Albright, one by car, carriages and train, by

myself, taking advantage of local acquaintance and friendshij)

to give me companionshij) and guidance, the whole covering a

{)eriod of over two months. r)ur route on one of our trips was

to Bethlehem, Frank Mountain, Hebron, Beit Jibrin, Tel Hesi,

<iu/.a, Ashkelon, Ashdod, (xczer Jaffa, Caesarea, Mutesellim,

'i'aanach, Samaria, Ik^thel, Haniallah. and so back to Jerusalem.

• Professor IVter.s was Lecturer in tin- American School of Oriental

Research in .lerusaleni in the academic year 1019— 20, and the present

piiper i«! in the nature of a Report.

1
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On the other it was to Mar Saba, Dead Sea, Jericho and

Jordan; up the Jordan valley to the other Wadi Fara and so

to Shechem, thence to Shiloh, Taiyibeh, Bethel, Michmash,

Geba and Anata to Jerusalem. My last trip included another

visit to Samaria, \nth stays of several days in Nablus, Nazareth

and Tiberias for the purpose of studying those localities once

more in view of new knowledge and with the assistance and

guidance of native friends.

These expeditions and researches impressed me forcibly with

the potentialities of excavation in the Holy Land. I came to

realize as never before the great number of sites. In many

places, absolutely undentified, especially on the tops of hills, the

rock surface is covered with debris of old inhabitants often to

a considerable depth. Beneath every inhabited town, hke

Nablus, G-aza, Nazareth, Hebron, but above all Jerusalem,

there lies an almost incredible mass of remains, as revealed by

excavations for foundations, wells &c., quite concealing in many

places the original topography. Even in the open country ex-

cavation almost anywhere is apt to reveal remains of antiquity.

Rock cuttings of the most surprising character meet one every-

where, conduits, cisterns, tombs, caves. The objects brought

from these in latter years as a result of illicit digging have been

very numerous. The number of such places quite unexplored

must be enormous.

It is true that official excavations have not heretofore been

as productive in results as had been hoped for. There have

been no such great finds as in Egj^pt, Babylonia and Assyria,

Crete, Greece and Asia Minor, and especially there has been

a lack of inscribed objects and of material of all sorts from

that Hebrew period in which most of us are chiefly interested.

There seems little likelihood that we shall ever find great works

of art or architecture in Palestine from any period, least of all

the Hebrew, nor such a wealth of inscribed material as Egypt,

Babylonia, Assyria, and of late Asia Minor have furnished; but

in estimating the results of excavations in Palestine, it must be

remembered that few sites of prime importance have as yet been

touched, and that no site has been thoroughly explored. Samaria

and Marissa were abandoned just as the most promising areas
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were reached. The same is true of Ophel, Mutesellim and Tel

Hesi, and Tel es Sufi and The Shephelah sites were scarcely

more than begun. The most complete excavations heretofore

conducted are those at Jericho, Taanach and Gezer, but even

those were very partial, and at Gezer especially some of the

most promising looking parts of the mound were perforce left

untouched.

The tendency in the past has been to select small and

relatively unimportant sites, lying on the outskirts of the Hebrew
lands, which could be excavated at small expense, because the

funds at disposal were small. This is a bad policy. Great

interest in such excavations cannot be aroused, the results are

almost sure to be disappointing to the average man, and the

whole effect is to discourage the public on whom we must

depend for support. What we need in future excavations is a

venture of faith.

The site above all others which should be undertaken at the

present moment is Ophel. The entire eastern hill of Jerusalem

from the wall of the Haram enclosure southward, — ancient

Jerusalem, Zion, Da\'id's city, and still before his time the city

of the Jebusites, — lies practically vacant to-day. Now is the

time to explore it; if the occasion is not seized quickly the

opportunity will pass forever. Silwan is spreading across the

valley. Already the Mukhtar has built a house above 'Ain Sitti

Miriam, northward of that there is a small mill, and other

buildings are following; but for the present almost the entire

hill is vacant, beds of cabbage, cauliflowers and the like. Little

of it has been explored. The latest work was that done shortly

before the war by Capt. Parker at and about 'Ain Sitti Miriam,

and from that northward to the wall of the Haram Enclosure;

and by Weil, for Jewish interests, immediately southward. The
former worked almost entirely underground, by shafts and

tunnels, the greater part of which are still intact, although

some were robbed of their wood during the war. The latter

removed the earth down to the rock, and his excavations remain

as he left them, exposing a complex of rock cuttings and walls

which enable one to visualize the general character of ancient

Jerusalem from .'JOOO bc. and onward.

1*
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Both of these excavations are shrouded in mystery. They

seem to have been motivated by the supposed discovery of a

cryptogram in the book of Ezekiel designating the place of

concealment of the Ark and the Temple Treasure at the time

of the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar. Word of

this supposed cryptogram was floating about Palestine in the

early years of this century, as in the hands of certain persons

of Scandinavian origin who had it for sale. A little later it was

the basis of a novel pubhshed in England {Treasure of Israel,

by W™ Le Quarry; Eveleigh Nash, Hawside House, London),

which described a struggle for its possession and exploitation

between anti-Semites, who desired to destroy Israel's ancient

palladium and commercialize its sacred treasure, and lovers of

Zion who sought to regain and restore the ancient holy things.

According to this novel both contending parties Mere backed by

powerful interests and large resources. The whole reads like a

description before the event of the rival excavations in Ophel

of Parker on the one hand, and "Weil on the other, where,

according to all accounts, money flowed like w^ater and extra-

ordinary means were used to influence Turkish officialdom at

Constantinople and Jerusalem, and even to suborn the Moslem

guardians of the Haram esh-sherif. Whatever lay behind these

very unusual excavations of a part of the eastern side of Zion

(Ophel) they throw much w^elcome light on several questions of

the site and early history of David's city. But, as stated, these

excavations touched only a small part of the eastern side of the

hill of Ophel. By far the greater part of the hill remains

entirely unexplored, and free for exploration.

The same is true also of the eastern part of the western hill,

the modern Zion. A small part of this was excavated shortly

before the war by Pere Germer Durand and the Assumptionists

in a very modest way, giving us a cross cut of Jerusalem history

from the time when this region was the city of tombs for ancient

Jerusalem (cf. "the valley of Weeping", Ps. 84 6) onward into

the Byzantine period, and even beyond. Especially have the

excavations thrown light on the localities of Jesus' story. It is

the objects excavated here which particularly give value to the

museum in the Assumptionist hospice, "Notre Dame de France'

»
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The most important site to excavate in all Palestine is old

Jerusalem south of the present city walls; primarily the eastern

hill, the ancient city, which at present lies vacant, and is as yet

almost untouched by excavation; secondarily the eastern side

of the western hill, which also lies vacant, and only a small part

of which has been explored. This is possible at the present time

because this region is as yet unbuilt and has been unbuilt for

the greater part of the time since the city was destroyed by

Titus, a condition full of promise for the explorer.

The second site in importance is Samaria. I revisited this

site three times in all, and continually its importance grew on

me. Yeiy little of it has been excavated, but the promise of

those excavations is great, as has been set forth by Lyon and

Reisner in the Harvard Theological Review (1909— 11). The

necropoUs has never been found, and I noticed in the Jerusalem

collections no objects from illicit digging at or about Sebastie.

Next to these two sites, I tliink that Gibeon (Jib) appeals to

me as the most promising and practicable. I need hardly call

attention to its evident great importance in the early period,

both Hebrew and Canaanite, as recorded in the Bible. The

Hebrews found it the head of an important confederate kingdom,

and Solomon evidently came near making it instead of Jerusa-

lem his capital, and the site of his temple. It occupies a

strategical position, commanding the great road up from the

coast plain by Beth-Horon pass, on to Bethel, down to Jericho.

It is set in the midst of a fertile plain, about five miles from

Jerusalem, ringed by hills, most prominent of which is Xebi

Samwil on the south east. In the plain about a half a mile to

the west, close to the Beth-Horon road, is a fine well of the

same ancient type as Jacob's well at Shechem and the wells at

Beersheba. A peculiarity of this well is a conduit entering it

on the west side, below high water level, from a point some

hundreds of feet away. There is a similar ancient well, only

larger, at the village of Xebala. just around the hills to the

east. Indeed this village is called Bir Nebala, well of Nebala.

The town of Gibeon itself is situated on a fairly higii.

absolutely isolated hill, rising in a series of rock terraces out

of the very middle of the plain. This hill has two sumiuiti*.
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connected by a narrower and somewhat lower neck of rock.

The modern village lies on the smaller, northern summit. On
the flat southern summit, which is at least twice as large as the

other, there are no buildings of any sort, but only fields and

orchards. The debris over the surface of this summit seemed to

average twenty to thirty feet in depth. The most productive

fields and orchards, however, lie not on the summit of the hill,

but on the well watered lower terraces, and the plain beneath.

These have a great reputation for fertility, and it is on Gibeon

that Jerusalem especially relies for its supply of tomatoes, while

the wheat which I saw on the plain about the great western

well seemed to me the heaviest eared that I saw in Palestine.

There are interesting rock cuttings on the northern hill and the

rock neck connecting the two summits, but the most important

are about the larger southern hill, in and at the foot of the

highest of its rock terraces, some two thirds or three quarters

of the way up to the toj). The rock of this terrace averages

perhaps twelve feet in height and in not a few places it is quite

sheer. At a number of points about the foot of this terrace

water oozes out, and at various places there are rock cuttings

for the collection and control of this water. Two of these take

the form of caves cut into the face of the cliff, with spring and

pool within. The larger and more important of these, which

constitutes the fountain and cistern of present day Jib, is near

the northern end of the eastern face of the southern hill. I had

visited this pool a number of times, but it had never occured

to me to explore it. Shortly before my departure Mr. Lars

Lind of the American Colony told me that he had visited it

with a German archaeologist, and by tactual examination and

flash light found that the cave was an artificial one, some thirty

or forty feet in depth, broadening out in the interior, and that

at the further end were steps apparently leading into a rock

cut passage which was now closed up; and he showed me a

flash light photograph exhibiting the steps. I went out with him

and verified these facts with a flashlight from within the opening

of the cave, but supposing others had examined all that could

be examined I did not enter the pool, which was very cold and

forbidding. However my conscience reproached me so severely
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for duty undone, that on the day but one before leaving Jerusa-

lem I again visited it with Mr. Lind and swam across the pool

to the steps. (As I learned on my return I could walk, the

water only coming up to my chin; but when we walked we sank

a foot or two in an ooze of soft mud, and the water became so

riled that the women of Jib made vigorous protest against our

operations.) Climbing the steps I found that the wall which had

been built above them did not entirely bar the passage, and

passing around the wall to the right I found myself in a rock

cut tunnel sloping upward. Mr. Lind then joined me and we
went up this tunnel to the end, a distance, I should say, of two

hundred feet, with a rise of seventy five feet. It averaged about

seven or eight feet in breadth with a height varying from fifteen

to forty feet. For the most part it was cut through solid rock,

but in one section, where it was highest, there was a roof of

slabs. Partly the ascent was by a slope, i)artly by stejjs, but

the whole was so deeply covered by earth seepings and bat

droppings that it was not always possible to determine which

was which. The opening at the top, which was of course blocked

up and covered by many feet of debris, lay well in the interior

of the town. Just above the steps, close to the pool, there was

another, aj)parently more ancient, perpendicular shaft, now filled

up, reminding one of the different shafts, representing different

l)eriods, by which the water of the Virgin Spring was rendered

accessii)le to the ancient inhaljitants of .Jerusalem. We found

no sherds or other objects in the tunnel, any such being

presumably buried beneath the deep deposit of dung and dirt.

We saw no markings on the walls other than occasional niciies

to hold lights. The opening to the pool from without, into which

one now descends from the road loading up to the town, was in

ancient times walled up, and the rock was recessed on both

sides within to receive the ends of the great stones which formed

this wall. The excess of water was carried out by :i rock cut

channel beneath and to one side of the wall.^

^ Unfortunately wt- did not go properly prepared to obtain aicurate

records and photographs. I was taking atfps to remedy thiH deficiency

when on the following day PeroH riaf,Tangc and Vincent told me that they

had disi-nyei'-d and explored the tunnel some years before, taken measure-
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By comparison with the similar rock cuttings which gave

access from within to springs of water at Jerusalem and Gezer

I should suppose that this water system at Gibeon was pre-

Israelite, and presumably very ancient. In those old days, when

Gibeon was provided with an abundant supply of water within

its walls from this rock cut pool and spring beneath the town,

so strongly protected against enemy entrance from without, it

must have been an almost impregnable fortress.

On the slopes of the southern mound and the plain below are

found abundant palaeohthic implements, suggesting extremely

early occupation of the site. There has been, apparently, no

illicit digging in this region, no caves and no tombs have been

dug out and rifled, facts of great promise for the discovery of

objects by excavation, for which one must always rely largely

on the discovery of graves. Also there is no evidence on this

mound of later buildings or a radical reconstruction in the

Roman or Christian periods, another favorable omen.

The importance of Shechem and its neighborhood in the

political and more especially the religious development of Israel

has been strangely overlooked. The great part it played in the

pre-Israelitic and early Israelitic periods is testified to by the

narratives of Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges and First Kings,

and archaeologically by the traditional memorials of that period

which abound thereabouts, such as the well of Jacob, the tombs

of Joseph, Joshua, Phinehas and Eleazar, with other worthies

of the conquest, and by the persistence of the sanctity of

Gerizim and the Samaritan cult maintained there to this day.^

Its archaeological importance has been similarly overlooked,

and no excavations were conducted there until 1914. At that

time there was found by accident a brick built tomb, near the

tomb of Joseph, from which were taken among other things

armor and weapons of bronze beautifully inlaid Avith precious

ments and made drawings, and published the same in La Revue Biblique.

Vincent also mentions it in his Jerusalem, and Barton in Archaeology

and the Bible, but in both cases without descriptive text.

3 Dr. Montgomery in his Samaritans, p. 19, calls attention to the

mention of Shechem in the Amarna Tablets and in the Travels of a

Mohar, as also in the Abraham Legend.
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metal, and a truncheon or governor's sceptre of the same, all

of Egyptian Avorkmanship of the period of the 18 th, dynasty.

Aiiparently tliis was the grave of an Egyptian governor or

resident, of about the 15 th. Century. These objects, of which I

have been able thus far to see only photographic reproductions,

were sold in Germany, and led Sellin to undertake an excavation

of the small mound lying close to Joseph's tomb at the eastern

exit of the valley, at the foot of Ebal, not far from the village

of Askar. He only dug about two weeks I am told. The
excavations are mere scratches, and he found nothing.

This mound was apparently an ancient hold of Shechem.

Incapable of circumvallation, Shechem seems to have depended

for protection on holds, of which there were two, one at the

broad eastern entrance of the valley, and one, which has never

been explored at all, just beyond the i)resent town of Nablus

westward, at a narrow spot admirably situated to command the

approach from that side. Xablus has always been an important

site, and the accumulation of debris beneath the present town

and stretching beyond it on either side is enormous. All

excavations for construction reveal ancient remains. While I

was there an interesting fragment of an old wall, apparently

part of an early church, was exposed in digging a shallow drain

by the road, in front of the public garden, at the western end

of the town. The d»''bris at this point I should suppose was at

least thirty feet in depth. On the plain to the east, about a

quarter of a mile beyond Jacob's well, the site of a large

building, presumably another early church, was just marked on

the surface of the ground. Along the bases of P^bal and Gerizim

are numerous tombs, caves, wells, and conduits of all ages, and

the mosques, chiefly old churches of the crusading period and

earlier, are among the most interesting in l^alestine.

The two mountains also, Ebal and Gerizim, are covered with

ruins, and I should think that excavations on the latter must

yield some results. Here according to Deut, 27 4 (text corrected

from Samaritan; were erected at the conquest the twelve stones

on whicli were ins( ribed the Law, and there was the great altar

of sacrifice of uiiliewn stones, a reflection backward of the

temple of the writer's time. This w:is the simon pure shrine of
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Israel, which claimed to be the only true shriue; here the

people gathered in great assembly ; here was developed the law

book of Deuteronomy, and the Prayers of David son of Jesse

(51—72) were the Psalter of this shrine. The Samaritan temple

which we find there in later times was the continuator of this

great early sanctuary. There is no place in Palestine more

distinctly and emphatically Israelite from the conquest onward

than Shechem and its temple on Gerizim, and here if anywhere

we may expect to find some relics of Israel's religion.

The most conspicuous ruins on the mountain at the present

time are the curious artificial hill called the Windmill, on the

extreme northeastern nose, overlooking Balata, separated from

the mountain behind by a rock cut moat, evidently a castle or

hold; and the great church of Justinian's period, in a courtyard

surrounded by castle like walls and towers, with a great cistern

below. Southw^ard and westward of this He large fields of ruins, —
terraces, cisterns, wells, streets, housewalls, and various rock

cuttings. Among these to the southward is the traditional site

of the Samaritan Temple (the place of the annual passover is

on lower ground, beneath the summit to the west) as shown to

visitors; but I noticed that our guide, not one of the tricky

priest folk, who are utterly unreliable, but a plain, and apparently

honest man of the people, showed particular reverence not to

this site, but to another, a large surface of exposed natural rock,

used by the fellahin as a threshing floor, sloping westward to

a cave, apparently used as a cistern. At this spot he removed

the shoes from his feet, although he could not tell us why.

Another important early center of Hebrew religion and

Hebrew politics was Hebron. Here too the town lies in a valley,

incapable of circumvallation. I fancy that Deir el-*^Arbain may

represent the site of an ancient hold. That immediate region

deserves careful investigation, as does also the mysterious Haram

Eamet ol KhaHl, the great enclosure of huge, beautifully jointed

stones, with a cistern within, northward of the town. This seems

to have been the traditional site of Abraham's encampment.

Perhaps when Herod built the noble monument over the cave

of Machpelah he undertook also to enclose this other sacred

spot as a great Khan. It needs investigation, as do also the
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interesting rock cuttings and water conduits about Hebron.

Like Xablus the town rests on an immense mass of debris, and

in both places it is desirable through some one on the spot to

watch carefully and continually all diggings of any sort for

foundations or whatever else. For the present the fanaticism

of Hebron seems to have disappeared, at least so far as

Christians are concerned, and one may go anywhere in the

Haram, the mosque and courts above the Cave of Machpelah;

the cave itself, however, we might not enter, but only look down
into from above.

As to the other great sacred sites of Israel, Dan, Bethel and

Shiloh, I was not able owing to the unsettled condition of the

country to visit the tirst named. From my former visits, however,

I should say that Tel Kadi is both a promising and so far as

size is concerned a very easy site to excavate. All indications

are that it was the site of The Temple of Dan, whose old

liturgies have come down to us in The Psalms of the sons of

Korah. It was presumably an out of door nature shrine at the

great source of the Jordan, and we are scarcely hkely to find

there remains of large buildings, like Solomon's temple at

Jerusalem.

The same is true of Bethel, where the real sanctuary was

apparently the great natural memorial stones, known as the

Pillars (or Pillar) of Jacob.* During the war the British drove

a road through tiiis stone field and broke up the pillars to make
road beds, thus destroying one of the great ancient monuments.

There are no evident verj' old ruins here and no tel of any sort,

but there are in the immediate ncighljorhood some interesting

rock cuttings. In view of the great part which Bethel plays in

the stor\' of the Hebrew religion this whole region should be

most thoroughly explored. A few objects from this section

appear in the collections in Jenisalem, but apparently illicit

diggers have not found the tombs for which Bethel was famous

in the Hebrew period (cf. Jud, 2 :>; II Kings 23 i.'.ff.), some of

wliich at least seem still to await discover}'.

* See my article The Tiro Great Nature Shrines of hrael, in tlie

volume entitled Studira in the Histiny of Religions, presented to Prof.

Crawford H. Tny.
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Illicit digging, to judge from the collections at Jerusalem,

seems to have been more successful and extensive to the east

of Bethel, especialty at Samieh, and to the north as far as

Shiloh. It would seem, however, from all appearances that there

must still be not a few undiscovered tombs about the latter

place from which we may hope for objects. The ruins above

ground at that site are of little promise.

Between Bethel and Shiloh I visited Tel "Asur, the highest

point in Palestine south of Manin er Ras in Northern Galilee.

This was the Ba'al Hazor where Absalom gave his sheep-

shearing party. The old sanctity implied in the name Baal

Hazor lingers on to this day in a sacred grove, in Avhich no

native will cut a tree, or even remove a fallen branch for lire-

wood. During the war the Turks, who seem to have delighted

in the violation of native prejudices, cut some branches, which

still lie untouched on the ground, in spite of the very great

scarcity of fire wood and the high prices paid for the same.

It is from the ancient centers of Israel's life and religion,

Jerusalem, Samaria, Gibeon, Shechem, Hebron, Bethel, Shiloh

and Dan that we must especially look for light on the Hebrew

period. Possibly to these we should add Beersheba, which I

was not able to visit this time; but from my former investigation

of the site and from all that has come from there since, I am
afraid that we shall find only later remains.

Of secondary value for the Hebrew period, but important,

are the partially explored sites of Megiddo (Mutesellim, including

Lejjun), Tel Hesi (Lachish), and above all Marissa. . The dis-

covery of the lion seal of Jeroboam's vizier or similar high

official at Mutesellim, in spite of the otherwise disappointing

results is suggestive of more important finds, for it must be

remembered that the part of the ruins excavated was relatively

very small, and Lejjun was not even touched. So it was also

with Tel Hesi, where much less than one fourth of the area of

the main mound was excavated, and no eff'ort made to locate

the necropolis or explore the surrounding region. In the case

of Marissa a part of the Seleucidan city was excavated, with

very interesting results; the older, supposedly Hebrew city

beneath, was reached at one point and then the excavations
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stopped. Later the natives discovered a necropolis, including

the tombs of the chiefs of the Sidonian colony settled there in

the Seleucidan period (the Fainted To)nhs). From that day to

this glass, pottery and other objects from Beit Jibrin, the glass

especially better than is found anywhere else in Palestine, have

been continually on the market. Clearly illicit diggers have

found that neighborhood an unusually rich one, an intimation

of the importance of the city sites at that point; for indeed

Marissa-Sandahamna-Beit Jibrin was at all periods a point

of great importance, situated as it was on the cross roads

north-south-east-west. I regi'et to report that the Painted

Tombs have been ruined, the same is true of the finest of the

great bell-vaulted caverns, Arak el. Ma, nor could we move

the British authorities to do anything for their protection.

Gezer has been more fully explored than any of the sites

above named and what remains, although promising looking in

itself, is probably unavailable because of the tveli, graveyard

and farmhouse by which it is occupied. Taanach has proved

important for the Canaanite period, but although not scienti-

fically explored it has been so dug over that I am inclined to

think fuither excavation scarcely desirable, at least until many

other more promising sites have been disposed of. More
important by far for the Canaanite religion, I should say, is

Kedesh of Galilee, a site which attracted me greatly on a

fonner visit, but which I was not able to reach this time.^

For the New Testament period, besides Jenisalem, naturally

Capernaum with its neighborhood, and Nazareth are the most

important regions. Cajiernaum has been partly explored by the

Franciscans, and a most interesting synagogue laid bare. This

work should be completed, and the whole northern shore of the

lake, including Chorazin, where another fine synagogue exists,

Bethsaida, and the plain of Genne.saret trenched and examined.

Probably such exploration would do little more than determine

the sites of the towns of the New Testament record, as to nono

of which is there actual certainly at present, but this would be

in itself a sufficiently valuable result.

i I havo omitted all mention of trans-Jonlanic sites, because of the

present unavailability of that region.
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My stay in Nazareth showed me how little I really knew of

the situation and characteristic features of the town of Jesus'

time in spite of my numerous former visits. Ancient Nazareth

is largely buried under heaps of debris which have changed the

surface appearance much as in Jerusalem by filling up the

valleys. Few realize that Mary's well is not on the spot where

Mary the mother of Jesus drew water. The original spring is

in a cave, now buried under debris, some two or three hundred

feet away, and the water is piped underground to the present

place of drawing. All excavations for buildings reveal old

remains, but unfortunately all of these have not been properly

examined, and many of them are not recorded. The most

interesting of those which I saw are under and about the Church

of The Annunciation and the Monastery connected with it, and

the neighboring convent of the sisters of St. Joseph. At the

latter place are some very curious caves, which have evidently

a long liistory behind them. One of them seems at some time

to have served as a secret Christian chapel. Here, as at Nablus

and Hebron, arrangements should be made with local authorities

and individuals to follow carefully all excavations made for

construction or other purposes, as the only practicable method

of exploring the original site.

For the Herodian period, besides Jerusalem, Samaria, Hebron

and Caesarea, which last is certainly worthy of extensive

excavation some time, results may be obtained from Jericho

and the Jordan valley,^ especially the striking artificial hill

called Karn Sartabeh. I am more inclined, however, to look

tow^ardFrank Mountain, Herod's marvelous artificial construction,

southeast of Bethlehem, a sort of pyramid erected on a hill to

constitute his fortress tomb, with a great basin at the foot,

supplied with water from Solomon's pools, and buildings of some

sort by the basin. Near this also, at Beit Ta'amir. are some

caves wliich should be excavated for remains probably of natives

of the stone age, as Prof. Moulton pointed out in Vol. I of the

Annual of The American SchooV Not far from this again is

6 Beisan I fancy will yield only Decapolis material from the early

post-Christian centuries.

J I regret that I can not agree with him in regard to the stone with
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the "Cave of Adullam"' (Magharet Khareitun), which vnih its

surroundings seems to me to merit more careful investigation

than it has received. On the narrow and perilous road along

the cliff leading to the mouth we found tesserae, indications of

a late and somewhat elaborate inhabitation, perhaps something

hke Mar Saba. These might have belonged to the period of

St. Chariton's occupancy. The cave itself was almost certainly

used as a dwelling in the stone age, and it is desirable to pick

up and explore the floors of such caves to ascertain whether

they do not consist of a sort of breccia containing or conceaUng

beneath them palaeolithic remains, as proved to be the case in

a cave explored just before the war at Dog River, by Beirout.

For the study of the Philistines it has seemed to me that the

mounds of Ashdod and Gaza hold out the greatest promise. At
Ashdod there is a large tel above the present village, absolutely

free of buildings, and for the most part without trees. The
depth of d«''bris on this mound is veiy considerable, and yet on

the surface we picked up potter}- fragments of pre-exilic date.

The mound is leadily accessible, and lies in a region where

labor is relatively skilled and abundant.

In the October (1920) number of The Palestine Exploration

Fund Quarterly Prof. Garstang has described '"a series of

soundings which had been made in the foot of the northern

escarpment of the mound ufxtn which tlie modern city [of Gaza]

is situated'*. Two walls are theie exposed, the later of which

P«'re Vincent dates by the evidence of potsherds between

the fifth and seventh centuries b. c. r)n the evidence of these

Wiills Prof. Garstang concludes that the "liistorical fenced city

of antiquity was located here." We also were shown these

soundings by ^^aj. Mills, governor of Gaza, but part of them,

specifically the later of the two walls, had been known to me
since 1890. The summer of that year I spent in Palestine on

my way back from Nippur, visiting among other jdaces Gaza.

cup markings which he found there. After a careful examination of the

stone and its Hurroundinjys, including a number of other cups, some of

unusual size, one big enough to sit in, we reached the conclusion that

the formation was due to nature, and that thore were no evidences of

use for cult purposes.
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There The Missionary Physician of the C. M. S. took me to call

on the Sheikh of Jami' es-Saiyid-Hashim, an hereditary endow-

ment occupying a large space on a hill on the northern edge of

Gaza. Wandering around the grounds with the Sheikh we came

to a point on the edge of the hill w^here there had been a

landslide. The hill at that point looked like the side of Tel Hesi

after Petrie's excavations, which were merely a scraping down
of the steep side of that mound from top to bottom. (I had

visited that site, be it said, the day before.) My eye caught

sight of a mud brick wall at the bottom of the slide, and in my
excitement I precipitated myself down the bank, with small

regard to courtesy, to examine the wall. The result of this

examination of the wall and the strata above it was to convince

me that the entire hill was a ruin mound, that the wall was

ancient, certainly as old as the Israelite period, and that this,

and not some site on the coast three miles away, as contended

by Schiirer and others, was the site of ancient Philistine Gaza.

I published this conclusion in Nippur (Vol. II, 356). The

prospects of important discoveries here seemed to me so

promising that I endeavored without success to have soundings

made, such as Maj. Mills has conducted, and also commended
the same to Dr. Bliss when he was excavating Tel Hesi. I then

ranked this mound next after Samaria in promise. It is, I should

think, very practicable for excavation. It is free from buildings,

except for the Jami', which itself occupies little space, and is

extremely accessible, in a good labor market. Gaza, however,

two thirds of which was destroyed during the war,- is rapidly

rebuilding, and the site should be pre-empted now before a

possible occupation for building purposes. I scarcely think that

much of Hebrew antiquities would be found in either Gaza or

Ashdod, but excavations in one or both of these sites w^ould, it

seems to me likely, go far toward a final solution of the

Philistine problem.

Ashkelon, which Prof. Garstang has chosen for liis excavations,

seems to me less likely to accomplish this. The ruins it is true

are among the most striking and the most extensive in all

Palestine, but from such examination as I was able to give them

on my three visits they seemed to me to represent, not the
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earlier Philistine settlement, but the great cities which we know

existed on that site in later times. Indeed Pere Gatt of Gaza,

who knows more about the Philistine country than any one I

met. suggested to me that the original Ashkelon ot" the Philistines

was really represented by the modern Mejdel, inland across the

dunes from Ashkelon. in the same relative position to the sea

as Gaza and Ashdod. His idea was tliat the original Philistine

cities did not lie immediately on the coast, but across the dunes

on the fertile plain, a theory borne out incidentally by the

position of Dejan, evidently an ancient Dagan, or Beth Dagan,

on the plain just back of Jaffa. It is true that Mr. Herbeit
( 'lark of Jerusalem has in his collection a beautiful double

battle axe or two, of Cretan appearance, said to have come from

tombs at Ashkelon, but from all that could be learned of their

exact ])rovenance I should say this meant no more than that

general locahty, and might apply to Mejdel as well as to

Ashkelon itself. However, Prof. Garstang's excavations, it is to

be hoped, will soon give us real liglit on the whole question.

In connection with Philistia one tliinks also of Gath. The
generally accepted site of Gath is es-Safi, where Bliss excavated

and found nothing. His excavations were conducted at vacant

spots within the village on the very crest of the ridge. The liill

is a large one, a very insignificant part of which has been

trenched. It certainly must have been an important town fortress

in antiquity, as it was in the crusading period, and I am still

liopeful that more extensive exploration may result in the

discover}' of matter of much value. If the site is really that of

Gath excavation should throw light on the Philistine problem,

especially if the excavators find the necropolis. Dr. Albright,

basing his suggestion on the modern name, es-Safi, the Shiniug,

and the mediaeval Blanrlic Garde, uhite Ave;;, evidently given

because of the white bluffs of the eastern side, which constitute a

widely seen landmark, proposed to me that this may have been the

Lihnah, rrhite, of the Old Testament CStanley's identification), a

suggestion which commends itself to me, esjjecially in view of the

statement of Eusebius and .Jerome that it was near Eleutheropolis.

In that r;ise tlic site would represent a Jiidcan frontier fortress

simihir presumably in cliaracter and history to Lacliish (Tel Hesi).
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I have mentioned only the historically more important larger

sites. There are numerous, I had almost said countless, other

less known or even unidentified tels scattered over the whole

country, some of considerable size, which have never even been

scratched, and which entice the excavator. Of such I noted

especially .Tel el Mansura, on the edge of the Philistine plain,

near the road from Beit Jibrin to Tel Hesi; Dothan, rising

fortress like, with a spring at its foot, by a great caravan route,

in a fertile plain of Samaria; and Tel Miriam, a most sym-

metrical and attractive looking ruin mound, quite unidentified,

lying close to Michmash.

On this visit to Palestine I was particularly impressed with

the number of remains of relative importance eastward of a line

drawn north and south through Hebron, Bethlehem, Jerusalem,

Bethel, a region which I had hitherto regarded as unprofitable.

I made a number of visits to Anata, searching for the site of

Anathoth, wliich it seemed to me could not have been at Anata,

in spite of the identity of names, because of the lack of debris

or other evidences of old occupation. In that search, on a nose

of the mountain about three fourths of a mile eastward, we found

a real tel without any real name, rising above an insignificant

iveli.^ There were interesting and extensive rock cut cisterns

and caves here, and a Turkish trench cut through the edge of

the tel during the war revealed a stratification suggesting a

considerable period of occupancy.

Far below this, at a broad spot in the wadi Para, are some

large stone built tumuli® over one hundred feet in length, and

near by a sacred spot guarded by erect stones with a dolmen

within. Clearly these monuments mark the site of some great

battles. Apparently the tumuli were the common tombs of the

soldiers slain, while the dolmen marked the separate tomb of a

great chief. This was the conclusion Mr. Lind and I reached.

The following day Peres Lagrange and Vincent told me that

they had visited the place long ago, reached the same conclusion

and published somewhere a brief notice. They further suggested

to me as one of the crying and immediate needs of Palestinian

8 Deir es Sidd of the Survey?
9 Kabur el beni Israim of the Survey.
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archaeolog}' a corpus or index of Palestinian discoveries, that

the explorer may be able without infinite search through a vast

number of generally unindexed periodicals, and fugitive publi-

cations, as well as legions of books, to ascertain what has already

been discovered and described, and what has been done or is

now known about the same, so that energy may be economized

and more profitably directed toward achievement. I commend
this work to some of our scholars or fellows.

The tumuU above described should certainly be fully exj)lored.

Such work as this, or the excavation and thoro study of the

great monuments of the Kidron valley, the so called tombs of

Absalom, St. James and Zechariah, as also some of the more
important tombs in the neighborhood of the Tomb of The Judges,

could be done at a very small expense relatively, and might well

be undertaken in interim moments (such as the present). In the

matter of the tombs it is very necessary that they should be

explored before further and irreparable damage be done; and

that they should be made accessible to the pubHc and put under

proper guard. Always also the floors of tombs should be care-

fully sounded. Even if nothing should be found as the result of

such work, the preservation of the tombs would be well worth

the cost of the excavations, and would fui-ther place our school

in a most favorable light in Jerusalem, and with the authorities.

In Jei-usalem I examined all the collections of antiquities,

much more numerous and more important than at the time of

my last visit. These are first the collection of The Augustinians

(Assumptionists) at Notre Dame de France, made by the late

Pi'-re Germer Durand. partly the result of his excavations on

the southeastern slope of the western hill. Tiiis collection is

arranged according to periods, and contains considerable good

material; but to be made thoroughly useful there is need of a

printed guide. '^I'he small collection of the White Brothers at

St. Anne is admirably arranged for introducing the intelligent

Bible reader to Bible archaeology. The various objects an-

ticketed with a biief description and a reference to Bible texts.

It is in fact a Biblical museum for high school and college

students. Much the largest collection is that at the Dorniition.

made by the German Benedictines. They seem to have had
2*
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considerable money at their disposal, and bought right and left

before the war. Materially also this museum is better equipped,

as with proper show cases, than any other. It had only begun

to be catalogued when the war broke out, at the close of which

the Pope placed temporarily in charge Belgian Benedictines,

most kindly and willing men, who profess, however, no know-

ledge of archaeology in any branch. Almost nothing in this

collection has been studied, and less published. Most of the

material is virgin. There are a number of forgeries which need

to be eliminated, noticeably in the collections of lamps and

coins. I had hoped to make some sort of study of this collection

with a view to determining more accurately its possibilities, and

the Brothers put at my disposal for this purpose such documents

as they possessed, showing the provenance of some of the larger

lot-purchases of pottery. These, as I remember, came from the

region about Bethlehem, especially Beit Sahur, and from villages

northwest of that on the western edge of the plateau as far

north as Malha; also from the region northward and eastward

of Bethel, especially Seilun and Samieh. For the most part

these seem to have been found in old caves used for burial

purposes. My change of plan and departure a couple of months

earlier than I had originally proposed prevented me from doing

more than make the merest beginning, and Dr. Albright took

over the work^ so far at least as the pottery was concerned,

proposing to do what his other engagements and interests would

permit. Mr. Herbert Clark has a very valuable collection of

stone tools, the best in Jerusalem, and also a number of admirable

specimens of pottery, glass and metal, including a few PhiUstine

double axes from the neighborhood of Ashkelon. Mr. Fr. Vester

has a small collection of fine pieces of glass. No fine glass, it

may be said, has been found in Palestine, except at Beit Jibrin,

where a Phoenician colony was settled.^" The fine specimens

all come from Phoenicia or Syria, especially, apparently, from

the Aleppo neighborhood. Mr. John D. Whiting also has an

interesting small collection, especially of charms, games and

10 Cf. the statements of Jose ben Jochanan and Simon ben Shetach

that articles made of glass are defiling, History of Neiv Testament Times,

Mathews.
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other objects which illustrate native Hfe, customs and super-

stitions. Some of the other members of The American Colony,

as also the Colony itself, have small collections of stone imple-

ments, potter)^ and lamps. Our school has a few specimens of

pottery, as has the Palestine Exploration Fund, the latter being

located at the Anghcan Cathedral. There are a few curious

objects in various Russian, Armenian and Greek buildings, and

in the hands of individuals scattered in and about Jerusalem.

The muuicipal collection of objects found in the excavations

commenced by Bhss and MacAlister seems to have been dis-

sipated or distroyed, at least I could not find it.^' iVll told there

are in Jerusalem enough objects, scattered through various

collections and in the hands of public spirited individuals, to

make a valuable, small, but reasonably cora[)lete museum o.'

Palestinian anti(|uities, if they could all be brought together in

one place, properly arranged and catalogued. The next best

thing would l^e a general catalogue of all collections, none of

which is at the present time so catalogued that students may
have access to information regarding the objects contained

therein. AVhoever should prepare and print such a catalogue

would render an inestimable service to the would be student of

Palestine archaeology in Palestine. A somewhat similar general

catalogue of the libraries in Jerusalem is also a desideratum.

There are a number of small libraries, the Dominican probably

the best, which, if they were so an'anged or so catalogued that

they might be used together, would fairly well cover the entire

Palestinian field.

Researches and excavations, of the latter some for construction

and others for archaeological exploration, had added greatly to

the knowledge of ancient Jerusalem since my eailier visits, and

1 soon felt myself on much firmer ground than formerly in my
study of local questions in both C)ld and New Testament fields.

Especially I found this the case in my study of the localities

of the Psalter, some of the results of which I have embodied

in a volume on the Psalms now going through the press, and

in various papers read before the Palestine Oriental Society

" There were a few objects fuund in tin- Parker excavations, but

three are under seal in the house of the Muklitar of Silwan.
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and the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis. In the

New Testament I found myself able, to my own satisfaction

at least, to locate as I had feared it never would be possible

the localities of the great events recorded in the Gospels and

in Acts. It seemed to me that the traditional site of Golgotha

and the place of Jesus' burial have been satisfactorily sho^Ti to

be the actual site ; and that the locality of the Lord's supper

and the Upper Room of the first days is now determined with

a reasonable degree of accuracy. The Assumptionist excavations

on the Western hill seemed to have helped greatly in deter-

mining the latter point, and enable us to follow with a consider-

able degree of accuracy the motions of Jesus, His followers and

His persecutors on the last night. These excavations, and those

of Capt. Parker and of Weil on Ophel, have likewise given much
additional information on the site and character of earliest

Jerusalem, and the growth and development of the city.^^

12 Since the above was written a letter from Dr. Albright brings the

information that Garstang and Phythian-Adams had commenced excavations

at Ashkelon. These excavations were in the nature of a reconnaissance

to prepare for the more serious excavations to be undertaken this Spring.

They lasted for seven weeks from September Ist^ and were remarkably

successful, especially in finds of the Roman Period. "Cuttings on the

side of the central mound revealed at one i^oint almost perfect strati-

fication, and at about the middle of the series appeared the unmistakeable

Philistine painted ware." The French Dominicans have preempted 'Ain

Duk, in the Jordan valley, where the Mosaic with a Hebrew inscription

was found during the war. The Jews under Dr. Nahum Slousch are

beginning, or have begun excavations at Tiberias. The .University of

Pennsylvania has applied for and secured the site of Beisan, ancient

Scythopolis, and the University of Chicago has secured Mutesellim, ancient

Megiddo and Legio. Various accidental minor discoveries have been made:

a fine basilica of the fourth century, rebuilt during crusadmg times, in the

excavations of the Franciscans for the foundations of their new church at

Gethsemane; interesting subterranean reservoirs at Solomon's pool; stone

culverts of the Graeco-Roman age near Arsuf in such excellent condition

"that they will be used for the modem road". All these are evidences of

the amount of material buried underground, waiting for excavation.

Dr. Albright also reports that the finds from Gezer and Beth Shemesh have

been installed in a national museum near the English Cathedral, together

with the finds from the recent excavations at Ashkelon, an important

addition to the various museums and collections reported in the above paper.
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UBER DAS ERSTE KAPITEL DES BUCHES
JEREMIA

K. BUDDE
rXIVERSITAT ilARBUKG

MAN war neueidings ziemlich einig geworden. dali sich zu

Eingang des Buches Jeremia in dem To pnfJ-a tov deov o

eyeueTo eV) lepefxiav ktX. eine iiltere Form der Lberschrift, ^2T
'i:i in^DT b« HM liyW mn\ erlmlten habe, und daC, um sie zu

vervollstandigen, von V. i, oder etwa noch urspriinglicher von

la, unmittelbar auf 2 a/S {')y\ ^tT2) iiberzugehn, V. 3 aber als

spaterer Einschub zu streichen sei.^ Wie daraus die Textgestalt

des MT entstand, dariiber mochte man verschiedene Ver-

luutungen iiuliern. Nun tritt Paul Volz in seinen iiberaus

dankenswerten „Studien zum Text des Jeremia" 1920 S. 1 f.

wieder unbedingt fiir MT, wie es scheint, ohne jede Ausscheidung

oder Anderung, ein. „Obwohl der Satzbau in M schwerfallig

ist, verdient er docli den Vorzug vor G; denn G macht durch

seine Wiederholung [gemeint ist 2 a a] den Inhalt iirmer. Die

Anderung in G berulit auf Absicht; (i oder sein hebriiischer

Vorgiinger wiinschte den guttlichen I'rheber der Prophetie

voranzustellen und iinderte den Urtext nach underen geliiutigen

i'berschriften (Hos. 1 i usw.)."

Man darf gespannt sein, wie Volz die Anfaugsworte in MT
liTDl^ ''"l^l falit, ob „Die Worte Jeremia's" oder „Die (leschichte

' Vgl. K. Budiie, Die Uberschriit des Buches Jeremia ( Vcrhandlungen

d. XIII. Intemat. Orientalisten-Kon^esBes in Hainburj,' VM}2, Sekt. V)
B, Stade, Jer. c. 1 (Zeitschr. f. d. alttest. Wiss. XXIII 1W3, S. 153 fT.)'

r. H. Cornill, Das Buch Jeremia 1906 zur Stelle.
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Jeremia's, das Bucli von Jeremia", wie scbon Kimclii auslegt.

Dubm's Liste von jeremianisclien Beweisstellen fiir die erstere

Auffassung, 36 4, lo, 27 ff. habe ich schon 1902 auf die einzige

36 10 zusaramengestrichen, Dort aber ist das unmiBverstandbcbe

l''^^ im "ItS^S* mn'' '•im bD in v. 4 unmittelbar vorbergegangeu,

so dali liT'DT """II^T in V. 10 einfacb „das Diktat Jeremia's" be-

deutet. Dieser einzigen, ungeeigneten Stelle batte Cornill nicbt

niit Graf's AVorten 26 lo binzufiigen diirfeu, da er selbst dort

ricbtig Twi^n D''12in ^l^^ mit „diese Vorfalle" iibersetzt; scbon

bei Graf Avar das ein Verseben, vgL S. 340 „von dem Vor-

gefallenen (H^^n U^^TiT] n«)". Es bleibt eben dabei, dafi die

Gottesspriicbe, die ein Propbet weitergibt, niemals Worte des

Propbeten beiCen konnen. Unbedingt ist desbalb die Auffassung

Kimcbi's im Recbte, wie dasselbe aucb von dem einzigen

Seitenstlick in der Uberscbrift eines Propbeteubucbs, dem
Dinj; nm Am. l i gilt.- HeiGt aber die Uberscbrift „Die Ge-

scbicbte Jeremia's", dann gebt sie sicber nicbt auf denUrjeremia,

der nur Jabweworte iiberbefern "wollte, sondern auf das zu-

sammengesetzte Bucb, das in den Barucbabscbnitten und in

der Erzablung K. 37— 44 viel aufgenommen batte, was iiber

jene erste Abzielung binausging. Das spricbt dafur, daB es

sicb in MT um eine spatere Fassung der Uberscbrift bandelt,

die dieser Umgestaltung des Bucbes Recbnung tragen sollte.

Es fragt sicb weiter, wie Yolz die Worte 2 a a, iTH IX^i^

)wi^ iTIiT "^yi, faCt, ob als einfacben Relativsatz „an den das

Wort Jabwes erging", oder als selbstandige Uberscbrift nach

der Formel 14 i 46 i 47 i 49 34, etwa zu iibersetzen: „[Das,l

was als Wort Jabwes an ibn erging." Die letztere Fassung ver-

tritt Stade (a. a. O. S. 154), aber nicbt obne bervorzubeben,

dali der Wortlaut jener Uberscbriften „scblecbtes Hebraiscb sei,

nur aus redaktioneller Korrektur eines alteren Wortlautes zu

erklaren".^ Icb glaube nocb weiter gebn zu mussen: es ist nicbt

2 Vgl. meine Ausfiihrungen Beihefte z. Zeitschr. f. d. Alttest. Wisa. 27

(Wellhau sen-Festschrift) S. 75 ff. Aucli Am. 1 i legt schon Kimchi
ebenso aus.

» Fiir diese Auffassung erklarte sich R. Smend brieflich (9. 4. 04)

auf die Zusendung meiner Hamburger Mitteilung: „Du hast Grund zu

allerlei Beschworden bei der herrschenden grammatischen Auffassung
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iiur schlechtes, sondein gar kein Hebriliscb, nicht auf redak-

tioneller Korrektur beruhend, sondern auf falscber Einscbiebuug

Toia Rande ber. An jeiien Stellen stand — ebenfalls scbou

ledaktionell^ — IH^DT 7i< miT' 121, was zwar nicbt vollem

bebriiiscbem Ausdiuck entspritbt. aber lUr eine Uberscbrift gut

geuug war, vgL Mab 1 i ^«1ty^ ^N ,11,1^ "131, iibnbcb Sacb. 9 i,

12 1, Oder IH'DT ""S^ mn^ "131 2 Cbr. 36 l>i. Eine spatere

Hand ergiinzte am Kande das vermilitc nTl ^Ui^. Xatiirbcb

sollte das binter Jlin"' eingetragen werden; der Abscbreiber aber

las und lieii es einfach, wo es anscbloli, niimbcb vor dem die

Zeile beginnenden "131, und so entstand dieses Ungebeuer von

einer Uberscbrift.'' xA.n unserer Stelle vollends stebt nicht

1/TDT bi^ sondern lv8, die Riickbeziebung ist damit vollkommen

sicber gestellt und rait ibr die Auffassung als eiufacber Rebitiv-

satz in durcbaus ricbtiger und unmibverstandbcber Fassung^:

„Die Geschicbte [oder ,.Die Worte"] Jeremia's ..... an welchen

das Wort Jahwes erging.'*" Oft'enbar will dieser scbleppende

von V. 2. Aber diese Auffassung ist meiner (Jberzeugung nach falscli.

Lh ubersetze: was als Wort Jahwes au ihn crging iin 13. Jahre usw.

Mir erscbeint das nach 14 i 4() i als vollkommen einwaudfrei. Danii

ist V. 2, 4 Uberscbrift bzw. Einleitung zu C. 1, nur V. 3 ist durcb spatere

Hand eingeschoben. Auf LXX niochte ich nichts geben. 1.TCT 'n2T V. i

erscheint ihr gegeniiber als urspriinglicb".

* In 14 1 bietet LXX Kai iyivtro X6yoj KvpLov ktX., eine sonst nirgends

in uusrem Bucbe vorkomiiiende Form der Uberscbrift; die iibrigen

Stellen werden von ibr nicht iiberliefert.

* Vgl. Gesenius-Kautzsch Grammatik 138« Futnote 1, wo der

(iebrauch nur an diesen vier Stellen als ganz eigentiinilicher absoluter Ge-

brauch des "10« gelmcht wird.

* Vgl. genau die gleichen Worte, diesraal von nieniandem miCverstanden,

1 Kull. 1«31.

' Wie LXX die Worte 2a a auffalit. ist nicht ganz sicher auazumachen.

Hue Wiedergabe 3s iytyri&rj \6yoi toO deoO irpdi aCrr6y scheint fiir einen

selbstandigen Satz im Sinne von 14 i zu sprechen, konnte aber audi nur

sklaviscbo Wiedergabe des hebriiisi lien Relalivsatzes sein, so da(i 3t . . .

Tpoj airr6y fur irp6s 6v stande. In 1 Kon. 18 3i umschreibt LXX niit wt

i\a\ri(jtv Kvpio% Tfiot ouTOf. Da Corn ill auch bier, Jer. 1 2, LXX mit „wie
an ihn .Jahves Wort erging" iibersetzt, niuL er wohl auch bier wt und
nicht 6t gelesen haben. Vennutlich hat er nach Parsons gearbeitet, der

im Texte wt und nicht 6s bringt. wabrend die Kollation in der FuLnote

sclilie[!>en lULt, daiJ in der Tat die Mehrzahl der Minuhkelii ilis lesen. Fiir
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Relativsatz eben das ersetzeu, was durch die Andei-ung der

ersten Worte von V. i verloren gegangen war, und laGt deshalb,

wie Stade ganz richtig feststellt, auf einen urspriinglichen Ein-

gang liT'DT ^« n\"I 1l^« nin"' im selbst ohne das Zeugnis der

LXX schlielien. Nun aber LXX eben dies mit ihrem To pi)^a

Tov Oeov o eyevero ein. 'lepefxiau ktX. bringt, hat man alle Ur-

sache, darin die ursprtingliche oder mindestens friihere Gestalt

der tjberschrift noch iiberliefert zu finden, die haufigste und

einfacbste Gestalt der Uberschrift von Prophetenbtlchern, wie

sie bei Hosea, Joel, Micha, Zephanja vorliegt und fiir Hesekiel

erschlossen werden kann. Freilich ware bei ihr 2 a a, wie Volz

richtig hervorhebt, vollkommen iiberflussig, und ich habe daraus

schon 1902 gefolgert, dali diese Worte in LXX aus der in MT
vorhegenden Rezension erst spater miissen nachgetragen sein.*

Gegen die Urspriinglichkeit der Fassung von V. i in LXX selbst

wTirde in Hamburg bei der Besprechung das to /j^/oca tov Oeov

im Unterschied von Xo'-yo? rov Oeov in 2 a a, Xoyo? Kujo/oy in V. 4

und weiterhin geltend gemacht. Ich verweise demgegeniiber auf

6 10: iSov TO p»j,ua l^vplov eyevero avroh ek 6vei8i(Tfj.6v, wo viel-

leicht die ganz allgemeine Bedeutung im Gegensatz zu dem

einzelnen Gotteswort ebenso zu dieser Abwechselung veranlaBt

hat, wie hier „das Streben, V. i, anders als V. 2 und 4, auf das

ganze Buch zu beziehen".^

Aus alledem schloG ich in Hamburg: „Als urspriingliclie

Gestalt der tjberschrift — ich iibergehe lb — kann man ge-

trost herausschalen: „Das Wort Jahwes, das an Jeremia, Hillda's

B, A, K (Q,=XII hat auch nach Parsons 5s) wird aber doch Swete

Glauben zu schenken sein, daB auch nicht eine einzige Hand in diesen

Codices ws bietet. Ich halte ws ledigiich fiir innergriechische Erleichterung.

8 Damals gab ich daneben folgende andere Erklarung frei: ,,Oder es

wurde [hinter der urspriinglichen Form von V. i] zuerst 2 a a eingetragen,

sei es als Stiitze fiir den Zusatz V. 3, sei es, weil die Erlauterungen zu

dem Namen Jeremia durch Zusatze einen derartigen Umfang angenommen

hatten, daft eine Wiederaufnahme von 1 a a erwiinscht erschien. Nimmt

man das Letztere an, so darf man in 1 a a MT einen weiteren beab-

sichtigten Schritt sehen, durch den die Tautologie wieder beseitigt und

zugleich V. i mit dem Zusatz V. 3 zu einer Uberschrift fiir das ganze

Buch erweitert wurde". Ich ziehe die oben gegebene Erklarung vor.

9 So ich a. a. O. in einem Anhang zu meiner Mitteilung.
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Sohn, erging in den Tagen Josia's des Konigs von Juda, im

13. Jahi'e seines Konigtums". Ich verband also 2 a/3 b unmittel-

bar mit V. i, als dazu gehorige Zeitbestimmung. Dasselbe tut

Stade, weniger deutlich S. 154, ganz klar S. 155: „Auf V. 2

in der vorhin angenommenen Rekonstruktion kann nur Y. 5,

oder, wenn mit ihm [augenscheinlicb mit 1 a, 2 n^h] eine redak-

tionelle Uberschrift vor die vom Verf. herriihrende Uberschrift

V. 4 gesetzt worden ist, Y. 4 folgen". Ebenso verband 2a|Sb

scbon die Uberarbeitung, der wir den jetzigenText, insbesondere

2 a a und Y. 3 verdanken. Indessen fiihrt das den I'belstand

mit sich, daCi dann Jereraia's Rede in Y. 4 mit \T1 beginnt, und

zwar nicbt einmal mit einera fonuelhaften, blola die Einfiihrung

der Erziihlung bezweckenden, was ganz zu Anfang scbon ver-

dacbtig genug wiire, sondem mit einem ^$T), das das Priidikat

des Satzes bildet: „Und es erging das Wort Jabwes an micb".

So wenig man sicb bisher daran gestolien hat — nur Stade
scbeint ein Gefiihl dafiir zu bekunden, indem er dazu neigt oder

docb freigibt, Y. 4 fiir den urspriingbcben AVortlaut eintach

auszuscbalten — muD icb das docb bier wie andenviirts fiir

ganz unm()glicb lialten. Icb bin desbalb iiberzeugt, dali wir die

ilberscbrilt, in der Jeremia in der 3. Person eingetubrt wird,

auf Y. 1 allein zu bescbriinken baben, und daD dann mit 2 a/3b 4

Jeremias eigene Rede beginnt: „In den Tagen Josia's des

Konigs von Juda, im 13. Jahre seines Konigtums, da

erging das ^Vort Jabwes an micb also lautend". Es

handelt sicb um die bekannte, sehr hiiutige Anknliptung des

Impf. cons, an Zeitbestimmungen jeder Art, Darin baben wir

dann den unversebilen Antang des Diktats .leremia's zu er-

kennen, und davnr wurde nun in Gestalt von Y. i eine Uber-

scbrift gesetzt, die als solcbe wiederura vollstjimlig ist. Tiost sic

sicb los von der Forlsetzung in 2 a/3, so fiillt auch der (irund

fort, 1 b als spiitere Yermehrung zu streichen. Dali Jeremia in

Anatot zu Hause war, erseben wir aucb aus anderen Stclkn

des Bucbes; dali er Priestersobn war, erfabren wir nur iiier.

Wir baben nicbt den geringsten Gnind es zu bezweifeln; wober

es aber spiiter nocb soUte gewonnen sein, ist scbwer :il)zuseben.

Den Yater Jeremia's von dem gleicbzeitigen Oberpriester,Josia's

(1 Kiin. 22 f.) deutlicb zu unterscbeiden, war obnedies von
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Anfang an ein dringendes Bediirfnis, wird er doch trotzdem

noch oft genug mit ihm gleichgesetzt.

Diese, hier vielleicht zum ersten Male vertretene Auffassung

der Eingangsverse in ihrer urspriiuglichen Gestalt gewinut noch

eine starke Stiitze an dem Seitenstiick des Buches Jesaja. Der
Uberschrift Jer. 1 i entspricht dort nach Aufbau und IJmfang

genau der alteste Bestand von Jes. 1 i: „Das Gesicht Jesaja's

des Sohnes des Amoz". Die eigentumliche Fassung dieser Uber-

schrift habe ich^° daraus erkhirt, dali urspriinglich auf Jes. 1 i

die einzige bei Jesaja vorkommende Vision Kap. 6 und mit ihr

die ganze im Ich Jesaja's gehaltene Denkschrift Kap. 6—9 6

folgte. 1st das richtig, so schloli sich dort an die Uberschrift 1 1,

die Jesaja in der 3. Person einfiihrt, unmittelbar Jesaja's eigene

Erziihlung K. 6 i: „Im Todesjahre des Konigs Uzzia da sah

ich usw." Also genau, wie wir jetzt fiir Jeremia hergestellt

haben, die Zeitangabe als Beginn der eigenen Worte des

Propheten, aufgenommen durch das Impf. cons., dort nt^lfc^l,

hier NT*!. Dafi Jeremia den Bericht Jesaja's iiber seine Be-

rufung kannte, ist aufs hochste wahrscheinlich, auch aus anderen

Spuren; dali er sich an ihn der Porm nach anschlod, das

Katiirlichste von der Welt. Ganz klar ist ferner bei Jesaja,

dali sich die Uberschrift liT^yty pTH urspriinglich nur auf die

einzige jesajanische Vision Kap. 6 beziehen sollte; darin liegt

eine Bestatigung fiir die Annahme, da£» auch Jer. 1 i in der

LXX-Form urspriinghch nur auf die Berufungsvision V. 5-9

abzielte. Aber ganz ebenso wie bei Jeremia durch 2 a a 3 ist

dann auch bei Jesaja spater, sicher erst nach Urastellung von

K. 6—9 6 an die jetzige Stelle durch Jes. 1 ib, b^ Hm "lt5>«"

nbmy) n-nn^ und mm"' ''d!?^ in^prn^ Tn« nnr innj; ^d"*! die

Erweiterung der Uberschrift auf das ganze Buch vollzogen.

In dem Berufungsbericht V. 5-9 wie anderwarts ist vor allem

jede Textkritik aus rein metrischen Griinden vom Ubel, wie

besonders Erbt und Rothstein, aber auch Cornill; sie

ausgiebig iiben. Die freie prophetische Bede vertragt solche

10 Zeitschr. f. d. alttest. Wiss. XXXVHI 1920/21 S. 58.

11 Sicher zu iibersetzen „der da schaute usw.", nicht „das er schaute".
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MaQstiibe nicht; wo bei denPropheten eigens und ausgesprocheu

lyrische Kliinge angeschlagen werden, ist das eine besondere

Sache. Was soil man z. B. dazu sagen. wenn Erbt und Roth-
stein ihrer Metrik zuliebe selbst das DniQ in V. 5 meinen ent-

behren zu konnen!^^ — Durch seinen Feldziiggegen die ,,vielen

Yolker" lieB sicb Stade zu der ungliicklichen Auderung'^Mip statt

U^)j7 in V. 5 verleiten, die nirgends Billigung gei'unden hat. Aber
nun das AVort eint'ach zu streichen, \sie Roth stein tut, zugleich

(in der Xacbfolge Erbt's) mit nD^OOn ^j;i 2"!^^ ^V in V. lo,

ist volleuds verkehrt. Das Cl^l? lieilit nicht, dalj .leremia den

Yolkern, d. i. den Heiden, als Prophet zur Seite und zur Ver-

fiigung gestellt wiirde, sondern daB es sich bei seiner prophetischen

Tiitigkeit nicht um kleine Dinge sondern um grosse Angelegen-

heiten, um Sein oder Nichtsein ganzer Yolker handeln werde.

Das aber hervorzuheben, die umfassende, welterschiitternde

Autgabe in grellen Gegensatz zu stellen gegen das bescheidene,

eingezogene, zaghafte SelbstbewuGtsein gerade dieses Propheten

ist die eigentliche Abzielung dieser Vision und muli es sein.

Die Wendungen dafiir konnen gar nicht zu hoch gegriften sein.

Und zwar ohne daD man mit Duhm daraus eben auf spate Ab-
fassung zu schlielien hiitte; viehnehr hat .Teremia das Eintreffen

dieser Ankiindigung sein Leben lang ertahren und den Druck

davon aufs empfindlicliste verspiirt. Das bleibt ubrigens selbst

dann in V. lo noch iibrig, wenn man dort die Yolker und

Konigreiche mit Erbt und Rothstein streicht. Dagegen hilft

nichts als Beseitigung des ganzen Verses, wozu Stade sich

entschlieGt. -- Unter den vielen Vorschliigen fiir die Kurzung

doi- laiigen Reiiie von Infinitiven in V. lo ist der von Yolz,

DTiriTl ^^3^<^!'^ zu streichen, weil dadurch eine schone chiastische

(jegeniiberstellung zweier dem Garten- und Hausbau entlehnter

Bilderpaare und ein erwiinschter Gleichklang gewonnen werde,

am ersten erwiigenswert. Immerhin mag man fragen, ob das

Ersch()plVn allcr Ausdriicke fiir das Zerstftren neben dem be-

scheidenen Nachfolgen neuen Werdens nicht seinen guten, wohl

berechneten Sinn habe. Sicheres wird sich nie sagen lassen. -

" Irh iiberpehc doshalb and^re Stroirhtinpen, hosonders von ErM,
80 ]Ba3 V. s, 'ann und nvi V. e, ahnlich V. 9 ubw.
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Einen besonders gliicklichen Griff scheint mir Yolz mit der

Streichung von DJT'iDD in V. 8 getan zu haben. Er erklart es

einleuchtend als Auffiillung aus V. i", wie denn (gi^ss-s^i —
Parsons zahlt zehn Minuskeln dafiir auf — hier dem Text von

V. 17 noch eine Strecke weiter folgen. In der Tat hat das

DiT'iJSD selbst dann keinen befriedigenden Anschluli nach riick-

^varts. wenn man das "pT) "[n^t^S "Wi^ b^ b)f in V. 7 (mit b»

statt 7J^) nach LXX deutet „zu alien, an die ich dich sende,

sollst du gehn". Fiir viel wahrscheinlicher halte ich aber den

Sinn „wesw'egen immer ich dich sende, sollst du gehn" oder

„womit immer ich dich beauftrage, das sollst du ausrichten",

so dali Ipn absolut steht, „einen Botengang tun". Dafiir spricht

besonders Jes. 6 8: U^ ']!?'' ''Dl Vh^i^ ""D m. Ob nicht ebenso

wie DJT'JSD aus V. 17, ']Tijn7 samt dem, wie Duhm richtig ge-

sehen hat, in Jahwes Munde, dem Propheten gegeniiber, unmog-

lichen nirT Di<J, aus V. 19 aufgefiillt ist, wo LXX die drei

Worte in dieser Reihenfolge bringt, mochte ich zu erwiigen

geben. — Eine kaum zu umgehende Verbesserung hat man
bisher stets iibersehen. In V. 9 muB statt ''lyi durchaus ''in

gesprochen werden, well es sich nicht um die vielen verschiedenen

Worte wie in V. 7 handelt, sondern um die einmalige, grund-

legende Eingebung des Wortes Jahwes durch die sinnlich ver-

spiirte Hand des Gottes. Den Beweis fiir die Kichtigkeit dieser

Aussprache bringt Y. 12 b.

Die beiden ferneren Yisionen Y. 11 f. und Y. i3ff. sind nicht

datiert, brauchen also nicht aus dem gleichen Jahre zu- stammen
wie die Berufungsvision, wenn das auch keineswegs auszu-

schliefien ist. Sie werden lose angefiigt sein nicht nur, weil es

sich um gleichartige Offenbarungen handelt, sondern auch, weil

sie die Berufungsvision zu erganzen geeignet sind. Die erste

mahnt zum Glauben und zur Geduld, wenn die Einlosung des

erhaltenen Gotteswortes auf sich warten lafit; man mag Hab. 2 1—3

vergleichen, oder dieselbe prophetische Not mit anderer Losung

in Jes. 28 23 flf. Die zweite Yision erlautert die Ankiindigungeu

von Y. 5 und Y. 10 durch nahere Bestimmung der Yolkerver-

hiiltnisse, in die der Prophet eingreifen soil. Die beiden Stiicke

hier auszuschaiten, etwa in Y. 17 die Fortsetzung von Y. 9 zu
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sehen, wie Stade tut, ist nicht der geringste Anlali. Das D'^JB^

von V. 13 nimmt auf V. o-io, die erste der drei Visionen, eint'ach

darum nicht Riicksicht, weil Jahwe doit nicht getragt hat HD
ntri nnX; dieser Wortlaut der Frage ist eben in das n^Jl^ ein-

geschlossen. Sicher fragt damit Jahwe nicht nach dem Inhalt

irgeud eines zufalhgen, alltiighchen Gesichtseiudrucks bei wachen

Augen; sondern die ebenso wie Am. 7 8 8-2 gefalite Frage

schheC>t das dort und Am. 7 i, 4 vorausgehende "'Jlfc^ ^JSIH HD
mn^ abkiirzend mit ein, es handelt sich zweifellos um Visionen.

Auch dalj Jeremia 24 i und 38 21 die voile Form kennt, iindert

daran nichts. Alles Griibeln und Dichten iiber eine diesen

Visionen zugrunde liegende Wirklichkeit oder die Verkniipfung

von wirklich Gesehenem mit Traumeswissen sollte man sich

daher billig sparen. Der Prophet jedenfalls hat das Gesehene

lediglich als von Jahwe durch Offenbarung ihm ge^\•iesen ver-

standen.

Als eine wahre Erlosung empfinde ich es, dali man neuerdings

angefangeu hat, dem VISD in V. 13 zu mi&trauen. AVas soil man
unter dem Gesicht oder der Vorderseite eines iiber dem Feuer

stehenden Kessels verstehen? Von den versuchten Deutiingen

war immer jede neue ebenso unnatiirlich wie die vorhergehende.

l)er Vorschlag D"'iDC> fur ^JSD wird dadurch zugleich erledigt.

Aber auch mit Rothstein's T'B^ statt VJD1 ist nichts gebessert;

denn die Miindung eines siedenden Kessels weist nach keiner der

vier Himmelsrichtungen, sondern immer nach oben.'^ Ehrlich

vermutet statt ViDI „ein Substantiv von HSJ, etwa nSJ, das die

wallende Bewegung von etwas Kochendem bezeichnet. Wenn
das Feuer unter eineni grolien Topi nicht gleichmiiliig verteilt

ist, kocht sein Inhalt an der Seite am stiirksten, wo das meiste

Feuer ist*'. Zu dieser F^rklurung muli ich zwar wieder ein groBes

Fragezeichen setzen; aber der Gedanke an den Stamm n£5J,

Ankniipfung an das dicht vorhergehende HIDJ, scheint mir sehr

glucklich. Die eint'ache genaue Wiederholuiig dieses Wortes

wiirde schun die Dienste tun: „einen angeblasenen Kessel sehe

" Unklar iat Rotbstein's Ubersetzung „Seine Offnung [droht] von

Nordcn her"; das klingt, als wonn die Handlang des OffneDs gemciiit

ware, was docb gewilj nicht beabsichtigt ist.
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ich, angeblaseu von Xorden her. Aber besser scheint mir,

sowohl dem Sinne nach, als weil die Verderbnis zu VIQ) sich

dann besonders leicht erklart, ITlDil: „iind die ihn anblasen,

[tun es] von Norden her". — Ob an dem nriSIH in V. u zu

rtitteln ist, ob man es nicht einfach als „wird losgehissen werden"

beibehalten soil, scheint mir nach wie vor der Erwagung -wert.

An sich ist ein neues Tatwort hier wahrscheinlicher als die

Wiederholung des in V. 18 gebrauchten, weil es sich um die

Erkliirung des dort ira Bilde Gesehenen handelt. Will man aber

LXX folgen, so diirfte Ehrlich's HS^H sich am meisten

empfehlen, audi graphisch. Falsch ist je'denfalls Volz' neuer

Vorschlag ""rinD^, weil er V. 15 unzulassig vorwegnimmt. Das
Gesicht selbst, seine rein gegenstandliche Deutung, Jahwes Ur-

heberschaft, das ist die Reihenfolge der drei Aussagen in den

Versen 13, 14, 15. Erst mit dem ""D von V. 15 tritt Jahwe in die

Handlung ein. — In V. 15 entscheidet sich Yolz wie Eothstein
und H. Schmidt nach LXX fiir Streichung von mnStS^D als

aus 25 9 eingedrungen; „denn zu t^^p^ paBt wohl niD^pQ
.Dynastien' (1 10), aber nicht ntHS^Ip ,Volkerstamme'". Wenn
das nur richtig ist! Es miiMe doch HtS^J^ und rlKDS heifien,

wenn die Konigreiche^* bei der Belagerung Jerusalems ihren

Thron vor dessen Toren aufrichten sollten. In Wirklichkeit

aber konnen das nicht Konigreiche noch Djmastien, sondern

nur Konige, und so ist es geradezu unbegreiflich, daB die von

Volz gewissenhaft gebuchte Lesart tci? /SacrtAe/a? [tcoi/] /BacriXecov

bisher gar keine Beachtung gefunden hat. Das (^acriXewp ist

nicht nur fiir LXX ansehnlich bezeugt durch ®^,. Theodoret

und Arabs, sondern audi ausdriicklich fiir MT durch Aquila,

Theodotion und die Asterisci in 88 und Syro-Hexaplaris. Die

]"IS2fn ''D^Q ferner finden sich Jer. 25 26. Vor ""p^D aber ist

mnStS'D durchaus festzuhalten; denn die Volker, nicht die

Reiche, wird Jahwe herbeirufen, und HDI^^n mnSlS^D ^D sagt

schon Amos (3 2), vgl. auch ]1S2J mnStS^ID Jer. 25 9. Zu dem
bunten Schauspiel, das damit vor Jereraia's geistiges Auge tritt,

muG man das bewegte Vorbild in Jes. 22 5 ff. vergleichen. Gerade

die Buntscheckigkeit des Heeres der Welteroberer wird mit

1* ;,Dynastie" heilot nD^tttt nirgends.
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clem ilinS^O richtig gemalt. Wilhlen mag man zwischen dem
vollen ''D7D mD/'QD mnStJ^D, das wenigstens fiir Aquila bezeugt

ist, und dem kiirzeien uud wohllautenderen '^j7D DIHStyD. Im
letzteren Falle wiire in MT '^j^D dem vorausgeliendeu niHStS^D

angepa^t, in ©^ usw. mnStS'D dem folgenden ^D^D, beides be-

greiflich genug. Subjekt der Verba Unil Ifc^lSl siud jedcnfalls

die Konige; daB sie im Genetiv vorausgehn, macht keine

Schwierigkeit. niH^ U^l davor muQ ebeuso wie in V. s spiiterer

Zusatz sein, weil Jaliwe zu Jeremia redet. Dali PiriS uberall

nur „vor den Toren" usw. heiljt, niclit „an den P^iugang", wie

noch Cornill, Rothstein, H. Schmidt iibersetzen, liat Ehr-
licli Duhm gegeniibcr richtig festgestellt; die Beweisstellen

dafiir sind sehr zahh-eich. Vor iTHbh aber muli dafiir notwendig

7^ eintreten; es hegt also gar kein Grund vor, den Eest des

\'erses i5 von 7^1 an zu streichen, wie H. Schmidt es tut. —
Weiterhin streicht Erl)t 17 a /3 von mSll an, was ganz unmoglich,

A'olz von nX an, was mindestens nicht gut ist, beide aus leidigen

nietrischen Griinden, die gar nicht hierhcr gehiiren. Selbst das

von LXX nicht gesondert wiedergegebenc, in V. 7 fehlende ''DJi^

ist hier durchaus am Platze. In 17 b bietet LXX fiir die zweite

Halfte ein weitschweifiges, aus anderen Stellen zusammen-

gcsuchtes Quidi)rnquo, augensclieinlich aus Scheu vor der

Drohung "^nnX ]S, die ohne jeden Zweifel das Echteste des

Echten ist. Aber nichts wert ist das folgende D«TJS7, „dali ich

dicli nicht vor ihnen''' erschrecke", weilJahwe sonst ja mit eben

dem drohen wurde, was schon ohne ihn cingetreten ist und iliiu

erst den Anhili zum Einschreiten geben wird, mit dem Er-

schrecken vor den Menschcn, an die der Prophet sein Wort
richten soil. Woniit Jahwe ihn bedroht, dus ist ein ganz andcrer

Schrecken, ein gottlicher (1 Sam. 14 15), mit dem jener iiiciit

entfernt verglichen werden kniin. Darum folgt, dali das DiT^iDD

gegeii Erbt fcstzuhaltcn. DiTiS^ als sihleclitc Ableitung daraus

riiit Ki-l)t uiid 11. Schiiiiijt zu streichen ist. Dadurch aber wird

der Weg IVei zii (h-r ricliti,L'cn Ei"g:iii/.uiig des ']n^^< ]E). Vol/
stiilit sich an dem Hin ''J^<"1 zu Anfang von lb, wo im Hauptstroiii

'!• Dn'JD*? 8i'lilf!cht fiir On'JCD. Man mocht«' fast iibersetzen „vor

ibncn" ^= „fruber als sie", was iloch audi nicht angebt.

a
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der LXX ^ii<l fchlt. Er selbst streiclit lieber Hin und belialt

"•ii^l, weil es dem nnfc^l in V. n wirkimgsvoU entsprecbe (so

aucb Duhm). Aber ein Gegensatz zu V. n, die RoUe Jabwes

gegeniiber der des Propbeten, wird bier keineswegs eingefiibrt;

viehnebr bleibt der Propbet selbst das logiscbe Subjekt, und

V. 18 bringt nur seine besondere Ausriistung zu dem Amte, das

ibm durcb V. 17 iibertragen wird. Damit erweist sicb umgekebrt

das ''JN1 f'iir V. 18 als iiberflussig, das Hin als vollkommen aus-

reicbend. Das ""ii^l gebort vielmebr, obne das 1, zum Vorber-

gebenden, und gerade darum feblt es in LXX, weil es rait dem
vorbergebenden Satze dort durcb andere geliiufige Wendungen
ersetzt ist. Es lieiM also: ''^K "]nnfc< ]S D/T'JSD nnn bx „Er-

scbrick nicbt vor ibnen, dali nicbt icb dicb erscbrecke!", oder

anders ausgedriickt ,,damit icb dir nicbt Ursacbe gebe, vor mir

zu erschi-ecken!" Nicbt gegen das TiD^) in V. i7 stebt das ''iK

im Gegensatz, sondern gegen das nisn in DiTJSD. — In V. 18

muli jedenfalls IVyiT] statt niDfl oder nblH gelesen werden; die

falscbe Ausspracbe stammt aus V. is. tJber das Mebr des MT
einerseits, derLXX anderseits la£»t sicb scbwer eine ausreicbend

sicbere Entscbeiduug trelFen. Ricbtig wird man mit LXX 7j^

Y^^n 7D streicben (so Cornill, Rotbstein, Volz); aber sofort

taucbt dann die Frage auf, ob es nicbt aus dem n']12f3 (vgl. 15 20)

entwickelt ist, das LXX an dieser Stelle mebr bietet. Viel bat

aucb das ''Dba"^D^ der LXX gegeniiber dem ""^^D^ des MT fiir

sicb (dafiir Cornill). Aber ob man das eigenartige bt12 TlDJ^bl

mit dem Hauptstrom der LXX streicben soil (so Cornill,

Rotbstein, H. Scbmidt, Volz), ist docli scbon recbt zweifel-

baft, und wenn voUends Cornill selbst das iiberall bezeugte

ntS^ni nDinbl nocb mit in den Kauf gibt, so ist das reine Will-

kiir, vielleicbt durcb seine wenig durcbsicbtigen metriscben

Voraussetzungen bedingt. Nocb ein wenig starker als die eiserne

Saule ist durcb die griecbiscbe Uberlieferung das JT'JnDb au-

gefocbten, und Cornill und Rotbstein streicben es demgemiiG.

Halt man es fest, was mir wie Volz ricbtiger zu sein scheint,

so wird man Ursacbe baben, nacb 8 Mscrr., LXX und Syr. vor

JT'liy? ein 1 zu lesen. — In V. 19 ist jedenfalls wie in V. «, is

das mn^ U^l nicbt am Platze; seine verscbiedene Stelle in der

Uberlieferung — LXX und Syr. bringen es am ScbluB —
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erleichtert die Streichung, fiir die auch einige Mscrr. eintreten.

Yolz' Herstellimg ni/T ''JX, so daD niir Ui^X durcli Dittograpliie

sozusagen, hinzugekommeu Aviire, mag daneben envogen werden.

Dor "Wortlaut, der, so nacli Kriiften gesichtet, fiir das erste

Kapitel des Prophetenbucbs gewonnen ist, verdient alles Zu-

trauen, auch als Eingang des Urjeremia nach Kap. 36. Natiirlicb

gilt dies nacb wie vor fiir die groBeii Ziige; einzelne Worte und

"NVendimgen mugen in noch weiterem Umfang, als das oben

bereits gescheben ist, freigegeben werden, wie bei jeder tJber-

beferung alter Texte. In den FuCitapfen Jesaja's, wenn es eines

Yorbildes dafiir erst bediirfte, beginnt Jereinia seine Auf-

zeichnungen mit dem Bericht iiber seine Berufung durcb einc

nacb Y. 9 audi dem Gefiibl, nur vielleicbt dem Gesicht, wahr-

nebmbare Offenbarung Jabwes. Er scbUefit daran zwei durcb

Jabwes Wort gedeutete Yisionen, die ebenso wie jene erste

Offenbarung nur ibm selber, fiir seine Person, zugckommcn

sind, daber bier zum ersten Mai der Offentlicbkeit zugiinglicb

werden. Beide beziehen sicb auf sein Amt; sie sollen ihn darin

getrost und fest macben, gefaDt auf das Scbbmmste, was ibm

ferner begegnen mag. Fiir die Echtbeit dieser wciteren Offen-

barung ])ietet ilire Scblicbtbeit die denkbar beste Biirgscbaft.

Griffen bier und ebenso in der eigentbchen Berufung (Y. 5-9),

wie Duhm mcint, spiite Hiinde ein, in majorem proplietae

gloriam, sie wiirden alles tun, um das beriibnite Yorl)ild in

.les. 6 — und fiir spiite Zeit aucb von Ez. Iff. — an Pracbt

und Erbabenbeit woraoglicb zu iiljerbieteu. Nun ists bloB ein

Mandelstock, ein bliibcnder wobl, und ein siedender Kesscl, die

unscheinbarsten und alltagbchsten Dinge, so unscheinbar, dalj

man sicb gerade in neuester Zeit oft genug daran gestolien und

gemeint bat, Jeremia biitte, was er zu sagcn batte, in das ein-

fache Wort wirkungsvoller einkleiden konnen als in solcbe bhisse

und wenig zutroffendc Bilder. .la, wenn die spiiten V'erscbiWierer

an der Arbeit wiiren! Abcr bier bandelt es sicii um keine Ein-

kleidung nacb Wabl, sondern um die wahrbaftigc Erfabrung

des stillsten und bescbeidensten aller Propbeten, und aucb diese

seine geistlicben Erfabrungen scbmiogen sich von selbst seiner

iunersten Eigcnart an und priigen sicb in deren Formen. Nur
3*
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Zweifelsuclit und Willkiir kann sich an dieser G-estalt der IJber-

lieferung argern.

Noch ein Wort, das iiber Kap. 1 liinausgreift, sei mir gestattet

hinzuzufugen. Wir haben iiberall, wie sichs gebiihrt, LXX zu

Rate gezogen. Es ist bekannt, in welchem MaBe der Umfang
des Buchs Jeremia in LXX hinter MT zurilckbleibt, und wie

sehr man immer wieder geneigt ist, ihre Tcxtgestalt als urspriing-

licher und maBgebend anzusehen und den hebraiscben Text

danacb umzugestalten. Das Problem ist im wesentlicben das

gleicbe wie bei dem Bucbe Hiob. In meinem Kommentar zu

diesem Buche (2. Aufl. S. LXI) babe icb neben anderen

Grllnden fiir die groBere Ursprunglicbkeit des langeren Textes

von MT auch den angefiibrt, daC> zu Anfang des Bucbes der

griechiscbe Wortlaut dem hebraiscben vollig gleicblauft, ein

Plus oder Minus sich durchaus nicht herausstellt, dann ganz

allmablich, stufenweise, der Unterschied in der Lange zunimmt,

vom zweiten Redegang an der Abstand immer groBer wird, bis

dann auf einmal in den Reden Jabwes beide Strome wieder

zusammenflieBen und im gleichen Bette weiterlaufen. Ich babe

dort daraus gescblossen, daB die Ubersetzer auf die Dauer die

Geduld verloren, ihre Vorlage fiir weitschweifig hielten, dem
Leser zuliebe immer mehr gekiirzt haben, wo nicht iiberwiegende

Griinde sie zu grofierer Treue veranlafiten. WesentUch das

gleicbe Schauspiel wiederholt sich bier. Wohl fehlen in LXX
einzelne Worte; aber dafiir treten andere hinzu, so dali der

Unterschied der Summen beiderseits fast gleich Null ist. Die

zahlreichen Streichungen , die besonders Erbt urn seines

Metrums willen vollziebt, mogen beweisen, wdeviel im Sinne der

LXX der spateren Abschnitte gleich im ersten Kapitel noch

„entbehrlich" ware. Eine groBe Strecke babe ich das Experiment

aufs genaueste weiter verfolgt und dabei die gleicbe Erfahrung

wie beim Buche Hiob gemacht, ganz langsame Zunahme des

Minus der LXX. Aber ohne jede Miihe kann sich jetzt jeder

den Augenschein verschaffen, seitdera Co mill, ein neuer

Origenes, die Ubersetzung iiber seinem Kommentar durch

verschiedene Druckschriften zu einer vollstandigen Synopse der

beiden Rezensionen ausgestaltet hat, nicht zum Yorteil der

Genieiibarkeit des Wortlauts. Man wird finden, dafi etwa von
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Kap. 16 an das Minus in LXX bedeutend zunimmt und immer

welter anscbwillt, ebenfalls nicbt obne eine gewisse Ebbe und

Flut. Ich balte aucb bier fiir wabrscheinlicb, was icb beim

Bucbe Hiob ausgesprocben babe, daij das Ermiiden gegeniiber

der Lange des Textes, das Streben nacb Kiirzung den oder die

Ubersetzer vor alien Dingen geleitet bat. Wiire statt dessen

bei den Abscbreibern des bebraiscben Textes das Streben nacb

Deutbcbkeit, nacb breiterer I^mscbreil)iing, nacb Auslegung

wiibrend der Wiedergabe am "Werke gewesen, so miiDte das

umgekebrt am Anfang starker bervortreten, auf die Liinge aber

sicb abstumpfen und ermiiden. Icb bilde mir nicbt ein das

Problem damit zu erscbopfen; aber sorgfilltiger Erwagung -wird

(bese ScbluDfolgemng iramerbin wert sein.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

Zu Deut. 32 43

IN seiner Anzeige meiner Schrift „Das Lied Hose's" (Deutsche

Literaturzeitung 1920 Nr. 51/52 Sp. 782 f.) sagt H. Gunkel,
meine Ableitung des Gedichts aus dem Exil scheine ihm ganz

unmoglich, weil dieses nicht nur unter den aufgezahlten Plagen

nicht mit erwahnt sei, sondern —- und dies sei mir entgangen —
jeder Hinweis auf die Befreiung aus der Gefangenschaft und

auf die Heimkehr auch in der Weissagung am SchluB fehle.

Das ware ja meinerseits eine arge Unachtsamkeit, die mit der

Sorgfalt und Genauigkeit, die Gunkel mir zu Eingang nach-

riihmt, in grellem "Widerspruch stande. Aber das IJbersehen

liegt doch auf seiner Seite, und zwar nicht nur mir, sondern

auch dem Liede gegeniiber. Denn nur dem Buchstaben nach

trifft zu, was er von dessen AbschluG sagt. Von Befreiung und

Heimkehr ist freilich dort nicht die Bede, aber einfach darum

nicht, weil sicb von V. 40 an — und vorbereitet ist dies schon

seit V. 26 — alle Heilsansage nur in das Gewand der Eache an

den Feinden Jahwes und Israels kleidet. Alles, was daraus an

Heil fiir Israel sich ergeben wird, muB lediglich zwischen den

Zeilen gelesen werden. Aber gerade auf Befreiung und Heim-

kehr, und auf sie allein, wird dabei doch deutlich genug an-

gespielt, und das hervorzuheben habe ich mir keineswegs ent-

gehen lassen. Zum SchluGverse 43 des Liedes sage ich S. 40:

„Ehrlich's D'^lilSj oubelt unter den Heiden, ihr sein Volk', ist

recht eigenthch das Ei des Kolumbus .... Aber W^)^ [so MT
statt D'^im] konnte sehr wohl alte Anderung sein, vielleicht so

alt wie die Aufnahme des Liedes an unserer Stelle. Denn wie

kann Mose von seinem Volke als unter die Heiden zerstreut

sprechen! Freilich steckt fiigUch dasselbe in der letzten Zeile,
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die die Entsiindigung seines Landes oder Bodens einfiihrt [lies

mit LXX und Yulg. IDJ^ ^ID^^^], natiirlich von der Befleckung

durch das Eindringen der Heiden'-. Ich glaubte damit genug

gesagt zu haben, sehe aber aus Gunk el's Einvrurf, dali ich,

was ich meinte, deutlicher hiitte hervorheben sollen. Der richtige

Wortlaut (nach Ehrlich) stellt fest, duli das Yolk sich gegen-

wiirtig in der Yerbannung befindet; darum muD, wenn es auf-

gefordert wird, liber Jaliwes zukiinftige Taten zu jubeln, in die

Rache an seinen Feinden die Befreiung seines Yolkes aus

der Yerbannung eingeschlossen sein. Dasselbe, sagte ich, stecke

fuglich auch in der letzten Zeile. AV^enn niimlich Jahwe die

Heimat seines Yolkes siihnend von der Befleckung durch das

Eindringen der Heiden reinigt, so ist das selbstverstandUch und
iiberall nur die vorbereitende Handlung fiir die Heimfiihrung
seines Yolkes. Ausdriicklich hebe ich ferner dort hervor, dali

U^]^ fiir das verraterische D^U2 auf alter absichtlicher Anderung
beruben werde, setze also dafiir cinen iibnUchen Yorgang voraus

wie fiir die tStreichung der Yerbannung unter den Strafen

hinter Y. 25 (S. 45).

Ganz umgekehrt also von dem, was Gunkel meint schlielien

zu diirfen, spricht gerade der AbschluG des Liedes, man darf

sagen entscheidend, fiir seine Abfassung wiihrend der Yer-

bannung. Dali es mir gelungen ist, seine eigene Ansetzung und
Herleitung des Liedes zu widerlegen, scheint Ubrigens Gunkel
zuzugeben.

Ps. 82 6 f.

In meinem Biichlein „Die schonsten Psalmen" (Leipzig 1915)

habe ich diese Stelle iibersetzt:

„Ich habs gesagt: Ihr seid z\var Gutter

T'nd Sohne des Hochstcn allesamt —
Dennoch, wie Menschen sollt ihr sterben,

Wie der erste beste Fiirst sollt ihr fallen!"

Falsch ist bier die Ubersetzung „Ich habs gesagt". Kichtig

muli es heilien „Ich hattc gedacht, ihr wiiret Getter / I'nd

Sohne dfs Hfichsten allesamt: / Aber wie Menschen" usw. In

dem ^JIICX "Jfc^ mit folgendem ]Di< haben wir es mit ciuer
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stehenden Formel zu tun, die eine irrige Vorstellung durch die

Tatsachen widerlegt und berichtigt. Stellen zum Beweise sind

reichlich vorhanden: Jes. 49 4 Tl'IDt^ ''JST — pi^; Jer. 3 I9f.

TlID^ ^Di«l, weiter 1Di<] — p«; Zeph. 3 7 "rnD^ — p«;
Ps. 31 23 TIID^ •'i^l — p«; Hi. 32 7 f. TlID^ — ]D«.^ An alien

diesen Stellen ist TllDX mit „ich dachte" oder „ich hatte ge-

dacht" wiederzugeben und \vird der geiiuCierte Gedanke durcli

den mit ]DK eingefiihrten Satz widerlegt. Fiir mancbe dieser

Stellen findet man in der Tat die richtige Auffassung in den

gelaufigen Ubersetzungen. Nach der Einsicht, dafi auch Ps. 82 6f.

so aufgefaBt werden miisse, liabe icli lange vergeblich gesucht.

Fast alle Ausleger finden hier in dem TllDt^ ein Dekret, sei es

das von V. 6 oder, wie schon Olshausen, das von V. i,

wie auch meine Ubersetzung der letzteren Auffassung folgt.

Baethgen meint, daB man auf das TllDX bin geradezu ein

Citat erwarten sollte, das doch nicbt nacbzuweisen sei. Nacb
langem Zuriickwalzen der Auslegungen und Ubersetzungen

stieB icb endlicb bei H. Ewald — auch Wellhausen, Cheyne,
Briggs, Hitzig, Hupfeld, Delitzscb, Hengstenberg,
de Wette usw. bis auf Luther und Calvin tauschten die Er-

wartung — auf die richtige Ubersetzung ;,Ich dachte, Gotter

waret ihr", und nur bei Ernst Meier fand diese Auffassung

ein Echo. Ewald nennt das eine ironische Wendung und hat

dabei im Munde des hochsten Richters offenbar ein etwas

unbehagliches Gefiihl. Indessen macht das gar keine Not, wenn

die Angeredeten keine Gotter sind, sondern nur sich selbst in

ihrem Hochmut dafiir gehalten haben. Sind sie es abe-r wirklich

— und y. 1 sowohl wyq V. 7 lassen keinen Zweifel, daB es sich

um die Gotter der Heidenvolker handelt, die sich hier „depoten-

ziert" als Angehorige der himmlischen Ratsversammlung vor

Jahwes Thron zusammengefunden haben — so mag man sich

verlegen fragen, was denn an der von Jaliwe in Y. 6 angefiihrten

Meinung irrig und der Berichtigung bediirftig sei. In der Tat

verlangt der Zusammenhang eine Erganzung; sie ist aber nicht

1 Eine weitere Stellc ist in Ps. 66 is f. durch Textverderbuis verschiittet.

Lies fiir das unmogliche "aba "'n'Nn DN ]1« in 18 a "aba ]1N '"ri'ittN. Es handelt

sich wohl nur um eine iibel verbesserte Umstellung.
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am Texte zu vollziehen, sondern nur in Gedanken. Jahwes

„Ich hatte gedacht, ilir -wiiret Gutter" setzt sich stillschweigend

fort mit einem „und wiirdet eurer gottlichen Wiirde entsprecliend

euer Amt an den Yolkem fiihren, erbaben iiber jede mensch-

liche Scbwjiche und Leidenscbaft". „Aber" — so ergiinzt sicb

V, 7 in Gedanken — „en\-eist sicb diese meine Voraussetzung

auch fernerbin als irrig, so sollt ibr wie Menscben sterben, und
wie der erste beste Fiirst sollt ibr fallen!" AVem das zu kiibn

vorkommt, der vergegemvartige sicb einen Auftritt aus der

Gegenwart. wie er alle Tage vorkommen kann. Ein Scbul-

direktor kanzelt eine Klasse wegen unwurdigen Betragens ab

:

„Icb batte gedacbt, icb batte es mit den Sobnen gebildeter

Familien zu tun — aber vrie Scbubputzer werde icb eucb be-

bandeln und einen nacb dera anderen fliegen lassen!" Niemand
wird das unverstiindbcb finden. Yon selbst ergiinzt sicb, wo der

Gedankenstricb stebt ,,undwurdet eucb demgemali betragen. Icb

batte eucb desbalb Vertrauen gescbenkt und Freibeit gelassen.

Wenn aber dergleicben von jetzt an wieder vorkommt, usw."

Die Dramatik und dicbteriscbe Scbunbeit unseres Psalms ge-

winnt nur durch die knappe Kiirze dieses Quos ego!

Aber weit entscbiedener nocb als in meiner Sclirift „Das
Lied Mose's" (S. 19 FuCinote) muli icb bei dieser ricbtigen

Auffassung darauf bestehen, dali hier jV^V '''33 nicbt mit ''J3 =
niiT ^^3 gleicbgesetzt werden darf, dalj vielmebr Jabwe bier sicb

selbst von dem bochsten Gott unterscbeidet, ebenso wie der

Dicbter ibn Deut. 32 8 von jenem unterscbeidet und ibm vom
„Hocbsten" seinen Anteil an "Welt und Menscbbcit zmveisen

latit.' Das „Icb batte gedacbt, ilir wiiret" usw. ist unter der

Voraussetzung, daB aucb bier, wie zweifellos an vielen anderen

.Stellen, jl v^ = riin\ die Angcredcten also Jabwes Siibne seien,

so gut wie unmuglicb. Aucb bier wie in Deut. 32 ist es vielmebr

' Ich mochtc bci dieser Gelegenlir-it docb tiefcr liaDgcn, dali Willy
Staerk (Litcraturblatt der Frankfurter Zcitunp 24. 10. 1920) diese meine
Ausfiihrungen iiber Deut. 328 „Tnit elirlicbem Bedaucrn Uber das mangelndc
Verstiindnis fiir die prophetische Gottesidcc des Alton Testaments" gelesen

hat und der Meinung ist, man diirfe sicb, wenn das am griinen Ilolze

gescbebe, niiber Pamphlete wie Dciitzschs ,GroC»e TUuschung' nicbt

wundern".
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klar, tlaB Jahwe, der in der Vorzeit einmal als Einzelgott neben

anderen „Sohnen des Hochsten" stand, nunmehr der Gott der

ganzen Welt geworden ist, so dali cr niclit nur, wie dort, Macht

iiber alle Yolker hat, sondern auch ihre Gutter als seine Unter-

gebenen iim seinen Thron versammelt. Ubrigens drangt sich

dieselbe Anschauung der Haiiptsaclie nach auch in der ganz

spaten Stelle Gen. 14 I8-20 noch durch, wo es doch keineswegs

geniigt, ]1 vj^ bi^ bloB als Decknamen ftir ITin'' zu fassen. Auch

in dem Gattungsnamen W^TO^ ''21 wird man ohne den Namen

]V'b)^ dasselbe vorauszusetzen liaben. Es ist kein Zufall, daB

wir bei keinem Erzahler der Genesis einen Bericht iiber die

Erschaffung der himmlischen Geisterwesen finden.

Nachtrage und Verbesserungen zu Zeitschr. f. d. Alttest.

Wiss. 1915 S. 175 ff.

Ps. 19 10 lies Sn^ statt Dt^T mitKautzsch nachPs. 119 11, 38,

41, 50, 58, 68, 76, 82, 103 116 USW. — Ps. 20 7 ist IHJJ^ ""S fur 1)12^

ebenso leicht und besser als injlj^.!!!; in V. lo lies mit LXX
"^S^D siatt "J^DH. — Ps. 24 2 durfte Dini;\ hinter nm} iiber-

selien sein. — Ps. 42 11 steckt in ^niDifJ^i JliJIl vielleicht ein

''riD5?j;3 Un)i^2, vgl. die Verderbnis in 13 3. — Ps. 43 1 ist doch

wohl' nbn statt Ton zu lesen; V. 3 b empfiehlt sich ]5ti^Q"^S1

^ITIS (vgl. 26 8); y. 4 Ues ^n2tp'^«, mit oder ohne TDTl^ statt

mbk, dann bloG "TinDtS^ ^fc?, ' streiche ferner ''^'':i als Variante

und lies lUDl^ b^l^ (vgl. 57 9 108 3).— Ps. 44 4 hes '^Ijf^V Plin. —
Ps. 45 6 geniigt doch die Versetzung von D''2Ut2^ schwerlich.

Man wird in "J'^^nn urspriingliches ^jriSB^i^tS zu erkehnen haben

und darf dann wohl D'^IDJ^ nach LXX Aware durch 1f22 er-

setzen. I^S"" heiCit dann einfach „sie mogen treffen!" — S. 187

Z. 6 V. u. lies Jes. 3 3 statt V. 3. — Ps. 83 is Ues 1D\1"^^ niH''

statt D\n^«. — Ps. 110 7 ist Tt^^^l statt t^^l kaum zii um-

gehn. — Ps. 127 2 ist i<ity doch wohl versprengte Dittographie

des dreimal vorhergehenden Stichworts ^)\^.

Universitat Marburg. K. Budde.



THE FEELING FOR FORM IN PSALM 104

KEMPER FULLERTON
OEEBLIX GEADTJATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

WHAT I have to offer may seem to be nothing more than

an idle fancy. I am by no means certain that it is any-

thing more than that, myself. Yet possibly the time ^vill not be

misspent if it is devoted to a renewed contemplation of one of

the most beautiful psalms in the Psalter, Ps. 104. Whatever

may be thought of my conclusions, I trust "what is said may do

its part in stimulating anew a relish for the sheer beauty and

the religious significance to be found in the study of that

literature to which it is our glad pri\'ilege to devote our lives.

Is this psalm susceptible of a strophical analysis that is at once

simple and natural and at the same time reveals the beauty of

the i)oem more fully than has hitherto been recognized? The

key to the analysis is, of course, the first chapter of Genesis.

The account of the creatirni in that chapter is followed tlirough

the first five days. This is not done in any mechanical fashion.

The author of Ps. 104 is a real poet and not a pedant. He
allows himself various liberties, as we shall see. Nevertheless,

when Gunkel and Staerk, because of the poetic variations from

the scientific^ account of the creation, fail to relate their analysis

definitely to the sequence of the creative days, they ignore the

most outstanding factor in the stnicture of the psalm.

' When the first chapter of r«<nesis is spoken of as a scientific account

of the creation, I, of course, mean that it is scientific from the point of

view of ancient times. And by the way, tlie mistake is often made of

supposing that the interest of Gen. 1 is primarily scientific. It is not.

It is religious. What the author of Gen. 1 was trying to do was to

express a great religious and theological idea in the terms of the bi-st

science of his day. From this j)oint of view h'- takes his place with the

4
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Ewald long ago saw that the prevaihng rhythmical figure was

the ten-line stanza, and this has been accepted by Cheyne and

Dnhm. But is this pattern regular? Should the attempt be

made to reduce it to regularity '? Ewald and Cheyne do not try

to do this; Duhm does. Gunkel, Cobb and Staerk present

increasingly irregular strophes. Briggs, on the other hand, by

means of very determined sawing and planing, which leaves a

great litter of shapings behind him in the shape of glosses,

reduces all the stanzas to eight lines. The result is a very

wooden poem, indeed. May there not be a golden mean between

these extremes which does justice both to the apparent regularity

and the apparent flexibiUty of the poem and relates the two

characteristics to each other in such a way as to bring out a

new beauty in the form of the psalm.

1) If we turn to vs. 19-23 we discover a stanza describing

the work of the fourth day of creation. A couplet is devoted to

the creation of the sun and moon (v. 19; the stars are left un-

mentioned), and a quatrain each to the night (vs. 20, 21) and to

the day (vs. 22, 23), the whole rounded out in exactly ten lines.

The finish of this stanza is perfect. It advances from sunset to

sunset in accordance with the Hebrew method of reckoning the

day and depicts the mystery and terror of the darkness and the

serenity and security of the day in an inimitable way.

2) In vs. 5-9 we have the description of the first half of the

third day's work, the creation of dry ground, and again the

thought is rounded out in an admirable manner in ten Hues.

But the ten lines group themselves somewhat differently than in

the case of vs. 19-23 into two couplets, vs. 5 and 6,' a quatrain,

vs. 7 and 8, and a couplet, v. 9. In other words within the main

pattern of the ten-line stanza we have various subordinate

figures. The beauty of this stanza is probably not surpassed

in the Old Testament. Here the poet clearly shows his in-

dependence of his original. He sees the world with all its variety

of mountain and valley reposing beneath the surface of the Deep,

and then at the divine command the waters part and the

Alexandrine tlieologians and with all that corapany of earnest but often

misunderstood souls who seek to relate their religious experience to the

best thouofht and the fullest knowledsfe of their times.
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beautiful world is seen to emerge, the mountains rising and the

valleys falling, before the poet's kindling eyes.

The divisions in vs. 19-23 and vs. 5-9 are so obvious and the

expression of the thoughts so perfect that there is general

agreement upon them among commentators. Only Dr. Briggs

is an exception. He cuts out vs. 8 and 20 in the interest of his

eight-line division. But from an examination of these two

stanzas we may draw one conclusion of great importance for

our further investigation. This imet is a master of form and of

expression. But if so, we have the right to expect the same fine

craftsmanship in the remainder of the poem, unless in so short

a lyric he nods incorrigibly.

3) In vs. 1-4 as they stand there are ten more Mnes, probably

arranged in two couplets, vs. la, ib and vs. ic-2a, a quatrain,

vs. 2b-3, and a couplet, v. 4, as in the case of vs. 5-9. Lines

3 and 4 are evidently parallel. Therefore line 2 must be taken

with line 1. Unless the psalm Avere studied as a whole it might

seem natural to take line 1 as an introductory line, possibly a

liturgical addition, separate from what follows. But it cannot be

separated from line 2, and there is no reason why the two lines

together should not be the introducton' couplet of the first

stanza. In view of the certainly of the ten-line division in the

two cases thus far examined this seems by far the most natural

view to take. In this initial stanza the creative acts of the

firat two days, creation of light and of the firmament, are clearly

present in tlie poet's mind. With the light and the sky are

ver}- beautifully associated the clouds and winds and lightnings.

We certainly have not caught our poet napping here.

3) Tims far we have discovered three stanzas, describing the

first two days of creation (Stanza I) , the first half of the third

day (Stanza II) and the fourth day (Stanza V). In the creation

story there was the creation of plant life on the second half

of the third day. AVe are not surprised, therefore, to find in

vs. 10-18, i. e. between the account of the creation of the dry

ground on the frd half of the third day and of the heavenly

bodies on the fourth day, references to plant life, trees, grain,

wine, oil. It thus becomes certain that the poet is intentionally

following the order of the creative days. But instead of tht

4*
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ten-line stanza wliich we have found hitherto, we now have a

stanza in its present form of exactly twenty lines. This is at

once reassuring and also disconcerting. It confirms the view

that the number ten which has thus far been seen to dominate

the structure of the stanzas is not a fancied fact but a real fact

in the psalm. On the other hand the fact that the present stanza

is twenty lines raises a query. Could there have been originally

two stanzas here, later combined by accident into a single long

stanza? In either case it is evident that the poet is especially

attracted by the thought of the loveliness of growing things and

enjoys lingering upon it. There is more independent elaboration

here than anywhere else in the poem. If we examine these

twenty lines more closely, several things at once strike the

attention, a) In the first place there is the great emphasis upon

water, vs. lo and i4. How is the dry ground, the creation of

wliich was described in the preceding stanza, to be prepared

for the production of plant life? It must be irrigated. Water!

That is the indispensable condition of luxuriant vegetation. This

thought is a far more poignant thought to a dweller in Palestine

than it is to us. We take water as a matter of course. Not so

the Easterner. Where life is so close to the desert and rain

confined to certain seasons of the year the wonder of water

is appreciated far more than it is with us. Hence it is not

astonishing that a stanza dealing with plant-life should be, as it

were , saturated with the idea of water, b) Again, this water is

carefully traced to its tivo main sources, the springs and the

streams that flow from them, v. lo, and the rains, v. 13^. c) In

the third place the rains are immediately associated with the

growth of what may be called the great staples of hfe, the herb-

age for the cattle, and grain and wine and oil for the nourish-

ment and pleasure of man, vs. 13-15. According to the present

text the trees also seem to depend upon the rain, though this is

left rather to inference from the present position of the reference

(vs. 16 and 17) than directly stated. At v. I6 we arrive at our

first ambiguity. The trees of the Lord are satisfied. Satisfied

with what? We must go back to v. 13 to find out. But the

2 The contrast between the "Wadys and the mountains which is some-

times drawn (cf. Duhm) is a subordinate contrast.
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thought has been considerably diverted by the intervening verses,

14 and 15, and the reference to the satisfaction of the trees in

the present connection is not as easy and natural as we would

expect from this poet, d) On the other hand the fountains

are associated only with quenching the thirst of the wild asses.

This is curious, when one stops to think of it, in a stanza which

seems to be devoted to platit life and to water as the co)iditio)i

of plant life, e) But there is another and much greater difficulty

in the verses. What is the antecedent of "them"' (DH vV) in v. 12,

and how is tliis phrase to be translated? At tliis point the inter-

l)reters have a hard time of it. Are the birds ht/ the springs or

over the springs or upon the springs, or over the wild asses or

by the wild asses? Even a Biblical exegete, who is capable of

almost anything, would hardly say that they were upon the wild

asses, f) What about the leafy branches in v. 12 a? Where are

the trees? g) Finally, what of the rocks as the home for the

conies in v. 18? This terrain is also difficult for the unwary

footsteps of the exegete. Has the thought in v. i« anything to

do with the rest of this section? It is no doubt suggested by

the reference to the home of the birds, v. 17; but it is certainly

not in keeping with the theme of plant life. Some may find in

V. 18 an example of the poet's naivete. But I cannot feel that

the kind of poet we have thus far found the author of Ps. 104

to be would thus lose the thread of a thought which he has

enjoyed so much as to give a double stanza to its elaboration.

Cheyne has done much to clear up the difficulties of this section.

By liis transposition of vs. itj, 17 between vs. n and 12 several

things are accomplished which C'heyne himself failed fully to

point out. a) A suitalde antecedent is now provided for ''them",

and the phrase is to be translated ''upon them" i. e. upon the

trees (so ^'heyne). b) The leafy branches of v. 12 now come

appropriately after tlie mention of the trees v. 17. c) The trees

are now clearly seen to be watered by the springs, d) But most

important of all, there is now the possibility of logically dividing

the twenty-line stanza into two ten-line stanzas. Tiie first of

them deals with the springs, which water the timid creatures of

the desert, and also with the trct-s. while the thought of the trees

suggests the beautiful description of the birds singing iu them.
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The whole is a lovely oasis scene. The second deals with the

rain and associates with it the provision for man and beast. It

seems to me that this suggestion of Cheyne is a real inspiration.

It clears up all the difficulties of this section but one, and the

result is strikingly beautiful. The one difficulty is what to do

with the wild goats and the conies? Cheyne leaves them where

they are in their cragy uplands in v. 18, which now follow vs. 13-15.

This is impossible, in spite of the superficial coincidence that

the stanza, on this arrangement, begins and closes with a reference

to mountains. V. i8 cannot be separated from v. 17. The conies

can maintain themselves in the text only by clinging desperately

to the company of the stork. Duhm feels this, and in order to

keep vs. i7 and is as close together as possible, arranges the

stanzas as follows, vs. 10-12, 16, 17 and vs. 18, 13-15. Most of the

advantages of Cheyne's transposition are lost in this arrangement,

and the conies and the wild-goats are advanced to a position of

dignity at the beginning of the second stanza which they do not

at all deserve. There is no help for it, so far as I can see, but

to chase these unfortunate little beasts out of the text altogether,

if Cheyne's transposition is adopted. The advantages gained by

this transposition far outweigh the loss of these creatures. My
idea is that two lines were lost from the fourth stanza at the

time the original text was accidentally jumbled into its present

arrangement, and later v. 18 was added under the influence of

V. 17 by some one who did not apprehend the real purpose of the

original poem at this point.

The subordinate figures within the main pattern of these two

reconstructed stanzas are as follow: a) a couplet v. 10, and

probably two quatrains, v. 11 with I6, and v. 17 with 12; b) a

couplet V. 13 and two tristichs v. 14 and v. is. The last couplet

is lost.

4) Thus far five stanzas have been recovered, each of ten

lines, in which the order of the creative days is carefully followed,

through the first four days. On the fifth day marine hfe and

birds were created. But the poet has already dealt with the

birds. Hence his next stanza deals only with the hfe of the sea.

Strictly speaking only vs. 25 and 26 expressly refer to the subject.

V. 24 is introductory. Yet it is a most appropriate introduction.
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The poet has been thinking of all the varied life of the land,

the birds, the cattle, the beasts of the forest, men themselves;

but now when he turas to think of all that teeming Ufe that

moves below the sparkling surface of the sea, he cannot repress

an exclamation of wonder at the abundance and variety of it all.

How versatile, how inexhaustible is this creative wisdom of the

Lord! But this stanza appears at last definitely to break with

the established ten-line pattern of the preceding part of the poem.

Does not v. 27 properly belong to what follows? This is the

unanimous view of commentators. It is at this point that I will

probably be accused of allowing my fancy to run riot. I cannot

accept Duhm's attempt to construct two additional hues out of

vs. 24-27. To my mind it is artificial and improbable. I would

challenge the view that v, 27 must necessarihj be taken with what

follows. If this verse be taken Avith what precedes the two lines

necessary to complete the usual pattern are gained. But is this

a legitimate arrangement? Does not v. 27 introduce the thought

that is developed in vs. 28-30? Should it not, therefore, be

associated with them? I would urge three considerations in

support of my contran' arrangement, a) The construction of

V. 27 dififers from that of vs. 2«-30. Every line but line 5 in these

verses begins with a verb in the second person. This argument

in itself does not earn" much weight, yet taken with what follows

it is not to be ignored, b) Of more importance is the fact that

in the preceding stanza (v. 21) the thought of the dependence of

the beasts upon the Lord for their food is expressly mentioned.

It would therefore seem quite natural for it to be introduced

again in connection with sea life, especially if it were the pur-

pose of the poet to give a further stanza to the amplification of

this thought, c) But most interesting of all is the beautiful

arrangement which results from taking v. 27 with what precedes.

Not only does it provide the desired number of lines for the

sixth stanza, but it results in a seventh stanza in which then-

are just seven lines and this is a stanza devoted to the thought

of God's Providence. Is this only a conceit of mine or is this

arrangement intentional? When it is remembered how almost

Greek our poet is in his feeling for form, how beautifully he

sculptures out his thoughts in his ten -line stanzas, is there
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anything improbable in the view that in this seventh stanza,

after he had finished his account of the creative works, he varied

his pattern purposely for the sake of the beautiful effect? When
such an effect can be so simply attained why not accept it?

Every one admits that the next major pause falls at the end of

V. 30 and in vs. 28-30 there are just seven lines. If v. 27 is taken

with what follows this leaves eight lines for the fifth creative

day and nine lines for God's providence. We have seen how

Duhm invented two extra lines in vs. 24-27, and now he must

invent another extra line for vs. 27-30, in order to carry through

his ten-Hne arrangement. But his conjectures are quite uncon-

vincing. On the other hand to accept eight-line and nine-line

stanzas at this point is a needless departui'e from the symmetiy

of the poem. In the suggested arrangement the figures woven

into the main patterns are: a) in vs. 24-27, two tristichs, v. 24,

V. 25, and two couplets, v. 26, v. 27; b) in vs. 28-30, a couplet,

V. 28, a tristich, v. 29, and a couplet, v. 30. In passing, the special

beauty of this stanza on God's providence should be noted.

Our poet loves sunny landscapes, but at v. 29 a shadow falls

across them. Yet he provides in vs. 28 and 30 a silver lining to

the cloud. He cannot bring his stanza to a close with the solemn

thought of V. 29. He must repeat in the closing couplet the

thought of love and bounty in the first couplet though with a

variation in which he sees the beautiful carpet of tender green

unrolHng over the arid landscape after rain as I have seen the

sear hills east of Jerusalem soften into a myriad delicate tints

of new created life after the same sort of blessing from on high.

With this seventh stanza the hymn proper is concluded.

The work of the sixth day, creation of animals and man, is not

described. They have already been introduced in various ways

in the preceding stanzas; what follows, vs. 31-35, is an epilogue.

This section fares rather badly at the hands of the critics. Duhm
sees in it another ten-line stanza if the last clause of v. 35 is

omitted, but treats it with something of contempt, and it is

usually regarded as a more or less scrappy agglomeration of

ideas. I cannot share this view. This section was originally

formed of two quatrains which are quite distinct in thought and yet

related to each other in a very beautiful way. Observe how the
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second line of v. 34 -sA-ith its emphatic / takes up the thought in

the second hne of v. 31. The poem comes to its fitting conclusion

at V. 34 where the poet ofters his 'efiusion' as a gift to his God
(cf. Ps. 19 15 [14]). y. 35 is a hturgical addition Avhich most

unfortunately intensifies the shadow which our poet allows to fall

across his bright visions at vs. 29 and 32. Vs. 29 and 32 express

the awe of a deeply religious and sensitive soul who hves in that

fear of the Lord wliich is the beginning of wisdom. V. 35 voices

in unfeehng terms the threats of a dogmatic theologian, who
deals in fixed, unyielding formulas, unmindful of the vast com-

plexity and infinite pathos of human life.

NOTE ON THE TRANSLATION. It is not my purpose to enter

into the more subtle questions of the text of this Psalm. But a few points

in the translation should be explained or justified. Square brackets imply

emendations. Parentheses are paraphrastic or stylistic developments.

The First and Second Creative Days: Light and Sky.

Gen. 1 1-5, 6-8.

V. 1. 1. Bless the Lord, Oh my soul,

2. Oh,' my God, Thou art very great:

3. With majesty and splendor Thou art robed,

V. 2. 4. Yeihng Thyself with light as with a mantle;

5. (Who)* Stretcheth out the heavens as a tent-curtain,

V. 3. 6. Who buildeth in tlie (heavenly) waters his reser-

voirs (for the rain),

7. Who maketh the clouds his chariot,

8. Who marcheth on the wings of tlie wind;

V. 4. 9. ^Making the winds his messengers,

10. His ministrants (the lightning's) fire and fiame.*

3 Delete the second miT.

* The question of the insertion or omission of the articles with the

various participlf's in the Psalm is one to which different tastes will

supply diflFerent answers. Duhm's suggestion that it should be supplied

with ,1013 is attractive, as the (juatrain in lines 5—8 would thus become

regular in grammatical structun-.

* Read DnS} with Bickell, Cheyno, Duhm, (Junkel, because of the

preceding plural.
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II.

The Third Creative Day, First Half: Dry Ground.

Gen. 1 9, 10.

V. 5. 1. He hath established the earth upon its bases,

2. That it cannot be moved for ever;

V. 6. 3. The Deep as a garment did cover it,^

4. Above the mountains the waters stand j^

v. 7. 5. At thy rebuke they flee,

6. At the sound of thy thunder they haste away

V. 8. 7. — (While) mountains rise (and) valleys falP —
8. To the place which Thou hast established for them

;

V. 9. 9. A bound has Thou set that they may not cross,

10. That they may not return to cover the earth.

III.

The Third Creative Day, Second Half: Plant Life.

Gen. 1 11-13.

V. 10. 1. Who freeth^ the fountains in the Wadys,

2. Among the hills they course along;

V. 11. 3. They give drink to all the beasts that roam in

freedom,^**

4. The wild asses slake their thirst,

6 Possibly read nripS, Duhm, Gunkel, Staerk.

7 The verbs in lines 4—7 should be translated by presents. The

emergence of the dry land from within the Deep, where it had been, as

it were, waiting for the Lord's command to come forth, is described as

transpiring before the poet's eyes.

8 nv. Duhm would strike this out. The three-toned rhythm would

thus be conserved, but a most picturesque and beautiful description would

be marred. The deletion of line 7 by Briggs and Cobb is most unfortunate.

The line is parenthetical (R. V.) and not to be joined with line 8. (A. V.,

Gunkel, Staerk.)

9 Compare Job 12 i5 where the Pi'el off rhv is antithetic to isy.

^0 Literally, "all the beasts of the field". The contrast is with the

domesticated animals of v. i4.
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V. 16. 5. The trees of the Lord are satisfied,

6. The cedars of Lebanon which He hath planted;

V. 17. 7. Where the httle birds build their nests,

8. The pious stork homes in the cypress trees,

V. 12. 9. Upon them the birds of heaven perch,^^

10. (And) forth from the leafy foliage sound their song.

ly.

The Thii-d Creative Day, Second Half: Plant Life Continued.

V. 13. 1. (Who)^' watereth the mountains from his (heavenly)

reservoirs,

2. With Thy mists (?)'^ the earth is satisfied;

V. 14. 3. Making grass to grow for the cattle

4. And herbage for the dumb servitors^* of man,

5. That they may bring grain forth from the earth;

V. lo. 6. (Making) wine (to grow) that gladdenth the heart

of man,

7. And oil to make his face to shine,

8. And grain to strengthen the heart of man."

V. 18. (9. Tho high mountains are for the wild goats.)

(10. The crags a refuge for the conies.)

>• For ]13K>' in this sense see Ezek. 31 i3, ff. 17 23.

'' Supply article (?); cf. v. 10.

u The text very doubtful. Tho translation accepts TKbiD cf. Ps. 135 7,

a coDJofture otVercd Ity Kittel and Stacrk, as one amonj^ a number ot"

guesses, none of which is convincing.

'Road irnap, i. c. service-cattle, parallel to nona, cf. Gen. 2Gm;
Job 1 13; Kittci^ Ehrlich.

>* The construction of lines 5—8 is doubtful. The translation follows

the solution proposed by Ehrlich, though tlie difficulties of it are admitted.

On the basis of this view lin<'8 3—8 make up two tristichs, tho first of

them, lines 3—r>, roforring to the provision for the cattle to enable tliem

to do their work, the second, linos 6— 8, referring to th(! provisions niad<i

for man. P^hrlich cites Dt. 11 is; Gon. 24 3af.-, Jd. 19 ai as exarajilos of

the care for the domestic animals which characterized Israel.
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V.

The Fourth Creative Day: The Celestial Bodies.

Gen. 1 14-19.

V. 19. 1. He made the moon (to rule) the festal seasons,

2. He made the sun" to know its setting;

V. 20. 3. Thou makest darkness and so night cometh,

4. Wherein all jungle-beasts creep forth,

V. 21. 5. The young hons roaring for their prey,

6. And seeking from God their food;

V. 22. 7. The sun cometh forth, they slink away,

8. And in their dens they crouch,

V. 23. 9. (Then) Men go forth to their work,

10. And to their labour until the even-tide.

VI.

The Fifth Creative Day: Marine Life.

Gen. 1 20-23.

V. 24. 1. How manifold are Thy works. Oh Lord,

2. All of them in wisdom hast Thou made,

3. The earth is full of Thy creatures;

V. 25. 4. Yonder Sea vast and broad-expanding —
5. There are gliding things,^^ yea, without number,

6. Living things^' both small and great;

V. 26. 7. There terrific (monsters)^^ (?) move about ^^

8. Leviathan whom Thou hast formed to sport with;

V. 27. 9. All of them put their hope in Thee,

10. To grant their food in its (due) season.

«s Read Pi'el with Aquila and Theod.; cf. Job 38 12. So Duhm,
Gunkel, Staerk.

17 toDI and nvn are here used of sea-life with clear allusion to Gen. 1 21.

Vs. 24-26 have to do with marine life of the fifth day of creation.

18 Read niD^« with Gunkel, Kittel and Staerk, and cf. Job 41 6 39 20,

as a possible solution of the difficult nViN. While the supposition that

the poet is here thinking of ships as living creatures no doubt furnishes,
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VII.

God's Providence.

Gen. 1 29-31.

V. 2«. 1. Thou givest them, they gather up,

2. Thou openestThy hand, they have their till of good;

V. 29. 3. Thou hidest Thy face, they are confounded,

4. Thou Avithdrawest their breath, they expire,

5. And to their dust return;

V. 30. 6. Thou sendest forth Thy breath, they are created,

7. And Thou renewest Nature's face.

EPILOGUE

Let the Lord rejoice in His works.

Cf. Gen. 1 31.

V. 51. I. Let the glory of the Lord be forever,

2. Let the liOrd rejoice in His works;

v. 32. 3. Who needeth but look upon the earth and it

trembleth,

4. "Who needeth but touch the mountains and they

smoke.

in itself, a very beautiful and poetic thought, it seems hazardous to inako

it in the present connection. It is true that Khucnaten's Hyrnn to the

Solar Disk (see Brcasted's Translation in Petrie's History of Egypt in

the XVII th and XVIII th Dynasties, p. -'15 fl".) with which our Ti^alm

has 80 much in common, also introduces the ships; but there the intro-

duction of them is perfectly natural. The question of the literary

depcndance of Ps. 104 upon the Egyptian hymn opens up perplexing but

most interesting possibilities.

'5 The Pi'el of this verb seems to be used especially in pnctry, ami

I have therefore ventured to translate it in various ways suitable to the

connection at vs. 3, lo and 26.
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B

The Poet will rejoice in the Lord.

V. 33. 1. I will sing to the Lord while I live,

2. I will make melody to my God while I still breathe ;^°

V. 34. 3. Let (this) meditation ^^ of mine be sweet unto Him,

4. I, yea I, will rejoice in the Lord.

Liturgical additions.

V. 35. 1. Let the sinners be utterly consumed out of the earth,

2. And wicked men be no more.

1. Bless the Lord, Oh my souh

20 Literally, while I still am.

2> n"'b> alludes to the preceding poem just as p'in does at Ps. 19 i5 (u).

Postscript. A colleague of mine has suggested to me the possibility

that the seventh stanza may include a delicate allusion to the creation of

man. Compare line 6 with the idea in Gen. 2 7 ; also line 5 with Gen. 3 19.

This would relieve, somewhat, the difficulty caused by the omission of

the last creative act. But it would imply a use of the second creation

story of which there is no indication in the rest of the Psalm.
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AN ARAMAIC FRAGMENT OF THE WISDOM
OF SOLOMON
ALEXANDER MARX

JEWISH THKOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMERICA

THE Apocryphal Books left relatively few traces iu Jewish

literature. Still there is evidence that some of the books at

least were current in S})ain in the 12*'' and IS*** centuries in

Syriac texts transcribed into Hebrew characters.^ Of such

transhterations of a book of the Peshita we have a much earlier

specimen in the so called Targum on Proverbs. Of the Apoc-

ryphal Books only one small text of the kind has come down

to us in tolerable completeness, namely, the ston,' of Bel and

the Dragon which has been pubhshed by Neubauer as an

appendix to the Booh of Tohit, a CItaldee text, Oxford 1878.^

1 Under this category we cannot count the (quotation from the Peshita

on Psalms which Ibn Aknin in his commentary on Canticles mentions

in the name of Masliah ben El-Basak. The latter had been sent by the

(iaon Hai to inquire from tlio Catholicos how his Syriac version trans-

lated Psalm 141 5. The readiii'^ given rr»n 'SP Hb 'P'cin «nut2 (Neubauer,

Notice 8ur la Lexicographic Hcl/t-aique, \i. 168, 171) was evidently gathered

from a Syriac copy in the possession of the (Jatholicos. The reading of

the word '35 Neubauer declares doubtful. Steinschneider reads it tS and

Geiger, JUdische Zeituchrift, II, 1863, p. 152—3, note **, corrects it into ni;

our Peshita reads yai^j Jl -jki!^ i^**;* Jj-uub (The Prshitah Psalter, ed.

Barnes, Cambridge IWl, \>. l^I'.i.

Steinschneider does not mentiun these references to the Peshita in his

collection of ijuotations from the Vulgate and other Christian translations,

MonatsHchrift filr Geschichtc und Wissenscluift dea Judenthums, vol. 37,

Breslau 1893, j). 230-231.
2 Compare Ncildeke, Monatsherichte der Bn-liner Akademie, 1879, p. 64.
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Nahmanides knew similar texts of the book of Judith and

the Wisdom of Solomon. Of the former he has a quotation

(chap. 1 7,8,11) which he curiously ascribes to a Susanna Scroll.

He says in his commentary on Deuteronomy 21 14^:

«mDj; ]in^D ^j; iin«i sd!?d •J'^^^? U'^^^^^^ v?^^ "^^

r bv ]''iDVT ^3 bv) mi^-n r- ^^ ^^^'^j "^ "^^o
• •

•

i);by\) «^DiDT «iiDj; ^j;! ^d"' *^^', ^'*^^ '^^®' '^^^

i2Ji iDDii ^DJins D-'sn^i
, ^ T^T*

Of the AVisdom of Solomon Nahmanides offers a more

extended quotation (chapter 7 5-8, 17-21) in the introduction

to his commentary*:

i^^pin ^Qinnon ison ^n^«ii j^^^j, ^oo, ^.oJ^:^ v-^^ r

n^-'iii^ «:«pi5Di «D^j;^ m b:>i ^^ ^-^^ -r^ ^^*^ ^^^^"^

3 I quote from a beautiful fifteenth century MS. of the Seminary

Library compared with the three incunabula editions going back to

different MSS., Rome before 1480, Lisbon 1489, Naples 1490. Compare

Briill, Jahrbiicher fur Jiidische Geschichte und Literatur, Frankfurt a. M.

1877, vol. iii, p. 6, note 12. The Syriac is found in Lagarde's edition^

Libri Veteris Testamenti AjpocryxiM Syriace, Leipzig 1861, p. 104—5, and

Ceriani's photolithographic reproduction of the Ambrosianus, fol. 218 recto.

* According to Wolf, Bibliotheca Hebrea, Hamburg 1715, vol. i, p. 1047,

Muhlius reprinted a corrected text of this passage according to a MS.

His book however is inaccessible to me. I follow Ceriani fol. 139 verso

in the Syriac text which in a few minutiae agrees more closely with

Nahmanides' version than Lagarde.

5 Grimm, Das Btcch der Weisheit erkldrt, Leipzig 1860, p. 9, under-

stands this word to mean "translated" instead of "written in Aramaic"

as Voisin rightly put it {Ohservationes, in Raymund Martini, Pugio Fidei,

Leipzig 1687, p. 126); "vidi librum Caldaice descriptum." See the text

quoted in note 7.
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nnNi^nsi n'^b:^ ]d bi^n inn

n^n^ nn n^^ij s'nvTxi «nn 'b

^3 riN-'n sin ins cs^^tr^ is

2^D^ nity ns^n D^ij;^ tj^'^s

^^ ]n:i ^n^^snn p luyni ip
nn "^b sni ^nsnpi no^n nn
i22ur] p inr nn ^ninn nj;i

2nn Sim c:y "ids:i (SDDni

JuL>0) fisAo^L^o &^^t

U^ . jL^^OJ)^ PK^N.^ r\n

]rn ;?TD^ Sni^:^ S^T SnyiS ^ooi^:*.^© JL^^^^^ajto JLioj^'^

sn^sTDi pnnniyi sD^y np

••jnn ]innv:»'Qi so^itri smir

nny pMTi snuin ^sn^itr

]in^ynpi s'Qty") ]intDnn ^:nr

srcTi i<yv^i s:no siididi

]inn:2tynDi ^nm]in^iry srvm
]imb^ni sn:ii*:i*D:^:i str:^im

DID b2) ^DDT mo ^D npj;T

^oi;a^w .{ta^9
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]in''j;npi «^QtyT jin^Dnn ^n:r ]nnj; i) «nnnn n^^sn^itr

DTD ^Di ^dd: dtq ^d np"'j;"i jin^^'^m «nn'':jiT vj"":! i^ir: ^jm

We find a more interesting reference to the book of AVisdom

in another lecture of Nahmanides dealing with Ecclesiastes

wliich he delivered in Gerona 1266 or 1267 shortly before he

left Spain to settle in Palestine.'^ Here he gives us a clear

statement of his opinion of this book and the reason of its non-

inclusion in the Canon. Of the authenticity of the book he

evidently has not the least doubt. After speaking of the three

Solomonic -writings of the Bible he continues: "AVe find

another book called The Great Wisdom of Solomon which is

written in difficult Aramaic and the Cliristians have translated

it from that language. I beHeve that this book was not arranged

by the Men of Hezekiah, the king of Judah,^ but that it went

with the Jews to Babylon orally and there they fixed it in their

language, for it only contains sayings of wisdom and has not

been written by inspiration."

I doubt whether on the basis of these references one is

justified in making the sweeping statement^ that "the Syriac

version of the Apocrypha, transcribed in Hebrew characters,

was known among the Jews in Spain."

But in Spain undoubtedly several Aramaic texts were current

under the name of Solomon, and in the Zohar we find various

references to such books. In one instance the Zohar quotes a

passage which is ascribed expressly to the Book of Wisdom of

Solomon but which probably belongs to a different circle of

literature. The passage runs thus:

? rhnp nST bv T'aann nt^in, ed. A. Z, Schwartz, Vienna 1913, p. 9:

D'^iini nxo -non omn ]'\vb:i «ini mbvn Nnm «nt3Dn «np:w nao nis? irseii

•[V xbs mm"' "ibo in^ptn >»:« imp-'nyn «"?» na^m •iNi xinn ywbn \a [injip-rsn

BHipn nna ibnj t6\ moan vn •'3 oiiiybn inno« n»i na bv ^sa"? nnoy.

8 Comp. Proverbs 25 i.

9 Neubauer, The Book of Tobit, Oxford 1878, p. xiv. On the other

hand, Dukes' hypothesis, Babbinische Blumenlese, Leipzig 1844, p. 33,

that Nahmanides became acquainted with the Syriac text of Wisdom in

Palestine turns out to be unfounded.
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.pr^ ]''JD'D n^n "icx on «3^d n^bui «nDDm «-isd2

"A sign for anger is paleness, a sign of foolishness is talk,

and a sign of ignorance — boasting"/"

Two quotations from the Wisdom of Solomon which occur in

the Zohar Hadash are even more foreign in subject-matter to

our Wisdom. The first" runs tlius:

ID 5;2"i« ]^/Ki s2^o i^Dbui .snoDm .sisdd ]nDtr« "Dm
]in":bt20 bp s'j;''p-i ^dd ynn^D ]in^a^t2DD «^"^£3Uon "s:Dno

«innDi ]Dm mi ]^2^s p]^s 'P'^P^^'^'^) I'^^'J^ I'^'^'-^o ]'^i<bD bp^

x^-DUD «inm ns^^j; s'd^qt n^ap irotroT in .siroty s"im «^p

.]in^DD ip" u^o ]in'^N nvstTN^ nn«i) «:tj;3 ^sjDna ]ir«T

(For thus we find in the book of the Wisdom of Solomon:)

"And when these four (the nVn of Ezekiel) gather together in

their journeys, the noise of their journey is heard in the whole

heaven like the voice of many of the high angels who are called

(Daniel 7 lu) 'thousand thousands and ten thousand times ten

thousand' and hke the voice of the one servant who serves

before the high king. And this gathering of theirs at the time

when he is going to make goodness emanate upon them is the

most important of all of them.''

The second ^^ is:

xD^tr b)^Q ND^Qc^T NQir nobui ny^ «nDDm xisdd ]r:ni

/ininn Ntsy^rD^ i^ny^];^ scnnn n^n ^^csni NT^tstrip xD/Oi ^jjnp

«o Zohar, Number.^, fol. 193 1). Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften, I.Berlin

1875, p. 13, note, translates the first part "blasse Farbe ist ein Zcichen

der Sijndo", but the above translation seems more in keeping with tht-

context, in spite of the jiarallol in the Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 33a

end, to which my colleague Dr. Ginzberg drew my attention.

»> Zohar ^adash on Gen. 1 9, Salonica 1597, fol. 19 b. The words in

brackets arc added in later editions.

'2 ib. on Gen. 2 7, fol. 32 b seq. Tho late Dr. Kotkov suggested to

me to correct tho impossible "iJ^p into KOnp. the Syriac 1-^«*jb (see

J. Payne Smith. Compendious Syriac Dictiotiary, Oxford I'.iOii. jl ')18)

and Kromp into N"Cl?p wliirli, he thinks, stands as an equivalent fur the

iSefira Jlekal,
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32 b—33 a Gen. 2 7. (And we learn in the Book of the Great

AVisdom of Solomon:) "It is the divine name Shemita which,

on account of the dark ink, the king, the castle puts on the

small seal to give him rule under it."

These two passages evidently are derived from a Cabbalistic

book which may be identical with the t^D/D i^D/'U^T ^ISO

repeatedly quoted in the Zohar. For the sake of completeness

I add these passages in a foot note.*^

13 See the list in Zunz, I. c., Steinsclmeider, Bodleian Catalogue, p. 2288.

A. Zohar I, fol. 7 b:

ya) l^ana ^'hv f\''b:» ]nt2W pni pawn xb""?: »tw (jo"?!: no'?m «-ifiD3 wn3»«)

pan vvbHi «nwni n^jo ims n'D na xiT'Dnpn •'us nz p\^biin Nn^a »sh»z pin«n

\S'bi \navf \nm yvriiif yb^Hi ]iin«i ]nK>v i^-ini ]"'»n»n pin« ]irN "js n-n f\''bit< n^b

•,iinK3 n"''? xa-p^ pz vv^bi^t n^nna p[-b:H ywm in^i3i pirn non'tri ]n«o \\y»

.pipnn rr'b «"ipi po» ]'nni ]''V2»n

(In connection with the son of the Shunnamite we find in the book

of King Solomon :) "The engraved divine name of 72 names he engraved

upon him in the form of words, for the letters of the alphabet which his

father had engraved upon him originally had disappeared when he died.

Now when Elisha embraced him he engraved all these letters of the 72

names, and the letters of these 72 names which are engraved are 262

letters and all of these letters were engraved by the breath of Elisha in

order to revive him with the letters of the 72 names and he called him

Habakkuk."

B. ib. 13 b:

'intsD »b »2b-i Kni»na 'asDD bv cm i«i5 ban taba nDbujn xiBoa p-'cn pn xn

p'-a bz bv v>"bv n-'Z wio^nn mxn wipim ]V3i ]iir«nn mxn xipvio obsb n^aprn

inba '1J1 ^n«n n^n ba ?» n\n' oanni naNnioi man Kin «nn xipvn xinna «D'?sn

W3 na xp'jnDs'? H'bvo t^i^ps «in Knn paa n"'a D-'trnnxn «:pvn «i.nno p'^nni psi

ba «Dbn «inn n'?nn aj bv *ix nsinaiaao ]b t«:o pips n«» ba bs'nnxn n^apna

a^a no "•aaoob ]n"'o'? N»^a n:'» ^oNn po n-bj? «nt? «•? --aaDob in^D mnn Kiot

.NWi "':a ]D nntoKi .n''jpvn ^:n»N n^o 'ui «abD nisa Nnbo nw

(This secret we see in the book of King Solomon:) "Whosoever takes

pity on the poor whole-heartedly, his countenance will never be changed

from the likeness of Adam, and when the countenance of Adam is marked

upon him he rules over all the creatures of the world by the power of

countenance; that is the meaning of the words 'and the fear of you and

the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth' etc. (Genesis 9 2).

They all fear and tremble before this image which is marked on him.

For this law (viz. charity) more than any other law helps to bring men
into the likeness of Adam. How do we know that? from Nebuchadnezzar;

although he dreamt that dream, as leng as he took pity on the poor, it

did not come upon him. When he looked with an evil eye supon giving
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What freedom the Cabbalists permitted themselves in making

up "quotations" from the AVisdom of Solomon can best be seen

from the Apocalypse prophesying the movement of Sabbatai

alms to the poor then the Bible says (Daniel 4 28), 'To thee it is spoken' etc.,

at once his countenance changed and he was driven away from men.

The same quotation is found in a Hebrew translation in Meir Ibn

Gabbai, 3p»' ns^in, in the chapter on the Sukkah as taken from the Book

of Solomon's Great "Wisdom, N3'?D noVwT ;«n:n «n03m «1BD. See

Chones' note in his edition of Abraham ben Elijah Wilna, wbvs 31,

"Warsaw 1894, p. 63—64.

C. ib. I appendix 2 b

:

rrVn »nbs2 v: 12 b^no" 'x sjm nxnns x'^^Vm jo^d noVcn «ied3 xid'jik "sn

.nn^o M^j? -imN nb n'''?© n"'? "tn"!

(We are thaught in the book of King Solomon:) "If on the last

night of the Feast of Tabernacles one looks at one's shadow and sees it

complete, death has not been decreed upon him for that year."

D. ib. vol. II, H7a:

'«n ]Tni?3i XTwb-iz ]iy« nb) «'?•'?'? "n" Dn.xT ]sd "jan k3'7d noVsn «idd2 xinscN

.TP2 vn 1VH vt3^^» n-i»p ]iiKi pea I'io'jD niDPO K^tsbriKT wj in in\s

(We find in the book of King Solomon:) "Whoever raises his hand

upward but not in prayer and devotion he is a man who is cursed by

the ten rulers appointed and they are the 'ten rulers that are in a city'

(Ecclesiastes 7 19)."

E. ifj. 125 a—b:

IK jnna nznnsi nVsd «m "t'^st iko b^i \n2vn in . . jo'jd nt>bvi kiddt hp
K^'»'?T ]irK '2ib 'Mibpz nobpi2 «nj K'tnriK '|*dv ]'r2"iK snn «mi?D2 ix xin Krpw2

T^ix "XT yvrip nbi yyi nd^pi yy^ Kiyrs"? d'-.ji nnna i'2-ipns xixdd «nj"Di

.Msness «"jT K-inK «-ibdo Knocj rr"? i'Biik I'ov py«2 "12

(We find in the book of King Solomon:) "Wiioever partakes of such

food either mixed (of milk and meat) togfther, or at the same time or

at one meal, for 40 days there aj)pear8 a kid with a helmet on its skin

percejitible only to those above (angels) and a company of the Unholy

Side approach him and he thus provokes visitations upon the world,

unholy visitations, and if he begets a son during this time they lend him

a soul from the Other Side (that of impurity . . .)."

oSlptD "ni is the technical term for a kid roasted in its entirety with

entrails and lungs on its head like a helmet.

F. ih. K$f)a:

.ynbv ]Mi poKfn nwnjn nnto 'k.-i u n'K k^'jd nnbv^ kiddz

In the book nf King .Solomon there arc in referenre to this altar of

brass secrets about the higher world.

G. ib. Ill, 10b:

)frm nn rreuT KiB'.ps i^^ai nnVn Ki'.Bpa 'n yizo id« k^'jd nD'?»-i mccz
.Kp'DP in: nn yb^2V dtid in mbzi
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Zevi which was written by the Constantinople preacher Abraham
Jakhini and circulated by Sabbatai's prophet Nathan of Gaza

as an old quotation from the "Book of the great Wisdom of

(In the book of King Solomon he says:) "The meaning of the Yod
with three knots which are contained in its own knot, is one the most

awful one (the Sefira Keter), one of hidden paths (the 32 Paths of

Wisdom), one of the deep river (the Sefira Binah)."

The text is partly corrected according to a quotation in Meir Ibn

Gabbai, n3"iD« yn, Berlin 1850, fol. 10 a; NniDpa, is a correction suggested

by the late Dr. Kotkov for N^IBtSpn and ]"'Dmp3 respectively; to him I

also owe the interpretation of the Sefiroth.

H. ib. 65 b:

.nsntrx r\»bv xnnana NTt3Dp[i] xrnpn NniB-'pa nc^x xa'jo no^WT x-ibd3 xinstrxi

(And we find in the book of King Solomon:) "The word Asher {"WH)

alludes to the combination of the Eden and the Castle in a celestial union."

I. ib. 104 a—b:

nTvh wi 2\TnN n'?»'?ni Kiiit Ninn bv no^y^'' «»''isn xpT" KO't^i »i nn xsisnsa

13 nariN «»bis sinnni vi -isn t<Bis-iEi3 No^B^n nd'pis nn n-'w-i by m ia "on nne"?

vi *a nans »b pn n5n»''i iT'W-i bv nnyo n^b -nwi nd'pis sinn sc^p n^ n»i »a

.^tibvb p^m-i IV n-'bap'? ]entN n!?s .sinn id'?s3 msn ns 'n Nnn-'i stidt «in «nn

(In the book of King Solomon we find:) "At the time when

copulation takes place below, the Lord sends a form like unto the face

of a man impressed and engraven in an image, and it hovers over this

union, and if the power were given to the eye to see, a man would see

over his head an image formed like unto the face of men. By this image

man is formed, and when this image which the master sends does not

hover over his head and is not found there, man is not formed. This is

what the Bible means (Genesis 1 27) 'and God created man in his own
image'. This image precedes his entrance into the world".

J. ib. 164 a:

ytt) nmnxi nnisi sn'onpa mm mx sin •'sni ms'' »pi2 in-'S xsba nob»n «nBD3

YVi pr«i ^mpsDNn nx^i ipv snn nnicn -ie?'o nmxn xins n""ii'7 npani pns"- yb

N11SD3 ms pnT) npn-i nx^i aps?^ omaNi m» mm m«i plan "a:!? imam y\oi "a:^

.«»!?» n-iN iK^ ma« 'ai"? pniJ"" Nn^p^soxa aps''^ in Nitsoa pns-'i «n

(In the book of King Solomon the order in which the patriarchs are

buried in the cave of Machpelah is given as it ought to be and is this

way.) "Adam and Eve first, Sarah and Abraham next to them, Isaac

and Rebekkah in the other corner of the straight line in the same row.

Jacob and Leah in the middle. Thus women are next to women and

men next to men: Adam and Eve, Sarah and Abraham, Jacob and Leah,

Rebekkah and Isaac. Adam on the one side and Isaac on the other and

•Jacob in the middle. Isaac next to his father would not be according

to propriety."
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Solomon" which he had discovered.*^ It begins: I Abraham,

having been in sechision for 40 years and being worried by the

power of the great crocodile wliicli dwells in the Nile and

wondering when the end would arrive, heard a voice calhng:

Lo! a son will be born to Mordecai Zevi in the year 5386 (1626)

and he shall call his name Sabbatai. He will humiliate the great

crocodile and take away the power of the flying snake and of

the crooked snake and he is the true Messiah and he will make

war without hands until the donkey will mount the ladder . . .

The quotations from the Book of Wisdom which I propose

to discuss here are quite different in their character from all

those mentioned before and I think are much more interesting

in many respects. They are found in a commentary on the

Zohar which was written in S])aiii, perhaps in Saragossa, in

1325 and has the title "I'^DDH Dllb (Pavement of Sapphire).

According to G. Margoliouth*" the author is .foseph Angehno.

K. Besides these quotations we iind in I 225 b a reference to the

hook of King Solomon, the book which treats of the higher world whicli

he calls the all-inclusive wisdom.

Hhoi Hnorm Kts-u n"'? x-ip- nx"?? xinn x2!?d no^cn m^ds:: 'Vd sanawx and III

78 b to the hd'tdt nx':? n^BD Tor the divine names found in the crown.

L. Finally a quutation belonging,' to a different kind of book occurs

in II, 171b— 172 a.

irxn »n:: i^nio -ion \sn py yizKi xrorn^ k2^d ncbrT n-i5D3 td-i xt KiiU2

(Similarly it is hinted in the book of King Solomon where it treats

of the science of the precious stones) that if the shine of the spark and

glow of certain stars are missing in them they will never grow and develop.

M. A hidden Book of King Sdhimon, ssbo ncben «r33 K1BD, is quoted

II 70 a as source of a treatise nn physiogonomy ; see Steinschneider, Die

Hebrdischen jjhersetzungm des Mittelalters, Berlin 1893, p. i»71, nf>te 135.

In the interpretation of these passages I have consulted my colleagues

Dr. Ginzberg and the late Dr. Kotkov. It is a source of regret that the

very important study on the Zohar has been interrupted by Dr. Kotkov's

untimely death.

"* The prophecy is print<d in full in .Jacob Sasportas '2V '^213 m''^ "Wip.

Odessa 18^)7, fol. Via and b and, fruin MS. Oxford 1777, by David Kahana

in HashUoah, II, 327—28; D'TCnm D"Kr3C?n C^'j^pcn nn'nr, Odessa 1913,

p. 61-62.
>^ Cat. of the Hebrew and SiimarUan MS. in the British Museuyn, iii,

1915, I).
71-71.
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This book of which only a few MSS. are known was published

for the first time in Jerusalem in 1913. The edition covers

Genesis and the greater part of Exodus. The British Museum
MS. contains Genesis and Leviticus. Here I found the follo%\ing

two quotations which while not hkely to have been derived from

an authentic text of the Wisdom of Solomon seem to me without

doubt to go back to some old Apocryphal text. The author

adds the Hebrew translation to the Aramaic text. One of

the passages occurs foUo 6 a of the edition on Genesis 1 12. It

reads

:

]b n^''nD- mv:n ^n^n p^m p ^^n i^rrn i^b) 'b iN^£):fi n^nn^

(I found in the book of the Great AVisdom of Solomon, where

we read:) "The dead thou revives! from Sheol who have been

kiUed for the love of thee ; the dead thou revivest from Sheol

by thy power. Lord I the dead thou revivest from Sheol who

hoped for thee and saw thee not; bring hfe from afar by the

order of liim who reviveth us, their silver and their gold is

with them".

The last sentence is not at all clear and the text no doubt

has been corrupted. The author interprets the four repetitions

to refer to those who were killed during the Egyptian exile and

the Babylonian exile adding in this instance the word -who have

been killed" so that the sentence would read "the dead thou

revivest from Sheol who have been killed for the sake of thy

power" instead of "the dead thou revivest from Sheol by thy

power''. The third sentence he refers to those who were killed

during the Hasmonean struggle and the fourth to the Roman
exile.

The pronounced belief in resurrection contained in these

sentences we find also in the longer and more interesting

quotation which occurs a little earlier in our book (fol. 5 a on

Genesis 1 5). It sounds like a Messianic psalm and, as the author
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informs us, formed the end of the book of the Wisdom of

Solomon.'^

%yoV^ "UNt: ):)ub nn nnbui ^nni snosn "isd s]iDa hdid ]di

no n-ms: n^^ ns" no «i"£pin ^^i^dt .soy i^o^j; t>D^ iirr^io^i

%s""t3n^ HNCDn p^ntr Nin^ kSin^ n^ntri s'ln "inm n^isitr '^i^j"!

^si2'':^ nd ]''i\s jipnts^: .s'? \snn2i \soip s^m ^n^un
-nnj3 ']^ "nnisi n':d iitrn ]o ']^ p^s^si ]dois ^Dn Minncn

]o ]b D^p.s ]mD\si ]r^nD inm n^os n^n ]o ]•? p"2si .so^y

"^^j;^ "inD D^p.s ^i.str ]o ]rn"o ]^ ^co.s n.s^jo smm^ nisj;

ty^n^s n«'':D ip^i ]^ D^psi ]b n^irn jipnti^^ .s^i .s^^bi cor nd
Ti'^b mi: sn:ii n^npii^n ]b rriri n^aio ]d '"i.s^y n":d.s ]b

.nson ]ityb 2'y ]b irb n^ro i^^t .sin^:^

-232 N*.n B e T'Ji J d ]nrn J c r.bvnb ".y. c'^cirz "a B adds b hoSj"? B »

.-'nnx2:2-i J k
'iii"? B » x'^'i X2-, nh'tk't B i» ]in3D li adds e Y"iV\ B f ]'xen

.]&v B m «in^ B 1

(And this is evident from the end of the book of the Great

Wisdom of Solomon which speaks thus:) "Blessed are the people

who died in Jerusalem, whose blessedness will not end, and

their honor will not cease; their kingdom will not be removed,

their splendor not be dimmed and their light not be darkened;

their kingdom is ever lasting, and their rule is for all times.

A peoi)k' whose strength is thus, how fitting for it is its pride,

how agreeable its beauty. It is honored and praised verj' much;

sin is forgiven the sinner and weighty offences thoy remove by

•« Margoliouth gives the papo of the British Museum MS. (14 a) oi:

which this passage occurs. I j)rocur<'<l a rotograph of this page of thf

MS. which is referred to among the Variae Icctioiies under tlie text with

B while J refers to the Jerusalem edition. The beginning of the quotation

in another MS. Catalogue Schwager and Fraenkel XI, Husiatin 190<j, p. 71,

No. 446, litfrally agrees with B.
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sacrificing unto Thee pure sacrifices in the gates ol" Jerusalem.

The early generations praise and the latter are not silent ; they

acknowledge the Lord, praise Him with all their mouth, Him who

brought us out of great darkness and enlightened us by the

eternal light, who brought us out of the house of prison and

broke our fetters and shackles, and He raised us from the dust,

to great glory He brought us, our dead from Sheol He raised as

M-itness unto those who come into the world, renew^ed are the

bodies of them who served His might alone; they all praise Him
by day and remain not silent by night, for He gave us joy, and

He established us, and with great honor He clothed us, He did

much good unto us and saved us in His great charity, let us

praise the Almighty, for beside Him we have none".

This text is interesting in more than one respect. It proves

that it cannot have formed part of the Apocryphal Wisdom of

Solomon. The attitude of this book to the behef in resurrection

is still a matter of dispute. But it surely cannot have contained

an unequivocal formulation of the beUef in resurrection of

the body from Sheol such as we find in our fragment. The

brief reference to the sacrifices in the gates of Jerusalem sound

as if the author wrote at a time when the temple was still in

existence. If he had written after the destruction, the hope of

restoration would in all likelihood have been included in his

picture of the Messianic times. The Aramaic text undoubtedly

is a translation from the Greek, for Ave find repeatedly i<13Il as

a name of God. Now Gibbor, while used frequently as an

attribute of God, never, to my knowledge, occurs independently.

It is, however, the equivalent of the Greek la-^vpo^ which in

Aquila, as Dr. Reider has shown in his Prolegomena to an Index

to Aquila, p. 30, is the regular translation for El. It is sometimes

used in the same way by the Septuagint, see also the Apocalypse

of Abraham, chapter 8. The Aramaic is not of a uniform

character but here later corruption by copyists is to be expected.

The larger piece according to the statement of our commentator

is taken from the end of the book and the possibihty cannot

be overlooked that an extraneous piece might have been added

at the end of a copy of the Wisdom at some time or other; but

no such information is given about the shorter quotation
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mentioned before." The possibility therefore remains that we

have before us the remnant of an unknown apocryphal book

equally ascribed to Solomon. The Messianic conclusion found

in the last chapter of the Psalms of Solomon is quite different

from our passage.

Perhaps some one more famihar with this hterature can

point out parallels elsewhere and define the proper place of our

fragment. It certainly is an interesting remnant of apocryphal

hterature.

17 A third reference, fol. 54 a of the edition, does not quote any text

of the Wisdom.
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THE DATE OF EZEKIEL 45 i-sa AND 47 13-4835

GEORGE R. BERRY
COLGATE UNIVERSITY

IN a paper read before this society and published in JBL
vol. XXXIY (1915) I discussed Ezekiel 40—48, reaching the

conclusion that these chapters are the work of two principal

authors, or possibly more, and belonged to the Greek period,

with a suggestion of the possibility of the Maccabean period

for the first part. The present discussion of the date of 45 1-8 a

and 47 13—48 35 is intended as a supplement to that earher

paper.

45 1-8, although separated from 47 13—48 35, deals with the

same thought, the distribution of the land of Palestine among

the twelve tribes, a thought not elsewhere treated in chs. 40—48.

This distribution of the land contains various striking features.

The territory of the priests, the Levites and the prince is of

fixed extent and located in the approximate center of the land,

surrounding the sanctuary. There is no occupation of the land

east of the Jordan; it is not even mentioned. The land not

occupied by the city of Jerusalem, the sanctuary, the priests,

the Levites and the prince is divided among the tribes, twelve

aside from Levi, each of these having a strip of territory extending

from the east to the west of Palestine, its dimensions not being

stated. The order of arrangement of the tribes differs in several

particulars from that of the original possession of Palestine.

Neither does it correspond to the actual possession at any Old

Testament period, the only variation from the original order

recorded in the historical books being that Dan removed from a
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position in the south to the extreme north. It is the variant

order of the tribes here given which seems especially strange.

No nearer approach to a reason for this has been given, so far

as I am aware, than that suggested by A. B. Davidson in the

Cambridge Bible: "It is perhaps accidental that the children

of Leah and Rachel occupy the centre, while the sons of the

handmaids are placed at the extremities", surely hardly an ad-

equate reason.

It seems to me that such a changed division of the land must

have had some basis in the historical background of the writer,

not simply a background which would allow it, as at the return

from the exile, but which would indicate some of the definite

changes. I wish to suggest a background which seems to rae to

fulfil these conditions.

The first evident fact concerning the changed distribution of

the tribes is that those east of the Jordan are accomodated in

the region west of the Jordan. Another fact is not less striking,

that Issachar and Zebulon, which had occupied the general

region known as Galilee, are changed to a position in the south

of the land.

During the time of .Judas Maccabeus, somewhat after the

rededication of the temple in 165, expeditions headed by Judus

and others went to the region east of the Jordan and to Galilee

to rescue the Jews who were being attacked by their Gentile

neighbors, those regions having at that time a predominance of

Gentile inhabitants. Both expeditions resulted in delivering

the Jews, but in both cases the situation was regarded as so

dangerous that the Jews were collected and carried back to

Judea, thus giving up those districts as Jewish territory'. This

historical situation is sufficient to account for the abandonment

in these chapters of Ezekiel of the territory east of the .Jordan

and of Galilee, the abandonment of the latter being left to be

im{)lied by the transfer of the tribes of Issachar and Zebulon

from tjjeir former location in Galilee to the south of the land.

But how could room be secured for these tribes? That came

somewhat later. In the year 129, under .Tohn Hyrcanus, Edora

or Iduinea, r)ccupying the south of Palestine and with wliii h

war had previously been waged by the Maccabeans, was fully
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conquered and made to submit to circumcision, thus becoming,

in a formal sense at least, incorporated with the Jews. In the

preceding year, 130, John Hyrcanus fought with the Samaritans

and defeated them, capturing the city of Shechem and destroying

the temple on Mount Gerizim. Tint act might readily have been

regarded as destroying the separate identity, especially the

rehgious identity, of the Samaritans and incorporating them with

the Jews.

It is after 129, then, that we find the further element in the

background needed for these chapters of Ezekiel.

The time of John Hyrcanus was one of the most prosperous,

perhaps the most prosperous, in the Maccabean period. He was

probably the first to put his name on his coins, he ruled over

an extensive territoiy, and his reign after 129 was largely

peaceful. The writer of the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs,

in this time, evidently considered John Hyrcanus to be the

Messiah, even though he was of the tribe of Levi. Whether he

attempted any new division of the land is not known. There is,

however, a record in Josephus, Ant., xiii, 10, 2, that he colonized

some Idumeans in Samaria. Quite possibly he settled Jews, it

might be some of those brought in by Judas, in Idumea and

Samaria. Or it may be that the scheme presented in these

chapters of Ezekiel is purely ideal. If ideal, however, it has a

basis in the historical situation, the essence of the plan being

that the tribes withdrawn from eastern Palestine and Galilee

are to be settled in Idumea and Samaria. The half tribe of

Manasseh from the east is of course united with the half in

western Palestine. Reuben is put in the territory of Samaria.

This is the most prominent position given to any of the tribes

that are brought in, and may be due to the traditional prominence

of Reuben as the tribe descended from the firstborn of Jacob.

South of Simeon, in the conquered territory of Idumea, are put

the other tribes, Issachar, Zebulon and Gad, their arrangement

apparently not being governed by any definite principle.

It should also be noted that Dan, most naturally, remains in

the territory it had won in the extreme north of Palestine.

Judah and Benjamin arc transposed. The reason for this is

purely conjectural, a natural reason suggested by the circum-
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stances, however, is that Judah. being actually the principal

part of the nation, is put on the north of the temple as a defence

in the direction of the great enemy, SM*ia. The gi'ouping of the

priests, Levites, and prince around the temple is an obvious

outgrowth of their rehgious importance.

47 22-23 is not 'VN'ithout its bearing upon the matter. There

it is provided that sojourners in Israel shall have an inheritance

like the Jews, the inheritance being in whatever tribe the so-

journer resides. This provision means, under the circumstances

here considered, that the Idumeans and Samaritans shall not

be dispossessed by the Jews but shall have an inheritance

with them in their territory.

The description of the city in 48 30-35 gives the names of

the twelve tribes to the twelve gates of the city, three on each

side, Levi being included and Joseph taking the place of Ephraim

and Manasseh. It can hardly be ^vithout signiticance that the

gates toward the north and south, the only directions which

faced toward the territory of the tribes, bear the names of three

tribes of the north and the south respectively, according to the

arrangement of the tribes here given.

A few suggestions further may be added, in connection with

what has already been said. If the chapters here discussed

belong to the ^laccabean period, that is probably true of the

rest of chs. 40—4b. There seems no reason to doubt the con-

clusion reached in my earlier paper, however, that a least two

authors are to be recognized in chs. 40—48. 40 i—43 i", in

large measure a description of the temple with detailed measure-

ments, is probably to be put shortly before the cleansing and

restoration of the temple under Judas, in 165. There are

resemblances in phraseology in several places in 40—48 to the

work of Ezekiel. It seems ])robable to me now that these should

be regarded as the deliberate work of the authors, rather than

as editorial features, and hence that these chapters should be

called pseudepigraphal, since pseudepigraphy was verj" common
in the Maccabean period.

In my earlier paper I considered 43 i«—48 3.'. to be largely

the work of one author. 44 1-4 46 19-24 and 47 1-12, however,

being regarded as partly or entirely t"r(»m the hand of a later
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editor. I am now particularly impressed with the unity of 45 i-8a,

16-17, 21-25 46 1-12, 16-18 47 13—48 35. In all these portions

the prince is prominent, and he is not mentioned elsewhere in

40—48 except in 44 3, which seems to be editorial. The remainder

of the material in 43 i8—48 35 is for the most part general

Levitical legislation, in the style of P, and probably from a

distinct author; this gives three principal authors in 40—48,

the author in the case of the Levitical material being rather a

compiler.

The figure of the prince in the chapters mentioned fits the

Maccabean period as no other. In 141 an assembly of the people

made Simon high priest, captain and governor, this honor being

hereditary. Simon und his successors, therefore, it is well known,

were the heads of the nation both politically and religiously as

was never the case before. In the regulations concerning the

prince in these chapters he is thought of largely as the rehgious

leader, that is, as the liigh priest. In Lev, 6 19-23 (Heb. 12-16),

the duty of offering the daily sacrifice was placed on the high

priest. In the later Jewish custom he did not always oifer the

sacrifice but he defrayed the cost of it, as testified by Josephus,

Ant. Ill, 10, 7. In Ez. 45 17 and elsewhere it is the duty of

the prince to provide all the ofi"erings. Surely he can be no one

but the high priest. Yet he is distinguished from the priests in

that he has his territory apart from theirs, and this territory he

can give to his sons as he pleases, 45 7-8 a 46 le-is 48 21-22.

This indicates pohtical importance and answers completely to

the position of Simon and his successors.

The Maccabean age was continually testifying that it had no

prophet. In what sense was this? The book of Daniel surely

belonged to this period. What is meant apparently is an in-

dependent prophet. The prophets of that time get their message

from an expansion and application of the earlier writings. The

writer of Daniel gets his message from a study of the "books",

Dan. 9 2. There and in the following verses Daniel is represented

as speaking. He starts with Jeremiah's prediction of a duration

for the captivity of 70 years and, evidently regarding that as

not yet fulfilled, interprets the 70 years as seventy weeks of

years. The writer of these chapters in Ezekiel concerning the
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distribution of the land obtained the starting point for his

message in a similar way. In 47 1 4 Yahweh is quoted as saying:

*'And ye shall inherit it, one as well as another; for I sware

to give it unto your fathers; and this land shall fall unto you

for inheritance". The writer evidently cousidei-s this promise

not yet adequately fultilled, and his scheme indicates how it is

to be fulfilled under the circumstances in which he lived.
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THE CODE SPOKEN OF IN II KINGS 22-23

ALEXANDER FREED
BROWN TJNIVERSITJt

IN an article "The Code Found in the Temple", (Vol. XXXIX,
pp. 45— 51) Professor Berry makes an attempt to discredit

the view held by modern critics that the code found in the year

621 B. c. by the High Priest Hilldah, was the D code. He goes

further in his new discovery and argues that the code was, to

our astonislmient, H. The comparisons and inferences which he

makes seem quite inadequate to establish the contention. For

example, he argues that Dt. is based on Lev. because he finds

many passages in Dt. which seem to him an expansion of those

in Lev., rather than the originals of which the Lev. passages

are a condensation. He seems to disregard the fact that the

principal motives of H and D are entirely different in character,

so that what is of vital importance for one is not so important

for the other; this, in spite of the fact that in almost all instances

in which he suggests that Dt. is expanded there is a different

reason given for the observance than in H. This indicates that

the author had something to impress more than the author of

-ff, but not because he expanded it on the basis of H. But even

if this argument were valid, Avhy ignore the fact that there are

numerous places where H is expanded and D is brief. The

passages in which H may be regarded as expanded from D are

the following:

Lev. 17 10-14 Dt. 12 16, 23-25 15 23

Lev. 17 15-16 Dt. 14 21

Lev. 18 8 20 11 Dt. 23 1
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Lev. 19 33, 34 Dt. 10 17-1«^

Lev. 19 27-28, cf. 21 5, 6 Dt. 14 12

Lev. 19 31,20 6 27 Dt. 18 11

Lev. 19 35-36 Dt. 2.5 13-15

Lev. 20 1-5 Dt. 18 10 12 31

Lev. 22 19-25 Dt. 17 1, cf. 15 21

Lev. 23 15-21 Dt. 16 9-11

Lev. 23 33-43 Dt. 16 13-15

Lev. 24 17-20, 21, 22 Dt. 19 21

Lev. 25 35-37 Dt. 23 20.

Turning to the arguments in favor of the H code drawn from

a comparison with the account in II Kings 22— 23, we may for

the sake of clearness and accuracy quote Professor Berry's own
words and then consider whether they prove his point or the

contrary.

He writes: ''The document found is called hy the term 'book

of the covenant' in 11 K. 22 2-3, 21. D is described as the 'words

of the covenant' in Dt. 28 69 (English 29 1), and the term covenant

appears elsewhere in D. References to a covenant, implying a

description of the code H as a covenant, are found in Lev. 26 f»,

15, 25, as well as in v. 42, 44, 45 which are jjcrhaps a later addition."

According to Professor Berry this description may apply to both

codes, since we find in both the word "covenant". But when we
find the term "words of the covenant" (it seems that the term

"words" and "book" are used in Kings interchangeably) in the

description in II K. 23 :i which is the exact term found in

Dt. 28 6;t, I think there is no doubt that D is meant and not H.
Furthermore the passages in Lev. which mention the word

"covenant" do not apply to the code as a covenant; they simply

speak of an existing covenant between Jehovah and his people.

He goes on: "It is also called 'the book of the law', II K.
22 8, 11. This phrase is not found either in D or H, but it is a

• Although Professor Berry considers tliis passage to be an oxpansion

of Lev., I find it to he an elahoration. Dt. deals only with stonr-s used

for weight, and thi- ephah for inoasure. But Lev. enters into more details.

It specifies meteyard, weight and measure; and Ijcsidcs the ephah it names
the bin.
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natural descriptive term for either." Here he apparently excludes

from D, 28 6i where the term "book of the law" is found, although

it does not appear in Lev. He also ignores the fact that the

document is called in II K. 23 24, "words of the law" (here

again "book" and "words" are used interchangeably). The same

term "words of the law" is found in Dt. 17 19 28 58, but not

in Lev. It seems that all the descriptive terms are found in

Dt., but not in Lev., and so favor D and not H.

He continues: "The consternation of King Josiah, II K. 22 ii,

and the reference to the words of the ])ook as foreboding of

disaster, II K. 22 16, show that the book contained threatenings,

which are found in both codes, principally in Dt. 28 and Lev. 26.

The specific threatening that 'this place', presumably the city

Jerusalem, should be a desolation, II K. 22 i9, is not found in

D but is in Lev. 26 31-32." I have studied carefully the verses

in Lev., but cannot detect the specific place, the city Jerusalem.

Here are the verses: "And I will make your cities a waste, and

will bring your sanctuaries into desolation, and I will not smell

the savour of your sweet odours. And I will bring the land into

desolation; and your enemies that dAvell therein shall be astonished

at it." It is surely improbable that by "your cities", "your

sanctuaries", and "I will not smell the savour of your sweet

odours" Jerusalem is meant. But even so why state that such

reference is not found in Dt? In Dt. 28 36 it says, "The Lord

will bring thee and thy King whom thou shalt set over thee

into a nation that thou hast not known"; is not the King in

Jerusalem, and if so does not Dt. speak of a specific place?

Also Dt. is definite in the element of threatening throughout

chapter 28.

"Abolition of all forms of worship of other gods is narrated

in II K. 23 4-6, 10-13 and is in accord with Dt. 17 3 12 2-3,

and Lev. 17 7 19 3 26 1, 30." It is obvious here that the D code

was the cause of the abolition, for II K. 23 4-6, 10-13, 14, 15

which tell the manner in which the abolition was executed,

corresponds to the passages in Dt. but not to Lev. II K. 23 12

is in accord which the narrative in Dt. 9 21.

"The aboHtion of sodomites, II K. 23 7, is in accord with

Dt. 23 17 (Hebrew 23 is) and Lev. 18 22 20 13." Here Professor
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Berry disregards the fact that the tenns HK^np and t5^1j5 used

in Dt., and D^B^lp used in Kings, do not correspond to the term

used in Lev. "Kadesh is strictly a 'sacred Prostitute' — one

dedicated to some deity." ^ As it is used in Kings, it clearly

apphes to a 'sacred prostitute', for it says: "And he broke down

the homes of the 'Kedeshim', that were in the house of the

Lord". This term is not found in Lev.

••Further it is generally agi-eed that part of L[ K. 23 8 should

be read, "And he brake down the high places of the satyrs';

the worship of satyrs is forbidden in Lev. 17 7 but not mentioned

in i>."

He reminds us of the fact that the worsliip of satyrs is not

mentioned in U and so this does nut correspond to the code

found, but he fails to note that the worship of "Ashera", "Host

of Heaven", "Sun", and "Moon" that are spoken of in Kings are

found in D but not in N.

"Further LE K. 23 9» says that the priests of the high places

did not officiate at Jerusalem; tliis is directly contrary to the

regulation of Dt. 18 6-7 which prescribes that they shall do so."

It is clear that Kings speaks of the 'priest' and Dt. of the

'Levite'. Also that Dt. does not command the Levite to go to

.lerusalem in order to ofticiate but only ••if a Levite come" then

he may ofticiate. So Kings does not say that the 'priest' could

not ofticiate : it simply says '*the priests of the high places come

not up". There is no contradiction, and no reason here why D
is not the code found. He ends: "The account in II Kings,

therefore, favors the view that the code was H and not Z)."

How far this bold statement is justified we have tried to indicate.

We may add a few points of the same general character,

which tend to confirm the usual view.

II K. 23 J, referring to the code, King Josiah said "And to

keep his testimonies" (VnTlP;; this phrase is found in Dt. 6 17,

'^0 and not found in Lev. II K. 23 a, 25, "with all his heart and

with all his soul and with all iiis might." This phrase is a favorite

of Dt., it is repeatedly found, 6 :. 10 ij 11 i;), ih 13 4, but is not

found in Lev. II K. 22 lu, "astonishment and a curse" (HD?^?

2 Driver, Gn. 38 3i.
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H/'/'ppI); the same expression is found in Dt. 11 28 28 37, but not

in Lev.

II K. 22 13 the consternation of the King about what he read

in the document and liis sending to "inquire of the Lord for me
and for my people" (using the term 'me' and 'people' instead

of the more natural term 'us', -which he uses later at the end

of the verse), suggest that he was familiar with Dt. 28 36, where

it says: "The Lord will bring thee and thy King whom thou

shalt put over thee, unto a nation that thou hast not known".

The reply of Hulda the prophetess that the King is expressly

exempted from the doom of the unfaithful city also suggests the

knowledge of the passage in Dt. 28 36.
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ANOTHER FOLK SONG

JOHN P. PETERS
UNIVEEPITY OF THE SOUTH

IX the Journal of this Society for 1885 and again in tlie

Journal of 1915 I called attention to a curious song in a sort

of jingle rhyme embedded in the l)ook of Isaiah (3 18 fl'.),

apparently a street song satirizing female vanity in dress, used

by the prophet as a text for his denunciation of the sinful folly

behind such vanities. This folk song seemed to be unique in

extant Hebrew hterature, but recently in restudpng the Psalms

of the singular little "Davidic" collection, 138— 144, I became

aware of a similar piece embedded in one of the Psalms of that

collection.

This group of Psalms, it will l)e remembered, is dififerentiated

from all other Psalms and groups of Psalms in the last two books

of the Psalter in that it is provided with musical headings and

liturgical notes, like the Psalms of the first three books; more-

over, each Psalm is ascribed to David, and one of them is

provided with an "historical" note of occasion. In this they

resemble the great "Davidic" collection of the first book, and

the "Prayers of David son of Jesse" of the second book. In

content, they constitute what, for lack of a l)etter term, I may

call a collection of "snare songs", liturgies against secret enemirs

who have laid wiles and snares to entraj) and bring evil upon

the righteous, poor and needy supj)liant. Typical is Psalra 139,

which is divided into four eijual stanzas, i-ti, 7-i2, i;i-i8, 19-'J4,

as shown by the sense, each stan/a being provided also with a

soil of summin,^' up clause. This Psalm commences, after a

method common in old Sumerian as in Hebrew psalmody, with
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II half verse, and, as is common also in Sumerian psalmody, the

supphant is a poor, righteous one. The purpose of this Psalm

is set forth in the last stanza. It is a sort of incantation against

the wicked, through whose secret wiles evil has come or may

come on the righteous follower of Yahaweh. To secure Yahaweh's

help to overcome these foes and their wiles the worshiper must

give evidence of liis knowledge of Yahaweh through which knowl-

edge his prayer will exercise as it were a compelling power on

Yahaweh to secure His intervention. In which, also, we find ^

conception similar to that found in old Sumerian as in other

ancient incantations. Hence the suppliant displays his knowledge

of Yahaweh's ways, in stanza 1, in relation to all His acts and

the very thoughts of His heart, which is yet a knowledge too

high and great for the understanding of man. In stanza 2 he

displays his knowledge of the omnipresence of Yahaweh in

heaven and hell, in east and west, in darkness and light, so that

darkness and light are one to Him. In stanza 3 he displays his

knowledge of Yahaweh's creative power, in his own dependence

on Him for his wonderful and mysterious creation in his mother's

womb, and before that in the womb of earth, and in the record

of the creation (we are evidently in the book age here). Having

thus established his claim to Yahaweh's help, we have in stanza 4

the invocation of Yahaweh against his foes, the enemies of God

and right, and a final protestation of his own purity and

righteousness.

The text of this group of Psalms is in an unusually disordered

state, and there is a considerable number of Aramaisms and

neo-Hebraisms. The suggestion is of a special text historj^, as

though it had existed as a gi'oup by itself, and outside of the

control of official scribes or Temple psalmists, for a considerable

period, and then been taken over by the latter and added to the

official Psalm collections. I would suggest that it was a collection

of hturgies or incantations against secret foes and their wiles

which had been in unofficial use and so handed down for a con-

siderable period before it finally won its way into the official

book of Psalms.

As is the case in a number of collections in the Psalter the

closing Psalms of this group are somewhat different from the
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preceding. Both 143 and 144 make use of the historical motive,

refemng to the great deeds of the past, and neither of them is

so manifestly a '-snare" song as the other Psalms of this gi'oup.

The latter of these is one of the most singular Psalms in the

Psalter, and it is to certain of its singularities that I wish to call

attention.

Psalm 144 is divided into two clear cut paris, the first closing

with V. 11. This first part is again divided into two stanzas,

ending with partly identical refrains, 5-8, 9-ii, and a preface,

consisting of vv. i—t, this whole portion, i—ii, being a mosaic of

half quotations, chiefly from Psalm 18, except the identical parts

of the two refrains, vv. 8 and ii i'., which alone, by the way,

constitute this Psalm a "snare" song.

As in the case of Psalm 18 and as in the old Sumerian

psalms, we have first a series of honorific names, adapted from,

but with set purpose and considerable ingenuity never literally

quoted from Psalm 18, and not always either from its opening

verses. So v. i a mif mn* inn is 18 47 ms jn^) ni,T "'H;

V. ! b non^o^ ^mynij.s upb ^r lo^cn is i8 35non^Q^ n^ mbn-,

in V. 2 a 'IDn seems to be a corruption, and should perhaps be

corrected to "'ptn from 18 j or to ^y^D from 18 ;(. The remaining

appellatives in 2 a ^!? ^CS^DOI "'niltyiD ^m):iD) are diff"erent parts

of 18 :; or rather 2 Sam. 22 j. for it follows the text of the latter;

2 b "ri'^Dn m ''::d is is;^ "jjd n ^D^^<•. ami 2. ^nnn ^oy mn
is 18 48 (or rather 2 Sam. 22 4; ''Jnnn C^Dj; V'\D\ Vv. 3 and 4

seemed to me at first to be a gloss from a later hand, suggested

by the piling up of honorific names for God, which by magnifying

His greatness caused the glossator to reflect on the insignificance

oi' man in comparison with Him. But more careful consideration

hd<. led me to conclude that this reflection is a part of the

original poem, or at Iciist it is done in the same method of half

quotations, v. :-. in2B>nni DliS ]2 inyim m« no m.T being

taken from Psalm H ;. Ulpsn O Dl« ]m UintH ^D C^US HQ
(thf in*^,Dnm with which 8 .. liegins perh:ij)s suggested the

^M3din with wjiicli the <it;ition in our Psalm closes); :iiid v. 4

^2)]; b)i2 ro^ noi ^nn^ mx from Ps. :'/.> «b. 7 b^ !?3n b^ "i«

']2T ]rDn^ b2T] ;« C^^X -Sm^ D^:in is nif^DlK (Apparently the

concluding "imp of our Psalm is suggested by tiie in^t'' of Ps. 39).
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Similarly the body of the two stanzas which follow is a mosaic

of citations, chiefly from Ps. 18, with the original words pur-

posely transposed or substituted. So 5 a Tini y^^t^ DH T})(V is

18 10 TT"! w^n^ m; 5 b ut5>j;''i Dnnn j;: is Ps. 104 02 nnnn ^^y^

uts^ri; <' QJ^nm y)$n n^ts' nx^sm pin pnn is 18 15 rijn n^ts^'^T

D-'m is Ps. 18 17, 18 ^j^'':^^ :n^T\ Q''Da ^it^Q'' ^jnp^ nnoD n^K^^

7 c -iDi ''in TO is Ps. 18 45. 4G id: "'Jn; 9 HTti^^ t^lH l^t^ DNH^.S

lb niDW nty;;' ^n:n i^ is Ps. 33 2 b, ;, 2 ih nor nti^j; ^n^i
tS^in Tty 17 IT'ty with phrases revised, and a curious use of

DTI/i^, as though to accentuate the intention of the author wil-

fully to vary the original, a practice carried much farther in post-

bibhcal literature, I believe, but not occurring elsewhere in Bible

hterature to the best of my knowledge and certainly never so

clearly and consistently carried out through an entire passage of

such length ; lo Hj;"! niHD Hnj; 1)1 n« HiJinn D''D^D^ nj;it5^n fnun
is Ps. 18 IV i5;ir^i "rn^ in'^e^Di' "ion ntyj;^ 12^d mj^ity"' ^liD

D^lp. All the words of ii a occur in Psalm 18, but not in any

one single verse, as though the author would close his mosaic

Y.'ith the most extreme exposition of his method possible.

Verses 12-14, as they have come down to us, read:

Dnnij^jn D"'^"i:iD u-^v^i'd )ti2 "ity«

With a couple of most obvious corrections and adjustments

of the text we have

1 It is perhaps noteworthy that the citations from these two later

Psalms occur ia the first verse of the two stanzas respectively. All the

other citations are from early Psalms.
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.irnnnin . . . D^^noo u^si^x

The lust two words in il-. bD\T Jl^J^n are obviously a cornip-

tion for something like UTiUD. The last thi'ee words of 13 are

apparently a note of a glossator, "from here to here", sometliiug

lias been lost? Apparently this lost line has been inserted in

V. 14. The whole would translate as follows:

Our sons like saplings grand in their youth(ful vigor);

Our daughters like coluiuns comely (draped) in their domesticity.

< )ur garners full, overburdened ( from this

No breaching, no leaking, no tumult ... to this.)

Our sheep fertile, multiplying in our fields;

(Jur cattle burdened, (heavy laden) in our streets.

The '^E^^< with which v. ij now commences may be a remnant

of the verse of benediction with which Psalms frequently close,

which originally closed the Psalm vv. 1-11, but, transposed to its

])resent position after the addition of this jingle poem, or folk

song, now appears as v. 1:., thus

which is itself a rhyme verse of cuiious construction. Possibly

it was originally the close of the jingle, not of the Psalm, and

the "lE^S of iJ may be a dittography from v. 11.

I should judge that verses 12-14 were originally a folk song

which for some reason was written on the ])iece of papyrus or

])archment on which the Psalm was written by the owner of

the latter, or vice versa, and by that chance came to be com-

bined with the l^salm, as we now have them. F should suppose

the folk song to be older than tiie Psalm.

' Arcordiiig U> tlif J^XX all cndinjis arc in cn imt u\
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

A SURVIVAL OF THE TETRAGRAMMATOX
IN DANIEL

The (iT'DI^ bi() mn'' "im (nvn) in Dan. 9 2 is correctly trans-

lated in the "Theodotiouic" testimonies with \6yos Kvptov. But

in the "Septuagintal" tradition of the Chigi MS and the Syro-

Hexaplar we read, eyevero irpoa-Tayixa Ttj y>] eirl ^lep. It has

not been noticed that tj? y>] is a survival of the presence of the

Hebrew Tetragrammaton, i. e. THPH = PIPI, the patristic

tradition for the transhteration of mn\ The variation has been

obtained probably by a reallocation of the upright lines (as

Dr. Bewer has suggested to me). Burkitt in his Fragments of

theBoohb of Kings according to the Translation ofAquila, p. 15,

says that '-the more accurate copies" of the Greek to which

Origen refers as containiug the archaic Tetragrammaton, must

be those of Aquila's translation. But while our "Septuagintal"

authority is Hexaplaric, the presence of the Tetragrammaton

here is hardly due to contamination from Aquila but should be

regarded as more archaic and indeed Origen does not necessarily

imply Aquila in his ev rot? aKpi^earrepois tmv avnypdcpcDv. [See

Mercati, Bevue Bihlique, 1911, 269.] In the form THPH the

transliteration made some kind of sense and so has been

preserved.

Philadelphia Divinity School James A. Montgomekt



WERE THE BIBLICAL FOUNDATIONS

OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY DERIVED

FROM BABYLONIA?

GEORGE A. BARTON
BRYN MAWE COLLEGE

THE question expressed in the above title, although urged by

certain over-enthusiastic Assyriologists, has never until now
merited serious discussion. It seems ^vise at this time, however,

to consider it soberly because of the recent publication of a

remarkable text excavated by Dr. Andrae at Kalah Sliergat,

the site of the ancient city of Ashur.

The excavation at Ashur had been going quietly forward

since 1902 until it was interrupted by the outbreak of the war

in 191-i. A number of important historical inscriptions were

unearthed and their pubhcation tilled some of the gaps in our

knowledge of Babylonian history. It was not, however, known
until 1915 that Andrae had discovered at Ashur an archive of

literary and religious texts as important as that found in the

library of Ashurbanipal or at Nippur. In 1915 the publication

of these was begun, and up to the present time six Heftc have

appeared.* Tliese volumes contain a number of fragments of

the so-called Babylonian Creation Epic, the beginnings of which

were discovered by George Smith fifty years ago. These frag-

ments till out important lacunae in the first tablet of the epic,

which we had before only in a fragmentary condition, and give

« Publiflhcd by E. Ebeling, Keihchrifttextc aus Ashur, religibaen

Inhalts, Leipzig, 1915—1920. The publication ia not yet completed.

7
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US practically the whole of tablet six, of which we had before

but a few Unes. This new material makes one doubt whether

the designation "Creation Epic" is properly applied to this poem.

"The Wars of the Gods" would more nearly describe it, for

throughout it is filled with the intrigues of the younger

generations of gods against their elders, the measures taken by

their elders to maintain their ground, and the consequent strife.

The creation of the heavens, the earth, and man were only

incidental to this strife and, as it were, by-products of it. But

to this topic we shall return presently. This archive is much

older than that of Ashurbanipal. Its latest texts are not later

than the ninth century b. c. and its earliest fifteen hundred years

before that time. It contains also an Assyrian code of laws

comparable in some degree to that of Hammurabi. The trans-

lation, assimilation, and digestion of this new material will make

the next few years a time of great interest to Assyriologists and

students of religion.

The tablet which has called forth this paper is the sixth

tablet of the so-called Creation Epic already mentioned. The

writer has given a detailed translation of it in the third edition

of his Archaeology and the Bible which has just appeared. To

repeat the translation here would occupy too much space; it

will suffice to give a summary of its contents.

It is no exaggeration to say that this tablet is one of the

greatest sui'prises that Assyriological research has ever afforded,

although that study has been replete with great and unexpected

discoveries. We expected an account of the creation of man;

the tablet contains not only that, but gives us the long sought

Babylonian Paradise, a counterpart of the FaU of Man, and the

re-creation of man and the redemption of the gods by the death

of a god. Its contents are, in brief, as follow^s:

Lines 1— 32 tell of man's creation. In this text man is made,

not from the blood of Ea, but by Ea from the blood of the

rebelhous god Kingu, the husband of Tiamat. This work was

entered upon and accomplished as the result of a conference

between Marduk and Ea. Probably in an earher form of the

narrative Ea acted alone. Professor Jastrow showed some years

ago that the text of other parts of the epic has been worked
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over with a view of glorifying Marduk, and doubtless the same

is true of this tablet.

After man was thus created, it is related in lines 33—69 how

Eden was established. Man was put upon the earth in a large

garden, twenty of the great spirits were stationed above and

below, and a guard was placed so that he should not get away.

In this spacious garden a sanctuaiT was built. This sanctuary,

which was the divine pattern on which Esagila was afterward

constructed, was provided with a ziggurat, the top of which they

carried up till it touched the celestial ocean (zii-ah e-li-ti). Man
cultivated the garden and in the temple provided the gods with

food in the form of feasts and sacrifices. Thus the gods con-

stituted an establishment in which they could anticipate comfort

and satisfaction.

Lines 70— 100, which contain the Babylonian equivalent of

the Fall of Man, are in a fragmentary condition, owing to the

crurabUng of the tablet. This much is, however, clear: the whole

trouble was caused by jealousy among the gods themselves.

The trouble began by jealousy between Enlil and Anu. Enlil

saw Ann's bow in the sky and hurled something at it. Anu was

angry and as a result of the quarrel the godess Ishtar seems to

have been taken away. The loss of some eight lines at this point

deprives us of the story of just how this happened. When
deprived of their beloved goddess, men forgot their deities, and

permitted everything to go to ruin. Their pride became great

and the sanctuaries of the gods they destroyed. Terrible ruin

was the result.

Lines 101—110 relate how the god Marduk, in order to repair

this disaster, made a pit as a tomb, went down into it in full

splendor. From his bones a living creature — a new mankind —
was formed. This new man restored and re-estabUshed the

services of the gods, so that all was again happy.

Meantime Marduk lay in the grave, and lines 111—128 are

occupied with the praises which the grateful gods ascribe to

him, who had thus sacrificed liimself for their sakcs. Then

line 129 tells how two mighty ones called Marduk, who is also

called Asaru, to life again. Lines 130— 134 record their praises

of the risen god. These hues are remarkable:
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"Exalted, he by his act gave might to us, the gods who had

perished

!

He is the lord, who by his holy death, made the dead gods

to live!

May the hirelings who hated him perish! ....

Verily he is the one whom his fathers named the brilHant

god! —
The pure god who makes holy our way!"^

The tablet then concludes with some partly broken lines,

which tell apparently how thi-ee of the gods reported the culprits

who had caused Marduk's death, and how they were bound and

punished, after which praises and rejoicing were renewed.

This remarkable text presents many aspects for comparative

study. It invites comparison with other Babylonian myths, with

the myths of the death and resurrection of Osiris, with the J
and P Documents of the Pentateuch, with the punishment of

the wicked angels in Enoch, and \vith the Gospel accounts of

the Death and Resurrection of Christ. In a paper, such as this,

no exhaustive treatment is possible. Only a few suggestive

remarks will be attempted.

1. It may be noted in the first place that the defection of

men from the service of the gods was caused by the fact that

they were deprived of their beloved goddess Ishtar. While it is

not said that Ishtar had died, it seems probable that she was

thought to have gone down to the Lower World in a manner
analogous to that described in the well-known poem of "Ishtar's

Descent".^ In that poem the god Ea sent his Messengerj Namtar,

to bring her back to life. In the new tablet before us Marduk
goes down to death to create a new man and then comes back

to life. Are not the two representations somewhat parallel

treatments of the same theme? The writer has long beHeved

that the god Marduk was a development out of an earlier

2 §a-ki-ma bi-nu-ti-Su-ma ig-si-ru-ni ilaniv^ ah-tu-ti

he-lum la ina mi-ti-Su illi-tim u-bal-li-tu ilaniv^ mitiv^

[uJ-H-ib-hit ig-ru-ti za-'a-ru-ti ....
[lu] ilu nam-ru sa in-na-bu abiv^-§u

ilu il-lu mu-ul-lil a-lak-ti-ni-

3 For a translation, see Archaeology and the Bible, p. 423 If.
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Tammuz, closely connected with the goddess Ishtar.* He is in-

clined to see in the present parallelism a confirmation of that view.

2. Marduk is, in this new text, called sometimes Marduk and

sometimes Asaru. It has long been known that the name Asani

was also a name for Marduk. The name Asaru has been equated

by some with Osiris (sir) and made one of the arguments for

the Semitic origin of the Egyptian ci^^lization — even for the

derivation of that civilization from Babylonia. Even Sayce^ is

inclined to give great weight to that view. It is true that the

name Asaru *" is Semitic, not Sumerian. It is derived from the

root "1l2^t^, which designated a wooden post or ashera, and from

which asirtii (cSirtu), "sanctuarj'" also comes. From it also was

derived the name of the Assyrian god, Asur or Ashur, who gave

his name to the city and country of Assyria. There can be little

doubt, I think, that the name Osiris (sir) is derived from the

same root. Asani means "post" and the symbol of Osiris was a

post. Both were gods of vegetation Avho died and rose again.

To insist for these reasons that the one must be derived from

the other is, however, to take too narrow a view. When all the

facts are considered — the kinship to Semitic of the Hamitic

languages other than Eg}'ptian, and the similarity of the environ-

ment of the Hamites in North Africa to that of the Semites in

Arabia, together with the similarity of their resulting institutions

— one is led, as the writer has pointed out elsewhere,' to believe

that instead of borrowing from one another, the two peoples are

offshoots of a common stock. Asaru and Osiris, the gods and

their names, are survivals from that common ancestry.''

« When writing Semitic Origim, being somewhat ovcr-cnthusiastir as to

the pos.sibilitios of changes of arx in <leitio8, the writer thought INIarduk a

transformed Ishtar, l>ut the view exprosspfl above seems the more probable.

» Sec Archaeology of the Cuneiform Inscriptions, London, 1908, p. 11911.

(see p. 208 ff.).

8 The name Asaru occurs as early as 2500 n. c. in the insrriptions of

fiudea; see Cylinder B. iv, 1. It is probably only accidental that earlier

occurn-ncH of it hav not been found.

7 See Semitic Origins, pp. 9 ff. and 115 fT.; also "Tammuz and Osiris"

in JAOS, XXXV, pp. 21.'i—22:t and "S.'mit«'B" in Hastings' ERE.
* Clay's attack upon the theory of the Arabian cradleland of the

Semitic peoples in his Empire of the Amorites, New Haven, 1919, p. 27 IT.,
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3. A comparison of this tablet with J's story of Eden and the

Fall of Man in Genesis 1 and 2, and with his account of the

Tower of Babel in Genesis 11, leaves on the mind the conviction

that the J writer was dealing with the same material as the

writer of this tablet, but that it had reached him in his Palestinian

home in an oral and somewhat fluid form. This is shown in

various ways.

For example, the J writer, holding as he did the nomadic

ideal of Yahweh,^ could not conceive that the Garden of God
contained a temple. Accordingly, while he places the Garden

to the East in Eden or edennu, the Babylonian plain, he retains

of the temple only the "tower" or Ziggurat This he transfers

to a time after man had lost his Eden and to a place outside

the Garden. Where the Babylonian text says that they raised

the tower till its top touched the celestial ocean, J has instead:

"Come let us build .... a tower, whose top may reach to

heaven". In harmony with his conception that civilization pro-

ceeded from sin, he represents this building as so displeasing to

Yahweh that in order to prevent its success, he confounded

human speech.

J's Garden is, accordingly, minus both temple and tower.

Like the Babylonian garden, it was divinely planted; man was

put into it to dress it and keep it. Whereas, in the Babylonian

story, guards were placed at the gates to keep men in, in J's

account the Cherubim guards were not stationed until man had

been expelled, and then to prevent his return. In the J Docu-

ment trouble crept into Eden through the sin of the man and

woman who were tempted by the serpent. In the Babylonian,

by envy and strife among the gods themselves. Nevertheless in

both accounts there would seem to be a consciousness that the

trouble had to do with sexual functions. In the Biblical story

is unsuccessful because he fails to meet these fundamental facts with

others equally fundamental. Indeed, he adduces no facts in favor of

Amurru, apparently reasoning that, if other theories are disproved, his

theory must be true. He has by no means, however, disproved the

Arabian theory.

9 For proof, see Budde, The Religion of Israel to the Exile, New York,

1899, chs. i— iii, and Barton, Religion of Israel, New York, 1918, chs. iv, v.
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the sin would seem to have been an act which resulted in the

establishment of sexual relations between the inmates of the

Garden;^" in the Babylonian, through an act which destroyed

the goddess Ishtar and so caused sexual relations to cease.

Such comparisons make it evident that, while there is in

the two accounts a substratum of common tradition, the

bibhcal writer either handled the material with great freedom

or received it through oral channels in which it had been so

handled.

4. It has long been held by many intei^preters that the P
writer knew and was to a certain extent influenced by this Baby-

lonian Creation epic. His account of creation in Genesis 1 1—2 4a

is based on the same substratum of raw material as this highly

mythical poem. Both conceive of primeval chaos as consisting

of a mass of waters. They give to tliis the same name, t'hom,

tiamat. The wind of god (Hebrew TVn, meaning also -spirit")

is, according to both accounts, active in the creative process.

Both writers describe the creation of a firmament which separates

a super-celestial ocean from the waters below and allows space

for the air to circulate above the flat earth. Each account is

arranged in a series of sevens, the Babylonian in seven tablets,

the Hebrew in seven days. Each of them i)laces the creation of

man in the sixth division of its series. While the exalted

monotheistic conception of the author of the P Document led

him to eliminate the mythical conceptions of the Babylonian

account, and his prosaic mind also eliminated the poetic form,

it seems clear that he was acquainted with the ideas of the

Babylonian epic. If, as is generally beheved, he lived in Baby-

lonia, it is possible that he had read it in the cuneiform, or had

heard it read, although this does not necessarily follow. These

religious texts were in Babylonia the property of temples and of

royal palaces. It is not at all certain that the library of a

Babylonian temple would be open to a Jewish captive, or that

an orthodox Jew of the tj-jie of Ezekiel and the Priestly Writers

would frequent it, if it were. Like the J writer, P may have

known the poem only through oral report, for, hke J, he

«o See the writer's Sketch Semitic Origins, New York, 1902, p. 93 fF.
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exercises considerable freedom in his use of it. The creation of

the firmament he transposes from the fourth tablet to the second

day; the intrigues of the gods of tablet three are replaced by

the appearance of dry land and the growth of grass, and the

creation of the heavenly bodies is taken from the fifth tablet and

placed on the fourth day. Of all the interesting things contained

in the sixth tablet, which has now been recovered, P employs

only the story of the creation of man. Nevertheless it seems

probable, partly from the general considerations already noted,

and partly from the language employed by P, that he had heard,

at least orally, the Babylonian story, much as it Hes before us

in this new text. This story represents the plan to create man
as the result of a conference between Ea and Marduk; it implies

a kinship between man and the gods by saying that man was

made from the blood of a god. P's account, in spite of his exalted

monotheism, still contains an echo of this conference of the

gods in the phrase: "Let us make man" — a phrase in which a

number of commentators have discerned the survival of an

anterior polytheism.^^ P also transforms the idea of kinship to

the gods, expressed in the Babylonian belief that man was made

from divine blood, into the statement that man w^as created in

the image and hkeness of god. This new text, then, illuminates

the statements of Genesis 1 26 and affords new proof of the

Babylonian origin of the creation story.

5. There is one other possible bearing of the contents of this

tablet which ought to be discussed. No one can read it, without

being impressed with the analogies between the death and

resurrection of Marduk and the Ufe-giving power which the

Babylonian poet attaches to it and the Death and Resurrection

of Christ as recounted in the Gospels and the theological signi-

ficance attached to it in the New Testament and in Christian

theology.

Undoubtedly the text will be hailed by the various branches

of that group of writers who resolve the life of our Lord into

myth as a godsend, and they will doubtless make various uses

11 See Skinner, Genesis, p. 31 ff.; Gunkel, Genesis, p. 101 ff. ; Holzinger,

Genesis, p. 10 ff.
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of it according to their respective theories. ^^ Not simply in the

interest of apologetics, therefore, but in a sincere desire to reach

historical truth, the question raised by the analogies noted should

be investigated.

The investigation of this problem involves three different lines

12 These writers fall into four different groups. Like those who wit-

nessed against our Lord at his trial, "their witness agrees not together".

1. There is the school represented by such works as J. H. Robertson's

Pagan Clirists and Cliristianity and Mythology, Arthur Drews's Tlie

Christ Myth, and W. B. Smith's Ecce Dens. Writers of this school seem

to think that the authors of the Gospels consulted dictionaries of mytho-

logy and wove together into the story of the life of Jesus such elements

as appealed to them. They have been sufficiently and soberly answered

by S. J. Case, The Historicity of Jesus, Chicago, 1912, and their methods

have been unsparingly exposed by F. C. Conybeare's The Historical Christ,

London, 1914.

2. Thore is Professor Peter Jensen who, in editing the Babylonian

Gilgamesh epic for Schrader's Keilinschriftliche BibliotheJc, became obsessed

with the idea that almost everything in the world was derived from

Gilgamesh. In 1906 he published the first volume of his Das Gilgamesch-

Epoa in der Weltliteratur — a work of a thousand pages — in which he

contended that all the prominent characters in the Old Testament were

mythical and forms of Gilgamesh. He proposed in a second volume to

dissolve the Iliad and Odyssey into Gilgamesh stories. When critics were

severe as to the soundness of the positions taken in his first volume, he

returned to the attack with a second: Moses, Jestis, Paulus, Drei Vari-

anten des babylonischen Gottmcnschen Gilgamesch (1909).

3. In another class we must put W. Erbt, a pupil of the late Hugo
"Winckler, who in his Das Markua Evangclium, 1911, endeavored to

resolve the material of our earliest Gospel into adumbrations of astral

myths, as his teacher "Winckler in his Geschichtc Israels, vol. ii, had

endeavored to resolve the characters of the Old Testament.

4. We have such writers as H. Zimmorn, who in the third edition of

.Schradcr's Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 1903. and his Zum
Streit um die Christusmythe: das hahylonische Material in seinen Haupt-

punkten dargentrllt, 1910, finds the origin of the narratives of Christ in

the myths of the Babylonian goil Marduk. With Zimmern wo must place

H, Gunkel, whose Zum rcligionsgeschichtlichen Verstdtidnis des Xeueti

Testaments, 1903, occupies somewhat similar ground. The writers of this

last school approach much more nearly to sound methods of research

than those of either of the three preceding, but, in appreciation of what

is involved in a method that is really historical, even these writers leave

much to be desired.
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of study. 1. The New Testament accounts attesting the Res-

urrection should be studied in chronological order. From such

a study it should be ascertained what the primitive tradition

was, what modifications and additions have been made in it in

the later Gospels. In this way, if there is a kernel of historical

fact capable of being separated from later accretions, it should

be possible to ascertain it. 2. If the study just outUned results

in the separation of later accretions to a narrative that is

probably historical, these later accretions may be properly

compared with the Babylonian material to ascertain what Uke-

nesses and differences are presented. 3. If strong resemblances

are found to exist between elements of the Gospel story and

the Babylonian poem, it then becomes incumbent upon the in-

vestigator to make a careful examination of the possible channels

by which the Babylonian material may have reached and in-

fluenced the Gospel wTiters. Unless he can prove that it came

through the Babylonian influence upon the Oolali in Babylonia,

or through Persian sources to Jews, or through the Mithra

cult, no Babylonian influence can be assumed. One will have to

conclude that such resemblances as there are are strictly

accidental. Let us briefly examine these points.

1. It is generally supposed that our earliest account of the

Resurrection of Jesus is in 1. Cor. 15 3-8, though, in view of the

investigations of Harnack and Torrey, it is, in the opinion of the

writer, doubtful w^hether the Gospel of Mark is not earher.^^

If, however, we follow the common opinion and take St. Paul's

reference as the starting point, he tells us that Christ was raised

the third day after his death, that he appeared first to Peter,

then to the twelve, then to above five hundred at once, then to

James, then to all the Apostles, and lastly to St. Paul liimself.

No further details are given. If we go to the Acts of the

Apostles for further details of the appearance to St. Paul, we

find it in the three accounts of his conversion (Acts 9 3-9 22 6-ii

26 12-16), from which it appears that the appearance to St. Paul

13 See Harnack, The Date of the Acts and Synoptic Gospels, New York,

1911, and C. C. Torrey, The Composition and Date of Acts, Cambridge,

Mass, 1916, and "The Date of the Gospel of Mark" read before the

Society of Biblical Literature in December, 1919.
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was spiritual or psychical, and that St. Paul equates the previous

appearances to others with the appearance to him.

If now we tui'n to the Markan narrative, Mark 16 1-8, and

the lost ending, which, as Goodspeed has shown," is probably

to be found in Matt. 28 9, 10 and 16-19», we find the following

account. On the morning of the first day of the week after the

Crucifixion, various women go to the tomb of Jesus, find the

stone rolled away and a young man in dazzlingly white raiment

sitting on the right side. He told them Jesus was not there, that

he was risen, that they should go and tell the disciples to go to

GaUlee, that there they should see Jesus. As they were leaving

the place. Jesus liimself appeared to them. The eleven disciples

went to Gahlee, to the mountain which Jesus had appointed.

There Jesus appeared to them, told tliem that all authority was

given him, and bade tbem go and make disciples.

Here we have an account in which there are no elements

which are not necessarily psychical or spiritual. AVhile we cannot

account for all the details on rational and psychological grounds,

the essential details are, in view of widely attested experiences

in modern times, no longer incredible. The elements for which

we can find no analogy are easily explained as due to the liighly

excited state of the minds of the disciples and their habit of

speaking in Oriental imagerv' and exaggeration. It is historically

certain that they had some experience or experiences which

changed their mental attitude from one of utter discouragement

and despair to one of strong courage and confidence. In this

new spirit they founded the Christian Church, the existence of

which to the present time afi"ords contemporary endence of the

historical character of some extraordinary experience, which

convinced them that their loved Master had been raised from

Shcol, in which all the dead were supposed to sleep, and was

still living. There is no room for Babylonian influences here.

We are dealing with the real experiences of unsophisticated

peasants.

The Gospel of Matthew, if not the next to be written, is

clearly based on the account in the Gospel of Mark and accords

»« See the American Journal of Theology, LX, pp. 484—490.
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most nearly with it. There are a few editorial changes. It is

said that as the women approached the tomb, there was a great

earthquake, which rolled away the stone from the door of the

tomb, as an angel descended from heaven and sat upon it. This

angel calmed the fears of the women, invited them to come and

see the place where the Lord lay, bade them go and tell the

disciples to go into Galilee, where the risen Lord would meet

them. As they were leaving the tomb, Jesus himself appeared

to them. Then in verses ii-is there is inserted the story of the

bribing of the Roman guards, after which the account goes on

to tell how in Galilee Jesus appeared to the disciples. There is

here no addition to the story that at all accords with the Baby-

lonian material. The only element of the narrative of Matthew
that can be regarded as parallel to the Babylonian myth occurs

earlier in chapter 27 3-5, where it is related how Judas, the

traitor, hanged himself. This might be taken as the deposit in

story of line 132 and the closing Hues of the poem, in which

the destruction of the "hirelings who hated him" is described.

The parallelism may be no more than a coincidence, but it is a

coincidence.

It will be noted that in the accounts of the resurrection of

Christ in Mark and Matthew there is nothing inconsistent with

the supposition that the appearance of Jesus to the women in

Jerusalem and to the disciples in Galilee was a psychical or

spiritual experience. According to these accounts the disciples

saw him only in Galilee. Turning now to the Gospel of Luke,

its narrative of the Resurrection (ch. 24) is as follows: On the

morning of the first day of the week the women who had followed

Jesus in Galilee went to the tomb, found the stone rolled away.

Entering in they did not find the body of Jesus, and, while they

were perplexed about this, two men in dazzling apparel stood

by them and told them that Jesus had risen in accordance with

predictions which he had made while with them in Gahlee.

Later in the day he appeared to Peter, then to Cleopas and a

companion who were walking to Emmaus, then to the eleven

Apostles, and on that same night, apparently, ascended to heaven.

As compared with the earlier narratives, one notes here,

1. two angels instead of one. 2. the transfer of the epiphanies
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to the disciples from Galilee to Jerusalem, and 3, a tendency

to materialize the psychical or spiritual phenomena of the earlier

narratives. The risen Lord breaks bread and eats with some of

his disciples. Of these three changes only one is necessarily

parallel to anything in the Babylonian myth; that is the two

angels.

With this Lucan account that in the spurious ending of Mark
(Mark 16 9-20) agrees, except that in this version, which is said

to have been written by Aristion, there is no mention of the

two angels.

The account of the Resurrection in the original Gospel

of John (ch. 20) is in substance this : On the first day of the

week Maiy Magdalene went to the sepulcher and found the stone

taken away from its door. She ran and told Peter and a disciple

whom Jesus loved; they went to the tomb and found it empty.

While Mary was standing -without, weeping, she looked into the

tomb and saw two angels in white sitting there. Turning, she

saw Jesus, mistook him for the gardener, and had a conversation

with him. AV^hen she recognized him, she went and told the

disciples that she had seen the Lord. That same evening Jesus

appeared to ten of them as they were assembled and showed

them his hands and his side. Thomas was not with the rest at

that time. A week later when Thomas was there Jesus appeared

again and invited him, because of his doubts, to put his fingers

into the scars caused by the nails and to feel also the scar of

the wound in his side. With this proof of the resurrection, the

Gospel of John concluded.

Luke, Mark 16 9-20, and John all transfer the epiphanies

from Gahlee to .Jerusalem. Luke and .John take pains to

emphasize the material element in the risen body of Christ, and

to preclude tlie idea that the epiphanies were psychical ex-

periences. John, hke Luke, has two angels instead of one.

This last element is the only one that presents features that

appear in the Babylonian material, unless we go to other parts

of the Gospel of John. In Jolin 10 is we are told that Jesus

declared concerning the laying down of his life. "No man taketh

it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it

down, and I have power to take it again". Later parts of the
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narrative are in accord with this (see 18 6 19 ii). In 19 ii Jesus

intimates that the power which Pilate has over him is given him

by God. This accords with the intimation in lines 101, 102 of

the Babylonian poem, that it was at the behest of his father

Ann, that Marduk went down to death. In the Appendix to

the Gospel of John (John 21) another epiphany of the risen

Lord is recorded. There are in the record two significant things:

1. the place of the epiphany was Galilee. The older tradition,

that it was in Gahlee rather than in Jerusalem that the Lord

appeared to his disciples, here reasserted itself. 2. the other

significant feature of this narrative is, that, like Luke and the

body of the Gospel of John, it emphasizes the material element

in the Resurrection. There is an effort to make it more than a

psychical or spiritual experience. There is nothing in the chapter

that can be on any pretext derived from the Babylonian poem.

A closer parallel to the Babylonian account of the Resurrection

of Marduk is found in the fragment of the Gospel of Peter ch. 9,

where it is said that the Roman soldiers who were keeping watch

at the sepulcher, heard during the night a great voice from

heaven, saw the heavens opened, and two men descend from

thence T\ith much light and approach the tomb. At their coming

the stone rolled away of itself. The soldiers saw the young men
from heaven enter in, and saw three come out from the tomb,

"two of them supporting the other and a cross following them;

and the head of the two reached to heaven, but that of Him
who was led by them, overpassed the heavens". This passage

affords a striking parallel to the Babylonian poem, hne 129:

"Two mighty ones called the god Asaru, who is the perfect god,

unto life again."

The result of this examination of the Gospel material is this:

there is a paraUehsm between the stoiy of the resurrection of

Marduk and the Resurrection of Jesus, but, so far as regards

the resurrection itself, that parallelism is accidental. The story

of the Resurrection of Jesus is based on actual experiences

through which unsophisticated Galilean peasants passed, and

which convinced them that their loved Master no longer lay in

the grave, but lived again. The accretions to this simple narra-

tive which might possibly have come from Babylonia, if any
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channel for such coming could be demonstrated, are the voluntary

character of the death ot" Jesus portrayed in Johu, the two

angels of St. Luke, St. John, and Peter, and the story of the

perishing of Judas in Matthew. Is there historical probability

that this Babylonian myth is responsible for the addition of

these elements to the Gospel narratives?

That this Babylonian epic "was known to the J and P writers,

at least in oral form, has already been admitted above. Neither

of these writers, however, transmitted the part of the Myth
which relates to the death and resurrection of Marduk. It was

repugnant to all their rehgious conceptions. The only narrative

of a resurrection in the Old Testament is that of an unknown
man whose body, because his funeral was interrupted by invading

Moabites, was thrown into the tomb of Ehsha, and who, when
he touched the bones of Elisha, revived and stood up (2 Kings

13 20, 21). One might compare this incident with the re-creation

of man from the bones of Marduk, but one could not fairly

argue for a Babylonian origin for the tale. It is either a case

of the revival of a man in a state of coma, or a bit of folk lore

that might grow up anywhere.

Zimraern called attention years ago to certain analogies

between the Suffering Servant in Isaiah 42 i-4 49 i-6 50 4-9 and

o2 13— 53 12 and the state of wretchedness portrayed in a

Babylonian penitential psalm. ^'' Perhaps a more teUing analog}'

might be found between the Sufferings of the Servant, as des-

cribed in Isa. 53, who bore the griefs and carried the sorrows

of his beholders, who "made his grave with the wicked and with

the rich in his death", who was to "see of the travail of his soul

and be satisfied" and the death of Marduk, who caused the

dead gods to live. The differences are, however, much more

striking than the likenesses. The Suffering Servant was "de-

spised and rejected", he ''had no form nor comeliness", his

"visage was marred more than any man". Marduk, on the other

hand, went down "in full splendor into" his tomb (line 102 of

the poem). Again, Marduk rose from the dead, while the

Suffering Servant did not. The resemblances are really only

«» Schradcrs, KAT^, p. 385.
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accidental. In the fortunes of the Hebrew nation or in the

experiences of the prophet Jeremiah one can find the elements

of the picture of the Suffering Servant. There is no need to go

to a Babylonian myth.

No later Jewish book reflects these features of the myth.

The author of Enoch 1—36, while he may have obtained the

jdea of the punishment of wicked angels from the myths, and

knew that some hoped for a resurrection of men (see Enoch 10 lo),

has no word as to the resurrection of a god, an angel or the

Messiah. The author of Daniel looks for a resurrection of many

dead (Dan. 12 2-4), but they are human beings. Late psalmists,

like the later Sadducees, scout the idea of resurrection (see

Ps. 88 10 115 17). There is no evidence in Hebrew hterature,

canonical or apocryphal, that this part of the myth was trans-

mitted through ordinary Hebrew channels to the time of Christ.

Neither Mishna nor Talmud contains an echo of it.

If we turn to Zoroastrianism as a channel through which it

might have been mediated to esoteric Jewish thought, our search

is rewarded with the same negative result. The Gathas, the

source of our knowledge of Zoroaster's own thought, afford no

parallel to this myth, and one searches for it in vain in Yasts,

Yasnas, Vendidad, as well as in the Bundahishn and other

Pahlavi texts. Later Zoroastrianism had its behef in a general

resurrection, it also looked for a Saviour, but its Saviour was

not a suffering Saviour; he did not die and rise again.

The same is true of the Cult of Mithra,^® which might con-

ceivably have been a channel through which this Babylonian

story might have been transmitted to Gospel writers. The devotees

of Mithra looked for a resurrection, but there is no hint that

their god was beHeved to die and rise again. If Essenism, on

the secret theories of which the writers on the supposed Gospel

mythology bank so much, contained Persian elements, as has

been supposed, the story of the death and resurrection of a god

could hardly have been one of them, for we look in vain in

Persian sources for such a belief.

In short there is no known bridge across the chasm between

16 See Cumont, TJie Mysteries of Mithra^ Chicago, 1903.
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Babylonian heathenism and the groups of early Christians among

whom the Gospels were written. Persian and Jew alike held

systems of thought so different from this myth, that, while both

borrowed some elements of Babylonian thought, and Hebrews

borrowed some of the myths of this very epic, the particular part

which corresponds to the death and Resurrection of Jesus

appealed to neither Hebrew nor Persian.

While it is true that our copies of the Babylonian Creation

Epic are early, it was probably copied and read in the temples

of Babylonia down practically to the Christian era. A Babylonian

hymn is known, which, copied in the Arsacid time, bears the

date of 80 b. c."

But there is no evidence that at this period the sacred texts

of the Babylonian temples possessed any attraction either for

Jews of the Oolah or for the little Christian churches, com-

posed of poor people, which were scattered through the Levant

toward the close of the first century a. d. Not till the next

centur}' did Christianity reach the dominions of Parthia.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that no influence of the Baby-

lonian poem on the Gospel can be proved. Such likeness as there

is may be purely accidental. The voluntary character of the death

of Jesus as depicted in the Gospel of John, is the natural result

of the Logos doctrine of the author of that Gospel, and the roots

of the Logos doctrine are found in part in the Old Testament,

and in part in Stoic and earlier Greek thought. These two strands

had been blended in Philo, and account much more satisfactorily

for this element than it is possible to do in any other way.

If, however, we were to make the most liberal assumption

possible, and grant that in some unknown way the Babylonian

myth rnvjld be responsible for the addition to the Gosjjel narra-

tives of the suicide of Judas (an entirely gratuitous assumption)

and for the two angels (which seems to the writer entirely

unnecessar}') the addition is so small and relates to such

unimportant details, that it is entirely negligible. It strikes

nowhere near the nerve of the great historic facts wliich underly

the narratives of the Resurrection of our Lord.

ti See Reisner, Swneritche Hymnen, fierlin, 1896, No. 49, and p. xiv.

8
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THE DATE AND PERSONALITY OF THE
CHRONICLER

W. F. ALBRIGHT
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF OKIENTAL EESEAECH, JERUSALEM

DURING the past generation the attention of Old Testament

scholars has been drawn more and more to the problems

connected with the Chronicler's great work—I and II Chronicles,

Ezra, and Nehemiah. While Hexateuchal criticism remained the

focus of interest, it was not to be expected that students would

spend their time over a work generally regarded as a late mid-

rashic compilation, with independent historical value only for

the postexilic period.^ But the advance of the school of Well-

hausen to its final triumph over rival critical groups at last began

to attract men to renewed study of the historical situation at

the time of the introduction of the Priest Code and the definitive

redaction of the Law. This led to a careful investigation of the

sources for our knowledge of this period, contained mainly in

the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. The complexity of the textual

problems involved has been increasingly recognized, while the

equally intricate chronological and historical questions have

received every conceivable solution . . . except the right one, to

judge from the unsatisfactory results hitherto obtained. To be

1 Up to the present, no archaeological discoveries have confirmed the

facts added by the Chronicler to his liberal excerpts from the canonical

books of the Old Testament. Some of his statements, especially his lists

of towns and clans, have doubtless historical value, though their exact

source remains unknown. The rest is of the most problematical character,

like the campaign of Zerah the Cushite against Asa. It is still, however,

too early for a categorical denial of historical nuclei in these fantastic

stories, obviously concocted ad tnaj&rem dei gloriam.
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sure, the matter was relatively simple for the older scholar, who

assumed without hesitation that Ezra compiled the work, to

which he appended his own memoirs, along with those of his

friend and associate, Nehemiah; there remained only the question

of a possible rearrangement and of the disposal of certain

passages which were thought by some to be interpolations. Can

it be that the complexity of the problem is in part only apparent,

and that the traditional view has an important grain of truth

which has been disregarded of late ?

Owing to the disorder in which the books of Ezra and Nehe-

miah have been left by later editors, the Persian kings are no

longer mentioned in correct sequence. Moreover, there have

been a number of interpolations, in part very late, designed to

harmonize apparent contradictions and elucidate obscure al-

lusions. Modern scholars have tried in many ways to reconstruct

the original order. The Artaxerxes of Ezra's memoirs has thus

been identified with Artaxerxes Mnemon,^ or even with Ochus;^

the date of Zerubbabel has been depressed to the reign of Darius

Nothus,* and so on.

The question of the Chronicler's date is naturally of the

greatest importance for the postexilic liistory of the Jews. Since

he shows a total lack of historical sense in dealing with the

prei'xilic age, he may be trusted with equal unreliability for

the century after the Captivity, in case he lived in the third

century b. c, where the great majority of scholars, including

Curtis, Batten, and Torrey, place him. On the other hand, since

practically the whole of tlie old Jewish literature perished in 586,

we can understand how a writer of the early fourth century

might be worthless for pret'xiUc conditions, and yet relial)lc for

the century preceding his own time. The two problems of the

2 De Saulcy, fjtude chronologique dcs livres d'Endras et de Nt-hemir,

Paris, 1868; Van ILjonacker, Nehhnie rt Eadras, Louvain, 1890; Batten,

Ezra and Nehemiah (ICC), New York, 1913.

s liellange, Lc judaisnie et I'hixtoire du ppuple juif, I'aris, 1889,

pp. 178 ff.

* Havet and Imbert, quoted by Kuenen, GcHammcltc AbJuindhmgcn

(cd. Buddc), p. 2i;j. Uavet and Imbert also followed De Saulcy in placing

Ezra under Artaxerxes Mnemon.
8*
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date and of the veracity of Ezra-Nehemiah are therefore in-

dissolubly connected, a fact which makes it of the greatest

liistorical importance to fix the date of their composition or

compilation.

At present there is a singular unanimity among critics re-

garding the approximate date of the Chronicler, and at the same

time a surprising divergence as to the historical value of his

work. The arbitrary attacks of the erratic Maurice Vernes^ on

the veracity of his account in general were followed by the much
more serious criticism of Kosters,^ who denied that there was a

real return from the exile under Zerubbabel, and rejected

practically the whole first part of Ezra, including the Aramaic

documents, as a forgery, designed to enhance the glory of the

priesthood. "Wellhausen attacked Kosters' innovations with vigor,

though granting his contention so far as the letters were con-

cerned.' Kosters, however, soon received an auxihary of unusual

skill in the person of Torrey, whose Composition and Historical

Value of Ezra-Nehemiah (Giessen, 1896) presented a Avholly

novel theory of great significance, later defended with vigor and

success in his Ezra Studies (Chicago, 1910).^ Torrey's textual

work is perhaps unsurpassed for brilhancy in the whole domain

of Old Testament science, but has been neglected by others

because of the apparently concomitant necessity of adopting his

iconoclastic views, involving the theory of Kosters as well as the

rejection of the Ezra memoirs as a worthless fabrication of the

Chronicler. However, there is, I beheve, a way out of the

dilemma, as will be shown below.

We should be in a sad pass if it were not for the extra-

ordinary skill and success with which Eduard Meyer has

demonstrated the general historic reasonableness of the two

books in question. His epochmaking Entstehung des Judentums,

5 Cf. his Precis d'histoire juive, Paris, 1889, pp. 562 ff. 589 ff'.

6 Die Wieclerherstellung Israels in der persischen Periode (trans.

Basedow) published in 1895, two years after the Dutch edition.

' Die RUckkehr der Juden aus dem hahylonischen Exil, Nach. Gott.

Ges. Wiss. 1895, 166 ff.

8 The problem of Ezra is now at the front again: see Bewer, AJSL
1919, 18—26, and Torrey's reply, AJSL 1921, 81-100.
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which appeared in the same year as Torrey's first work, defends

the essential historicity of our material, with remarkable success,

especially in the case of the Aramaic documents preserved in

Ezra. For the first time the archaeological discoveries of the

nineteenth century were drawn upon. The Aramaic language

was the official tongue of Persian bureaucracy, a fact which

might have been inferred before Meyer wrote, from Pahlevi,

which is written in Aramaic characters, employing regularly

Aramaic words as pseudo-ideograms with Persian readings

(writing i<D7D, but reading sltah). What Meyer concluded on

the basis of a few inscriptions and a single pai)yrus fragment is

now certain, thanks to the Elephantine Papyri, as he has had

the unusual pleasure of pointing out himself in his Papyrusfund

von Eltq)hiUitinc (Leipzig, 1912). Many additional Persian

inscriptions in Aramaic have come to hght from the remotest

corners of the Achaemenian Empire, even from places so far

removed as Sardes in Lydia and Taxila in the Punjab, once the

capital of the Persian province of India. The official letters found

at Elephantine prove not only that Meyer was right in con-

sidering that the Aramaic letters in Ezra follow correct Achae-

menian usage, but also in maintaining that the Persian court

did take an active and effective interest in furthering the Jewish

ecclesiastical pohty of Ezra's school. Since denial of the latter

point has been the main argument advanced against the authen-

ticity of the letters, it is easy to see the importance of the

Arsamcs correspondence, especially the letter regarding Passover

observance. From Elephantine there has couje, in fact, a perfect

flood of material bearing directly or indirectly upon our problem;

we are, accordingly, justified in examining it anew, in the light

of the accumulating evidence. The tendency of the latter being

in favor of the conservative position, let us reconsider, first of

.ill, tiic date of the Chronicler.

The principal arguments adduced to prove that the Chronicler

\\rote in tlie first century of the Greek period arc: (1) the

genealogy of Jeconiah, I Clir. 3 17-24; (2) the list of high-priests,

Neh. 12 10-11, 22; (3) the supposed Greek loan-words; (4) the

language of the Aramaic letters. Let us, then, take up these

points one by one, and consider their vahdity.
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The genealogy of Jeconiah is really not nearly so difficult a

])roblem as frequently assumed.^ It is true that the versions

differ from iH in v. 21 so as to apparently swell the six

generations of the latter to eleven, but a little reflection will

show the impossibility of that. The text of 05 now offers us three

detailed generations, followed by five where only the bare lineage

is given, and finally thi-ee more appear in detail again; in iH no

generation is shghted. M begins (v. 17) with the sons of Jeconiah,

born while he was a captive (T'Di^) in Babylon. Seven sons are

named: Se'alti'el,Malkiram,Pedayah,/§«'s*"> Yekamyah, Hosama^
and Nedabyah. Pedayah (v. 19) had two sons, Zerubbabel and

Sim'i. A number of scholars, following (§, have altered Pedayah

to Se^alti'el, but C5 "was obviously indulging in some superfluous

emendation on its own account. Nothing is more natural than

to find two cousins bearing the same name, especially when the

name is so natural for children of the Captivity as Zer-Bahel,

a common formation in Babylonian, meaning "Offspring of

Babylon". It is furthermore all but certain than the young

Zerubbabel of Judah perished without children; as is well known,

he planned rebellion against Darius, and probably was punished

with death. Had he really left descendants, they certainly would

have figured in similar attempts later. We speak of the "young

Zerubbabel" advisedly; in the reign of Cyrus he was still so

young that his uncle "^^&sr" acted as regent and head of the

Jewish community. Now, as Meyer has shown, Srtsr and SShs7'

are not to be separated, though his suggestion for the original

name, Sin-bal-usiir,^° seems to be wrong. Torrey's remark in

9 The genealogy has been made the subject of a special monograph
of over a hundred pages by Rothstein, Die Genealogie des Kbnigs Jojachin,

Berlin, 1902. It is difficult to see how a scholar of reputation could have

gathered more nonsense into one work. Rothstein, along with many
hazardous speculations, endeavors to reconstruct the history of the family

from the proper names, which he thinks were given because of their

bearing upon the fortunes of the house of Jeconiah. Now we know that

proper names were nearly always given in antiquity because of their

popularity or association with individuals, just as in modern times.

10 The form is wrong. The word for "heir", not merely "son", is aplu,

construct apal; the writing with b is not a Babylonian dialecticism, as

used to be thought, but simply an orthographic peculiarity of the
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AJSL 37, 93, n. 1 that "the two Babylonian names are correctly

transmitted and perfectly distinct" is rather hasty, since neither

name can be cx})lained as it stands. The name ^^in-PAP does

occur in neo- Babylonian texts, but is to be read Siu-nd^iir

(i. e. Sin protects, as a general statement; with nsiir, in the

imperative, an object is required). ''Sheshbazzar" is absolute

nonsense; I Esdras (Cod. A, etc.)" offers ^ava^acraapos,

abbreviated by Josephus to A^aa-a-apo^. The original Hebrew
ll>3i<Jt2^* may very easily have been corrupted to "lik2t2^tJ^, since

a hguture of i^l in cursive Aramaic looks vei7 much like a

cursive E^.^" Now ^in-ah-usur (Sin, protect the father) is a

common neo-Babylonian name, found not only in the cuneiform

tablets, but also in an Aramaic papyrus from Sakkfirah as

archaizin{T texts of Nebuchadrezzar and Xabonidus. "Where hal is found

in foreifrn transcriptions, partial assimilation has been at work. With a

Sin-apal-ns\cr, SShsr has hardly anything in common. The view often

expressed that the name is compounded with SamaS, pronounced Saicas,

is very improbable; the loss of the ic would then have to be explained.

Moreover, names formed with Sa)}iaS are rare at this period. On the

other hand, it is certain that S/i'sr begins with the element Shi. It is

extraordinary to note the confusion prevailing among scholars regarding

the orthography of this name. The transcriptions of Assyrian names in

the Old Testament prove conclusively that the Assyrian form was Sin,

and since the Assyrians inverted the Babylonian values of the sibilants s

and if, it becomes clear that the Babylonians must have pronounced the

name with 5. That this was, in fact, the case is proved by many Aramaic

transcriptions of Babylonian names beginning with Sin, where we always

find the name written ]V. When in the Elephantine copy of the Ahikar

Romance we find the name of Sennacherib written both 2'lNniD and TiKniW,

it merely follows that the more common Babylonian pronunciation was

sometimes used by mistake. The new Aramaic letter pulilished liy

Lidzbarski was written by Babylonians, which explains the Babylonian

forms of the sibilants. It may bo added that the name of the moongod

is Semitic, being found in South Arabia and Canaan as well as in Bal»y-

lonia; the stem is Ar. sand, "to sliiiie", primarily "flood with water or

light" (like Eg. irbn = Ar. icahala), whence wc have mnd, "irrigate" =
Akkad. Sand. As is well known, the Babylonian values of the sibilants

are ctymologically more original than the Assyrian.

1' .V careful account of the textual history of the name is given by

Torrcy, Ezra Studies, pp. 136—8.

>' The tail of the nun then touchcH the lower end of the nhaft of

the alcf.
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[*1]2JS!2KitJ^/' which gives the etymologically correct writing with

all the alefs, as in the orthography employed in the Ahikar

Romance for the Assyrian royal names, written defective in the

Old Testament. The i^lene writing may have been used also in

I Chr. 3 18, in which case i:{«n«Oty* was changed to l^^ite^ by

haplography.

The text goes on to name the two sons of Zerubbabel,"

MeSullam and Hananyah, as well as a daughter, Selomit. The

following verse (20) names five sons of somebody, who is probably

Mesullam, as has been suggested, since v. 21 gives the names of

seven sons of the younger brother, Hananyah. The text of 21 is

somewhat corrupt, but there can be no doubt that the seven

names are all those of Hananyah's family; the interpretation of

the versions has been disposed of above. The last name in 21 is

Sekanyah, whose six sons are given in v. 22," as Sema'yah,

Hattus, Yig'al (C5 Yo'el), Bariah, Ne^aryah, and Safat. In v. 23

we find the names of the three sons of Ne^aryah: Elyo'enai,

Hizkiyah, and "Azrikam. Finally, in 24, we have the seven sons

of Elyo'^enai,

The following table will elucidate the chronological situation

more clearly than can otherwise be done. The ancient Oriental

lists of kings prove that the average generation in the case of

kings and nobles was between twenty and twenty-five years.

EarUest date Latest date
Name



500
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then, the compiler of Chronicles Hved between 400 and 350,

certainly not in the Greek period.

This brings us to the second point; the names of the high-

priests in Neh. 12 lo f., 22 f. Since the discovery of the Elephantine

Papyrus, No. 1, this question should afford no more trouble,

and yet it seems to be misunderstood even yet. Verse 23, which

states that the names of the Legates were recorded down to the

time of Yuhanan, son of Y6yada^ proves that the Chronicler

finished his work during the priesthood of Yohanan, which began

before 410, and lasted (see below) until after 398, presumably

until about 390— 380. The mention of Yaddiia', son of Yohanan,

in 11 merely means that Yaddiia' I (who must not be confused

with Yaddua" II, son or grandson of Yaddua*" I)^^ was the

recognized heir to the high-priesthood when the Chronicler

wrote. An argument for the late date of the Chronicler has

been drawn from v. 22, w-hich says that the records then in

Jerusalem extended to the reign of Darius the Persian, who is

identified with Codomannus. But since there was no Greek

Darius, it is obviously absurd to speak of Darius III as "the

Persian". The appellation "Persian", may, however, have been

applied naturally to Darius Hystaspes, to distinguish him from

Darius the Mede.^^ This enables us to reach a solution of the

18 It, is barely possible that Yaddua' actually did bold tbe bigb-priest-

bood for more than fifty years (cf. tbe table below), and tbat there is no

Yaddua' II. Under the circumstances, however, it is safest to distinguish

between them. There is no difficulty in assuming that the name was

repeated, since this becomes the rule in the third century with the Oniads.

19 Torrey's view that Darius the Mede is a confused reminiscence of

Darius Hystaspes {Ezra Studies, p. 38, note) is possible, but not likely.

Darius I was a Persian of the Persians, of the purest Achaemenian stocki

and his victory over Pseudo-Smerdis was also a triumph over the growing

Median influence at court, which the Medes resented by appeals to arms,

under the leadership of nobles of the old Median line. On the other

hand, Gobryas, who, as we know from cuneiform sources, was appointed

governor of Babylonia by Cyrus, had been governor of Gordyene (Gutium).

and was almost certainly a Mede, since earlier in his career he was a

general of Nebuchadrezzar, the ally of the Medes. The statements of

Daniel and the Cyropaedia regarding the advanced age of the first Iranian

ruler of Babylonia are thus confirmed by the cuneiform records. It seems

to me highly probable that Gobryas did actually assume the royal dignity,
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problem; we must read in Xeh. 12 -22, ""DlSn tyT'lT niD^D ^^D,

"from the reign of Darius the Persian" (to the time of Johanan,

next verse). The D has been lost by haplography, since the

preceding word closed with a D; the emendation 1^, generally

adopted, now becomes gratuitous. The preposition 7^0 is used

because past time is considered psychologically as higher than

present time. Our passage therefore means simply that the

records available in Jerusalem extended from the time of Darius

Hystaspes (about 520) down to the priesthood of Yohanan

(about 380), and furnishes us with another important, in fact

irrefutable argument for placing the Chronicler during the latter

part of Yohanan's priesthood.

We now come to the problem of the supposed Greek loan-

words in the Chronicler's work, which have been defended most

elaborately by Torrcy."° The words in question are D''J1D3^T

(which occurs several times in Ezra-Nehemiah instead of the

usual D^:D"n«), «''DD^£^? (Ezra 5 6 6 r.), DnDK (Ezra 4 i;>), D^nS

(Ezra 4 17, etc.) The view that pDDIT is a loan from Gr. Spa)(^iJ.)'i

is an unproved assumption; in Phoenician both forms, DJDIT and

DiDDll, occur as the names of metallic weights, so Eduard

Meyer {EntsttlnDuj, pp. 296 f.) is probably right in maintaining

that Bpa^iM] is a loan from the Phoenician, instead of the

reverse. Nor is it at all unlikely that our form is a late error

of the copyist for the archaic CiD^nt^, "darics''. It i«, at all

events, clear that this form alone offers no effective argument

unless supported by strong corroborative material.

along with the name "Darius", perhaps an old Iranian royal title, while

Cyrus was absent on an Eastern campaign. At all events Ciobryas

presently disappears, and is followed in the viceroyalty of Babylon by

Cambyses, so we may suppose that ho died suddenly, before Cyrus had

arrived on the scene. After the cuneiform elucidation of the Belshazzar

mystery, showing that the latter was long coregent with his father, the

vindication of Darius the Mode for history was to be expected. If I am

correct in placing the composition of tlie first half of Daniel (soc below)

during the early part of the third century, not over two hundred and

fifty years lat<'r than the Persian ron<juest, we may safely exjicct tho

Babylonian Jewish author to be acquainted with the main facts of ueo-

Babylonian history.

io See his Ezra Studies, pp. 174 ff.
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Torrey (op. laud., p. 174) explains fc<"'DD1SS as Gr. eirap-^^og

with the Aramaic plural ending. It must be granted that the

word can hardly be a gentiUc, "Persians", as Meyer maintains

at length (Entstehung, pp. 38 ff.), but evidently refers to Persian

officials of some kind. But Torrey's suggestion is opposed by

the fact that eTrapyp^ appears in later Aramaic as i<D'1S''i<, with

the meaning praefecttis, which eTra^^o? had under the Romans,

while eirap-^ia appears as i<''D'nSfc<. Were our word in reahty so

common a Greek term, how could the LXX have failed to

recognize it? Since the word occurs in two passages with the

same spelling, it is probably transmitted correctly, a fact in itself

a fatal objection to Torrey's identification. Without doubt it is

Persian, though the speculative etymologies of Scheftelowitz and

others may safely be neglected. But since Torrey wrote in 1910

the Sacliau papyri have been edited, providing us with a mass

of Perso-Aramaean official names, so we must, perforce, be more

modest in our assertions regarding the possibilities in this

direction. In Pap. El. 4, 5, we read, i<''^!Dnti< HniiD"!, exactly

paraUeHng Ezra 5 6, «''3D1S« HnUDI. The term «1Dim means

approximately "secretary" (azd + kar, adjectival suffix), so

^''(l)DDISi^ ought to mean something similar, probably Avith

the same termination Imr, as in i^'^'lDiD'IS , "commanders"

ifarman + kar) etc. While I have no definite solution of the

questioB, it may be worth while to make the follomng suggestion.

In Pap. El. 10, 3, etc. we have the Persian word i<D'n5''n3 or

5<D1SnS, of uncertain meaning. Now, Persian pat is "lord,

master, chief, as in nopcd (t^nSU Pap. El. 8, 2), "naval captain".

We therefore are left Avith the element D^IS** or D1S, which may
then be found mth the suffix kar in i^''(1)DD'nSi<. In the Talmud
^0*15 is "salary". Our term may mean "officials", or "secre-

taries"; perhaps some Iranian speciahst may be able to explain

it more exactly.

Torrey further combines DDSfc< with Gr. eV/Oecri?, "impost"

{op. laud. p. 175). In Ezra 4 13, where the word appears, we

must render: Let it now be known to the king that if this city

be built and the walls be completed, (the Jews) will not pay

tribute, taxes or imposts (Assyr. mandattu, hiltu, ilku) and the

royal aftom (the better attested reading) will sufi'er loss.
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'Impost" is here an impossible rendering, and "revenue", wliich

Torrey suggests, is too general a term, besides being a very

inexact translation of Gr. eTriOea-ig. The most natural rendering

is "treasur)'", which is precisely what Scheftelowitz has suggested,

on the basis of Avestan path))ia, "storehouse" [Aiisdits ini

Alien Testament, p. 79).

The last Greek loan-word proposed by Torrey is Diilfi, which

he equates with Or. <p6eyfxa (op. Jcmd. p. 177). Our word has

the same meaning as later Aram. SDJIDS, "message, command,

word, thing". Xow Gr. (pdey/jia was already a poetic archaism

in the Hellenistic period; it is not found once in the New
Testament, and only once in the Old, Job, 6 26, where it renders

rm (!); the occurrence of the word in the book of Wisdom is

without significance, since this author prides himself on his

poetic phraseology. That an archaic Greek word meaning

"sound, voice", should be borrowed in Aramaic to mean

"message", etc., is unthinkable. Moreover, we have a perfectly

good Persian etymology; as pointed out long ago Yers. pai(/am,

"message", and Armenian patgam, "word", go back to Old

Persian pat'ujama, which combined the two meanings.

From the foregoing discussion it appears that we do not

find a single probable Greek loan-word in the whole of the

Chronicler's work, and only one even possible one. Let us then

consider Torrey 's argument for the late date of the Chronicler

on the ground of the Aramaic idiom employed in the Aramaic

sections of Ezra.** As a result of his comparisons he concludes

that Ezra and Daniel are more closely related in their phonologi-

cal and morphological peculiarities to Jewish Aramaic than to

the Aramaic inscriptions of 900— 500, and must be placed

considerably later than the Elephantine Papyri. A similar, but

much more elaborate study of the Aramaic of Daniel by Wilson,

of Princeton, comes to opposite conclusions. Wilson's study is

a very accurate, and, in general, judicious study of the available

material, though his anxiety to prove that Daniel miglit have

been written in the sixth century b. c. (!) leads to some queer

deductions from his own evidence. The trouble with the

J> Ezra Studies, pp. 161 ff.
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arguments from Daniel is that Daniel is obviously a composite

work, from two different periods. Dan. 1— 7 28 a, begun in

Hebrew, but relapsing at the first convenient opportunity into

Aramaic, is entirely different in character from the rest of the

book, composed throughout in Hebrew, and dating without

question from the reign of Antioclms Epiphanes. In the latter

part the predictions are expHcit, down to the desecration of the

Temple; there is a full angelology, Gabriel and Michael being

mentioned by name. In the first jjart the prophecies are so

vague that interpreters have never reached an agreement on

their meaning, and the attempts to refer them to Antiochus

Epiphanes leave one skeptical; moreover, angels are alluded to

in vague terms, but no names are given. More important still

is the Babylonian atmosphere that enshrouds the first part,

disappearing entirely in the latter half of the book. The former

is of value for neo-Babylonian history, thanks to the interesting

legendary details regarding Nebuchadrezzar, Belshazzar, and

Darius the Mede, which could hardly have been common
property in the second century b. c; the latter is worthless for

this purpose. While the visions in ch. 4 and 7 are full of

Babylonian imagery, with the sacred tree whose top reaches

heaven,^^ winged lions and panthers, etc., the visions in the

latter part, with their rams and goats, their kings of the south

and north, etc., are wholly un-Babylonian.^^ The visions of the

first half of Daniel are impregnated with Babylonian magical and

eschatological conceptions, such as the succession of kingdoms

22 Eduard Meyer's view {JJrsprung unci Anfdnge cUs Christentiims,

Vol. II, pp. 189 ff.) that this tree is a reflection of the Iranian Gaokerena

(Gokart) is entirely unnecessary, since we find the same ideas appearing

throughout cuneiform literature; see my remarks AJSL 35, 193 fi".

S3 The symbolism of rams and goats, while un-Babylonian, is rather

characteristic of Egyptian culture. Note also that the lamb of Bocchoris

is one of the most popular mediums of apocalypse among the later

Egyptians. The conflict between the kings of the south and the north is

also an Egyptian motive found constantly in the religious and apocalyptic

literature. While direct Egyptian influence upon the writer of Daniel II

is possible, it is more likely that the motives were borrowed from the

common Palestinian stock, quite largely, as we know now, of Egyptian

origin.
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of gold, (silver),"* bronze, and iron, and cannot be forced into

accord with any sequence of historical empires; such predictions,

based on astrological and magical foundations, became more

and more common in the last centuries before the Christian era,

as we know from the pap)Ti and from Berosus, etc. The three,

perhaps four Greek loan-words in Daniel preclude a date earlier

than 300 b, c; 2 43 obviously refers to the vain efforts of

Alexander, Seleucus Nicator and Antiochus Soter to amalgam-

ate the Hellenes and the Orientals, which failed— even as iron

is not mixed with clay. We may therefore place the Aramaic

section of Daniel somewhere in the first half of the third century,

a century or a little more after the composition of Ezra, as

shown above. In the third century literary Aramaic was still

the lingua franca of the Achaemenian Empire, and the question

of local dialects plays little role. It is practically certain that

the first part was wTitten in Babylonia, since, if it were known

in Palestine when the author of Daniel II wrote, his work could

not have been successful.

A number of indications that Ezra is older than Daniel I

are present. In 402 lines (Marti's ed.) Daniel has 14 Persian

loan-words, while in only 136 hnes of Ezra there are 11. Persian

loans would fall in popularity under Greek rule as rapidly as

Turkish words are disap])earing from Palestine under the British

mandate. The fact that Daniel has proportionately less than

half as many Persian words as Ezra has is therefore very

significant. On the other hand, there arc three or four Greek

loans in Daniel—none in Ezra (see above). Grammatically, the

differences are veiy shght; the language is the linr/ita franca.

Yet the following evolution may be })ointed out. In tlie Aramaic

papyri of the fifth century the causative in h (hafcl) is always

employed, and in Ezra the same is true. In Daniel there is one

afel form, and two or three reflexive forms in 8 instead of H.

In Jewish Aramaic we always liave afcl, except in a very few

archaic forms, probably from the Maccabaean period, which

show that Daniel is not written in Jewish Aramaic of the second

century u. c, but in the older Vinrjua franca.

'« The silver element ia explicitly mentioned in v. sa.
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So far as the supposed evidence for the modernity of Bibhcal I

Aramaic is concerned, the following will suffice. The main

argument is orthographical. When the Aramaeans adopted the
i

Phoenician script, they employed t to represent their d, following
'

analogy, and p to indicate their (], pronounced actually '.^'^ This

is still the usual orthography of the papyri, but in Biblical
j,

Aramaic the more recent orthography is consistently used. It is f

hard to see how an argument from orthography can be used

here at all. As is Avell known, the matres ledioiiis were in-

troduced into Hebrew after the Exile—but they were put in

almost everywhere in the Old Testament, even in the earliest

portions. The classical Greek and Latin authors automatically

underwent the same process, found before them in Egypt and

Babylonia, and since then in numberless instances. The King
James' Version, for example, is not published now in its original

spelling, nor is the Don 'Quijote of Cervantes.

The grammatical differences between the papyri and th6

books of Ezra and Daniel are almost negligible, but, shght as

they are, they show that Biblical Aramaic is a little more

recent, just as we maintain. The similarity in vocabulary is very

gi'eat, as great as the gulf between Biblical Aramaic and the

Targums. The verb W^^, for instance, is found thirteen times in

the Elephantine Papyri, sixteen times in Ezra, ten in Daniel

(with three times the extent), once out of some two hundred

possible cases in Onkelos, and never in Jonathan. Here we
may bring the philological discussion to a close, secure in the

confidence that we have found nothing to cast doubt upon our

25 Since all the ps which stood for an etymological d became later 37,

it is certain that the p is simply a conventional orthography. The
cerebral (not emphatic) d seems to have become a glottal catch in Aramaic,

just as the cerebral q has in the city dialects of Egypt and Palestine.

There is an intimate phonetic and auditory association between p and K,

which leads to their being confused very easily. Now as we know from
Aramaean morphology the true consonantal « was lost very early, and

the K became a vowel-letter. Hence, in order to indicate the glottal

catch, p was the only available letter. Later on the P lost its true value

as the voiceless consonant corresponding to unpointed ha, and became
pronounced as a kind of glottal catch, or alef. Accordingly the dad and

the 'a^in fell together, and the letter V was used for both.
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approximate date for Ezra, c. 400— 350, and Daniel, shortly

before 250.

Now we are ready to take up the question of the authorship

of the books of Chronicles, Ezra, and Xehemiah. Who was the

Chronicler? The way to a solution of this interesting, but at

first sight insoluble question is furnished, I beUeve, by Torrey's

brilliant analysis ofEzra and Xehemiah. Torrey has demonstrated

in the most convincing way that "there is no portion of the

whole work Chron.-Ezra-Neh. in which the Chronicler's literary

peculiarities are more strongly marked, more abundant, more

evenly and continuously distributed, and more easily recognizable,

than in the Hebrew narrative of Ezra 7—10 and Neh. 8— 10".'^®

It is hard to see how anyone can oppose this conclusion, after

a careful study of the impressive list of words and expressions

common to the Chronicler and to the Ezra memoirs given

by ToiTey, Composition, pp. 16—28. In his Ezra Studies,

pp. 238—248, he has adduced a great many additional facts

and considerations, the cumulative momentum of which is

enormous. As Torrey observes, Ezra "was a man precisely like

the Chronicler himself: interested very noticeably in the Levites,

and especially the class of singers; deeply concerned at all times

with the details of the cult and with the ecclesiastical organization

in" Jerusalem; armed with lists of names giving the genealogy

and official standing of those who constituted the true church;

zealous for the preservation of the pure blood

of Israel ! There is not a garment in all Ezra's wardrobe that

does not fit the Chronicler exactly"." Having with rare logical

consistency reached this result, Torrey's attitude on the other

evidence forces him to the conclusion that the memoirs of Ezra

2« Ezra Studies, p. 241.

2' Batten's olyectiou (oj). laud., p. ol) to Torrey's statement is based

upon his elimination from the Ezra memoirs of everything that to liini

suggests the Chronicler, though an impartial critic can hardly sec less

characteristic marks of the Chronicler in the portions he retains. Batten

says "there is no genealogical or other list of names" in the Ezra memoirs,

hut his own very arbitrary delimitation of the latter on p. IG includes

the list of eleven names in 8 le and the genealogy in 8 is. Despite his

correct solution of the Ezra problem, Batten's treatment of the documents

is most unsatisfactory—nor could it be otherwiae, with his point of view.

9
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are a forgery of the Chronicler, and that Ezra himself is probably

a mythical figure imagined by the Clu'onicler in order to give

authority to his peculiar point of view. As a result recent writers,

unable to accept Torrey's radical revision of the historical

situation in the fifth century, liave rejected his critical theory,

though admitting that the Ezra memoirs are colored by a drastic

revision at the hands of the Chronicler. But if this is the case,

why do we not find the same thorough-going redaction in

Nehemiah? The Chronicler's method in redacting the Book of

Kings was to supplement, not to rewrite, so we may safely

assume that he followed the same course with the Ezra memoirs

—unless we cut the Gordian knot of the difficulty by supposing

that he wrote them himself—that, in other words, the Chronicler

was Ezra.

This may seem absurd, since critical scholarship has for

generations rejected the tradition that Ezra was the Chronicler.

This skepticism has served its purpose in freeing the minds of

scholars fi^om predispositions as to the nature of the work, but

now the cycle is completed, and we may return to a traditional

theory without being regarded as slaves of tradition. But here

there looms an apparently unsurmountable obstacle to our

suggestion. Ezra is placed by the consensus of opinion in the

reign of Artaxerxes Longimanus, over fifty years before the

date fixed above for the composition of the Chronicler's work.

Of late, however, there is an increasing tendency to place Ezra

after Nehemiah, in the reign of Artaxerxes 11, Mnemon, a theory

first presented with all Van Hoonacker's abiHty in a brochure

entitled Nehemie et Esdras. Nouvelle hypothese sur la chrono-

logie de Vepoque de la restauration (Louvain, 1890). Kuenen
immediately rephed to Van Hoonacker,^^ but his answer, re-

presenting all that the ripest scholarship could say in defense

of the standard view, is very unconvincing. The Belgian scholar

made one mistake which seriously weakened his position,

suggesting that Ezra w^as in fact an associate of Nehemiah, but

later went back to Babylonia, only returning decades later in

397 (398), an almost inconceivable hypothesis. For years no one

28 See his Gesammelte Abhandlungen, edited by Budde, pp. 235—251.
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yentured to take up arms for its defense, though Torrey removed

one of the chief difficulties by showing convincingly that the

references to Nehemiah in the Ezra memoirs were late glosses,'^^

so that Ezra might have lived after Nehemiah—if he existed at

all— ; Torrey suggested that the Chronicler meant to place Ezra

under Artaxerxes Mnemon, Finally, in 1913 Batten, in his

commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah (ICC), made the obvious

change in Van Hoonacker's theory. It is this theory which we

adopt, after reaching it independently.

By placing Ezra before Nehemiah we encounter a large

number of most perplexing difficulties (Batten, pp. 28—30).

The reforms of Nehemiah would be very strange and even in-

explicable if Ezra's career had fallen shortly before, nor could

the Levites well be brought to such a pass as that described

Neh. 13 10 f. during Ezra's ascendancy. Ezra nowhere in his

memoirs describes the Holy City as ruined, while Nehemiah's

picture is gloomy in the extreme. The most conclusive passage

is Neh. 12 26, which names in succession the outstanding figures

in Jewish ecclesiastical history from the reign of Darius Hyst-

aspes (see above) to that of Ai-taxences Mnemon; they are:

Yoyakim, son of Yesua'; Nehemiah, the Governor (jyehaJi):, and

finally Ezra "the priest, the scribe". Another valuable hint is

given by Ezra 10 6, where Ezra mentions the fact that during a

fast he occupied the liSkali (attached to the temple) of YOhanan,

son of ElyaSib. The latter was almost certainly the high-priest,

who is called "son of Elyasib" because his father, Ydyada', was

high-priest only a few years, if at all, which may well have been the

case. Yohanan, who naturally had his own mansion elsewhere,

surrendered his chamber in the temple to the temporaiy head of

the Jewish community, by virtue of the royal firman. Ezra can only

have felt contempt for Yohanan, the fratricide^" and transgressor

i9 See especially Ezra Studies, pp. 282 f.

30 The fratricide is descrihcd by Joacphus, Ant. xi, 7. The Persian

strategos of Artaxerxes, named Bagoses (or Bagoas), plotted with Jesus

/Yesiia") to depose his brother .loannes (Yohohanan), the actual high-

priest, and to instal the former in his place. The two brothers then

quarreled in the temple, and Joannes slew his brother. In revenge

Bagoses profaned the temple by entering the Iloly of Uolies, and laid on
9*
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of the law, which would account for his failure to call him "high-

priest". The following table will indicate the chronological

relationship of the high-priests during the Persian period.

YeSua' Zerubbabel (son of Se'alti'el)

c. 560—490 c. 550—515 (?)

Yoyakim

c. 530—460

Elyasib

c. 500—425
Nehemiah

gov. 444—c. 425

Yoyada'

c. 470—420
Sin-uballit I

c. 480—410
1

Yehohanan Yesua' Manasseh—Nikaso Delayah Selamyah

c. 450—390 c. 450—410 c. 445—

Yaddua' I

c. 430—360

(Yaddua U)
(c. 330)

Sin-uballit II

c. 330

Honnai I (Onias)

the Jews for seven years (!) a fine of 50 drachmas for every sacrificial

sheep. The former identification of this Bagoas with the famous vizier

of Artaxerxes Ochus has been discarded since the Elephantine Papyri

have showed that Bagoses (Bagohi) was governor of Judaea in 410—7,

contemporaneously with Yehohanan. It is hardly probable that Bagoses

held his office long; Josephus's source evidently confused him with his

distinguished namesake, the great general and minister of the name,

connecting him accordingly with an Artaxerxes, instead of placing him
correctly under Darius Nothus. Since the death of Yesua' presumably

occurred early in the rule of his brother, we may safely place it about 410,

more than ten years before Ezra's mission. Who the Tirshatha was in

Ezra's time we cannot say; at all events he was friendly to the party of

Ezra, which stood for the rule of the Law, against both patriotic hotheads

and priestly aristocrats, enjoying in consequence the active patronage of

the Persian government.
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The best attack on the theory of Van Hoonacker is that of

Kuenen (see above). Most of his arguments are no longer vahd,

after the Elephantine discoveries and Torrey's work on the text

and arrangement of Ezra's and Xehemiah's memoirs. One point

is important. Kuenen points out that two men who took part in

the construction of the wall under Nehemiah may reappear in

the Ezra memoirs: Malkiyah, son of Harim, and the priest

MeremOt, son of Uriyah. But in Ezra 10 ai Malkiyah is named

among the members of the bene Harlm, the family of Harim,

and so was probably another member of the family. On the

other hand, Meremot is probably identical with the Meremot

who was a contemporary of Nehemiah. A little reflection will

show the possibility of this. The young priest who aided in the

building of the wall in 444 need not have been over seventy

forty-six years later, in 398, when he was the chief of the

committee which received the gifts brought by Ezra from

Babylon. As a matter of fact, if Ezra and Nehemiah were

really contemporaries, it would be occasion for astonishment

that, out of all the prominent men who are named in connection

\\'ith each, only one should be mentioned with certainty by both.

The objection has been raised that in the Chronicler's work

Ezra precedes Nehemiah. The reply is that Ezra probably

affixed Xehemiah's memoirs to his own fragmentary' compilation.

The lack of a history of the postexilic period is no more difficult

to explain than the similar lack of a history of the pre-Davidic

age; Ezra was not interested in historical researches, but only

in ecclesiastical succession (i. c., j)rii'stly and related genealogies)

and theological orthodoxy. Hence Nehemiah's memoirs, since

they deranged his sclicme, were affixed rather than inserted in

chronological order. It is interesting to follow the harmonizing

attempts of later editors, which led to the rearrangement of the

text in various ways; a good discussion of the subject, \vith

emphasis on the importance of the oldest extant recension,

I Esdras, is found in Torrey's Ezra Studies, pp. 1— 114.

One clear result of the transposition of Ezra and Nehemiah

in history is that P^zra's suj)pos('d importance in connection with

the introduction of the Priest Code vanishes. It is impossible to

place the publication of the complete Pentateuch as late as
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400 B. c, for many reasons. Its official introduction certainly

preceded the "Passover letter" written by Hananyah to the

heads of the colony at Elephantine in 419, shortly after the

close of Nehemiah's career in Palestine. Some years before,

about 425, Nehemiah had expelled Manasseh, grandson of the

old high-priest Elyasib, because of his marriage to Nikaso,

daughter of Sin-uballit, as we learn from Neh. 13 28 f. and

Josephus, Ant. xi, 7, 2, who gives an independent tradition,

according to which Manasseh was nephew instead of brother of

Yohanan, a very natural mistake. Since tliis Manasseh was made
by the old Sin-uballit high-priest of the temple on Mount
Gerizim, to which he transferred the Jewish Pentateuch, still

written in the archaic Hebrew script, it is clear that the Penta-

teuch had been published some time before 425. The most

probable theory by far is that the Pentateuch had been completed

in Babylonia during the latter part of the Exile, and published

before the time of Haggai and Zechariah. During the fifth

century the priesthood, with the assistance of the imperial

government, gradually imposed it on Judaea, as well as upon

the communities of the Diaspora. Finally, in 398, Ezra was able

to gather up the scattered threads and bind Judaism into a

soUd and exclusive ecclesiastical structure. The Jews long

maintained a clear tradition of Ezra's role, which they not

unnaturally exaggerated. While he was not a gifted thinker or

writer in any sense, and his soul was circumscribed by the

narrow Hmits of a conventional orthodoxy, he must have been

an organizer of remarkable ability. To Ezra's organizing talent

Judaism owes, in large measure, the rigid system which preserved

it, unbroken, through centuries of fierce struggle with Hellenism.
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NOTES ON THE CLEMENTINE ROMANCES

KEXDEL HARRIS
MANCKESTEB

INTRODUCTION

THE early Christian literature abounds in unsolved problems,

enough in number and variety to exercise the ingenuity and

tax the learning of a whole generation of scholars; some of them

are of the first importance for Christian origins and Christian

doctrine; if ^ve could resolve them we should probably be some

way further on the road to the knowledge of 'what God and

man is'; others are of the nature of literaiy conundi-ums, as

when we enquire curiously into the authorship and origin of an

anonymous or pseudonymous \\Titing, without any ulterior

reference to orthodoxy or cathohcity. Such problems are

scattered over the whole area of the Christian tradition from its

first inception, and they naturally attract the attention of those

whose scholarship has not been bereft of its inquisitive side by

an overdose of what is commonly, but erroneously, called rev-

erence, which prohibits us from enquiring closer into Christian

origins through a fear of what we perhaps may find. However,

since it is now fairly certain that the early Christian Church

was widely different from what its traditional interpreters have

maintained, and since the existing Christian literature is, after

all, best described as Rdiquidc Sarrae, it is tho privilege of

those who have the handling of unsolved or half-solved problems

to occupy themselves more earnestly than ever with the literary

and historical enigmas of the Christian religion.

Amongst the problems to which we refer there is none that

rivals in perplexity and obscurity the question of the origin of

the so-called Pseudo-Clementine hterature. For some reason or
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other the name of Clement has drawn to it a mass of writings,

beyond any other apostolic or sub-apostolic person. It was, of

course, natural that fictions in hterature. Acts, Epistles, IVIartyr-

doms. Preachings and the like should attach themselves to the

names of the greatest of the Apostles; that there should be

Pastoral letters of Paul, an Apocalypse of Peter and the like;

but that, when the question of the relative dignities and

authorities of Peter, Paul and James are in debate, these

protagonists of early Christian movements should stand aside,

and more or less completely leave the stage to the shadowy form

of Clement, is one of the initial surprises of the situation. It is

certain that one side of the Pseudo-Clementine literature is the

conflict between Paul and Peter; why this should be obscured

by bringing into the front of the arena, not only Clement but

his father, his mother and his twn brothers, is not easy to decide.

The literature to which Clement's name has been attached is a

product of a very wayward imagination; we stand and wonder

why the author (whoever he was) wants us to go down this

particular road.

The Clementines, then, of which we are speaking, might

equally be called Paulo-Petrines or even Jacobo-Petrines; they

profess to contain real Apostolic history, and to be an expansion

and completion of the New Testament itself. Why, then, should

the half-imaginary Clement and the wholly imaginary family be

brought forward at all?

"We have two leading forms in which the Clementine traditions

have come down to us; the one is known as the Clementine

Homilies, the other as the Clementine Recognitions, the former

being preserved in Greek, the latter in a Latin translation from

the Greek, by no less a person than Rufinus, the contemporary

of Jerome. The Homilies are so called because they profess to

give us the discourses of St. Peter on a journey which he is

making through Palestine to N. Syria and Antioch, with the

object of confuting a certain wicked magician, named Simon,

who, from one point of view, is a disguise of St. Paul. Thus
they are not Clement's Homilies but Peter's.

The Recognitions are so-called, because in the novel which

the writer has constructed, the Clementine family lose one
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another on the grand scale and then find one another again,

Clement's father loses liis wife and his twin sous; then the wife

loses the boys also, and finally the father himself becomes lost.

Clement's role is to go in search of them, successively to recover

his long-lost brethren, his mother and finally his father, and so

to reunite them all on a Christian basis in the entourage of

St. Peter. They may therefore be properly called Clementine

Recognitions. Between these two voluminous writings, the

Homilies and the Recognitions, there is a close internal con-

nection of agreement and difference, but no one has yet suc-

ceeded in explaining the connection. Are the Homilies dependent

on the Recognitions or is the converse the truth? or do they

both derive their widely extended forms from some earlier and

simpler literary ancestor? No one seems to know. The scholar-

ship of the problem has been, almost entirely, in the hands of

the Germans; but when Harnack wrote on the subject in 1893

in his Historg of Christian Literature to the time of Ensehius,

he erected very few landmarks in the midst of the waste, and

merely laid down the conditions which had to be followed in

the making of a new edition of the two forms in which the

documents were found; as that the internal relations of the two

forms should be carefully indicated in the printed texts; that

the New Testament references and allusions should be carefully

studied; that the Patristic parallels should be carefully noted,

and that there should be adequate indices; all of which is good

advice and implies that we are, as yet, only at the threshold of

the enquiiy into tlie problems of the Clementines. Harnack gave

a very complete summary of all the literary parallels on the

Patristic side, and his work is a standard of reference for those

who approach the subject.

He made, however, one bad mistake is supposing, as others

had done, that the Rerognitio)is were quoted by Origen, thus

determining a literaiy terminus ad quern for their composition;

and it fell to the lot of Dr. Armitage Robinson to show that the

supposed reference in the Pliilocalia of Origen was not Origen's

at all, but was to he credited to the editorial hands of Basil

and (rrcgory. The same mistake was made by Dr. Hort in bis

lectures on the subject, which \v(>re {)ublishcd after his death
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under the editorial care of Dr. J. 0. F. Murray. These lectures

are the one important EngUsh contribution to the study of the

Clementines, and they are, somewhat pathetically, disfigured by

the attempts of the editor to get rid of Origen by double

brackets and foot-notes. There the matter stands for the present.

In the following pages we propose to make a discursive enquiry

into the meaning and tradition of the Clementine Romance, as

a kind of preliminary which may be useful to those who have

more time and zeal to apply to the question than ourselves.

That the Clementine Romance has its Origin in Twin-Myths.

Our first observation is that the literature which we are

studying has its nucleus in a folk-tale, and the folk-tale finds its

origin in an ancient twin-myth.

It has been abundantly shown in recent years that among the

principal fears that beset our primeval ancestors, two stand out

with an overwhelming insistence, the fear of the Thunder and

the fear of Twin-children. "We have called them sometimes, for

convenience, the great Rational Fear and the great Irrational

Fear. That is to say. Rational and Irrational from our point of

view: it is certain, however, that they are equally real to the

savage mind, and we have shown elsewhere that there is an

intimate connection between the Rational Fear and the Irrational

Fear, in the fact that, over wide areas of human life in early

times, the occurrence of twin children was supposed to be due

to the action of the Thunder-god, Thunder-man or Thunder-

bird. So that the Rational and the Irrational are near neighbours.

The Fear expresses itself, as regards the tabooed twin-children,

in various acts of what we should call cruelty, ranging from the

actual murder of the Twin-mother, the murder or exposure of

her children, up to various degrees of isolation and exile, with

such modifications as are suggested by an increasing sense of

humanity and relationship. This is not the place to re-write the
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history of Twin-cults:^ what we have to notice is that the exile

of the mother or her degradation socially, and the exposure of

the twins and their consequent disappearance from the family

circle, has furnished a series of motives in mythology such as

The Insulting of the Twin Mother;

The Recognition of the Twin Mother;

The Avenging of the Twin Mother;

The Recognition of the Twins:

and the like.

For example, when in the story of Thebes cliildren are born

to Antiope, named Zethus and xA.mphion, the twins are exposed;

but they are rescued and brought up to manhood; and we find

them coming back in search of their mother and taking vengeance

upon her rival, Dirke, by binding her to the horns of a wild-bull,

as in the magnificent group of statues at Naples by Tauriskos

of Tralles. The reason for Dirke's appearance in the stoiy, is,

evidently, that the Twin-mother lost caste and became a slave

in her own house. It is the insults upon their degraded slave-

mother that the Twins avenge upon Dirke. "We have in this

Theban myth a veiy good example of the folk-tales that arise

from the Twin customs. Not very dissimilar from the point of

view of Recognition of the Twins and their Vengeance is the

case of Romulus and Remus, who, when grown to manhood,

bring their own exposure and their mother's death home to

King Amuhus in the way that poetical justice may suggest and

perhaps historj' affirm.

Here is an illustration from the Middle Ages which brings

the matter down nearly to historical times and our own day.

It was not uncommon in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

to find amongst the popular chap-books the story of Valentine

and Orson. This tale relates how the sister of King Pepin of

France, the lovely Princess Bellisant, was wedded to the Emperor

of Constantinople. She became the object of the attentions of a

wicked ecclesiastic who, when he had failed in his lawless

• We may refer to Ileudel Harrifi. Boanerges, for a general study of

the theme.
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amours, endeavoured to blacken tlie lady's reputation, whereupon

she fled to Paris to seek redress from her brother. Not far

from Paris, in a wood near Orleans, she brought forth twins;

one of them was promptly seized by a bear and taken to its den.

While the unhappy mother sought to save it. King Pepin and

his suite, riding through the forest, picked up the other child

and took it to court. So one child became a bear-man and the

terror of the woods, and the other a cavalier and the magnet of

fair ladies. The unhappy mother was carried off to a castle in

Portugal by a giant. Now everybody has lost everybody and the

second part of the story begins. The brothers fight and recognise

one another: they go in search of their mother, find her, and

begin the acts of vengeance, and so on, until every inequaUty is

rectified, and the princess goes back to Constantinople justified.

One must read the whole story and note its parallels with the

Esau and Jacob legend (with its tAvins rough and smooth) and

other folk-tales. We refer to it because it has many parallels

with the Clementine Romance.

Here we have again a Eoman lady named Mattidia, the

object of lawless affection on the part of her brother-in-law.

To escape the toils she feigns a dream that Faustus, her husband,

must send her and her twin-children, Faustinus and Faustinianus,

to Athens. On the way they are shipwrecked, the mother is

washed ashore at one spot,^ the twins at another; nothing more

is ever heard of them. The father seeks them far and wide, and

in age and extreme misery, wanders about explaining that every-

tliing happens according to Destiny and the Stars. Clement

alone, the youngest child, is left at Rome, and lie now begins

to move eastward to find in Palestine a new religion and old

relations. A series of recognitions takes place, very prettily told

with some dramatic force. Evidently, then, the Romance which

we are studying belongs to a cycle of twin-tales. There is not a

word of truth in it. Clement is added to the story in order to

assist the discovery of the lost parents and brothers. It is a

genuine novel, and not, in the first instance, a historical novel.

2 "We may compare the fate of Danae, with her Thundei'- child, on the

island of Seriphos, or Leto on Delos, or S. Tarnew, the mother of

S. Kentigern, washed up on the shore of Fife.
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The knowledge of this fact, our first literary discovery in the

analysis of the legends, enables us to take a further step.

The opening of the story, both in the Homilies and the

Recoymiions, is a really beautiful passage. Clement tells his

spiritual experience in brief but pregnant sentences, far superior

to anything else in the book. Here is a fragment of it:

"I had a habit of reasoning, ^vhence originating I know not,

making cogitations concerning death; when I die, shall I neither

exist, nor shall any one ever have any remembrance of me,

while boundless time bears all things of all men into forget-

fulness? And shall I then be without being, or acquaintance

with those that are; neither knowing nor being known, neither

having been, nor being? And has the world ever been made?
And was there anything before it was made? etc. etc."

Now that we know the foundation of the story in twin legend,

we can see pretty clearly that this beautiful opening chapter

has been culled from elsewhere: and I have hazarded the con-

jecture that it is the opening of one of the lost Christian

Apologies which has been utihsed. Whatever be the exact

source, the style of the writing betrays that it is a loan; and if

this happens on the first page of the book, we may as well

prepare ourselves to read the book with our eyes open for

variations in literary tone and temper, and especially to be on

the look-out for incorporated documents.

So much, then, for the under-lying folk-tale, and what follows

from its recognition. The reader who is familiar witli modern

Patristic research will recognise that we are in a situation

something hke that which was developed by Dr. Arniitage

Robinson, when he detected that the Aiwlugy of Aristide.s had

been incorporated witli the llomance oi Barlaam and Josaphal.

The parallel is an interesting oue, for we find that Barlua)n and

Josaphat has also been making loans, either from the Clementine

opening section or from the sources of the Clementine story.

Like the liero of one romance, the central figure of the otlier is

beset by speculative doubts which wear away his body, and the

coincidence in tlie language which describes the symptoms

betrays hterary dependence.
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n

A proof that the compilers of the Clementine Romances
borrowed from good authors who have preceded them.

It has been long known that the Recognitions have incor-

porated a section taken directly from the work of Bardaisan

On Fate. The discovery came to light through Eusebius' use of

the same work of Bardaisan; Eusebius makes very nearly the

same extract as the Recognitions in his great work on the

Preparation of the Evangel. Traces of the same passages were

also found in the Interrogation of Caesarius, the brother of

Gregory of Nazianzus; and finally the actual work of Bardaisan

was discovered among the Syrian MSS. from the Nitrian desert

in the British Museum, and published by Cureton in his

Spicilegium Syriaciim in 1855. Those who are not able to

compare for themselves the Syriac of Bardaisan and the Latin

of Rufinus may be interested to compare the translations of

these writers with the parallel in Eusebius as given by Gifford

in his edition of the Prejoaratio Evangelica. We \Adll take the

opening chapter of the common extract which deals "with the

Laws of the Chinese.

Clementine

Recognitions

(Bk. IX. c. 19)

tr. by Dr. T. Smith.

There are, in every

country or kingdom
laws imposed by men,

enduring either by
writing or simply

through custom, which

no one easily trans-

gresses. In short the

first Seres who dwell

at the beginning of the

world, have a law not

to know murder nor

adultery, nor whore-

dom, and not to commit

Eusebius

:

Preparatio.

(Bk. VI. c. 10)

tr. by Dr. Giflford.

Men enacted differ-

ent laws in every

country, some

written and some

unwritten: of which

I shall mention

some according to

what I know and

remember, begin-

ning from the be-

ginning of the

world. Among the

Seres it is law that

none should murder

Bardaisan: on Fate or

The Laws of Countries

tr. by Canon Cureton.

Men have established laws

in different places, by that

freewill which has been

given them by God. Be-

cause the gift itself is

opposed to the fortune of

the powers which assume

for themselves that which

has not been given to

them, I will begin to speak

as I remember from the

east, the head of the whole

world.
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Clementine

Recognitions

(Bk. IX. c. 19)

tr. by Dr. T. Smith.

theft and not to wor-

ship idols, and in all

that country which is

very large, there is

neither temple, nor

image, nor harlot, nor

adulteress, nor is any

thief brought to trial.

But neither is any man
ever slain there; and

no man's liberty of will

is compelled, according

to your doctrine by the

fiery star of Mars, to

use the sword for the

murder of man; nor

does Venus in con-

junction with Mars

compel to adultery,

although of course with

them Mars occupies the

middle circle of heaven

everyday. But amongst

the Seres the fear of

laws is more powerful

than the configuration

of genesis.

Eusebius:

Preparatio.

(Bk. VI. c. 10)

tr. by Dr. Gifi'ord.

nor fornicate nor

steal, nor worship

graven images; and

in that very great

country you cannot

see a temple, nor a

harlot, nor a reputed

adulteress, no thief

dragged off to

justice, no homicide,

no murdered man.

For among them no

man's free-will was

compeUed by the

fiery planet Mars

in mid-heaven to

kill a man with

the sword, nor by

the conjunction of

Venus with Mars

to consort with

another man's wife,

though of course

Mars was in mid-

heaven every day

and Serians were

being born every

day and every hour.

Bardaisan: on Fate or

T/ie Laics of Countries

tr. by Canon Cureton.

The Laws of the Seres.

The Seres have laws that

they should not kill and

not commit fornication

and not worship idols.

And in the whole country

of the Seres there are no

idols nor harlots, who
killeth a man nor who is

killed; while they too are

born at all hours and at

all days. And Mars the

fierce where he is placed

in the midst of the heavens,

doth not force the free will

of the Seres that a man
should shed the blood of

his neighbour with a

weapon of iron. Nor doth

Venus, when she is placed

with Mars, force any one

of the men of the Seres

that he should have con-

nexion with his neigh-

liour's wife, or with another

woman: but rich and poor

and sick and healthy and

rulers and subjects are

there : because these things

are given to the power of

the Governors.

The specimen chapter will suffice to suggest to us not only

the dependence of Eusebius on a Greek translation of Bardaisan,

and the dependence of the lietofjuitions upon the same tnuis-

lation, but also the reason for the insertion of the Bardesanian

extract. It was clearly a part of the original scheme of the

noveUst to make Clement's father defend astrology and declare

the stars responsible for all the family troubles, and then to

make Clement reply to him in the language of Bardaisan. But
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that is not all that we discover. The Recognitions show us that

the way was not only prepared for a debate on Fate, hut for an

oration on Providence, and for a pagan defence of the Greek gods,

with proper refutation. "We may see this in the following manner.

In the eighth book the twins and Clement begin to talk

philosophy to the old gentleman. I am surprised, says he, that

you should know my opinions before I have expressed them.

No need to wonder, says Nicetas (one of the twin brethren);

Ave are experts in philosophy, and could tell from what you did

say what school you belonged to. I myself, says Nicetas, have

frequented the school of Epicurus; my brother, Aquila, here

prefers the disciples of Pyrrho; my other brother follows the

Platonists and Aristotelians: you have an expert company to

address. Indeed, says the old gentleman, you are right that I

follow Epicurus, but I go further than he; I refer everything to

the fateful influence of the stars, to genesis as I call it. This

means that we are to have a general discussion of Stoic, Epi-

curean and Peripatetic positions, with special reference to

astrology. From the fact that we have liberal quotations De
Fato, we suspect similar treatment in other directions. So we
find that Nicetas (it should have been one of the others) proceeds

to reel off a splendid speech on Providence, which is only broken

by an occasional ejaculation of approval on the part of the old

gentleman. Now this is just as little from the pen of the author

of the Recognitions as Bardesanes' DeFato is from his workshop.

It is a Stoic tract on Providence, one of their favourite themes

to which we are treated;^ and our business is to find out which

of the doctors of the Stoic fur (as Milton would say) has been

plundered. For there has certainly been burglary, flat burglary.

Perhaps it is the lost treatise of Panaetius on Providence, which

Cicero once asked for,* or perhaps it is Poseidonius.^ At any

rate, it stands for the present, dissected out of the Recognitions as

A Stoic tract on Providence;

3 There is a line of such writers from Chrysippus onwards.

* Cicero: Att. XIII. 8 "Velim mihi mittas Ilavairlov irepl irpopolai.''^

5 Diog. Laert. VII. 138. "The world is regulated by mind and by

providence, as Chrysippus in his fifth book on Providence, and Posei-

donius in his third book on the gods^
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and we must print it separately. It is not really a part of tlie

Iiecog)iitions, and we have to find out the author. When this

and the Bardaisan extract have been removed, the bulkiness of

the book will be much reduced, and the nucleus of the romance

will be more evident. Let us, then, set this tract on one side.

It occupies the eighth book from c. 9 to the end of c. 35. It is,

as we have said, a pagan product, but it is pagan on the very

best side, where Hellenism and Christianity overlap.

AVe come now to a third treatise, apparently also of Greek

origin, but much more difficult of exact limitation. The fore-

going examination shows us that the author copied Bardaisan,

with only an occasional remark; and the Stoic tract appears to

be handled in the same way, with only a few interjections: but

now we come to an actual defence of the Greek gods, which

occurs both in the Homilies and in the Recofjjtitions, but not in

such a clear tradition as in the two previous cases. As it will

require somewhat closer criticism than a mere description in

EngUsh, we will make it the subject of a special chapter.

ni

That the Clementine Romances had a Greek defence of the

ancient Mythology.

In the Homilies we find that, after Clement has attached

himself to St. Peter, and has made the recognition of his two

brethren Nicetas and Aquila, who had previously l)een a part

of the retinue of Simon the Witch, there appear upon the scenes

another twin-like pair, whom Simon has left behind him to cover

his retreat. They are called Appion and Annubion, Egyptian

names formed from Apis and Anubis. Appion is an anti-Semite,

and has written many books against the Jews; perhaps he is the

revenant of the one whom Josephus writes to refute. At any

rate he is an old friend of Clement or rather of Clement's father,

and after some preliminaries, Clement and Appion sit down to

discuss what Clement calls the scandalous myths of the Greeks.

10
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Olympus is put on the film. It is not an edifying spectacle; not

even a drastic censorship could make it so. Appion is angry;

he begins to explain that Zeus is the same as Zen, and indicates

boiling substance; Kronos is the same as Chronos, and means

time; Hera is, of course, air. It is very ancient stuff, this

allegory; and we are promised more of it presently. So the

session adjourns. Clement, meanwhile, bethinks him of a

correspondence which he once had with Appion, and which he

has happily preserved, in which Appion forged a letter in defence

of human passion as imitating the gods, which Clement was to

use upon a certain fair lady with whom he said he was in love.

It was a mere ruse on Clement's part and provoked a suitable

reply. Clement reads it to the multitude before Appiou's arrival,

and no doubt it was very edifying to see Appion walk into the

trap once again, and make a defense of the indefensible gods

whom he had once recommended as good copy for young men
and maidens. Appion has to explain that he never meant to be

taken seriously and he then discloses the meaning of the

Olympian stories by the classic method of allegory, which he

proceeds to develop at length. One can hardly read it without

the suspicion that it is either an early Greek document which

he is quoting, or else it is some recent pagan attempt to counter

the derision with which the Christian Apologists never ceased

to cover the traditional gods. We have again run up against a

book, but it is extremely difficult to find its limits. The difficulty

increases when we pass from the Homilies (V and VI) to the

corresponding sections at the end of the Recognitions (X. 50. sqq.).

Here we are again treated to an allegorical explanation of Greek

theology, but it is clear that the matter has been much ab-

breviated, and occasionally Latin gods have been added to the

Greek Chorus: even in Greek new philological derivations are

introduced. We have not only the time-honoured Kronos and

Rhea, but we have Zeus derived from ^aw as well as ^ew; we
have him explained as a vivendo as well as vis caloris\ we have

Athene explained as the personification of immortaHty (from

a

—

Bvria-KU}) etc. And then comes an allegory on Venus which

is obviously Latin, and must be Rufinus' own jesting or the

work of a later transcriber: e. g.
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Venustas rerum quae ex aquis pulcrior appanierat, Venus

nominata est, quae aetheri tanquam fratri suo suciata, quod

concupiscihile decus effecerit, Cuyidinem genuisse memorata est.®

Now this of Venus and Cupid was certainly not in the Greek

document which Rufinus was translating; but whoever put it in

had noted that allegorically Zeus was the aether. Then we come
to the barbaric explanation of Apollo as solem circicmeuntetn

pohim, but this is also in Homily VI. 10.

When we come to the allegory of Hera we are told that

"Hera id est Juno, aer iste medius, qui de caelo usque ad

terram descendit". It is assumed that Zeus himself is the upper

air, the incandescent part, but the writer omitted to state this.

Our perplexities increase as Clement demands from his

brother the explanation of the banquet of Peleus and Thetis,

the apple of Eris and the shepherd Paris. We are told that

Juno is modesty (pudicitia), Minerva is fortitude, Venus is lust-

fulness and Paris the senses. On turning to the sixth Homily we
find a similar tale (VI. 15) "Hera is dignity; Athena, manhness;

Aphrodite, pleasure; Hermes, language which 2?j<erprefs thought

;

the shepherd Paris, unreasoned and brutish passion". The

surprising thing is that the heroes and demi-gods are beginning

to appear in the allegorisation.

When the author of the Recoijmtio)is comes to the case of

Peleus and Thetis, he merely says that they represent the dry

and moist elements, by whose commixture all material things

exist. It would perplex any commentator to explain this if he

had not the parallel in the Homilies vi. 14, to refer to, in wliich

Peleus is connected with clay (7^7X09) and Thetis, as a Nereid, is

connected with moisture (I'tjpo^). It seems then that the allegories

in the Recognitions have been much abbreviated. The Homilies

are often nearer the original. It is none the less fairly clear that

we are dealing with a genuine Greek defence of polytheism,

probably Orphic in character, and taking as its starting point

the theogonies of Homer and Hesiod. The opening sentences are

probably what we find Nicetas saying in Rerofj. (X. 50):

• This is almost as bad as Aniobius, adv. tiationes, iii. 33: "ac scnsu,

quod ad cuDctos veniat, Vencrem, et quod sata in lucem proscrpantf

cognomiaatam esse Proserpina m".

10*
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''Omnis sermo apud Graecos, qui de antiquitatis origine con-

scribitur, cum alios multos, turn duos praecipuos auctores habet,

Orpheum (? Homerum) et Hesiodum. Horum erga scripta in

duas partes intelligentiae dividuntur, id est, secundum litteram

et secundam allegoriam .... Orpheus igitur est, qui dicit prime

fuisse Chaos sempiternum, immensum, ingenitum, ex quo omnia

facta sunt etc."

We are dealing again with a book which the author is tran-

scribing, and it cannot be a Christian book: it must be either a

modern and contemporary production, or else it is a work which

has come down out of the past and belongs to one of the great

schools of Greek philosophy.

Can we get any nearer to the source upon which our

Clementine author has been working? The allegorical method
of apologising for the amours of the gods and their Homeric

battles is said to be as old as Theagenes (sixth century b. c);

it has made its mark upon Plato and the Orphic literature is

full of it. For example, when our Romancer tries to explain

away the meaning of Pallas, or at least to get rid of her per-

sonality, he tells us that the heat which reaches the aether causes

in it a ceaseless palpitation, and this gives rise to intelligence

which they call Pallas (from iraWeiv): but we are very near to

this in Plato, Cratylus:

p. 406. "We call her Pallas'.

To be sure.

And we cannot be wrong in supposing that this is derived

from armed dances. For the elevation of oneself or anything

else above the earth or in the hands we call shaking (iraWeiv)

or dancing.^^

The parallel between Plato and the Clementines is obvious.

In the same way the Orphic hymns, whatever their date may
be, confirm the nexus between Orpheus and allegory which we
find in the Clementines: e. g. Johannes Diaconus commenting
on Hesiod, Theog. 943. says,

fiaprvpet oe koI ev ra [xaKporepu) Kpar^pi 'Ood)ei/9*

rjpHirjs €pfxr]V€vs, Tcav Travroiv ayyeXo? ecTTiv.

iSvix<paL vSoop, TTup "Hcpaia-Tos, <tito9 Atjfxijrtjp.
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and so on. where we note especially the explanations of Hermes
and the nymphs (sc. Nereids) as in the Clementines. Moreover,

it is quite clear that some of the favourite allegories, such as

Chronos and Rhea, Zeus and Hera, are as old, almost, as Greek

hterature itself. Equally true is it that they are very long-lived;

their traces are found in the Neo-Platonic writers, and they are

challenged as contemporary forms of controversy by Arnobius

and Augustine. How then shall we be able to find a personal

or a written source for our Clementine matter? Two roads

suggest themselves to us : first we must note the peculiar features

of the Clementine allegorisation; next we must look for the

author by preference, in the school of Epicurus. The last sug-

gestion comes from the fact that we have akeady found a Stoic

tract in our romance, and it is, therefore, Epicurus' tui-n to be

represented. As to the peculiar traits of our mythology a care-

ful examination both of the Homilies and the Recognitions

shews that the allegories are to embrace heroes and their demi-

gods as well as bona fide deities. For instance, there is Pro-

metheus to be explained, and Achilles and Polyxena and Paris.

Of these the funniest is Achilles, who is said to have been born

full-grown, and never to have put his lips to the breast. As lips

are \eL\t), a derivation from a privative and ^elXrj is possible

in the infancy of Greek philology, wliich certainly did not start

full-grown. Prometheus is an easier case than Acliilles and

requires no subtlety.

But why should there be such eagerness to explain these

people away? The answer is that they are engaged in inter-

course and controversy with the great gods, and they occur in

Homer. Then they must be got rid of: we cannot turn Hera

into air and leave Herakles solid. Consider, for example, the

case of Paris; in Homer he is described as Oeoei^ri^. The Stoics

had identified God and the world, and had proved to their own

satisfaction that God had a perfect form and was a-cpaipoeiSt'ig.''

The Epicureans could not resist the temptation of suggesting

7 0. J?. Diop. Laert. VII. 140:

Jfco rdv KixTfjiOv thxu «ai toOtov Trctrtpaffiilvov, erxv/^' tx"'^"- <'''^tp<xt3<'f Tp6s ybi^

rr)y Kiyrfaw, apfio&uliTaTov r6 toiovtov, Kadd iprjai II()<rfi3itii<tot ^f T(j5 W/iirry rod

^vffucoO \(ryov, Kal ot irepl 'AirrliraTpoy iv roil xtpi nbcfiov.
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that, in that case, Paris also would be spherical in figure. One

can see the joke on the lips of Metrodorus, the great Epicurean

and the second founder of the sect, in Vokimina Herculanensia,

VI. p. 31.

^jULeig Xiyofiev ovSe Kocrixov Qeov ovS

tjeXiov T aKafiavTa creXijptjv re TrXijOovcrav.

^TOoiKU) Se KOI TLepiTrarrjKiKU) tout e^ea-riv

Xeyeiv, ottco? UdpiSi ave^^et juop<pr]v to aipaipoeiSei.^

So it is clear that Metrodorus and the Epicureans knew how

to make sport of the half-fledged allegories of their opponents.

But what of Metrodorus himself? Do we know anything of the

allegorical element in his own theology? Suppose we turn to

Tatian's address to the Greeks ; we shall find him affirming that

Metrodorus of Lampsacus was not content to explain away the

great gods in teinns of elemental substances, but in his treatise

on Homer, he tells us the meaning of Hector and Achilles and

Agamennon, of Paris and Helen. ^

Of these Achilles, Paris and Helen are explained in our

romance. ^°

8 Scott in Voll. Here, emends to ttws yctp I8lav Ix"* But perhaps the

Neapolitan editors were right.

9 Metrodorus' speculation upon Homer are alluded to in Plato, Ion

p. 530 c, where Ion, explaining his skill as a rhapsodist, says that he

knows Homer better than Metrodorus of Lampsacus. I have assumed

that Tatian in the passage quoted means to refer the whole of the mytho-

logical series of explanations to Metrodorus, and does not iiQply that

someone else has added the mortals as a supplement to the gods. For

the mere allegorising of Zeus, Hera, and Athena, is much older than

Metrodorus.
10 There was a special reason for explaining away Agamemnon. He

appears in Homer as a kind of human Zeus, so when Zeus is rarified,

Agamemnon must also be volatilized. The case is very well put in

Smith's Diet of Myth, as follows : "He lives above all the Greeks by his

dignity, power and majesty (II. iii. 166 etc.): and his eyes and head are

likened to those of Zeus, his girdle to that of Ares and his breast to that

of Poseidon (II. ii. 477 etc.). Agamemnon is amongst the Greek heroes

what Zeus is among the gods of Olympus. This idea appears to have

guided the Greek artists, for in several representations of Agamemnon still

extant there is a remarkable resemblance to the representations of Zeus".
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The text of the passage of Tatian is as follows:

cre^eiv Se tcou crroi'^^eioov Ttjv vTrorrraa-iv out dv 7reicr6eir]v out

(Iv Treia-atfxi tou TrXrjcriov Kai ^Irjrpoowpo^ Se 6 Aa/x\|/-a/f;7i'0?

iv Tu> Trepl O/xr'jpov Xlav €w')6w9 SieiXcKTai, iravTa eh aXX»;-

yoplav fxeTayoov, ovre yap H^ai' oure Adrjpuu oure Aia tout

elval (pt](riu oirep ol irepi/SoXov? koi TCjueur] KaOiSpva-aure^ vo/jli-

Cpvaiv, (bvcreci)? ce virocTTacrei^ KOt CTTOiyeio^v SiaKocr/x^'jaeig' Kai

Tov bjKTopa Se Kui Tov A;;^iXXea, ot]\aor] koi tou A.yajULe/JLVOpa

Kfii TTorra? aira^aTrXw^ EXXj/i/o? re koi /Sap^dpov^ avv t7;

'EXei/j; Koi tw WapiSi r^f avTri<i (pva-ewg virap-^ovTU^
X'^P'^^

oiKOvofjLiag epeiTe Trapei<TrJxOai, ovSevo^ oVto? twv Trpoeiptjfxevcov

avBpwTrwv. Qratio ad Oraecos. 21.

Here then we have the artist of our quest, and we may find

from Diogenes Laertius (ii. 3.), that Metrodorus was the first

to apply the conceptions of physics to the interpretation of

Homer. It is the explanations of Metrodorus that underhe the

Clementine text.

AVe may, then, suggest that the author of the Clementine

Romances has incorporated matter from the writings of Metro-

dorus the Epicurean as well as from Bardaisan, from an un-

known Stoic writer on Providence, and perhaps from one of the

lost Christian Apologies.

Let us now see whether we can get any further clue to the

Stoic writer on Providence.

In the course of his argument Nicetas turns aside to comment

on the riews of philosophers with regard to the origins of the

world. He makes a catalogue of the various hypotheses that

have been current, as that

Pythagoras said the origin was numbers:

Callistratus qualities

Alcinaeon contrarieties

Auaximander the indeterminate (to airetpov)

Anaxagoras tfluaUties of parts (ofxaio/jLeplai)

Epicurus atoms

Diodorus afiepn (indivisibles)

Asclepias oyKovi (tumours):
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The Geometers boundaries

Thales water

HeracKtus fire

Diogenes air

Parmenides earth

Zeno, Empedocles and Plato the four elements.

Aristotle the four plus a fifth which is

aKarovofJiacrTou.

We find similar lists in those who write upon the tenets of

philosophers, as for instance in Plutarch, in Cicero, in Sextus

Empiricus, in Philo etc. From these it is not difficult to restore

the Greek equivalents of the terms in the Recognitions: and at

the same time it comes to hght that the tabulated lists are not

independent; they fall into groups and are evidently internally

connected. For example, the series in Philo De Providentia is

nearly the same as the one in Plutarch, Deplacitisphilosophorum,

and so on.

The tradition of these opinions regarding the origin of the

world is discussed by Diels in his Doxographi Oraeci, and he

points out that the nearest neighbour to the table in the

Recognitions is a catalogue in the writings of Sextus Empiricus

and that their common ancestor was a Stoic work composed at

some time between Seneca and the Antonines."

It is possible that we may find a closer identification by

examining more carefully what the Stoic writers say on this

favourite theme of theirs. Meanwhile we have gained ground in

another direction. It becomes clear that the author or authors

of the Clementines had a library of philosophical books, from

which extracts were being made in the course of the composition.

They have told us, almost in so many words, that this library

comprised writers of all the great schools; that it contained

Epicurean, Stoic and Pyrrhonean works, as well as some writers

on Fate and the influences of the Stars. We are now going to

show that the Clementine Homilist has transcribed a long section

from the Epistles of Chrysippus the Stoic. The proof of this

requires a chapter to itself, as follows,

'1 See Diels, Doxographi, p. 250j Sextus Empiricus Hypotyposes. iii. 6.
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IV

That the Clementine Homilist transcribed an epistle of

Chrysippus the Stoic.

One of the perplexities of a critic who tries to unravel the

literary structure of the Clementine literature is caused by the

intrusion of the incidents connected with Appion and Annubis

to which we have referred above. Appion is the leading figure

of the pair, but both of them are followers of Simon ]Magus, and

they are genuine pagans; Appion in particular, who is said to

be an old friend of Clement's father, is a pronounced anti-Semite,

who finds a literal^ parallel in the Appion against whom
Josephus writes. For lie, also, is said to have written many
books against the Jews, as Josephus' antagonist had done.

Appion undertakes the defence of the established religion, and

is refuted by Peter and by Clement. It is not, however, a case

such as we are commonly introduced to by Christian Apologists.

We are not concerned with the arguments, on one side or

another, to prove that the elements cannot be gods, nor the

heavenly bodies: we are not hmited to a recitation of the in-

decencies of the Olympians by Clement, with an explanation of

the same by Appion. The curious feature in the story is that

Appion plays two parts: on the one hand he takes Olympian

amours for granted, and recommends them for imitation ; on the

other hand he uses the method of allegory, and leaves us nothing

to imitate and nothing to blame.

Clement explains to the people during Appion's absence,

that, when he was sufi'ering much both in mind and body from

religious perplexity and doubt, Appion had visited liim, and,

under the supposition that Clement's troubles were due to the

pangs of despised love, undertf)ok to write an erotic epistle,

which should be given by Clement to the object of his supposed

affection and secure her response to the same. The letter is

annexed by the author of the Clcmontinos. In parts it is so

indecent as to make translation impossible. The worst vices are

covered by the patronage of the goda on the one hand, and the

philosophers on the other.
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From what we already know of the literary method of the

author of the Clementines, we are quite safe in saying that this

letter is taken from a volume of erotic ci)istles. When Appion

is brought face to face with this composition of his, he evades

the condemnation which even an average Greek crowd would

pronounce, by saying that he never meant it seriously, and then

proceeds to give one of the many allegorical explanations of the

nature and actions of the gods.

AVTio, then, was the author of this erotic epistle? The writer

leaves the key in the lock for us; he tells us that CJirysippiis

the Stoic, in his erotic epistles describes an obscene statue of

Zeus and Hera to be seen at Argos. It is natural to conclude

that the letter of Appion is really one of Chrysippus' letters, in

which a sentence Hke this, 'And I have myself seen at Argos, etc'

was corrected to 'And Chrysippus, in his erotic epistles, alludes

to the statue at Argos' etc.

It is quite clear that Chrysippus offered the example of Zeus

for imitation, and at other times explained Zeus away; but this

is precisely what Appion does in the tale; so that for this part

of the story we may say approximately that Chrysippus is Appion

and Appion Chrysippus.

The early Christian fathers who had any acquaintance with

Greek philosophy were not slow to point out the moral cor-

ruption of the early Stoic teachers, in matters of which St. Paul

would say it was a shame even to speak.

Theophilus of Antioch, in his address to Autolycus (III. 8)

tells the same story that we have in the Clementines and Origen

against Celsus has something of the same kind in the description

of a shameful picture at Samos (apparently a variant of the

Argos statue) which Chrysippus is said to have allegorised

(c. Celsum. IV. 48).

Even Diogenes Laertius accuses Chrysippus of having written

much indecent matter, and tells the same story of Zeus and

Hera, referring it, however, not to the erotic epistles, but to a

treatise on the Early Physiologists at the 600th line or there-

abouts, which suggests that here also the indecency had been

allegorised. The reference of Diogenes Laertius is exact, and

tells us not only in what book to look for the Chrysippean
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statement, but at what part of the book: so we shall be obUged

to admit that Chiysippus told the stoi^ twice, once in an erotic

epistle, and once in a treatise which he calls Physiology, the

explanation of the gods in terms of natural phenomena. The

parallel with the discourses of Appion in the Clementines is very

close. We need not be surprised at the repetition of the theme

in Chrysippus: he was not only a voluminous writer, but one

that was constantly repeating himself.^"

At fii'st sight it seems almost incredible that so great a name

as Chrysippus could be so badly tainted; but it can easily be

shown that all the early Stoics (and to some extent it is true

even of Epictetus) regarded vice in its grosser forms as a matter

of indifference. In this respect the teaching and practice of Zeno

and Cleanthes is almost as bad as that of Chrysippus.

We conclude then, that an erotic epistle of Chrysippus has

been borrowed, wholly or in part, by the author of the Clemen-

tines.

We have in the foregoing rapid sketch reduced the Clementine

Homilies to a skeleton in the shape of a familiar folktale, clothed

with flesh and form by the use of a series of Greek and Oriental

philosophical writers. We found traces of Epicurean and Stoic

hands, and a possible use of a lost Christian Apolog}'. The study

of the Clementine literature will become easier, when we have

in our mind such writers as Metrodoinis, Chrj'sippus, Bardaisan,

and an anonymous Stoic writer on Providence.

*' See V. Arnim Stoic. Vet. Fragg. p. IX.
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INTERPOLATIONS IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL

H. J. FLOWEKS
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

IT is taken for granted that 7 53—8 ii, and 5 4 do not belong

to the true text of the Fourth Gosj^el and no attempt will

be made in this essay to prove it. It would also be taken for

granted that 21, does not belong to the main part of the Gospel

if it were not for two facts. The first is that it is a thesis the

truth of which many scholars still deny. The second is that the

present writer is of the opinion that the person or persons re-

sponsible for the authorship of chapter 21 are also responsible

for editing chapters 1—20. But before we can collect the argu-

ments in favor of the second opinion, we must show that we

have reasons for holding the first. Our first task therefore is

to prove that chap. 21 comes from a different hand than do

chapters 1— 20.

The criticism which must be brought to bear upon this chapter

is solely internal. There is not a single manuscript in existence

which does not contain it. We will examine the chapter from

three points of view, (1) connection, (2) style and vocabulary,

(3) contents.

(1) Connection. After reading chap, 20 30-31, it seems strange

that the same author should go on to describe another post-

resurrection appearance. The verses are a grand finale to the

Gospel; the seven signs are complete, Jesus has appeared three

times to the disciples (to Mary Magdalene, to the Eleven with-

out Thomas, and to the Eleven with Thomas), he has given his

commission to the disciples (20 21-23), he has given them the

physical proofs of his resurrection (20 20-27), the disciples have
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clearly recognised him (20 25), and then we are given the con-

clusion which states that the whole book has been written that

the readers may beheve that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of

God, and believing, they may have life in his name. x\fter that,

there seems nothing more to add. Chap. 21 comes as a decided

anti-climax.

(2) Stijle a)id Vocahidanj. If 21 was not written by the same

man who wrote the main part of the Gospel, is was certainly

written by one who had saturated himself in its thought and

language. And yet there are minute signs that another hand

has been at work. €(pav€p(oa-ev eavrov in verse 1 is unusual to

desciibe a resurrection appearance. The verb is not used in Mt
or Lk. "We have the passive for a post-resurrection appearance

in Jn 21 14, and the reflexive in this verse and also in the

spurious ending of Mk. The word cpavepoco is itself a favorite

one of Jn, but it is used generally of the self-manifestation of

Jesus. eV/ with the genitive rrj? OdXda-a-r]^ is entirely different

in meaning from the same words in 6 19. The name of the sea,

Tiberias, does not occur anywhere else in the Gospels except

here and in 6 1, but the two references are distinct: 6 1 reads

T^f OaXdcra-rjg rrj^ TaXiXala^ Ttjg Ti/SepiaSog, and 22 1 reads t^p

6a\dcrcrf]<; rrjs TijSepiaSos. In the first reference, both the earlier

name and the name by which the lake came to be called in the

second century are used; in 21 1, only the latter is used. (This

may be noted as a minor proof of the comparative lateness of

the Gospel.) Of course, this distinction does not necessarily

prove difference of authorship, but it may be that r^? TaXiXala^

has been introduced into 6 1 by an editor as an explanatory

note.
II

01 TOO "Ee^eSaiov in verse -' is quite unique in Jn. There

is a marked enumeration of disciples here, which is ahen to the

general method of the author. Jn particularises liis characters,

but generally he does not name those who are not to form part

of the dialogue. And when he does particularise them, he

caricatures them. That is, he makes them into types, representing

certain classes of people. "Jn makes the fishing an e.xtemporiscd

affair. Throughout his Gospel he nowhere describes the oc-

cupation of the apostles, whether fishermen, ta.xgatherer or any-

thing else." (Abbott, Proclamation^ p. 47). ||
TruiSla in verse >
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deserves mention. The disciples are nowhere else addressed by

this word, but rcKvia is used in 23 33. Both iraiSia and rcKuia

are used in I Jn.
||
Trpoacpdyiov is dira^ Xeyofxevov,

U
cnreKpiOtjaav

is used in an unusual way. It is generally used in conjunction

with some form of Xeyeiv. Yet the use of airoKpivecrOai by itself

is more common in Jn than in the Synoptics. This verse is

almost exactly like 1 21.
||

la-^veiv in verse 6 is a word found

nowhere else in Jn. airo with genitive in causal sense is found

only here.
||
eTrevSurrjv in verse 7 is found only here in the New

Testament. In verse 8, rw irXoiaplu} rjXQov without any pre-

position and TO SiKTvov twv l-^Bvwv are both strange.
||
airo is

used in a partitive sense in verse 10; eV is used elsewhere in Jn
for this.

II
roX/iidw in verse 12 is not used elsew^here in Jn. It is

used, however, only four times in the Synoptics.
||
eyepOeh in

verse 14 has been noted by Moffatt and Bacon as a mark of

difference between this chapter and the rest of the Gospel.

Yet avaa-T^vaL and eyepdrjuai are both used in reference to the

resurrection of Jesus in Mk, and in Mk 12 25, avacrr^vai refers

to the general resurrection. In Lk, both words are used for the

resurrection of Jesus, and avaa-rrjvat for the general resurrection

in 16 31. Paul generally has eyepOtjvai, but in I Thess. 4 14, he

has avecTTrj for the resurrection of Jesus, and in I Thess. 4 I6,

he has avaa-r^crovTai for the general resurrection. So that it

cannot be said that the use of the one or the other verb can be

cited in order to find a difference of authorship or date. irXeov

rovTcov seems to refer to Mt 26 33; there is no ground for it in

the Fourth Gospel. Also the phrase is not quite Johannine.

To judge by 4 1, Jn would have used ttXcov >; ouroi.
||
In verse 20,

the reference to the disciple whom Jesus loved as o? koi

aveirecrev k. t. X. is slightly unnatural from one who had described

the act itself, but not so unnatural from an editor who wished

to define more minutely the disciple referred to. ||
In verse 25,

ot/iiai is found. This is common in classical Greek in the same

sense, but is found nowhere else in the New Testament.

It seems to me that these alone are the differences which

can be fairly brought up. There are many more forms of ex-

pression which are found nowhere else in this Gospel, but they

can easily be explained by the difference of subject matter.
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(3) Contents. There are thi'ee distinct sections in this chapter,

the one referring to the miraculous draught of fishes; the second,

to the rehabilitation of Peter; and the third is the editorial note

in verses -ia and -lb. The first section has difficulties of its o^vn,

It reveals the disciples in a state of doubt and despondency, with

no consciousness at all of having met the risen Jesus or of having

received a high commission from him. They are listless and not

active as we should have expected. They are slow in recognising

Jesus, which is strange when we remember that, according to the

preceding chapter, Jesus had revealed liimself plainly to them.

This points to the fact that the story of 21 i-u is of the first

of a Galilean series of appearances. Perhaps the author knew of

two distinct lines of tradition about the post-resurrection appear-

ances of Jesus, the one locating them in Gahlee and the other

in Jerusalem, and wished to make up what was lacking in the

preceding chapter. There are two important theories with regard

to the origin of 21 i-u. (a) The first theory associates it with

the lost ending of ^Ik's Gospel, either as an edited account of

that lost ending or as a variant of it. (So Rohrbach, Der Schluss

des Marcusevangdiums, followed by Harnack, Clironologie, I,

p. 696 f.) It is clear from Mk 16 7, that, if the conclusion were

ever found, it would contain the account of a Gahlean appear-

ance, in which Peter, perhaps because of his denial, would have

a peculiar part to play. It by no means follows that Peter would

have the only or most important part to play in that appearance,

as the prediction is that Jesus would appear to others as well as

to Peter, but it does follow that Peter would have some particular

intercourse with Jesus, because of the emphatic way in which

his name is added to roh fiaOtjrak aurov. Now the last chapter

of Jn agrees with this almost exactly. There are other disciples

there, and Peter does have that particular business with Jesus of

which Mk seems to speak. And yet the conclusion that Jn 21 i-i4

represents the lost ending of Mk is by no means conclusive.

For (1) Peter is not the only one or even the first to see Jesus;

(2) it is not the eleven or the disciples as a whole who are there,

but only a definite number of them; (.3) the connecting link

between Mk's original ending and .In is generally found in the

Gospel of Peter. There we are told that the disciples left
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Jerusalem, ^vithout having heard apparently that Jesus was

risen, and the Gospel breaks off at the beginning of a fishing

scene. From this it is inferred, because of the ignorance of the

disciples, and because of the special mention of Peter in Mk 16 7,

that the fishing scene in Jn and the Gospel of Peter both

embody the lost ending of Mk. But the appearance 'according

to Jn, is to seven disciples only, and therefore is not the ful-

filment of the prediction in Mk. Also the Gospel of Peter may
have taken the fishing scene from Jn quite as well as that both

should have taken it from Mk. It seems conclusive that the

author of the Gospel of Peter knew all four canonical Gospels.

(4) Schmiedel and Moffatt find a fourth argument in the fact

that Mk and Mt practically agree until they come to the spurious

ending in Mk, and they say that it is therefore natural to suppose

that Mt 28 embodies the proper ending of Mk rather than Jn 21.

This argument is not conclusive. It is quite conceivable that Mt
did not use Mk until after the ending had been lost. This

possibiUty is made into a probability when we read the ending

of Mt, wliich is totally unUke the Markan style. It is a mere

orthodox catalogue, without anything individual or graphic.

Above all, it is ecclesiastical and theologising.

(b) The second hypothesis is that Jn 21 i-i4 is a story based

upon the tradition embodied in Lk 5 i-ii. Lk substitutes for

Mk 1 16-20 a call which puts Peter first (a strange order), and

which makes the power of Jesus the occasion for the confession

of sin on the part of Peter and the recognition of the distinc-

tiveness of Jesus, all of which is made to lead up to the appoint-

ment of Peter to the apostohc office. That there is some point

of contact between the traditions of Lk and Jn is clear. The
Gentile mission is plainly symbolised in both. There are vital

differences between the stories of Lk and Jn, and the absence

of linguistic likenesses between them goes to show that they

were relying upon a common oral tradition which was not known
to Mk and Mt. This common oral tradition seems to show itself

in many other scenes relating to the latter part of the ministry

of Jesus. The tradition centres round Jerusalem.

The rehabilitation of Peter is the second part of the con-

cluding chapter, and it is clear that the incident is to be closely
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coimected with the preceding narrative regarding the draught of

fishes. It is just possible that there were two separate stories

floating about, one referring to a draught of fishes and the

appointment of Peter, and the other referring to a post-

resurrection appearance to Peter and the predictions referring

to his death and that of the beloved disciple, and that these

have been telescoped together. But it seems that the forgiveness

of Peter is vital to the fishing scene. It is probable that the

predictions are additions to the primitive tradition. It is rather

unnatural to relate the story of the prediction of the death of

the beloved disciple hving until Jesus came, if that disciple were

already dead. Jesus did not will that he should survive until

the second coming. It is more natural that the story should be

written about a man who was dead than that a man should write

it in reference to his own future death. Besides, the teaching

about the Parous)a is similar to what we have in the Synoptics.

It is not the kind of teaching that we generally have in the

Fourth Gospel, in which the Parousia is treated spiritually as

the coming of Christ or the Spirit in the life of the disciples

and the church (cf. 14 2, 3, is, 19).

The thii-d section of this last chapter is simply the last two

verses, 24 and 25. It is most unnatural that anyone who had

written 20 30-31 should end his Gospel at 21 23. It is quite

possible that he should have ended it at 21 24, verse 25 being an

editorial addition. But it is equally plain that 21 24 does not

come from the man who wrote the main part of the Gospel.

Verses 24 and 25 must go togetlier. "The 'we' of 24 includes the

'I' of 25, but excludes the 'he' of 24" (Zahn). Both 24 and 25

must be an addition not by one man but by a body of men,

either the Ephesian or some other church or a gi'oup of apostles

or disciples of the wTiter. There is practically no textual

evidence for saying that the Gospel was ever published without

21 or even without 21 24-25. It may be therefore that the whole

of chapter 21 comes from the same circle. It is almost a certainty

that none of it comes from the author of chapters 1-20. It is

absolutely certain thiit 21 24-25 comes from a group of men.

It does not come from an unauthorised person, but is a supple-

ment added to the Gospel not long after it was written and

11
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probably before it was published, and in the same region where

it originated.

We will now begin to look for interpolations in the main part

of the Gospel. And the interpolations we look for will be those

wthout any external evidence to support the hypothesis. For
example ov yap crw^poovTaL ^lovSaloi ^ajuapeirais is held to be

an interpolation. But we have external evidence for so regarding

it. No attempt therefore will be made here to support the view.

(1) The first case I would point to is 5 28, 29. The reasons

for regarding these verses as interpolated are: (a) They break

the connection of verses 27 and 30, which naturally go together;

(b) They are hardly compatible with 5 25; (c) They are alien to

the main thought of the Gospel. The main thought of the Fourth

Gospel on the question of judgment is clear. The resurrection

of judgment, that is to say, the resurrection of the wicked, is

nothing more than a dehverance of the wicked over to judgment.

Eternal life is not a time conception, but an ethical and purely

timeless one. In only a few passages does it retain a temporal

meaning. In these, it refers to the future heavenly life (4 14 6 27

12 25). But in 5 28, 29, we have a totally unspiritual conception

of the resurrection, oi ev roig fxptjuietoii probabl}'^ comes from

Is 26 19.

(2) The references to the last day in 6 39, 40, 44, 54 are also

probably interpolations. (So Wendt, Charles and Schmiedel.)

The references are quite superfluous, they spoil and even con-

tradict the context, and are against the point of view expressed

in 5 24 8 51 11 25, which quite definitely maintains that, eternal

life is a gift enjoyed here and now by those who beheve in

Christ. We have this shown to us in chapter 11, where, as

against the crude orthodoxy of Martha and the beHef that her

brother would rise again on the last day, Jesus says, "I am the

resurrection and the Kfe. Everyone who beheves in me shall

never die." The fact that all the four references to Christ

raising the dead appear in the same context and nowhere else

in this Gospel, the fact that they are entirely opposed to the

spirit of the Gospel as a whole and are so like Synoptic teach-

ing, points rather to interpolation by one who did not agree

fully with the Johannine point of view than to the fact that a
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writer like the author of this Gospel should, in one passage

alone, fall back to such an extent into primitive ideas. Pfleiderer

(Primitive ChristianiUj) objects to this, and says that the Gospel

was written almost solely to attack Gnosticism and to mediate

between the Sjnoptic and Gnostic views. This necessitates it

taking over without modification certain primitive ideas. But

this thesis cannot be carried thi'ough. It demands too late a

date for the composition of the Gospel. The Gnosticism reflected

in this Gospel is only incipient. Also the purpose of the Gospel

is much more complex than that. AVernle also (Beginnings of

Christianity, vol. II, p. 136, 137), makes the Gospel a mediation

between primitive eschatology and its Helleuizatiou. "He is

really a representative of the old eschatology from first to last;

only, as an apologist, he tried to meet the Greeks in this point

as in many others, by endeavoring to adapt the Christian hope

for the future to their own views." But when Werule says that

.In 14 1-3 can scarcely mean anything else than that Jesus will

fetch the Christians to God and will not himself live upon earth,

we begin to suspect his point of view, l-l i-:; can hardly be

interpreted by anything else but 14 17-Ji.

(3) An interpolation is probably to be found in 4 2, "and yet

Jesus did not baptize, but his disciples." (So P. W. Scluuidt,

Geschichte Jesu, II, 92 and Wellhausen, Evang. Joh., p. 20.)

This is a clear contradiction of the preceding verse. The whole

question of the rival baptisms of Jesus and John is difficult and

obscure. John baptizes, though Christ has come and substituted

the baptism of the Spirit for the baptism of water. The disciples

of John are indignant at the success of Jesus, a success wliich

John is said to have predicted. They do not recognise Jesus,

though John had acclaimed him. Jesus baptizes with water,

though his mission was to baptize with the Spirit. Here we have

a clear case of the feehng of the Christian Church obtruding

itself into the Gospel tradition. It is not enough to say qtiod

quis per aliion facil, id ipse fccissc dicitar. That is only the

harmonization of despair. It may be John's method to contra-

dict the Synoptics, he may now and again be confused in his

own thinking. But it would show unpardonable carelessness for

an author to say one thing in one sentence, and give a clear

11*
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contradiction of it in the next. It is possible that the words

arose in the form of a marginal note by a scribe to explain

away a difficulty and that the words slipped into the text.

Abbott {Dial. 1925) takes it as an anacoluthon due to a desire

to make readers see the striking things at a glance and then

gradually take in the rest. He refers to 1 15 and 20 1 8 as

examples.

(4) Probable interpolations are 2 21, 22 7 39 12 33 and 18 9.

"Wendt marks these, not as interpolations, but as signs of a later

writer using a Johannine source. AYe cannot now examine the

whole theory. I take it to be wrong. But though the theory of

Wendt may be wrong, some of his facts may be right. 2 21,22

are certainly a poor explanation. What the words probably

mean is, as Wendt and others say, "If you destroy the place

of the worsliip of God, I, in the shortest space of time, 'svill raise

in renovated state that worship which you have abused." But

the text then goes on to say that Jesus spoke thus of the temple

of his body, and that, after his resurrection, the disciples re-

membered and understood. Pfleiderer, following Jakobsen, says

the story comes from Mk's account of the cleansing of the

Temple, and Lk's story of 2 41-52, and that Jn 2 19 comes from

the Gospel of the Hebrews, and he takes "body" as equivalent

to the Christian church. Except for the first statement, which

is probably right, this is aU mere conjecture. The logion of Jesus

was certainly enigmatical, but it would have been enigmatical

to a hopeless extent had Jesus referred to his own physical

body, or to the church as being, in the Pauline phrase, the body

of Christ. It is doubtful whether the author of the Gospel would

have so interpreted the church. The fact that the saying was

brought up against Jesus at his trial shows that his hearers also

understood him to speak of the destruction of the Temple, though

they misunderstood the nature of the destruction. The comment
of the Evangelist shows a misinterpretation of a spiritual utter-

ance which is unusual. His method is to spirituahse a saying

having reference to a physical event rather than to materiahse

what is meant to be sjrmboHcal.

8 39 shows the same kind of thing. Jesus is reported to have

said, "He who beheveth in me, as the Scripture saith, out of
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his belly shall flow forth streams of living water". These words

are a favorite passage for exegetical discussion, but the solution

proposed by Dr. C. F. Burney (Expositor, Xov. 1920) seems to

be the best. He takes the stop to be after e/xe and then 6 iria-reucov

etV €/uL€ is part of the invitation of 7 37. (So E. AV. Bidlinger.)

The passage quoted in 7 38 cannot be connected with any Old

Testament reference. Dr. Burney takes the text to arise from

a misunderstanding of j^D and j'^yiD. A\Tien the verse is recon-

structed, it reads, "He that thirsteth, let him come unto me,

and let him drink that beheveth on me. As the Scripture hath

said, 'Rivers shall flow forth from the fountains of li-siug waters'."

This can mean that Christ, the object of faith, would be the

fountain, and we are thus saved the difficulty of explaining what

is unique in John, the fact of a behcver himself being a source

of inspiration. If we accept Dr. Burney's view, we have a wide

field of study opened up for us. To what extent is the Fourth

Gospel dependent on Aramaic sources? These are more frequent

probably than has yet been supposed. Such a source lies, it seems

to me, behind tlie difficult phrase of 8 25. Dr. Briggs thought

that our present Gospel was a translation of a Hebrew original.

But the whole tone of the Gospel seems to militate against this.

The final decision on the question of origin is not a hnguistic

one. Cheyne (Enc. Bib., "Xathanael") also suggests, in one in-

stance, a mistranslation of a Hebrew original. But to go back a

little. The text says that this sajing refers to the Spirit, ''wliich

was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glorified." Now,

whether we take Bui'ney's reconstruction or not, the preceding

verse most certainly does not mean that. Not only so, it limits

the glorification of Jesus to his death and resurrection, which

is alien to the thought of this Gospel. The whole life of .Jesus

was a glorification before men, and it was only the consummation

of the glor)' which was given on the cross, cf. 12 28.

12 33 is another case of misinterpretation. Jesus says, "And
I, if I be lifted up from the earth (« t^? yn':)i will draw all

men unto me". The text then goes on to say, "this he said,

signifying by wliat death he was about to die". This corresponds

to 18 32. The meaning of the verse is therefore that v>\fov<rQai

refers in the mind of Jesus to the crucifixion. But the context,
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which refers to the glorification of Christ in his life, the use of

€K rfj? -y^f, and the general meaning of i/y^ova-Oai as equivalent

to So^d^eaOai is against this interpretation. Moreover, we have

exactly the same Idnd of sentence in 21 19 (the appendix), and

the same kind of interpretation. Jesus is reported to have

referred to Peter's manner of life, but the writer interprets it

as referring to his manner of death. Finally, 18 32 seems to be

peculiarly inappropriate. There is no trace in 18 31, that the

crucifixion was in the mind of Jesus.

The fourth case of misunderstanding is in 17 12, which is

wrongly interpreted in 18 9. "What Jesus means is that he has

preserved his disciples from spiritual assaults. What the writer

takes him to mean is that he had preserved them from physical

enemies. Lock, in his criticism of Wendt, disputes this as being

a misunderstanding, and says the disciple in his old age, looking

back upon the life of his Lord, lovingly sees in the care of Jesus

at the betrayal an example of his usual attitude. This rests

upon a belief in a certain authorship of the Gospel which needs

careful examination. It seems obvious also that the four examples

cited must go together.

When we look back upon them, we see signs of similarity.

(1) They are the only cases in the genuine part of the Gospel

where the author presumes to say what Jesus meant. The
general method is to make Jesus interpret himself. (2) They

are all cases in which an utterance of Jesus referring to timeless

spiritual facts has been interpreted so as to refer to temporal

events. (3) All reveal the mind of the man or men responsible

for the appendix, with the material interpretation of the Parousia,

and the attitude to death. The conclusion therefore is that the

author of 21 21-23, interpolated 12 33 18 9 2 21, 22 7 39 and 18 32

into the Gospel. We are thus delivered from a great deal of

contradiction and an equal amount of subtle exegesis.

There is one more instance of conjectural interpolation that

I would mention. That is 19 35, koI 6 ecopaKoos fxeiuapTvprjKeVf

Kai aXijOivt] avTOv ecrriv t] /uaprvpLa, KOLKetvos oilSev on aXt]6ri

Xeyeif Iva kol v/mels TTKTTeva-tjre. Upon the explanation of this

passage, we must enter rather fully. The reference of course is

to the water and blood coming out of the side of Jesus. Many
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have tried to prove that this could happen, but they do not seem

to have met with much success. Moreover, if we remember the

meaning of water and blood in this Gospel, there is no reason

why we should try- to prove it. In three words, we have Christian

theolog}' symbolised: the Hfe freely given up to God and the

water of baptism. The really difficult point is not the fact, but

the attestation of the fact. What is meant by 6 ecopaxwi? Is the

author identifying himself with the eyewitness or distinguishing

himself from him and referring to him as the authority for the

statement? Nothing can be got out of the meaning of e/ceii/09.

Schmiedel, noted as a grammarian, says, "The elaborate in-

vestigations that have been made on the question whether any-

one can designate himself by eKetfog or not are not only not

decisive as regards any secure grammatical results: they do not

touch the kernel of the question at all", (Enc. Bib., 2543).

I take cKeiuog to refer to the glorified Christ. We are saved

thereby from bringing into the discussion a tliird man C who

testifies to the truth of an event witnessed by B which is recorded

by A. In spite of all the discussion to prove that cKeivos can

refer to the writer, I remain unconvinced, for (1) to judge by

the attitude in 1 u, whatever any other author would have done,

the author of the Fourth Gospel would have spoken of liimself

in the first, and not in the third person; (2) it raises unnecessary

suspicion for any man to assert that he is trustworthy; we

instinctively disbelieve anyone who asserts so strongly that he is

speaking the truth; (3) it is not the style of the author, or indeed

of any author, to add such confirmation to the facts he relates.

On the other hand, to take 6 ewpaKm to refer to someone

other than the author is equally difficult, for if we do not believe

a man whom we do know, it is absurd to refer to a second whom
we do not know. There is no point at all in sucli a reference.

But if we take 19 35 as an interpolation, many things arc

made plain, (a) The connection between :u and 36 is much better,

and the prophecy is brouglit into close contact with the event.

If 35 comes from the author, it would be more suitable after 37

than after 34. (b) The statement in sr. is of the same kind that

we have in 21 24, wliich we have seeu comes from a difl'erent

hand than the one that is responsible for chapters 1—20. (c) The
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symbolism of water and blood is easy to misinterpret. It is

difficult to believe that a man should testify to his own trust-

Avorthiness. It is not nearly so difficult to believe that an editor

should testify to the author's trustworthiness. The author

probably did not believe the water and blood to be anything

but symbolic. The difficulty is that the editor's grasp of historic

fact was clearer than his grasp of symbolism. He has taken the

author to speak the truth historically. But he has met sceptics.

Thus we can say that 19 35 comes from the same hand as 21 24,

and means, "The man who has seen these things and testified

to them by recording them in his book is speaking the truth.

"We know he is speaking the truth. And above all, Christ knows

he is speaking the truth".

Thus, we have as a tentative reconstruction of the Gospel;

(1) the Gospel itself, chapters 1—20, depicting the life of Jesus

in the light of the Prologue; (2) the appendix, written before

the Gospel was published, by someone unknown; but this second

man did not merely add the appendix. He saw fit to edit the

Gospel; (3) the last two verses, 21 24, 25 and the attestation of

19 35 come from a body of men to authenticate the whole Gospel.
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A SAMARITAN PASSOVER MANUSCRirT

IRVING F. WOOD
SMITH COLLEGE

IN the Forbes Library at Northampton, Mass. is a manuscript

of the Samaritan Passover service. It was purchased in 1905,

probably in a collection of books, for the hbrary has no special

record of its purchase, and the librarian is unable to tell where

it came from. It lay for years untouched in the store-room, no

one who saw it knowing what it was.

The manuscript is of heavy paper and contains 123 leaves.

The leaves are 872x5^2 inclusive, the space written covering

4^3x4 inches, with from 22 to 34 hues on a page. The writing

is in general very plain and excellently preserved. The latter

part of the manuscript is usually more compactly and obscurely

written than the first part. It is bound in heavy embossed leather,

but it may be surmised that this is not the original binding, for

leaves 12 to 21 are placed between 1 and 2. Leaf 2 is a title

page, in Arabic, giving the name of the scribe, Yahud Ibn

Ishalc, and the date, twenty ninth of Sofar, 1151 (1735 A. d.).

Leaf 65 reverse, also repeats the name and date of year.

The manuscript seems to be a complete copy of the Samaritan

passover service with all the Scripture readings. Its excellent

condition makes it an interesting exemplar of the Samaritan

liturgical manuscript. I understand that such liturgical manu-

scripts are not uncommon, but I doubt if outside the larger

libraries many exist which are in finer form or better preser-

vation than this.

Red ink is used abundantly, and occasionally green and brown,

as variations from the black of the manuscript. Not only are the
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headings and rubrics usually in red, but it is used in the text

for purely decorative purposes. Alternate lines are sometimes

in color. Sometimes colored inks are used to make a symmetrical

design on a page of prose (leaf 90), and occasionally lines of

verse are arranged in triangles of alternative red and black

(leaves 85, 86). Purely decorative designs are not uncommon.
The Passover service as given in the manuscript corresponds

in general to the liturgy as printed in Cowley, The Samaritan

Liturgy (Oxford 1909), pg. 93— 128, except that Cowley does

not print the Scripture selections. The headings, which are

often in Arabic, frequently vary widely from the printed text;

but there is no standard for these. Cowley remarks that they

"have no Hterary character and may be varied according to the

will of the scribe. They are very cursively written, often hard

to read and harder to explain" (op. cit. xHi). Sometimes Arabic

and Samaritan characters are used interchangeably.

Variations from the printed texts, however, are by no means

confined to the headings. On the reverse of leaf 44 the scribe

wrote, in alternate lines of red and black, a passage of 7 lines,

and omitted a poem of 20 lines with heading, in Cowley, p. 100, 101.

A later scribe has copied the omitted poem, with a variant

heading, bottom side up on the margin.

The long passages from the bottom of leaf 54 to 58 reverse

are not at that place in Cowley.

The passage beginning with the last line of 60 and continuing

to 61 is not in Cowley p. 110, nor do I find it elsewhere indexed.

Leaf 91 contains a poem of 9 lines not in Cowley, but the

last 6 hues of the page, to which this is prefixed, are in Cowley,

p. 116, line 20 ff. On leaf 92 reverse, instead of the alphabetic

poem in Cowley, p. 117, the manuscript inserts a long passage

beginning with an account of creation.

In the middle of leaf 95 begins an alphabetic poem, placed

by Cowley not in the Passover series, but among the Common
Prayers (p. 5, Hne 10 £f.). The first stanza varies from the printed

text and uses ^ at the beginning. The poem is incomplete,

closing at the top of leaf 96 with the t stanza.

It is followed by another alphabetic poem, but using H instead

of i< at the beginning, copied with variations and from the
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Common Prayers, Cowley p. 56, line 8ff. It also is incomplete,

ending on leaf 96 reverse with the T stanza. At the bottom of

leaf 121 begins another alphabetic poem from the Common
Prayers, which is found in Cowley, p. 12, the last line, to p. 1-i.

The manuscript here also is defective, omitting the stanzas

after J, excepting the fl stanza, with which it ends on leaf 123.

In the Scripture passages there are some readings which

seem to be scribal errors; there are readings phonetically ac-

counted for, like the interchange of gutturals; but there arc

also expansions, condensations and paraphrases. I have had no

opportunity to compare these with other manuscripts containing

the Scripture passages, which Cowley does not print. There is,

however, one notable pecuharity. It is the superabundant use

of the word "Joseph" in certain passages from the story of that

patriarch, on leaves 8 (reverse), 9, 11, 102, 103. The scribe has

inserted the name often once or more in every line. On some

pages he has so arranged the text that the repetition of the

name falls in a column, extending on leaf 103 from the top to

the bottom of the page. Such an extravagant repetition of the

word destroys the meaning of many passages and makes their

translation quite impossible. It might be called the Samaritan

equivalent of the Japanese use of "pillow words" in poetry,

used here, not for reasons of meter, but to honor the great

Samaritan patriarch. Whetlier done in other liturgical manu-

scripts I am unable to say, but the Samaritan Pentateuch as

published by Hildesheim, has no such superabundant use of

the name.
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Teaching of the New Testament on Divorce. Bj the

Venerable R. H. Charles. Willlajms and Noegate: London,

1921. pp. xiv+127.

A scholarly treatment of this subject has long been a

desideratum. Unfortunately, the book before us is not

conclusive, though it contains much that is worthy of the liigh

reputation of its author. We learn that the questions on divorce,

asked of Jesus by the Pharisees, and his rephes (Matt. 19 9

Lk. 16 18) refer only to divorces on slight grounds, and do not

relate to adultery. Matthew 19 10-12 has nothing to do with

divorce, but comes from a context on self-denial for the Gospel's

sake (doubtless the author has in mind such passages as

1 Cor. 7 32-34 and Lk. 14 26). Mark 10 2-12 has been reedited

for (jrentile Christians ; one change is the reference to divorce by

the wife—something impossible in Jewish law. 1 Cor. 7 10, 11b

gives a saying of Jesus similar to those in the Synoptics.

1 Cor. 7 11 a is an interpolation; this removed, marriage after

divorce on the ground of unfaithfulness is nowhere forbidden in

the New Testament. These points are estabhshed, or at least

made probable. The discussions of the verbs meaning divorce

and desert and of Tropvela are of value. One wishes that in dis-

cussing the latter the author had considered the interpretation,

as any sort of improper behavior, given by Selden (Uxor

Ehraica, seu de Nuptiis et Divortiis . . . Veterum Ehraeorwn,

chaps. 19, 22), and other seventeenth-century writers.

There are, however, certain matters vital to the author's

contention that the New Testament approves divorce for

adultery, with subsequent remarriage, which are hardly accept-

able. Contrary to general opinion, Archdeacon Charles holds
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that Matthew's report of the saying of Christ which makes an

exception of iropvela is nearer the original than that of Mark,

who makes no exception. One of his grounds for this opinion

is that "the law which required the death of the adulterous

woman and her paramour was still valid" (p. 19). But if Jesus

accepted the punishment of death for adultery, there is no

question of divorce for adultery, and we must not represent him

as substituting divorce for death in Matt. 5 :j2 and 19 3-9. The

author draws his conclusion that Jesus approved stoning as the

penalty for adultery from the story of the woman taken in

adultery (John 8). From this he infers that our Lord made no

objection to divorce for adultery, or to subsequent remarriage.

It is difficult to see how an execution, which left the guiltless

survivor unmarried and free to many again, can be equated

with a divorce leaving both guilty and innocent free to remarry.

The author supports his case by writing: "Jewish law, civil and

religious, made divorce compulsory in the case of adultery, as

we have already observed" (p. 9). But the fact "already

observed" was that "this law (death for adultery) was in force

during our Lord's ministry and for one or more years after its

close . . . After 30 a. d. the husband was compelled by Jewish

law to divorce his adulterous wife" (p. 5). This destroys the

basis in John of the argument that Matthew represents the

sajing of Jesus. AVe are left as before face to face with the

discrepancy between Mark, with Luke, on one hand, and

Matthew on the other. The facts presented by tlic author make

almost irresistible the conclusion that the interpolation was

made in Matthew by one familiar with the Je^sish law of divorce

for adultery, or possibly with a similar Christian custom (see

Allen's Matthew in the Iiitcniatioual Critical Commentarij, p. 52).

Archdeacon Charles holds that 1 Cor. 6 13-17, in which be-

lievers are forbidden to detile themselves with harlots, teaches

that unchastity dissolves marriage. The Apostle is not writing

directly on marriage, but declaring that harlotry is opposed to

union with Christ. Yet Romans 7 1-3, which draws an analogy

between marriage and tlie law, and between bodily death and

death to the law through the body of Christ, is explained as

having nothing to do with divorce, but is called "an illustration
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and nothing nlore" (p. 42). The two passages seem to be on

the same footing; if the author need not consider Romans, he

cannot use Corinthians to support liis argument.

The point is made that Mark in his account (10 2-12) of the

conversation of Jesus and the Pharisees omits from the quotation

from Genesis the words "and cleave to his wife", found in

Matthew; this clause is called "most pertinent to the argument

of Christ" (p. 89). But since Mark does not omit the words

"the twain shall become one flesh" he may be held to give the

spirit of the familiar passage, and no significance can be

attached to his omission. The author remarks on "Mark's wrong

attribution of the verbs 'commanded' (iuerelXaro) and 'suffered'

(eTrerpey^ev) to Christ and the Pharisees respectively", and on

*'the attribution by Mark to Chi-ist of words which rightly

belonged to the Pharisees." The verses are: They say unto him,

Why then did Moses command to give a bill of divorcement? . . .

He saith unto them, Moses . , . suffered you (Matt. 19 7-8).

He . . . said unto them, What did Moses command you? And
they said, Moses suffered to write a bill of divorcement

(Mark 10 3-4). While the attribution of the words to the

speakers is reversed, the first reference in each case uses

command and the second suffer, as though by a formula: What
is the law? The law allows . . .

We cannot found a working behef that Jesus countenanced

divorce for adultery, and for that alone, on such interpretations

as those of this volume.

But if the author is unsuccessful in establishing Jesus'

approval of divorce, he suggests another sort of argument in

his chapter entitled: Whom does God join together? Here he

seems to follow at a distance the greatest of English writers on

divorce— the poet Milton. Milton knew nothing of the modern
scholarship which doubts the genuineness of Matthew's exception,

and interpreted iropvela as did Selden; consequently he counten-

anced divorce for other causes than adultery. His work is

remarkable for his noble conception of the end of marriage

(see "Milton on the Position of Woman", Modern Language
Review, vol. 15, no. 1). Archdeacon Charles holds that every

true union of man and woman is a marriage, without regard to
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its celebration, and that the parties to a mairiage are not joined

together by God unless they are joined in heart, whatever may
have been the rites of the Church. Moreover, divorce in reaUty

takes place not in the act of the Church or State, but in the

infidelity of the contracting parties. Such reasoning leads to the

conclusion that the words of Jesus apply only to unions con-

tracted in the right spirit, ^^'ithout even such exceptions as the

adulteiy in the heart of Matt. 5 28. This consideration of the

minds of the parties rather than of the outward form of the

marriage obviously leaves the way open to free divorce, yet

without violating the precepts of Jesus as the Archdeacon

interprets them.

It seems that the attitude for one who both rests on the

words of Jesus and also desires to restrict divorce is to accept

marriage as a duly solemnized union, without looking into the

hearts of the parties. And if the author is wrong as to the

validity of Matthew's exception, the Churchman who denies all

right of divorce is the consistent man. The alternative is to

abandon Uteral interpretation of the words of Jesus for an

attempt to regulate divorce in accord with the Chi'istian ethics

of the present.

Trinity College, North Carolina Allan H. Gilbebt
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

'The Code found in the Temple'

READERS of the Journal of Biblical Literature who have

been attracted by Prof. G. R. Berry's article called The
Code found in the Temple may be interested to know that his

most important conclusion had been independently advocated in

a Uttle book published last year by my colleague, Prof. R. H.

Kennett (Deuteronomy and the Decalogue by R. H. Kennett,

Cambridge University Press, England, 1920). The two scholars

have written in entire independence of one another, and as

their common conclusions are in direct opposition to "the

practically unanimous opinion of adherents of the documentary

theory of the Hexateuch" — I quote Prof. Berry's words —
their agreement appears to me to be worth emphasizing.

Their common conclusions are that the 'book of the law'

found in the temple at Jerusalem in the eighteenth year of

King Josiah, 621 b. c, was not the book of Deuteronomy or

even the Deuteronomic Code, and that the Deuteronomic Code

is later than Jeremiah, i. e. that it is "as late as the exile or

later."

Prof. Kennett's tract is concerned with many other matters

deserving a full review (see the Journal of Theological Studies,

xxii, pp. 61—65 [Oct. 1920]), including a sketch of the evolution

of Jewish religion and cultus during the period of the Exile.

In fact it is obvious that this later date for the writing down

of the Deuteronomic Code will necessitate a quite drastic

rearrangement of our ideas about the IsraeHtic reUgion of that

period, if we happen to have any. For that very reason I wish
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to draw attention to the importance of Prof. Kcnnett's little

book, now that the question has been so judiciously reopened

in America as well as in England,

I am not going to repeat Prof. Berry's arguments or to quote

Prof. Kcnnett's. Both of them very rightly bring forward the

remarkable ordinance of Deut 17 15, forbidding the election

of a non-Israelitish king, an ordinance inconceivable wliile the

heir of David was actually seated on his throne. I would only

here remind my readers that it was actually during the exile

that a Jewish Prophet acclaimed a heathen monarch as the

Lord's Messiah. "Thus saith Jahwe to his Messiah, to Cyrus"

(Isaiah 45 i): it gives an added point to Deut 17 i5, if we

may regard it as a protest from Palestine against a too facile

abandonment by the exiles in Babylon of the hope of national

independence under a native dynasty.

Cambridge, England F. C. Burkitt

Hidalgo and Filius Hominis^

Son of man is generally supposed to denote Christ as the

promised Messiah. But Jesus Himself never used this term in

this sense. Nor does this phrase emphasize His relation to

humanity as a whole (EB^^ 15, 3-49'').'^ Jesus spoke Aramaic,

and son of man is the common expression for man in Aramaic.

The original meaning, however, was not filins Jiouiinis, but filius

?//•/, the son of a man, in contradistinction to the so)i of a iiobody.

The Spanish term for a gentleman by birth, hidalyo, Portuguese

> Thn following six brief cnmmunicfttions are abstracts of papers

presented at the meetings of the Jolins Hopkins University Piiilolopcal

Association on Oct. 15, Dec. Hi, li»20; Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, and

April, 1921, respectively.

2 For the abbreviations see this Journal, vol. 38, p. 142. G*' is the

29th edition of Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar by G. Bergs triiss or;

«' = infra; » = supra.

12
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fidalgo, is a contraction of Itijo de algo, a son of something.

The explanations a son of somehodij or a son of property are

inaccurate. Nor can we accept the etymology that this term

represents Lat. filius Italiciis which is supposed to denote an

adopted Roman citizen, one upon whom the jus Italicum was

conferred. Italims would not have become algo. Our term

a man of family denotes a man of gentle descent, while a family

man is a man with a family or a man with domestic habits.

C. D. Warner said in his book A Little Journey in the Woiid

(1889): Family will take a person everywhere. French un fils

de famille denotes a young man of a good family or a son under

the control of his parents. On the other hand, uu fils de la terre

is an upstart. Cicero, in one of his letters addressed to his friend

AtticuS; uses terrae filius for a person of obscure birth. In

Persius' last satire, on the proper use of money, we find this

phrase in the same sense. In Spanish, hijo de la tierra denotes

a child of unknown parentage. In Oxford the buffoon, who made
satirical speeches aimed at the authorities of the University, was

formerly called terrae filius. In 1721 Nicholas Amhurst, who

had been expelled from St. John's College in 1719, produced a

series of bi-weekly satirical papers under this name, which were

reprinted in 1726.

In Assyrian, mar amili, son of man, denotes a full-horn man.

Afterwards this term for gentleman was employed for man in

general, and man may be used for the first or second or third

persons. AVe can say, A man tries to do Ids best, or One tries

to do one's best, or I try to do my hest. The statement Some
one may lose his patience, and some one may come to grief

may mean / may lose my patience, and you may come to grief.

In German, man is used for the impersonal subject: for French

on dit, where on is derived from Lat. homo, the Germans say

man sagt. Our phrase A man cannot do that may mean either

No man can do that or You cannot do that, or I cannot do that.

Similarly Jesus uses the Aramaic term for man, i. e. son of man,

for I. In the answer He gave to the scribe who wanted to

follow Him whithersoever He went (Matt. 8, 20): The foxes

have holes, and the hirds of the air have nests, hut the son of

man has not where to lay liis head the terra son ofman stands
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for J: the foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests,

but I have not where to lay my head.

The distinguished Italian Hebraist Samuel David Luzzatto,

in § 50 of his gi'ammar of the Aramaic idiom of the Babylonian

Talmud (Padua, 1865; Enghsh edition by J. S. Goldammer,
Xew York, 1867; German edition by M. S. Kriiger, Breslau,

1873; Hebrew translation by C. Z. Lerner, St. Petersburg, 1880)

called attention to the fact that licthu (/dhrd, that man, was used

for the first and second persons, and quoted a Talmudic passage

where that man is the enemy of that man (Aram. lidJiu yabrCi

he el debdheli de-JidJiu ydhrd) means TJtou art the enemy of me.

A number of additional illustrations are given in § 49 of

Mar golis' Manual of the Aramaic Lanyuaye of the Babylonian

Talmud (Munich, 1910). In ZDMG 70, 555, 22 Torczyner
has pointed out that hd-id ha-Jiu, that man (plur. Jid-dnaiim

hd-hem) is used for the pronoun of the first person in Num. 16 u
and 1 S 29 4; but liis view that Id- 15 in 1 S 26 23 stands for li,

to me, is erroneous: we must read le-i5 (cf. Jer. 32 la; Ps. 62 13;

also Prov. 24 12). The Peshita and the Vulgate have in Num. 16 14;

1 S 29 4 oculos nostros and in capitihus nostris for the eyes of

those men and the heads of tliose men (cf. Schlogl ad loc.).

Rashi remarks that the answer given by the Reubenites Dathan

and Abiram, who resented the supremacy of Moses, ^Yilt thou

put out the eyes of those menY (Num. 16 14) is a euphemistic

statement for Wilt thou put out our eyes? Rashi says: Hd-
'dna.i'nn hd-hem: ke-addm hat-tble qildlato ba-hdhero.

In Hebrew the definite article is often employed where we

should use the iudetinite article. You say e. g. to write in the

hook for to write in a hook. In the story of Joseph (Gen. 39 11)

we find It came to pass about tjiis day instead of Once upon a

time it happened\ see Gesenius' Hebrew grammar, § 126, s;

contrast Skinner arf loc. (ICC). In a secondary addition to the

poems of Amos (5 19) we read: It will he as if a man flees

from the lion, and the bear met Jiim instead of As if a mail

flees from a lion and hits on a bear. I suggested in the Crit.

Notes on Kinys in the Polychrome BibU' (p. 191, 1. 35) that the

use of the definite article in such cuscs might be due to the fact

that the Hebrew narratives and other literary productions were

12*
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originally recited. We can say in a fairy tale: Then came the

ivolf instead of TJien came a icolf. We also use certain for

some. In Mark 12 42 we read: There came a certain poor

widow {koI eXdovaa jula X^W^ Trrw^r/) and in Acts 17 28: As
certain also of your own poets have said (w? nai riveg roou kuO'

vfxas 7roir]TU)u eiprjKacriv).

Dalman states in § 16, 7 of his Orammatik des jiidisch-

paldstinischen Aramaisch (Leipsic, 1905) that in the colloquial

speech of Galilee that man or that woman could be substituted

for J; in imprecations and asseverations these expressions are

used also for the second person (lidhu gabrd or hdlii ittetd for

^7^0?^, and illen ^dmmd for ye). Marcus Jastrow remarks on

p. 336 * (printed in 1890) of his Tahnudic dictionary that hdhu
gdhrd and hdM ittetd were used euphemistically for myself or

thyself (to avoid ominous speech or curse). Cf. op. cit. p. 209, 1. 3

(printed in 1888). See also DB 4, 581, 4 and my paper The
Son of Man in The Monist, January, 1919, pp. 123—131
(abstract in JAOS 37, 14).

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Greek siros, silo, and soros, stack

On our farms round wooden towers are used for the storage

of green crops. These tall circular tanks (vnth. roofs and doors)

are known as silos. In Europe this name is given to the large

warehouses for the storage of grain which we call elevators

(MK' 11, 504; EB^' 12, 339). But originaUy silo denoted a

cavity in a rock, or a int in the ground, for the preservation of

grain. In Malta, wheat is preserved in hundreds of pits cut in

the rock; a single silo will store from 60 to 80 tons of wheat

which, with proper precautions, will keep in good condition for

four years or more (EB^^ 12, 336*),

We find the name silo in French and in Spanish. In Latin

it appears as sirus (Plin. 18, 306) and in Greek as aipos, which

means not only silo, but also pitfall. The I in silo is more
original than the r in Lat. sirus. On the other hand, Lat. ehur,
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ivory, has preserved the >• of Assyr. phii, elephant, while we

find in Arabic (and the other Semitic languages) fU with I as

in €\e(pa9 (AJSL 23, 262). 2<jOo? is the Ass}t. i>elu, cavity

(AJSL 34, 232) which was afterwards pronounced s'lhi. The 2

in cripo? is long; we also find the spelling aeipo^ (AJP 39, 309*).

Ass}T. tielu is a contraction of ia'lu, Mglu. In Arabic, the

feminine form k'lylah denotes a stack of grain; (/. Egjpt. hn
,

granary (Ember).

Several words signify both pit and stack, e. g. Ger. Mietc,

wliich represents the Lat. meta = Arab. mitd\ means not only

stack of grain, but also pit for the preservation of farm produce.

For the ie in German instead of Lat. e we may compare Ger.

Biemen, oar = Lat. remus. Vegetables stored in pits during

the winter are usually piled up to some height and covered with

earth to keep out the frost (CD 4513*). On the other hand,

the superstructures of our silos are still sunk a short distance

into the gi-ound. Arab, tdhrali (> S of hb}\ pit; cf. JBL 35, 321*)

signifies pit, and tuhrah (which is identical with ruhrali; for the

r, cf. JBL 39, 164'): heap of grain {cf. Heb. ribhfir and Lat.

sahurra, ZDMG 64, 407, 1. 10). Arab, rakdm, heap, which is

identical with Assyr. karimi, Ethiop. kemr, and Heb. rekamim

(Is. 40 4; see JHUC, No. 320, p. 50*; JSOR 2, 82, n. 30) is a

transposition of makdr, pit, from kin; to dig; cf. kc-to mikmdr

(Is. 51 20) i. e. sicut urns fovea captus (JBL 36, 254).

Hcopoi, heap, may be ultimately identical with aipos, pit. It

denoted originally a Jieop of fjraiii {(Twpo<; a-lrov, Herod. 1 22).

2<T09 represents a feminine form of Assyr. sr^n, grain (Sumer, se):

ieatu, ieitu, Setu which was afterwards pronounced situ.

Assyr. e, which is a mutation of «, generally aj)pears in Hebrew

as 6, 6. g. Assyr. resu, Jiead; icnu, Hock = Heb. rus, con

(ZA 31, 247*; JBL 36, 90. 258*'; G=' § 25, e). We find this o

in TTwpo^ = Assyr. pcJ.u, shell-liniestonc, which we have also in

MeWtXa, i. e. built of shrll-limcstone, the name given in Xeno-

phon's Anabasis (3, 4, 10) to the site of Nineveh (JBL 36, 98*';

contrast St reek's Assiirb. 274*, cdxlviii'). The name Mosul

(Arab. al-Maijr>l, Junction, /. c. place where several roads meet)

may be an adaptation o^ Mcspila with i)rogressivc assimilation of

the;; as in Assyr. iggiiru, bird = irpi(ru (BAL 94; JAOS 36, 417).
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The Arabic name for silo is matmurah which is identical with

Heb. matmon from which the word mammon is derived. For the

assimilation of the t we may compare Talmud, qdmmd= qadma a,

first, and unna = iidnd, ear (cf. ASKT 167*; BA 1, 264*)

Heb. matmomm means both provisions (wheat, barley, olive oil,

honey) stored in silos (Jer. 41 8) and hidden treasures, just as

our hoard may denote stores laid by and treasures. Ger. Hort

is an old term for treasure. Syr. ampere, which corresponds to

Heb. ogarot, treasures, is commonly used for granary, grain;

cf. Am. 8 5 where we must read nifldli liah-hor. There is no

word har, grain, in Hebrew: we must substitute throughout hor,

pit, silo.

Another Hebrew name for silo is megurd (Hag. 2 i9) or

mamgiird (Joel 1 i?) = mekurd, mamkurd (with partial assi-

milation of k to m). The meaning of the corresponding Assyr.

namkuru or makkuru (= mamkuru) is not 2)rope7'ty, possession,

but store, hoard, treasure. The primary connotation of mamkiir

is pitted, i. e. huried in a pit. Assyr. tamkaru, merchant, which

appears in Arabic as tdjir, is derived from the same denomin-

ative stem (root kr', cf. AJSL 23, 252; JBL 36, 141).

The barns referred to in the Bible were underground

granaries (AJSL 23, 252; 34, 232; JBL 38, 133*). The pit into

which Joseph was cast by his brothers, was a silo, as was also

the well in which Jonathan and Ahimaaz concealed themselves

at Bahurim (AJSL 26, 11). Varro uses puteiis in this sense.

The treasure for which the Athenian CaUias (Pint. Aj'istid. 5)

was called Xa/cAroTrXouTo?, had not been sunk in a well, but had

been concealed in a cache. These pits served also as prisons;

they are still used for this purpose by officers of the French

army in Algeria (see Bescherelle's explanation oi peine de

silo). The clause there ivas no ivater in it (Gen. 37 24) seems

to be a subsequent addition derived from Jer. 38 6. Rashi

remarks that there teas no water in it is superfuous after the

pit was empty. His \iew that there was no water in it, but

snakes and scorpions, will hardly be endorsed by modern
commentators. Even in Jer. 38 6 the second half of that verse

(in the pit there was no water, hut mire; so Jeremiah sank in

the mire) may be a subsequent addition.
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The Tidlianum, in which many prisoners were killed or

starved to death, is supposed to have been originally a cistern

or well. The view that this ancient dungeon was a beehive tomb

(EB" 1, 248*, 1. 3; 19, 104^'; 23, 590^) is untenable. The name
of this earliest of the existing buildings in Eome, on the eastern

slope of the Capitohne Hill, under the church S. Giuseppe del

Fahgnani, is not connected -vs-ith Servius Tulhus, but with tiilUus,

fountain. Phny (17, 120) speaks of the Tihurtcs tuUii The only

access to the TuUianum was a hole in the stone floor, thi-ough

which the prisoners were lowered. It was a dungeon like the

oubhettes in medieval castles (CD 4177"; cf. DB 4, 103^). The

name Career Mamertimis yfa,s given to the TulHanum in medieval

times (EB" 23, 590*'). Arab, rdharci, to confine, hold in custody,

may mean originally to jmt i)i a silo. The initial r instead of

the causative s is due to the r (JBL 39, 164').

In one of the Syriac versions of the legend relating St. Helena's

rediscovery (PAPS 58, 238*) of Jesus' cross we read that the

empress commanded to throw Judas into a dry pit and keep

liim there for a week without food (Nestle, De Sancta Cruce,

p. 17, 1. 263; p. 48, 1. 10). Judas was one of the Jews in

Jerusalem when St. Helena came to the holy city. He is called

a son of Simon and nephew (or grandson; see oj). cit. pp. 57. 58)

of St. Stephen, the protomartyr, and Zacchfous who is identified

with Nicodemus. After Judas had been baptized, he was known

as Cyriacus and became bishop of Jerusalem.

The farm produce stored in silos undergoes fermentation

(cf. Heb. nihmar = iiiniJcar and Arab, taxdmmara = tama.rrara,

root X7') and develops noxious gases. When the wheat is to be

taken out of a Palestinian silo, the pit is aired by throwing a

bundle in and drawing it out again till a lamp continues to

burn (JBL 38, 133'). Even our American silos are foul with

carbon dioxid, corresponding to the choke-damj) of mines. On
Sept. 26, 1920 two boys were asphyxiated in an empty silo on

their fatlier's farm at the little village of Mechanicsville, about

7 miles X of Belair, Md.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt
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Asmodeus

The Neiv Standard Dictionary states under Asmodeus that

in Le Sage's opera (!) Le Didble Boiteux Asmodeus is the

name of the demon who conducts Don Cleofas in his nightly

adventures. In the noted French writer's satirical novel (1707)

Asmodeus is identified with Cupid, and his lameness is said to

be due to the fact that he had an encounter in France with the

demon of selfishness, Pillardoc. The fight took place in the

aerial regions, and Asmodeus was hurled to earth. Also in the

twelfth canto (1. 6600) of Wieland's Oheron (1780) Asmodi is

identified with Cupid. The opinion that Asmodeus is depicted

in the Talmud as lustful is unwarranted. In Jewish legends

Asmodeus is said to have been captured by Solomon's captain

of the host, Benaiah ben-Jehoiadah. On the way to Jerusalem

the demon knocked against a house, and overturned it, and

when at the request of a poor woman he suddenly turned aside

from her hut, he broke his leg. In the Christian pseudepigraph

The Testament of Solomon (GJY* 3, 419) Asmodeus tells

Solomon: My business is to plot against the newly-wedded, so

that they may not know one another; I sever them utterly by

many calamities (JE 2, 217—220). In this respect Asmodeus

corresponds to Oberon in Wieland's poem, but the calamities

which befall Huon and his spouse are merely disciplinary trials,

just as Job's suffering is but a test of his faith in God.

The first mention of Asmodeus is found in the rehgious novel,

known as the Book of Tobit, which seems to have been composed

at the beginning of the Maccabean period, about 170 b. c.

Sennacherib in the Book of Tobit represents Antiochus Epi-

phanes of Syria, who appears in the Book of Daniel, which

originated about the same time, as Nebuchadnezzar. Tobit

seems to have been composed by a Persian Jew (AJSL 24, 98)

for the encouragement of his corehgionists in Palestine at the

beginning of the Maccabean rebeUion, just as Gen. 14 was

written by a Babylonian Jew for the inspiration of the followers

of Zerubbabel who rebelled against the Persians at the beginning

of the year 519 b. c. (JBL 37, 210; JSOR 2, 77). The Syrian

persecution was regarded as a di\ane chastisement of the Chosen
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People {cf. Tob. 13 5. 9 and 2 Mac. 1 27-29; 6 12-16; also

Tob. 13 12 in E. H. C\\2i,v\es' Aj^ocrypha and Pseuchpi(jra])ha

and 1 Mac. 1 31; finally Tob. 1 17-19; 2 7; 12 12. 13 and

2 Mac. 9 15; 1 Mac. 7 17).

It has been observed that the Book of Tobit has an Iranian

backgi'ound. Tobit's daughter-in-law lived in Ecbatana, the

present Hamadun, near the foot of Mount Elvend, 188 miles

SW of the capital of modern Persia, Teheran. Even at the

present day one tenth of the inhabitants of Hamadan are Jews.

The town contains the reputed sarcophagi of Esther and

Mordecai, also the tomb of the great Arabian physician and

philosopher Avicenna who died in 1037 a. d. Tobit had deposited

money in Rages, the Avestan EhaijO, which is mentioned also

in the Behistun inscription of Uarius Hystaspis: the Median

Phaortes, who had rebelled against Darius in 522, fled to Kaga,

but was captured and impaled in Ecbatana. The name survives

in the huge ruins olEai, situated some five miles SE of Teheran.

A historical sketch of Rhaga, the supposed home of Zoroaster's

mother, has been given by Jackson in the Spiegel memorial

volume published at Bombay in 1908.

Asmodeus, the name of the demon who killed the seven

bridegrooms of Sara, is the Persian Aeshma-daeva. Aeshma is

the Avestan demon of rage, and daeva means demon, devil. In

Hebrew, A>/sJnnadaeva appears as Aslunedai = Aismadaiu:

the first syllable aiS (cf. JAOS 37, 322, n. 12) became aS, just

as Syr. aik is pronounced ak (Xuldcke, Si/r. Ch\ § 23, C) and

dd'ina was shortened to daL In the Talmudic idiom final con-

sonants are often dropped (Marge lis § 4, 0). According to

Justi, Af;!<hma is connected with 1*^//, to drive, from which ishu,

arrow, is derived; he combined it 25 years ago with Skt. ishinin

(RE' 2, 142, 1. 42). This, however, does not mean drivuif/,

stormy, but armed uith arrows (JAOS 31, 50). In the OT,

Aeshma appears as Ashitna which is given in 2 K 17 au as the

name of an idol worshiped by the people of Hamath, i. c. the

ancient capital of Galilee at the hot springs S of Tiberias on

the Sea (jf Gablee (not P^piphanea on the Orontes, N of Homs-
Emesa, S\V of Aleppo). For the transposition of the / in AsJrima

instead of Aishma we may compare Lat. aainiis = Sumer. anH
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(ZDMG 69, 170, n. 3; OLZ 18, 203; AAJ 7; WZKM 23, 365).

Both asinns and oj/o? are Oriental loanwords, but they cannot

be derived from the Semitic atdn, she-ass. Nor is the combination

of 6vo9 (beast of burden) with onus, burden, and avla {Mo\. ovla)

burden, heaviness, grief, sorrow, satisfactory. We have a similar

transposition in Janiaka, the original name of Avhich was

Jaymaca (or Haimaca) i. e. Land of Woods and Water (EB" 15,

134^ BK'* 9, 864 '^).

Also the part played by Tobias' dog is distinctly Aryan. In

the OT, the dog is regarded as an unclean animal. In the

Talmud Ave read that no one should keep a dog unless it is

chained, and Rabbi Eliezer said, A man who raises dogs is like

a man who raises hogs, Jiam-megaddel kelahim kam-megaddel

hazMm (BT 6, 299, 19). In the Book of Tobit Tobi;;s' dog

accompanies liis young master on his journey and follows him

Avhen be returns to liis parents in Nineveh after having cured

his bride. In the Aramaic and Hebrew versions of the Book of

Tobit the dog is omitted. According to some Catholic exegetes,

Tobias' dog represents the Keeper of Israel; Raphael, the

Messiah; and Sara, the Church of the NT.
Tobias also cured his father Tobit who had lost his sight

when he was 58 years old. He recovered it after he had been

blind for eight years. The cure of his blindness is said to have

been effected by the gall of the fish which Tobias had caught in

the Tigris. The liver and the heart of the fish, placed on the

embers of incense, expelled Asmodeus who had tormented Sara

for years. The blindness of Tobit, it may be supposed, is a

subsequent exaggeration, as is also the number of the husbands

of Sara who were kiUed by Asmodeus before they could con-

summate the marriage. In the Talmud we are told that no

woman might maiTy again whom death had bereft of three

husbands (Yeh. 64^; Nidd. 64*). In some parallels to the story

of Tobias and Sara the number of former husbands killed in

the bridal night is not seven, as in the Book of Tobit, but five

or three (cf. GJV* 3, 241; also the Warsaw edition of the

Midrash Tanhuma, vol. 2, p. 124 and Shab. 156^= BT 1,716, 1. 24).

Sara's demoniacal possession may have been a case of hystero-

epilepsy. In the NT, hysterics and epileptics are regarded as
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demoniacs (e. g. Mark 9 17-26). If Sara always bad in the bridal

nigbt an epileptic seizure followed by a fit of hysterics, this

attack may not have killed her husbands, but it may have killed

their love for her, and they may have disappeared as speedily

us possible. An epileptic fit is characterized by a sudden loss

of consciousness attended with convulsions. The seizure is

usually preceded by a loud scream. The eyes roll wildly, the

teeth are gnashed together; foam, often tinged with blood, issues

from the mouth, while the contents of the bladder and the

bowels may be ejected. The attack is followed by drowsiness

and stupor (Mark 9 26) which may continue for several hours,

or a hysterical attack may occur as an immediate sequel to an

epileptic fit. The eyes may then be tightly closed, with the body

and limbs rigid, and this stage may be followed by violent

strugghng movements.

The chief remedies for hysterics are asafetida and valerian

which 0. AV. Holmes called calmer of hysteric squirms. Asa-

fetida, the old pharmaceutical name of which is devil's ihoif/,

is found especially between the Aral Sea and the Persian Gulf.

The Romans called this inspissated sap laf^er Syriacum or

Persicum. The Greek name is otto? M>?(?i/co9. The specific

remedy for epilepsy is bromide of potassium, and bromine is

derived from f^pw/xos, stench. Pliny (32, 226) says that an

epileptic seizure may be checked by the fumes of burning horns

of goats or deer {morhum ipsum deprehendit caprini cornus vel

ccrrini usii nidor). Hysterical patients often enjoy the most

disagreeable odors: they may object to a fragrant flower, but

like e. g. the odor of burnt feathers. The oil of valerian smells

like stale cheese. It is found not only in the root of valerian,

but also in the secretion of sweating feet and in the liver of the

dolphin. Delphinic, which is identical with isovaleric (or iso-

propylacetic) acid, was discovered a hundred years ago by the

great French chemist M. E. C'hevreul. The fish caught by

Tobias may have been a dolphin which was formerly supposed

to be a fish.

If Tobias put on the embers of the incense, containing asa-

fetida, the liver and the heart of a dolphin, which he had kept

for several days, the fishy fume (Milton, Paradise Lod 4, 168)
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may well have expelled the demon. At any rate, this remedy

may have had a most powerful effect on Sara. It may seem

strange that asafetida should have been used for incense, but

this gum-resin is relished as a condiment, not only in Persia

and India, but also in France, and in Northern Abyssinia it is

chewed like a quid of tobacco in this country or betel-nuts in

the East (BL 79). In England, valerian (setwall) was used for

sachets in the sixteenth century. The nard-plant, from the base

of which the famous perfumed unguent of the ancients, known
as spikenard, was derived, is closely allied to valerian. The odor

of Nardostachys Jatamansi is intermediate between valerian

and patchouh which gives their peculiar perfume to India ink

and Indian shawls. Hysteria (or neuromimesis) is essentially a

lack of inhibitory power, and something nasty or dreaded may
induce sufficient inhibitory power. A hysterical fit may be

prevented or checked if the patient is threatened with something

particularly disagreeable.

As to the cure of Tobit's bhndness, Tobias may have tattooed

Tobit's leucomata (Tob. 2 lo) i. e. white opacities of the cornea

with the soot of the charred incense mixed with the (evaporated

and dried) gall of the dolphin. Black-lead or crayon drawings

are set with a coating of ox-gall. The treatment administered by

Tobias did not cure his father's blindness, it consisted merely in

pigmentation of the leucomata (EB 1455). Cf. PAPS 40, 71—95.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

The Last Supper

When we speak of the Last Supper we generally associate

with it Leonardo da Vinci's famous painting at Milan, which

has become for all Christendom the typical representation of

the scene (EB^^ 16, 447^), But the Master and His disciples

were not seated along the far side and the two ends of a narrow

table, with the disciples ranged in equal numbers on His right

and left. In Leonardo's picture Jesus sits in the center, and

John and Peter next to Him on the right hand side of the
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Lord, while John's brother James has the first seat on the left

side (see Brockhaus" 11, 83). In Mark 10 37 James and

John ask Jesus, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on Thy
right hand, and the other on Thy left hand, in Thy glory. Here
KuOijaOai is used, not KaraKecaOai or KaruKXidtjuai which we find

in the Greek original whereve r the English Bible has to sit at

meat, although the Latin Bi^le has accumhere, recumhere, or

discumhere. Meals were eaten in a recumbent posture. Ac-

cubation, derived from the East, was introduced in Rome after

the first Punic War (264—240). Nor did it prevail in the

Homeric times of Greece (BL 68). For the chief places

(AV, uppermost rooms) at feasts the Greek text has irpooro-

KXiaiai. For sat at meat (Matt. 9 lo) RV gives in the margin:

Gr. reclined: and so always (rf. Mark 14 i8; Luke 9 14).

If the Last Supper was arranged according to the Roman
fashion, there would have been three couches on three sides of

a square table. Jesus would have occupied the couch on the left

Mediae lectas

Jesus 1

John '2

James 3

Peter 4

side, and the place of honor would have been, not the place

before the place of the host at the rear end of the left couch,

but the place (locus consularis) at the left end of the couch

behind the table (rf. Hor. Sat. 2, 8, 20—23). 'Avdyaiov fxeya

caTpw/Mvov croifiov (Murk 14 ir.) means a large dittitKj-room

bedded and ready, i. e. provided witli dining-couches (lecti strati,

tri(li)tin strata) and the table set. Tn the Odyssey we often find

oveiara eroifxa., Theocritus (13, 63) says tTot/jLaTuTr] Sal^ {rf. also

Luke 14 1"; Matt. 22 4. «). Hrpw/jLvri denotes a couch (e. g. Plato,
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Prot. 12, A). lEKTTpwfxevov in this connection does not mean
paved or carpeted or furnislied or irrovided with cushions.

Each couch was usually occupied by three persons, but to

accommodate Jesus and His twelve disciples, two of the three

couches must have been occupied by four {cf. Hor. Sat. 1, 4, 86)

and one, by five. The three disciples on Jesus' couch were no

doubt Peter, James, and John {cf. Mark 5 37; 9 2; 14 33): Peter

in front, then James, then his brother John, and finally Jesus.

The left couch was generally reserved for the host and his

family. AVhen John wanted to ask the Master a question, he

leaned back toward the breast of Jesus beliind him. Both rested

on the couch in a semi-sitting position, supported on the left

elbow. Avaireauiv ein to tXTtjOog rov 'L/crou (John 13, 25) means

leaning hacJc toward Jesus' breast, not lyitig on Jesus' breast

(contrast Wellhausen, Luc. 91) and ^v avaKeifxevos eh €k tcov

[xaQrjTOdv avTOv ev tw koXttu) tov ^lr}crod, ov riyaira 6 Ij^ctou? in

V. 23 signifies simply one of His disciples, whom Jesus loved,

ivas reclining beside Him, not There was leaning on Jesus'

bosom one of His disciples, whom Jesus loved. ' AvoweetVej^o? ev

TU) koXttm avrov is synonymous with TrapaKaTaKei/mevos avru).

If koXttos is identical with Eng. h alf, the original meaning of

koXttos must have been cleft which Chaucer uses in the sense of

crotch, fork, the point where the legs are joined to the human
body, the bifurcated part of the human frame (JBL 35, 158).

When Dives in Hades saw Abraham afar off, and Lazarus ev

To?9 koXttok avTov (Luke 16 23) Lazarus was in Abraham's lap.

We find the pkrase in the lap of Abraham in the fourteenth

century poem Piers the Ploivman, and Luther rendered correctly:

in Abrahams Schoss (cf. Mic. 91). Michelangelo's famous marble

group Pietd at St. Peter's in Rome (pi. ix, No. 13 at the end

of MK® 2) shows the Virgin with the body of the dead Christ

on her lap. Cf. AJP 42, 162—167.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt
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He who runs may read

At the meeting of the Johns Hopkins University Pliilological

Association on Xovember 16, 1917 Professor Miller presented

a brief communication on the favorite dictum of Samuel Johnson

mth reference to Oliver Goldsmith, Nihil quod tetigit non

ornavit, which is often quoted in the barbarous form Nihil

tetigit quod non ornavit, even by scholars like Dean Stanley

and Professor Jebb who was acknowledged to be one of the

most brilliant classical scholars of his time (JHUC, No. 306,

p. 10; AJP 38, 460). The glossary of foreign words and phrases

appended to the New Standard Didionarg gives the correct

form under nullum. We generally substitute )iiJiil; in Johnson's

inscription on Goldsmith's cenotaph in Westminster Abbey
nullum refers to genus in the preceding clause.

Another familiar quotation which is always cited in an in-

correct foiTu is lie who runs mag read. We find it not only in

the daily papers, but also in the works of the masters of English

literature; e. g. Swinburne says in his SJiaJcespeare: In Macbeth

there is some ground for the general baseless and delusive

opinion of self-complacent sciolism that he who runs may read.

The new Oxford dictionary, vol. 8 (1914) p. SB?*', e states

that this quotation is an alteration of Hab. 2 2^ where AV and

RV have tJiat lie mag run that readcth it; but it is derived from

the Genevan Bible of 1560 where we find in the margin: tliat

he that runneth mag read it. This Calvinistic version was the

most popular Bible in England for more than 75 years. The

translation given in AY is more correct than Luther's rendering

Schreibe das Oesicht und male es auf einc Tafel, dass es leseii

li'Onne iver vori'iherlduft. The LXX has Ypa>\fov opaaiv koi

cracpivi eiV ttvPiov, otto)? SicoKf] 6 avayivuxTKOou airra, and the

Vulgate: Scribe visum, et eaphuia eum super tabulas, ut

pircurrat qui legerit eum. The real meaning of the line is:

Write plainly on a large tablet that it may be read runningly,

/. ('. witiiout pause and hesitation. In German you say geldu/ig

lesen or gelau,'ig sprechen for to speak flueutlg, lit. currentlg,

French couramment. Currency was formerly used for fluency,

readiness of utterance.
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The prediction which Habbakuk is to write on a large tablet,

so that it may be easily read, althougli it may take some time

before it is fulfilled, is:

2 5 The proud tyrant^ will not crush you,^

though he open his jaws like Sheol:^

6 All will utter against him

railing rimes, lampoons, and pasquins.*

4 Lo, his greed is reckless within him,

but the righteous will survive despite their firmness.^

1 10 They'll make a mock of the great king,®

all princes'^ are a scoff unto them;

They'll laugh every stronghold to scorn,^

they'll throw up siege-works, and take it.

11 Then they'll sweep by as the wind, and pass on,

they'll destroy them, sacrificing to God.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

1 King Demetrius of Syria (162—150) who was a nephew of Antiochus

Epiphanes and a friend of the historian Polybius.

* Read ionekka, and ki for the following a§er.

' Cf. Tennyson's They that had fought so well came through the jaws

of Death, back from the mouth of Hell.

* Lit. verses, songs, and poems.
5 In resisting the edicts of Antiochus Epiphanes that Jewish rites

should cease, and heathen customs be observed under pain of death

(JHUC, No. 325, p, 47). The Syrian tyrant regarded the constancy of

the faithful Jews as rebellious obstinacy. Cf. Luke 21 i9: iv rrj {iirofioprj

vfj.wi> KTi^cracrOe ras i/'y^ay vfiQv which does not mean In your patience possess

ye your souls, but Despite your steadfastness ye will tvin your lives. See

also Matt. 10 22 24 13; Mark 13 13; Dan. 12 12.

6 The King of Syria.

' The Syrian generals sent against the Maccabees, especially Bacchides

and Nicanor.

8 Read uUimmem tie-izhdk lelohdu. Cf. JHUC, No. 325, p. 48.
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The Son of Man = hie homo = ego

lu the remarks on Hidalgo and Filius Hominis, presented

at the meeting of the Johns Hopkins Vniversity Philokigical

xA-SSOciation on Oct. 15, 1920 (see above, p. 167) I pointed out

that the Aramaic original of the NT term soti of man signified,

not filius hominis, but filius viri, corresponding to the Assyi*.

mar-amili, son of a man, which denotes a full-horn man, just

as Assyr. mar-ham, son of a begetter (AL^ 19, 148) means

aristocrat. Afterwards Aram. har-naM = Assyr. mdr-amtli,

gentleman, was employed for man in general, and man may be

used for the first or second or third persons. In the Aramaic

idiom of the Babylonian Talmud and in the colloquial speech

of Galilee liCihu ydhra, that man, may be used for the first or

second persons, just as in Biblical Hebrew ha-'ii ha-hit may

denote I.

Similarly Lat. hie homo may stand for ego, huic homini for

milii, and hunc homint:m for me; cf. Plaut. Tri}i. 111.5, also

172. 507; Capt. 148; Ter. Andr. 310, Heaut. prol. 13. In phrases

like per hanc dextram ohtextor te the pronoun hae( (cf. iiSe x^^P-

Soph. Ant. 43) means mg, just as haec nrhs (ijSe /; Tro'/Xt?) may

signify our city, and hunc in collum: on my neck. In Greek we

find oSe ain'ip (or iiSe yvm}) for eyoj; cf. Oed. Tgr. 815: rig rovSe

y avSpm vvv er adXiwTepo^, also 829. 1018. Euripides says

rirep TovS^ avSpoi for vTcep e/j.ou. and Plato uses ourocr] avrjp ov

iravaeTai (bXuapwv for (rv ov Travrrei.

In Mark 2 lo, nt autem sciatic! quia filius hominis liahet

potestatem i)i terra dimittendi pt'ccata, the rendering Jiic homo

(or of^e avi'ip) would have been more correct than filius hominis

(or o vio<i Tov avdpwTTou). The Vulgate uses quia like uti, not

only for because, but also for tJiat (cf. .lob 19 25; Matt. 6 32;

Ijuke 2 49; John 16 30 21 4. 12. 17 ; Acts 23 :>; Horn. 7 13;

contrast 2 Cor. 11 31; 1 Cor. 12 2). Also Heb. /./ has both

meanings, and it may be also (like quod, that, because, although)

concessive; but this interpretation cannot be applied to Ter-

tullian's rredo quia ahsurdum (A.Jl* 41, 180, n. 3).

Johns Hopkins T'niversity Pail Halpt
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I Sam. 13 21

I have just seen in the JBL., XXXIX (1920j, 77, the brief

note by Mr. S. T. Byington on the meaning of 'pirn' in 1 Sam. 13 21.

Mr. Byington may not be aware that I advanced this inter-

pretation in the Quarterly Statement of the FEF., April 1914,

in the following words: "The attitude of the LXX is clear that

they read ]Wbp H^b^b) as ^pt^ t^ viyi and the verse is therefore:

]imn 'for the sharpening of the D'Tlfc^l nityiriD the fee was one

pim and for the ]ynr\ 2)inb) D'^Dl^p one tliird of a shekel

(compare ^pt^H tVti^^b^ Xehemiah 9)'".

Jerusalem Kaefaeli
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ery, XXV. 51 f.

DIE. W. Ft. Arnold, xxiv. 45-53

p^S and iiKouxrivT). J. H. Ropes,

xxii. 211-227

nynt leprosy. J. D. Prince,

xxxviii. 30-34

xxvii. 99-127
I

L,jg, queen, Arabic tajla'.

P. Haupt, XXXV. 320flF.

«1» Ex.20'. L.B. Paton, x.xii. 201fT.

y\V bull and Tll» foe. P.Haupt,

xxxvi. 255 f.

^j? D'» 1 Kings 20'-'. J.A.Mont-

gomery, xxxi. 141

n3». \V. F. Albright, xxxix. 167 f.

"?» '.'Sara. 6 T, iSam. 13". S. T.

Byington, xxxix. 77-80

DWE.'c. 20". L.B. Paton, xxii. 201fr.

O'^IJW H0S.32 I.e. L. Waterman,

xxxvii. 202

IKn aurocha Deat.14*. P.Haupt,

xxxvi. 254

n^nn of the thank offering. J. P.

Peters, xxix. 114-116
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xxix. 113f.

xxiv. 1-16

P. Haupt,

xxxvi, 258f.

Twin. J. F. Genung, xxx. 114-122

n^sn and ]Di1K. P. Haupt,

xxxiii. 298f.

D^^nn. J. P. Peters,

mw. W. J. Beecher,
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page
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J. A. Montgomery, xxxiii. 80
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Songs 4*. P. Haupt, xxxviii. 186 ff.

rsn gate. P. Haupt, xxxvii. 232f.
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'hyani) in Asia Minor inscrip-

tions. W.H.P.Hatch, xxvii. 134ff.

AouXj; in Luke 1*8, I. F. Wood,

xxi. 48-50

'EviavToijf Gal.4'0. G.A.Barton,

xxxiii. 118-126

Kuptor, as a title for Christ.

S. J. Case, xxvi. 151-161

in Asia Minor inscriptions.

W. H. P. Hatch, xxvii. 139

n/rpa Matt. 1 6 » 8. W.N. Stearns, xxi. 1 1
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TlvExma and nn. W. E. Schoe-

maker, xxiii. 13-67

Uopvela. A. H. Gilbert, xl. 162-165
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P. Haupt, xxxiv, 185f.

'S,r)fiepov Koi avpiov, Koi Ttj rpiTt),

Luke 13 32. A. H. Gilbert,

XXXV. 315-318

2ip6s, (Tfipos, (T(op6s. p. Haupt,

xl. 170ff.

^v^(f)a>via bagpipe, Luke 15 25,

P.Barry, xxiii. 180-190;

xxvii. 99-127

not bagpipe. G. F. Moore,

xxiv. 166-175

SwaXiTo) Actsl 1. W.H.P.Hatch,

xxx. 123 ff.

TtrpoTTcofiiVovs Josh. 11 6. M. L.

Margolis, xxxiii. 286-289

Xaipere in Epistle of Barnabas.

E. J. Goodspeed, xxxiv. 162-165
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PROCEEDINGS

DECEMBER 27, 28, 1920.

THE fifty-sixth meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis was called to order by President Clay at

2.00 p. m. on Monday, December 27*'', 1920 in Sherred Hall,

General Theological Seminary, New York.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and api)roved.

Reports of the Corresponding Secretar}', the Recording Secretary

and the Treasurer were read and accepted. The President

appointed committees as follows:

To audit the treasurer's account, Professors Grant and

Russell.

To prepare memorial resolutions, Professors Peters and

Porter.

To nominate officers for next year. Professors Barton, Batten

and Kraeling.

The committee on arrangements reported through Professor

Batten.

The committee on the cataloguing of Biblical Manuscripts in

America offered no report.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By Emil G. II. Kraeling: "The Advent Prophecy, Zech. 9 i-io."

By Paul Haupt: "Ensilage in the Bible."

By B. W. Bacon: "Pharisees and Hcrodiana in Mark."

By G. R. Berry: "The Date of Ezekiel 45 i-sa and 47 is-48 »."

By T. J. Meek: "CanticJos as a CJonventionalized Taramuz-Ishtar Liturgy.'

By F. P. Ramsay: "A Specimen IVanslation of Job."

By J. A. Montgomery: (a) "lehena Dan. 6 as; newali, Dan. 2 5."

(b) "Some Notes on the Oreek to Daniel."

By David Levine: ^Influences of Names upon the Method of Scriptural

Poetry."
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Monday Evening, December 27. The Society convened about

8.00 p. m.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

*By A. T. Clay: "A Recent Journey through Babylonia and Assyria."

(Presidential Address.)

By J. A. Montgomery: "The Jerusalem School."

By G. A. Barton: '-The Proposed Mesopotamian School."

*By H. A. Sanders: "A Papyrus Manuscript of a Part of the Septuagint."

*By W. J. Moulton: "The Domed Caverns of Deir ed-Dubban,"

Tuesday Morning, December 28. The members met about

9.00 a. m. The report of the Council was submitted and approved.

The persons nominated were elected members.

The Committee on Memorial Resolutions asked permission

to prepare these resolutions at their leisure. They will be added

to the minutes. (See p. iv ff.) In the future it was agreed that

the Recording Secretary should ask members to prepare in

advance of the annual meeting records of those who have died

during the year.

A suggestion was made that before the annual meeting ab-

stracts of papers to be presented should be obtained and

circulated and that the names of members who expect to attend

should be printed on the final program. The latter suggestion

was accepted; the former was reported to the Council with an

encouragement that such abstracts be secured and circulated,

but the right to veto such a course was given to the treasurer.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By J. P. Peters: "Psalm Notes: Ps. 84, 88, 144."

By K. FuUerton (read in his absence by J. A. Bewer): "The Feeling for

Form in Ps. 104."

Report was made that the Managing Committee of the

American School at Jerusalem had amended its rules to give

the Society of Biblical Literature a representation on its

Executive Committee.

The Nominating Committee suggested the following officers

for the Society and they were elected for the ensuing year:

Prof. K. Fullerton President

Prof. H. A. Sanders Vice-President

Dr. H. J. Cadbury Recording Secretary

Prof. G. Dahl Treasurer

* Illustrated.
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Prof. A. T. Clay \

Prof. J. A. Kelso
|

Prof. J. D. Prince
J Associates in CouncU

Prof. W. X. Donovan
Prof. I. F. Wood J

Prof. H. Hyvernat "» t^. ^ ,. ^, .

Miss M. I. Hussey
D^rect<»-s of the Amertcan

Prof. W. J. Moulton 1 ^^^'^"^ ""^ Jerusalem

P f W T Af If ^
Representative on Executive

\ Committee of same

The suggestion of a committee on membership made by the

Council was accepted and the following members were appointed

by the chair: Cadbury, Grant, Haupt, Butin, Eiselen, Meek,

Bewer, Kraeling, Margolis, Bacon.

The Recording Secretaiy was asked to write on behalf of the

Society a letter of thanks to the General Theological Seminary

for their hospitality.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By M. Jastrow, Jr.: "The New Texts of the Babylonian Myth and their

Bearings on the Two Biblical Accounts of Creation."

By G. A. Barton: "Some Texts from Ashur of Interest to Students of

the Bible."

By H. Heller: "The Character of the Variants to the Bible collected by

Kennicott and De Rossi."

By H. J. Cadbury: "Acts and Luke's Preface."

By L F. Wood: "A Samaritan MS of the Passover Service, in the Forbes

Library, Northampton, Mass."

By J. A. Kelso: "The Water Libation in the Old Testament."

By Elbert Russell: "They Pierced my Hands and my Feet, Ps. 22 i8, i7."

By F. C. Porter: "Notes on R. H. Charles' Rndntion of St. John."

Tuesday Afternoon, December 28, 2.00 p. m.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By Solomon Zeitlin: "Baptism for Converts in the New Testament and

its Relation to the Jewish Hulaka at the time of Jesus."

By L. W. Batten: "David and the Throne."

By M. L. MargoUs: "The Biblical Hebrew for 'gloss'."

By Paul Haupt (in abstract) "The Fish of Tobias."

"Abraham's Bosom."

"Satan in Job."

]*rof. \V. W. Rockwell on behalf of the American Society of

Church History invited the Biblical Society to cooperate with it
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and with the American Oriental Society in a joint campaign for

endowment. This invitation was referred to the Council.

A suggestion made by Professor Haupt that the Society make
an effort to recover European periodicals lost during the war

was also referred to the Council.

Papers were read and discussed as follows:

By David Levine: "Identifying Persons Referred to in Psalm 45."

By G. R. Berry: "The Holiness Code."

By T. J. Meek (by title): "The Origin of the Levites."

By F. P. Ramsay: "An interpretation of 1 Peter 3 19 and 4 6."

Adjourned at 4.30 p. m.

Henry J. Cadbury, Recording Secretary

MEMORIAL MINUTE

During the past year our Society has lost from its member-

ship by death five active members and one honorary member.

We desire to spread upon the minutes this veiy brief appreciation

of these our colleagues

:

Andrew Duff Heffern was born in Philadelphia, Feb. 24*^, 1856.

He spent two years at Amherst College but graduated at Harvard,

where he did brilUant work, in 1878. The following two years

he studied at the University of Berlin, graduating from the

Episcopal School at Philadelphia in 1881. He was ordained

deacon in 1881, and priest in 1882, in the Protestant Episcopal

Church, and for almost twenty years served as Rector to a

number of churches in Ohio, Pennsylvania and California. He
received the honorary degree of D. D. from the Western

University of Pennsylvania (now the University of Pittsburgh)

in 1904. In 1900 he was appointed Professor of New Testament

Literature and Languages in his Alma Mater, the Episcopal

Divinity School in Philadelphia, and held this position until the

time of his death. May 2'^'^, 1920. In 1915 he was lecturer on

the Bohlen Foundation in Philadelphia, on Ajjology and Polemics

in the Neiv Testament. These lectures have not yet been printed

but it is understood that the manuscript is ready for the press.

For twenty years he was a member of the Society of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis. While not a frequent Cv^ntributor he
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was always deeply interested in the work of the Society. Modest

and some^vhat reticent, those who knew him could not fail to

love him. Scholarly and devout, with a gentle courtesy of

manner, it was always a pleasure to meet him and to hear him.

Camden McCormack Cobem died May 3^^, 1920. He was

bom on April 19*\ 1855: received the degrees of B. A. in 1876

from Allegheny College, S. T. B. in 1883, and Ph. D. in 1885

from Boston University, Litt. D., 1908, Lawrence College. After

various pastorates he became Professor of Enghsh Bible and

the Philosophy of Rehgion in Allegheny College in 1906. Among
his publications were: Ancient Egypt in the light of Modern
Discovery, 1892: Cntical Commentary on the Books of Ezekiel

and Daniel, 1901; Neiv Archaeological Discoveries and their

hearing on the New Testament and upon the Life and Times

of the Primitive Church, 1917.

Prof. Hinckley Gilbert Mitchell was bom at Lee, Oneida

County, New York, Feb. 22, 1846. He graduated from Wes-

leyan University, Middletown, Conn, in 1873, and from the

Divinity School of Boston University in 1876. He took his

doctorate at the University of Leijjzig in 1879, and after a very

brief pastorate at Fayette, N. Y. became instructor in Latin

and Hebrew in Wesleyan University in 1880, and in 1883

professor of Hebrew' and Old Testament Exegesis, and then

instructor in Semitic languages and literatures in the 'Boston

University, 1883—1906. He received the degree of D. D. from

Mt. Union in 1888, and from Wesleyan in 1901. In 1901—2

he was director of the American School for Oriental Research

in Palestine. His fascinating talks on the work in Palestine are

well known to all members of this Society, as also his various

books: Final Constructio)is of Biblical Hebrew, 1879; Hebrew

Lessoyis, 1885; Amos, and Theology of the Old Testament, 1893;

Isaiah I— XII, 1897; Tales told in Palestine, 1904; Genesis,

1909; Haggai and Zechariah (Int. Crit. Com.) and Ethics of

the Old Testament, 1912.

In 1901 Dr. Mitchell published a volume, "The World before

Abraham," an honest and progressive contribution to knowledge,

certain passages of which seemed to militate against the old idea

of the verbal inspiration of the Bible. He was in coDsequence
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of this refused confirmation by the Board of Bishops of the

Methodist Episcopal Church in 1905. It was a bitter experience

to him, for he loved his church and he loved his work at the

Boston University. Five years later, in 1910, he was made
Professor in Tufts College, a position which he held until the

day of his death. A brave, honest heart, he left the world better

for his living in it because he stood for the truth. He did a

good work as a scholar and as a man. We have had few more
valuable members and more active participants in the work of

our Society than Professor Mitchell. He joined the Society in

1880 and thus was reckoned among our oldest members. In

later years, we have not seen him so often at our meetings, but

all the older members of the Society remember his constant

participation and attendance in the olden times. He died in

Boston May 19, 1920.

Israel Friedlander was born in Russia in 1876. From
1896—1900 he studied in the University of BerUn and the

Rabbiner Seminar. In 1901 he won his Ph. D, at Strassburg,

and a few years later was appointed Privatdozent for Semitic

languages at the same university. His scholarly attainments had,

however, attracted the attention of Dr. Schechter, and the

following year, 1903, he was called to the Jewish Theological

Seminary in New York as Sabato Morals Professor of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis. "He was a skilled Arabic scholar, a

good Biblical scholar; he had a real instinct for Jewish history",

to quote the words of Pres. Cyrus Adler. His more important

works are translations from the Russian of Dubnow's Die

Jiklische Geschichte (1898), Die Orundlagen d. Nationaljuden-

tums (1905), and History of the Jews in Russia and Poland

(1916); his translations from the Hebrew oi Achad Ha'^am^s

Essays (1908, 2'''^ edit. 1913); Der Sp-acligehrauch d. Mai-

monides (1902); The Heterodoxies of the Shiites according to

Ihn Hazna (1909): Selections from the Writings of Maimonides

(1909); Die Chadlrlegende u. d. Alexanderroman (1913); The
Jews of Russia and Poland (1915); his Jewish Essays, Past and
Present (1919) and a Hebrew work on the Political Ideal of the

Prophets (1914).

He was also a frequent contributor to journals in various
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languages. He became a member of our Society in 1909, and

was an active participant in its life. Dr. Friedliinder was a

devout Jew and an ardent Zionist. Almost from the day of his

arrival in this countiy he took a foremost place in the activities

and interests of his co-religionists. An idealist and a hero in

heart, he volunteered first for service in Palestine, then to carry

relief to the plague stricken Jews of Poland and the Ukraine,

about whom he had written so much. It was on this mission, as

agent of the Joint Distribution Committee of the various Jewish

relief societies, that he met his death, July 8'**, 1920.

Wilham Sanday, D. D., LL. D., Litt. D.. was born August 1,

1843, and died Sept. 16, 1920. He was Principal of Bishop

•Hatfield's Hall, Durham 1876—83; Dean Ireland's Professor

of Exegesis and Tutorial Fellow of Exeter, 1883—95; Lady
Margaret Professor of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church,

Oxford, 1895— 1919. Hjs principal publications are: Authorship

and Historical Character of the Fourth Gospd. 1872; Gospels

in the Second Century, 1876; Oracles of God, 1891; Inspiration

(Bampton Lectures), 1893; Commentary on Romans (Int. Grit.

Com.), 1895; Outlines of the Life of Clirist (from Hastings'

Dictionary of tlie Bible), 1899 ; Life of Clirist in Recent Research,

1907; Christologies Ancient and Modern, 1910; Personality in

Clirist and in Ourselves, 1911.

Dr. Sanday occupied a unique place among English New
Testament scholars. Always both reverent and open-minded, he

became increasingly a modernist, and special interest attaches

to his last statements of liis position in Divine Orerruliny, 1920,

and The Position of Liberal Theology, which was being printed

when he died. He was made an honorar}' member of our Society

in 1891.

Henry Anson Buttz was born ;it Middle Smithfield, Pa.,

April IS***, 1835 and received from Princeton University the

degrees of A. B. in 1858, A. M. in 1801 .md lionorary D. D.

in 1875. On April 11, 1860, he married Emily Hoaglaiid .iiid

had two daughters, Felicia (now widow of the Rev. N. W. (Jlark)

and Julia, wife of Professor Charlts Frcemont Sitterly. After

several pastorates in Methodist Episcopal churches, Dr. i^iuttz

became instructor in Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, New
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Jersey in 1868, teaching Greek and Hebrew, was elected

Professor of New Testament Exegesis in 1870, and in 1880

became President of the Seminary,

Early in his teaching work Dr. Buttz planned an elaborate

edition of the Greek Testament with critical apparatus, but

issued only one part, The Ejjistle to the Romans in Greek,

prevented from its further continuance by laborious duties of

the presidency in which he saved the institution in times of

financial panic and greatly extended its influence. He died on

October 6, 1920.

REPORT OF THE RECORDING SECRETARY

The apparent membership of the Society is at present 239,

or 11 more than reported last year. Thirteen persons elected

last year have qualified for membership and eight elected in

previous years. The secretary records with sorrow the death of

one honorary member, Professor "William Sanday, D. D. of

Oxford, England, and of the following regular members

:

Dr. Henry Anson Buttz, Madison, N. J. Oct. 6, 1920

Prof. Camden M. Cobem, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. May 3, 1920

Prof. Israel Friedlander, Ph. D. Jewish Theological

Seminary, New York, killed in the Ukraine July 8, 1920

Prof. A. D. Heffern, Divinity School of the Episcopal

Church, Philadelphia, Pa. May 2, 1920

Prof. H. G. MitcheU, Tufts College, Boston, Mass. May 19, 1920

Respectfully submitted,

Henry J. Cadbury, Recording Secretary.

December 27, 1920.

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY

Dec. 27, 1920.

To the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis:

Gentlemen:

It is a source of great regret to the Editorial Committee that

it comes before you empty-handed. I had expected to appear

with the first double number for this year issued. Instead all I

have to show is a revise page proof of the greater part and a
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communication from Drugnlin just received advising me of the

receipt of a package containing additional matter fur the number
and promising proof thereof in my hands ready for this meeting.

This proof has not arrived as yet. As you will remember, vre

had to wait for the referendum vote of the membership of the

Society. Meanwliile the Editorial Committee was busy winding

up the publication of the volume for 1919. Manuscripts had

been received and edited by the time the decision was reached

to print in Germany. When final negotiations were entered into

with Drugulin, conditions in Germany did not favor entrusting

our manuscripts to the mail. AVe were compelled to wait. Since

the time that the first manuscripts were sent off, there have

been delays both at the printing house and in transmission.

The Yale Press recently brought to my notice the impatience

of members and subscribers, of which I really did not have to

be informed. I suggested that a notice be sent out explaining

the situation and promising an early appearance of the first

double number, let me say before the end of January, 1921 and

the issuance of the second double number by the end of March
if possible. Meanwhile steps will be taken to expedite the

appearance of the new volume possibly before the year is over.

The Society will kindly note that the German printers cannot

be trusted even with the smallest corrections unless a revise is

received at this end. The typesetters there are altogether

unfamiliar with our markings, and mistakes in the English creep

in at all stages of the revise. On the financial side of the

transaction the Treasurer's report contains the necessary in-

formation.

Respectfully submitted,

Max L. Margolis.
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SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1920

1920

Jan. 1, Balance $ 780.12

„ 1, Interest on deposit in Savings Bank 10.36

Apr. 24, Balance from Yale press 255.25

June 29, For Reprints 10.00

Dues 698.10

$ 1,753.83

1920

Jan. 3, Shea Bros. Programs $ 20.00

Feb. 3, Shea Bros. Circulars 13.75

„ 3, H. J. Cadbury, Secretary for expenses 4.2K

Mar. 4, Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Co. Vol. 38, parts 2, 3 422.70

„ 31, M. Isely, addressing bills 3.89

Apr. 24, T. M. & T. Co. envelopes and bills 16.50

June 10, H. J. Cadbury, expenses 3.09

July 7, Cable to Drugulin 6.58

„ 27, T. M. & T. Co. Vol. 38, part 4 243.36

„ 27, Nat'I. Trademen's Bank, N. H. Draft to Drugulin' for

shipping extra copies of Vol. 34 9.56

Aug. 2, Deutsche Bank, Berlin for 20,000 mk 500.50

Sep. 18, T. M. & T. Co. Reprints 7.67

Nov. 11, Nat'l. Trade Bank N. H. Draft to Drugulin .... 1.10

Dec. 14, M. L. Margolis, Editorial Expenses 35.00

„ 14, Yale Press, Notices bQt^ Meeting 6.92

„ 14, Yale Press, Envelopes for Notices 6.25

J, 25, Cash on hand

In Savings Bank 310.36

In check account 142.34 452.70

(In addition we have 20,000 mk. on deposit in

Deutsche Bank, Berlin. See above)

$ 1,753.83

GEORGE DAHL, Treasurer.

Audited and found correct, December 27, 1920.

ELIHU GRANT ELBERT RUSSEL
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MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY >

HONORARY MEMBERS

Prof. K. Budde, D.D., Marburg, Germany.

Prof. F. C. Burkitt, M.A., Cambridge, England.

Prof. Ernst von Dobschiitz, Halle, Germany.

Prof. Adolf Harnack, D.D., Berlin, Germany.

Prof. A. .Tiilicher, D.D., Marburg, Germany.

Prof, Marie Joseph Lagrange, Jerusalem (care of M. Gabalda, 90 Rue
Bonaparte, Paris).

Prof. A. H. Sayce, D.D., Oxford, England.

Prof. G. A. Smith, D.D., Aberdeen, Scotland.

ACTIVE MEMBERS 2

Rev. Prof. Howard C. Ackerman, B. D., M.A., Nashotah, Wis.

Prof. Arthur Adams, Ph.D., Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.

Miss Charlotte Adams, 135 E. 52d St., N.Y. City.

Pres. Cyrus Adler, Ph. D., 2041 North Broad St., Phila.. Pa.

Wm. Foxwell Albright, American School for Oriental Research,

Jerusalem, Palestine.

Prof. Herbert C. Alleman, Gettysburg, Pa.

Prof. Frederick L. Anderson, D.D., Newton Centre, Mass.

Prof. Wm. R.Arnold, Ph.D., 7 Francis Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. B. W. Bacon, D.D., 244 Edwards St, New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Wm. Frederic Bade, Ph.D., Pacific School of Religion,

Berkeley, Cal.

Roland Bainton, Yale School of Religions, New Haven, Conn.

Lieut. C. C. Baker, Box 296, Lancaster, Calif.

Phillips Barry, A.M., 83 Brattli' St., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. George A. liarton. 3725 Chestnut St., PIiil!ideli)hia, Pa.

Prof. L. W. Batten, Ph.D., 6 Chelsea Sq., N.Y. City.

Prof. Bruce R. Buxltr, M. A., Mt. Union College, Alliance, Ohio.

' Thin liit ha« been corrected up to Doc. 1, 1021 Memberi arf roquonted to notify

the RccordinR Ki>cretary, H. J. Cadbory, 7 Buckinfihani Place, C'ambridBe ih, Maaa
,

of

any change of addresi.

' The two numberi pref\xed to the name of each member indicate the order and date

of hii acceiiioD to memberihip in the Society.

(fi28)
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(561) '16 Prof. John W. Beardslee, Jr., Ph.D., D.D., Theological Sem-

inary, New Brunswick, N. J.

(568) '16 Rev, C. Theodore Benze, Lutheran Seminary, Mt. Airy. Pa.

(570) '16 Prof. Immanuel G. A. Benzingcr, Ph.D., Wagner College, Staten

Island, N. Y.

(326) '99 Prof. George R. Berry, D.D., Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N.Y.

(318) '98 Prof Julius A. Bewer, Ph.D., Union Theol. Sem., N.Y. City.

(618) '21 Pres. James A. Blaisdell, Pomona College, Claremont, Cal.

(613) '21 Prof. F. J. Bliss, 1155 Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.

(551) '15 Rev. Joshua Bloch, Ph.D., 16 W. 23rd. St., N.Y. City.

(604) '20 Rev. P. F. Bloomhardt, Ph.D., 134 E. Delevan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(380) '05 Prof. Edward I. Bosworth, D.D., OberHn, 0.

(423) '08 Prof. Clayton R. Bowen, Meadville Theol. School, Meadville, Pa.

(370) '03 Rev. Lester Bradner, Ph.D., 289 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City.

(311) '97 Miss Emilie Grace Briggs, 414 Clifton St., Lakewood, N.J.

(569) '16 Mrs. Beatrice A. Brooks, "Wellesley, Mass.

(301) '96 Prof. Wm. A. Brown, D.D., Union Theol. Sem., N.Y. City.

(102) '84 Prof. M. D. Buell, Garrison Hall, Boston 17, Mass.

(586) '18 Prof. Ernest Ward Burch, Ph.D., Garrett Biblical Institute,

Evanston, 111.

(91) '83 Prof. E. D. Burton, D.D., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

(554) '15 Prof. R. Butin, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.

(589) '18 Prof. Moses Buttenwieser, Ph.D., 252 Loraine Ave., Clifton,
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS

(Ab Amended Dec. 28, 1901)

CONSTITUTION

I

This association shall be called "The Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis."
n

The object of the Society shall be to stimulate the critical study of the

Scriptures by presenting, discussing, and publishing original papers on

Biblical topics. m
The officers of the Society shall be a President, a Vice-President, a

Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, and a Treasurer, who,

with five others, shall be united in a Council. These shall be elected

annually by the Society, with the exception of the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who shall be elected annually by the Council. Additional members
of the Council shall be the Presidents of the Sections hereinafter pro-

vided for. There shall be also a Publishing Committee, consisting of the

Corresponding Secretary and two others, who shall be annually chosen

by the Council.

IV

Members shall be elected by the Society upon the recommendation

of the Council. They may be of two classes, active and honorary.

Honorary members shall belong to other nationalities than that of the

United States of America, and shall be especially distinguished for their

attainments as Biblical scholars. The number of honorary members
chosen at the first election shall be not more than ten; in anj succeeding

year not more than two.

V

The Society shall meet at least once a year, at such time and place

as the Council may determine. On the first day of the annual meeting

the President, or some other member appointed by the Council for the

parpoie, shall deliver an address to the Society.

VI

Sections, consisting of all the members of the Society residing in a

particular locality, may be organized, with the consent of the Council
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for the object stated in Article II, provided that the number of members
composing any Section shall not be less than twelve. Each Section shall

annually choose for itself a President, whose duty it shall be to preside

over its meeting, and to take care that such papers and notes read before

it as the Section may judge to be of sufficient value are transmitted

promptly to the Corresponding Secretary of the Society. The Sections

shall meet as often as they shall severally determine, provided that their

meetings do not interfere with the meetings of the Society.

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the Society, on recom-

mendation of the Council, such amendment having been proposed at a

previous meeting, and notice of the same having been sent to the members
of the Society.

BY-LAWS

I

It shall be the duty of the President, or, in his absence, of the Vice-

President, to preside at all the meetings of the Society; but, in the

absence of both these officers, the Society may choose a presiding officer

from the members present.

II

It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to notify the members,

at least two weeks in advance, of each meeting, transmitting to them at

the same time the list of papers to be presented at the meeting; to keep

a record of the proceedings of such meetings; to preserve an accurate

roU of the members; to make an annual report of the condition of the

Society; to distribute its publications, and to do such other like things

as the Council may request.

Ill

It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to conduct the

correspondence of the Society, and in particular, to use his best efforts

for the securing of suitable papers and notes to be presented to the

Society at each meeting; to prepare a list of such papers, and to place

it in the hands of the Recording Secretary for transmission to the mem-
bers ; to receive all papers and notes that shall have been presented, and
lay them before the Publishing Committee.

IV

It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of all the funds

of the Society, and to invest or disburse them under the direction of the

Council, rendering an account of all his transactions to the Society at

each annual meeting.
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It shall be the duty of the Council to j)ropo8e candidates for member-
ship of the Society; to elect the Corresponding Secretary and the addi-

tional members of the Publishing Committee; to fix the times and places

for meetings, and generally to supervise the interests of the Society.

VI

It shall be the duty of the Publishing Committee to publish the pro-

ceedings of the Society, and also to select, edit, and publish, as far as the

funds of the Society will justify, such papers and notes from among
those laid before them, as shall in their judgment be fitted to promote

Biblical science.

The fee for admission into the Society shall be five dollars, besides

which each member shall annually pay a tax of three dollars ; but

libraries may become members without the fee for admission, from

which, also, members permanently residing abroad shall be exempt. The
donation at one time, by a single person, of fifty dollars shall exempt

the donor from all further payments, and no payments shall be required

of honorary members.

vin

Each member shall be entitled to receive, without additional charge

one copy of each publication of the Society after his election ; in addition

to which, if he be a contributor to the Journal, he shall receive twenty-

five copies of any article or articles he may have contributed.

IX

Five members of the Council, of whom not less than three shall have

been elected directly by the Society, shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Twelve members of the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof for the

transaction of business, but a smaller number may continue in session

for the purpose of hearing and discussing papers presented.

The following resolation, supplementary to the By-Laws, with reference

to the price at which members may procure extra copies of the Jmtmal,

was adopted .June 13th, 18S4.

Resolted: That the Secretary be authorized to furnish to members,

for the purjwae of presentation, additional copies of any volume of the

Journal, to the number of ten, at the rate of SI a copy, but that the

price to persons not members be the amount of the annual assessment.
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